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ABSTRACT 
 
This dissertation, from the perspective of Marx’s historical materialism, explores the 
dialectical mediation process of the South Korea’s cultural formation echoed with the peculiar 
historical modality of financialization in the 1980s. Taking the conception of time as the 
constitutive logic of the cultural formative process, my historiography, based on Marx’s method 
of inquiry called ‘rising from abstract to concrete’, describes the dynamics of the tendential 
forces which the Korean labor class formulated by the self-reflexive interpretation of their 
immediacy of lived experiences and mentality given by the changes of material conditions and 
how it organized a homogenous and dominant tendency of cultural interpretation by 
marginalizing subversive interpretations. 
As the rate of profit began to fall in the advanced capitalist countries from the late 60s, 
the previous regime of accumulation needed to re-modulate its global production-relations. The 
U.S. as the key currency holder responded by the deregulation of banking capitals and the 
regulation of interest rates in the domestic level and by ending one-sidedly the Bretton Woods 
system. These maneuvers accelerated the motion of advance capitals called financialization and 
took the historically contingent forms of banking capital on the surface. But, the financialization 
tended to depend on the velocity of the turnover of dual-accumulation mode and inevitably 
demanded to readjust the global circuit of capital and the hierarchy of division of labor in Asia.  
In the continuum from Nixon’s Guam doctrine followed by the Détente with China and 
the geo-political tension around Korea, the Reagan administration and Korea’s new military 
regime in the early 80s found the interface of their interests. By this detour to political realm, the 
Korean production relations was re-structured through the peculiar form of Korean 
financialization characterized as the repression of bank-capitals by the government and 
productive capitals which is traced back to its primitive accumulation period. In this course, 
Korean electronics industry began to grow attaining mirror-benefit from the competition between 
Japan and U.S. Color TV penetrated Korean households as one of representative white goods and 
underwent its cultural legitimation process based on the Korean’s immediate mentality and 
experience of family and previous uses of printed media.    
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Meanwhile, the altered production relations from the early 1980s diversified the concrete 
labors accompanied with the change of wage-relations. Combined with the increased 
accessibility of finance commodities, the new class-experience enrooted capitalistic rationality 
into the everyday life of the Korean laboring classes. Korean laboring class internalized the logic 
of global financialization in everyday life by subjectively re-appropriating abstract time by a 
synchronized temporal form proposed by a new media, color TV. The Korean laboring classes 
subjectively re-appropriated abstract time as concrete temporalities: the past and future by 
nostalgia and imagination and the present by calculation and (self-)reification. Synchronized 
with capitalistic temporality, their rational synthesis inverted the conceptual relationship between 
labor-capital and it reinforced, was reinforced by, the self-affirmative substances embedded in 
the representation of the color TV, which became a popular media.  
An eccentric tendency of interpretation over their immediate class experience and 
mentality began to appear with the inner logic of self-negation as labor class by creating the 
Others within the same species of laboring classes. This tendency operated not only in the re-
conception of family relation as an economic oneness with the previous axiological standards but 
also in the differences in the contingent historical forms of concrete labors. And it marginalized 
the counter tendencies in latency which retained the inevitable internal contradictions derived 
from the temporal discrepancy between the shared class experiences in present and the 
individualized expectation to be middle-class by accentuating the generality of the capitalistic 
logic of reification.  
The Korea’s leftwing camp, unlike their ad-hoc self-evaluations appropriating Gramsci’s 
war of position, committed critical strategic mistakes which can be characterized by missing the 
point of culminating point of attack, clinging the over-simplified problematic given by the 
peculiarity of Korea’s political history: ‘the abolition of military dictatorship equated with the 
emancipation from the capitalism’. Consequently, after the procedure of formal democracy 
yielded by the military dictatorship in 1987, the political strategies of the mainstream sect of 
Korean leftwing camp ended up in Xeno’s paradox which would perpetuate the defensive, 
without preparing to transit to war of maneuver in Gramsci’s sense. With the missed opportunity 
to actualize, or at least to organize, the latent counter tendencies into material political forces, the 
Korean laboring classes failed to be the labor class and remained hovering between a belief in 
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current moving towards the political progression from Korean political dictatorship, and ‘longing 
to escape from the dangers of revolution back to the flesh pots of Egypt’.  
The dominant tendency of the multiple dialectical co-evolvements as the tendential 
vector began to confine the self-consciousness of Korean labor class in the general conception of 
bourgeois individual and to frame the emancipatory praxis only by self-affirmation as middle 
class through the evidential forms of consumption in present offered by the Korea’s economic 
prosperity and the expressive modality of the self-pity on the surface of the homogeneous 
universality of capitalistic salvation. And the producer of history armed only with self-
victimization and the politics of consumption soon received the visit of the monstrosity of what 
they now called neo-liberal order in the 90s.  
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‘vegnati in voglia di trarreti avanti 
verso questa rivera, tanto ch’io possa intender che tu canti’ 
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my years at ICR that led me to face and develop my masked self-contradictions. My immediate 
movement was repulsion and retreat when my own irony was greeted by a kind of horrible 
hybridization between the comedy of so-called ‘it’s useful, go for it’ and the tragedy of 
ignorance with confidence, eventually nested in ‘self-pity as a survival kit’. My self-
contradiction obliged me to inspect it through the mist of my utter rejection of it. My aloof 
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Dr. Christians encouraged me not to stop my ambitious project by reminding of why my 
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morose feeling of my project going beyond my intellectual capability and turning me to an 
unwelcomed incubus creeping into the untouchable middle-class dream that my beloved friends 
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encouraging me in academic solitude. I recall always as the rejoice of discovering solace in the 
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mediation of culture as essence than on the given media forms.    
It was Dr. McChesney who taught me the companion of my academic dialogue-say, my 
audience, and defined the dialogue to be a political practice. He constantly advised me to ‘put my 
feet on the ground’, concretely taught me to use less theoretical jargons for general audience in 
the correspondence between my speaking and writing. Of course, my old tendency led me to be 
reluctant to accept it because I was mortally afraid of a possibility of vulgarization I could 
mistakenly make. To be precise, I was not confident of my power of abstraction to penetrate the 
essence of given thought-object and of my possible academic bluffing that I loathed. He 
encouraged me to overcome such self-created anxiety only by ‘practice’, not by endless ‘meta-
thinking’ through his teaching method he presented in his classroom. He let students talk, debate 
and experience so they developed their questions and discovering the answers by themselves. I 
realized that his pedagogical method was coincided with his theories of media democracy and 
strategic implications. My archival research of the Korean labor class culture ascertained the 
political relevance of his teaching by the historical facts that Korean labor class in the 80s did not 
experience the capitalistic exploitation and oppression by my beloved abstract theoretical 
concepts and mathematical equations of falling rate of profit. In other words, labor class’ reading 
of some sentences of abstruse theories do not change them to revolutionary historical subjects 
without the practice of lived participation in the free motion of ideas. His lessons were 
substantiated in my perspective on cultural politics held in my dissertation, especially my 
interpretations of Gramsci’s political view on Italian labor class’ reception of Zola and of Rosa 
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rooted form of the materiality of mediation and political organization.  
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crucial moments embedded in my idea and to develop them to the next stages. From the form of 
his mentoring itself, I could attain crucial hints in grasping the dialectical passage of the form 
and contents in historical development and actualize them in my historiography. His lessons 
directly contributed to this project which illustrated the universality by historical particularity 
beyond general-specific description. He convinced me that culture produced by the ordinary 
people is always right as far as guided by their correct use of reason. And he generous and 
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reliable husband. She supported even my infantile impetus turning our sweet home to my own 
Lagado’s academy. I can never forget her candy-sweet smile she showed to me when I had a 
bath with olive oil and her favorite perfume I stole from her vanity table to figure out one of my 
avid curiosities over the ancient Greek use of them, which had left since my adolescence and 
then, left only a question mark of an Asian hair inside the bathtub behind my limp replica of the 
Venus di Milo. The tinge of the Botticellian pink casted on her endearing lips with which I 
wrapped my maniac’s inner eyes in my sinful engorged heart.  
Yoriko, my Zelsomina, always considered my pathetic imagination and moodiness, stemming 
from my miserable imitation of Faust, as common concomitant of scholarly meditation. Her 
cooing and mirthful daily conversation placated my broodings over the eerie vulgarity of 
academic cargo cult that my political immaturity failed me to say ‘Sancta Simplicitas’ with 
Dostoevskian grin. And her luminous crimson on her cheeks by fume glowing toward her 
obnoxious-joke loving husband not only convinced me standing on the track to be a good 
philosopher of culture and time, but also inspired me to delve into the theme of the dialectical 
development of negation from historical contingency to fatal necessity through the endless 
mediation of inevitable otherness and given social positivity. My palpitating darling. What I have 
madly possessed may not be her, but my own creation, another fanciful, perhaps, more real than 
Yoriko Shibata. Long before the motion of fate was resumed, I have imagined the last sweet kiss 
from her the exact same one that Julien Sorel got in his last day.  
I am remembering the summer sunset of Champaign Willard airport when I arrived in the United 
States. The reflection of the sun, a dazzling rose pink diamond with innumerable iridescent 
spikes quivered on the translucent windows. They were making velvety contrast with the green 
leafage of a voluminous cornfield as warm summer dusk prepared to deepen into amorous 
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darkness like a peacock spreading her wings backlit by the Botticellian pink sunset. I saw the 
arabesque created by the contrast reflected on the window, strangely distinct as if it emitted a 
faint radiance of its own, with my old backpack spinning on the conveyor belt of a luggage claim 
for only witness. Some scientists might say the rosy pink blanket casted on my first day in 
Champaign, as a subcategory of pink, is not a real color; only one’s illusionary visual reception. 
But my faculty of reason to analyze my past surrenders to the glitter of that remote summer in 
my memoir. The hallucinational lucidity of the arabesque created by my cornfield-green 
immaturity and rosy vision for my distant goal is still as vivid and real as the maddeningly 
complex prospect of my past spent in the ICR. It still visualizes retrospective imaginations 
without end with boundless alternatives, of course with squirming and emitting low moans of 
remembered embarrassments.  
Finishing this dissertation did not guide me to the clear definition of intellectual maturity. But I 
would be happy if I can deride at my past sitting like a wily wizard at the same spot of the 
Willard airport, recalling the first historiography class of Professor Nerone where I introduced 
myself: ‘I take this class to kill my intellectual father, Althusser, by Marx’s authentic historical 
materialism’. One of my idle and idiotic fancies for my personified interpretation of historical 
materialism. 
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PROLEGOMENON: HISTORICAL TURN FROM THE POVERTY OF CRITICISM                             
 
 “Once upon a time a valiant fellow had the idea that men were drowned in water only because they were 
possessed with the idea of gravity”                                                                     - Karl Marx, German Ideology 
“Your question is itself a product of abstraction. Ask yourself how you arrived at that question.”  
                                                                                                                       - Karl Marx, 1844 Manuscripts 
 
This historical work is an experiment to explore and propose an alternative theoretical 
problematic for the dominant approach of cultural studies characterized by positivistic variants of 
structural Marxism. Considering our separation of theory and practice ossified by such imported 
concepts as ‘detour to theory’, ‘theoretical struggle’ and ‘war of position’, it may be efficient to 
clarify first the frontline that this dissertation should like to pose as a critique, simply by casting 
a reversed question: cultural studies has flourished as a legitimate academic discipline since it 
was implanted as ‘critical studies’ in communication studies, advocating a principle of ‘cultural 
politics’, So why do oppression and exploitation still exist in the cultural realms? During the last 
decades, the various forms of media and media-commodities have emerged, followed by 
academic expectations for their revolutionary potential for social change their consumption and 
use. But we have witnessed the upswing in de-politicization in the cultures, and lately even 
identity-betrayal voting by the subaltern classes beloved by cultural studies.  The reality has been 
different from what cultural studies has practiced about the political implications embedded in 
cultural consumption. Did the real history betray our theory or our prayers? Or have we strived 
to be ‘a weatherman telling which direction the wind is now blowing to those who are 
experiencing and feeling the wind in their real life’?  A search for answers to this reversed 
question determines the nature of criticism which penetrates the whole body of this dissertation.  
The word, criticism, and its predicate form, critical, has fervently been used in the 
community of cultural studies practitioners for referring to their academic research. The word 
was originated from ‘kritikós’ in Greek, which means ‘skilled in judging’. The modern academic 
use can be traced back to the revolution of modern epistemology, firstly provided by Emmanuel 
Kant. His masterpiece, Critique of Pure Reason, concentrates on clarifying or judging the 
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boundary of the domain to which human pure reason can reach out. For instance, the subject 
matter of the book is to answer to a question: where is the limit of our pure reason, rather than to 
assure that pure reason is inappropriate and to be blamed. The original meaning has survived in 
the Marxist tradition. Marx’s three volumes of Capital clearly presented the meaning and 
direction of the concept of ‘critique’. It illustrated how the intrinsic principle of the capitalistic 
mode of production comes to have the appearances of various semi-economic and social 
relations in the historical development. In the whole body of Capital, he did neither criticize, in 
common use, capitalism, nor propose any alternative economic form. More importantly, as 
implied by the subtitle, ‘critique of political economy’, his explication of the historical process of 
the capitalistic mode of production clarified the limits of the problematics of classical political 
economists. By juxtaposing his continuous criticisms on bourgeois political economy to his 
analyzing the historical dynamics of capitalism, he elucidated that the limit of the historical 
development of capitalism would end up in ‘the crisis of the system’ due to the intrinsic principle 
of accumulation, and, at the same time, proposed his own alternative problematic superseding the 
previous problematics of classical political economy.  
In the same vein, the purpose of my criticism is to clarify the limits of the current 
approach on culture and media. My criticism commences to draw a front toward the previous 
problematic and research tendencies which can be characterized by ‘blind applications of 
theories’, ‘repetition of description of the cultural phenomena without causal explanation’ and 
‘inversion of critique with the object of critique’. It might seem to be a direct way for me to 
propose another fresh theoretical corpus to import as a breakthrough to the field. Grossberg was 
correct when he said: “for cultural studies, the context is everything, the beginning and the end 
point of intellectual and political struggle(Grossberg, 1996, p. 143)”. But the context cannot be 
equated with the change of the space of theory-production and of the objects of the theoretical 
application. Criticism as a social product is determined by its mode of production and the 
manners in which it is interpreted and circulated. It has been admitted that cultural studies 
employed the undigested Althusserian notions of ‘detour to theory’ and ‘theoretical struggle’ de-
contextualized from his historical context and claimed to be political struggles in 
academia(Grossberg, 1997, p. 262). It should be remembered that, when the U.S. academia 
legitimated cultural studies in the late 1970s, it had already eradicated from its history any 
centered leftwing political organizations, like the French Communist Party for Althusser, which 
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actualized academic theories into the party’s political tendencies and protocols, as well as sub-
stratum leftist organizations based on long standing traditions, like the student organization of 
the British Labour Party for Stuart Hall and Raymond Williams, which cultivated political 
experiences and consciousness(Breitman, 1996; Balibar, 1999; Hall, 2010b). Thus, no matter 
how anti-capitalistic its ‘theoretical struggle’ may be, the current cultural studies cloistered in 
ivory towers has its limits in actualizing its ‘critical discourses’ in the level of practical politics.  
Rather, given this ghettoized theoretical struggle, if I would recklessly take another 
Althusserian approach, say, adding scholiast commentaries or introducing a new theory, it is 
highly probable for my exploratory attempt to end up as a critique for critique or, at worst, as a 
performance of the kind of academic cargo cult that E.P. Thompson(2008, p. 3) depicted: “the 
bourgeois lumpen-intelligentsia: Aspirant intellectuals, whose amateurish intellectual preparation 
disarms them before manifest absurdities and elementary philosophical blunders, and whose 
innocence in intellectual practice leaves them paralysed in the first web of scholastic argument 
which they encounter;…while many of them would like to be “revolutionaries”, they are 
themselves the products of a particular “conjuncture” which has broken the circuits between 
intellectuality and practical experience…hence they are able to perform imaginary  revolutionary 
psycho-dramas”.   
I do not wish to describe the lamentable trajectory in which James Carey’s theoretical 
endeavors and legacy to transplant the foreign cultural studies in the U.S. communication field 
by digging into the historical particularities given to U.S. media context(Carey, 1992) was 
forgotten and mysteriously replaced with “the strange mixture of American populist sentiment 
and French critical theorizing” by which “identity politics and the postmodern/poststructural 
sensibility do come together in the field of cultural studies, and more broadly, in constituting the 
academic and intellectual arena that defines itself as radical(Denning, 1992, p. 22)”. An approach 
of sociology of knowledge, then confined my discussion in the micro level of material 
production of the theoretical struggles advocated by cultural studies, which Fredric Jameson 
argued to “understand its academic ambitions-to achieve recognition and institutional sanction, 
tenure, protection from traditional departments (Jameson, 1993, p. 25)”. Thus, my attempt could 
be no more than a criticism confined in the matter of the knowledge production detached again 
from the practice. 
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Instead, I should like to remind of how the crucial figures of cultural studies conceived 
and produced the unity of theory and practice. Before validating his concept of theoretical 
struggle as political practice, a young Marxist, Althusser struggled to discover its primitive 
meaning from the theoretical revolution of Machiavelli which “cut off from the self-evident 
truths domination in the old world, detached from its ideology, in order to have the freedom to 
found a new theory and to venture, like the navigators he mentions, into unknown 
water(Althusser, 1988, p. 473)”. Before emphasizing the politics of signification and media’s 
importance, young Stuart Hall was, as he recalled, ‘wrestling with Althusser as if wrestling with 
angel’(Hall, 1996), beholding his beloved British Labour Party facing political peril that the 
Wilson and Callahan governments brought about by their outdated organizing strategies 
distancing from labor class people, later followed by the first female prime minister in Britain 
from the middle-class constructing a historical bloc by media and identity.     
I turn to Marx’s historical materialism to ventilate the notion of the unity of theory and 
practice within the reality of history. Some might say that cultural studies has flourished either 
by employing Marxist perspective and concepts or by implicitly shunning the economism 
innately held in political economy. But, precisely speaking, it has been based on the eccentric 
perspective of Structuralist Marxism, with strange local tendencies of cherry picking as 
expressed by “Americanization of Marxist concepts without the baggage of the Marxist 
tradition(Denning, 1986, p. 360)” and an oversimplified identification of historicized criticism 
against the vulgar economism of the Second International with the whole tradition of Marxist 
political economy. Marx’s historical model, as explained in chapter 2, presented the economic 
logic of the capitalistic mode of production. Althusser denied Marx’s inseparability between 
history and economy and refuted the historical aspect of Marx’ historical materialism as 
‘ideology of his theoretical immaturity’ and isolated the political economy(Althusser & Balibar, 
2009).  
To look at the intellectual scene of Marxist political economy in Western Europe after the 
Second International, it is found that this theoretical trend of Marxist political economy gave 
birth to an insolent child called cultural studies who denied his intellectual father. There 
remained a theoretical problem of interpreting Marx’s labor-value theory in his model of the 
capital-circuit, say, defining whether the surplus value produced in the production moment is to 
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be ‘transferred to other moments’ or ‘to be transformed and realized in other moments’. The 
structural Marxists supported the latter interpreting Marx’s economic theories by the synchronic 
frame of the linguistic model which was in fashion in France, meanwhile U.S. political 
economists had already been constructing their own theoretical tradition by absorbing a less 
orthodox approach and U.S. historical experiences. The French Marxists focused more on the 
given forms of social formation and developed theoretical ranges to state, power relations, and 
consumption etc. For example, one young French political economist, Jean Baudrillard, 
presented an inverted model of Marx’s value system using semiotics before producing later the 
conception of Simulation and Simulacra beloved and taken as ‘ground-breaking philosophical 
concepts’ by the U.S. post-structuralists(Baudrillard, 1975, 1981). In the same magnetic field of 
structuralist Marxism, Roland Barthes inverted the previous conceptual relationship between 
linguistics and semiotics in the same manner by which structural Marxists read Marx’s 
dialectical slippage from form and content(Barthes, 1977), which the cultural studies 
practitioners in last decades have never explicated how he turned it over. Stuart Hall, counted as 
a harbinger of cultural studies, also interpreted Marx’s ‘1857 Introduction’ with equating Marx’s 
concept of articulation[Gliederung] with the structuralist frame(Hall, 1974), and then produced 
his model of Encoding/Decoding out of his interpretation(Hall, 1992). Of course, he expressed 
embarrassment that his abstract model was used for application and criticized this blind 
application for media reception, saying: “it wasn’t a model which was specifically designed to be 
the point of reference of a long period of empirical work…with Dave Morley, we had the real 
problem: how the hell do you actually test this with some real folks?...they’re not yet empirical 
position…decoding is not homogeneous(Jon & Justin, 1993, pp. 255–256)”. But, it is difficult to 
deny that Hall’s structuralist orientation led his theoretical elaboration to rely heavily upon the 
ideas of the structural Marxism tendency like the Nicolas Poulantzas’ theory of the capitalist 
state and Foucault’s power, or to boldly equate Althusser’s ideology with Gramsci’s hegemony. 
The perspective gives us different angle to view the current tendency of cultural studies taken the 
separation from political economy since Grossberg officially announced: cultural studies “must 
decline the invitation to reconcile, and point out that we[cultural studies and political economy] 
don’t need a divorce because we were never married(Grossberg, 1995)”. Such an absurd denial 
of intellectual family tree would imply how cultural studies has perfectly embodied Althusser’s 
de-historicized notion of theoretical practices depicted as catching “‘a moving train’, like the 
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hero of an American Western” without knowing “beginning[origine] and end of his 
route(Althusser, 2006, p. 277)” into the took-kit use of cowboys, who ‘don’t try to 
understand’em, just rope, throw, and brand’em’ and living high and wide’ in the academic 
division of labor. 
Marx’ historical materialism presupposes their universal economic-logic of the 
capitalistic mode of production is revealed only in the concreteness of historical reality. Thus, 
going back to Marx’s historical materialism assures that “mimesis can copy but cannot originate 
or create” and the ‘adoption’ of other traditions can bring about the evacuation of the real places 
of conflict within our own intellectual culture, as well as the loss of real political relations with 
our own people(Thompson, 2008, p. iv)”. In other words, Marx’s angle can indicate where we 
are on the route of long-running history and recuperate the forgotten traditions and explore ways 
for the progression of our field. Especially, his political economy culminated by the tradition of 
western philosophy of history can answer the fundamental questions about culture regarding the 
historical causality of cultural phenomena, the nature of mediation prior to the materiality of 
media, and its actual roles in historical motion, unfortunately forgotten during the quantitative 
growth of our field. The structural Marxist’s conceptualization of totality confined research on 
culture in charting the descriptions of cultural phenomena, in an assumed static conjuncture 
covered up by another de-historicized theoretical concept of ‘articulation’. The possible causal 
explanation about why those phenomena appeared is replaced with uncritically widely-used 
axioms as ‘power’, ‘desire’, ‘equality’, ‘diversity’ and so on. To take an example of the currently 
fashionable notion, ‘globalized culture under neo-liberalism’, it goes this way: a common thesis 
that “a given cultural form” has appeared globally in “the advent of neo-liberal era”. In this 
proposition, the described cultural form is assumed to be a result- properties on the surface-of 
what is called ‘neo-liberalism’ at a higher instance. But, interestingly, it tends to follow a 
tautology of petitio principii, which attempts to draw conclusion from presuppositions that they 
should explain first. For instance, the globalization of culture is defined neo-liberalism, and 
reversely, neo-liberalism is defined by its other properties explicated by other theoretical 
concepts, occasionally justified in the name of ‘interdisciplinary’ and by a closed cycle from 
generality to specificity, in which the concept of difference is presupposed to have political 
power. Ironically, this tautological way of explanation was criticized as petit-bourgeois ideology 
by Barthes whose ideas has been one of backbone theoretical frame for media texts 
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analysis(1972, p. 139) and as a representative form of the positivist formalization of reason 
explicated by Frankfrut school, but overwhelmed by the dominant intellectual tendency of 
American sociology(Horkheimer, 1947; Marcuse, 1991).    
Marx’s frame of political economy does attempt to find explanations of historical 
phenomena in historical reality. Its historical explanation may break the positivist cycle 
operating in cultural studies. A theoretical proposition of a generality that ‘all swans are white’ 
can be refuted by a specificity like a discovery of black swans. But, such circulations itself 
cannot explain why the black swans appeared and are nesting in my backyard. Marx’s political 
economy begins its causal explanation with historical concreteness. My employment of Marx’s 
idea does not attempt to reduce the phenomena to economic determinants. Rather, beyond the 
convenient sociological dichotomy of ‘relative autonomy’ and ‘structure’, it suggests we re-
consider and re-interpret the original meaning of ‘determination’ which means to ‘set a limit to 
the autonomy of next stages’. It presupposes a transition from one stage to another and 
‘continuous movement’ from material condition to cultural manifestation. From it, the concept of 
historical process is established to be an abstract continuum in which the causal mechanism 
between material conditions and cultural manifestation operates by coevolving with the historical 
development.  
Thus, history is thought to be the past materiality that determined the articulated entity of 
social relation in present moment. This materialist conception of history can clarify Marx’s 
remark that “man makes his own history, but he does not make it out of the whole cloth(Marx, 
2009, p. 9)”, obscured by the structure/autonomy dualism. Furthermore, it can call to attention 
Hall’s explicit, yet neglected, Marxian premises prior to his theory of articulation and 
signification that “the line of historical development is always constituted within or behind the 
structural articulation(Hall, 1974, p. 153)” and that “the ideological categories ‘hide’ this 
underlying reality, and substitute for all that the ‘truth’ of market relations”, “which do not 
appear on the surface but are concealed in the ‘hidden abode’ of production(Hall, 1986, p. 70)”.  
Our current ideological content embedded in cultural phenomena is an outcome of historical 
movement like fallen apples are an outcome of law of gravity and will disappear into the past 
and operate as the past materiality implicitly or explicitly. Causality can be comprehended only 
in the continuum of the historical motion, just as ‘the law of gravity’ can be proved only by the 
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continuum of the falling motion of apples, not by the static description of the distinctive shapes 
and different colors of already-fallen apples.  
This materialist conception of the continuum of historical reality casts a light on the 
‘mediation of culture’ in the becoming process of historical motion. Rather than ‘static ways of 
life’, culture performed by human praxis can be defined to be the mover of historical motion. In 
other words, culture can be re-conceived positively to be equated with a totality of historical 
creating praxis, not the agency of ideological bearers confined in a mechanical interpretation of 
Marx’s topology of superstructure/base. And, the mediation of culture as historical creation and 
movers can be reconsidered to take place through ‘the constellation of communicative practices-
an ensemble of expressive forms- in a given set of technical and social forms’(Carey, 1992, p. 
86). To be precise, the material conception of history can lead us to elaborate the hints Carey has 
dropped in the legacy of his real contextualization of communication as culture into a 
proposition that the abstract historical mediation of cultural praxis can be actualized and 
concretized in the historical reality only by an ensemble of ‘communicative practices into which 
ingress conceptions, forms of expression, and social relations’. Also, his stratified 
epistemological angle can conceptually and temporally grasp the communication realm as the 
bearer of directions in the actualization of historical movement, say, the abstract-universal 
movement of history advanced by culture, by drawing emphasis back on the dialogic nature of 
communicative practices away from one-sided expressed cultural utterances, the material forms 
of media(and technology) in organizing the practices from the distinctive uses of a given media, 
and the interpretation of reason from the cultural meaning given as social convention.         
Clarifying the theoretical frontline at which my dissertation as a theoretical criticism 
stands, I will re-conceptualize the cultural process as causality and mediation in the continuum of 
historical movement. For this purpose, I will focus on the conception of time as the entry point. 
Undoubtedly time is considered an all-embracing frame of the concreteness of historical reality, 
and simultaneously, its ontological delicacy embedded in its common term can elucidate cultural 
process as a totality in the light of the philosophy of history. Its conception can illustrate the 
mediating forms of reason between the abstract and the concrete in the sense of philosophy of 
history. Above all, ontologically, time is different from temporality, which is concretized by 
human conscious activities. History shows that every civilization has had its own concrete 
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temporalities based on their mode of production and politico-religious system accompanied with 
its forms of representation, e.g. the 24 division of the year by the ecliptic or lunar calendar based 
on agricultural production. Human civilizations have ‘appropriated’ the abstract-time and 
transformed it into concrete times, i.e. temporality. The appropriation of time has been taking 
forms of segmentation necessarily dependent on external standards- e.g. the movement of 
celestial bodies, the constant pattern of tides, religious events, or the vibrations of atoms.  A 
contradiction arises between the abstract time and temporality because the eternal continuity of 
‘time-flow’ is given to finite human beings(Seidel, 1969). Furthermore, unlike space, time is 
irreversible, which does not allow any mastery and possession through human power. Our ways 
of temporalization can never fundamentally change the ontological nature of time. These simple 
facts reveal that there is an ever-present ontological gap between the time and its 
temporalization. It suggests me to begin my criticism with an angle of philosophy of history, as 
Heidegger(2008, p. 470) noted: "inasmuch as both time-reckoning and the clock are founded 
upon the temporality of Dasein, which is constitutive for this entity as historical, it may be 
shown to what extent, ontologically, the use of clocks is itself historical, and to what extent every 
clock as such 'has a history'”. It, thus, allows to evade any possible trap of positivist premises 
that the total sum of parts can be the whole: say, histories of things can a social history, the 
histories of all the countries can be identified with the world history, and the histories of the 
oppressed can be the history of oppression.   
Instead, this angle clearly can expose the causal mechanism of cultural formation. To the 
ontological gap, the temporalization must reify time as an object to appropriate. Human history 
determines the arbitrary way of temporalization, e.g. arbitrarily assigning the continuum of time 
to ‘the fragmented spatial-relations’ by modernization. A certain way of conceiving abstract time 
is organized by a certain mode of production, broadly material relations given by history, into 
temporal-relations in concrete forms. The observation of those kinds of social endeavors 
overcoming the gap can unveil the causal mechanism between material relations and cultural 
phenomena just like performing a free drop experiment to figure out the law of gravity. 
In this respect, I am concerned with how time has been conceived, not with how it has 
been ‘represented’ i.e. history of calendar or of clock, treating it as the object of a genealogical or 
sociological approach. Some might assert that the modern mastery of time can be characterized 
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as changing the way of ‘representing’ time, mainly taking account for the effect of technology. 
The representation of time is the appearances of abstract time appropriated as temporality. So to 
speak, alternating our way of drawing a map may change our geographic conception but can 
never change the geographic facts. Of course, both time-representation and time-conception exist 
in lived experience. But it should be noted that how time is conceived has a different level from 
how it is represented. For example, the French Republican Calendar and Decimal time employed 
in the fever of the revolution ambitiously attempted to remove all residue of the past feudal 
monarchy, but it lasted only a few years, a new temporality could not be settled only by a 
political declaration and passionate one-sided representation of time. This historical fact that 
those ordinary people in France at that time did not accept the new representation of time as a 
political or cultural version of the Ten Commandments demanded by revolutionaries symbolizes 
a conceptual distinction between time(conception), temporality(its representation), and its 
process(the socialization of a temporality in history). In other words, the temporalization 
demands a persistent voluntary internalization process of ‘the reason of the free subjects’, not by 
sensibility and experience but by conceptual movement, to supersede the weight of the past 
posed on the previous conception. As Fredric Jameson pointed out, “concepts stand on the side 
of things and knowledge of things(Jameson, 2007, p. 53)”. Beneath the representations by 
technology such as calendars and media, there is a certain way of conceiving of time or a 
viewpoint as underlying structure. The conception always exists objectively prior to its 
representation and signs on the surface. The concept of time, prior to the representation of time, 
can help us grasp how reason mediates the culture. Hence, temporality, as an outcome of time-
conception, can be understood as a substance which the labor class as individual can freely 
appropriate, unlike physical space. Also, the appropriation of free reason on time may vary by 
the particularity of individual’s interpretation on the material conditions that they generally 
experience by representation or social conventional mentality. This angle with a stratification 
between concept and sign accentuates the free mediation of reason and interpretation in a 
tradition of realism in philosophy of history rather than the autonomy responsive to a given 
cultural structure in a tradition of nominalism in sociology. By focusing on the mediation of 
reason, my approach to cultural process formulated by the conception of time may clearly reveal 
the epistemological limits embedded in research on the representation of cultural reality. 
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“The only sane and sensible way of approaching it, as Isaiah Berlin suggested, will be a 
“slow and patient historical method; by looking at the beginning…and considering what the 
factors were which undermined it, one by one, and what the particular combination or confluence 
of factors was…caused what appears to me to be the greatest transformation (Berlin, 2001, p. 
20)”. I will focus on the period from 1979 to 1989 in South Korea co-evolving with the tide of 
global re-organization of capital accumulation driven by financialization. With a rapid climb to 
the semi-periphery in the new global formation of the hierarchy of the global division of labor, 
the decade showed the drastic re-organization of its production relations as well as reconstruction 
of the communication sector with the social employment of a new media, color TV.  
The historical dynamic in the 1980s was a preconditioning process which can imply how 
the neoliberal orders after 1990s with the emergence of Korea’s consumerism had been 
preconditioned by constructing a dominant historical tendency. In this vein, focusing on the 
mutual generative relationship between the objective changes of the material conditions and the 
ambivalent forms of lived experience and mentalities, I will interpret the tendencies in the 
variative formations of popular narrative’ that the working populace was constructing with the 
constitutive logics of their own conception of time. Then, I shall illustrate the dynamics of the 
tendencies to be the formative process of culture by the constellation of dialectical images which 
the Korean working populace grasped their internal contradictions between the proposed general 
temporality and the interpretations over their material conditions. By describing the early 1980s 
full of ardent cravings, retrospective and prospective imaginations, and concealed tremors, but 
ending up with ethereal images scattered into the abyss of oblivion offered, as always, by the 
history of Korean capitalism, I will re-claim that “no Circe distorted with wicked charms” the 
Korean working populace into the victims of the monstrosity of neo-liberalism(Marx, 2009, p. 
97). 
   Chapter 1 provides a point of departure by abstracting a constellation of core categories 
from the development of intellectual history around the conception of time. I weave a web of 
such abstract concepts interrelated with time as eternity, the motion of things from Plato and 
Aristotle, rudimentary concepts of mediation by reason from Plotinus, the tendency of historical 
process by freewill and the appropriation forms of time like memory and expectation from 
Augustine, a basic scheme of the dialectical model constituted by the movement of the concept 
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with immediacy defined as cultural process from Hegel’s intellectual culmination of 
Enlightenment ideas, and finally Marx’s political economy model by his succession of the 
previous tradition of philosophy of history and inversion of Hegel. In re-constructing the 
trajectory of each thinker’s way of producing their theory, the meaning of criticism will be 
clarified, and their groundbreaking intellectual products will be defined as the outcomes of 
mediation of critical reason, not of the application of previous ideas.     
Chapter 2 extends the abstracted conceptual structure to Marx’s method called ‘rising 
from abstract to concrete’.  By examining his method of inquiry and actualization in his works, I 
will figure out his logic of dialectical mediation between universality and particularity 
coevolving with the development of history. From his method, which was established as 
scientific socialism to subvert the capitalistic alienation of freedom and as an antipode to any 
idealist theoretical projections onto the historical reality performed by the utopian socialists, I 
will draw my epistemological frame comprised of three axes: freedom, abstract-time, and 
capitalistic temporalization. I take account for the multiple general determinations given by the 
capitalist mode of production over the reification of time. Those historical moments will be dealt 
with as the relative general relations of capitalistic time-conception to be proposed to be the 
universality of the capitalistic temporalization and used as ‘analytic categories’ for investigating 
the peculiarities of Korea’s material conditions in the 1980s. In this frame, some relevant ideas 
on culture produced by staunch Marxist thinkers that have been appropriated in cultural studies 
will be re-located. And my viewpoint on media and culture. And then, I illustrate my 
idiosyncratic research design, selection of research objects, and distinctive way of exposition. 
Chapter 3 looks at how a global change of general-relative capital relations called 
financialization re-structured Korea’s production relation and reshaped its communication sector 
which had been developed with its own particularity. My description focuses not on the 
horizontal articulation of what is called ‘global-local nexus’, but on its multiple processes of 
economic mediation. Taking ‘the tendency of falling rate of profit’ as a core category penetrating 
the process of financialization, I will illustrate the changes of regime of accumulation in relation 
to the historical particularities characterized by the distinctive maneuvers of states and the 
movement of advanced-capital through financial sectors. As the mode of being tied up with 
global capital relations readjusted by the historical contingent geo-political junctures in East Asia 
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in the late 1970s, the previous particularities of Korea’s political economy formulated Korea’s 
financialization process in its own peculiar way in the 1980s. Illustrating this course, I accentuate 
the employment of new media, color TV, and the change of the Korean communication 
infrastructure and depict how the media-sector started to rise as an arena of the escalating tension 
between state and capital and to enroot the obscure concept of ‘democracy of media’ in Korea in 
the late 1980s. 
Chapter 4 describes how the global-local relations of political economy permeated into 
the everyday life of the Korean working people and suggested a new conceptual frame of 
capitalistic purgatory by proposing a temporality reified by the capitalistic time-conception. I 
examine this process on 3 levels: direct class experience and mentality, the new media, and 
family-relations. I depict how Korea in rapid pace re-formulated directly labor relations, 
characterized by differences in wage-relations accompanied by the diversification of concrete 
labor, and presented itself by the materiality of various new financial commodities to the 
working populace. I describe how the combination of the two played a seminal role as the first 
instance in conditioning the vision for the future by their economic agency of financial 
management and as the first moment in internalizing capitalistic logic. Second, I explore the 
legitimation process of a new media, color TV. Focusing on its maneuvers, I describe how it 
came to distribute a synchronized temporal frame, utilizing Korea’s peculiar political economy 
and the immediate mentality. Third, I investigate the immediate social relations of family 
relation not only as the end cell of capitalistic reproduction but also as space of strong influence 
in the previous order. Considering the scanty conception of the capitalistic individual in 80’s 
Korea, I observe how the dynamics of new economic orders- like the logic of exchange and 
capitalistic individualism- and the previous mentality were embedded and revealed in the 
minimum economic space of the family with axiological meanings constructed on possible 
internal contradictions. 
Chapter 5 examines the counter tendencies in appropriating time found in undercurrents 
of culture and how the heterogenous conception of time came to be incorporated into the 
dominant homogenous temporal frame. Above all, tracing the change of their gaze on others, I 
describe the way in which labor class self-affirmation turned to self-negation by making 
otherness and axiological differences in the species beings. Taking this change based on 
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mentality as their unstable projection of self-reification, I will explore its co-evolvement with 
their heterogenous conceptions of time and its appearances of creating their own 
temporalizations in popular narratives in irrational and idealistic forms. Then, I will investigate 
why this undercurrent failed to actualize itself to be a ‘material political force’ by scrutinizing 
the strategic mistakes of Korean’ leftwing in the 1980s derived from their myopic historical 
view.    
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CHAPTER 1: PROBLEMATIZATION OF TIME AS MEDIATING FORM 
 
“Of old, when Rome reformed the world, she showed two suns to lighten the twin ways that went one 
with the other: world’s road and God’s road”                            - Dante, Divine Comedy, Canto XVI:106 
“The child, of course, does not go beyond sensuous perception, it sees a thing only in isolation, and the 
invisible nerve threads which link the particular with the universal, which in the state as everywhere 
makes the material parts into soul-possessing members of the spiritual whole, are for the child non-
existent”                                                                          - K. Marx, ‘Debates on the Freedom of the Press’ 
 
The major aim of this chapter is to propose the conception of time as an overarching 
epistemological framework for my later discussions in this project about the dynamics of 
cultural-economic relations. I will outline a constellation of other abstract concepts related with 
the time-concept by historicizing ‘the problematic of time’ in long-run intellectual history which 
can be abstracted by three issues: i) the basis(causality) of motion, ii) the ways of existing in 
beings and iii) the modality of the manifestation by human consciousness. From the conceptual 
totality abstracted from discursive trajectory on time, I will draw core analytic categories for my 
later discussion such as history as process, culture as mediation, and labor as historical praxis.  
Those abstract concepts will be related to Marx’s consummation in his historical materialism, 
which will provide my inquiry with an angle of my inquiry which views time-in-abstract as a 
constitutive principle, by being conceptually appropriated in some ways, in the general historical 
process of capitalization.    
 
1.1 Initial conceptual relationship of Time with Eternity and Beings 
1.1.1 Eternity and Motion 
It was Plato who first brought the idea of time into Western philosophy. His idea on time 
is suggested as ‘a part of his cosmology’ in Timaeus(Plato, 1959), which explicated its 
inseparable relationship to another concept of eternity. The relationship of the two can be 
illuminated within his overarching view from metaphysical speculations to political thoughts by 
his assessing preceding ideas, especially natural philosophy.  He begins with an assertion that 
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“we must, then in my judgment, first make this distinction what is that which is always real and 
has no becoming, and what is that which always becoming and is never real(27d)”.  His 
distinction between the real(the immutable essence) and the unreal(the mutable appearances) 
implies the relationship of time and eternity in a juxtaposition with another of his distinctions 
between the two ‘independent’ worlds of Idea and appearances. In Plato’s cosmogony, Demiurge 
is assumed to have created the universe, which is becoming and mutable, by modelling ‘the 
unchangeably real’, which is eternal and always self-identical. The god, with good intention, 
imposed order on all the visible things to make them “come as near as possible to being like 
himself(29e-30a)”. In the created universe in harmonious motion, ‘World-soul’ accords ‘Being’, 
‘Same’ and ‘Different’ to the sensible things. And the movement of celestial bodies is defined as 
a visible form of ‘the movement of invisible World-soul’. This perpetual motion of celestial 
bodies exists in Time(Whitehead, 1957, pp. 26–46). It should be noted that time, as the 
movement of heavenly bodies, is designed to imitate Idea, which is the unchanging real. Thus, 
time is defined as “an everlasting likeness moving according to number-that to which we have 
given the name Time(37d:5-8)”, which offers sensible things the ontological status as 
‘appearances of Idea’. On the other hand, the ontic character of time was construed in relations to 
eternity.  
In Plato’s system, Demiurge’s creation of the universe by modelling the Idea gave birth 
to time. And the existence of Time renders the sensible and ephemeral world to follow or imitate 
the Idea. Eternity as Idea is ‘eternal now’, say, eternally existent, whereas time as its image, 
along with the revolution of celestial bodies, has discontinuity: ‘was’, ‘is’ and ‘shall be’, 
represented by day and night, month, year and so on. This relationship between eternity and time 
can also be comparable with the relationship between ‘abstract number 1’ and ‘the series of 
integer’.  Moving along with the movement of celestial bodies, time is thought to be moving 
following ‘regular and predictable numbers’. Time became perceptible and intelligible and 
measurable as measured duration(Plato, 1959, 28a). In this relationship, time and number share 
the same nature in themselves. It is worth noting that number, generally, has its characteristics of 
1) being able to be counted and measured, and thus, being related to consciousness 2) of having 
discontinuity and continuity. Despite that his explication is obscure and mystical, his conceptual 
framework has been one of the most influential attempts hitherto made in the later developments 
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of intellectual discourses of time. It was Aristotle who elaborated the modality of time in the 
magnetic field of Plato’s conception. 
In contrast with Plato’s metaphysical attempt to speculate Time in relation to eternity, 
Aristotle examines Time, relating it to the movement of Nature. Both Plato and Aristotle agree 
that the most perfect and ideal motion is the movement of heavenly bodies which is continuous 
and regular circulation. As is widely known, it might seem that, for Aristotle, the relationship of 
time to eternity and the creation[cause] of time, are not his major concern. Aristotle digresses his 
theory of time towards its relation with movement in his Physics(Aristotle, 2001b)1. His basic 
premise is that time cannot be identical with the revolution of celestial bodies itself, rather, it 
should be thought to be a part of ‘the motion of the universe’. According to him(Aristotle, 
2001b, b1-5, p. 218), if there are many heavenly bodies, there can be plural times.  Thus, he, 
refuting the identification of time with the single motion of universe, suggested to discuss time in 
the change of Nature with a focus on ‘the actuality of heavenly bodies as it is’2.  
The term, Nature, in Aristotle, refers to a substance in becoming and moving, so it is ‘heavenly 
bodies’, which are ‘represented’ through the principle of ‘motion’(Collingwood, 1960). For him, 
the motion of celestial bodies has neither beginning nor end. It is a continuous, regular, 
immutable movement. He speculated time in the concept of Nature, which is explicated by the 
motion of heavenly bodies as a moving substance identified with the movement of ‘substance’. 
Hence, the previous notion of eternity was replaced with ‘perpetuity(sempiternitas)’ of motion in 
‘time’(219b9). For Plato, eternity is both ‘super-time’ and ‘non-time’, so any change coevolved 
with time was assumed to exist within eternity. But, Aristotle’s conception of time, by itself, is 
perpetual succession. In sharp contrast to Plato’s notion of time which is transcendental beyond 
                                                             
1 Aristotle attempts to replace Plato’s conception of creation of time with the movement: 
  “Plato alone asserts the creation of time, saying that it had a becoming together with the universe, the universe 
according to him having had a becoming(251b16-18)”.…If, then, time is the number of motion or itself a kind of 
motion, it follows that, if there is always time, motion must also be eternal. But so far as time is concerned we see 
that all with one exceptional are in agreement in saying that it is uncreated(251b12-15)” 
2 In post-Socratic era, the philosophy of nature that the concept of Nature referred to things which exist by 
themselves as a concept opposite to Nomos. As he put it in Book II of Physica, “of things that exist, some exist by 
nature, some from other causes. ‘By nature’ the animals and their parts exist, and the plants and the simple bodies 
(earth, fire, air, water)-for we say that these and the like exist ‘by nature(192b,8-11)”. Each of them is assumed to 
have ‘the principle of motion and stationariness’ within itself, contrasted with Techne whose principle is 
extrinsic(i.e. human’s practice and reason). In this conceptualization, Aristotle suggests an opposed concept of 
‘techne’ and such internal principle can be called ‘the substance’.   
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‘Nature’, Aristotle takes Nature as the bearer of time. By such reconceptualization, he 
conceptually changed the center of gravity of the discussion on time from the Platonic 
origin(arche) of the universe to the modality of time. By his conceptual reversion, he asks: 
“First, does it[time] belong to the class of things that exist or to that of things that do not exist? 
Then secondly, what is its nature?(217b31-33)”.   
As he puts: “it is evident, then, that time is neither movement nor independent of 
movement”, “or something that belongs to movement(219a1;8-9)”, he attempts to explicate 
time’s modality in its inevitable relationship with movement3, instead of identifying it with 
motion itself. He assumes time to embrace ‘stationariness(rest)’ opposed to ‘movement’ and to 
exist whether movement exist or in rest(221b9-10)4. Time is assumed to co-exist with the 
perpetual revolution of celestial bodies as the ideal model of the movement. And he argues that 
“if a thing is ‘in time’ it will be measured by time, time can measure what is moved and what is 
at rest, the one qua moved, the other qua at rest; for it will measure their motion and rest 
respectively(221b16-18)”. It is held that time is the only thing which acts as the absolute 
standard of all the movement because ‘to be in time is to be measured by time(221b23)’. It 
indicates that motion is recognized in the difference of time and, reversely, the perception of 
time is possible by change, as he notes: “then we do perceive a ‘before’ and an ‘after’, when we 
say that there is time(219b1)”. Hence, change(movement) is the ground for recognition(ratio 
cognoscendi) of time; time is the ground for existence(ratio essendi) of movement.  
Change occurs within a temporal relation between ‘before’ and ‘after’, which is like a 
line. But, the difference retained in the change is like points’. This led Aristotle to encounter the 
problem of quantification. The succession-either change or rest- should take a form of 
‘magnitude’. And the magnitude was argued by him to be measured by number5, as he maintains 
                                                             
3 The meanings of the term, motion(change, and movement) cover not only the change of physical space, but also 
the changes of quality such as generation and extinction. Thus, here, it can rather be used to refer to a transition 
from state A to state B.  It should be noted that such transition retains both continuity and discontinuity at once. 
The transition(movement) gets to have its conceptual meaning only in successive course and is divided into two 
state ‘before’ and ‘after’.   
4 He clarifies: “a thing, then, will be affected by time, just as we are accustomed to say that time wastes things 
away, and that all things grow old through time, and that there is oblivion owing to the lapse of time(221a30-33)”.   
5 The number has two senses: one is ‘the numbers to count’ and the other is ‘the number to be counted’.  Aristotle 
confines his use of number in the latter(219b5-7).  
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that “time is not movement, but only movement in so far as it admits of enumeration(219b3-4)”, 
yet he clarifies that “time obviously is what is counted, not that with which we count(219b7-8)”. 
His conception of continuity of time identified with ‘the continuity of number’ can be said to 
emphasize on its countability.  
To sum up what I have sketched, Aristotle began to elaborate his own theory of time with 
Plato’s viewpoint of movement of time identified with the revolution of celestial bodies 
following numbers. He proposed a preposition that the principle of number makes visible and 
intelligible’ the relationship between time and movement. In other words, he established that 
quality of time as ‘the perpetual succession’ can be perceptible by the quantity of movement as 
countable points. In this course, the matter of velocity of time can be explicated by amount of 
movement since the velocity of time not by time itself, but by magnitude of change(221b33-
223a4). The relevance of his theorization of time as ‘measurement’ is that time as quality 
becomes a matter of quantity. Furthermore, measurement based on its countability implies a 
certain association with consciousness. Without human consciousness, we cannot count numbers 
to recognize the motion.  It is the consciousness, soul in his term, of human that recognizes and 
distinguishes time and motions(Callahan, 1948). It can be said that Aristotle’s natural philosophy 
theorized the involvement of human consciousness in the movement of nature. 
1.1.2 Time as a transition from non-being to non-being: now as the link 
From the concept of time measured through human consciousness, ‘before and after’ 
emerge as the core standard of the measurability of motion. Evidently, he defers the subject-
matter of the ontological identity of time to First philosophy(i.e. Theology or 
Metaphysics)(Seidel, 1969;Loux, 2003). Instead, he delineates the epistemological modality of 
time, with focus on now, within the continuum. The relationship of ‘before and after’ in 
movement corresponds to that of ‘past and future’ in time-continuum and now is ‘the boundary 
of the past and the future’(223a5). If we focus upon ‘now’, the past does not exist, the future has 
not yet existed. ‘What exists’ is only ‘now’ in fleeting time.  In other words, the now is the only 
state which acts as the abstract standard of all the movement of things and guarantees the 
certainty of time-existence. Furthermore, by ‘now as the link and limit of time’, time is divided 
by ‘two moments of the past and the future’: one which is not, but formerly was, and the other, 
which is not, but will be at some time(222a10).  Thus, he arrived at a proposition that the motion 
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of time is like ‘abstractive circular motion’ whose content transits from ‘non-being(past)’, 
being(present) to non-being(future), and at the same time, its form follows “mathematical 
line(222a16)”. 
His conception lead us to arrive at a conclusion that time coevolving with the motion of 
things is a whole and, simultaneously, dividable so is the Nature in terms of their 
commensurability in the dimension of number. The motion implies ‘the possibility of infinite 
division’ that ‘a continuity having leaps’ as the numbers(integer) have, i.e. leaps in transition 
from 1 to 2,3.4.5…..and so forth.  Furthermore the nature of ‘the now’ in its ‘continuum’ and 
‘division’ hints at the existence of things as how time retains two qualities as ‘separate points’ 
and ‘successive continuity’, say, difference and same in terms of existence. The continual 
transition both of time and of beings is constituted by the ‘now’ which keeps both connecting 
and dividing ‘before(non-being)’ and ‘after(non-being), as Aristotle defined ‘now’ to be “a limit 
of time” as well as “the limit of time” (222a10-13).  In other words, the now not only combines 
‘the non-beings of ‘before and after’, and simultaneously divides them by limiting the beginning 
of the one and the end of the other. Therefore, we can grasp the time as a whole only by linking 
the nows, which can be said to be ‘the constituent of time’. More importantly, the now exists 
only in transition, yet which transforms itself into others. From a perspective of ‘combination’, 
the now is always ‘the same’ since it was ‘now in past’ and will be ‘now in future’. But, from a 
perspective of ‘division’, it is always ‘the different’ since such continuum is composed of 
‘different now-s’. i.e. it means to lose its self-identity. Owing to the different qualities of 
‘combination’ and ‘division’ that now has, the ontological status of time can be defined to be 
Oneness which, in itself, has both ‘self-identity’, and ‘otherness’, which have differences.  
Arguably, his conceptualization of time with motion of being was a tour de force of modern 
thought, not to mention the modern establishment of Newtonian physics(Toulmin & Goodfield, 
1965). However, his paradoxical definition of the ontological status of time also had haunted the 
intellectual trajectory of time from post Aristotle to the modern thought onwards.  
1.1.3 Time in becoming from One to Many and its ‘mediating forces’  
The theoretical vacuum was left by Aristotle’s problematic concentrated on a question about 
‘how time takes its form’. It was Plotinus who attempted to fill it by re-conceptualizing a 
Platonic conception of the relationship of time and Eternity. In his Ennead, he proposed his own 
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theoretical system on the mediating faculty in the motion of time. His problematic was 
developed first by elucidating eternity as non-temporality.   
He first refutes the proposition that eternity is identical with rest, which is absence of the 
motion of things. Plotinus points out, “if eternity is the same as rest which belongs to substance, 
then again, we shall put the other kinds of substance outside eternity(Plotinus, 2006, p. 301)”. 
What makes rest ‘the rest’ is the substances, which are un-living(in-animated). It implies that 
Plotinus launched his own theory of time at a different point from Aristotle’s presupposition of 
the movement of things. Instead, he reinterpreted Plato’s notion that the other kinds of 
substances outside eternity’ are ‘the intelligible’(Smith, 1996, p. 200) and presumed that eternity 
is the rest(stationariness) of the intelligible’ and then to have  externality, like aevum, to ‘time of 
movement’ by excluding Aristotelian concepts of perpetuity and rest(Clark, 1944). By theorizing 
ontologically independent status of eternity, he explicated the distinct predicates of eternity.   
In search for the distinctive qualities of Eternity, Plotinus borrowed Plato’s conception of 
One, which is ‘a predicate of eternity’ and ‘staying in oneness’6. Juxtaposing the rest with 
perpetuity, he conceptualized time as what is participating in rest, but is not the rest itself. Thus, 
the concept of eternity was established within ‘the affairs of beings’ and to have ontological 
quality as ‘present-being(Immer-Sein)’, say, always staying ‘non-temporal present’. From here, 
he coined another significant ontological concept, life to be a conceptual space in which “the 
other’ and ‘the same’ in that these [different] realities are all together one(Plotinus, 2006, p. 
303)”.  The concept of life can be understood as an ‘abstract dimension’ of Oneness[Einheit] in 
which “belongs to that which exists and is in being, all together and full, completely without 
extension or interval, is that which we are looking for, eternity(Plotinus, 2006, p. 305)”.  By 
being situated in this non-temporal dimension, named ‘life’, Eternity was defined “as a god 
proclaiming and manifesting himself as he is, that is, as being which is unshakable and self-
identical, and [always] as it is, and firmly grounded in life(Plotinus, 2006, pp. 311–313)”.  
Eternity is neither ‘non-being’ nor ‘void’, nor ‘death’, since all the beings in it exist only in now. 
                                                             
6 According to Etienne Gilson’s comment(1992), both Plotinus and Plato equated God with the one, “not as a 
number that can enter the composition of other numbers, nor as a synthesis of other numbers, but as the self-
subsisting unity whence all multiplicity follows without affecting in the least its absolute simplicity(pp. 45-46)”  
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Rather it is ‘self-identical being itself’, which has neither duration nor extension7 and renders all 
the beings to remain in a unity.  From the oneness of life, Plotinus drew an argument that 
“eternity is not the substrate but something which, as it were, shines out from the substrate itself 
in respect of what is called its sameness(Plotinus, 2006, p. 305)”.  The One is defined as ‘super-
being(über-sein)’, which is ‘the ground to provide with grounds[gründender Grund]’. The One is 
the source of ‘all the beings’ like God manifesting himself. This self-sufficient source emanates 
over all the beings, without consuming itself, just as the sun releasing the light over things.  In 
this respect, Eternity is identified with the non-temporal One as ‘the origin of emanation’. It is 
conceptualized as the source of all the Many and appears ‘in’ Many as if many phenomena like 
sprouting, blossoming are developed from the oneness of a seed. A notion that Many emanated 
from the One shed a light to understand the relationship of ‘eternity’ to time and its mediating 
movement[becoming].  
His notion of mediation was elaborated by a question: ‘what makes the Many stem from 
the One? He proposed that both Eternity and Intellect share a predicate of “majestic”, which 
retain divine nature(Plotinus, 2006, p. 299).  Eternity as God retains ‘Divine Intellect’ as its 
majestic nature. But it does not mean to be an identical unity, as he points out, “that both are 
majestic does not make their identity clear, for perhaps majesty might come to one of them for 
the other(Plotinus, 2006, p. 301)”. Instead, it can be understood that ‘being majestic’ renders 
Eternity and Intellect to be interdependent.  
More importantly, like Eternity, Intellect also has its own unchangeable ‘oneness’, “as if 
they were all together in a point, and had not yet begun to go out and flow into lines; it is 
something which abides in the same in itself and does not change at all but is always in the 
present, because nothing of it has passed away, nor again is there anything to come into being, 
but that which it is, it is(Plotinus, 2006, pp. 304–305)”. To use his term, the Intellect exists as a 
life. In the life of Intellect, being, and thought stay in a unity.  To speak precisely, the Oneness of 
Intellect is assumed as another Oneness which forms a ‘unity’ by embracing all the Many8. The 
Intellect also emanates from the Oneness of Eternity, since it shares the quality of Eternity as 
                                                             
7 Plotinus called Eternity a ‘majestic thing’ identical with the god. According to Armstrong(Plotinus, 2006), his term, 
god refers to Intellect, or Real Being, the Second Hypostasis(see, footnote 1, on p.310)  
8 Here, we can easily find the shadow of Plato’s idea in Timaeus that the One is the Archetype and the Intellect is 
an image of the Archetype. 
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Archetype. And, he attempted to conceptualize the movement of the Intellect as two-fold 
movement: toward Many and toward its origin, Eternity. 
In this vein, he proposes the concept of Soul as a mover of sub-mediation inside the 
movement of Intellect. He argued that “the world of sense moves in Soul(Plotinus, 2006, p. 
339)”. The Soul, relying upon the ground provided by Intellect, mediates sensuous things to the 
intellect. The mediation of the Soul can be understood in two aspects. Soul plays two roles both 
in perceiving sensuous things and in recognizing them as the intelligible(beings)(Blumenthal, 
1996; Emilsson, 1996). We may say that Soul plays two roles as image of Intellect in 
‘constructing the perceived Many to intelligible form’. Furthermore, in contrast with the Intellect 
paired with the realm of ‘the transcendental(i.e. Eternity)’, the Soul constructs itself as an image 
of the Intellect and becomes World-Soul(Welt-Seele) in Plato’s sense(Smith, 1996). In this score, 
we can say that such mediation of the soul leads the One to move towards all the Many, and 
simultaneously reduces all the beings to the One.   
In this framework, he locates his speculation of time. The life of Soul with its own 
oneness, for him, is located mid-way, like mid-existence(Mitte-Sein), between ‘the realm of 
Intellect’ and the realm of sensation. Through this realm, the Intellect can move between the One 
and Many. Thus, he equated the life of Soul with time(Plotinus, 2006, pp. 340–341). Unlike 
Plato’s heavenly sphere equated with time, Plotinus viewed that the heavenly sphere, or Nature 
in Aristotle’s sense, manifests Time, since time exists in soul(Smith, 1996, p. 213). Thus, the 
continuity of time is conceptualized as the movement of Soul. He pointed out, the soul moves 
“first of all put itself into time, which it made instead of eternity, and then handed over that 
which came into being as a slave to time, by making the whole of it exist in time and 
encompassing all its ways with time. For since the world of sense moves in Soul-there is no other 
place of it (this universe) than Soul- it moves also in the time of Soul(Plotinus, 2006, pp. 339–
340)”.  The Soul comes to ‘temporalize itself’ in its movement. He draws a conclusion that “the 
spreading out of life involves time; life’s continual progress involves continuity of time, and life 
which is past involves past time….time is the life of soul in a movement of passage from one 
way of life to another(Plotinus, 2006, p. 341)”. To put it differently, Time exists along with 
Many, by which One is divided infinitely into Many, which are perceptible and intelligible. If the 
life of eternity can be said to be the One, which is unchanging and identical, the life of soul can 
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be called ‘the life with perpetual succession’ which exists only “in a movement of passage from 
one way of life to another(Plotinus, 2006, p. 341)”.  Also, the relationship of time with Eternity 
can be clarified by his notion that time can never be established outside soul. He put  “it is not an 
accompaniment of Soul nor something that comes after(any more than eternity There) but 
something which is seen along with it and exists in its and with it, as eternity does There[with 
real being](Plotinus, 2006, p. 343)”. Time exists in and by the life of soul. The Intellect as image 
of Eternity mediates Eternity to sensuous existence in the time of Soul. He re-established eternity 
as the archetype of time, which ontological status can be defined as ‘the most foundational basis 
of time’.  
Furthermore, he mentioned the direction of the movement of time, co-evolved with the 
bearer of Soul. He stressed that “the nature of eternity is contemplated in the Intelligible nature 
existing in it as originated from it because we see all other things, too, which we say are There 
existing in it, and say that they all come from its substance and are with its substance(Plotinus, 
2006, pp. 305–307)”. By the motion of time in soul, eternity can ‘appear’ in intelligible beings. 
From it, we can deduce that there are two kinds of ways for the bearers of soul to think of the 
movement between eternity and time: One is a descending way to recognize eternity by leading 
our understanding to reach at the recognition of time which is an imitation(image) of eternity. 
The other way is, in an ascending way, starting in given sensuous things, to recognize the 
Eternity resided in intelligible Beings formed by the mediation of his soul directed by (divine) 
Intellect. Also, to emphasize on ‘the bearer of Soul’, a human being can be defined as a being, 
which has Soul with two elements of ‘intellect’ and ‘sensation’ respectably. As he put it, “the 
fact is that man has the middle place between gods and beasts, and inclines now one way, now 
the other, and some men become like gods and others like beasts, and some, the majority, are in 
between(Plotinus, 2006, p. 69)”.  Because human beings emanated from the Soul and the 
Intellect, they are required to live both ‘the life of Intellect’ and ‘the life of sensation’ at the same 
time. This viewpoint of human in time clearly shows how his idea has been counted as the apex 
of Neo-Platonism. This pagan’s idea of time was handed over to a former Neo-Platonist, 
Augustine, who later converted to Christianity and laid the first bedrock of the conception of 
human history in Western intellectual history. 
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1.2 Time internalized by consciousness and Historical progress in Tendency 
 
1.2.1 Christian establishment of the Beginning of time  
In the previous section, I have briefly sketched the representative problematic of ancient 
Greek ideas about time from Plato’s mystic conception shadowed by pre-Socratic ideas, 
Aristotle’s approach based on his natural philosophy, and the neo-Platonic viewpoint advocated 
by Plotinus. We can notice in its trajectory that some problems remained unquestioned: time’s 
relationship with the collective activity of human beings with freewill and with collective forms 
of the time-bound movement of beings9. This theoretical vacuum was filled by the synthesis of 
Greco-Roman tradition and Christianity performed by St. Augustine who used be trained in 
Manichaean discipline strongly influenced by Neo-Platonism, later converted to 
Christianity(Hirschberger, 1958).  The Greco-Roman viewpoint of intellectualism, challenging 
Christianity, had also expanded towards its universalization.10 It is not surprising that he took as 
the first theoretical opponent Manichaean ideas which could never be compatible with Christian 
notions such as Creatio ex nihilo and ens causa sui11. First of all, Augustine, in defense of the 
notion of Creation, reinterpret Genesis in his Confession(Augustine, 1961) and developed it into 
his theory of time12.  
                                                             
9 To put differently, Ancient Greek ideas asked only about ‘what things in its time-involved motion is made of’ and 
‘how it is made’, so their answers were confined in the issues of either ‘substance(matter)’ or ‘drive of motion’. 
With respect to the subject’s activities, Aristotle, in Metaphysics(2001a), advocated reflection(as “thinking on 
thinking”) to be “the most excellent things” that “divine thought thinks”(1074b30-34) and Plotinus also in similar 
sense, insisted on the faculty of contemplation(O’Meara, 1993). They focused only upon the internal 
transcendence that individuals through contemplation can be an ultimate basis for reaching out divinity, but, it is 
hard to say that they arguments fully developed the status of ‘subject’ in a collective historical process. 
Additionally, to mention about pre-Socratic thoughts on free subject, Hans Fink(1981) properly points out that the 
conception of subject with freewill had already been discussed by Sophists, but they failed to formulate any 
systematic theory. In this score, as R. G. Collingwood(Collingwood, 1994) correctly pointed out, the viewpoint of 
Ancient Greek did not retain the question about the meaning of history in the modern sense. 
10 Such intellectual conflict can be easily found in Bible, notably in the Apostle Paul’s intellectual desperations in 
Colossians, 1.15-20, Corinthians, 15, Romans, 1-11. 
11 Their threating can be characterized by some questions: “What was God doing before he made heaven and 
earth?” or “And why did he suddenly decide to do what he had never before done for eternal time?(Teske, 1996, 
p. 14).  
12 It must be remembered that formal structures of argumentation, like orders of chapters, particularly in Antique 
works, were deployed by the author’s intention going beyond its persuasive purpose(Grassi, 2001). This classical 
tradition rhetorical form was found as Marx’ method as expressed in the structure of Marx’s Capital that will be 
discussed in next chapters. In this score, it is worth to note the importance of the order of exposition of 
Augustine’s Confession(Cooper, 1971).     
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His interpretation of Genesis suggests the ontological ranks of Creation by clarifying 
temporal order between the First Creation in the first day and the Second Creation of the second 
and third day. According to him, God created in the first day ‘the Heaven of heavens’ and 
‘formless matter(material informa)’. ‘The Heaven of Heavens’ is neither Eternity nor the 
sensible heaven. As he defined, “the Heaven of Heavens, which you created ‘in the 
Beginning…is some kind of intellectual creature. Although it is in no way co-eternal with you, 
the Trinity, nevertheless it partakes in your eternity(Augustine, 1961, p. XII,9,286)”, it is, 
governed by ‘the time of angels’, which is “God’s pure city, our mother, the heavenly Jerusalem, 
a city of freedom, which lasts eternally in heaven(Saint Augustine, 1961, p. 292)”. And his 
concept of ‘the Earth(terra) as formless form’ makes his idea different from the previous Greek 
natural philosophical stance. God created ‘formless matter’, which is “‘invisible and without 
form’, a kind of deep abyss over which there was no light, it that it had no form whatsoever; and 
the reason why you commanded it to be written that ‘darkness reigned over the deep’ could only 
be that there was total absence of light(XII,3. p. 282)”.  It was ‘the lowest part’, which is 
something close to ‘non-being’ and non-temporal. It is not void, rather, similar with, in Plotinus’ 
sense, the ground of ‘our sensible earth’13. Hence, he maintains that God created ‘the heaven and 
the earth’ and the ground of ‘our sensible world’ out of ‘nothing’. And then, in the second and 
third day, God, by putting ‘form’ into ‘the formless matter’, created ‘the visible heaven and 
earth’ and giving orders and beauty onto ‘earth(land)’ and ‘water(sea)’.  By God’s bestowment 
of ‘form’, the formless form(Earth) came to finally take visible materiality with divine order and 
beauty. In other words, God’s creation caused the Nature to “display the change of time effected 
by the regular processes of change in movement and form(Augustine, 1961, p. 289)”.  It should 
be noted that Augustine re-conceptualized Aristotle’s concept of Nature in motion as a 
subcategory of God’s intellectual creation14.  
From his interpretation of the Creation, he successfully re-conceptualized the hierarchic 
relationship of time to Eternity and its ontic modality. Above all, he established a proposition 
                                                             
13 Teske(1996) puts emphasis on Greco-Roman thought’s remarkable influence over Augustine’s idea citing Henry 
Chadwick’s philological work which indicated that many of Augustine’s sentences, particularly in Book 11, were 
cited from Plotinus’ work. 
14 Augustine clarified its ontic ranks, citing a sentence of Psalms: “To the Lord belongs the Heaven of Heavens, the 
earth he gives to the children of men….its lowest part is this earth on which we live, but compared with the 
Heaven of Heavens even the heaven above our world is merely earth”(XII,2, 281p.)”. 
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that there was no time before God’s creation: “You are the Maker of all time. If, then, there was 
any time before you made heaven and earth, how can anyone say that you were idle? You must 
have made that time, for time could not elapse before you make it. But if there was no time 
before heaven and earth were created, how can anyone ask what you were doing ‘then’? If there 
was no time, there was no ‘then’(Augustine, 1961, p. 263)”.  God as the sole Creator of time is 
identified with Eternity itself who has neither the beginning nor the end15.  Meanwhile, the 
Heaven of Heavens exists as ‘the whole’ and ‘the intelligible’. It is similar with Aristotle’s 
concept of perpetuity. It is a sort of Aeviternity(aevum) which has its own beginning bestowed 
by the Creation, but does not have an end.  The Earth(terra) is formless matter and ‘non-
temporal’. And lastly, our land and water are the sensible world, which is perceived only by ‘a 
part’ and is governed by time so it has both beginning and end. By this, the precedent notion of 
change in time was elucidated, without any conceptual conflict, in its relationship with Eternity. 
God’s Eternity is immutable and the Heaven of Heavens are immutable perpetuity, and The 
Earth as formless matter was ‘non-temporal’ substance with which God created. Time in motion 
cannot conceptually exist in them. Instead, time can exist only with ‘our sensible heaven and 
earth’ in motion as he asserted: “without change of movement there is no time, and there can be 
no change where there is no form(Augustine, 1961, p. 288)”.  
Furthermore, based on the ontic scheme, the finality of time was elucidated. It was the 
engagement of God’s intention(as supreme good) in Second Creation which transformed the 
formless matter in the non-temporal succession into beings with differences moving in time and 
motion. For instance the birth of time is caused by God’s ‘intentional’ bestowment of 
‘form(making differences or separation). The creatures, say, beings, were combined ‘divine 
eternity and ‘formless matter’. The transformation of non-being into beings came to be identical 
with a notion that all beings in time co-exist with God’s Eternity and Creation. In this score, 
beings in time came to be intelligible and should be contemplated as the goodwill of Eternal 
God, as he suggested to ask the origin of the sensible: “For if there had been light, where else 
would it have been but high above, shedding brilliance over all? But since as yet there was no 
light, what else was the presence of darkness but the absence of light?...Was it not you, O Lord, 
                                                             
15 As he puts it: “you are eternal and that to you alone immortality belongs. Fro in you there is no change, either of 
form or motion. Your will does not alter as time change, for a will which varies is not immortal(XII,11.287p.)”.   
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who taught my soul these truths which it now confesses to you? Was it not you, O Lord, who 
taught me that before you fashioned that formless matter into various forms, there was nothing-
no colour, no shape, no body, no spirit? (Augustine, 1961, p. 282)”.  In his interpretation and 
reconceptualization, we can easily notice the influence of precedent thoughts before him. The 
God’s creation was thought to be a kind division by making differences in Aristotle’s natural 
philosophy in temporal order. Plato’s notion of time as ‘an image of eternity’ was also found in 
his conception of time and beings that was defined to be ‘descending from eternity’ and to be 
sharing divine Eternity. Then, Augustine’s own synthesis is revealed in his focus on the 
relationship of time to the human affairs of our sensible world.  
1.2.2 Time appropriated by present consciousness and its distention of Memory and 
Expectation 
For his theorization of ‘the internal relationship of time with human affairs’, he had to 
overcome Aristotle’s viewpoint of natural philosophy which had explicated time by its 
externality(i.e. motion) and connoted a modality of the circulatory motion from non-
being(before) to non-being(after), which collided with the Christian presupposition of the 
beginning and end in time16. In contrasted with Aristotle’s detour to the epistemological status of 
time by ‘now’, Augustine attempted a direct confrontation taking ‘now’ as the sole ontic moment 
of time. He maintained: “if the future and the past do exist, I want to know where they are. …at 
least I know that wherever they are, they are not there as future or past, but as present. For if, 
where they are, they are future, they do not yet exist; if past, they no longer exist. So wherever 
they are and whatever they are, it is only by being present that they are(Augustine, 1961, p. 267). 
Aristotle’s now is the epistemological ground of time, whereas Augustine’s now was 
defined by its own ontological ground. So to speak, time can exist only in now, not be recognized 
only in now. Time was conceptualized to metamorphose its ontic modality, as he put: “it is not 
strictly correct to say that there are three times, past, present, and future. It might be correct to 
say that there are three times, a present of past things, a present of present things, and a present 
of future things. Some such different times do exist in the mind, but nowhere else that I can 
see(Augustine, 1961, p. 269)”. The ground of the existence of time in the ‘present’ is guaranteed 
                                                             
16 He denies Aristotle’s natural philosophical standpoint, by saying “a learned man say that time is nothing but the 
movement of the sun and the moon and the stars, but I did not agree(XI,23,271p)” 
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by ‘the certainty of perception of ‘present-things(existence)’. And from the perception of things 
in the present, he claimed that the inseparability of the existence of time with consciousness: “we 
cannot rightly say that time is, except by reason of its impending state of non being(Augustine, 
1961, p. 264)”. The reason of human beings, defined as imago dei, was presumed to have its own 
movements, as we saw above, shared with the divine creativity of their Creator. For him, time 
has ‘present’ as its ground, but it comes to have ‘future’ and ‘past’ by the mediation of intellect’. 
Three different kinds of the modes of time exist “in the soul” as ‘the present-s’: “a present of 
thing past”(non-being), “a present of things present”(perceivable being) and “a present of things 
future”(non-being)(Augustine, 1960, p. 228)  
Augustine explicated the mediating movement of reason in generating the different 
modalities by the concept of ‘the distension of the soul(distentio animi)’. He put: “I perceive 
time them then to be a certain extension. But do I perceive it, or seem to perceive it? Thou, Light 
and Truth, wilt show me(Bold added, Augustine, 1960, p. 233)”. His concept of 
‘distension(extension) 17’ is of importance in understanding his idea of time internalized by mind. 
The term, distension is a transition of distentionem which connotes extension with certain 
directions ‘isolating from its origin’18. By using the concept of ‘distension’, he elucidated that the 
movement of mind is dissipated in three directions: past, future and present(Callahan, 1948; 
Carter, 2011). And he clarifies the distension in mundane time breaking off from Eternity: “You, 
my Father, are eternal. But I am divided between time gone by and time to come, and its course 
it a mystery to me. My thoughts, the intimate life of my soul, are torn this way and that in the 
havoc of change(Augustine, 1961, p. 279)19”. Separated from the Eternal God, the consciousness 
governed by mundane time comes to enter the measurable world of beings in change. We can 
ask about what the substance of distension in three directions is and how it takes appearances.  
                                                             
17 This sentence in original text goes in Latin: “Video igitur tempus quondam esse distentionem. Sed uideo? An 
uidere mihi uideor? Tu demonstrabis, lux, ueritas?(bold added)”. it is observed, particularly in many English texts 
for general readership, that the term distentionem was translated into an English word, ‘extension’ and be used 
interchangeably with another term, extension of soul, which means to reach divine eternity. But, considering that 
Augustine used two terms differently with different senses, it would be proper to use ‘the distension(of mind)’, to 
avoid any confusion with the extension(of soul) and with modern Cartesian concept. Hence, I will use a term, 
distention hereafter. 
18 It is singular accusative form of distentio. The roots of di- and ‘tentio’ in distentio are: di(-s) means to divide or to 
break off with heterogeneity from something and tendere connotes a certain direction. The literal meaning of the 
word implies that the movement of mind might be estranged from the God. 
19 “ecce distention est uita mea, et me suscepit dextera tua in domino meo, mediatore filio homnis inter te unum 
et nos multos, in multis per multa” 
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As we discussed above, the divergent modalities are based on the direct perception in present. 
First, our perception cannot be the content of time to be measured since the perception is 
confined only within the present. Instead, time is measured by ‘present perception’. What our 
perception measures is not ‘thing’, but ‘the impression of things existing in present mind’. In this 
vein, he argued that the past is based on ‘memory-images of things’, which exist in the present. 
The future also exists in present as ‘something predicted’ and ‘cause or sign’20,21. The only 
substance of the distension is present22. In this score, the measurement of time became the 
measurement of the present perception of impression. It can be said that Augustine transited the 
standard of the measurement of time from Aristotle’s now to the depth(or quality) of the 
subjective consciousness.  
Hence, we can find that the future and past as non-being ontologically come to ‘being’ by 
the mediation of consciousness.  To focus on the aspect of consciousness, they appear in present 
as: past by ‘memory’, present by ‘direct perception’ and future by ‘expectation’ respectively.  
“The present of past things is the memory; the present of present things is direct perception; and 
the present of future things is expectation. If we may speak in these terms, I can see three times 
and I admit that they do exist(Augustine, 1961, p. 269)”. Those representations as ‘the memory 
of the past’ and ‘expectation of future’ are the outcome of ‘present consciousness’, which 
derived from ‘lived experiences’ perceived by ‘sensation’(Augustine, 1961, p. 215).  By those 
representations, time appears to exist as intelligible in human consciousness23. Thus, Augustine 
                                                             
20 He maintains: “when we describe the past correctly, it is not past facts which are drawn out of our memories but 
only words based on our memory-pictures of those facts, because when they happened they left an impression on 
our mind, by means of our sense-perception….When we speak of foreseeing the future, we do not see things 
which are not yet being, that is, things which are future, but it may be that we see their causes or signs, which are 
already in being. In this way they are not future but present to the eye of the beholder, and by means of them the 
mind can form a concept of things which are still future and thus is able to predict them (Saint Augustine, 1961, pp. 
267-268)”.  
21 He put: “I measure time in my mind. For everything which happens leaves an impression on it, and this 
impression remains after the thing itself has ceased to be. It is the impression that I measure, since it is still 
present, no the thing itself(Augustine, 1961, p. 276)”.   
22 In this score, Robert Cushman(1953) argues that Augustine’s concept of now would be an ‘eternal now’, with an 
emphasis on the intellectual influence field of Plato on Confessions.  
23 He put it, “the mind, which regulates this process, performs three functions, those of expectation, attention, and 
memory. The future, which it expects, passes through the present, to which it attends, into the past, which it 
remembers. No one would deny that the future does not exist or that the past no longer exists. Yet in the mind 
there is both expectation of the future and rememberance of the past. Again, no one would deny that the present 
has no duration, since it exists only for the instant of its passage. Yet the mind’s attention persists, and through it 
that which is to be passes towards the state in which it is to be no more. So it is not future time that is long, but a 
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theoretically established a notion that the mediation of consciousness not only plays the decisive 
role as the moment to transform ‘time as non-being’ into ‘the time as beings’, but also provides 
time with its ontological statuses as external and sensible object’. 
Such distension based on consciousness presupposes to have its own directions.  He pointed 
out the distention of time-consciousness on time can move back and forth: “time emerges from 
some secret refuge when it passes from the future to the present, and goes back into hiding when 
it moves form the present to the past”… “it can only be coming from the future, passing through 
the present, and going into the past(Saint Augustine, 1961, p. 267; p. 269)”. Time is represented 
as images moving to the past through the present. Augustine put more importance on 
‘memory(memoria)’, which recognizes the divine Eternity beyond the recollection of what is left 
as impression in the past. And he uses the concept to incorporate past and future in Aristotle’s 
sense. His concept of ‘memory’ can be categorized into two forms of ‘sensuous memory’ and 
‘intellectual memory’. The former includes ‘image(imago)’, ‘sensation’, and ‘expectation’; the 
latter includes ‘the non-sensuous memory’ which can be said to be ‘the Fundamental memory 
(say, Transcendental memory)’. The sensuous memory refers the images of things accepted in 
the mind through sensation confined within ‘the present’. What is perceived in the present comes 
to be preserved in the mind as time passes, it remains as ‘image(imago)’. The image represented 
in memory is not only passively received by external sensation, but also may create a new image 
by actively assembling what received externally(Augustine, 1961, p. 267). In this vein, 
expectation means to think of ‘the non-existent future things and events to be things existing in 
present, by contemplating “them all over again as if they were actually present(Augustine, 1961, 
p. 216)”. On the other hand, intellectual memory is the ‘non-sensuous memory’, which is 
transcendental over sensation-related images. It exists in the abyss beneath other categories of 
one’s (sensuous) memories and its affections as well as experience. He describes, “it was my 
own mind which recognized them and admitted that they were true….they(appeared and judged 
by the fundamental memory) must have been in my mind even before I learned them, though not 
present to my memory. …already in my memory, hidden away in its deeper recesses, in so 
remote a part of it that I might not have been able to think of them at all(Augustine, 1961, p. 
                                                             
long future is a long expectation of the future; and past time is not long, because it does not exist, but a long past 
is a long rememberance of the past(XI, 28, p. 277)” 
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218)”.  We should remember that he is pointing out ‘his own mind’ as its place, even though it 
exists beyond ‘the sensuous memory that we can perceive’. It implies that the Transcendental 
memory by the distension has a certain destination towards the divinity of the Creator as the 
cause of all the beings. In terms of suggesting the telos, the concept of transcendental memory 
occupies one of the most important statuses in his foundation for modern philosophy of history 
as well as theological thought.  
1.2.3 Collective finality of distension in tendency 
For Augustine, the purpose of transcendental memory was to reach out to the divine eternity. 
It is defined to recognize the divine cause. He suggested a concrete way: “What am I to do? I 
shall go beyond this force that is in me, this force which we call memory, so that I may come to 
you…and as I rise up towards you in my mind, I shall go beyond even this force which is in me, 
…longing to reach out to you by only possible means and to cling to you in the only way in 
which it is possible to cling to you…So I must go beyond memory too, if I am to reach the God 
who made me different from the beasts(Augustine, 1961, p. 224)”.  To reach out to God, 
Augustine claimed to overcome the sensuous memory. It means to transcend the temporality-
bounded sensuous memory by intellectual memory. As implied by the phrase, ‘knowing God 
beyond memory’, human beings were believed to be ‘the being’ capable of grasping the eternal 
truth, which is the principle of conscious activities bequeathed by the God. Through the 
mediation of intellectual memory as elevating to the fundamental root of intellect, his ‘reaching 
out the God’ came to be conceptually identical with ‘knowing the eternal divinity of God’s 
creation’, which bestowed differences from beasts on human beings24. Furthermore, to focus on 
the faculty of intellectual memory as a conscious activity, his notion of ‘knowing the God’ can 
be understood as a sort of activity of self-reflection. The movement of consciousness was to 
‘return to self’ by recognizing the fundamental cause of its existence, say the finite condition of 
the human being, which is a being as a creature of God. It can be said that this self-awareness is 
to seek a self-identity in the perpetual succession of soul(Michunas, 2014).  In the aspect of time, 
time as a creature of God, in which human mind resides, plays a role as a mediating substance of 
                                                             
24 He presupposed the priority of divinity over intellect. In his later work, The City of God(Augustine, 2000), he 
denounced ‘intellectual pride’ to be “the beginning of sin” and “of the pride in the sin, which was worse than the 
sin itself”(p. 460; p. 462) It was elaborated as one of the core doctrines of medieval philosophy: ‘belief in God to 
know God’ as expressed by Anselm’s notion of intellectus fidei based on ratio fidei. 
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consciousness. And the intellectual memory comes to reconcile the divine Eternity(Infinite) and 
corporeal time(Finite). By this re-conceptualization, Augustine finally established the eternal 
divinity as the final destination of the movement of human consciousness, by sub-categorizing 
the previous Neo-Platonist concept of intellect for a sort of progression towards religious 
salvation(Augustine, 1938). Furthermore, the implication of his scheme went beyond the 
salvation of individual souls and shaped the premodern concept of historical progression in 
collective human affairs involved with human freewill.  In the model of liner movement of the 
corporeal time, human history came to have the presupposition of the universal end(Telos), 
which was suggested as ‘the Highest good’ for all the human beings.  
The ‘temporal flow of the corporeal world’, following divine time, was supposed to construct 
the earthly city imitating the city of God, as he described in The City of God(Augustine, 2000). 
At the center of this primitive concept of progression in earthly time. human consciousness and 
activities are conceptualized as a mover. But, from here, the theoretical problem of freewill 
arises. In defense of Christianity against a core Greco-Roman notion of freewill, he clarified first 
that the human’s voluntary will was placed under our control and moves from the immutable 
goods to transient goods(Augustine, 1993, p. 69). Then, defined the existence of evil to be ‘the 
absence of the good’(St. Augustine, 1960). His distinctive way theorized the root of evil to be the 
deformation of freewill, which follows the desire emanated from the past of ‘Original 
Sin’(Augustine, 1993). In this primitive conception of ‘progress’, the flow of human history may 
not necessarily reach the Salvation as the End because of the very freewill. In other words, the 
process of history was conceptualized as a sort of tendency, which may either ‘regress’ to the 
past of ‘Original Sin’ or ‘advance’ to the future of salvation. The human’s freewill and deeds 
became situated between the past which is the self-nullity and total depravity and the future, 
which is the hope longing for the eternity(Augustine, 1993).  
Basing on this conceptualization of freewill, he again set in order some freedom-related 
concepts held in the Greco-Roman tradition. In his magnum opus, The City of God, he proposed 
a contrast between ‘living after the rule of the flesh’ and ‘living after the spirit’(Augustine, 2000, 
pp. 441–443) and ‘the grace of God’ is a necessary condition for the freewill to pursue for the 
supreme good(Augustine, 2000, pp. 340–344). For him, the history of the earthly city is a flow of 
dynamics of the temporality intrinsic to consciousness, and the freewill in it was formulated to be 
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guided by the divine logos of the City of God. His doctrine of ‘freewill within divine order’ 
theoretically reconciled the the subjectivity and the universal norms. The previous notion of 
‘political life in politeia’ was reshaped. He took an example of ‘peace in a given politeia’: “the 
earthly city seeks an earthly peace in the well-ordered concord of civic obedience and rule… to 
attain things which are useful to this life”...whereas, “the heavenly city..makes use of this peace 
only because it must, until this mortal condition which necessitates it shall pass away(Augustine, 
2000, p.686; p. 695)”. He incorporated the mundane hope for peace lasted long from 
Peloponnesian War to the fall of Rome into the vision for future of salvation. Rather it may be 
said that his conceptual incorporation to eternal life conferred a concept of opened future to 
political philosophy, previously based on the circulatory model of human history, which had 
pivoted around the concept ‘well-being’ in present in Aristotle’s political philosophy. The divine 
vision for the future that he suggested came to pervade over all the temporal arrangements of ‘all 
the things’ in the divine order(Gilson, 1991) .  
It left a gap between the bearer of freewill, estranged from divinity and the divine order for 
eternal life. He suggested the concept of divine love open to the “peace between man and God” 
in “well-ordered obedience of faith to eternal law(Augustine, 2000, p. 690)”. He limited the 
previous concept of love(Eros) as “the earthly by the love of self” and suggested “the love of 
god” which elevates all the finite(Augustine, 2000, p. 477).  His insistence on the necessity of 
‘the divine love’ recalibrated the concept of dialogue from the way of finding truth to gaining 
divine logos. It does not mean that Augustine turned to a Christian version of consulting Delphic 
oracles in the Homeric poetic tradition that Socrates finally ended up by establishing a new 
model of human as dialogical being. Rather, the self-awareness, as seen in Confessions, still is 
‘the’ basis for the movement of overcoming the self and, also, is dependent upon the light of the 
truth(i.e. divine logos) existing in self.  The (self-reflective) consciousness is based on the 
relationship with God and represented through the internal dialogue with soul, as form of ‘the 
language of religious belief’(Cooper, 1971). Furthermore, he concretely proposed Jesus Christ as 
a new model of human beings. He compared men created in God’s image with Jesus Christ as 
“assuming humanity without destroying His divinity25(Augustine, 2000, p. 346)”.  He claimed 
that “there might be a way for man to man’s God through a God-man” and “He is the Mediator 
                                                             
25 ‘Homine assumto, non Deo consumto’ 
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and the Way”(Augustine, 2000, pp. 346–347). In terms of mimesis of him, Jesus Christ could be 
established as the genuine natura media embraces the finite and the infinite in one(Cassirer, 
1972).  
 
1.3 The modern conceptions of Historical progress and Mediation: a foundation of 
historical materialism 
As the embryo of the new mode of production, later called capitalism, began to spring up and 
settle in the previous feudal society, the gaze on Nature started to change, as expressed by 
Cartesian dualism. It necessarily coevolved with the demand of reshaping the concept of free 
consciousness, say, human reason itself, to appropriate the external world. The forgotten Greco-
Roman tradition was excavated and revived as the abundant source for the philosophical demand 
as well as for a theoretical foundation for new politico-economic relations in classical political 
economy. It was evident that the modern concept of reason, in need of a new vision for future, 
would soon collide with the untouchable concept of ‘all beings towards eternity’ which had been 
supporting the whole system of Christian philosophy of history. The intellectual conundrum was 
handed over to the tradition of German Idealism, which attempted to resolve it in moderately 
speculative ways rather than by political upheavals. Kant, baptized by Enlightenment idea of 
human freedom, synthesized two strands of rationalism and empiricism into his epistemological 
revolution, which ousted the transcendental at least from the realm of the objects of human 
reason. His reverence of freedom was followed by German Romantics like Schelling and Fichte 
who attempted to establish a philosophical framework of Self in a primitive form of dialectics.  
But this intellectual succession was deferring the answer on the historical relationship 
between the freedom of human as a temporal being and the eternal. It was Hegel who proposed a 
modern system of philosophy of history by his synthesis of the framework bequeathed by 
Christianity and the thesis of humanity demanded by Enlightenment idea. He rearranged the 
concepts about ‘what previously defined as temporal beings’ into his philosophical system of 
everlasting human history centered by free consciousness. His constellation later deeply 
contributed to Marx’s historical materialism onwards. The clearest way of approaching his 
complex synthesis and of elucidating its conceptual connections both within his system and to 
Marx’s historical materialism may be via a description of Hegel’s theoretical moments that he 
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developed in the magnetic field of the German intellectual tradition from Kant to German 
romanticism26. 
1.3.1 Positivity as historical necessity: Time as negation and truth of space  
Hegel’s early theological works written in Jena period27 show how he accepted the 
intellectual task imposed on him and outlined his own problematic for his later dialectical 
theories of human history. Young Hegel also had to reconcile his theological framework and the 
tide of Enlightenment political thoughts. In his days, such political thinkers as Rousseau, 
Voltaire, and Montesquieu attempted to resolve the collision of religion and reason. French 
rationalists, especially after Voltaire, tended to reduce religion into a belief that reason could 
admit by their simplified terms, namely, the existence of God and the immortality of the 
soul(Berlin, 2001; Strauss & Cropsey, 1987). Such position took religion as the matter of beliefs 
manifested in history which needs its rational foundation. Such implicit suggestions of reason 
over religion did not seem to be a fundamental solution for young Hegel, just as Kant who 
detested fashionable crude rationalist approach to strive to discover the physical evidence to 
prove or disprove the existence of God. Instead, he found a clue from their assumption that belief 
appears at given time and space-i.e. history, and developed it into a distinction between objective 
actuality of religion and subjective religion. In his essay, The Positivity of the Christian 
Religion(Hegel, 1948), he outlined how Christianity as subjective religion had been organized 
intellectually, systemized and formalized in positive forms in human history. By concrete 
historical ways, say, by means of the disciples of Jesus and religious institutions, the positive 
elements embedded in Jesus’ teaching, ironically used to be opposed to the formalities of 
Judaism, was developed into positive dogmas and the elements of subjective religion became 
externalized only in feelings and acts. So to speak, he distinguished the historical objectivity of 
                                                             
26 Hegel kept changing his position and uses of his core concepts throughout his theoretical development. For the 
coherence and clarification, my use of Hegel’s concepts followed by the translation of four works: Georg Lukacs’ 
Young Hegel(1976), is a prominent work in tracing his early theoretical formation, and the two works,  Introduction 
to Hegel’s Philosophy of History(Hyppolite, 1974) and Genesis and Structure of Hegel’s “Phenomenology of 
Spirit”(1996), written by Jean Hyppolite who first introduced Hegel’s philosophy to foreign intellectual 
environment of France after WWII, neatly translated Hegel’s esoterically used concepts of speculative idealism. 
Finally, Nicolai Hartmann’s work, Die Philosophie des Deutschen Idealismus(1974) provides with exceptional 
explanations on the development of Hegel’s idea in the tradition of German idealism and Romanticism.   
27 from 1801 to the publication of the Phenomenology of mind in 1807 
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religion[as historical form] from subjective religion which is unable to be fully assimilated by 
political reason.  
To situate the concepts of freedom and reason in this distinction and theorize the ossified 
historical positivity of religion to be ‘a constraint on free reason’, above all, he had to 
theoretically re-adjust the notion of moral necessity by which the positivity of religion was 
restraining the modern concept of free subject. This immature scheme of his 25-year-old began 
to be elaborated by absorbing and breaking from German intellectual legacy. In Kant’s 
epistemological system, ‘the transcendental’ exists outside the boundary of reason. But, in his 
moral philosophy, it is an object to postulate for practical reason, as the source of moral 
principles, as clearly expressed by his metaphor: “the starry heavens above and the moral law 
within(Kant, 2004, p. 170)”. Kant’s moral autonomy was thought to derive from human freewill 
harmonized with the guide of universal norm. Hence, religion remained ahistorical, always self-
identical and non-temporal. From Kant’s duality, Fichte stressed the aspect of freewill by 
positing another dichotomy of the ego[Self], and the thing of the Non-Ego[non-Self]. It was 
assumed that the everlasting opposition of Self and non-Self could be resolved by the philosophy 
of moral action(Hartmann, 1974, pp. 170–181).  He viewed objective realities as ‘lifeless 
externality’ that Self should overcome, leaving unclearness in relating autonomy of actions and 
freewill to them. In his subjective idealism, the reality of religion was only to be a moment of 
knowledge that the Self pursue in its struggle with non-self. It is not surprising that Hegel found 
the efforts of Kant and Fichte to be no more than a continuation of Christian positivity in a new 
guise(Hyppolite, 1996).  
Instead of wandering in the world of thought, Hegel contextualized such theoretical 
reconciliation in the historical evolution. Hegel like other German thinkers in his days took the 
Ancient Greek polis as an ideal world in which individual lives harmonized with the whole and 
the concrete ideal of humanity has been realized(Löwith, 1964; Murrary, 1970). The citizens of 
Antiquity were free just because ‘private life’ was not set in opposition to public life. In that age, 
“an integration of the individual to the whole, and to a whole, to an idea that was present for him 
in reality and not in a beyond(Hyppolite, 1996, p. 17)”. For young Hegel, freedom no longer was 
a matter of the freewill of the individual. Rather it meant, to use his later terminology of his 
political philosophy(Marcuse, 1986, pp. 169–204), a harmonious relationship between the 
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individual and politeia as civil society’. And he witnessed the decadence of the living connection 
between the citizen and politeia as the political regime in despotism, as a state in his later term, 
governed by the positivity of Christianity. By historicizing freedom, he, as Lukács(1976, p. 76) 
pointed out, formulated a triadic conceptual structure in historical process: 1) “the original 
freedom and self-activation of human society”, 2) the loss of this freedom under the hegemony 
of positivity” and 3) “the recovery of the lost freedom”. We can notice that his conception of 
historical process was still a linear model shadowed by Augustine’s idea of human history in 
progressive and regressive tendency. But, his excavation of the historicity of freedom turned his 
focus from an abstract opposition of religion and freedom to the real life of people, appearing in 
his early essays, On the Prospects for a Folk Religion(Hegel, 1948) and Life of Jesus(Hegel, 
1984a).  It does not mean that he has abandoned his theological angle. The subject matter of the 
religion transited to on how people have been relating their life to its historical positivity which 
restricts their freedom. As Lukács pointed out, “his view of positivity becomes entangled with a 
general history of objectivity(1976, p. 83)”, Hegel, holding his theological viewpoint, later 
developed it as ‘object contradictions of historical reality’, which becomes a theoretical axis of 
his dialectics.  
In his developmental course, he formulated positivity as a moral necessity’ which 
becomes a general opposition to the concept of free consciousness, now located in the duality of 
individual and society. Hegel’s positivity, in its essence, has its externality to the subject as 
‘something given’. And it is thought to be inevitable as he earlier mentioned on the inevitability 
of the emergence of religious sects, church in order to convey the teachings of Jesus(Hegel, 
1948). His point, in his example of Christianity, is that the positivity of Christianity resulted in 
the freedom because of transforming morality based on freedom into external legalism, which 
allows only choice and submission to external orders. Obedience by compulsion to (moral) law 
goes beyond moral autonomy internal to free subject and ‘necessarily entails the loss of the 
independent use of free reason’ due to its historical elements appearing as ‘authority’(Hyppolite, 
1996, pp. 22-28)’.  
Digressing from and standing on the premise of Kantian moral philosophy, Hegel neatly 
established ‘positivity appearing in history’ as ‘a living reality of morals and 
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institutions(Sittlichkeit)28’ located between real life and the objective organization of society. 
Hegel suggested Jesus Christ as a model of an individual subject whose free reason can dissolve 
the oppressive positivity given as historical actuality. In succession of Augustine’s viewpoint of 
Jesus Christ with divinity and humanity, his essay, ‘the Spirit of Christianity and its Fate(Hegel, 
1948b)’ examined the moral autonomy of Jesus Christ with emphasis on his criticism on the 
legalism of Judaism. For Hegel, Jesus was an individual abided in the reality of history, but he 
dissolved the ossified legalism of historical positivity in his times. His individuality in concrete 
history was sublated by his moral autonomy. Jesus and his teaching as Hegel’s moral ideal came 
to be presented as a universal living being. By his model of moral autonomy base on freedom, he 
could reconcile the positivity and the subjective reason(as individual subject) in a grand 
historical process. The necessity forced by historical positivity came to be assessed to be 
transient historical actuality, he later clarified: “necessity consists in this that the whole is 
sundered into different concepts and that this divided whole yields a fixed and permanent 
determinacy. However, this is not fossilized determinacy but one which permanently recreates 
itself in its dissolution(Hegel, 1962, p. 283). His idea of positivity as historical transiency was of 
seminal importance in his dialectical theory of space and time.  
For young Hegel, positivity as Sittlichkeit became conceived to occupies space29 in a 
given temporal moment. Focusing on the externality of positivity to reason, Hegel conceived of 
time and space to co-evolve in ‘the single developmental process of thought’. He maintained: 
“The first or immediate determination of Nature is Space: the abstract universality of Nature’s 
self-externality[Außersichsein], self-externality’s mediationless indifference. It is a wholly ideal 
side-by-sideness[ideele Nebeneinanader], because it is self-externality; and it is absolutely 
continuous[kontinuierlich], because this asunderness is still quite abstract, and contains no 
specific difference within itself(German and Bold added, Hegel, 2004, p. 28)”. He argues here 
that space is a dimension in which things exists in immediate and external ways, without any 
differences of quality. Thus, it is ‘abstract’ and ‘continuous’, because of not having any 
                                                             
28  Hegel made conceptual distinction between Moralität and Sittlichkeit. As Hyppolite points out, the word of sitte 
derived from ethos, which connotes customs and uses. And morality is traced back to the Greek word, mores. 
Hegel’s use of Sittlichkeit clarifies his emphasis on the historico-social organization of the people’s mind and his 
turn to historical objectivity of mind.  
29 The term space here refers to ‘abstract space’, similar with Plotinus’ concept of life as one, not the physical 
occupation of things in Newton’s ‘Absolute space’ and the orders of things in it in Leibnitz’s sense.  
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qualitative determinacy. By the absence of qualitative determinacy, Hegel defined space as 
‘ideally abstract universality’, compared with Kant’s definition of time and space as a form of 
intuition. Space was defined to be ‘a thing of the understanding[ein Verständiges] by 
reason(Hegel, 2010, p. 529) in The Logic, which demonstrated the manner in which the concept 
defined as ‘true being’ performs its self-development in division. Space as objectivity was 
provided with ‘(qualitative) difference’ by the dividing faculty of reason, and reason also existed 
in time. From their coexistence, he drew his idea of dialectical transcendence of space to time. 
He brought his interpretation on Aristotle’s notions of point and now to his own. First of all, we 
need to remind of Aristotle’s classical theorem displayed in Physica that the beginning of (non-
determined) space is a point30, and points occupy space and expand to lines, planes and volumes. 
As Heidegger correctly commented, Hegel’s space also is “the abstract multiplicity[Vielheit] of 
the points which are differentiable in it(Heidegger, 2008, p. 481)”. The space is full of points, 
each of which becomes distinct by its occupation in space. Notably, once posited in space, the 
point, by ‘now’ and ‘here’, becomes ‘discerned’ from other points. As we have discussed, the 
now was defined by Aristotle to be the boundary of the past(non-being) and the future(non-
being) with reference to the distance between the before and after. Hence, by being in ‘now’, the 
point in space comes to be intelligible as punctuality[Punktualität]. Heidegger explicated, “only 
if they themselves get negated-does space get thought and thus grasped in its Being. In the 
negation of the negation(that is, of punctuality) the point posits itself for itself and thus emerges 
from the indifference of subsisting(Heidegger, 2008, p. 482)”. The point becomes the negation of 
space by being conceptually comprehended by reason. The self-negativity of the point as 
punctuality is actualized in the moment of now. In other words, time imposes negativity on the 
point, when the point is related to space, and develops the ‘determinations[Bestimmung]’ of 
point as line and plane. At this time, the negativity of time is external to space, but is 
posited[gesetzt] “equally for itself”(Hegel, 2004, pp. 33–34). Thus, time was defined as ‘the 
negative unity of being outside of itself, which simultaneously exists as thoroughly abstract, 
ideal being(Hegel, 2004, p. 34)’.  
It might seem that Hegel shared Kant’s definition of time as ‘form of intuition’. However, 
for Hegel, time is only to remain as ‘the abstract externality’ in which all the things arise and 
                                                             
30 Hegel’s use of the term, point is a bit different from Aristotle’s use to have only ‘position’. For Hegel, the point 
included distinctive forms such as height, length, and breadth.  
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pass away. As expressed by his metaphor of Chronos who gives birth to everything and destroys 
his offspring, time was conceptualized to be ‘becoming itself’, i.e. the moving totality of ‘being a 
whole[Ganzzein]’. By this conception, the autonomous mediation of human reason could be 
centered in the transcendence of space to time. It may be said that Hegel could distinguish 
human history from the history of Nature and saved human reason from the history of nature. 
1.3.2 History as becoming process toward Absolute freedom  
The early dialectical model of space and time discussed in the previous section reshapes 
the problematic of the infinite and the finite. As Heidegger pointed out, the historical 
development of history, in Hegel’s model, logically ‘falls into time’(Heidegger, 2008, p. 480).  
The finite was re-conceptualized as ‘human consciousness’, which was centered to negate the 
positivity of space to time, however, the negated space located in human’s temporality and its 
continuous transition needed to answer about its destination, i.e. finality.  In this vein, he 
distinguished the time of Nature from time as eternal idea. He clarified that “the natural is 
therefore subordinate to time, insofar as it is finite”, on the other hand, “time as time is its 
concept” and “that which is true, by contrast, the idea, the spirit, is eternal(S.201)31”. And he 
juxtaposed Eternity with Time, not in opposition, that “the concept of eternity must also not be 
understood in the sense of a negation of time, so that it would be merely an abstraction of 
time(S.201)32”. Thus, for Hegel, Eternity and Time came to co-exist in what he called 
Spirit[Geist]. To outline his schema here, he incorporated both the eternal and the temporal into 
his grand concept of ‘Spirit’. In this unitary realm of Spirit defined by him as “‘Being-within-
itself, self-contained existence(Hegel, 1953, p. 23)”, the eternal was conceived of as ‘Idea’, and 
the temporal existence of positivity in space became an object[Gegenstand], which is supposed 
and conceptually comprehended by Idea, the eternal.  
By this conception, Hegel’s ‘Spirit’ was established to be a totality[Ganzeheit], which 
exists as self-identical One. Hence, the Spirit has in itself has freedom as its essence, as he 
defined freedom to be both the essence of Spirit and the sole truth of Spirit(Hegel, 1953, pp. 22–
23). And “Spirit comes before us as absolute freedom” and “it is self-consciousness which grasps 
                                                             
31 https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/hegel/works/na/nature1.htm 
32 https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/hegel/works/na/nature1.htm 
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the fact that its certainty of itself is the essence of all the spiritual ‘masses’, or spheres, of the real 
as well as of the supersensible world(Hegel, 1977, p. 356). 
It should be noted here that the Spirit is in motion due to its differences in temporal relation. 
For instance, positivity emerging in history comes to stand against free consciousness in time. 
And it is to be destroyed in and by history(Lukács, 1976, p. 230). In other words, Spirit, although 
it is eternal, is posited in time. And, due to its being in the temporal order, “Absolute freedom as 
pure self-identity of the universal will thus has within it negation; but this means that it contains 
difference in general, and this again it develops as an actual difference(Hegel, 1977, p. 361)”. 
The Spirit as totality can be said to be a continuous becoming process in time. In grasping 
Hegel’s model of becoming process in time, Heidegger’s viewpoint in his interpretation of Hegel 
by Aristotle in ‘now’ is of relevance. According to Heidegger(2008, pp. 484-486), Hegel’s 
progression of Spirit in time is constituted by endless negations, of which a principle of 
exclusion actualizes the self-manifestation of Spirit in history. Similar to Aristotle’s Now defined 
as the limit of time in motion, Hegel argues the moment of now to be exclusive(as individuality) 
and continuous(to other moments). Just like a punctuality in continuous space, now in time’s 
movement holds its own contradictions in itself, ‘absolute negativity’ called by Heidegger- 
which is supposed to be negated so is space.  Thus, becoming is ‘the dissolution of the 
differences between two transitions in temporal order: one from ‘being(now)’ to 
nothingness(future) and another from nothingness(past) to being(now)’. In this vein, for Hegel, 
the modality of time of ‘past, present and future’ was no longer ‘modes of time[Zeitmodus]’, 
instead he called it ‘the dimensions of time[Dimension der Zeit]’.  
As he put in Philosophy of Nature: “in nature, where time is now, there does not occur the 
subsisting difference of these dimensions; they are necessarily only in subjective representation, 
in memory, fear, or hope. The abstract past, however, and future of time is space, as the 
suspended space is at first the point in time(S.202)33”. For him, now in itself has no difference in 
the dimensions of time, and time is an ideal unity, in which two dimensions co-exist in 
indifference and negation. Time in nature is only ‘now’, and the past and future as the 
dimensions of time are only to exist in free consciousness. Negativity in now, in his theoretical 
formulation of becoming process in time, explicates its relation to free-consciousness of subject. 
                                                             
33 https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/hegel/works/na/nature1.htm 
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In this respect, it is worth noting of the elaboration of his modeling of Jesus Christ as universal 
absolute spirit embodied and internalized into a particular being in history. In Life of 
Jesus(Hegel, 1984a), he viewed Jesus as a spiritual unity embracing two levels of humanity and 
divinity. His self-identity of the universal and the individual was conceived to exist in his 
singularity[die Einzelheit]. In The Spirit of Christianity and its fate(Hegel, 1948a), his singularity 
with the reconciled duality depicted by Hegel to have ‘moral autonomy’ and to have sublated 
positivity as generality ossified by Judeo legalism in his times and had been forgotten and 
ossified again as positivity in the historical process of Christianity. His early model of Jesus with 
‘absolute freedom’ elucidates Hegel’s design of the qualitative development of free 
consciousness with Spirit in Phenomenology(Hegel, 1977). The Idea, e.g. in teaching of Jesus, 
existed in the stage of subjective mind, and transited to the stage of the objective mind, e.g. 
morality, art and religion. And then, it enters the final stage of Absolute knowledge identified 
with the Absolute Idea, in which all theoretical ideas, praxis and concepts come to be united in 
harmony.  
In the same vein, Hegel, in The Logic, focused on the pure logical development of Spirit, 
formulated the singularity to be the negation of negation since it negates particularity(die 
Besonderheit), which is also a negation of universality(die allgemeinheit)(Marcuse, 1986, pp. 
134–135).  From Hegel’s early insistence on ‘deity embodied as a historical man’ to his later 
doctrine that ‘a universal principle is latent in the particular telos of individual, a free subject is 
proposed to exist as ‘individual-universal’ or ‘a singularity(die Einzelheit)’(Marcuse, 1986, p. 
230)34. The freedom of the subject was centered at the process of continuous sublimation in 
which all the reality and its thoughts are designated to sublate themselves to higher stages of 
determination. And as he maintained, “World history in general is the development of Spirit in 
Time, just as nature is the development of the Idea in Space(Hegel, 1953, p. 87). Thus, Hegel 
asserted that the World-spirit develop its contents of (absolute) Idea, and particular-individuals 
came to possess the contents of Absolute spirit in a form of ‘being-in-self’. And the development 
of Spirit was conceived to be represented in World-history(Hegel, 1953, p. 78). The essence of 
world history is no more than the consciousness of freedom, and the finality of the movement is 
‘the realization of that consciousness in developing itself(Hegel, 1953, p. 80)’. World-history 
                                                             
34 Yovel(2005) points out that one of critical elements in the development of Hegel’s thought was arguably his 
synthesis of Spinoza’s concept of substance identified with immanent deity and Kant’s concept of free subject.  
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became an independent process separated from the history of Nature and identified with the 
content of the development of Spirit as Marcuse put: “the true subject of history is the universal, 
not the individual; the true content is the realization of the self-consciousness of freedom, not the 
interests, needs, and actions of the indviduals(Marcuse, 1986, p. 229)”.  If we isolate and 
contemplate a static entity of determinations given in a stage from its long-run development, it 
can be said to be one of moments[momente] in a specific dimension of time, say past or 
conjuncture(Kaufmann, 1977, p. 23). The becoming totality is constituted in the whole 
continuum of such sequential moments. In this score, we can get a clearer comprehension on his 
well-known aphorism in Phenomenology: “The True is the whole. But the whole is nothing other 
than the essence consummating itself through its development. Of the Absolute it must be said 
that it is essentially a result, that only in the end is it what it truly is; and that precisely in this 
consists its nature, viz. to be actual, subject, the spontaneous becoming of itself(Hegel, 1977, p. 
11)”.  The truth of the process ‘appeared’ only as ‘a result’ in the final stage and, as implied by 
his metaphor of Minerva’s owl, can be comprehended by grasping its long-run development of 
all phases interwoven with determinations which looks following the cold principle of Nature at 
the first sight. In other words, what we see in present or in so-called a conjuncture is no more 
than the outcome of the past development.  
His model implies not only the concrete development of ‘an individual as particular to 
singularity as universal’ but also a perpetual process of the sublimation[Aufhebung] of 
negativity by free subjects in the temporal relation. The whole historical process towards the 
Absolute freedom, “for the pure negativity has in the self-identical universal will the element of 
subsistence, or the Substance in which its moments are realized”, and “Substance has shown 
itself to be the negative element for the individual consciousness(Hegel, 1977, p. 361). Thus, his 
grand historical model needed explanations on the elements of subjects, which reveal the eternal 
process of sublimation and its concrete mechanism of how the negativity embedded in each 
moment given to free subjects is transformed. The explication about its collective[general] 
appearance may be a key to grasping his conception of mediation.  
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1.3.3 The Dialectical mediation of the negation of Immediacy: Culture as Bildung and its 
elements 
When we commonly say that reason, in Hegel’s system, “is concretely enriched in history as 
history is enlightened by reason(Hyppolite, 1996, p. 20), the dialectical relationship of human 
reason and history has another interwoven entity of his other theoretical concepts Understanding, 
Thought, Idea and Concepts, which organically constitute the faculty of historical reason. Hegel 
also began his illustration of the progression with the Enlightenment concept of free subject, 
whose “right is based on his absolute independence, which he is conscious of possessing in every 
phase of his knowledge…whatever the content may be, the individual is the absolute form, i.e. 
he is the immediate certainty of himself …he is therefore unconditioned being(Hegel, 1977, p. 
15). Undoubtedly, he places at the beginning of the development, the certainty not only of 
sensual perception but also of the subjective consciousness experiencing it. Hegel developed this 
certainty of free consciousness in a different way. From here, Hegel’s constellation of the core 
concepts needs to be clarified. 
  Even though the certainty of consciousness appears to be true to Self, it is merely an 
illusion of mediation, and such ‘experience of certainty(Gewissheit)’ is conceptually opposite to 
truth(Hegel, 2005, p. 116). He called it immediacy[Unmittelbarkeit], which remain as ‘naïve 
substantiality’, in ‘substantial life’. Yovel vernacularized Hegel’s Immediacy to be ‘powerless 
abstract’ since it lacks distinction and is attributed to external being, and therefore stays inert and 
passive(Yovel, 2005, p. 131).  Simply speaking, in this stage, the subject and object have not yet 
been distinguished by reason: “sense-certainty immediately appears as the richest kind of 
knowledge…(but) the truest knowledge; for it has not yet omitted anything form the 
object(Hegel, 1977, p. 58)”. Instead, the immediacy undergoes the mediating process of 
consciousness. Hegel’s explication of the mediating process is neatly presented in 
Phenomenology. The immediacy gets “acquainted with general principles and points of view, so 
as at first to work up to a general conception[Gedanke] of the real issue, as well as learning to 
support and refute the general conception with reason (Hegel, 2005, p. 3)”, then, the immediate 
comes to “apprehend the rich and concrete abundance of [life] by differential 
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classification35(Hegel, 2005, p. 3)”. The ‘knowledge of general principles and standpoints36’ and 
‘general conception of the real issue37 that the immediacy first comes across can be said to be 
pre-existing knowledge-s[Kenntnisse]38, as the general forms of thoughts circulated in a given 
moment. This Knowledge is produced merely by Understanding[Verständigkeit]. Understanding, 
in Hegel, also is distinguished from Reason. Understanding is a force to draws the thinking 
consciousness(Hyppolite, 1974) to analyze, posit, and refute the object, yet at worse only to 
produce one-sided determination in isolation, because it is a partial movement occurring within 
the movement of sequential moments. Thus, Knowledge remains in a stage of mere information 
by which one starts “experiencing the matter itself” led by “the earnestness of life in its 
fullness(Hegel, 1977, p. 71)”. However, to attain the truth means ‘to reveal the totality of real 
Being’. Thinking[Denken]39 has to overcome the stage of Understanding to become 
Reason(Vernunft), i.e. Reasonable thought(Kojève, 1993, p. 198).  
Hence, Immediacy is what exists in the first stage of in itself[An sich], in which even 
Understanding is applied to it. But, by the general knowledge about the subject-matter, one 
comes to enable to support or refute it by positing his own reason in his ‘earnestness of life with 
specific determinations’. In this time, Consciousness as an immediate existence to Self has two 
moments of Knowledge and its objectivity as negation to the Knowledge(Hegel, 2005, 134p). 
And the two moments consistently conflict each other. The movement of reason begins to 
reconcile the contradiction in the dialogic form of reason  in which “knowledge and judgment 
will retain an appropriate position in conversation(Hegel, 2005, p. 71)”. Then, as his 
Understanding residing in the world of the dry application of abstract concept is sublimated, the 
dualism of Knowledge and the negative-objectivity is internalized into self-consciousness as the 
restoration of its totalistic unity.  In this passage, Hegel defined ‘the exertion of concept[die 
Anstrengung des Begriffs] to be the core faculty of the sublimating consciousness. According to 
                                                             
35 The original German text goes: “die konkrete und reiche Fülle nach Bestimmtheiten aufzufassen”, Yovel 
translated it to ‘concrete fullness with specific determinations. 
36 ‘Kenntnisse allgemeiner Grundsätze und Gesichtspunkte’, in original German text 
37 ‘Gedanken der Sache’,  Yovel translated it into ‘the thought of the matter in general’. 
38 It is compared with his term Erkenntniss(recognition in English translation). These two terms have different 
weights and must be sensitively distinguished in reading works of Hegel and his followers. 
39 Denken is translated to Thinking, instead of Thought since a dominant presumption in Hegel’s system is that 
everything is in motion. So, to emphasize on the process of consciousness, I use the word, Thinking which connotes 
staying in a stage of a developing process instead of ‘thought’ with a sociological connotation of a result of thinking 
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Hegel, when the immediate sensual certainty turns to Thinking, “the object does not represent 
itself in sensible figurative-representation figure[Vorstellungen oder Gestalten] but in 
Concept[Begriffen](Hegel, 1977, p. 120). It is the dual-aspect of concept[Begriff]40 which 
determines the dialectical sublimation of the immediacy. Hegel discussed the dual aspects of the 
concept(Begriff): one is the essence of ‘the object of thought’ and the other is the true thought of 
the essence of the object41. In this score, concepts can be said to exist as a synthesis of 
Being(existence) and Essence by form of Idea. By this, we can say concepts could become an 
objectivity, which may be again sublimated by Idea emerging from itself and alienated from 
Nature. Because of this internal duality, Concept contains a crucial paradox of time and eternity. 
Concept stands with one of its legs on a given historical moment just like Understanding and 
Thought. So to speak, the movement of concept is partially restricted in the temporal-relations, 
since what a concept should grasp is both the ‘immutable essence of object’ and the mutable 
thought of such essence.  In a similar vein, it can be argued that the dialectical movement of 
history, particularly in the cultural realm, can be reduced into the activity of reason to reconcile 
time and the eternal conception(Hyppolite, 1996, p. 16).  
Alexandre Kojeve’ insightful interpretation(Kojève, 1993) elucidated Hegel’s puzzling 
relationship of concept in time and eternity in the light of Plato’s thought. He situated the 
movement of concept between time and eternity by presuming that Plato’s ‘universe of ideas’- 
so-called Idea, is juxtaposed with Hegel’s term, Concept so is Plato’s the world of phenomena 
with Hegel’s ‘empirical Existence(Dasein)’. According to him(Kojève, 1993, pp. 107–113), 
Hegel’s Concept is essentially “related only to Eternity, and Eternity reveals itself exclusively 
through the Concept”. And “Change in time remains inaccessible to the Concept”. Hence, “even 
though concepts move in Time, they nonetheless have no relations with Time and the temporal”. 
It leads to presume the essence of concept to have ‘the characteristics of the eternity. On the 
other hand, the movement of concept, i.e. ‘Exertion of Concept’ to be an eternal circular motion 
interfaced both two realms of the eternal and the temporal. “Through the Concept, one can rise 
from the temporal to Eternity and then one can fall back to the temporal(Kojève, 1993, p. 107)”. 
                                                             
40 Hegel’s term, Begriff is occasionally translated into an English word, notion. I prefer to use ‘concept’ since it is 
noun of a verb which connotes ‘conceive of something in unspoken way’ and ‘forming a notion or idea’, ‘to gestate 
prior to have a form’, and its latin origin, ‘concipere’ means ‘to take in and hold’ and ‘to take seed into the womb’. 
It is more close to Hegel’s meaning of ‘sublimation’ with an emphasis on the actualization of potentiality  
41 https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/hegel/works/hl/hlsubjec.htm#HL3_600 
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Thus, the circular movement itself, as Kojeve clarified, “can be eternal, but it is not 
Eternity’(Kojève, 1993, p. 125)”.   
This model of the circular movement of concept allows us to elucidate Hegel’s esoteric 
conception of the historical process of the sublimation of negativity in the light of the individual 
dimension of subject’s free consciousness, instead of cursorily labelling it a teleological model. 
Above all, the exertion of concept, circulating in the two realms of Eternity and Time, is 
theorized to be a pure possession of a free subject and to embrace contradictions within free 
consciousness. Unlike sensual perception and Understanding limited and given in the temporal, 
one’s exertion of concept is based on his freedom, which co-evolves with the self-manifestation 
of eternal Spirit. The negativity can be said to be shaped by subject’s relationship to external 
objects, e.g. sensuous-perception or preexisting Knowledge. And it comes to reside as a sort of 
internal objectivity to be sublated in the form of consciousness. In this vein, For Hegel, the 
moments for historical progression residing inside the consciousness of individual subjects, the 
whole historical process is always immanent in the development of consciousness(Lefebvre, 
2009). Furthermore, as the essence of the free exertion of Concept derived from its dual 
reference, and subjects come to objectively discover their consciousness itself in its objectivity. 
One’s consciousness becomes an object of Self-knowledge recognized by Self-consciousness. 
Hegel clarifies that “the object of self-consciousness, however, is equally independent in this 
negativity of itself…A self-consciousness exists for a self-consciousness(Hegel, 1977, p. 110)”. 
In discerning objectivity, the self-consciousness has its measure in itself- in an eternal form of 
reflection, as Hyppolite(1974, p. 20) commented, “consciousness always reflects on itself. It 
discovers itself in the object which it thought it had discovered, but in this way the object-
disappears. Reflection is always a reflection on itself”. And the outcome of an experience of 
consciousness is suggested as absolutely negative only for that consciousness; in point of fact, 
however, negation is always determinate negation(Hyppolite, 1974, pp. 13-14)”. 
The reflection of self-consciousness necessarily accompanies a sort of self-dividing 
process to itself just as the Creator of the universe interpreted by Augustine, a pupil of Aristotle. 
Hegel describes the self-dividing process of self-consciousness: “the content is now an actuality 
suppressed into possibility; it is a coerced immediacy, a shape reduced to its abbreviation, to 
simple thought-determinations. As something which is already thought, the content is not the 
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possession of substance. It is no longer existence in the form of being-in-itself---neither an 
original in-itself that was interiorized into memory[erinnerte Ansich] and must now be converted 
[from the form of being-in-itself] into the form of being-for-itself(Hegel, 1929;Hegel, 2005, 
123p)”. In this process, “it is the reflection which constitutes truth the final result(Hegel, 1929, p. 
17)”. Some might say, as Lukács(1976) has criticized, that Hegel tended to rely on ‘reflection’ so 
ruthlessly in taking account of negation and sublimation that he ended up to demolish what he 
had constructed. However, his proposal of reflection as negating moment in and of self-
consciousness refuted the Romantic backbone doctrine of subjective idealism which Self-
knowledge in individuals leads to a circular model of progression. Also he implies the relative 
fluidity of truth by rejecting the traditional idea of a static truth like “a minted coin which can be 
pocketed as such, finished and ready(Hegel, 2005, p. 138). So to speak, his progression towards 
the truth is conceived to move neither in linear, nor in circular motion, but in a 
spiral(Collingwood, 1994, p. 114).  More importantly, his conception suggests us to view the 
dialectical mediation of self-consciousness between the Universal and the Particular in a bigger 
spiral progression via the ‘General process of the wholeness of human life governed by 
collective history’ he called Culture[Bildung]. 
According to his outline of the qualitative changes of individual consciousness presented 
in the preface to the Phenomenology of Spirit(Hegel, 1929), the individuality of consciousness 
should take processes as follows: 1) the individual as ‘original in-itself first exists as “something 
primitive”, 2) individuality interiorized itself as ‘being-in-itself’ which is “already present as a 
recollection”, and 3) individuality will be in “the form of being-for-itself”, which can be called 
“the form of what is explicit, of what is objective to self”. Such a transition of three stages 
occurring in consciousness depicts a dialectical process of sublimation. To view the qualitative 
leap in its temporal aspect, before reflective thought, ‘things in the past’ were ‘what inevitably 
existed’, and ‘things in now’ are actual as potential, and ‘things in future’ are possible to be 
actual. It implies that reflection can take different forms of thought as ‘memory of what existed’, 
or ‘contemplation on actual existence in now’, or ‘vision in projected Self for future’. This 
qualitative process is achieved only in human’s reflection, which is to return to Self, embracing 
the whole historical process, in the sense of a term, the totality of World history. It is a manner 
by which Hegel explicated the phenomenological logic of dialectical process of self-splitting 
consciousness. 
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The content of its whole course in historical transition by the mediation of self-dividing 
reflection can be characterized into his term, Bildung(culture). The collective journey of self-
consciousness composed of continual negations sublimates the immediacy of substantial life and 
reveals the whole to be “the concrete history of consciousness, of its departure from the cave and 
its ascent to science(Hyppolite, 1974, p. 13)”.  The course of sublimations of naïve immediate 
experiences of the richness of outer world and pursuit of systematic knowledge is called 
science(Wissenschaft). Naïve immediacy divided by consciousness remains in a stage of 
‘Knowledge(Wissen). However, then by experiencing more externalized Knowledge, it becomes 
closer to the essence of the object of knowledge through the mediation of self-reflective 
consciousness’. Characterizing this cultivation of consciousness, Hegel suggested a 
‘philosophization process’. It does not mean that Hegel identified the whole process named 
Bildung itself with ‘philosophy as knowledge’ like a modern academic discipline. Rather, as he 
put it, “the method is nothing but the structure set forth in its pure essentiality…the system of 
ideas concerning philosophical method is yet another set of current beliefs that belongs to a 
bygone culture(Hegel, 1977, p. 28)42”. By philosophy, Hegel meant to suggest a systematic way 
of cultivation in collective sense. ‘The philosophization of consciousness’ transforms the 
divided, or classified knowledges given by a culture of a present stage into the sophisticated 
structure of the essences by re-collecting its past cultural contents. Concretely, philosophy leads 
one’s reflection or collective reflection to be ‘a necessary condition for all spirituality and truth’ 
and the immediate collective life enters the third stage “in which rational thought is reconfigured 
in such a way to restore the sense of plenitude and reconciliation with the absolute, which was 
lost to human life when thought had first become conscious and critical(Hegel, 2005, p. 76)”.  It 
might be argued that Hegel’s Phenomenology is no more than a historicized version of Plato’s 
theory of the love of knowing(Hegel, 2005, pp. 71-72; Yovel, 2005). However, it should be noted 
here that he suggested philosophy provides collective culture with eternity as he did to the 
exertion of concept in individual level. He argued that “when the final stage is realized, 
philosophy will overcome its historical character, transcend time, and become supra-temporal or 
transcendental. This means that it will continue to exist in time, but will no longer depend on 
it”(Hegel, 2005, p. 72). As he later clarified in Philosophy of Right, in the development of 
Culture towards totality, the principle of particularity passes over into universality, finally 
                                                             
42 “Denn die Methode ist nichts anderes als der Bau des Ganzen in seiner reinen Wesenheit aufgestaellt” 
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reaching its truth(Hegel, 1962, p. 124).  Therefore, without any contradiction to his conception of 
World-history identified with the system of Geist that we have discussed in previous sections, he 
could establish the becoming process of culture evolved with its historical development, as he 
clarified by the subtitle, ‘the science of the experiences of consciousness’ to the book, “The 
Phenomenology of Spirit”. Also, the becoming process of Culture by philosophy was elucidated 
as an eternal process in the earthly time in which infinite beings reside and as 
‘climbing[Aufstieg]’ process of mediation like Dante’s arduous journey by his own feet towards 
truth rather than Jacob’s enlightenment bestowed by an angel in one a night.  
In the progression of Culture, one’s self-consciousness accompanies actions in the 
external world and confronts other self-consciousness. It may clearly illustrate his conception of 
labor in temporal progression which is one axis buttressing the triadic form of his dialectics. The 
concept of labor was not Hegel’s own theoretical concept. Classical political economists prior to 
Hegel had coined the concept of labor and treated it as the element constituting private property 
endorsed in emerging modern bourgeois society. After spending a few years studying political 
economy, Hegel began to philosophize the concept of labor as the essence of man for building up 
his philosophy of history(Löwith, 1964). It would be appropriate to say that Hegel was the first 
one who gave the concept a citizenship in modern philosophy by synthesizing previous 
philosophical thoughts. Hegel’s perspective on labor is differentiated in some points from 
previous conceptions of man’s productive activity held by his precursors. As widely known, 
Aristotle thought of labor as the exclusive activity of slaves, in contrast to the praxis of 
aristocrats for self-actualization[poiesis], since the products of their own poiesis were supposed 
to be ‘alienated’(Axelos, 1977). Also, early modern philosophy, based on the dualism of subject 
and object, had confined it within the notion of the mastery of nature, as Kant nuanced its 
evitability(Feenberg, 1981; Mészáros, 1970). Shortly before Hegel, Schelling assumed labor to 
be a form of constructing the self. The divided-self was thought to be recovered by recognizing 
the objectified self in the product, but only in subjective mind(Hartmann, 1974). Standing on this 
legacy, Hegel’s philosophical elaboration focused upon the externalization[Enäusserung] of free 
consciousness in the cultural progression discussed above.  
First of all, he began his conceptualization by situating labor between the two moments 
of subject and object. His scheme relied on precursors: before labor process, the object is 
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something independent standing against subject. The immediacy of external object and its 
independence come to confront the immediate desire of subject. And the labor of subject 
attempts to eliminate or reduce the independence of the object for the desire of the subject. Then, 
the immediacy of the subject’s desire comes to be externalized and embedded in the product of 
it. So, it may be said that labor process is a process of self-actualization by objectifying himself 
into the product and the production of labor is ‘the objectification of laborer himself’. But, it 
must be remembered that Hegel’s Self-consciousness exists in the moving wholeness of Culture 
which supersedes such immediacy. And it made his concept of labor differentiated from 
Schelling’s subjective idealism.   
The objective world to man, in Hegel’s system, is the wholeness of a world of products 
which men have produced by the externalized of mind and spirit(Lefebvre, 2009, p. 116). By 
stressing the aspect of superseding the immediacy of external objects and subject’s desire, Hegel 
understands labor as expressing self through the object[sich-zum-dinge-machen]’ and as 
materialized self-objectification[vergegenständlichte vergegenstandichung]. In other words, 
one’s self-consciousness materializes itself by labor, which transformed himself from ‘thing-in-
itself’[Ding an sich] to thing for man[Ding fur den Menschen]’. Thus, being different from self-
consciousness confined in individual level, the labor as ‘externalized self-consciousness’ has its 
value only as ‘universal activity(allgemeine Tätigkeit)’ materialized to other men(Marcuse, 
1986, p. 78). In this score, as Kojeve(1993, p. 145) correctly pointed out, human labor is ‘the 
very essence of man[das Wesen des Menschen]’ because it temporalizes the spatial natural 
world, and the existence of labor in the world is the existence in this world of time.  
Of course, it is hard to deny that Hegel use of concepts, externalization, materialization is 
too vague and less rigid to fully explicate the mediating role of labor in his whole dialectics43. 
However, it should be noted that his concept of labor contains its own finality in itself: whether it 
is for simple survival or for idle desire to express laborer’s emotion. This subjective-finality is 
actualized in and by laborer’s materializing his free consciousness. The auto-telic nature of labor 
                                                             
43 Lukács has criticized his immaturity in his use of the vague term shadowed by his early term positivity. According 
to him, Hegel had earlier placed the concept of positivity in the confrontation between self-activation, freedom 
and dead objectivity. It was developed, without seamless synthesis with the modern dualism of subject/object, 
into his disguise concept of externalization(Enäusserung) in his later works. Hence, it came to contradict his 
broader doctrine that the wholeness of nature is the externalization of mind and spirit(Lukács, 1976, p. 74). 
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in its essence reveals itself in the general process of Culture[Bildung] in which the collective  
consciousness transforms “thought-form of substance into actuality”(Hegel, 1977, p. 298). 
Within the culture in which one subjective finality can become ‘the objective finality’, one self-
conscious is necessarily and constantly faced by another self-consciousness. In Phenomenology 
of Spirit, Hegel already clarified that the independency of self-consciousness also undergoes its 
dialectical relationship. The first thing out of itself is to an attempt to supersede other self-
consciousness by performing Struggle for Recognition[Anerkennungs Kampf](Hegel, 1977, p. 
111). The winner, in the struggle, gets the Recognition of his self-consciousness by the bondage 
of the other. As a result, the winner comes to get ‘mastership’ and the loser does ‘bondage’. It 
may seem that the self-consciousness of the master is independent and externalizes itself without 
any further recognition. But, the master can be independent only by the mediation of the slave’s 
labor, that is, the materialized form of the slave’s self-consciousness. To be precise, it is because 
one’s labor contains his externalized self-consciousness not in labor itself, but in the outcomes of 
labor presented to the master-e.g. product, or service. This delicacy is of great significance in 
grasping Hegel’s political philosophy and Marx’s conception of dead labor. Hegel delineated 
how the outcome of labor permanently retains self-consciousness:  
“Work, on the other hand, is desire held in check, fleetingness staved off; in other 
words, work forms and shapes the thing. The negative relation to the object becomes its 
form and something  permanent, because it is precisely for the worker that the object 
has independence.  This negative middle term or the formative activity is at the same 
time the individuality or pure being-for-self of consciousness which now, in the work 
outside of it, acquires an element of permanence. It is in this way, therefore, that 
consciousness, qua worker, comes to see in the independent being [of the object] its 
own independence(Hegel, 1977, p. 118)” 
Labor itself is a sublation of the negative content of an object and a process of converting 
the content to a form, which is permanent in its outcome. By this, labor becomes a product, 
which becomes another independent being-for-itself. This alteration of inner-relations is 
performed by the slave, who works for the mater. Instead, the master becomes separated from the 
reality, remains abstract. He is only to consume what the slave produced in bondage. The 
consumption has no permanence and does not leave anything to affirm him and his 
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independence. On the other hand, the slave, whose labor destroys the negativity of objects, 
establishes for himself ‘permanent’ being (in the labor-product or labor process) and recognizes 
himself again as ‘being-for-self’. By this labor in the wholeness of Culture, he discovers the 
himself that he has lost. By the labor-product separated from him, he gets to acquire the 
independent finality of his labor in subjective and objective ways. The whole constellation of 
Hegel’s concepts from positivity to culture and even his dim political implication embedded his 
conception of labor were handed down, nearly intact, to Marx, who was only to historicize them 
and invert inner causal-relations.   
1.4 Theoretical Formulation of Historical Materialism: Karl Marx’s succession and 
rupture 
 This section will elucidate how Marx accepted Hegel’s design of philosophy of history and 
related concepts and sublimated them to his own theoretical formulation called historical 
materialism. This approach presumes his coherency in his theoretical development. And it 
confronts one of the most controversial issues in the Marxist camp. With the intellectual tide of 
structuralism, many structural Marxist theorists have advocated an assumption that there was an 
‘epistemological rupture’ within Marx’s theoretical maturation(Balibar, 1978). It was Louis 
Althusser who first pointed to a sharp contrast between early Marx biased on idealist humanism 
and mature Marx completed as scientific discipline’. According to him(Althusser, 2005d, 
2005c), Marx made the decisive break in the German Ideology written in 1845, rejected his 
previous Hegelian problematic, then, turned to scientific problematic. As he elaborated in 
Reading Capital(Althusser & Balibar, 2009), this rupture can be comprehended by reading 
‘symptomic silence’ in Marx’s works. It was argued to be the only way to clear up the fog of 
humanist ‘ideology’ over his immature works and fully understand Marx’s own scientific theory 
of political economy. But his bold argument, especially his obsessiveness with science and 
against humanism identified with Hegel, should be first considered in his own historical context 
and by his own term, theoretical struggle.  
In his day, the French Communist Party(PCF) to which Althusser devoted his career was 
still being overwhelmed by Stalinist tendencies, even after Khrushcheve’s de-Stalinzation in 
1956. As Althusser(2005a) analyzed, the theoretical backwardness of the French leftwing 
allowed the Stalinist dogma of economic determinism to be identified with ‘real Marxism on the 
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basis of Hegel’s scheme of progression’. On the other hand, under the influence of 
Existentialism, the voices calling for the recovery of Marx’s humanist tendency, particularly on 
alienation, were rising, as an alternative approach even in the PCF. In this context, instead of 
distancing himself from the PCF as did Henry Lefevre, Jacque Ellul, and Maurice Merleau-
Ponty, Althusser stayed in. His provocative theoretical insistence on scientific Marx can be said 
to be an attack on both political opponents at once by denouncing their backbone tenets as 
‘premature Marxism’ or ‘ideology against science’. To use his term, it can be called his own 
‘theoretical struggle’ that he performed in his political juncture.  
Furthermore, a lot of philological facts refute Althusser’s politically intended 
interpretation and indicate Marx’s coherent theoretical evolution. Althusser pointed that Marx’s 
decisive break occurred in German Ideology written in 1845, which allegedly shows that he 
escaped from humanist ideology, with a focus on alienation, which remained in the Economic 
and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844(1844 Manuscripts). Admittedly, it is true that 1844 
Manuscript  has neither the conceptual distinction between ‘labor power’ and ‘labor’ which was 
acclaimed by Althusser to be one of Marx’s great contributions to scientific political economy, 
comparable with the discovery of oxygen in the history of natural science(Althusser & Balibar, 
2009, pp. 160-173), nor his discreet use of labor and externalization. But, as matter of fact, he 
had not made any clear conceptual distinction even in his works written after 1845. The Poverty 
of Philosophy written in 1847 still shows Marx’s confusing use of those concepts(Lefebvre, 
2009).  Even in The Communist Manifesto written in 1848, Marx was, as Eric Hobsbawm 
defines, “less as a Marxian economist than as a communist Ricardian(Hobsbawm, 1998, p. 13)”.  
The most decisive work over this unsettled dispute is Grundrisse written in 1857~58. 
Considering the publication circumstances in France before 196744, Althusser was unlikely to 
have read this work when he insisted on Marx’s epistemological break. The book was Marx’s 
groundwork for launching his project of Capital, taken by Althusser to be the apex of the 
scientific Marx. Evidently, it not only clearly expounds the concept of alienation with an 
                                                             
44 The work was first published in German during Second World War in the Soviet Union.  Except only two copies, 
most of copies has been destroyed during the war. Under Stalinist regime, the work had not been republished in 
Russian until 1968 and in French until 1967. It is known that one of two survived copies was read by Roman 
Rosdolsky who wrote The Making of Marx’s Capital in Detroit, United States(Mandel & Novack, 1973). Considering 
the fairly late introduction of Marx original texts to France, it is hard to assume that the two survived copies in 
German edition had been read by Althusser, who obtained diplôme d'études supérieures in 1947 with a thesis on 
Hegel’s concept of content and joined the PCF in 1948.   
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economical perspective but bridges Marx’s early and later works by his interwoven re-
conceptualization of alienation, reification and commodity fetishism in the light of economic 
relations.  Moreover, one of less known facts is that, although Marx tenaciously criticized 
Hegel’s speculative idealism for establishing his method of historical materialism, Marx clearly 
admitted his huge debt to Hegel’s dialectical thinking and the importance. In the postface to the 
Second Edition of Capital(Marx, 1990b, pp. 102–103), he reflected that he had attempted to 
invert Hegel’s system about 30 years ago, but he lambasted a tendency of scholars treating his 
idealism as ‘a dead dog’45 and ignoring his significant suggestion of general forms of historical 
movement. It means his idea is inseparable from his previous thoughts and has its own features 
standing on its own trajectory with rupture and succession, i.e. his own sublation rather than the 
choice of either/or. Thus, in order to reveal the characteristics of Marx’s historical materialism, it 
is necessary to take the whole system of Marx’s idea as a developing totality and to elucidate 
how he sublated his preceding ideas into his system, then to trace the transition46.  
 
1.4.1 Discovery of the Historicity of Alienation: Freedom in Existence to freedom of 
Existence 
The concept of labor as externalized self-consciousness is centered at the influence of 
German philosophy, especially Hegel’s philosophy of history, on Marx’s historical materialism. 
The concept of labor first originated from classical political economy, then, enfranchised by 
Hegel as a philosophical concept. It became a decisive cornerstone which was the starting point 
                                                             
45 He put: “I criticized the mystificatory side of the Hegelian dialectic nearly thirty years ago, at a time when it was 
still the fashion. But just when I was working at the first volume of Capital, the illhumoured, arrogant and mediocre 
epigones who now talk large in educated German circles began to take pleasure in treating Hegel in the same way 
as the good Moses Medelssohn treated Spinoza in Lessing’s time, namely as a ‘dead dog’. I therefore openly 
avowed myself the pupil of that mighty thinker, and even, here and there in the chapter on the theory of value, 
coquetted with mode of expression peculiar to him. The mystification which the dialectic suffers in Hegel’s hands 
by no means prevents him from being the first to present its general forms of motion in a comprehensive and 
conscious manner. With him it is standing on its head. It must be inverted, in order to discover the rational kernel 
within the mystical shell” 
46 In this vein, Isaiah Berlin’s work on Karl Marx(Berlin, 1978, p. 15) objectively evaluated on the course of Marx’s 
theoretical development in the intellectual history of Western political thought in his time: "in an age which 
destroyed its adversaries by methods not less efficient because they were dignified and slow, which forced Carlyle 
and Schopenhauer to seek escape in a remote civilization or an idealized past, and drove its archenemy, Nietzsche, 
to hysteria and madness, Marx alone remained secure and formidable. Like an ancient prophet performing a task 
imposed on him by heaven, with an inner tranquility based on clear and certain faith in the harmonious society of 
the future”. 
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and destination of Marx’s sublation of both Hegel and classical political economy toward the 
completion of his historical materialism. Hegel’s basic conception of labor which constructs the 
history of world by negating immediacy was held intact throughout Marx’s works. Even in 
Volume one of Capital focused only on the abstract-universality of capital relations, we can find 
his general definition following Hegel’s basic definition: “labor is, first of all, a process between 
man and nature, a process by which man, through his own actions, mediates, regulates and 
controls the metabolism between himself and nature(Marx, 1990a, p. 283)”. Marx is repeating 
here Hegel’s basic scheme on ‘self-objectification of self(Vergegenstandlichung) and the 
externalization of self into the object. Furthermore, as he noted in a remark: “Through this 
movement he acts upon external nature and changes it, and in this way he simultaneously 
changes his own nature. He develops the potentialities slumbering within nature, and subjects the 
play of its forces to his own sovereign power(Marx, 1990a, p. 283)”, he assumed that, by labor, 
the mutual dependence between subject and object is established.  With Hegel’s idea of the 
dialectical relationship between master and slave, he seems to share Hegel’s idea of the auto-telic 
finality of labor, as put it: “Man not only effects a change of form in the materials of nature; he 
also realizes[verwirklicht] his own purpose in those materials. And this is a purpose he is 
conscious of, it determines the mode of his activity with the rigidity of a law, and he must 
subordinate his will to it(Marx, 1990a, p. 284)”.  
It might seem, at least on the surface even in Capital, one of his later works, that Marx was 
repeating Hegel’s basic doctrines. Then, the question to be asked is: how he inverted Hegel’s 
system, and the answer to it may be the essence of his historical materialism. It need to trace 
back to his early idea of self-consciousness, which was the background notion of labor. It has 
been less known that Marx’s early concern had started pivoting around Hegel’s concept of free 
self-consciousness before his turning to political economy focused on the capitalistic mode of 
production. In days of his youth, the issue of ‘self-consciousness(Selbstbewußtsein) was being 
fervently discussed in the groups of Young Hegelians, particularly among the so-called Hegel 
Left(Lukács, 1976). In a letter written in 1937 to his father, young Marx was reading Hegel’s 
History of philosophy and accepted Hegel’s standpoint on self-consciousness in historical 
development(Marx & Engels, 1976a, p. 12). We can find his explicit concern on freedom in on 
the Jewish Question(Marx, 1975a, pp. 211–241) in 1843, in which he defined freedom as the 
universal right of man and in many of his articles of the (Neue) Rheinische Zeitung dealing with 
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concrete institutional issues like the freedom of press and Prussian censorship(Marx & Engels, 
1976b, 1976a).  
The subject matter of ‘freedom of self-consciousness’ in history had been at the center of his 
thought from his early age. It was in his doctoral dissertation that he made a decisive change of 
his perspective from Hegel’s concept of Absolute freedom in historical development. His 
dissertation dealt with differences between the natural philosophy theories of Democritus and 
Epicurus on the movement of atoms into phenomenal being(Marx, 1976a). Marx’s excavation of 
Epicurus’ thought can be said to be an attempt at re-examining the theoretical foundation for the 
young Hegelian philosophy of self-consciousness. Marx, in his dissertation, has redefined a 
meaning of ‘freedom of atom’ within the modality of movement of Nature. Marx emphasized on 
an emancipatory aspect of Epicurus’s idea. According to Marx, he pointed out the atom had 
dual-fold nature of principle(arche) and foundation(stoicheion) in contrast with Democritus’ 
concept of the atom defined as simply material substrate(stoicheion). By this angle, the quality of 
atom could be thought to be produced by the contradictions between matter and form. By this 
distinctive quality, the atom became alienated from its [general] concept, then comes to be 
‘abstract individuality’ as “matter in the form of independence, of individuality(Marx, 1976a, p. 
62)”. It, so far, seems evident that Marx is sharing with Hegel the self-dividing[self-alienating] 
logic of self-consciousness.  
However, Marx pointed out that Epicurus viewed the transformation of atoms to 
sensuous materials as occurring only in the movement with other atoms. In the relation with 
other atoms, the contradictions, which had given quality to individual atoms, are resolved and 
then, the atom “has ceased to be abstract individuality; it has become concrete individuality, 
universality(Marx, 1976a, p. 70)”. Marx clarified that the atom’s “abstract individuality is 
freedom from being, not freedom in being. This is an element in which this individuality loses its 
character and becomes material(Marx, 1976a, p. 62)” and “the subjectivity of self-consciousness 
appears only in the form of matter itself(Marx, 1976a, p. 70)”. By situating with other atoms, the 
freedom of the atom as individuality was thought to transit from the abstract to the concrete. 
Marx, by pointing out that the existential being gets to lose its own quality and to be endowed 
with new ontological nature in the transformation, arrived at a conclusion that the freedom of 
individuality is ‘freedom of existence(Freiheit vom Dasein)’, by a manner in which individuality 
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with free-consciousness is related to other’s individualities, rather than ‘freedom in 
existence(Freiheit im Dasein)’, which is Hegel’s view of freedom inherited in individual with 
self-consciousness. This theoretical crack made by his conceptual transition of freedom of self-
consciousness was the first critical moment for inverting Hegel’s dialectics. Also, it provides us 
with significant clues to understand how Marx in youth geminated his own viewpoint and 
developed into core theoretical conceptions such as labor of species being, a dialectical 
constitutive principle of capitalistic configuration of social relations, the modality of 
contradiction and the transition from the contingency and necessity in historical movement.  
Evidently, Marx’s newly changed concept of freedom conflicted with Hegel’s conception 
of freedom of self-consciousness buttressing Hegel’s labor-concept and taking its alienation as 
an innate process of self-consciousness. This inevitable theoretical conflict appeared as his 
speculation on the alienation of labor in 1844 Manuscript. Marx criticized classical political 
economy, mainly aiming at Adam Smith whose economic concept of labor and property was the 
theoretical basis of Hegel’s philosophy(Marx, 2007, p. 157). His criticism focused on classical 
economists’ lack of philosophical speculation of the relationship of laborers and production 
which determined the alienation of labor. Significantly, he admitted the definition of capital held 
by classical political economy: ‘capital as stored-up labour’(Marx, 2007, p. 37) and their basic 
conceptions such as private property, the separation of labor, capital, and land and another 
separation of wage, profit and rent by division of labor, and competition among capitals. Holding 
the same starting points, he pointed out that “classical political economy conceals the 
estrangement inherent in the nature of labour by not considering the direct relationship between 
the worker(labour) and production(71p)". 
He first assessed 4 modalities of the alienation of labor. The first was the alienation of 
laborer to his product, which is the simplest form defined "as an alien object exercising power 
over him(Marx, 2007, p. 73)". This simple and immediate form was being misunderstood as a 
major exploitation-determinant to be abolished by vulgar anarchists and utopian socialists like 
Proudhon. As widely known, such formalistic simplicity and immature political suggestion were 
later harshly criticized by Marx, in the Poverty of Philosophy.  The second alienation form 
resulted from the alienation of the action of production. This alienation exists within the 
producing activity itself in labor process. Marx implies that labor became no longer autotelic 
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activity: "his labour is therefore not voluntary, but coerced; it is forced labor. It is therefore not 
the satisfaction of a need; it is merely a means to satisfy needs external to it(Marx, 2007, p. 72)". 
Third, the above-mentioned two alienations bring about the alienation of man’s essence as 
species being, by turning "both nature and his spiritual species property into a being alien to him, 
into a means to his individual existence(Marx, 2007, p. 76). Man, due to the distorted finality of 
his alienated labor, comes to see himself as only free being and other to be ‘used’ for his life 
activity and self-preservation. Lastly, Marx sees the alienation of man from man. i.e. alienation 
from humanity in himself, which was the consequence of the above three kinds of 
alienation(from his product, from his labor-activity and from his species being). Marx explained: 
because a man “duplicates himself not only, as in consciousness, intellectually, but also actively, 
in reality, and therefore he contemplates himself in a world that he has created(Marx, 2007, p. 
76)", consequently, "man's relation to himself only becomes objective and real for him through 
his relation to the other man(Marx, 2007, p. 79)". So, "man's species nature47 is estranged from 
him, meaning that one man is estranged from the other, as each of them is from man's essential 
nature48(Marx, 2007, p. 77)”.  By analysis of its various relationship to capital, he formulated an 
angle transited from alienation itself to ‘production relations in general’ as the historical cause.  
Marx in 1844 Manuscript took the commodification of labor as the most immediate 
historical condition engendering the modality of alienation. Stressing its contingent historicity, 
neglected by classical political economy, which “is not the free result of a free transaction(Marx, 
2007, p. 34)”, he concretized the concept of commodification(in abstract) by his analysis of the 
more fundamental historical element of ‘(capitalistic) private property’. He defined private 
property to be the product of alienated labor, the means by which labor alienates itself, and the 
actualization of this alienation(Marx, 2007, p. 81). At least until 1844 Manuscript, he 
conceptually regarded private property as a mediating historical element of alienation located in 
labor’s external production-relations. His search for a mediating historical relation appeared in 
Grundrisse to deal with ‘the mediation of money’ as a historical determinant mediating labor’s 
relationship: “All production is an objectification[Vergegenständlichung] of the individual. In 
money(exchange value), however, the individual is not objectified in his natural quality, but in a 
social quality(relation) which is, at the same time, external to him(Marx, 1993, p. 226). And the 
                                                             
47 ‘Species nature Gattungswesen’ 
48 ‘Menschlichen’ 
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historical condition of alienation was culminated in Capital which attributed the historical 
relationship of labor as commodity to the capitalistic exchange-relation in general. It can be said 
that, by his analysis of the alienation of labor, the center of his theoretical concern moved to 
external historical conditions which restrict the freedom of self-consciousness. Marx started to 
elaborate his turn to the historicity of alienation by criticizing Hegel’s idealist model.   
Marx, first of all, concentrated his criticism on revealing that Hegel’s fatalistic view on 
the innate movement of self-consciousness confined the historicity of labor-alienation and 
further historical process in a fixed-circle of speculative thought. In Critique of the Hegelian 
Dialectic and  Philosophy as a whole(Marx, 2007, pp. 142–171), he pointed out that Hegel 
equated the essence of man with self-consciousness, therefore the alienation of human essence 
logically became nothing but the alienation of self-consciousness, which is only an expression of 
the real alienation of human being appeared in the realm of thought(Marx, 2007, p. 153). Instead, 
emphasizing Hegel’s definition of labor as the objectification of the self in the product, Marx 
claimed that labor should be considered both as the only true self-realizing act and as the self-
genesis of man as a process, which produces the whole process of history. His focus more on 
labor than self-consciousness changed his angle on the reality and finality of historical 
development. Marx recognized that Hegel’s historical process is nothing but "the display, the 
self-objectification, of the essence of the philosophic mind, and the philosophic mind is nothing 
but the estranged mind of the world thinking within its self-estrangement(Marx, 2007, p. 148))". 
So, the reality of history in a given moment is merely the expressive forms-the embodiments of 
consciousness appearing ‘as entities like the state or wealth estranged from the human being. 
And the concrete reality of the alienation of labor is reduced into "the opposition, within thought 
itself, between abstract thinking and sensuous reality(Marx, 2007, p. 149)". Finally the alienation 
comes to be ‘eternal’ in the whole process of history, which would end with Absolute 
Knowledge because the sole objective relation to the historical reality is ‘knowing’ by which 
negativity is abolished and superseded(Marx, 2007, p. 159). In Hegel’s logic, the historical 
reality of alienation are merely the various appearances of consciousness; it can be said to be 
‘ahistorical’ or that alienation itself has no history since it exists only in abstract. In this score, it 
may be said that Marx’s theoretical attempt against alienation from the outset could never be 
compatible with Hegel’s logic(Hyppolite, 1996). Instead of abandoning Hegel’s thoughts 
entirely, Marx pushed his original historical turn to the end until he finally inverted Hegel’s 
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system. Take an example of the division of labor, which was taken by both as a historical reality 
of alienation of labor, but shows sharp contrast in their solutions. Hegel’s position and solution 
are illustrated in his later work Philosophy of Right. He said: “the universal and objective 
element in work, on the other hand, lies in the abstracting process which effects the subdivision 
of needs and means and thereby eo ipso subdivides production and brings about the division of 
labour….the abstraction of one man’s production from another’s makes work more and more 
mechanical, until finally man is able to step aside and install machines in his place(1962, p. 
129)”. Here, Hegel saw division of labor not only to appear as a subdivision from a stage of 
historical development but also to be discussed in the level of a presupposed exchange in species 
being. In Hegel, the exchange of product is the mediator to render individual labors to be 
universal and be related to other’s need and labor. Through the exchange-system, individual 
laborers and labor transcended individuality into universality. Hegel was only to find its solution 
in an imaginary equilibrium in exchange, characterized by his term, civil society. In other words, 
the negative aspects derived from the necessity of the division of labor was only to wait for a 
system of exchange.  
Hence, it is not surprising that such an imaginary free and equal exchange in species 
being was thought to be warranted by a specific socially agreed system. i.e. social contract or law 
and its embodiment, the modern state, in which “private persons whose end is their own 
interest...and this end is mediated through the universal(Hegel, 1962, p. 124). On the other hands, 
Hegel’s basic notion of the innate separation in the labor process was shared with Marx’s 
analysis of production-relations. Even in his concrete analysis of division of labor in the 
manufacturing system in chapter 14 of Capital Vol.1, he presupposed Hegel’s notion that before 
being actualized in material reality, labor has existed in laborer’s head and becomes divided by 
the labor process(Marx, 1990, pp. 470-491). But, Marx insistently tried to find and analyze the 
transient historical conditions determining the reality of alienation in the real movement of 
history from free labor contract in Wage-Labour and Capital written in 1847 to the modern state 
that he planned to write in Capital Vol. 5, the historical relations was his only concern after his 
re-conceptualization of the alienation of labor. For solving the historical reality of alienation, he 
came to assure “that the secular basis becomes separate from itself and establishes an 
independent realm in the clouds can only be explained by the cleavage and self-contradictoriness 
of the secular basis(Marx & Engels, 1998, p. 83)”. Perhaps, Lukács’ implication might be true 
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that for Marx, the externalization of labor was not identical with the alienation of labor(Lukács, 
1976, pp. 537–567). Even though his theoretical development started with Hegel’s doomed 
notion of externalization of self-consciousness, he pushed ahead with his idea that labor is the 
most actualized form of the unity of free consciousness and being. For him, human can be human 
by doing his labor in species being. The labor as self-creation was thought as ‘the decisive step in 
the transition from ape to man’(Engels, 1972, pp. 251–264). Thus, the alienation of labor as the 
limit of freedom is the limit of being humans. Marx thought of ‘the distortion of labor into ‘its 
alienation’ to be caused by a specific historical stage, later called capitalist mode of production. 
The capitalist mode of production, being established in his days, was seen to him as what 
organized alienation in systematical, organized ways. His decisive turn to the historicity of the 
alienation of labor can be said to be his questioning about the mediating relations of labor.  
1.4.2 Inversion of Causal relations: theorization against the distorted mediation of labor  
In grasping Marx’s theorization of his early historical turn into historical materialism, the 
second moment was by his criticism against two philosophical tendencies in his day: naïve 
attempts at overcoming Hegel’s dialectics and mechanical materialism followed by the utopian 
socialist movement. Marx was not the only one who realized that Hegel’s speculative idealism 
had limitations on the practical level. It was widely recognized in European intellectual scene. In 
Germany, young Hegelians had exclaimed the critique of religious positivity, but got soon 
disappointed with Hegel’s idealistic solution, on the other hand, some of them began to tilt to 
French mechanical materialism(Berlin, 1978; Löwith, 1964). And, it was Ludwig Feuerbach’s 
theory that was influencing the academic atmosphere49.  
It, according to Engels(1988), seemed imperative for Feuerbach to break with Hegelian 
idealist conceptions such as absolute Idea and 'pre-existence of the logical categories before the 
existence of the world and to accept directly non-historical assumptions of French mechanical 
materialism, characterized by a premise “that matter is not a product of mind, but mind itself is 
                                                             
49 During a few years after his historical turn, he concentrated intellectual activities on writing about concrete 
historical conditions such as numerous news articles on oppressive Prussian government and judicial issues and 
books like The Holy Family and Conditions of the Working Class in England(written by Engels), and on communist 
organizations in Europe. Marx had totally ignored the German intellectual current until 1845, regarding it as ‘vulgar 
attempts of covering its shallowness by esoteric abstract concepts’(Berlin, 1978). It seems that Marx’s political 
activity for communist movement could not avoid conflict the utopian socialism whose theoretical background was 
Feuerbach’s theory. 
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merely the highest produce of matter(Engels, 25p)". Apparently, this position, reducing human 
affairs into laws of nature, advocated the discoveries of natural science as proofs for critique of 
religion. Marx admitted that Feuerbach established a materialistic basis by taking 'social-
relationship' as the basic principle of his theory(Marx, 2007,145p). Then, throughout several 
works, he brutally dissected and castigated that his idealist assumptions shared with classical 
political economy ended up an idealist projection as its logical consequence. His harsh critique 
on him retains a key to the mystery of his inversion of Hegel.  
Marx, in the German Ideology(1976b), observed that Feuerbach’ conception of human 
was only atomized beings isolated from historical process and ignored that “even the objects of 
the simplest ‘sensuous certainty’ are only given him through social development, industry and 
commercial intercourse(Marx, 1976b, p. 45)”.  His non-historical premise reduced given social 
relations and morality to a matter of 'the means and objects of individual satisfaction', or of 
'applicable good advice for those to access to the means’. As Engels later clearly assessed it in 
Ludwig Feuerbach and the Outcome of Classical German Philosophy: "according to Feuerbach's 
theory of morals, the Stock Exchange is the highest temple of moral conduct provided only that 
one always speculates correctly! If my urge towards happiness leads me to the Stock exchange, 
and if there I correctly gauge the consequences of my actions so that only agreeable results and 
no disadvantages ensue, that is, if I always win, then I am fulfilling Feuerbach's precept(Engels, 
1988b, p. 39)". It should be noted here that Marx and Engels viewed his premise on historical 
reality and logical consequences were repeating the fallacies of Hegel and classical political 
economy. Even though Feuerbach ambitiously launched a criticism of Hegel by making a detour 
to materialism, but he kept orbiting the status quo premise retained in Hegel and Classical 
political economy. Feuerbach's idealist immaturity appeared clearly in his theories of philosophy 
of religion and ethics, behind his declamatory attack on Christianity, as his pathetic escape to 
another abstract concept of love50. His resorting to abstract concepts revealed not only his 
theory’s meager philosophical foundation, which ended up defectively imitating Hegel’s escape 
to Absolute Spirit, but that he failed to even grasp Hegel's historical treatment of the antithesis of 
                                                             
50 Engels concisely put it: “yes, with Feuerbach, love is everywhere and at all times the wonder-working god who 
should help to surmount all difficulties of practical life-and at that in a society which is split into classes with 
diametrically opposite interests. At this point the last relic of its voluntary character disappears from the 
philosophy, leaving only the old cant: love one another-fall into each other's arms regardless of distinctions of sex 
or estate-a universal orgy of reconciliation(Engels, 1988b, p. 40)" 
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good and evil in Hegel's system, as the outcome and the motive force of historical 
process(Hyppolite, 1996).  
Considering this frustrating intellectual scene, it is not surprising that the Marx’s project 
was to properly propose the nature of historical development and its driving forces, say to correct 
Hegel’s system. In this score, Engels(1988) assessed the revolutionary features in Hegel's 
philosophy succeeded to Marx by Hegel’s bold proposal of truth in motion. Hegel’s re-
conceptualization of truth in motion and to be sought in history opened the most critical turning 
point of the value of truth since its assurance was transited from the fixed one to the motion of 
human history itself. In the same vein, Marx extracted, as a major element to be preserved from 
Hegel’s thought, 'the dialectic of negativity as the moving and generating principle’(Marx, 2007, 
p. 151). Upholding this, Marx clarified the elements to be transposed in Hegel’s system of the 
self-repetition of thought, of course, identified with the assumptions of classical political 
economy. First, as we have seen, man's act was assumed as only formal and abstract and it 
whose essence was only to be 'abstract, thinking essence, merely as self-consciousness' as 
classical political economist assumed human to be ‘self-interest oriented atomized beings’. 
Second, the human life and process became merely a process of self-alienation. Therefore, ‘the 
abolition of the alienation becomes merely a confirmation of the alienation' Third, such 
tautological scheme engendered an inversion of subject and predicate. In dialectical course held 
by Hegel, the true subject is one who knows its "absolute self-consciousness-God-absolute spirit- 
self-knowing and self-manifesting Idea", thus "real man and real nature becomes mere predicate-
symbols of this esoteric, unreal man and of this unreal nature(Marx, 2007, p. 165)". In other 
words, his inversion of Hegel as his theorization of his early historical turn can be characterized 
to posit ‘actual’ human being at the center of the historical process. He discovered and redefined 
the concept of ‘superseding negativity’ to be the axis for his inversion of Hegel’s self-repeating 
logic. Marx saw Hegel’s superseding[Aufhebung] to transcend only the entity of thought. For 
example, as illustrated in his Philosophy of Right, a historical reality like private property exists 
only as a thought is transcended by another thought of morality, which might give a birth to a 
new political actuality like a new state. And such logic of transcendence was shared 
paradoxically with Feuerbach who posed a criticism of Hegel. For Hegel and Feuerbach, the 
‘negation of negation’ becomes merely a moment of continuous self-creation of an imaginary 
system in the brain. As Engels put it: "the dialectics of the concept itself became merely the 
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conscious reflex of the dialectical motion of the real world and the dialectic of Hegel was placed 
upon its head(Engels, 1988b, p. 44)". Marx concluded that the Hegelian negation of negation “is 
the confirmation of the pseudo-essence, or of the self-estranged essence in its denial; or it is the 
denial of this pseudo-essence as an objective being dwelling outside man and independent of 
him, and its transformation into the subject(Marx, 2007, p. 161)". Instead of Hegel’s speculative 
self-consciousness, Marx situated labor as actualized self-consciousness in the position of the 
moment of negativity in historical development. It is the essential key in Marx synthesis of the 
materialist viewpoint and Hegel’s dialectics in his inversion of Hegelian system. The synthesis is 
well sketched in his Theses on Feuerbach and his German Ideology which was devoted to 
systematically criticizing Feuerbach’s immature synthesis of Hegel and vulgar materialism prior 
to Marx. He criticized that Feuerbach’s materialist criticism of Hegel assumed the object of 
nature to be independent from human consciousness. This premise led him to end up to dissolve 
God into an anthropological ‘God’ as the product of man in his own image. His ambitious 
materialist approach fell into a tautological idealism only to re-affirm that the real objectivity, the 
existence of external world still remain independent(Marx, 1976b). In this score, Marx(Engels, 
1988b, pp. 83–84) pointed out in Thesis IV and VI that Feuerbach neglected of the historical 
objectivity of religion which had been produced by the inter-relationship between the material 
conditions of given historical formation and the priority of social practice because of his vulgar 
materialist assumption of isolated subjectivity. The vulgar materialist position held in 
Feuerbach’s approach merely ignored the creative aspect of human activity in history. Instead, 
Marx clarified his position on labor by pointing out that the defect of hitherto existing 
materialism had grasped the Object[Der Gegenstand], reality[die Wirklichkeit] and sensuousness 
"only in the form of  the objects[des Objekts] or intuition[Anschauung] but not as 'human 
sensuous activity, practice, not subjectively51,52". The two German terms of ‘Gegenstand’ and 
‘Objekt’, translated into an English word, must be distinguished, particularly in the tradition of 
modern German epistemology since Kant. The Objekt refers to simply an external thing detached 
from subjectivity; Gegenstand means ‘standing against’, which connotes the objectivity of the 
object to be problematized by the recognition of subjects. In Hegel’s thought, when it 'stands 
against’ subject's activity and consciousness, it becomes Gegenstand. Elaborating Hegel’s 
                                                             
51 https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1845/theses/ 
52 The two German terms of Objekt and Gegenstand tend to be translated into an English word, Object.  
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neutral epistemological implication, Marx emphasized more that once subjectivity takes it as the 
object of his conscious activity, the Objekt comes to lose the property as 
object[gegenstandlichkeit] in itself. His position put more importance on the meaning of the 
creative role of labor in species being in history. It means that labor, for Marx, was no longer a 
passive outcome of one’s free consciousness. Therefore, he could lay a basis for the theorization 
of labor as the 'revolutionary practical-critical activity', which is a self-
changing[Selbstveränderung] and history-changing praxis. In thesis VIII, Marx argues all social 
life is essentially practical. He continued to suggest, in Thesis XI, the interrelation of 
‘interpretation of the world and changing the world’ as two key elements for practical social life. 
To transit an entity of social relations given in history' from one stage to another, the 
interpretations of the world by the Exertion of Concept should be a necessary condition and 
aimed at changing the world.  
Marx explicated the relationship between the human essence as ‘labor’ and the entity of 
social relations.  Marx defines, in Thesis VI, 'In its reality it[human essence] is the ensemble of 
the social relations(Engels, 1988b, p. 84)53". For Marx, human essence is neither any 
transcendental consciousness, nor self-interest-oriented biological behaviors. Rather, in the fluid 
dimension of historical reality, humans stand as bearers of given social relations. In this vein, he 
mentioned in Thesis VII that the immature idea of Feuerbach was also a product of his 
interaction with a historically given social formation in Germany of his days. Apparently, it 
shows his arrival at a conclusion that the human essence can only be grasped by the ensemble of 
social relations given by history. The laborers, as species beings, perform their historical 
practices only in social relations given by historical process. It means that the freedom of such 
socio-historical praxis is conditioned by given historical formation of social relations. It raises a 
question about how his posting labor as the negating moment dealt with the necessity of 
historical progression, in comparison with Hegel’s way: positivity and free self-consciousness. 
The answer may drop hints at how he formulated his design of an inner logic of the historical 
development of social reality, shortly before his inauguration of the critique of classical political 
economy. 
                                                             
53 “In seiner Wirklichkeit ist es das Ensemble der gesellschaftlichen Verhältnisse” 
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His viewpoint on the historical modality of social reality had already been forged in his 
dissertation, particularly in his comparison of the conceptions of motion held by Democritus and 
Epicurus. Democritus thought that atoms are in motion, which is the “fall in a straight line(Marx, 
1976a, p. 46)” and the existences of events was defined as the outcomes of the 
combination(binding) and segregation(disjunction) of atoms. On the question: ‘how does the first 
combination of atoms occur?’ Democritus, as Diogenes Laertius commented, postulated ‘an 
occurrence of a vortex[Wirbel] of atoms’, by which atoms are combined and the world comes to 
exist(Marx, 1976a, p. 42).  In doing so, he explained physical phenomena by the principle of 
necessity without admitting contingency[Zufall]. In his determinism, the causal explanation of 
the first movement of atoms remained unsolved. Instead, Democritus’ necessity was explained as 
contingency out of divine power, as Eusebius pointed out, ‘the divine principle of the creator of 
the world’. Contrasted to him, Marx points out, that Epicurus, thoroughly denying any necessity, 
explained the motion of world derived from contingency[Zufall]. He proposed the concept of 
‘declination from the straight line’ which implied that atoms can accidently derivate from the 
linear motion. The declination of an atom brings about sequential collisions and combinations of 
atoms.  
This difference in two perspectives seem to have reflected, not just post-Hegelians’ diverged 
interpretation, but also young Marx’s own perspective on the possibility of the free movement of 
individual self-consciousness in Hegel’s spiral model of historical progression. Marx pointed out 
that for Democritus “necessity appears in finite nature as relative necessity, as determinism. 
Relative necessity can only be deduced from real possibility, i.e., it is a network of conditions, 
reasons, causes, etc., by means of which this necessity reveals itself.  Real possibility is the 
explication of relative necessity(Marx, 1976a, pp. 43–44)”. But, in Epicurus, only contingency is 
argued to have the value of real possibility. From this, Marx viewed that the contingency(chance) 
of Epicurus correctly suggested ‘abstract possibility(abstrakte Möglichkeit)’ and analyzed how 
Epicurus explicated the realization of the ‘abstract possibility’ in the movement. According to 
Marx(1976a, p. 46), Epicurus assumed “a threefold motion of the atoms in the void”: 1) the fall 
in a straight line, 2) the deviation of the atom from the straight line and 3) the repulsion of the 
many atoms. When atoms fall in a straight line, the atoms accidently give a birth to a contingent 
deviation. And it brings out the collision of atoms and combinations and disjunctions. Marx 
asserted that ‘falling motion of an atom’ is not a self-sufficient movement of atom, it is rather the 
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expression of the ‘realized[‘positively established’] materiality(Materialität) of atoms. Thus “the 
repulsion of the many atoms is therefore the necessary realization of the lex atomi(Marx, 1976a, 
p. 51)”. For instance, the free deviation of a single atom from a determined line can occur by its 
own individual freedom, but the contingent individual movement can be again materialized only 
with and by the movements of other atoms. It is not surprising that Marx’s analysis here was 
developed into his conception of historical practice(individual’s labor), which can exist only in 
species beings, as his metaphor of the production of Robinson Crusoe with no social meaning as 
labor in Capital, and be possible only by solidarity of laborers for historical progression. More 
importantly, holding Marx’s early conception of motion, we can a clearer understanding of 
Marx’ unspoken explication on the inner logic, or what is called ‘general law’, of historical 
development which left in only Engels’ oversimplified assessment exposed to occasionally crude 
misunderstanding by vulgar Marxists. Evidently, Marx saw Hegel’s conception of historical 
progression from the lower to the higher is "only a miserable copy of the self-movement of the 
concept going on from eternity(Engels, 1988b, p. 43)". But, it was about Hegel’s fallacy on the 
content of progression. Remembering the limitation of a free deviation of an individual atom and 
their clear distinction between histories of nature and humans, we should interpret Engels’ 
polemical remark: "nothing happens without a conscious purpose, without an intended aim. But 
this distinction, important as it is for historical investigation, particularly of single epochs and 
events, cannot alter the fact that the course of history is governed by inner general laws(Engels, 
1988b, p. 48)". In this passage, what Engels meant was that a single contingent event occurring 
in history cannot change the whole moving process. The definition of ‘inner general law 
governing the course of history’ can be found in Marx’s dissertation. Marx pointed out, that 
Epicurus made a distinction between ‘principle[atomoi archai]’ and ‘element[atoma 
stoicheia]’(Marx, 1976a, p. 58). The former refers ‘indivisible principle’ or 
‘beginnings[Anfang]’, which is ‘recognizable only through reason and do not occupy space. 
Thus, it does not have any quantity. But the latter refers to ‘indivisible elements’, which have 
many qualitative determinations rather than the conceptual essences. Marx excavated from 
Epicurus that these two aspects of atoms co-exist within the same atom, and the acquirement of 
the new quality for an atom of ‘weight’ makes the two-inner ‘contradictory’ aspects reveal two 
concepts of ‘atomic principle’ and of ‘atomic element’(Marx, 1976a, p. 61). It can be said that 
the inner contradictions between ‘existence(being)’ and ‘essence’ and between matter[substance] 
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and form exists within the atom, and the new weight[as new quality] gained by the course of 
‘declination’ and ‘repulsion with other atoms’ can make a new principle[atomoi archai].  In this 
course, the ‘sensuous world’ was assumed to come to being. So to speak, Engel’s words, ‘inner 
general law’ can be understood as ‘principle[atomoi archai] Marx earlier discovered in 
Epicurus’s idea. It was elaborated as ‘the constitutive logic of capitalism’, in Capital, which 
displayed its organization of capitalistic ‘elements’, i.e. social relation, and in German Ideology 
which explained how it became embedded in the free consciousness of laborers.  
From this perspective, Marx’s conception of necessity and contingency in historical 
process became clarified in terms of ‘inner universal law’. The historical development is defined 
as what is constituted by inner laws operated behind seeming contingency, as Engels clarified: 
"men make their own history, whatever its outcome may be, in that each person follows his own 
consciously desired end, and it is precisely the resultant of these many wills operating in 
different directions and of their manifold effects upon the outer world that constitutes 
history(Engels, 1988b, p. 49)". For them, the inner universal law is the matter of tendency and of 
who and how organize a tendential force, which would be dominant to others with different 
directions. Thus, even though historical events might appear to be governed by contingency, the 
first contemplation on historical development should focus on "where on the surface accident 
holds sway, there actually it is always governed by inner, hidden laws and it is only the matter of 
discovering these laws(Engels, 1988b, p. 49)". Marx’s later works of analyzing capitalistic 
historic-economic relations was concentrated on finding the inner constitutive laws. His 
philosophical conceptions for historical materialism were crystalized in his analysis of the 
historical relations in motion called the capitalistic mode of production. 
1.4.3 Labor in dialectical process of capitalist mode of production: its mutual dependence 
in self-developing relations in temporality 
Marx’s philosophical re-formulating Hegel’s scheme was concretized into his perspective 
on labor in the historical process of capitalistic relations before his way of redefining and 
proposing his economical concepts and political strategies in capitalistic development. Above all, 
his conception of labor as the creative historical-practice of free subject, as we have discussed 
above, has been historicized as its alienation, which was a distorted course of its mediation by 
specific historical relations. It does not mean that Marx reduced alienation-in-general into 
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economic-alienation. Rather, the formulation of Marx’s historical materialism may be 
illuminated by outlining how he elaborated the historically combined relationship between 
ahistorical human labor and historical material conditions. This approach presupposed that he 
treated capitalistic mode of production as a system of alienation’ and explicated systematically 
the structure of its movement.  
Already, Marx had begun his historical turn from Hegel’s idealism with a focus on the 
mutual dependence of labor and capital relations. Unraveling the relationship of labor to 
production-relation formulated by private proper to labor in a reversed way to classical political 
economy, he brought out the commodification of human labor to be a mediation of alienation. 
He mentioned about the interwoven relationship: "production does not simply produce man as a 
commodity, the commodity-man, man in the role of commodity; it produces him in keeping with 
this role as a spiritually and physically dehumanized being…its product is the self-consciousness 
and self-acting commodity(Marx, 2007, p. 85)". He situated the commodification of labor in the 
dialectical relationship of capitalistic production in general. The commodification was conceived 
to play a role in the metamorphosis of free creative activity to ‘self-acting labor commodity’. In 
other words, taking commodification as a moment of mediation of the labor-relation, he pointed 
out that the human activities and its potentials were being confined as ‘one of commodities’. This 
extraction of a distinctive social relation was elaborated as capitalistic social relations in his 
economic analysis by his revolutionary conceptual distinction between labor and labor power. 
German Ideology written in 1845-46 shows that he clarified the mutual dependence of laborer’s 
social life and production relations. He argued: “his mode of production must not be considered 
simply as being the reproduction of the physical existence of the individuals. Rather it is a 
definite form of activity of these individuals, a definite form of expressing their life, a definite 
mode of life on their part. As individuals express their life, so they are. What they are, therefore, 
coincides with their production, both with what they produce and with how they produce. Hence 
what individuals are depend upon the material conditions of their production(Marx, 1976b, p. 
37)”. Here Marx construed that production relations were conditioning the laborer’s activities as 
species being which includes their labor-power reproduction and auto-telic praxis. Thus, the 
production relations reproduced itself, the production of laborers as social being was 
subordinated to the production relations. By this coevolving of two realms, individual laborers 
created inevitable dependence on production relations, originally external to their species beings. 
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Marx clearly identified the historicity of production relations in Wage-Labour and Capital 
written in 1847. As he refined: “A negro is a negro. In certain circumstances he becomes a slave. 
A mule is a machine for spinning cotton. Only under certain circumstances does it become 
capital. Outside these circumstances, it is no more capital than gold is intrinsically money, or 
sugar is the price of sugar.... Capital is a social relation of production. It is a historical relation of 
production(Marx, 2006, p. 28)”. The production relations were determined in a historical mode 
of production. Its historicity called ‘capitalist mode of production’ again determined the labor in 
wage-relation. Within the historical specificity of capitalistic production characterized by wage-
labor, the labor was systematically alienated as a living instrument for capital- accumulation. 
Finally, he examined capitalistic production-relations. In the ‘1857 introduction’ to Grundrisse, 
he proposed to analyze the general relation of production  as a whole, comprised of four 
moments: production, consumption to production, distribution to production, exchange to 
production(Marx, 1993, pp. 83–99). He viewed those moments as interrelated and forming an 
organic unity. It should be noted here that the combination of four moments was conceived as a 
historical contingency. And he alluded to his concern on the historical emergence of a social 
class and the economic development of capitalist production, as he noted: ‘capital is the all-
dominating economic power of bourgeois society(Marx, 1993, p. 107)’. Marx devoted the 
colossal mass of Grundrisse written as a draft for Capital to explicating the abstract forms of 
capital-transformation, say from money to capital, in which labor came to be alienated and 
related to the emerging new production relations. This rough description was elaborated in 
Capital, particularly in Volume 2 and 3, on the historical process of enriching socio-economic 
relations in division. 
The historicity of the mutual dependence of labor and the capitalistic mode of production 
was illustrated in Capital Vol.1. by the historical process of the primitive accumulation of capital 
and the establishment of wage labor as its historical result, say, being free from means of 
production and being free to labor contract(Marx, 1990a, pp. 874–907). As the industrial 
capitalistic mode of production emerged, the previous feudal mode of production sustaining its 
social system was divided into the means of production for the production, and laborers with 
only labor to sell. Most importantly, Marx made a distinction between labor and labor power and 
argued that what the laborers sell, entering the given capitalistic relations of production, is not 
labor but labor power, even though it was seen to sell labor under the free labor contract. In other 
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words, laborers sell their possibility of labor and the capitalists purchase labor power as a form of 
commodity in potential level before it would be actualized in ‘the materiality of commodities 
they produce’. In other words, his early idea, ‘a distorted course in which the abstract 
individuality of self-consciousness comes to lose its property in itself and to be universal-
individuality’ was theorized by his new economic concept of the capitalistic appropriation of 
labor power to create a labor-commodity. With his distinction between appearance and essence, 
this valorization process of labor was illustrated in a three-fold linear model: in the first moment 
when capitalists purchase labor power, the value of labor power appears to be a form of its price, 
i.e. wage. Then, in the next moment of the labor-process in where labor power becomes labor, 
the value of the labor power is transited to the value of product. Finally, in the third moment in 
where the product is exchanged, the value of product takes a form of ‘the price of commodity’ in 
the market. The invisible valorization process was theorized, by Marx’s political economy, as the 
historical essence of the mutual independence between the alienation of labor and capital in 
general.  
So, how did Marx think of the nature of the continuum of the historical valorization 
process with which labor in general was dialectically interwoven? It is the subject-matter of his 
explanation about the reproduction of capitalist mode of production. Marx pointed to the nature 
of reproduction of the capitalistic system forming social relations in division for its reproduction. 
In his early work, he implied the self-developing nature of capital by social formations: “in the 
social production of their existence, men inevitably enter into definite relations, which are 
independent of their will, namely relations of production appropriate to a give stage in the 
development of the material forces of production. The totality of these relations of production 
constitutes the economic structure of society, the real foundation, on which arises a legal and 
political superstructure and to which correspond definite forms of social consciousness(Marx & 
Engels, 1988, p. 263)”. Marx maintained in his later works that, “once developed historically, 
capital itself creates the conditions of its existence(Marx, 1993, p. 75)” for its accumulation of 
capital. Whatever kinds of individual capitals emerge, the circuit and accumulation of capitalist 
system as a whole has ‘the transformation and the reproduction of the entity of social relations of 
production and class’ as its basis(Marx, 1975b, p. 23) and It can also be called ‘capitalistic 
socialization’(Marx, 1993, p. 103).  We may call this configuration of social relations growing 
out of a given historical moment in the long-run history of capitalism, a ‘conjuncture’ or ‘a given 
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social formation’. However, more important is Marx’s forgotten economic conception of ‘dead 
labor and living labor’, veiled by the mist of the structural Marxist approach with an emphasis on 
a synchronic formation which tends to reduce the whole reproduction mechanism to the 
ideological effect.  
We have seen that young Marx, in the 1844 Manuscripts, reversed the approach of 
classical political economy on alienation, beginning with the same premise: ‘capital is stored-up 
labor’. He elucidated in Grundrisse that “the previous appropriation of alien labour now appears 
as the simple condition for the new appropriation of alien labor(Marx, 1993, p. 457)”. The labor 
alienated and actualized in the past becomes the condition for the present labor-alienation. This 
vague distinction was noted again in an analysis of the valorization process in abstract in his 
Results of the Immediate Process of Production. The past labor embedded in the actual condition 
of a labor process played a role in the direct subsumption of ‘present labor’ under capital(Marx, 
1990b, pp. 1034–1035). Evidently, he implied that the means of production in labor process was 
accumulated by past labor which was conceptualized as his term, ‘fixed capital’. Followed by his 
explication on the creation of value in terms of reproduction of labor power, in Vol.1 of Capital, 
he clearly asserted: “Capital is dead labour which, vampire-like, lives only by sucking living 
labour, and lives the more, the more labour it sucks(Marx, 1990a, p. 342)”. This distinction got 
clearer and developed into his explanation of capital accumulation. Marx pointed out that the 
surplus value, produced by past labor, retained in fixed capital transited to the present production 
of surplus value combined with living labor-power. It comprises the whole process of capital 
accumulation and the discrepancy between ratio of ‘the dead labor’ and ‘living labor power’ 
determines the historical tendency of capitalism towards the crisis asserted by his economical 
theorem called the tendency of the rate of profit to fall. In other words, his political economy 
explained or proved the philosophical matter of the mutual dependence of capital and labor in the 
dialectical development of capitalistic relations in temporality. 
The transient essence of the dialectical development of capitalism moving by distorting 
the mediation of labor toward a higher stage or crisis is one thing, how the whole process appears 
or is recognized by the laborers living in the same temporal relations is another.  This constitutes 
the core topic penetrating Marx’s conceptions of fetishism and the consciousness of labor class 
as historical subjects of ‘practical-critical activity’. Marx stressed that the valorization process is 
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unseen to laborers who produce surplus value, because of the appropriation of labor power in the 
potential level. Even the materiality of the final product appears to be inverted: “as the 
elementary form of bourgeois wealth, the commodity was our point of departure, the prerequisite 
for the emergence of capital. On the other hand, commodity appears now as the product of 
capital(Marx, 1990b, p. 949)”. Also, the whole process of capital-accumulation can be 
experienced and seen as a part to laborers assigned for economic departments dispersed in space 
and temporal relation, by the principle of division of labor. The historical reality of capitalist 
production relations is only given, in the first instance, as sensuous immediacy to laborers. It can 
be restated: how can the consciousness of laborers reach to the reality going beyond such 
immediacy. Of course, Hegel already answered to it by his speculative idealism. However, 
young Marx’s rather vague idea shows his own linkage to his mature scientific project by 
political economy. Marx in his dissertation reveals and positively evaluated the epistemological 
antinomy held by Democritus. Democritus equated sensuous reality with ‘subjective semblance’ 
and concluded that the antinomy come to exist within the ‘self-consciousness’ of sensuous 
contents in which the concept of atom encounters with ‘sensuous perception’ in antagonistic 
way(Marx, 1976a, p. 39). What Marx found in Democritus’ epistemology was a self-
contradiction.  The sensuous content recognized by self-consciousness is not only subjective 
semblances of phenomena, but it is hiding the real behind its sensuous appearance. In one’s self-
consciousness, the contradiction should be resolved[negated] not through another perception but 
through ‘the way of thought’.  
By thought, as Democritus maintained, ‘the appraisement of the real world’ can be 
possible. At least in young Marx, one’s self-consciousness was depicted to be a bearer[Träger] of 
contradictions in the external world and to sublate them. Perhaps, we can trace his primitive 
conception of critical reason to his proposal of reflective thought interwoven with the self-
determination of individuality. Then, he suggested an elaborated concept of ‘the forms of 
reflection’. He argued: “a process of incorporation into self-consciousness: The man who takes 
hold of his essential being is merely the self-consciousness which take hold of objective 
essences. Return of the object into the self is therefore the re-appropriation of the object(Marx, 
2007, p. 153)”. Marx stressed on the reflective thought is the essential form to re-appropriate the 
given object. By the reflective thought, he implies Hegel’s original idea of the exertion of 
concept. And the object returned to the self can be appropriated as ‘a totality of the object’. In 
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this score, Lukács’ comment in History and Class consciousness, “the primacy of the category of 
totality is the bearer of the principle of revolution in science(Lukács, 1971, p. 27)”. A 
recognition of totality to lead to incorporate fragmented facts into a moment of historical 
process. The recognition of historical reality should be totalistic since the dialectical thinking 
criticizes the contradiction of appearance, and critique on the contradiction appeared in life.  
Such the image of self-consciousness pursuits for a historical totality in young Marx comes to be 
no longer individual level, but to be the dimension of collective political practice, i.e. the 
realization of scientific socialism. In the light of his early theorization and its multi-faced 
interface with his mature political economy, we need to briefly outline Marx’s analytic 
categories used in his concrete analysis of political economy which will be connected to my 
method of inquiry in detail in next chapter.  
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CHAPTER 2: RISING FROM ABSTRACT TO CONCRETE: METHOD OF 
HISTORICAL MATERIALSM AND RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
“I’ve brought thee here by wit and by address; Make pleasure now thy guide-Thou art well sped” 
- Dante, Purgatory, XXVII,130-132 
 
“So far, no chemist has ever discovered exchange-value either in a pearl or a diamond.” 
- K. Marx, Capital 
 
We have abstracted an intellectual development from an early conception of time to a 
history-mediating form by labor. The abstract process of the conceptual development had been 
constituted as ‘a conceptual totality’ by continuous criticisms in given historical moments. This 
totality in the motion of intellectual history was suggested as a developing process of 
problematic to Marx who formulated it into his epistemological frame for historical materialism 
or what he called ‘scientific socialism’. In the introduction to Grundrisse(so-called ‘1857 
Introduction’), he proposed his analysis-model of the capitalist mode of production for Capital, 
with an allusion to his plan to write a book concretely about a method of inquiry from the 
perspective of historical materialism. As is well known, he did not leave any work on the 
methodology of historical materialism but his fragmented remarks in his letters and the three 
volumes of Capital, in which he completed his analysis of the capitalist mode of production by 
his methodological frame. This chapter will first attempt to assess his epistemological 
perspective and his concrete method of inquiry embedded in Capital. And, in accordance to his 
method, I shall re-constitute the core categories discussed in Chapter 1 into a constellation of my 
analytic categories. Then finally, I shall propose my research objects and the design of the 
exposition of analysis.   
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2.1 Marx’s methodological formulation of Historical materialism and his way of 
exposition as a method 
 
2.1.1 Two Phases of Inquiry of a totality of capitalism: Descending to the Abstract and 
Ascending toward the concrete 
His method of political economy was derived from how he viewed the historical totality 
of the capitalistic mode of production. Marx’s totalistic viewpoint itself seems to have appeared 
to be its dogmatization as one of research methods dealt with in the ivory tower. Especially after 
the collapse of the former Soviet bloc, it has tended to be mutated, or partially accepted by his a 
few theoretical concepts, depending on academic currents alongside the demand of the changes 
of socio-relations of capitalistic accumulation. The structuralist Marxian perspective, 
overshadowed by the French sociological tradition of Emile Durkheim, has been dominant in 
approaching Marx’s view of capitalist totality. Relying on an assumption of a synchronic entity 
with only horizontal motion, Althusser’s conceptions of structural causality and 
overdetermination are still deeply playing a role as an axiom-like assumption in discussing social 
formation. His practical purpose in this theoretical intervention devoted to the French 
Communist Party cannot cover up his theoretical lack of explanation of the driving force and 
continuity of motion since he refused the whole sublimating logic of the historical development 
by inner contradictions, accusing it of Hegelian idealist ideology. As we saw in chapter one, this 
doctrine has been firmly shared as the backbone of Marx’s philosophy of history. Marx clarified 
his view of the continuity of historical development in the Communist Manifesto(Marx & Engels, 
1976c): the bourgeois class was the outcome of the long process of historical development, 
springing up from the old mode of production, and is the most revolutionary class in human 
history-changing the previous social relations of feudal system. For him, the bourgeois class was 
a historical reality emerged from latent elements existing as contradictions within the feudal 
system. And it began to transform social relations in peculiar ways in European countries for 
their building up a stable mode of capital accumulation, as described in his historical research 
and newspaper articles by British Corn law, the party of Mountain calling for democratic 
institutions in France and bloody suppressions over numerous riots and Counter-Revolution 
party’s deceptive gesture to the Frankfrut National Assembly in less capitalized Germany, Slavic 
cultural elements still prevailing over the rural economy in Bohemia and Poland, and so 
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on(Marx, 1964, pp. 85–94; Engels, 1967, pp. 173-177;183-187; Marx, 1990a, pp. 914–926). 
Those historical appearances with each distinctive historical peculiarities Marx depicted in his 
mature works might be called by the causal occurrence of overdetermined contradictions in 
Althusserian sense. But such cases of uneven capitalization were stepping on their own past 
relations for the telos of capital accumulation. So to speak, it can be true, only in a conjuncture, 
that “contradiction is never simple” and “the lonely hour of the last instance never 
comes”(Althusser, 2005a), but all the instances in capitalist history stemmed from the last 
instance of economy and re-calibrated at it.  Marx’s ‘dialectical totality’ connotes a generative 
process operating in historical development in which the relationship between objects becomes 
mutually dependent, i.e. the transformation of ontic status by time. 
In this respect, it can be understood that the whole in Marxist totality was not static 
‘being’ over parts, but a ‘becoming’ in motion in which a dialectical reality was being formed by 
the contradictions of parts. It can be categorized by: 1) temporal continuum of motion in time 2) 
logical development by contradiction, by which the whole course is manifested in sensible 
forms. In this vein, Engels, mentioning Marx’s way of grasping the totality, described Marx’s 
dialectical criticism of classical political economy in a methodological aspect, could be 
“exercised in two ways: historically or logically(Engels, 1988, p. 78)”. It implies that Marx, in 
his magnum opus and the last work, Capital, might have pursued a dual-process of historico-
logical criticism, in comparison with his gloomy historical narrative of historical necessity 
displayed in The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte and his logical analysis of the labor-
relationship in diametrical opposition to capitalist interests in Wage, Price, and Profit. In this 
respect, it is worthy of noting Lukács’ argument that the essence of Marx’s method is the 
concept of totality itself by which his method established his idea on ‘the subordination of every 
part to the whole unity of history and thought in a dialectic process’(Lukács, 1971, pp. 27–45). It 
may be said that, for Marx to get the knowledge of dialectical totality, the procedure of an 
inquiry is identical with the course of dialectical totality. It implies that Marx’s method had its 
own methodological process which incorporated concrete/abstract, parts/whole into his analysis 
and synthesis. Furthermore, it presupposes the existence of an internal logic within the whole 
promoting such process, given that Marx’s historical totality was presumed to appear to be 
determined by the mediation of the dialectical relations. This perspective drops critical hints in 
comprehending the meaning of his only mention on his research scheme, named ‘rising from the 
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abstract to the concrete’ in his 1857 Introduction and how his actual analysis of capitalist totality 
demonstrated the abstract inner logic and its concrete manifestation in phenomena.  
2.1.2 Descending to the Abstract: Prerequisite for Ascending     
Marx, in the 1857 Introduction clarified his method to be composed of two phases. 
According to him, an actual analysis has to start with ‘given facts which “would be a chaotic 
conception[Vostellung] of the whole(Marx, 1993, p. 100)”. But, Marx claimed to abstract such a 
‘given constellation of concrete conceptual-images’. The abstraction of it can be called 
descending, which moves “analytically towards ever more simple concepts[Begriff], from the 
imagined concrete towards ever thinner abstractions…the simplest determination(Marx, 1993, p. 
100)”. Then, he insisted on concretizing the abstracted determination in history, by enriching the 
abstract towards “the concentration of many determinations, hence unity of the diverse(Marx, 
1993, p. 100)” and finally arriving at a “rich totality of many determinations and relations(Marx, 
1993, p. 100)”. The first stage is an abstraction from a reality given as an entity of conceptual 
images of the research object to a simple category to investigate. Its form might seem to be a 
pure theoretical process, or a logical process, to produce a simple category, which embraces the 
complexity of concepts. It is evident here that Marx’s suggestion of the first phase was based on 
Hegel’s notion of ‘the exertion of concept’. The process can be said to be performed by a 
researcher’s own exertion of concept. On the other hand, the second stage is to enrich the 
abstracted category by developing it in its relations. Its form is a snow-balling moving forward, 
by attaching relations with which the abstracted category is engaged in history. It should be 
noted that such relations gradually attached by the movement of concept exist not in researcher’s 
mind, but real-movement in temporality-i.e. History.  
The first stage of descending tends to have been dismissed, in compared to the second 
stage of ascending towards the concrete, being harmoniously mingled into an anthropological 
term, ‘thick description’ or choices of exotic research objects waiting for the direct applications 
of pre-existing theoretical concepts. However, the first phase critically differentiates Marx’s 
totalistic method, through his criticism of classical political economy, from other holistic 
description. Its accentuated Hegelian shadow might seem to contradict his harsh criticism on the 
use of abstract categories of Feuerbach and classical political economy. We should remember 
that it was about the wrong direction of the movement of the abstract concepts they used. Marx 
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summarized the reversed direction of bourgeoisie economist method: “The economist of the 
seventeenth century, e.g., always begin with the living whole, with population, nation, state, 
several states, etc.; but they always conclude by discovering through analysis a small number of 
determinant, abstract, general relations such as division of labor, money, value, etc. As soon as 
these individual moments had been more or less firmly established and abstracted, there began 
the economic systems, which ascend from the simple relations, such as labour, division of labor, 
need, exchange value, to the level of the state, exchange between nations and the world 
market(Marx, 1993, pp. 100–101)”. He criticized here that the method of classical political 
economy tended to begin with pre-existing categories and to finish its analysis with finding the 
historical determinants reaffirming the categories they had selected. This method formulates a 
circulatory logic which fails to ‘conceptually grasp’ its material process and its principle(Marx, 
2007, p. 67). And its process came to share the logic of theology “in the same way explains the 
origin of evil by the fall of man: that is, it assumes as a fact, in historical form, what has to be 
explained(Marx, 2007, pp. 68–69)". Above all, Marx stressed that without descending to 
abstraction, it is easy to end up as vulgar empiricism affirming pre-existing idealist categories as 
Feuerbach subordinated his historical insight as a whole to the Hegelian ‘pre-existence of the 
logical categories’  before the world existed(1988b,.24-25pp.)”.  
Instead, Marx’s method suggested to pay attention to the correct direction of his concept 
of the movement of the abstract. Marx, in using the word, ‘a fact’, distinguished two different 
epistemological statuses both as concrete and as abstract within it, as Hegel defined immediacy 
before one’s exertion of concept to be ‘abstract sensuous substantiality’. It is impossible to 
perform any study without any analytic category. Rather, the abstraction is the matter of 
researcher’s own movement of concept which should be necessarily performed for study, not 
summarizing existing categories. Let us first attempt to draw a picture of Marx’s method by re-
constructing his various criticism and his embodiment in his actual works. As we discussed in 
chapter one, Marx successfully inverted Hegel’s form of philosophy of history by positing the 
materiality of labor in historical progress. Meanwhile, in epistemological dimension, he argued 
to have ‘stripped off Hegel’s mystical form’ and his method totally opposed to Hegel’s way.54 
                                                             
54In his letter to Kugelmann written on 6th March, 1868, he declared: “my method of development is not Hegelian, 
since I am a materialist and Hegel is an idealist. Hegel's dialectic is the basic form of all dialectic, but only after it 
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Engels’ comment in Marx’s Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy would be the 
clearest why Marx’s proposal of abstraction had nothing to do with Hegel’s method: “How was 
science to be treated? …there was the Hegelian dialectics in the wholly abstract, “speculative” 
form in which Hegel had bequeathed it…Hegelian method was absolutely unusable in the 
available form. It was essentially idealistic, and the problem here was that of developing a world 
contemplation more materialistic than any previously advanced…a method which, according to 
its own admission, “came from nothing, through nothing, to nothing”,  was in this form 
completely out of place here(Engels, 1988a, pp. 76–77)”.  Engels maintained that Hegel’s 
method had non-availability for the analysis of historical movement due to its nature of 
speculative repetition, and Marx’s method came into being by negating Hegel’s fallacy. Marx 
proved how such an absence of abstraction could mislead the erroneous outcomes in research on 
historical reality. The Poverty of Philosophy(Marx, 1988) shows Marx’s concrete critique on 
Proudhon’s economic analysis, self-described critique for the poverty problems of emerging 
industrial capitalism in his days and implies Marx’s way of descending to the abstract to be a 
‘scientific method’ for political practice: “Economists explain how production takes place in the 
above-mentioned relations, but what they do not explain is how these relations themselves are 
produced, that is, the historical movement which gave them birth. M. Proudhon, taking these 
relations for principle, categories, abstract thoughts, has merely to put into order these thoughts, 
which are to be found alphabetically arranged at the end of every treatise on political 
economy…the moment we cease to pursue the historical movement of production relations, of 
which the categories are but the theoretical expression, the moment we want to see in these 
categories no more than ideas, spontaneous thoughts, independent of real relations, we are forced 
to attribute the origin of these thoughts to the movement of pure reason. How does pure, eternal, 
impersonal reason give rise to these thoughts?...All things being reduced to a logical category, 
and every movement, every act of production, to method, it follows naturally that every 
aggregate of products and production, of objects and of movement, can be reduced to applied 
metaphysics. What Hegel has done for religion, law, etc., M. Proudhon seeks to do for political 
economy(p. 162)” 
                                                             
has been stripped of its mystical form, and it is precisely this which distinguishes my method”.  
https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1868/letters/68_03_06-abs.htm 
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Let us closely look at Proudhon’s reversed way Marx is criticizing here. Proudhon failed 
to comprehend that the categories given by classical political economy were the products of 
historical-social relations. Just as bourgeois political economists took them as ‘eternal’, he 
neglected the course of historical development contained in such categories. Thus, his critique 
could suggest to abolish not capitalistic private property but private property itself just as the 
empty political slogan of his political followers that Marx called utopian socialists or vulgar 
anarchists. With regards to the concrete way of abstraction, Marx compared his way of 
descending to the abstract with physicist’s way in the Preface to the first edition of Capital: “the 
physicist either observes natural process where they occur in their most significant form, and are 
least affected by disturbing influences, or, wherever possible, he makes experiments under 
conditions which ensure that the process will occur in its pure state. What I have to examine in 
this work is the capitalist mode of production, and the relations of production and forms of 
intercourse[Verkehrsverhältnisse] that correspond to it(Marx, 1990a, p. 90)”.  Like the first 
preparation of a physicist for his experiment, one should first extract a category such as 
objectivity[gegenstand] which embraces the entity of given historical relations. So to speak, this 
extracted category provided in history has the dual aspects of concrete and abstract, just like 
Hegel’s re-conceptualized idea of Jesus Christ. And then, shifting out external relations, say 
historical relations, attached it, the researcher leaves only its logical relations. By doing so, the 
researcher can observe its abstract-logical development in a pure state. This abstraction depends 
upon the researcher’s exertion of concept. As widely known, in Marx’s actual descending the 
abstract in Capital, he selected commodity-relation as a simple abstract category, as he called it 
‘a cell of capital’. He illustrated relatively clearly how he viewed the circulation of commodities 
in the general formulation of capital:   
 “the circulation of commodity is the starting point of capital. The production of commodities 
and their circulation in the developed form, namely trade, form the historical presuppositions 
under which capital arises…If we disregard the material content of the circulation of 
commodities…we find that its ultimate product is money. The ultimate product of commodity 
circulation is the first from of appearance of capital. Historically speaking, capital invariably first 
confronts landed property in the form of money; in the form of monetary wealth, merchants’ 
capital and usurer’s capital. However, we do not need to look back at the history of capital’s 
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origins in order to recognize that money is its first form of appearance. Every day the same story 
is played out before our eyes(Marx, 1990a, p. 247)”. 
 
Instead of the circulation of money and any other given capital relations, he indicated the 
circulation of commodity as backbone-relations beneath the surface of capital-relations, of which 
appearance takes a form of money. In other words, the circulation of commodity, in Marx’s 
research design for the wholeness of capital-relations, was argued to be a conceptually basic 
concept and a frame, as denoted by its direct form, C-M-C, to see the capitalistic mode of 
production. In his descending to the abstract, he exhibited its logical development from its 
particularity, through universality to individuality, denoted by a transition of C-M-C to M-C-M. 
His actual descending the abstract by commodity relation was embodied in chapter one of 
Capital volume one, of which interpretation has been controversial in Marxian camp due to its 
abstruse logical design in less correspondence to the whole structure of Capital55.  
The mystery of Marx’s demonstration of the logical development in the chapter can be 
elucidated by Roman Rosdolsky’s meticulous philological interpretation. According to 
him(Rosdolsky, 1980), A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy and Grindrisse 
written 1857-58 for the later work discussed about ‘abstract forms’ such as ‘profit in general’, 
‘the rate of profit of tendency to fall’. It was followed by “the Volumes I and II of Capital were 
restricted to the ‘abstract study of the phenomenon of the formation of capital, or the analysis of 
the process of circulation and reproduction ‘in its fundamental form’, where it is ‘reduced to its 
most abstract expression, that is, to ‘capital in general(Rosdolsky, 1980, p. 50)”. On the other 
hands, in the Volume III of Capital, which was incomplete, Marx attempted to explain the 
process of ‘movement’ of ‘the capitalistic relations in concrete’ going “beyond the context of 
‘capital in general’. i.e. ‘a historical transition’ occurs from the real to the appearance on the 
surface’(Rosdolsky, 1980, p. 51). So to speak, the volume I of Capital focused on the abstract-
                                                             
55 Lenin’s statement on the chapter of commodity in Capital is widely known: “it is impossible completely to 
understand Marx’s Capital, and especially its first chapter, without having thoroughly studied and understood the 
whole of Hegel’s Logic. Consequently, half a century later none of the Marxists understood Marx!!”. he suggested 
that the best way to understand Marx’s Capital would be a reading Hegel’s the Logic and comparing Marx’s 
chapter one with the logical structure of Hegel’s Logic(cited in Althusser, 2001a, p. 73). In similar respect with the 
deep tone of Hegel in the chapter, a prominent anti-Hegelian Marxian theories, Althusser suggested for those who 
are not familiar with Hegel’s philosophy to skip it and read reversely the Vol. 3 of Capital first(Althusser, 2001b).    
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logical form of capitalist mode of production, Volume II dealt with its general-abstract form and 
Volume III did its concrete-development form of the transition. In this scope, the logico-
development of ‘simple-commodity relation’ to ‘specific value form’ penetrating the three 
volumes was illustrated in chapter 1 of the first volume of Capital, in an extremely condensed 
way or ‘a pure state’. Remembering Hegel’s self-development of consciousness presented 
discussed in the previous chapter may be the most efficient way to dissecting his actual depiction 
of how the pure commodity relation is dialectically developed into value-formation. To 
illuminate its logical development, he employed three kinds of conceptual distinctions from 
classical political economy: use/exchange value, concrete/abstract labor, and private/social labor. 
Then, the simple-commodity relation undergoes the three stages of the generality to take a 
specific value-form. First, a particular-commodity is the unity of use-value and exchange-value. 
Its inseparable unity has ‘opposition’, say contradiction, within itself. The commodity, the 
expression of its value, enters the general relations of equivalent form, i.e. ‘relative equivalent 
form’ for its use-value and ‘equivalent form’ for its exchange-value. In this general relation, 
contradictions arise because the use value of a product for one can be different to other who need 
it, whereas its exchange value must be equivalent with the need of one who wants it. Second, the 
commodity is the output of labor and the labor input in the commodity exists as abstract labor. 
But, its exchange value is determined in concrete labor relations- by the amount[quantity] of 
labor. In this score, Marx indicates ‘labor-time’ to measure the abstract labor embedded in 
commodity. The value of (abstract) commodity in this level of generality takes forms of specific 
equivalence due to the qualitative differences in concrete labor such as labor intensity, degree of 
skill etc. Finally, in the level of private/social labor, the value of the commodity takes another 
equivalent form. The production of commodity in manufacturing system, due to division of 
labor, is dependent upon other commodity-productions based on other concrete labor, i.e. as 
labor-commodity. Thus, the value of a commodity takes a form within the wider relations of 
social labor. These three stratified levels of conceptual relations determine the value formation of 
the commodity in its pure logical state. Then, Marx, through writing the rest of the volume 1 of 
Capital, re-constructed the conceptual planes undergone by simple-commodity relation into a 
linear logical-development of value-formation.  Its developing process of the logical categories 
into value forms is as follow: 1) simple form of commodity relation with its innate opposition is 
an equivalent form, 2) its developed form, in terms of expanded exchange value form, attains 
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relative value form existing in the stage of specificity(historical relations of concrete labor), 3) 
then, it obtains a form of general value form, universal equivalent form by social labors. And 4) 
finally, it takes money-form, the universal relative-value form is expressed in money-
commodity. i.e. forms of price. The last stage of money-form is an appearance, which Marx 
explained as the fetishized form of capital-circulation.  
The final appearance of the money-form is originated from the simple commodity 
relation which contains the dialectical opposition. Its development is the outcome of the 
dialectical relationship between the opposition internal to the simple-commodity relation and its 
external contradictions from the relative value form and the equivalent form by undergoing the 
transition of 3 stages of exchange value: from ‘individual equivalent form’ to ‘specific 
equivalent form’, to ‘universal equivalent form’. And finally, the final value form appears to be 
price-relations in market. Such a categorical development can be said to be his descending the 
abstract before he launched his ascending to concrete. At least, Marx’s ‘logical’ design of his 
whole exhibition in Capital already exists in his abstraction in the first chapter. In this respect, 
some Marxist theorists define his analysis of political economy in Capital to be Marx’s attempt 
of historical theorization of quantification of labor-value(Bidet, 2009). What matter is that his 
abstraction existed as abstract. To use Marx’s term, it is merely ‘abstract in thought’, which is 
produced by thought by a n analysis and synthesis in a laboratory-like ‘purely logical state’. His 
decisive character of his method is his producing ‘concrete in thought’. It, in a methodological 
aspect, is reduced into a matter of relationship between logic and history in a single research. In 
other words, it is the matter of the correspondence of such abstraction with the ‘general’ 
development of historical reality.  
2.1.3 Ascending towards Concrete:  abstract enriched by determinants situated in 
dialectical development 
In Marx’s methodological doctrine of ascending from abstract to concrete, the second 
procedure is well-known as its term, ascending to the concrete. Reverse to the first process 
characterized by logical abstraction by shifting out external determinants, the ascending to the 
concrete was suggested to move the fundamental logical relations toward the enriched 
determinants given by history. It might seem to have similarity with dominant ways of producing 
historical narratives which directly dive into the historical objects or events, even Marx and 
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Engels did so in such their concrete historical narratives as French Class Struggles in 
France:1848-1850 and The Peasant War in Germany. But we should pay more attention to its 
significant differences that Marx’s method held at least in his Capital.  
The previously abstracted category and its logical development in the researcher’s mind 
must be situated in concrete material relations. Engels concretely maintained: “The chain of 
thought must begin with the same thing with which this history begins and its further course will 
be nothing else than the mirror-image of the historical course in abstract and theoretically 
consistent form; a corrected mirror-image but corrected according to laws furnished by the real 
course of history itself, in that each factor can be considered at its ripest of development, in its 
class form(Engels, 1988a, p. 79)”. In Engels’ passage argued the logical development to be 
situated in the real course of history, we can notice his presupposition that ‘the movement of the 
researcher’s conceptual exertion was ontologically detached from the history. Thus, how can the 
researcher manage the essential gap between the logical development and historical 
development? In this respect, Rosdolsky characterized Marx’s method as a synthesizing process 
of a researcher. He stresses that Marx’s method “can only be fully understood by means of 
thought as a ‘process of synthesis’; that is, by means of the progressive reconstruction of the 
concrete from the most simple, abstract definitions of concrete itself. On the other hand if 
scientific (in this case, economic) analysis begins directly with the ‘real and concrete’, with the 
‘actual preconditions’ themselves(Rosdolsky, 1980, p. 26)”. The process of synthesis can be said 
to be a reproducing of construction of reality. But the logical development abstracted must be 
validated in the historical development of the reality. This is the essence of what Marx called 
producing ‘concrete in thought’ and what differentiated his method from speculative idealist’s 
tautological ways and vulgar materialist’s historical reports. The production of concrete in 
thought was derived from the incorporation of one’s analysis into the totality of concrete 
(historical) relations. And the concrete in reality “appears in the process of thinking, therefore, as 
a process of concentration, as a result, not as a point of departure, even though it is the point of 
departure in reality and hence also the point of departure for observation[Anschauung] and 
conception(Marx, 1993, p. 101)”. In the same vein, the commodity as Marx’ starting point in 
Capital was also what was given as simple fact, as well as an abstract category induced from the 
concept of value. However, its analysis of the commodity relation in chapter one was developed 
as the various analyses of value, surplus value, capital in circulation, social institutions, and 
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arrived at a (theoretical) formation of the tendential law of development. By doing so, Marx 
constructed the totalistic entity of the concrete reality, i.e. totality of capitalistic social relations 
in thought, which, started with the simplest abstract(commodity, value and money), advanced 
toward the most complex forms(stock, market, and crisis) in real history. It cannot be called a 
simple fabricating and charting empirical facts; rather it is ‘a development of dialectical 
thinking’ moving comprehensive conception over determinants toward a totality, but this totality 
is combined with another totality of historical relations, existed in history, but existing as 
abstract. Marx indicated: “the simple categories are the expressions of relations within which the 
less developed concrete may have already realized itself before having posited the more many-
sided connection or relation which is mentally expressed in the more concrete category; while 
the more developed concrete preserves the same category as a subordinate relation. Money may 
exist, and did exist historically, before capital existed, before banks existed, before wage labour 
existed, etc. Thus in this respect it may be said that the simpler category can express the 
dominant relations of a more developed whole which already had a historic existence before this 
whole developed in the direction expressed by a more concrete category. To that extent the path 
of abstract thought, rising from the simple to the combined, would correspond to the real 
historical process(Marx, 1993, p. 102)”. To take Marx’s actual example of a steam-plough in 
Capital(Marx, 1990a, pp. 514–517), it existed as ‘a concrete fact’ in Britain, or through non-
existent in another countries, but it is a ‘universal’ historical relation abstracted by Marx as a 
kind of machinery employed in the labor process of manufacturing system and an expressive 
form of increasing relative surplus value by following the logic of labor of division. Hence, we 
can arrive at an idea that the historical correspondence in ascending concrete is the matter of 
another abstraction of historical relations. In some degree of managing motionless historical 
facts, we may accept a structuralist notion that Marx’s production of concrete in thought is the 
process of ‘epistemological  appropriation’(Althusser & Balibar, 2009).  
But Marx’s ascending to the concrete is another process of his production of the concrete in 
thought, in which he organically incorporated the whole logical development into a historical 
process. Its orchestration of the correspondence of the conceptual movement and the historical 
development could be actualized as his reproduced process exhibited in Capital. His Results of 
the Immediate Process of Production(Marx, 1990b), written between Grundrisse and Capital, 
shows his rough design of Capital. He first claimed that the commodity and money as simple 
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categories could be developed only in a certain condition provided by historical specificity. For 
instance, the distribution of commodity is a necessary condition for the formation of capital, but 
the production and distribution of commodity may exist without the formation of capital. Only 
the historical specificity of the capitalist production, the general form of capitalist commodity 
could exist which Marx later dissected in the first chapter of Capital Vol. I. And his implication 
of ‘historical specificity of capitalism’ was fully explicated by its developmental process 
throughout the structure of three volumes of Capital. In Volume I, he begins with ‘an abstraction 
of ‘commodity’ and expanded it to ‘capital-in-general’ by illustrating various production 
relations. And then, in Volume II(Marx, 1992),he analyzed the generality of the formation of 
capital by dissecting the processes of circulation and reproduction for the accumulation and 
production of surplus value. The continuum of volume I and II may be understood as a 
representation of a process that the relative equivalent form of value is transformed into the 
general equivalent form of value. In this vein, a philological fact should be noted that he 
explicated the historical moment of the primitive accumulation the last part in volume I, before 
the simple reproduction of capital in the first chapter of volume II which is the first analysis of 
the formation of general value-form. He proposed the historical relations of the bloody primitive 
accumulation as a decisive moment in established the logical development of equivalent form of 
value into a general relation of capitalistic value-formation system. In his exhibition of ‘the 
process of becoming universal equivalent forms of value in the development of capital-relation, 
his point was not that the contingency of concrete historical facts like as struggles over working 
days, its established legal system, impact of machinery in factory system, subsumption of labor 
power of women and children. Rather, he focused on that those contingent historical relations 
had framed the logical development of the equivalent value form as the historical necessity of the 
general historical development of the capitalistic value-form. Relied on the necessity given by 
the historical particularity, the volume II expounded the generality of the circulation and 
reproduction of the whole capital comprised of three circuits of money-capital, productive-
capital, and commodity capital.  And finally, the incompletion of Volume III(Marx, 1990b) until 
his death leaves his early writing design relatively intact. He expanded the general relations to a 
transformative process of capital and proved a tendency of generalized profit represented in 
price-formation in whole capitalistic system. He illustrated the transformation of values into 
prices of production in which the division of surplus value into individual capital’s profit. By 
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doing so, he depicted the capitalistic social formation in which the forms of capitals ‘appeared’ 
on the surface of the society- both by economic activities of capitals(like competition) and by the 
immediate agency of the laborers. The structure of the exhibition presented in the three volumes 
suggests that the organization of the ‘concrete’ produced in his thought is correspondent with a 
historical process in abstract takes a form of ‘the synthesis of many determinations into a 
homogenous system’ and ‘the unity of the diverse relations’ within a capitalist society. And the 
constitutive principle of the historical process was what was projected or postulated through the 
produced ‘concrete in thought’. In this score, his historical necessity has nothing to do with the 
misled concept of ‘historical inevitability’ in the sense of a general natural law(Berlin, 2000, pp. 
119–190). By presenting the dynamical ‘duality’ of ‘logical’ and ‘historical’ formations at once 
in Capital, his concrete in thought demonstrated the inner connection of ‘the multiplicity of 
outward forms(Rosdolsky, 1980). His conception of totality defined a becoming process in 
which everything is in motion and changes. Within it, each concrete relation, by their contingent 
articulation and disjuncture, constitutes its own contradiction in history. His historical process he 
described can be characterized as the development of contradictions emerged from self-
development of capital-relations. What he described in the co-evolvement with the general 
history of capitalist mode of production was an (capitalistic) order of suturing various 
contradictions originated from the antagonism between ‘capital and labor’.  The essence of 
Marx’s producing concrete in thought is about the transformative process: a structuration of 
contradictions emerged from various social relations and levels and is regulated into unitary 
systematic becoming process-i.e. capitalism. By describing the development of contradictions in 
the transformative process, Marx’s method necessarily theorized a given ‘major contradiction’ in 
given historical moment, to use Lenin’s term, as a weak link to where political force should be 
deployed in given social formation-say, here and now, in the long historical development. 
 
2.2 Research Design and Analytic Categories 
 
2.2.1 Abstract Time as Continuum and Tendency and temporality as its relative general 
form 
In chapter 1, I have abstracted the simple-logical relation of the concept of time in the light of 
intellectual history. Its categorical development may elucidate how its simple relation came to 
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develop itself into the general relational form of time-conception given to our modern days.  
Time was first conceived in its initial opposition to eternity. The conception of time has been 
reshaped and elaborated by modifying its conceptual relationship to the opposite. This 
developmental process has constituted an entity of conceptual-constellations enriched by other 
related conceptions like motion, history, and the freedom of consciousness and labor. And this 
becoming of a totality progressed by the mediation of the series of criticism of the thinkers 
negating their previous ideas as objectivity[gegenstand]: Aristotle on Plato’s mysticism, Plotinus 
on Aristotle’s cold natural philosophical viewpoint confined to the motion of nature, Augustine 
on pagan intellectualism based on Neo-Platonism represented by Plotinus, Hegel on the destined 
historical movement, Marx on Hegel’s idealist circulatory logic. This logical development of an 
abstract category of time formulated in a consecutive form of criticism, by itself, represented a 
constructed single extracted history of academic discourses. Strictly speaking, it is no more than 
a trajectory of intellectual discourses extracted from the whole discourse of time, to use Marx’s 
term, ‘dogmas of academic questions’. Or it might be merely the appearance of my ideal 
conceptual movement appropriated from an intellectual history.  
As discussed in the previous section, Marx abstracted his model of the logical development 
of equivalent form of value in a pure state and developed again into the general relations of 
capital, and then proposed the internal principle of the capitalist mode of production in historical 
development. Thus, the logical development of time-conception discussed in chapter one should 
be refined once more to be a pure logical relation in a simplest form and then be re-situated in 
the concrete reality of the historical moment of modernization to be the general form of temporal 
relations which can propose analytic categories pertinent to my proceeding analysis. Above all, 
the continuum in tendency can be counted as the simplest abstract-relation which penetrates the 
time-conceptions. As described in chapter 1, the conceptual transition, from time juxtaposed with 
eternity to the historical process, was formulated by its definition as a moving process. ‘Time’, at 
least as abstract, should be treated as a ‘moving process’ residing in the totality of history. And, 
after Plotinus theorized the concept of Oneness as a totality moving toward eternity onwards, the 
abstract-time(as ‘life of Intellect’ for Plotinus) came to have distinctive feature of totality. As far 
as the abstract time is defined as totality, it exists in continuum. It means, by the word, 
continuum, time is not ‘static mass’-like Newtonian concept of Absolute Time in a sense of 
physics, rather it is movement which is not dividable. Based on Augustine’s idea of the history of 
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human moving towards the city of God and Hegel’s doctrine that time as the negated truth of 
(abstract) space, which is constituted by human consciousness-, and labor reshaped by Marx, I 
define history to exist in time as abstract, even if it coevolves with concrete-time(as temporality) 
embedded in concrete spatio-relations. In other words, the historical process exists in where the 
abstract time is concretized as conceptually-appropriated time[i.e. temporality] and embodied in 
sensuous materiality via human conscious praxis[Hegel’s the free movement of consciousness or 
Marx’s labor]. It means to contemplate a long running historical development in terms of 
human’s free activities, i.e. the matter of volition.  
Summarizing our previous discussion on philosophy of history related with freedom after 
Augustine’s elaboration of freewill, we can get an assumptive linear model of the movement of 
historical progress in tendency. For instance, Augustine proposed the history of the human, by 
free will, to follow the divine history, Thus, resulting from the misuse of freewill, Augustine’s 
degenerated city of human at present is obstructed toward salvation. Such antique notion of 
freedom posited in human history was shared with Enlightenment ideas including Hegel and 
Marx. In terms of the relationship of freedom to the tendency of historical movement that 
Augustine first formulated, Marx and Hegel held the same presupposition that the historical 
movement and the direction cannot be determined in a sense of law of nature but conditioned by 
tendency due to human freewill. Thus, it is deduced that the historical development is neither the 
outcome of mechanical causation nor necessarily in progression as vulgar voluntarism or media-
determinism have argued. So to speak, the movement of movement may be progressive or 
regressive without any fixed direction. In this respect, Eric Hobsbawm pointed out: “since 
human beings have consciousness, the materialist conception of history is the basis of historical 
explanation but not historical explanation itself. History is not like ecology: human beings decide 
and think about what happens(E. J. Hobsbawm, 1998, p. 161)”. In the methodological aspect, 
this premise on time and historical movement proposes the simplest relation which can even be 
illustrate on Cartesian plane of mathematics. A historical process, either the spiral model of 
Hegel, or Augustine’s linear one, can be drawn on the plane conditioned by x-axis which denotes 
the linear flow of natural time and y-axis which denotes the degree of volition. Of course, it can 
move in curvilinear coordinates or even in regression or progression as X-axis expands in sharp 
contrast to the model of structure/agency, commonly used in so-called conjunctural analysis, 
which can be expressed by only points, or at best a dotted line composed of separate points.  
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Furthermore, this abstraction of the two ontological relations of time suggests we view 
abstract-time as a sort of a form which plays a role in framing historical process and to conceive 
of it as something represented as substance(as a spatio-frame) by which human consciousness 
can freely appropriate just like physical space. It implies that the activities of human are 
necessarily interlocked with its general conception of time. It again means that time itself, by its 
socially generalized relations, could play a distinctive role to constitute the human conscious 
activities. In this respect, it should be noted that the socially generalized form of time, to use 
Marx’s term, the relative general form of equivalent value-formation, was conditioned by the 
specific historical moments as if the simple commodity-relation was transformed into capitalistic 
general-form by the moment of primitive accumulation. It can be said that the capitalistic 
modernization provided time with historical moments, which framed the capitalistic 
temporalization. Thus, the capitalistic temporalization can be thought to have coevolved with the 
capitalization of the realm of the political economy. The general form of time-relation by 
capitalism was a historically relative existence which is as contingent and transient as capitalistic 
mode of production, and more importantly, can also independently interact with the natural flow 
of time and human free consciousness. This supposition allows us to consider to add one more 
axis in above 2- dimensional space with x-axis of abstract time-flow and y-axis of volition. The 
relative general-relations of temporalization given by the particularity of the historical moments 
can be added as z-axis which makes it a spherical coordinate system. This newly attained 3 
dimensional coordinates can conceptually reflect the model of Marx’s historical progression in 
his historical materialism and abstractly conceive the direction and tendency of the historical 
movement.   
2.2.2 Historical Elements of Capitalistic Kairos: Reification of time and analytic 
categories 
The relative general form of time-relation can be explicated by historical moments, in which 
determinants constituted abstract time as concrete-times-as the object of epistemological 
appropriation called temporality. Considering the historical particularity, the general formation 
of abstract time to temporality has co-evolved with the becoming process of the capitalist mode 
of production, which socio-economically buttressed the modernization process. The capitalistic 
temporalization can be interpreted through the course of the relations of capitalist-production. It 
must be noted that my assumptive identification of the constitutive logic of temporalization with 
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the constitutive logic of capitalist social relations is confined only to the epistemological sense. 
To be precise, even though both existed in a single course of what is called modernization, it 
does not necessarily presuppose any causal relation between two. It is unclear that one caused the 
other. Rather the relationship between two courses can be said to be only a ‘phenomenological 
coincidence’ in the progression of historical totality. The becoming process of temporalization, 
we may call the aspect of the content the reification process of time, co-evolved with the 
capitalistic social formative process. This co-evolvement, mutually conditioning relationship, 
needs to consider extrinsic capitalistic relations, which were not necessarily temporal, with 
which the capitalistic temporalization had to be connected in any combinatory logic. Those 
general capitalistic relations will be my analytic categories for my discussions about the cultural 
formation and capitalistic temporalization.    
To extract some distinctive general capitalistic relations historically combined with 
capitalistic temporalization, it is necessary to stratify the levels of analysis and categories. The 
major focus should be on how modern thought made a radical break with the antique conception 
of time so that modern society could came to reshaped the conception of time in common sensual 
level.  By the modern idea of the freedom of historical praxis, it can be restated by the contents 
of six determinant relations can be restated: future-conception freely appropriated and appeared 
equally, the legitimation of freedom, the economic organization of freedom, the fetishized 
materiality of freedom, the political agent of the collective freedom, and the free mediation of 
individual reason. To examine the multiple determination of the reification of time, I will 
speculate six historical elements: the modern shift of ‘the concept of the history’, the 
establishment of the right of private property, the temporal bondage of capital accumulation, the 
social employment of technology and the formation of modern nation states and ‘the 
formalization of reason for prediction. By doing so, I shall clarify my theoretical perspective on 
them and elaborate them as my analytic categories for my concrete historical research.  
2.2.2.1 Equally opened future and Vision for future 
Christianity’s universalization with the doctrine of earthly time toward divine eternity 
had been consolidated over western world. It does not necessarily mean that the patristic linear 
model of time perfectly permeated into the real life of those who were producing the social 
wealth in the manor system. As many historians of the everyday life of medieval feudal society 
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have described, the everyday life of peasants or lately emerging merchants, had showed general 
symptoms in various expressive cultural forms that the real economic subjects had their own 
cracks derived from their own cycles either of agrarian cycle or commercial cycle(Ariès & Duby, 
1988; Braudel, 1981; Goff, 1996; Huizinga, 1996). Rather, it would be proper to understand that 
the material medium called the church was constantly reconciling the tension between the 
economic temporality of the feudal economic system and the patristic temporality(Goff, 1980). 
The decisive historical moment called modernization emerged by widening the fissure of dual-
temporality. The authority of the agent of the interpretation of the divine temporality rattled, 
perhaps foreshown by its overly grandeur style of church architecture even before the portents of 
the Reformation with new technology of printing system(Hauser, 1959). It was aggravated by an 
omen from the political economy of the manorial system which had sustained it(Weber, 1961), 
since gunpowder warfare had earlier been threatening the cavalierism which had been a secular 
basis of political obedience(Rabb, 2007). The long march to ‘modernity’ was shaking the 
concept of future for salvation, by presenting to ordinary people a series of dramatic scenes of 
political events such as hanging up the heads of the decapitated monarchial class and religious 
blood-shed tensions like St. Bartholomew’s Day massacre and The Thirty Year’s War, which 
made European continents a huge grave yard(E. J. Hobsbawm, 1962; Toulmin, 1992). For 
ordinary people, those blood-shed historical events with the immediacy of the matter of life and 
death appeared to ordinary people as the repeated declaration of the end of ancient regime in a 
general sense to goad to contemplate the concept of future in mundane life. It was Enlightenment 
project who philosophically assessed this need and tendency in comparison with a theological 
detour, e.g. protestant morality with a new doctrine of predestination, which were successfully 
articulated with a new mode of production(Weber, 2012). One of the core principles of 
Enlightenment project transformed our view on history into the culmination of past human 
activities.  
Kant's Copernican revolution in modern epistemology played a decisive role in proposing 
a re-conceptualized history without God. He clarified that the production of knowledge is based 
on the combination of the subjectivity of recognition and our empirical sense-data confined in 
the realm of sensuous world. What cannot be ‘recognized as sense-data’ within the (intuition) 
form of ‘space and time’ can never be the object of ‘reason’, even though he admitted that the 
faculty of reason tries to expand its limiting boundary in the name of his beloved concept of 
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‘criticism’(Russell, 1997). In this vein, Kant’s time is as the necessary and a priori form, ‘an 
intuition- form of perception’ which does not allow any transcendental divinity and laid the 
‘sole’ basis for the modern ways of defining ‘ontological statuses’ of external world. His 
fundamental reversion of ontological existence to epistemological frame laid the basis for the 
intellectual magnetic field from Hegel’s philosophy of history and Marx’s political economy, 
particularly in his concept of ‘socially necessary time’. The impact of Kant’s epoch-making 
reconceptualization on time-conception can by categorized by three strands in the aspects of 
modern political economy. First, in his sharp dichotomy between the (free)subject and external 
object(Nature), the Nature was no longer a component of the divine harmony. The concept of 
Nature-including 'time'- was transformed into the object of mastery(Collingwood, 1960). Second, 
his idea neatly cut off the linkage between the divine order and the mundane order in 
synchronization. It gave a birth to a realistic political demand for finding a new source of 
‘axiological norms’ and its legal form in Hobbesian state of nature embodied by Machiavelli’s 
world view(Strauss, 1988, 1995). It again transformed the previous natural law tradition to 
modern legal positivism, characterized by the Napoleon Code(Bobbio, 1993). Third, Kant’s 
concept of the subject of recognition in time raised a political question: how free individuals 
make a collective historical progression. It reshaped the classical conundrum of political 
philosophy between Plato and Aristotle, paradoxically as a German romantics’ concept of 
‘genius’ or Nietzsche’s Ubermensch who are ‘the chosen few’ to expand the boundary of human 
reason and to lead mass(Berlin, 2001).  Conclusively, those 3 strands can be reduced into a 
matter of social power in politics: how to organize or to realize ‘the newly formed concept of 
‘freedom’ in history with open future within the newly emerging material relations called 
‘capitalistic mode of production’. In other words, the subject matter of social power was 
saturated only in the equal temporal frame in which all individuals have their own life-span and 
self-determination. 
As the idea of self-determinism in an equally distributed temporal-frame, the uncertain future 
magnified anxiety ironically derived from infinite freedom absent of its destination. As Lukács 
has once depicted the past in a nostalgic tone: “happy are those ages when the starry sky is the 
map of all possible paths-ages whose paths are illuminated by the light of the stars(Lukács, 1987, 
p. 29)”, the previous integrated life came to be divided into the free individuals and the unknown 
finality. As the future became wide-open like the horizon, the guiding stars, once indicated the 
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finality, disappeared. Now, the matter of proposing the vision for future became the most urgent 
task of modern political forces. The future, non-existent in now, became a major arena of 
political struggles that either bourgeoisie Hobbesian regime or Marxian socialist state have to 
capture(Cassirer, 1961; Wolin, 2006). The essence of modern political struggle came to be 
characterized by a question: who and how to get the legitimation of the power by proposing the 
collective vision for future and regulating the horizontal expectation.  
2.2.2.2 Possessive individualism of time: the right of Private property 
The modern establishment of the right of private property rendered ‘time as nature’ to be 
thought to be appropriated by free human activities[labor]. It coevolved with a process of 
conceptual establishment of an individualized temporal span-as an abstract space- in which one 
could store up the outcomes of their labor as property. This entangled historical development can 
be explained by a process that the Enlightenment thought replaced the classical concept of 
appropriation(of Nature) with the concept of possession. The ‘revolutionary’ reconceptualization 
of the Enlightenment can be elucidated in John Locke’s formulation of the concept of property 
by a concept of labor. Locke, in his Two Treatises of Government, deduced the concept of 
possession from the triadic relationship of nature, subject and the appropriation: 
 “God, who hath given the World to Men in common, hath also given them reason to make use 
of it to the best advantage of Life, and convenience…yet being given for the use of Men, there 
must of necessity be a means to appropriate them some way or other before they can be of any 
use or at all beneficial to any particular Man. The Fruit, or Vension, which nourishes the wild 
Indian, who knows no Inclosure, and is still a Tennant in common, must be his and so his, i.e. a 
part of him, that another can no longer have any right to it, before it can do him any good for the 
support of his life(Locke, 1963, p. 328)”. 
He presupposed Nature to exist as commons given to men. Also, human reason was 
defined as given to individuals as a capacity to use Nature. Here, reason was, no longer Platonian 
conception as a capacity to grasp transcendental Idea and Wisdom, defined as ‘a sort of 
instrument’ to appropriate Nature. As implied by his words, ‘must be his, a part of his’, the 
appropriated nature should be a part of the subject. Logically, his argument needed to clarify 
what establishes such exclusiveness of the possession. Locke boldly defined human being as ‘the 
one who possesses something’ and claimed his exclusive possession to be established only by his 
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‘labor’(Macpherson, 1964). He viewed labor as an extension of the physical body innately 
possessed to free subjects56. For Locke, labor was defined to be the critical and fundamental 
moment of the transformation from common-wealth to individual’s exclusive possession.  
The notion of property by labor was a charming revolutionary idea that ‘my present activity 
guarantees my possession in future’, which will be defined as ‘one’s existence’. Of course, his 
conceptualization of possession by ‘free labor’ was based on his vehement partisanship for the 
emerging bourgeoisie class, aimed at attacking the fundamental base of land-based aristocrats 
with the hereditary property(Laslett, 1963). The modern concept of possession by exercising the 
‘freedom in given time’ itself appeared to be equal to everyone, even capitalists as well as to 
wage-laborers. Hegel philosophized the social formation of the private property into his grand 
scheme of philosophy of history operated by ‘the modern idea of freedom’, just as he did labor: 
“I as freewill am an object to myself in what I possess and thereby also for the first time am an 
actual will, and this is the aspect which constitutes the category of property, the true and right 
factor in possession…the true position is that, from the standpoint of freedom, property is the 
first embodiment of freedom and so is in itself a substantive end(Hegel, 1962, p. 42). He clarified 
here that subject’s ‘appropriation’ by his labor forming himself in the product. By being socially 
legitimated, it becomes the ‘property’ of the individual. Possession as ‘externalization of 
freedom’ should be accomplished by participating is the social relation of exchange, e.g. social 
contract, which would transform the self-interests of individuals into the universal satisfaction of 
needs.  
In political aspects, Marx’s criticism of Hegel was calibrated on the theoretical legitimation 
of the bourgeois concept. Marx pointed to the systematically distorted freedom of labor by the 
historical transient relations of capitalistic exchange and production. Marx pointed out that labor 
power(as potential) and labor(as actual) are different. What capitalists purchase through free-
wage contracts is not the value of labor, but that of labor power prior to its valorization.  The 
implication of his distinction labor power and labor is that the surplus value given to capitalist as 
                                                             
56 He explicated: “every Man has a Property in his own Person. This no Body has any Right to but himself. The 
Labour of his Body, and the Work of his Hands, we may say, are properly his…[property] it being by him removed 
from the common state Nature placed it in, hath by this labour something annexed to it, that excludes the 
common right of other Men. For this Labour being the unquestionable Property of the Labourer(Locke, 1963, p. 
329)” 
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profit is the outcome of the transformation[valorization] of labor power to product. According to 
him(Marx, 1990a, pp. 873–876), under the capitalistic mode of production, the modern 
individuals came to be ‘free’ from the previous social orders of feudal system, but also to be 
‘free’ from the means of production. The modern subjects have become forced to sell ‘the 
potential of labor’ called ‘labor power’ to capitalists by entering into the capitalist wage relations 
represented by ‘free wage-labor contract’(Marx, 2007). We must note that his critique aims at 
not ‘private property itself’, but the private property of means of production under the history of 
capitalism. From this historical emergence of ‘free laborer’, he pointed to the capitalistic private 
possession of the means of production, which gives a birth to the fundamental and inner 
contradiction called ‘class’. It implies that the individual freedom ontologically distorted by 
class-stratification might appear equal to everyone for accumulating property in a given-
individualized-time span. In other words, regardless of its equal appearance, the individualized 
time-span could bear the capitalistic contradictions derived from the class-antagonism.  
2.2.2.3 Cursed fear of capital accumulation: Socially Necessary labor time  
The future was re-defined to be ‘appropriated’ with uncertainty for both capitalists and 
laborers.  The economic system called the capitalistic mode of production also has uncertainty 
for the future as its innate nature in the principle of accumulation. Before Marx, it was the 
classical political economists, Adam Smith and David Ricardo who first clarified that the sole 
resource of profit in industrial capitalism is ‘labor’, which produces ‘surplus value’.  Basing on 
previous theories of value of labor, Marx’ theory of value made a critical theoretical distinction 
between labor power, which capitalists buy from ‘free laborers’, and labor, which is the outcome 
of the purchased labor. The capital buys the labor power(the potential) and then actualizes ‘the 
surplus value produced by surplus labor time in the production moment’ into ‘the surplus(the 
actual) in price forms by exchange(Marx, 1992). The essential problem arises from that the 
valorization process(from production to exchange) is invisible to capital as well as to labor until 
arriving at the moment of exchange. The capital accumulation is destined to have inevitable 
uncertainty about the valorization in future. This 'innate fear of capital about the future' is the 
fundamental and intrinsic 'abstract-element' penetrating all the concrete economic activities 
performed for capital- accumulation.  
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Capital’s general responses to it, in the level of individual capitals, can be characterized into 
two ways of producing two kinds of surplus value: ‘absolute surplus value’ and ‘relative surplus 
value’(Marx, 1990a). First, the capital can simply increase the quantity of surplus labor input to 
the actual labor process, by elongating absolute labor time, through either increasing working 
hours or scientific management, e.g. Tylorism. Such absolute surplus value can be extracted 
directly from the moment of labor process. Second, a capitalist can increase the relative 
productivity of labor process by regulating the proportion of ‘constant capital’, e.g. employing 
more technology in the labor process. By doing so, the relative amount of surplus value can 
increase relatively to the amount of surplus labor. The first way of extracting absolute surplus 
value is simple and direct, but has its temporal limitation, e.g. biological reproduction of labor 
power. The second way of extracting relative surplus value is more significant in grasping the 
whole system of capital accumulation and its reproduction beyond the level of individual capitals 
and the inevitable possibility of crisis resulted from the interdependence of individual capitals. 
Given two premises held by Marx: 1) only when a capitalist spends or reinvests a part of 
its entire produced surplus for future, the capital accumulation takes place and reproduces itself 
in terms of ‘expanded reproduction’(Marx, 1992, pp. 158–166)57 and 2) the accumulation of an 
individual capital can never happen without associations with the economic activities of other 
individual capitals58(Marx, 1991, pp. 170–181). The individual capitals can be inter-locked by 
various form of investment, e.g. purchases of constant capital produced from other capitals and 
advancing capital via money-capital or rent capital. The interdependency on other capitals lays 
                                                             
57 If a capitalist spends all the attained profit to the same production process in the same amount of input, he is 
doing just a ‘simple reproduction’ in Marx’s sense. It has less relevance to the totality of capital accumulation 
process.  
58 Let us suppose 2 kinds of economic departments. ‘Department A’ is paper manufacture producing papers by 
cutting woods or importing paper pulp, and ‘Department B’ is a note books manufacture. The papers produced in 
Department A should be purchased as ‘a mean of production’ by Department B. In here, there is a certain invisible 
balance between the values produced by different departments. The value of the output of Department A is the 
total sum of ‘constant capital(i.e.machines for making truck)’, ‘variable capital(i.e. labor power)’ and ‘surplus’. 
When we assume the aggregates of ‘surplus value’, and ‘constant capital’ and ‘variable capital’, and name each of 
them S, C, and V, it can be denoted by c1 + v1 + s1. And ‘the value of the output of Department A’ should be 
purchased, in a proper price form, by Department B. For Department B, the paper produced by Department A are 
used as ‘means of production’ and incorporated into ‘constant capitals(just as drills and strings for binding 
notebooks)’ of Department B and comes to be ‘a value in production of Department B’. In other words, the whole 
of c1 + v1 + s1 becomes the c2 of the Department B’s c2+v2+s2. So, a final product(i.e. a notebook) has overlapped 
interdependency of individual accumulation. 
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behind a capital’s valorization process which the sequential transformations of value produced in 
its labor process to the price in market.  
The interdependency between individual capitals constitutes a complex entity of inter-related 
economic departments as a ‘circuit of capital accumulation in constant reproduction’ as a whole, 
denoted by (M-C[LP+MP]….P…..C’ –M’). Of course, it is politically sustained by a structure of 
social reproduction which Marx called “capitalistic socialization”(Marx, 1993). Every 
capitalists, individual circuit of capital must be incorporated into the whole ‘circuit of capital(M-
C[LP+MP]….P…..C’ –M’). For instance one wants to make his final profit, he must, starting to 
purchase labor power from already-socially existing pool of labor power, under legally 
established wage-contracts and labor-conditions, to undergo various moments external to his 
individual circuit until his one cycle finishes. The whole circuit of capital can be defined to be 
the social valorization process through the entity of all interrelated social relations(Marx, 1993, 
pp. 619–640). The production and valorization of surplus value as a whole-i.e. social valorization 
process-can occur when one cycle from M to M’ completes. And it must exist in a temporal 
totality called, socially necessary labor time in expanded sense(Rosdolsky, 1980, pp. 334–344). 
This totalistic perspective suggests crucial points in grasping the temporal-organization for 
capital accumulation: 1) the circulation of capital must be always in motion, 2) the faster the 
circuit of capital circulates, the more the amount of surplus increase. The capital accumulation is 
dependent upon the matter of how to reduce the socially necessary labor time and to increase the 
velocity of the turnover of the circulation. 
Ironically, the structural problem arises from the fact that those individual capitals are not 
only in interdependency but also in competition. To increase surplus-value, individual capitals in 
competition tend to increase the production of relative surplus value by employing technology. It 
means to reduce the proportion of the variable capital(v) in its capital composition(c+v+s). Given 
that the only source of surplus value is labor power, the change of ratio of constant capital causes 
the reduce of the organic composition of capital(OCC)(Filho, 2002; Marx, 1991, pp. 241–253). 
So to speak, capital-in-general has to nibble away the only source of their prospective profit. 
According to Marx’s simple equation59, even if capitals started with the same amount of M(c+v), 
                                                             
59 the output value(M’) that a capital produces is the sum of its constant capital, variable capital and surplus value. 
It is denoted by M’= c+v+s.  From this, he deduced the value rate of profit, which is denoted by r=s/(c+v). The rate 
of surplus value is denoted by e=s/v, then, again, it is followed by surplus value as an equation expressed by s=ev. 
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say seed money, but, due to different capital composition, they get to have different the value 
rates of profit, which the capital with higher ratio of constant capital has less surplus value. His 
simple algebraic proof confirms that the only living labor can produce surplus value(therefore, 
profit in the next stage of value-realization), whereas the means of production(as dead labor) is 
only to transfer their value to the output. The tendency of reducing OCC in individual capital 
level becomes intensified by the competition and interdependency between capitalists and causes 
the danger of the systematic crisis. Marx explains it in Capital, Volume III by the transformation 
process from the surplus value into price of production. The prices of production first tend to be 
equalized in inter-sectors and across sectors. It again consequences his famous the falling 
tendency of the rate of profit. To simplify the process, the equalization of prices of production is 
what occurs in the distribution of surplus value that capitalist earned. But, given the expanded 
reproduction of interlocking capital-in-general, the products of individual capital become the 
constant capitals of other capitals by the forms of advanced capital. In it, the exchanges between 
capitalists again occur. It, collectively, forms the general price of the production equalized by 
sharing profits derived from the exchange60. It should be noted that their outputs do not exchange 
not at their values but at prices of production. Marx argued the generalization tendency of price 
to engender a tendency of rate of profit to decline. The prices of production may differ from 
value, depending on two factors: whether the composition of capital(C+V) is bigger or lesser 
than the average of the whole economy and the differences or unevenness in the values produced 
in the different economic sectors. Thus, the equalization of profit rates between capitals in 
                                                             
Now, let us imagine when two individual capitalists of A and B have different ratio of organic composition with the 
same rate of profit of 100%. Capitalist A has 60c+40v whereas capitalist B has 40c+60v. According to e=s/v 
followed by, s=ev, capital A has surplus value of 40(s), capital B has 60(s). Hence, their values of output are ‘Capital 
A: 60c+40v+40s=140’, and ‘Capital B: 40c+60v+60s=160. Then, according to 'r=s/(c+v)', the capital A has the value 
rate of profit of 40%; Capital B has 60%. Capital B with a relative higher proportion of variable capital leads to a 
higher rate of profit than that of Capital A.   
60 To take again the example of Capital A and B, both of two advanced the same amount of capital(100) as their 
seed money to buy their constant capital and variable capital. When we assume them to be different economic 
sector and to be linked by advanced capital, e.g. Capital A produces paper and sell it to Capital B, which produce 
notebooks, each capitalist equally advanced capital(100), each must share equally in profit distributed(50 for 
each). This ideal distribution can be achieved only if the prices of production are each 150. So, they shares profit, in 
the stage of general price, in a form of price of 150 by Marx’s equation, p=(c+v)(1+r). 
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different sectors requires the transfer of (surplus) value across sectors, by this constant 
equalization, the general rate of profit is bound to fall theoretically61.  
Consequently, to cope with the eternal destiny of crisis, the structure of capitalist production 
relations tends to take a form of ‘monopoly’ in an abstract sense, which can appear as ‘the 
centralization and concentration of capital’ and ‘various political controls’. In other words, by 
monopolization, capital can prevent any possibility of crisis at least in the stage of the price-
formation of production as Sweezy neatly proved by two concepts of disproportionality and 
under-consumption(1942, pp. 138-146;156-189). In the similar vein, this view of monopolization 
as an intermediary to avoid the crisis may offer an angle to speculate the maneuvers of capital to 
reduce the velocity of the turnover of circulation by organically and densely organizing social 
relations related to socially labor time. In other words, the constant circulation of capital is a 
necessary condition of the existence of capital accumulation to avoid the crisis, just like a person 
riding on a unicycle and pedaling not to fall. Thus, in order to maintain a proper velocity of 
circulation-turnover, the social-valorization process should be compacted by a process of 
monopolization. In a broad sense, the monopolization, in temporal aspect, may be understood by 
a certain homogenous temporality posited over the processes of labor places and their 
reproduction-site. 
2.2.2.4 Fetish of progression: Social employment of Technology  
Technology has always been with human civilization. Even long before modernization, its 
instrumentality has always been eulogized as a symbol of human empowerment as illustrated in a 
chorus of Antigone: “Many are the wonders, none is more wonderful than what is man….takes 
prisoner the races of savage beasts and the brood of the fish of the sea, with the close-spun web 
of the field. A cunning fellow is man. His contrivances make him master of beasts of the 
field(Sophocles, 368-382, 1991, p. 194)”. Thus, the essence of technology should be grasped by 
‘contrivance’, which presupposes human activities with purposes(Heidegger, 1977). And the 
purpose of the contrivance is necessarily based on its external objectivity[gegenstand]. In Greek 
thought, the use of technology was already defined to be opposite[negation] to the law of 
nature(Nomos) and formulated as an essential component of poiesis, comprised of ‘practical 
                                                             
61 The polemics on Marx’s argument focused on how to prove the value-transition between two different 
instances: 1) the generalization of price in a stage of exchange between capitalist and 2) their unevenness of value-
composition directly from the changes of OCC(Filho, 2002). 
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wisdom’, ‘labor’ and its instrument(‘techne’)(Collingwood, 1960; Cornford, 2004). This basic 
conception-structure did not fundamentally change. Even in modern thought, which advocated 
the aggressive notion of the mastery of nature, it persisted from Locke’s conceptualization of 
property-possession through labor by using instruments to Marx’s analysis which counted 
instrument as one of the simplest elements of the labor process to ‘realize’ laborer’s own purpose 
in materials(Marx, 1990a, p. 284). So, considering this fundamental notion that the ontic 
characteristics of technology are determined by its objectivity of the activity and its telos, our 
approach should focus on its historical context in which the uses and purposes of technology are 
first determined62. This viewpoint suggests comprehending the dialectical relationship of 
technology internal to the development of historical reality, rather than the social effects and 
interactional forms of technology and gratification of its use appearing on the surface. It needs to 
pay more attention to the social employment of a technology in given historical condition. Thus, 
the modern technology should be understood in the historical relations called a capitalistic mode 
of production which systematically situated and framed its social form for the capital-
accumulation. In this score, the basic economic purposes of capitalistic employment of 
technology can be characterized in two dimensions of labor process and the circulation of 
capital: 1) increasing the production of surplus value(by elongating absolute labor time and by 
reducing relative labor time) and 2)‘reducing the socially necessary labor time as a whole’.  
In the aspect of ‘the production of surplus value’, as the theory of labor process has 
empirically proved(Braverman, 1974; Gordon, Edwards, & Reich, 1982), the technology 
employed directly in the labor process took a form of deskilling process which divided a labor 
process into ‘conceptions’ and ‘actual actions’. It tended to divide labor powers into ‘manageric 
labor’ and ‘manual labor’. This tendency contributed to directly controlling the production of the 
surplus value and to reducing general production-costs with the stable securement of cheap labor 
power, e.g. by deskilled laborers. In the aspect of ‘the velocity of the capital-circulation’, the 
spatio-temporal relations should be compressed for reducing the socially necessary labor 
time(Harvey, 2006, pp. 373–412). This tendency appeared as various technological innovations 
                                                             
62 To take an example of steam engine. It was invented in Ancient Greek society with the same operation principle 
of steam engine used in Industrial Revolution. But, history shows that of Greek was used not for production of any 
other product but for idle interest of Greek civilians based on slavery-production system. i.e. the labor power of 
slaves was cheaper than the use of it 
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ranging from transportation systems for the mobility of constant capitals like raw materials and 
labor powers to the communication system like telegraph for commercial purposes and mass 
media for the final actualization of surplus value in consumption(Baran & Sweezy, 1966; Carey, 
1992; Harvey, 2005).  In this context of the compression of spatio-temporal relations, those 
should be understood to have played a crucial economic role in accelerating the turnover of the 
capital- circulation. These two general economic tendencies in the social employment of 
technology has served for capitalistic purposes.  
However, it should be noted here that the newly-employed technology or technological 
innovation has its own political effects as its immediacy to the laborer’s life. A machine 
deployed in labor process appeared to both capitalists and laborers as ‘scientific efficiency and 
convenience’ as much as Luddite-styled naïve rage against machinery and the soaring up Eiffel 
Tower did as ‘a phantasmagoric spectacle of the modernity’ in its social reception entailed the 
disgruntled Parisians on it. Technology itself constitutes an immediate mentality, which is 
generally more direct and concrete than other political apparatuses. In this respect, Walter 
Benjamin(1969, pp. 217-251) speculated how the mentality constructing the technology 
subsidized the political aesthetic for fascist social formation. The ‘presence’ of technologic 
innovation appeared as a ‘progress’ to mass. It constitutes a single common mentality, which is a 
belief that ‘our history is progressing’. In this homogeneous temporal frame, the German 
atomized laborers came to develop ‘the constitution of homogeneous unity’, which was a 
political embodiment, Fascist mass-movement in his case. It was possible through labor class’ 
spontaneous conceptual movement in which ‘three components of mass, techne and mentality’ 
were synthesized into ‘one single conceptual totality constructed in the individual laborer’s 
mind’ rather than ‘the external articulation of separate parts and its fabricated psychological 
effect’. This conceptual unity of ‘technology’, ‘mass’ and ‘immediate mentality’ is confirmed 
and embodied in the level of another immediacy of experience. In this score, it is worth noting 
Benjamin’s mention in his ‘Theses on the Philosophy of History’: “nothing has corrupted the 
German working class so much as the notion that it was moving with the current(Benjamin, 
1969, p. 258)”. The circular movement of the conceptual totality formed by immediate mentality 
and experiences is perceived to be a progression in historical process. My methodological 
approach on this technology and temporality will be concentrated on this dialectical relationship. 
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2.2.2.5 The modern prophet for collective future: on the relative autonomy of the capitalist 
state 
It was the modern capitalist states that carried out the grand project of organically arranging 
capitalistic general relations on the horizon of expectation for an open future. The 
Enlightenment’s dichotomy of the divine morality and the human affairs inevitably brought 
about the modern capitalist state alienated from the ethical telos and reduced its political 
activities to political techniques(Koselleck, 1998). It should be noted first that the political reality 
called modern states also a historical reality, which has been developed in and with the 
development of capitalistic mode of production. Due to its co-evolvement with an economic 
process, the agency of capitalist state necessarily confronts with the problem of defining ‘the 
discrepancy between the economic governance and the political governance’. It can be restated 
as one simple question: why do capitalists need the state-form, instead of directly governing the 
society? The nature of the relative autonomy of capitalist state has been one of the polemic issues 
in the Marxist camp(Miliband, 1969; Poulantzas, 2008). 
From the basic perspective of historical materialism, the state-form is the product of a society 
arrived at a certain stage of economic development in which the surplus-production is possible 
and forms classes, rather than ‘the actual form of moral idea’ or ‘the realization of reason’ in 
Hegel’s sense(Engels, 1972; Marx & Engels, 1976c). The modern state itself should be viewed 
as an outcome of the social development of that capitalist mode of production and its reformation 
of the new classes of capital and labor. Locke, by his conceptual elaboration of private property 
by labor, deduced an identification of modern government with Common-wealth and civil 
society.  Locke declared the government’s “chief end is the preservation of Property(Locke, 
1963, p. 366)”. Hegel’s later philosophization in his Philosophy of Right clearly followed the 
necessity of a reliable political system for the exchange system63. This doctrine was re-
interpreted by the political idea of Machiavelli into the matter of political governance by a 
representative instrument(technique) to sustain such systems e.g. judicial forces or monopoly of 
violence(Mansfield, 1998; Strauss, 1995). From this course, we can notice that the roles of the 
modern state as an economic agent precedes its political roles it plays for the ultimate end. In this 
                                                             
63 As he put it“the thing in virtue of the same considerations is comparable with things meeting other needs. This, 
the thing’s universality, whose simple determinate character arises from the particularity of the thing, so that it is 
eo ipso abstracted from the thing’s specific quality, is the thing’s value(Hegel, 1962, p. 51). 
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score, Marx correctly pointed out the economic essence of modern states, by defining it as ‘a 
committee for managing the common affairs of the whole bourgeoisie(Marx & Engels, 1976c)’. 
The point is that this economic essence takes various socio-political forms coevolving with the 
historical development of capitalism. It brought about the confusion of its roles as the economic 
mediator and as a political mediator by ‘govermentality’, which usually ends up creating another 
imaginary Orwell’s Big Brother in imaginary and left the economic essence intact.  Marx in his 
historical research depicted concretely how the bourgeoisie through the revolution of 1848 
announced taxation on the emancipated peasant class, “in order not to endanger capital and keep 
its state machine going(Marx, 1964, p. 49)” and, reversely, through the Party of Mountain 
“represented a mass wavering between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, whose material 
interests demanded democratic institutions(Marx, 1964, pp. 92–93)”. Later, Engels clarified the 
developmental course of the independent appearances of capitalist state derived from economic 
essence: "the state presents itself to us as the first ideological power over mankind. Society 
creates for itself an organ for the safeguarding of its general interests against internal and 
external attack… this organ makes itself independent in regard to society…but once the state has 
become an independent power in regard to society, it produces forthwith a further ideology. It is 
only among professional politicians, theories of constitutional law and jurists of private law, that 
the connection with economic facts gets completely lost..public law and private law are treated 
as independent spheres, each having its own independent historical development, each being 
capable of needing a systematic presentation by the thoroughgoing elimination of all inner 
connection(Engels, 1988b, pp. 54–55)".  As the capitalistic productions became complex and 
expanded, the agency of states needed its non-economic social-relations and its own abstract 
spaces to assign them. The political and the economic rendered came to be seen to be relatively 
autonomous concreteness occupied in spatio-relations. This historical tendency held by the 
capitalist state has been observed in the concrete histories of western capitalist counties even 
before the World War II from the (first) New Deal in the U.S. represented by its massive 
government’s economic expenditure, Nazi Germany’s economic policy suppressing the private 
capitals and even to a state-capitalist country, the former Soviet Union’s New Economy Policy to 
set up their economic infrastructures(Cliff & Harman, 1988; Heilbroner, 1994; Overy, 1996). 
This relative autonomous tendency, occasionally boldly going against the capitalist logics, 
tended to have ideological effects to over-interpret the essence of state as ‘the neutral mediator’ 
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between capital and labor(Jessop, 2008; Poulantzas, 2008) or to set up an opposite dichotomy of 
‘capital versus state’ as it has shown to labor class.  
Concretely, first, it renders the fundamental problem of capitalism to be seen to be the 
outcome not of ‘the appropriation or distorted ownership over the source of the surplus value’, 
but of the problem of the distribution of ‘already-produced wealth’. Second, the capitalist state 
reduced the possible political practices in expectation for the future into the matter of choice via 
a single form of proposed political form, say, representative democratic procedure represented by 
suffrage. As Koselleck correctly points out: “the misconception that history is open to planning 
is furthered by the technicist State because its political value cannot be made comprehensible to 
its subject(Koselleck, 1998, p. 11). Consequently, the general relations and contradictions of the 
capitalist mode of production experienced in the level of lived experience come to be conceived 
to be solved by ‘negotiation’ or ‘new contracts’ with capital, or at worse by expecting 
Rockefeller-styled charity. These two things can be said to be, in universal sense, the greatest 
political achievements of modern capitalist states and the completion of the revolution of 
bourgeois political ideology. Reversely, this relative autonomy performed by the capitalist states 
itself proves the impossibility of reconciling the class antagonism in capitalist mode of 
production. The inter-dependency between the modern state and capital is the ontological 
relationship given by the capitalistic mode of production, and its relative of autonomy is the 
forms of its maneuvers given by historical particularities, which have its separate spaces and 
ideological effects. It does not mean to deny its political value as a space for another direction of 
historical progression. Instead, in the stage of capitalism, what the capitalist states regulate is the 
system of capital-accumulation, rather than the profit of individual capitals. Its maneuver, no 
matter how autonomous it would seem, can never be separate from capital accumulation, 
because the very condition of the existence of the state depends upon the success of capital 
accumulation.  
2.2.2.6 Substratum of capitalistic synchronization: Formalization of mediation of reason   
The multiple determinations of the general capitalistic relations I have discussed so far had to 
be carried out through the individuality of free subjects. Without colliding and reconciling with 
the modern concept of free reason, the capitalist temporalization would have been impossible. 
Modern temporalization also should be considered as ‘a synchronization with a given mode of 
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production’, in political terms, a matter of consent. Thus, the long and dense project of 
capitalistic temporalization must be comprehended as a historical mediation by the material 
conditions of capital-accumulation. Unlike the quantitatively compressible space, the ontological 
nature of time-e.g. irreversibility- sets limits on capital’s endeavors to secure the circuit of capital 
and to overcome the uncertainty of ‘valorization’. Furthermore, the time was suggested as direct 
intuition form to ‘all modern free subjects’. For capitals, it would be a tremulous moment when 
laborers may come to realize that essential qualitative-discrepancy between the abstract freedom 
of two classes-in other words, the gap between economic freedom and political freedom.  
In the fatal ever-present danger of crisis in the level of the accumulation-structure and 
‘the level of concrete experience in which their sole source of surplus value[laborers] reproduces 
itself, a rationality was formulated and proposed as ‘a form of thinking’ to individual laborers. 
Interestingly, it was formulated through an Enlightenment notion of ‘correct use of reason’, 
which was presupposed to be the only way to discover the answer about the external world, 
substituting for the previous way of religious revelations(Berlin, 2001, pp. 21–26).  The concept 
of the correct use was confined to prediction and calculation in the neutral name of ‘science’, 
especially with Humean epistemological frame. Based on the formal logic of deduction and 
induction, the explanation about phenomena is validated by quantitative repetition of regularity 
in different phenomena appeared as observable (sensuous) data(Keat & Urry, 1975).  In a mode 
of production of knowledge, its conceptual movement takes a circular form moving from the 
‘examplification of observable phenomenon’ and to a given ‘general’ proposition. It can be said 
to be a transition of the center of epistemological frame from the matter of ‘particular/universal’ 
to the matter of ‘specific/general’. 
The production of knowledge relies either on the exemplification of observable events or 
the employment of newly applicable theorem, rather than on the abstraction of analogy from 
other disciplines. In this course, the causal explanation came to be based on 'temporal sequence' 
existing between different phenomena rather than the mechanism between them(Bhaskar, 1998; 
Hempel, 1966, 1970).  The center of the subject matter of ‘explanation’ came to move from 
causation in a classical sense to prediction about the future events relying on the quantitative 
expression of 'probability'. This substitution of the logic of probability for causality was justified 
by the utilitarian notions of ‘efficiency’ and ‘productivity’ which is based on calculative 
reasoning. The logic of the conceptual comprehension of the external world served as a capitalist 
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rationality to solve the necessary temporal-bondage of capitalistic accumulation to time. In the 
name of ‘modern science’, it became compatible with the individualized time of laborers as a 
shared unitary world view. The positivist principle of natural science played in a critical role in 
congealing the capitalistic temporalization over the social-formation by proposing a unitary way 
of thinking.  The external world came to be thought as 'to-be-divided', under the assumption that 
the total sum of 'parts' (on the surface) can be identified with 'the whole'(Gadamer, 1984). And 
the way of grasping the external world relied on so called ‘mathematical 
abstraction’(Horkheimer, 1947), The world came to be conceptually organized and appeared as 
the ‘diversity on the surface’. This logic is directly revealed as a scientific notion of ‘division of 
labor’, applied on labor process. Furthermore, the prevalence of such scientific rationality 
formulated a sort of a conceptual de-centered totality of beings in consciousness.  
And its explanatory model for the external world applied to human affairs has two 
modalities: 1) the axiological standard replaced by efficiency[or productivity] and 2) the 
quantification of quality.  Human affairs came to be treated as calculable and predictable objects, 
usually found in ‘behavioristic approach’ in social science(Polkinghorne, 1983) and 
simultaneously human came to think other humans in that way as Marx once took an account for 
a modality of alienation(Marx, 2007) and once briefly criticized in ‘These on Feuerbach’, “the 
human essence, therefore, can with him be comprehended only as “genus,” as a dumb internal 
generality which merely naturally unites the many individuals(Engels, 1988b, p. 84)”. Human 
reason came to be restricted in ‘calculability’ for the selection of means, rather than the 
consideration of end(telos). According to Horkheimer(1947), in the course of the formalization 
of reason, or the triumph of instrumental reason, the ‘end’ of  reason was reduced into the matter 
of its utility pivoting around ‘self-preservation’, and any objective standard(especially ethics and 
politics) becomes the matter of ‘individual’s preference or taste’. This whole process is 
apparently echoed with the liberalist notions of ‘tolerance’ and ‘the principle of majority’ 
supported by possessive individualism.  
More important is the fact that the laborer’s ways of conceiving of ‘time’ and 
formalization of reason began to coevolve with those of capitalists by being synchronized and 
echoed with the fear of capitalists for the future. In the capitalist system, the faster the socially 
necessary labor time decreases, the faster the prices of production as a whole are equalized. 
Consequently, the rate of profit is destined to have a declining tendency. This is an innate 
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structural paradox driving capitals to desperately manipulate the invisible social-valorization 
process. Capitalists keep hovering between the hope for value-realization and the fear of crisis. 
This innate fear for the future is essential only for capitalists, not for laborers who should enter 
the capitalistic wage-relations before the actualization of surplus value produced by them. 
Pivoting around such modern conceptions as the freedom of possession and the opened future 
appearing equal to everyone, ironically, the capital’s own fear for future came to be transferred to 
laborers, who have nothing but labor power. For them, the capitalist notion of possible 
accumulation in ‘finite time’ came to be represented to be equally given to everyone. The given 
notion of freedom appears to determine the quantity of one’s possession in the individualized 
future. Individual laborers started to keep constantly hovering between ‘the fear’ to fall to lower 
class and ‘the hope’ to climb to upper class. The fundamental limitation of ‘temporalization by 
spatio-relations’ come to exist as uncertainty for the future not only in the system of capitalism 
but also but also in the conscious level of individuals.   
 
To sum up, the above-mentioned six capitalistic general relations have been extracted as 
external historical determinants which have provided freedom in abstract-time with the general-
relative forms of capitalistic temporalization. Each relation as a historical determinant has its 
own spatio-occupation and immediate ideological forms. Given a historical juncture, one relation 
may collide with another, e.g. an extension of the rail network by a capitalist state conflicting 
with the interests of rent capitals in that country.  It might be said that the entity of the general 
relative relations is identifiable with ‘extrinsic conditions for capitalistic temporalization’ in 
historically articulated forms as, to use Althusser’s term, a complexity of overdetermined social 
relations in given moment.  But it must be noted that the entity of articulated social-relation, 
although comprehended by static moments displaying articulation and disjuncture, does exist as 
a continuum in a becoming totality, just as the continuums of abstract time flow denoted by the 
x-axis and of the freedom of labor in general denoted by the y-axis. And, like other two 
continuums, it stretches infinitely under the influences of the two. Thus, we can attain an 
assumptive 3-dimensional coordinate system composed of 3 kind axes with different directions 
respectively. And a historical totality can be conceived as a moving process in a trajectory 
expressed on the coordinate system. The whole developmental movement of the historical 
totality exists as a sort of ‘formative process’ in a continuous trajectory. Hence, we can 
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conceptually grasp the movement and direction at a given moment by the dynamics of the 
tendential forces in contradictions derived not only from the 3 axes: capitalistic material 
conditions for a temporal frame, the flow of abstract time and the volition of activities by 
freewill innate to the modern subject, but also from the past as inertia. In this assumptive 
formulation, the development process as a whole can be conceptually established to be a 
‘cultural process[Bildung]’  
 
2.2.3 Mediation of reason and its substances and narrative form: necessity in a becoming 
process  
Given that the developmental movement of a historical totality is a formative process 
occurred by three external continuums expressed by 3 axes, our focus can be calibrated on the 
matter of human consciousness which mediates the given external conditions and moves the 
whole formative process. Marxian theories have vehemently discussed it in terms of ‘class 
consciousness’ by ideological analysis usually confined to the results as either effects or consent. 
Instead, what I have discussed since chapter one suggests to focus on its formative nature as 
mediation for the development of historical totality. All conscious-activity by itself is a 
generative process, a moving process which is conditioned by the extrinsic movements. Lukács 
has earlier pointed out that the formation of class consciousness conditioned by changing 
material relations, “class consciousness has quite a different relation to history in pre-capitalist 
and capitalist periods. In the former case the classes could only be deduced from the immediately 
given historical reality by the method of historical materialism. In capitalism they themselves 
constitute this immediately give historical reality…With capitalism, with the abolition of the 
feudal estates and with the creation of a society with a purely economic articulation, class 
consciousness arrived at the point where it could become consciousness(Lukács, 1971, pp. 58–
59). The ever-changing conditions, say, abstract time, the capitalistic ‘relative’ relations and the 
degree of volition, give ‘immediate historical reality’ to the consciousness. The initial conception 
penetrates the formulation of modern premises about ‘free reason’ from Kant to Hegel and Marx. 
This viewpoint was followed and developed later by E.P. Thompson and Raymond Williams 
who debated over situating the cultural formation and class-consciousness in the legacy of 
authentic Marx’s historical materialism. Their approaches provide with insights to elaborate the 
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mediating mechanism of consciousness by the immediacy as substance and the modus operandi 
in the exertion of concept. 
E.P Thompson castigated structural Marxian theories in his days: “the notion of the laws of 
historical change having a metaphysical and hence extra-historical existence independent of 
man’s agency, took root in the Marxist tradition(Thompson, 2008, p. 332)”. And in his Making 
of the English Working Class, he illustrated class as a developmental phenomenon to “always be 
embodied in real people and in a real context” rather than as ‘structure to anatomize’ or ‘category 
given by social relation’(Thompson, 1966, p. 9.). In his narrative of the course of the historical 
formation of working class during 1780 and 1832, he described how English workers came to 
form the shared identity as workers against their rulers and capitalists. It should be noted that he 
made a distinction between class consciousness and class-experience as he conclusively put: “the 
class experience is largely determined by the productive relations into which men are born-or 
enter involuntarily. Class-consciousness is the way in which these experiences are handled in 
cultural forms: embodied in traditions, value-systems, ideas, and institutional forms. If the 
experience appears as determined, class–consciousness does not(Thompson, 1966, pp. 9–10)”.  
So, we can say, ‘class experiences’ are an immediacy directly formed by the specific material 
conditions provided by general capitalist relations. And the immediate experiences play a role as 
substances in forming class-consciousness. Thompson pointed to the shared experiences in 
common spaces, e.g. work places, but it was not clear in explicating how it developed into class 
consciousness and their own cultural forms. In this respect, Williams emphasized the mediating 
materiality of language and sensual perception in his Long Revolution, which evoked a 
significant controversy in British leftwing camp, notably criticized by Thompson.    
In the part one of Long Revolution(Williams, 2001), he focused on the creativity of culture in 
everyday life with emphasis on the sensuous perception and interpretation performed by labor 
class. He took ‘sensuous-perception’ to be the source of the creation of a new culture and to be 
interpreted by given cultural codes. It is hard to deny that his viewpoint was in the deep shadow 
of Kant’s epistemological category64, but it also is cursory to accede Thompson’s criticism that 
                                                             
64 as he clearly implied : “The new facts about perception make it impossible for us to assume that there is any 
reality experienced by man into which mans’ own observations and interpretations do not enter. Thus the 
assumptions of naïve realism-seeing the things as the really are, quit apart from our reactions to them-become 
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Williams repeated an idealist presupposition that ‘social consciousness determines social 
being’(E. P. Thompson, 1961, p. 39). William’s passing from a ‘way of conflict’ to a ‘way of 
life’ was no more than passing out of the socialist intellectual tradition(Thompson, 1961, p. 34). 
But, Williams left a room in his argument for ‘interpretation performed by the labor class with 
their perception and the given cultural codes’(Williams, 2001, p. 34). Furthermore, he, in 
Marxism and Literature(Williams, 1978, pp. 165–175), proposed to use ‘notation’ as a collective 
materiality given by the social-relations criticizing the structuralist linguistic concept of the sign 
in fashion in his days. By the term, notation, what Williams emphasized was the materiality of 
language shared in a homogenous social group reflected in British socio-historical context-e.g. 
by social classes, concrete worker’s townships, not as French semiological form with which his 
culturalist followers identified social conventions. In this score, it is not surprising why he 
suggested to concentrate concrete political strategies on publicizing the means of communication 
by public ownership and the production of a social meaning through education(Williams, 1962, 
pp. 98–130, 2006, pp. 50–63).   
Considering his political direction to ‘an educated participating democracy’ based on 
‘community-based organizations’, it would be appropriate to understand Thompson’s criticism 
of Williams as a warning to the slighter orientation of the revolutionary party embedded in his 
cultural theory. Thus, at least in theoretical level, we can attain from their debate a 
commensurable element, which is experiences in everyday life prior to ‘conscious form’ say, 
linguistic materiality generated by interpretation of the experiences.   
Interestingly, one of Thompson’s historical works instead clarified Williams’ vague 
theoretical explication of how the interpretation, prior to linguistic materiality, could be purely 
free from the immediate experiences given the material relations.  In Whigs and 
Hunters(Thompson, 2013), Thompson described that a legal relation of The Black Act enacted in 
1723 became a cultural arena in which class struggle occurred, not a space in which the general 
interest of ruling class were forced one-sidedly. The mandatory judicial force of the project of 
British primitive accumulation was transformed into a space in which class-conflicts was 
expressed in the forms of labor class’s appropriation with cultural implications like blackmailing 
                                                             
impossible…this, again, is not the duality of subject and object…we have to think, rather, of human experience as 
both objective and subjective, in one inseparable process(Williams, 2001, p. 36)” 
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to the government which sentenced the violators to death. Here we can find the existence of 
sentimental passage as immediate response to the experience. Thompson’s Custom in 
Common(Thompson, 1993) provides us with a clearer image of the sentimental state as another 
sub-element of class-conscious. Thompson described the developmental process of antagonism 
produced in a transition of the bourgeois radical reformation of previous economical system to 
market-led economy. What the bourgeois ‘material’ project conflicted was not an organized 
consciousness Instead, the working class radical ‘political’ tendency appeared to be based on the 
previous mentality of “moral economy” which products should be exchanged in fair price. Their 
resistance to market economy was borrowing an axiological standard from the previous system 
of custom and held first in the dimension of mentality. In this respect, it is worthy to noting of 
Jürgen Kuczynski’s historical description in The Rise of the Working Class. He illustrated a 
course of the emergence of German ‘labor class[die Arbeiterkclasse]’ transited from ‘laboring 
classes[arbeitende Klassen]’ after 1760. In the conscious development from the collectivity of 
general working peoples to labor class with a unitary consciousness, he pointed out the state of 
class-feeling: “class-feeling: not yet class-consciousness. Yet even this feeling was sufficient to 
permit the growth of ideas about organization, and on two different levels: ideas about 
organization for the workers to attain their goal; but also ideas about organization which 
concerned the nature of the new society to be created and how it was to work(Kuczynski, 1967, 
p. 90)”. His conceptual distinction between class-feeling and class-consciousness leads us to 
conceptually set the mentality as well as experience in the stage of immediacy which transits to 
the organization of class-consciousness.  
Of course, it presupposes a high possibility of discrepancy between ‘experience’ and ‘an 
organized consciousness’. But, those two immediate forms, although less organized or 
incomplete, directly reflect the contradictions embedded in given historical conditions and 
abstract time flow since the essence of the individual, atomized or in solidarity, is a bearer of 
historical process.  Many of works on labor class culture have illustrated that atypical conscious 
forms in the dimension of everyday life retain their own insightful penetration about the 
fundamental capitalistic contradiction. To take an example of Paul Willis’ anthropological work, 
Learning to labour(1977) on the counter-school culture of labor class kids. They were already 
penetrating the logic of capitalistic division of labor. It became a basis of their cultural 
construction of their class-identity. In that course, Willis pointed out that the existences of their 
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‘anti-sentiments’ against their class mates who wanted to be middle class laborers as well as 
females and of common shared linguistic forms which they referred to their docile class by a 
defamatory slang ‘ear’ole(earhole)’ before their symbolic resistances to self-confirming to be 
male-dominant manual laborers. So, we can finally conceptualize Williams’ linguistic materiality 
as narrative forms to bear the triad internal relations of ‘class experience’ and ‘class-mentality’ 
prior to a unitary class-consciousness’. The narrative form is not necessarily derived solely from 
an organized consciousness. Both class-feeling and mentality can be expressed in narrative 
forms, but not as a systemic mediation of reason with logical coherency. It might have its own 
logical contradictions within a single narrative and retain contradictions form the gap between 
experience, mentality and rational thought, with less causation in itself, but the expressive 
narrative form by itself, although less rational, immature, or crude, has the principle and 
contradictions of material conditions external to its linguistic form(Kuczynski, 1967, pp. 215–
216)65. Therefore, we can finally clarify the independent level of [popular] narrative forms as 
expressed materiality[as appearance in Marx’s sense] which mediated and circulated by the 
realm of consciousness with the immediacy of experience and mentality. Its historical 
development can be read as a phenomenological process coevolving with the external historical 
process of the material conditions of capitalistic relative form, abstract time flow, and freewill 
which frames the substances(experience and mentality) and its mediation.  
As Marx pointed out: “the bourgeois relations of production are the last antagonistic form 
of the social process of production-antagonistic not in the sense of individual antagonism but of 
an antagonism that emanates from the individuals social conditions of existence- but the 
productive forces developing within bourgeois society create also the material conditions for a 
                                                             
65 He quoted a railway laborer’s mention as a common narrative form: “so long as we work here, we are, it is true, 
earning our living, but we are well aware that we are only slaving away for the moneyed classes. The latter do a 
good bargain with the sweat of our blows, and when the track is laid, we may return whence we came. If we are ill 
and weak, we may lie down and chew potatoes-if there are any- or die on a dung-heap for all the rich man cares. 
But there is one advantage in all this for us. We have flocked together in our thousands, we have come to know 
one another, and in the whole long business of give and take, most of us have become more sensible. There are 
only very few of us left who believe in the old trumpery. We have now damned little respect for the ‘swells’ and 
the rich. What we scarcely even dared to think about in the privacy of our homes, we now air freely among 
ourselves, namely, that we are the real supporters of the wealthy, we need only to be unwilling to work, and they 
will be compelled to beg us for their bread and butter or starve, unless they are willing to work themselves. They 
may think that if the weavers had only held out longer we should soon have become restless. The weaver’s cause 
is basically our cause; and since there are twenty thousand of us working on the Slesian railways, we should 
certainly have had our say” 
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solution of this antagonism(Marx & Engels, 1988, p. 264)”. The historical development of 
capitalistic relative relations is a self-negating process in which the social relations are 
continuously re-constructed for its telos and its old and new contradictions are re-constellated66.  
Thus, to grasp the whole process of a historical totality as cultural formative process[Bildung], 
we should envisage its constitutive principle by reading the course in which contradictions given 
in separate extrinsic continuums have been constellated in dialectical relationship and appeared, 
with relative autonomy or contingency, as another constellation of the mediated or negated inner-
contradictions on the surface. In the same angle, Marx’s historical work, The Eighteenth 
Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte, provides with his insights on historical necessity before his 
economically proving it in Capital. In his description of a tragic historical course of struggles 
from the below in the French Revolution incorporated into the capitalistic project, he speculated 
why the revolutionary antagonisms appeared in narrative forms ended up as the failures or 
ironies crushed by the wheel of long-term capitalist history. He illustrated: “what they represent 
is the “people’s rights”; their interests are the “people’s interests”. Hence, they do not consider 
that, at an impending struggle, they need to examine the interests and attitude of the different 
classes. They need not too seriously weigh their own means. All they have to do is to give the 
signal in order to have the “people” fall upon the “oppressors” with all its inexhaustible 
resources(Marx, 2009, p. 41)”.  A narrative form of the Revolution appeared and circulated as 
‘people’s right’, but it was not in accord with the changing material condition. Finally, “France 
seems to have escaped the despotism of a class only in order to fall under the despotism of an 
individual, under the authority, at that of an individual without authority. The struggle seems to 
settle down to the point where all classes drop down on their knees, equally impotent and equally 
dumb(Marx, 2009, p. 98)”. Marx indicated how individual classes with different self-interests in 
the internal contradiction had organized the collective texture of divided consciousness so that it 
came to end up to support a new despotism. For instance, various capitalist groups in that time 
had different class experience derived from their different occupations within capitalistic 
                                                             
66 Marx indicated its internal negating feature in Capital Vol.II: “the capitalist mode of appropriation, which springs 
from the capitalist mode of production, produces capitalist private property. This is the first negation of individual 
private property, as founded on the labour of its proprietor. But capitalist production begets, with the inexorability 
of a nature process, its own negation. This is the negation of the negation. It does not re-establish private 
property, but it does indeed establish individual property on the basis of the achievements of the capitalist era: 
namely co-operation and the possession in common of the land and the means of production produced by labour 
itself(Marx, 1992a, p. 929)”. 
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material relations. But they represented a narrative form of mentality on ‘people’s rights’. There 
existed contradictions between their material class relations and the mentality of people’s right 
represented in a narrative form. They formulated an opportunistic form, which could propose a 
proper collective strategy of actions to cope with historical moment that those capitalist factions 
were facing. It led them to actualize the historically-contingent combination of contradictions in 
economic relations and consciousness to be a ‘historical necessity of Napoleon III’ by their own 
hands and consciousness. Following this angle, we can arrive at a conclusion that a tendency in 
which the multiple relationships of contradictions given by historical development have 
accomplished a historical consolidation through the mediation of human praxis can be 
represented and comprehended as ‘historical necessity’, neither as the inevitable conditioning of 
economic relations, nor the formal logical necessity of natural science.         
 
2.3 Producing Concrete in Thought: the cultural formation process in Tendential forces 
 
2.3.1 Exhibition mode of popular narrative: a chorus of the historical necessity of 
capitalism 
To perform an inquiry, say, ‘producing the concrete in thought’ is a different procedure from 
how to present its findings. As Marx noted, “all science would be superfluous if the outward 
appearance and the essence of things coincided(Marx, 1991, p. 956)”. An inquiry of Marx’s 
historical materialism must speculate on the historically-constructed internal relationship 
between the phenomena and the real. Thus, the exhibition of the relationships should be another 
process of ‘reproducing ‘the concrete produced in thought’ in a proper linguistic form. In this 
score, Marx explicated his way in the postface to the second edition of Capital: “of course the 
method of presentation must differ in form from that of inquiry. The latter has to appropriate the 
material in detail, to analysis its different forms of development and to track down their inner 
connection. Only after this work has been done can the real movement be appropriately 
presented. If this is done successfully, if the life of the subject-matter is now reflected back in the 
ideas, then it may appear as if we have before us an a prior construction(Marx, 1990a, p. 102)”. 
Marx was neither presenting his analysis of historical necessity as a historical course of 
contradiction in his pure conceptual movement nor presenting it as it is. For instance, it is 
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impossible to see the law of gravity in already-fallen apples and to prove it by the collecting and 
displaying the fallen apples on the ground as they were positively. Instead, we can grasp the law 
from by speculating the internal logic of its falling movement. The problem is that we have only 
fallen apples. Thus, Marx’s point of his actual exhibition in Capital is that the concrete produced 
in thought must be accordance in the historical reality as a physicist affirms the invisible law of 
gravity by observing the falling motion of the apple. This way of exposition can be found more 
clearly in Marx’s posthumously published Capital Vol. III, particularly in part 3 titled ‘The law 
of the tendential fall in the rate of profit’, he exhibited the passage from the dynamics of the 
economic contradictions of the capitalist general relations to an historical necessity67. His 
economic exposition was about the historical development of capitalistic realty advancing 
toward crisis. What makes his theory a theory is not its logical coherency, but historical reality 
itself. Historical facts of reality were not evidence to confirm if his theory is correct or not in its 
application in a sense of crude positivism, but the sole decisive moment that his conceptual 
theory is repeated and reformulated as ‘a theory itself’. Producing the concrete in thought in 
Marx’s sense is to actualize it as a narrative form, which must be in the inseparable unity of 
theory and practice in historical materialism. This viewpoint suggests my producing the concrete 
in thought 1) to focus on the change of popular narratives to see the constellation process of the 
contradictions and 2) to take historiography as a proper form.  
My exposition should focus on the process of the re-constellation of the multiple 
contradictions as immediacy firstly given by the three continuums in motion of abstract time 
flow, i.e absolute quantity of time like biological or life cycles, freewill given as infinite, and 
capitalistic temporality determined by general capitalistic relative relations, previously denoted 
by x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis respectively. And this re-constellation process takes an appearance 
in linguistic materiality in which the immediacy of experience and mentality is mediated through 
conscious activities. As Antonio Gramsci pointed out: "the real development of the revolutionary 
                                                             
67 The part consisted of 3 chapters: Chapter 1, titled ‘The Law itself’ dealt with the determinant elements such as 
the change of capital composition by relative decrease of labor powers by the employment of machine which 
causes to decrease profit in the process of capital accumulation. Chapter 2, “Counteracting factors’ described such 
historical elements to increase the rate of profit as the decrease of the value of labor product, labor-intensity 
which tend to reduce the period of the circulation of capital and the production-cost. In Chapter 3, “Development 
of the Law’s Internal Contradiction”, he illustrated the contradictions contained the opposition of above two kinds 
of elements and how they appeared to be specific forms, which are resolved and transformed, but attempts of 
increasing the amount of profit necessarily intensify the falling tendency of the rate of profit. 
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process occurs below the surface, in the obscurity of the factory and in the obscurity of the 
consciousness of the numberless masses whom capitalism subjects to its laws(Gramsci, 1971, p. 
xxxix)". It is ‘the space of everyday life’ where those extrinsic conditions engendered 
contradictions as generality to conflict with each other and to be rationalized as particularity. The 
undercurrent of constant interpretation of the contradiction appears as narrative forms on the 
surface of everyday life. I will call it ‘popular narrative’ which does not necessarily refer to 
‘already-mediated and refined linguistic forms’ like media texts, even though we can read the 
popular narrative only through given mediated texts. Long before the emergence of mass-media 
and the academic discipline called social science, popular narratives have existed in human’s 
everyday life by expressing mentality retaining the conflicting contradictions. The conflicts and 
resolutions have been constantly represented, and read by ordinary people, as Antigone’s 
dilemma, Odysseus’ deceptive cunning, Job’s voluntary acceptance of suffering, the anxiety of 
ambitious Julien Sorel in The Red and The Black and so on. In order to grasp the dynamics of 
contradictions embedded in popular narratives, we need to admit the ontological status of what I 
call popular narrative prior to that of the form of media texts.  
The contradictions are not presented coherently and unitary, or even clearly in popular 
narrative. Popular narrative in given moment appears to embrace an entity of multi-layers of 
various interpretations and emotions blurred by ambivalent distinctions, overlapping with their 
past and present. In unearthing the constellation and tendential forces of the contradictions 
embedded in popular narrative in accordance with the historical development of material 
conditions as Marx’s economic analysis did in his Capital, we can draw an appropriate 
analogous angle from the structure of the narratives of Greek tragedies, in which each character 
raises their own voices in their own positions, and this multiplicity of discourses constitutes one 
single narrative. In a narrative of a tragedy in which proceeds with lines and dialogues of the 
dramatis personae and chorus, the role of chorus implies how to see media text. A chorus is not 
necessarily correspondent to the flow of the given plot, the whole narrative. Rather, as 
Romilly(1994) pointed out, a chorus offers to the audience a sort of counterpoint between the 
flow of narrative and the contents of different positions that characters are taking. To take an 
example of Sophocles’ Antigone, after Antigone’s burial by violating Creon’s prohibition, a 
chorus sings not about her courage for committing ‘sinless crime’, but about the contradiction 
between the fundamental freewill of humans and the limits of material conditions and its 
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necessary finality ‘generally’ resolved “in the agony of misery”. The chorus delivers to the 
audience the universal features of contradictions embedded in the flow of given narrative beyond 
the narrative playing on the stage.   
In analyzing a popular narrative in given period, I will take media texts as a kind of chorus of 
the popular narrative performed on the stage of everyday life of people living in given moment. 
(say, the dialogue of dramatis personae on stage). By the lens of media texts, the contradictions 
embedded in the everyday life will be conceptually rearranged in accordance with my analysis of 
material conditions-say, capitalistic relations. So, my exhibiting way of the constellation of 
contradictions in cultural forms is a method to reveal the necessity of a cultural formative 
process in given historical moment. In aspect of cultural analysis, Adorno and Benjamin shared 
this basic doctrine. As Susan Buck Morss(1977, pp. 96–101) pointed out, Adorno’s way of 
‘juxtaposing extremes’ reveals ‘truth as contradictory’, following Marx’s way of displaying 
antitheses of commodity structure in Capital Vol I. His exposition characterized by ‘transposing 
the sequence of contradictory elements as content’ itself transforms ideological statements into 
critical ones. On the other hands, Benjamin focused on displaying his conceptual formation of a 
panorama of dialectical images emanated from modern capitalism, from those of various modern 
people such as the flaneur, the gambler, the prostitute to the mentality provided by modern 
technology such as photography and architecture(Buck-Morss, 1977, p. 106; Harvey, 2005). My 
exposition of the contradictions re-arrayed in a popular narrative should be depicted as a 
formative process that the various contradictory relations or images formed around the extracted 
historical generality of capitalism and conceptually formulate contradictory tendencies into one 
moving dominant narrative.  
Thus, this transition should be described as a historical passage and take the form of 
historiography. A technical problem raises: how to calibrate my focus on a historical co-
evolvement of a popular narrative and its capitalistic in describing two strands in a unitary 
continuum. As a broad response, E. Hobsbawm clarified: “There is nothing new in choosing to 
see the world via a microscope rather than a telescope. So long as we accept that we are studying 
the same cosmos, the choice between microcosm and macro is a matter of selecting the 
appropriate technique. It is significant that more historians find the microscope useful at present, 
but this does not necessarily mean that they reject telescope as out of date(E. J. Hobsbawm, 
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1998, p. 190)”. It is not necessary to fix my focus on one strand. In this score, it is worth of 
noting Marx’s transition of focus between Capital volume II and III. His description aimed at the 
generalities of the circulation of capital in Vol. II and re-calibrated at how those generalities 
encountered concrete historical forms and developed into contradictions in Vol. III. Likewise, 
my description will first focus on the generality of capitalistic relations, then move to its 
permeation into that everyday life of labor class and its development into contradictions 
appeared in popular narrative, this transition shall be smoothly connected to my previous chapter 
1 on the logical development of abstract time conception following Marx’s Capital Vol.1. 
Instead, my transition of description-focus and historical narrative must fulfill the necessary 
conditions that a Marxian historical research requires: first, my historical narrative should 
embrace ‘the theory of economic structure’ as a fundamental explanation of the objects. It should 
“treats each social system as defined by a particular combination of the forces and relations of 
production(Callinicos, 1995, p. 99)”. Second, my historical narrative must contain “some 
account of the mechanism or mechanisms responsible both for the changes that take place within 
a particular society and, more importantly, for the transformation of a society, that is, for the 
process through which it ceases to embody one particular structure, and comes instead to 
embody another(Callinicos, 1995, p. 100)”. Third, my description has a ‘directionality’ in its 
narrative(Callinicos, 1995, p. 103). It can be said to be concerned with a direction to which the 
totality of described relations is advancing in as it ‘would’ and ‘ought’ in future. Keep these 
objectives in mind, I will suggest the concrete objects of my historical narrative.   
2.3.2 Global March towards ‘Neo-liberalism’ and South Korea in the 1980s  
Considering what I have discussed so far in this chapter, I should select a specific historical 
period and a space with the most condensed and drastic transformation of the material conditions 
in a relatively short term which re-arrayed and entangled the direct economic contradictions in 
everyday life and drew the dynamics of tendencies of the mediation-modality in popular 
narrative.  First of all, we use the structure of capital accumulation structure as a standard, its 
structural change in global level can be presumed to begin in the early 1970s. the Nixon 
administration finally declared to suspend the conversion of dollar to gold indefinitely on 15th of 
August in 1971 and the floating exchange rate has become institutionally established. It was a 
crucial moment that money-capital started to emerge as a relative independent sector in the 
circuit of capital going beyond its previous role as advancing capital in internally connecting the 
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circuit of capital accumulation. By this, the reformulation of the whole circuit of capital was 
inevitably being carried out in historical reality even before many theoretical concepts such as 
neo-liberalism, post-Fordism, or a vague term, globalization after Reaganomics or Thatcherism 
used in cultural studies. In terms of the fundamental change of the mode of accumulation, I will 
focus on financialization process. As implied by a word ‘financialization’, it is a process which 
needed preconditioning course in various general social-relations, i.e. ‘capitalistic socialization. 
So, I should specify a period after 1970s and a geographic space to show the universality of those 
social-valorization and its necessary pre-conditioning processes. In principle, any capitalistic 
country can be the object. As Marx clarified the universality, not generality, of the particularity 
of England’s economic history he selected in the Preface to the first Edition of Capital:  
“their locus classicus has been England. This is the reason why England is used as the 
main illustration of the theoretical developments I make. If, however, the German 
reader pharisaically shrugs his shoulders at the condition of the England industrial and 
agricultural workers, or optimistically comports himself with the thought that in 
Germany things are not nearly so bad, I must plainly tell him: De te fabula 
narratur!....the country that is more developed industrially only shows, to the less 
developed, the image of its own future(Marx, 1990a, p. 90)”. 
 
As far as one peculiar case contains the universality of the history of capitalism, to grasp and 
expose the universality embedded in it is the matter of researcher’s ability of abstraction and of 
conceptualizing, not that of the research object itself. In this respect, I selected the South Korea 
in the 80s which I can observe the process in which the global financialization initiated in the 
early 70s re-formulated the locality of S. Korea’s political economy in the eighties. My 
description of the transformation of the economic relations will focus on 4 critical moments. 
First, I will be concerned with the reconditioning processes for the articulation of the general 
global economy and the historical peculiarity of Korea’s economy. I will examine first how the 
demands for re-constructing a global accumulation system had emerged from the structural crisis 
of valorization process and it rendered money-capital to have its own accumulation cycle. On the 
other hands, it will be described how S. Korea had formed its historical peculiarities in terms of 
its capitalist mode of accumulation since the economic initialization of Korean Civil War, 
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especially, by its government-controlled financial system to distribute foreign loans. It may 
elucidate how the Korean capitalism began with ‘asymmetric relationship with state’ and its 
accumulation mode as a periphery had depended on the global economy. It would be explained 
as a knot of the readjustment of the interdependency of the economic developments of two agent 
countries which were the U.S. as the key currency holder of financialization and S. Korea in the 
80s as a new country which happened to occupy in a semi-periphery position in the global 
division of production. So, I will compare the long-term tendencies of the rates of profit of two 
countries to illuminate how both countries came to face the structural crisis respectively and to 
form an interface of their economic demands. At the same time, I will rely on the changes of 
interest rates to trace the movement of financial capital. Especially, in case of Korea, the 
diplomatic relationship and local financial policy will be more focused to illustrate the money 
source for the industrialization was based on the triad system in East Asia and its distribution to 
Korean capitals. 
Second, I will put a priority on the nexus of the economic and the political because any 
significant economic juncture in the history of capitalism could not be made only by agreements 
between capitals, without the agency of capitalist states. The major point is how the 80s’ 
articulation of the new global demands and the peculiarity of Korea was completed by a detour 
to the political realm. I will investigate first the changes of Korea’s geo-political position in East 
Asia. It will be depicted how the aftermath of Nixon’s Guam Doctrine and its détente mood with 
China, as political consequences of the U.S. economic recession, directly had played decisive 
roles in formulating Korean politico-economic conditions shortly before the 80s: how it changed 
the mode of introduction of foreign commerce loans and led to Korea’s adventurous heavy-
industrialization which pushed Korean economy to the crisis and intensified the growth of 
Korean monopoly capitals. Then, I will examine how the political juncture provided a critical 
economic moment for the articulation of two economies and the U.S. approval on another 
military coup in Korea which engendered a historical irony to ossify the common conception of 
democracy and at the same time to make its authoritarian power of administration possible both 
the total control of media and the extensive installment of Korea’s communication infrastructure 
as a national project with less involvement of capital’s interest. To depict this entangled relations 
in coherency, I will rely mainly on an official documentary historical records of the Foreign 
Relations of the United States(FRUS) series to sketch the changes of the U.S. foreign policy on 
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the geo-political conjuncture of East Asia and the Korean government issued official documents 
which can show the top-down plans and executions of the Korean authoritarian government in 
the 80s.  
Third, I will concentrate my description on the drastic reconstruction of production 
relations by the short-term money markets and its direct effects in labor relations. First of all, I 
will trace how the economic articulation with the global financialization changed Korea’s way of 
introducing of foreign money capital by figuring out the quantitative changes between commerce 
foreign loans and foreign direct investment(FDI), as well as increase of joint-ventured 
companies. Based on this, I will depict how ‘financial liberalization’ demanded by the Regan 
administration had to collide with Korea’s government-controlled financial sector, and it caused 
the explosive growth of ‘short-term money market’ overwhelming bank capitals which had been 
nominally privatized but still regulated by the interest rates set up by the Korean Central Bank. 
By focusing the pivotal roles of advancing capital that the short-term money market came to 
play, I will explain the re-formation of productive relations from a heavy industry-based 
economy to high-value added industries such as semi-conductors, electronics, and service 
sectors, commonly mystified by ‘Korea’s economic growth in the1980s’. From the fact that the 
transformation and success of accumulation was carried out by Korean capital’s reduced 
dependency on the government-controlled finance, I will draw that the previous power 
relationship between capital and state was reshaped to symmetric relations and Korean 
capitalism in the 80s, based on the short-term money market, came to have the fatally vulnerable 
structure of the circulation of capital. For this purpose, I will take the flow of money as the core 
analytic category to penetrate those multiple layers from the dynamics of money-capitals and 
Korean productive capital and use mainly statistical data issued the Korean government, 
included the Korea Central Bank, and Korean bank capitals, and the Korean government official 
reports on the economic plans and policy.  At the same time, I will explore how the Korea’s 
peculiar financialization process and the restructured production relation reformulated the 
textures of experiences in the everyday life of labor class. The extensive transformation of 
production relations had to coevolve with the changes of labor relations. Its direct reorganization 
appeared varied from the diversified concrete labors, the modes of supply of labor power 
changed by capital’s differentiated needs, to the alteration of machinery operated by laborers in 
concrete work places. Considering that all changes in labor relations to take the most direct and 
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immediate form of wage, I assumed that by the changed wages-relation, the change of Korea’s 
macro economy in the 80s was experienced in everyday life. In this respect, I will explore how 
the wages differentiated by concrete labors and other social factors formulated the basic structure 
of choice for labor class to invest their surplus. By this angle, I will illustrate how labor class 
accepted and appropriate Korean financialization diverged into the private money capital and 
previous banking capital which suggested various financial commodities with different 
profitability and risk correlated with their terms and amount of deposit money-say, depending on 
how much seed money and idle money one had and how long one could deposit. And, I will 
describe how the labor class materialized their profit actualized from the financial sector into 
another re-investment form, i.e. purchasing houses, which is one of the most immediate living 
conditions and became taken as the first tangible property for urban labor class households. By 
this description, I will reveal a way in which the logic of financial capital permeated into the 
everyday life of labor class and labor class identified their perspective with capital’s way. To 
elucidate this transition from macro economy to everyday life, I will use government official 
documents which show the changes of labor relations and relevant news reports which contains 
information about relevant economic activities and interviews with financial investors. 
Finally, relying on my explications on the historical moments of the Korean political 
economy above, I will expound how Korea’s communication sector was reshaped in the 1980s, 
characterized by ‘the emergence of color-TV in 1980’ and ‘the restored media democracy’ in 
1988.  My description will cover these two critical moments in Korea’s media history. Above all, 
I will begin my approach on Korean media sector to view the new media, color-TV by its 
materiality as one of white electronic goods in the context of Korea’s economy before its 
ideological new technology. I will first contextualize its employment and distribution as an 
outcome of the growth of Korean electronics manufacture in the transformation of production 
relations in the 80s. Especially, I will focus the competitive relationship of electronics industry 
between the U.S. and Japan from which Korea’s electronics industry attained relative benefits 
such as transfer of technology, so it could evolve from previously ‘an assembly plant’ of foreign 
companies to a manufacturer. In the same context of global trade relied on the political triad 
system of East Asia, it will be illustrated how the Korean manufacturers released the color TV 
sets in domestic market by affordable prices for Korean labor class.  After clarifying fundamental 
economic context of the color TV, my illustration will be continued to the over-lapped courses in 
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which the color TV as a new media became a popular media by undergoing competition with 
other traditional media and overcoming Korean’s common anti-sentiment against it, even called 
‘idiot box’ and Korea’s hard-core printed media oriented journalism. By doing so, it would be 
implied that the idea or belief of the representation of TV is no more than a historical 
construction developed from the overlapped material conditions and a medium of imaginary 
synchronized temporality. Continuously, my aiming point will be calibrated on the Korea 
communication sector in general. I will depict how through the Korean government’s total 
control of media sector by merging ownership to the government, the Korean dictatorial 
government with specific political purposes accomplished the national project of the extension of 
TV network which was the critical material condition of temporality and carried out the re-
construction of the infrastructure of communication sector as a whole. As a result, the Korean 
communication sector grew in rapid pace and began to be interrelated with other moments of 
capital-accumulation according the government’s economic plan, at the same time, the common 
conception of media democracy became equated with ‘freedom of press from dictatorship’. 
Ironically, Korean capitals in the vulnerable financial structure in sharp contrast to their 
accumulation of profit were seeking for a breakthrough. The Korean communication sector 
playing more important roles in the circulation of capital started to emerge at the center of the 
growing tension of between capital and state. In this course, I will enunciate that the 
democratization of press announced in 1988 became the critical moment to conceptually transit 
from the freedom of press from the government control to the freedom of press for capital and an 
economic background of the growth of Korean cultural industry in 1990s followed by its 
globalized distribution in 2000s. For this description, I will use statistical data as raw data and 
compared it with government’s reports on electronics industries, trade relationship with the U.S. 
and Japan, and the change in media ownership and government plans and executions for national 
TV networks in the 80s. Also, I will figure out the change in the rate of inter-mediate input of 
communication sector to other capitals. Finally, I will use a weekly magazine TV Guide, which 
was first published on July 18, 1981, shortly after the start of colored broadcasting and indirectly 
owned by the Korean government. Its contents are characterized by introducing TV programs 
and suggesting specific ways of watching. Through the angle of this magazine, I will illustrate 
how color TV defined its characteristics as a new media and proposed them to the labor class 
audience. 
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Those 4 moments of political economy determined Korea in the 80s. The ten-year period has 
been represented by scholars usually either as the period of economic growth achieved by 
cooperation of strong leadership and hardworking workers or as democratization accomplished 
by the Korean populace calling for democracy. In the historical course during the 10 years, the 
working populace living in that period anyhow found and occupied their positions assigned 
within the changing material relations given by Korea’s history, whether the democracy or 
economic growth was achieved or not. The working people existed and lived their own lives as 
‘ordinary people’ before the labels of ‘working class', ‘oppressed females’, ‘heroic labor union 
leader’ and so on. They were all grandchildren and sons and daughters of those who lived in 
Korean feudal social order and taking their own spaces for their livings as provided by the 
Korea’s economy in the 80s as factory workers in front of TV assembling conveyor belts, as 
bankers in newly privatized banks, as Korean mistresses of foreign businessmen investing 
Korean companies. Those ordinary peoples are defined as the creators of popular narratives in 
the 80s that I will analysis.  I use the word, Korean laborer to refer ordinary people who are 
‘becoming workers and doing work by selling labor power’. It can lead to grasp the formative 
process of the labor class in popular narrative, before a theoretical distinction between productive 
and unproductive labor and therefore, to imply where a political front should set up in a given 
economic juncture. 
 
2.3.3 Sunday Seoul as an island of Korean Cyclopes: Object of analysis of Popular 
Narrative 
To grasp the cultural co-evolvement of the above mentioned capitalistic relations in Korea in 
the 1980s, I will analyze the popular narratives appearing in a weekly tabloid magazine, Sunday 
Seoul published from January 1, 1980(issue 579) to December 31, 1989.  This weekly magazine 
began its publication in 1968 and discontinued in 1991, of which publication span can be said to 
coincide with the period of drastic Korean industrialization. Its contents dealt with sensational 
topics and behind-stories of social issues, private lives of ordinary people, gossips on celebrities 
and all kinds of life information. Also, it carried obscene serial novels and cartoons as well as the 
photographs of pinup girls. In comparison to American magazines, it is not identical with 
supermarket tabloids, rather its content is similar with a mixture of the cheap fictions of 
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American pulp magazines and of non-fictions carried in I Confess and its tone dealing with 
social issues and gossips in more sensational than People and Reader’s Digest.   
As Brecht once cynically mentioned to Lukács: he learned more of the real life of peasant 
class from the Breughel’s painting of peasants eating potato than from treatises on 
realism(Bloch, Lukács, Brecht, Benjamin, & Adorno, 1994, p. 70). My selection of Sunday Seoul 
is to use it as ‘a lens’ or ‘a microscope’ in Hobsbawm’s sense to the re-constellation of 
capitalistic contradictions embedded in the popular narrative that Korean labor class in the 80s 
was creating in their life. So, I will not identify the texts of its articles and serial novels with the 
popular narrative. Its significance is neither at its publication span coincided with Korean 
capitalization and its wide readership quantified as ‘popularity’ nor at its representation of 
everyday life. Rather, in a sharp contrast with color TV counted as ‘a new popular media in the 
80s’ which confined its representation to the generality of popular narrative culturally 
legitimated representation of Sunday Seoul, which disappeared in 1991 with its derogatory name 
of yellow journalism left in Korean media history, had been pivoting around the ‘non-identity’ 
with the universal principles of both capitalism and labor class. So to speak, it is not because it 
had differences in representation, but because its representation itself, or its existence, was a 
heterogeneity to negate. Its significances can be clarified in the Korean historical context.  The 
tile, Sunday Seoul, has been used as a Korean common noun referring to ‘yellow journalism’ 
even in these days in Korea. Given the deep-seated stoicism of Korean cultural tradition, it is not 
surprising that the magazine has been harshly criticized for its vulgarity and obscenity not only 
but also by pro-capital intellectuals calling for ‘Korea’s sound culture’ even but by Korean 
leftwing criticizing the Korean dictatorship’s “3S cultural policy[Sex, Sport and Screen]”. The 
general anti-sentiment against the magazine, of course, shared in the production-site. In a column 
of Sunday Seoul, a writer said, he imagined one day when “our readers could carry a copy of 
Sunday Seoul under their arms having no embarrassing feeling as if it had been a foreign 
magazine like Time (SS, 82-8-29,715)”. His contrast to Times depicts its social reputation which 
the readers could not even carry and read in public spaces. The 20th anniversary special issue of 
Sunday Seoul carried interviews with its reporters. The reporters confessed about his work for 
the magazine(SS,88-10-12,1027): 
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A: “the most heart-breaking moment is when my kid got teased in school because of my 
job”                                                                                                           
B: “always depressed…imagining what if my son happens to read what I wrote” 
C: “the other day, I’ve found my wife drooped, so I asked why…..she answered: ‘do 
you really have to write such articles?’ She must have been ridiculed by her friends” 
  
The reporters’ remarks clearly tell us that the reception and production was the object of 
negation and that the normative justifiability of the negation was provided by the 80’s Korean 
culture.  The thought of Adorno and Horkheimer cast a light on the nebulous media identity of 
Sunday Seoul in the historical development of Korean capitalism. Their analogy of Odysseus’ 
journey in Dialectic of Enlightenment  has insightfully explicated how the bourgeoisie 
rationalization process of Enlightenment project marginalized and abolished its anti-
enlightenment elements:  
"the hero's peregrinations from Troy to Ithaca trace the path of the self through myths, a 
self infinitely weak in comparison to the force of nature and still in the process of 
formation as self-consciousness. The primeval world is secularized as the space he 
measures out: the old demons populate only the distant margins and islands of the 
civilized Mediterranean, retreating into the forms of rock and cave from which they had 
originally sprung in the face of primal dread. The adventures bestow names on each of 
these places, and the name gives rise to rational overview of space(Horkheimer & 
Adorno, 2007, p. 38)"  
The mythological space as anti-enlightenment is ‘measured’, ‘named’ and marginalized, 
as the space of enlightenment expands itself. And, arguably, workers tends to be represented 
through bourgeois eyes, either to be moralized or punished(Denning, 1987, p. 104). However, 
considering the cultural status of Sunday Seoul in the 1980s, Sunday Seoul labelled a vulgar 
tabloid can be reconsidered as ‘the last space to hold the Korean labor class’s gaze’ and may 
show a process of Korean capitalistic socialization in which Korean individualization process 
marginalized non-bourgeoisie elements. This viewpoint can illustrate the popular narrative 
embedded in Sunday Seoul to be the cultural dynamics of ‘identity’ and ‘non-identity’-i.e. 
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contradictions. And its ambivalence defined the space of Sunday Seoul to be ‘negated’ and 
‘ignored’ or ‘ridiculed’. It is not identical with a concept of ‘sub-culture’, which presupposes 
cultural agents to express their own signified identity by symbolic forms. On the contrary, the 
‘dwellers’ in the space of Sunday Seoul tried to hide their identity as readers, as expressed by a 
Korean saying on Sunday Seoul: all Koreans have read it, but no one says he or she has read it’. 
The space had an oxymoron: ‘there existed only ‘nobody’, as ‘the false name’ with which 
Odysseus, a bourgeois individual, identified himself to Cyclops.  
So ironically in the Korean case, the readers negated their beings in the place as if the one-
eyed monster in the cave abhors his face of ‘primal dread’. The readers, as ‘popular’ in the 80s’ 
Korea, were working in separated labor places for their livings and calling each other by 
derogatory names: kongdori and kongsuni[factory boys and girls] for young factory workers, 
‘kireumbap[oil-tainted rice eaters] for general manual workers, ‘OL’(office girls) for female 
office workers, ‘Nekotai’[necktie] for male white collar workers, ‘hoseuteseu’ for B-girls and 
prostitutes, Meongmul[Ink-tainted asshole] for college students as reserved labor power or 
occasionally Hak-chul for radical college students working in factories in camouflage for labor 
movement, and even agari-jwapa[‘snout leftists’ or ‘pretentious leftists’] referred to two-faced 
leftwing and hypocritical democratic activists. Sunday Seoul can be a best lens to observe how, 
during the 10 years, the Korean ‘working’ popular was bestowed a name, middle class by 
Korean capitalism and their own names had been negated as ‘disgraceful names for monsters’ 
without awareness of who have really negated them, and imply why they have been repeating 
Cyclops’ cry: “Nobody’s killing me now by fraud and not by force(Homer, 1997,455, p. 224)”.    
2.3.3.1 Popular Readership and its meanings: how to make an identified perspective 
My identifying the readership of Sunday Seoul with Korea’s popular in the 80s should be 
contextualized by its materiality by which its nature as a printed media was conditioned. The 
Korean advertising industry in the 80s(Cheil, 1989) categorized Sunday Seoul as a ‘popular 
entertainment magazine’, of which the target audience was the total age groups of adults. Its 
advertising unit cost was 600,000 won for one page as of 1989. It was fairly cheap in comparison 
with one million won of other weekly news magazines and 800,000 won of weekly sports 
magazines. This cheap advertising cost explains why the ads of Sunday Seoul were mainly help-
wanted ads of small-scale factories and promotion advertisements of petty merchants, cheap 
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restaurants for lunch, bars, disco and fortunetellers. Reversely, it implies that those products in 
ads were relatively more accessible to its readers.  
In aspects of its reception, Sunday Seoul was one of the cheapest media in the 80s in 
terms of price and quality. It was printed black and white, except for its cover and folded pinup 
girl photos. Its pages were printed on second-rate recycled paper sized 788x1091mm and its 
bookbinding was stapled roughly finished so its pages were easy to get ragged and tear apart. On 
the other hands, its price increased from 300 won in 1981, 500 won in 1982, 600 won in 1983, to 
900 won in 1988. In comparison with the prices of a fast food noodle by the same years68, 
Sunday Seoul during the 80s always stayed cheaper than the fast food lunch. It implies not only 
its wide accessibility but also that its permeation to everyday life as ‘a cheap and junky 
magazine’. By ‘being cheap and junky’, I want to emphasize on its closer connectivity with the 
everyday life of the readers than other mass media. Unlike TV sets or radios, its materiality after 
reception is a ‘stapled papers’, which was likely to have much less value to keep. Its reception 
was no more than a time-kill method and a sort of ‘a chip in porridge’ in the readers’ economic 
and social life. Ironically, this being cheap and junky-not necessary for reader’s life- renders this 
magazine to be considered as a ‘popular media’ in Gramsci’s angle of ‘popular literature’, by his 
examples of the cases of Il Secolo and Il lavoro carried 3 serial novels(Gramsci, 1991, pp. 206–
212) and the popularity of the works of Emile Zola  in his times in Italy(Gramsci, 1991, pp. 263–
264). His definition of popular literature was centered neither at the quantitively large and steady 
circulation nor qualitative political or educational values, but at how much the texts are 
interlocked with the reality of labor class. In this respect, the unique nature of being ‘cheap and 
junky’ characterized the production of tabloid magazine to make it ‘immediately’ coevolve with 
the ‘immediacy’ of the real life of Korea labor class. In other words, by this, the vulgar narrative 
of the articles of Sunday Seoul reflected the irrationality and contradictory of the popular 
narrative of Korean labor class. It is evident that the editing way and eccentric features of Sunday 
Seoul was remarkably sensitive to the movement of the audience’s tastes and trends. It is 
constantly observed that many of fixed columns and serial novels discontinued without any 
notice, and new columns and novels began to be carried. For example, Sunday Seoul started to 
carry a new style of serial novel, <Moonlight shed in a vacant lot> from September 17, 1980. In 
                                                             
68 The prices of Jajang Myen used as a sort of Big Mac index in Korea varied from 470 won in 1981, 529 won in 
1982, 528 won in 1983, and 759 won in 1988, Korean General Price Index, 2010. 
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sharp contrast to previous serial novels, this new serial novel, written by a novelist won a Korean 
official literary contest dealt with the tensions of an upper middle-class family. It did not have 
any love affairs or tension between male and female characters, but prolix psychological 
descriptions of the main characters, who were a single female professor living puritan life and 
her violinist daughter living liberal life.  Undoubtedly, its carriage could not last less than 15 
issues even in the middle of the plot development. Instead, the following novels returned to the 
stories of labor class workers and b-girls such as their illicit love and conflicts illustrated with the 
banquets of flesh. The composition of Sunday Seoul had entirely served for the real life and the 
immediate preferences of the labor class readers. There were few regular columns which 
continued more than one year, except two agony columns for the immediate concerns of the 
Korean popular, as indicated by their lucid titles, <Sex Clinic> and <Classroom of Love>. 
Such sensitive and ever-changing immediate responses to the readers’ immediacy allude 
not only its co-evolvement with the changes of the broader material contexts-like media sectors- 
of Korean society in the 80s but also its being ‘popular media’ operated in a private realm. 
Sunday Seoul’s immediacy indicates the changes of the cultural scene of Korean labor class in 
the 80s and the position of Sunday Seoul in Korea’s media-scape of 80s. In the mid-80s, Korea 
observed the popularity of adult comic books(SS,86-7-6,912). Responsive to it, Sunday Seoul 
promptly increased many of adult comics, of which contents varied from simple 4-framed comic 
strips, <Nights of Irresolution> depicting the love and life of B-girls, <Blooby-Fuzzy> 
describing of the Korea’s social conditions in the 80s by the gaze of a Taxi driver, < Im 
Kkeokjeong> narrating a story of Korean Robin Hood style historical figure.   
It should be noted here that its seemingly marketing strategy was interrelated with the 
peculiarity of Korean media scape and other new media consumption at that time. The receptions 
of adult comics occurred mainly in the space of comic book cafes, which one of places secretly 
offering pornographic film screening for customers by the propagation of another new media, 
VTR. The Korea government had exercised strict censorship on the obscenity of commercial 
film and banned any pornographic film, even personal watching until 198869. As VTR released 
rapidly in Korea’s domestic market70, pornographic film seems to have been consumed by VTR 
                                                             
69 Before VTR, the pornography were consumed by renting projectors and some foreign magazines like Playboys 
and Hustler mostly leaked from the U.S. army bases in Korea(SS, 80-8-10,610). 
70 In 1986, 768,756 VTR sets released on market(SS,86-7-6,912) 
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around from 1982(SS,82-12-26,732). But, unlike the color TV, the VTR had been much less 
affordable for labor class and less permeated in labor class households for the price of VTR 
stayed over the average monthly wage of laborers during the 80s71. So to speak, for the Korean 
laborers, VTR could not be a private media until the late 1980s and their private media 
consumption had spatial restriction. Sunday Seoul had been the only legal media which provided 
with media texts for personal and private use. The pornographic film had been screened in night 
coffee shop and comics book cafes equipped with VTR, with payment of 500 won, cheaper than 
an issue of Sunday Seoul(SS, 84-4-1, 796; SS,84,4-8, 797). The democratization in 1988 led to 
relay censorship on movies(SS,88-11-20,1034), copious erotic films for VTR were produced, 2 
million and half VTR sets were sold with affordable prices(SS,89-7-9,1066). And, 2 years later, 
Sunday Seoul discontinued its 23-year publication.  
Such historical facts of Korea’s media sector and the demise of Sunday Seoul confirm the 
position Sunday Seoul was taking during the 80s. Its responsive editing to the changing socio-
cultural conditions in the 80s and its immediacy the immediate life of labor class was pivoting 
around its being a private media for labor class individuals. It does not mean that Sunday Seoul 
perfectly represented the reality as it was or hopefully raised voices for labor class. It was hardly 
likely that it did so, as Gramsci mentioned, “in general, those who read the newspapers do not 
share the opinion of the newspaper they buy or are minimally influenced by it”. Its labor class 
readers were fully aware of that their reading the embarrassing tabloid, Sunday Seoul could not 
pay their rent and did not recognize and understand the capitalism by reading the articles of 
Sunday Seoul just as no labor class individual has experienced the exploitation of capitalism by 
the mathematical equations of Marx and mainstream economists in their real life. In other words, 
it is the matter of perspective, not as content say, how it is represented and accepted, but as a 
form in the level of lived experience. By being limited in the immediacy of individuals, the 
perspective held by Sunday Seoul was trying to synchronize with the general gaze of labor class 
readers. Through the identified perspective between the two, I will peep into the popular 
narrative of Korean labor class in the 1980s and re-arrange the inner contradictions embedded in 
it. 
                                                             
71 The prices ranged 350,000-700,000 won in 1984(SS,84-10-7,823) and 600,000-900,000 won in 1986(SS,86-5-
11,904). 
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2.3.3.2 Ways of conceptual appropriation of the changing material relations 
I presume the popular narrative presented in the media texts of Sunday Seoul to be embracing 
the generality of the global financialization and its embodiments as the four historical moments 
in Korea’s locality I discussed in the previous section. First, every issue of Sunday Seoul 
delivered news and articles on international issues.  Not only had it a regular page, titled 
<Overseas Antenna>, but also delivered special articles dealing with gossips on American 
popular celebrities like the troublesome high school times of Rock Hudson(SS, 80-3-16,589), 
stories of Muhammad Ali’s hidden son(SS, 81-5-10, 648), Jodie Foster beloved by the 
assassinator of Reagan(SS, 81-4-12, 644) , Madonna(SS, 84-12-30, 835) and Michael 
Jackson(SS, 84-10-7-823). Beyond popular celebrities in the U.S, it even dealt with the personal 
stories of the U.S. political figures, such as Nancy Reagan, titled ‘28 years of Reagans’ Conjugal 
harmony’ (SS, 80-11-9,623) and compared the wives of two U.S. presidential candidates, 
Barbara Bush and Kitty Dukakis by their personalities, political tendencies, social activities, and 
so on(SS, 88-7-10,1015). This irony that the reception of the international gossips by Korean 
labor class living apart from American elections gives hints at re-considering the conception of 
globalization of culture in angle of fundamental economics. It suggests to re-think that the 
history of Korean capitalism has developed entirely dependent on global economy. Even before 
the theoretical concept of ‘globalization’, the global economy has always meant not ‘to attain 
more profit’ to the national economy of this small country in periphery, of which any self-
sufficient accumulation cycle in its domestic level has been always unimaginable. The Korean 
economy, both for capital and state, has its fate to pay attention to foreign affairs. To see the 
unitary circuit of production, globalized culture might have been experienced and explained as 
differences in consumption in core capitalist countries. But, the commodities signified as cultural 
symbols in one place always has internal relationship to the production which is income sources 
and workplaces for laborers in another place. In this vein, for Korean labor class individuals, the 
global issues have been the matter of life and death in their economic lives. So, it can be 
understood that their concerns occasionally might have taken partial forms of ‘triviality’ and 
‘gossip’ on the surface. Holding this viewpoint, such global economic relations embedded in 
Sunday Seoul can be easily found in the undercurrent and backgrounds of the banal narratives 
which described the love stories of laborers working in exporting companies and factories, the 
everyday life of B-girls lost her jobs for the second Oil Shock, the life story of her becoming a 
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prostitute after her father’s failure in exporting business, and the tragedy of Korean escort girls 
for Japanese tourists visiting Korea for the currency rate of Japanese Yen skyrocketed in the 80s.  
Second, I can depict how the Korean labor class coped with the changing general relations of 
capital accumulation in the 80s. Reflecting the drastic change of labor relation in the 80s, Sunday 
Seoul carried various regular columns like <Happy Workplace> which introduced mainly small-
scale companies and numerous articles which performed interviews with workers. Especially, 
such series of articles as <Woman Power>, <Our Companies’ Miss> and <Female Bosses> 
reflected the increase of female labor force in the 80s. Also, considering a lot of work forces 
employed in Middle East in the 80s, Sunday Seoul constantly reported about the living and 
working conditions of laborers in Middle East’ and information on the overseas employments. 
Entering the mid-80s, Sunday Seoul carried such regular columns targeting white collar workers 
as <Success strategy of Salary Man>, <Ryu’s Class for Successful career>, and <Creative using 
Brain>. Those columns are characterized to suggest the proper ways of conducts in company for 
promotion. In the similar vein, Sunday Seoul was steady in delivering life information.  
Reflecting the reverberating economic current and financial market in the 80s, the information 
about the investment of surplus was intensively distributed through special articles and regular 
articles, dealing with financial commodities, housing market trend, tax administration process 
and stock. Notably, a column, <Real Estate> offering information on house purchase treated the 
housing not for ‘residence’ but for ‘profitable investment item’. And it is remarkable that a 
column, <Class for actual stock-investment > delivering information on stock market in boom in 
the 80s clearly dealt with the characteristics of speculation as the point to maximize its 
profitability. I consider that these kinds of information represented in Sunday Seoul does not 
necessarily play as ‘a sort of effect’ for labor class conduct’ as if the pre-modern subjects 
received Delphic oracles. As I have implied in my discussion on Hegel’ view, the information 
given by mass-media was information as the object of ‘understanding’, knowledge can be 
produced only through conceptual movement to synthesize the understanding and experiences by 
‘dialogue in species beings’. Furthermore, it is hard to imagine that labor class households one-
dimensionally decided to invest their handful resource which might be the first and the last shot 
to be ‘middle class’, by relying on a tabloid. Rather, it should be understood as the common 
expressive forms of labor class’s internalization of the given financial logic and of their 
calculation on the structure of choice. 
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Lastly, I will draw the modality of the internal change of their conceptions about species 
being, i.e. ‘laboring classes’ prior to its development to ‘labor class’. It can be grasped by 
observing how they ‘saw’ and ‘comprehend’ others in a course of self-affirmation. In terms of 
alienation in species beings in Marx’s sense, my focus is not on ‘cultural constructing of 
otherness itself’, but on ‘the axiological direction of their conceptual appropriation over others’. 
Sunday Seoul continuously reported the findings of academic research and statistical surveys 
conducted by mainstream social institutions or interesting lawsuit cases or behind stories of 
crime. Of course, those representations were apparently sensational like introducing an academic 
research on Korean brothel(SS, 85-12-22,855) and articles titled <Survey on College girls’ 
attitude on virginity>(SS, 81-5-10,648) and <a Shocking Report on lacks of sex education for 
Factory girls >(SS, 83-12-4, 780). Beyond its representation ways of sexual objectification, my 
starting point of illustration will be the changed labor relations in the 80s and connect it to the 
circulating discursive formation centered at a certain gaze.  Sunday Seoul carried the ‘life stories’ 
of ordinary peoples in various form forms of memoirs, confessional story-telling. Some regular 
columns titled <Merry-Go- Round>, <Memoirs of Love> and <Shocking Confession of a male 
college student> dealt with various personal experiences of socially unacceptable love by which 
I can read how the material conditions in 80’s Korea operated in one of the most abstract-
immediate level. In the same vein, I will be concerned with nonfiction news reporting with 
interviews like <I have a dream> and <Human Reportage> and <Death-row convict, thy name is 
human> which illustrated life-history of narrators and ‘second-hand experience’ by observers. 
My description will focus not what and how the readers, Korean labor class individuals 
appropriated other working laborers by the voyeuristic gaze of the text.  
Based on the two way of dealing with the texts of Sunday Seoul, my historical narrative will 
expound the mediating mechanism of the labor class’s consciousness in which the abstract(i.e. 
the universality of the capitalistic principle and abstract time flow inevitable to them) and the 
general(i.e. forms of global financialization and its 4 economic moments in the 80s determined 
by Korea’s historical particularity) were experienced, contradicted and reconciled in their 
concrete everyday life. No one can be born with innate critical reason or iron-shed class 
consciousness. All people are born and cultured in given historical process. Illustrating the 
motion of inner contradiction, I will expose the drives and mechanism of the cultural 
development(as a historical process) which allow or obstruct the popular to supersede ‘being 
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working classes’ as an sich to ‘labor class’ as an und für sich. In my exposition of this historico-
cultural developmental process, the media’s political roles and the meanings of its predicative 
‘grass-rooted’ will be clarified. 
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CHAPTER 3: GLOBAL RECONSTRUCTION OF CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND 
ITS ARTICULATION WITH KOREAN POLITICAL ECONOMY 
 
“Leviathan maketh a path to shine after him; one would think the deep to be hoary”- Job 41:32  
“It is not a question of the higher or lower degree of development of the social antagonisms that spring 
from the natural laws of capitalist production. It is a question of these laws themselves, of these 
tendencies winning their way through and working themselves out with iron necessity”- K. Marx, Capital 
 
This chapter will find the reformulating process of concrete material relations which 
conditioned the dynamics tendencies of cultural formation in South Korea in the 80s. The 
emergence and development of what is called Neo-liberalism is the most decisive historical 
moment, taking forms of financialization and globalization. Based on Marx’s historical 
materialism, first of all, this chapter shall focus on neoliberalism’s nature as a historical 
phenomenon and its actualization to necessity.  Marxist Political economists, as well as 
mainstream political economists, have suggested various theoretical explanations on the causes 
and emergence of neo-liberalism and its characteristic feature, ‘financialization’. However, in 
discussing media culture in relationship with neoliberalism, it is hard to deny that the signifier of 
neoliberalism and social modality proposed by many of political economists outside 
communication field have been identified as the cause of cultural forms. This tendency is not 
only merely a convenient tautology evading any explanation, to use Barthes’ example of 
bourgeois ideology saying ‘just because, that’s how it is’, but what Marx criticized as vulgar 
idealism. To avoid tautological explanations or immediate interpretation, i.e., capital’s pursuit for 
profit caused everything, we need to ask first: why did finance capital emerge to play a pivotal 
role in this historical transition, rather than, say, rent-capital or commerce capital?  Commonly 
used terms, ‘post-Fordism’, ‘flexible accumulation’, and ‘financialization’ are merely labels for 
significant historical socio-economic phenomena appearing with the changeover of the system of 
accumulation. They also accompany drastic changes in the capitalistic mode of accumulation. 
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They cannot explain the causal mechanism for these changes72. Instead, we have to focus on the 
fundamental fact that such historical transition and its causal mechanism occurred around 
capital-accumulation. To do so, I need to clarify analytic concepts such as distinctive kinds of 
capital and their relations to accumulation in historical phenomenon.  
The concept has its own history and is an outcome of the history of the material. When the 
concept of capital began to be used in Europe in 12-17th centuries, it referred to money from 
commerce used for attaining profit(Braudel, 1983). In this age of ‘commercial capitalism’, 
mercantilism had been dominant with an assumption, which the wealth of nation is accumulated 
via commerce. But the classical political economists, Adam Smith and David Ricardo began to 
argue wealth to be the real products of industrial capitals based on human labor because the 
whole wealth of a nation does not change through exchange even though the wealth of individual 
merchants could increase73. In the age of industrial capitalization, capital came to have a social 
determinant of ‘the means of production’ which are used for profit. When Marx referred to 
capital, he meant capital-in-general with emphasis upon production as well as distribution in the 
age of industrial capitalism. This conceptual transition from money to means of production 
expresses a historical movement from ‘commercial capitalism’ to ‘industrial capitalism’. 
Keeping in mind that theoretical conceptions have reflected the reality of historical transition, 
this chapter will pay attentions mainly on the three kinds of essential conditions for capital 
accumulation discussed in chapter 2: 1) interdependency between economic departments, 2) the 
(expanded) reproduction of capital, and 3) the circulation of capital as the matter of life and 
death for the system. I will reconsider their explanations and attempt to synthesize them in their 
                                                             
72 To be precise, it is hard to say that those terms have ‘explanatory power’ by themselves since those are 
descriptive explanandum on the already-occurred outcomes of historical process. On positivist confusion of 
descriptive explanandum and causal explanation and its criticism of realistic view in philosophy of science, see 
Russell Keat and John Urry, Social Theory as Science, Routledge & Kegan Paul,1975; Roy Bhaskar, A Realist Theory 
of Science, Verso,2008. 
73 Especially, David Ricardo already theorized, in his Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, the three factors 
of production: labor, capital and land , its classes: laborer, capitalist, and land owner. And he argued that laborer 
gets wage from his labor, capitalist does profit from capital, and landowner does rent from land. He argued that 
the wage is determined by ‘a level of living standard’, rent by the productivity and fertility of land, and profit by 
amounts of wage and rent. His argument was handed down to economists called ‘neo-Ricardian’ and ‘present 
monetarism’ and a Marxist strand called ‘Sraffarians’ whose arguments are sharing that profit is determined by 
‘struggles for distributions of ‘the ratio of amounts of wage, rent and profit’ among laborers, capitalists and 
landowners. Comparing to it, Marxist political economy examines how the profit increase not only in distribution 
but also in production.  
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organic relationships in the light of the internal contradictions from the previous mode of 
accumulation.  
By considering previous explications in terms of self-development derived from internal 
contradictions from its own nature of self-expanding structure of accumulation, I will attempt to 
illustrate the essence of the crisis of 70s and the necessity of global demand for the survival of 
the capitalist system into the 1980s. I will first trace a historical determining process of 
development of contingent conditions. As responses to stagnation, U.S Federal Reserve had 
formulated sequential monetary policies and then, came to transform U.S. banking system and to 
reshape Eurodollar market, which influenced the necessary demand for reconstruction of global 
circuit of capital(in Marx’s sense as a form) due to its problem of reproduction provoked by the 
pace of the turnover of capital circulation(the content of whole valorization process). Then, I 
will investigate how global demand came to reconstruct previous relations and global division of 
labor and to be re-articulated with the locality. I will focus on the political realm as the interface 
of two relations and the agency of U.S. and Korea. Finally, I will trace how the relations of 
Korean social-valorization re-formulated and reshaped Korean communication realm in the 80s, 
which suggested capitalistic temporality for framing class experience. 
 
3.1 Structural conditions for the March toward globalization: global crisis of 
accumulation and its responses 
 
3.1.1 The accumulation strategies of ‘Golden age’ and its crack: ahistoricity of monopoly 
Capitalism has been flourishing, contrary to Marx’s prophecy. Especially, the period from 
1945 to early 1970s experienced a remarkable long-term economic boom in the history of 
Western capitalism. Crude mechanic interpretation of Marx could not explain that paradoxical 
situation of historical reality. This economic boom did not come out of blue sky. Its origin can be 
traced back at least to a significant transitory moment from 1919 to 1939, which E. H. Carr 
defined as ‘twenty year’s crisis’. As he(Carr, 2001) noted, the prevalence of the strong 
government intervention formulated amid the tension between utopianism and realism, 
concretely since The Great Depression, the first event which really threatened the survival itself 
of capitalism, reshaped the historical textures of modern western capitalist societies with human 
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face. In a similar vein, E. Hobsbawm counted the period as a critical moment to the world history 
of capitalism in twentieth century. According to him(E. Hobsbawm, 1994), from 1918, 
capitalism began to provide with two different regimes of societies, “but essentially  a model of 
the same type(200p.)”, except for existence of private enterprise and liberal institutions74.  
Regardless of the variety of explanations, it is hard to deny that the government’s intervention 
was an effective remedy to cease the depression in capitalist and socialist countries, and 3rd 
Reich. The most important question to ask is: how was the accumulation system re-organized via 
the mediation of government. In grand view, the mode of accumulation after WWII concentrated 
mainly on solving the problem of mass consumption. The regime of accumulation for the realm 
of value-production/realization was carried out by the development in heavy industries, for 
achieving mass production and ‘the economy of scale’(Heilbroner, 1994). It gave a birth to the 
increase of productivity to connect to the rise of real wage. It achieved a circle of ‘mass 
production and mass consumption’, which allowed profits to increase and to re-invest, and 
secured whole productivity to rise.  A labor-management negotiation was achieved by exchange 
of high wage rate and high ratio of profit(Lipietz, 1987). The Great Depression was recognized 
as one of the causes of the war and Fascism. After WWII, in western capitalistic countries, labor 
and capital agreed on Keynesian regulation for welfare and full employment75. In concrete labor-
relations, governmental intervention carried out the management of total demands of wage-
relations’, employment(reserve army) and manage social policies for the reproduction of labor 
force through re-distribution of profit(Aglietta, 2001, pp. 179–198). Increased wages and full 
employment paved a way to the creation of demands. Consumerism with cultural codes 
accompanied mass consumption. The experience of the Great Depression proved that it was 
necessary to prevent states from competitively devaluating their currency and to guarantee the 
                                                             
74 Given the predominance of the unexamined neoliberal supposition of ‘market vs government’ ossified from Cold 
War, such a view on former Soviet bloc might seem strange. But, the former soviet bloc has been defined by many 
of Marxist historians as capitalistic societies. See Arnove and Cliff et.al, Russia: From Worker’s state to State 
Capitalsim, for an introductory history on degeneration to state capitalism.    
75 This collective agreement commonly found in advanced capitalist countries had heterogeneous historical 
processes. In western European countries, leftist parties, by their activities during the war, could secure a socially 
legitimate location in mainstream political scene, i.e. by seats in parliaments, and to raise their voices for labor 
class, whereas the United States, with intact production infrastructures and the mass hysteria of McCarthyism, 
could concentrated on the domestic distribution of value guided by anti-communism tendency. And its surplus 
appeared foreign policy such as the aid programs like Marshal Plan which determined the geo-political conjuncture 
of Korea after 1945. See, Perry Anderson, Consideration on Western Marxism, Verso,1987; Andrew Thrope, A 
history of the British Labour Party, Palgrave Macmillan, 2008. 
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stability and predictability about international trade(Armstrong, Glyn, & Harrison, 1991). This 
context engendered Bretton Woods system, which set up ‘fixed currency rates’. Under the 
system, the dollar became the key currency in a ratio of one ounce of gold to 35 dollars.  So, the 
core elements of the regime of accumulation: ‘high productivity and high (real) wage’ in 
‘capital-labor’ relationship, ‘Keynesian welfare state(re-distribution )’ in ‘state-capital/labor’ 
relationship, ‘mass society and hyper-consumerism’ in socio-labor relationship, and ‘free-trade 
and Keynesian regulations’ in ‘state-state’ relationship.  This regime of accumulation, so-called 
Fordism, was a sort of ‘historical bloc’ combined with the eccentric socio-structural condition of 
U.S., to use Gramsci’ term, ‘Americanism’(Gramsci, 1971, pp. 277–318).  Fordist accumulation 
became generally accepted by advanced capitalist countries and developing countries, as 
Wallestein once said, via ‘war of the American succession’(Lipietz, 1987, p. 98).   
Paradoxically, with full implication of Marx’s conception of contradiction, those historically 
contingent elements later engendered cracks and developed into the elements for forming a ‘new 
regime of financialized-monopoly capitalism. Sweezy’s reinterpretation of monopoly explained: 
why capitalism had not collapsed as Marx predicted.  By historically proving ‘the existence of 
counter-acting forces’ and ‘the monopolization of price formation’, Sweezy elaborated the real 
meaning of ‘the tendency’ in Marx’s law of tendency for the rate of profit to fall(Baran & 
Sweezy, 1966) and clarified the regulating roles of state for economic relations(Sweezy, 1942, 
pp. 239–253), prior to Althusser’s proposal of overdetermination and state as Ideological State 
Apparatus.  
Capital tries to control two essential moments of production and consumption. In the first 
moment, they extract the maximum of possible surplus value because the valorization process 
cannot be seen until it arrives at ‘market’. The production of surplus value can be achieved by 
controlling over ‘labor process’ and ‘the pool of labor power’(Braverman, 1974). In the second 
moment, the exchange in which the produced surplus value is actualized, can be controlled 
through monopoly in the price-formation system. Monopoly in the price system plays a role not 
only in the exchange of commodities but also in circulation by forming the general price of 
production of various interdependent productive capital(i.e.business to business). If capital once 
succeeds in monopoly, they could control the whole circuit of capital. It is the most attractive 
‘solution’ for ‘falling rate of profit’. To take an analogy from physics, it can be said that Marx 
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formulated ‘the law of gravity’ in political economy, and then, Sweezy discovered the dynamic 
lift that allows an airplane called capitalism to fly76.  Monopoly exists as an a-historicity “in the 
DNA of capitalism” penetrating the whole history of capitalism(Foster, McChesney, & Jonna, 
2011, 3p). To confine the concept of ‘globalization’ in a qualitative sense, i.e. geographic range, 
it is not surprising to observe that capitalism since it birth has been seeking to expand the scope 
of the circuit of capital as far as it could reach in order to actualize its DNA, monopoly. It 
requires us to reconsider our theme of globalization by a qualitative nature, a historical process 
of finanicalization appeared in some advanced capitalist countries at least late 1960s. 
Entering the 1970s, the Fordist regime began to show ‘a slowdown in economic growth’ 
combined with inflation. The sign of crisis appeared from both production and valorization.  The 
productivity started to slow and the heightened level of real wage resisted to go down. 
Production wage rose faster than productivity77. And the circle of mass production and mass 
consumption started to be threatened. The market for mass consumption had been saturated, and 
the consumer demands, with higher wages, had begun to be diversified(Piore & Sabel, 1986). 
Mass consumption started to transit to diversified codes of consumption. And the competition 
with emerging countries(i.e. Japan) intensified. Thus the system of exploiting ‘profit’ as a whole 
was getting worse, and the general rate of profit decreased again78.  
Such a simple historical phenomenon is of great theoretical significance. Depending on 
how to interpret and define this simple historical sketch, various economic theories against 
monetarism and political strategies against neo-liberalism have been developed from Neo-
Keynesian and neo-Ricardian wage-squeeze theory to the Regulation School, and from Negri’s 
anarcho-syndicalism to Foucault and Deleuze’s post-structural voluntarism.  In this score, I first 
argue that the crisis derived from structural contradiction internal to its accumulation system. 
Some have defined that neo-liberalism is as a transition to financialization, or finance-led 
                                                             
76 According to Sweezy’s later statement, he clarified that the work, Monopoly Capital did not treat surplus (value) 
as contradiction in Marx’s sense. Reversely, it implies his theoretical discovery was induced from concrete 
historical process. See Paul M. Sweezy, Monopoly Capital and the Theory of Value, Monthly Review, Vol,25. No.8. 
1974. 
77 The concept of real wage means to purchasing power in comparison with nominal wage; whereas the concept of 
product wage means to how much burdening to capitalist to pay in the production moment.  
78 To represent this process in an algebraic proposition, by calling ‘the rate of profit’, P; ‘the productivity of labor 
power’. L; ‘amount of constant capital per capital’; P = P/K= ‘P/Y(amount of profit)’ x Y/L(the productivity of labor 
power) x L/K(the amount of constant capital per individual). 
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accumulation(Aglietta & Breton, 2001; Boyer, 1990; Sobel, 2012). In understanding this 
transition, we must hold its successive nature. Economic crisis appeared in production and 
valorization must be understood as expressing structural contradiction between the production of 
surplus value and its appropriation. The financial-led accumulation system answered the 
resolving the falling tendency of rate of profit(Mohun, 2003). The structural crisis of falling rate 
of profit produced historical phenomena. This allows us to assume the transition to finance-led 
accumulation as a continuum rather than as a total changeover of the mode of production and 
observable responses symbolized by newly coined theoretical concepts and fetished by “post-
discourses”.   As shown in Figure 1 on a long term tendency of both the rate of profit and the rate 
of growth, the finance-led accumulation regimes was capital’s responses to structural crisis from 
1970, falling rate of profit appeared as slowdown of growth. Financialization was not created out 
of blue, by Paul Volcker’s raising federal fund rate or Reaganomics.  
Figure 1. Tendency of the rate of profit in 6 major advanced capitalist countries, in comparison 
with their rates of growth 
 
Source: author based on Francois Chesnais, La mondialisation du capital. Kor.Trans. Seo, Hanul 
Publishing Company,2003, p. 47; Husson, Michel. "Finance, hyper-concurrence et reproduction 
du capital." de Brunhoff S., Chesnais F., Duménil G., Lévy D., Husson M., La finance 
capitaliste, PUF/Actuel Marx, retrieved from http://hussonet. free. fr/finamarx. pdf (2006).  
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We should start with changes of the labor relation: its very essence, as organization of the 
production of value, has been related to ‘globalization in general’ and ‘the rise of multinational 
corporation(hereinafter, MNC) via financial capital.  It is not surprising that a variety of attempts 
was carried out to revise principles for re-organizing the production-relations and employing new 
management techniques, commonly called Flexibility, mainly in wage-relations, employment 
and labor process.  The transition to multifunctional-skilled labor was associated with 
technological employments such as robot and computer, which could intensify the flexibility of 
labor from labor process to employment relations. It divides sharply labor power into ‘skilled 
labor with job-security’ and casual de-skilled labor. The division shows how labor in post-
Fordism became a changeable component of production. In other words, it means to the increase 
of the ratio of constant capital in the composition of capital.  The flexibility of labor process 
became one of elements which led to transit form ‘economy of scale’ to ‘economy of scope’, 
which is directly related to the rise of MNCs. Also, due to the need for special work forces, it 
stratified the classes of laborers in workplaces. Moreover, the rigidity of employment and of 
wage in Fordism was transited to the flexible employment depending upon the fluctuation of 
business and merit-based wage system. Apparently, it weakened trade unions and laborer’s 
bargaining power. This transition ultimately served for ‘cost reduction’ in production. It connotes 
that the labor power is to be seen as ‘a sort of changeable components of the final product’79. As 
a results, it could allow capital to freely decrease the ratio of the variable capital, which had been 
maintained, at least optimal level, under Keynesian policy. This relatively free control of the 
composition-ratio in economic sense is directly related to the global growth of reserved labor 
army in the South to support MNCs. These two maneuvers in production can be expressed as 
principles of ‘Toyotism’:‘Just-in-Time(JIT)’ system, or ‘Lean production’, characterized by 
‘automation’ and organizing ‘teams’ in workplaces so that laborers have their own responsibility 
for final products as well as relative autonomy in their labor(Ruigrok & Tulder, 1996, pp. 37–
51).  The essence of this attempt was increasing productivity and coping with fluctuating 
demands for production. It served, in individual production-units, to accelerate the circulation of 
production and to relatively increase surplus labor time(Marx, 1990a, pp. 655–663).   
                                                             
79 It has already been pointed by Marx’ analysis of industrial capitalism that constant capital, defined as dead labor 
stored up, transfers its value to its product in principle. The difference I am point here is that such process came to 
be remarkable and recognized by both capital and laborers. See, Marx, Capital, Vol.1. 1990, pp.508-516;565p. 
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And, it is very hard to imagine that the spatial-expansion of the capital-circulation and 
labor relations would be possible without political decisions and institutional changes supporting 
them. Also, the institutional aspects, appeared remarkably on the surface, have been discussed by 
economists as one of routes of the long march of neo-liberalism. Reminding of a critical 
institutional moment in reorganizing the positivity of globalization in Hegel’s sense, we need to 
pay attention to the institutional activities of the key currency holder, the U.S., which had 
buttressed the previous global economy. The U.S had the ideal position to push new rules for 
new global capitalistic order that could force other countries to carry out large-scale 
reconstructing and de-regulating policies. The U.S. had suffered from chronic deficit in the 
balance of trade before entering 1970s.  The U.S dollar reserves of trade partners in Europe had 
continually increased. The U.S government had to increase the amount of issuing dollars, but 
U.S. private capitals kept outflowing to Euro-dollar market(Lipietz, 1987). As the increase of 
dollar deposited in European banks weakened U.S. control of dollar, the problems from the over-
liquidity of dollars and the sign of domestic inflation appeared haunting(Harvey, 2007). 
Furthermore, with the U.S. gold-reserve decreased, the convertibility of dollar to gold in global 
market was getting suspicious since U.S. “is the only country that could ‘depreciate’ their 
currency without getting ‘the punishment of market’, and the stability of Dollar derived from the 
size of U.S. public debt –it was 40% of whole public debt of the world(Chesnais, 1994,pp.38-
39)”. Voices rose demanding an alternative global currency. As widely known, on 15th of August 
in 1971, the Nixon administration one-sidedly declared to suspend the conversion of dollar to 
gold indefinitely. Shortly after the announcement, the Smithsonian agreement in December 1971 
reestablished fixed exchange rates with an effective devaluation of the foreign exchange value of 
the dollar of about 12%. According to a report submitted in August 1972 to Joint Economic 
Committee of the Congress(Council of Economic Advisers, 1972), this devaluation “was 
calculated on the basis of U.S. trade with OECD member countries80(50p)” and appeared to 
bring positive effects to the U.S. economy. By the leading role of U.S. and the agreement of 
advanced capitalist countries, the system of the fixed exchange rate was abandoned, the system 
of the floating rates was started. The floating exchange rate means that its decision of the rate 
was presupposed to be automatically made by market. For instance, if the deficit increases, the 
currency would be depreciated and the exchange rate would grow, so the export would increase 
                                                             
80 Canada was not included. 
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and the currency would be appreciated again. By the quantity of money, the international 
currency rates were assumed to automatically be balanced. In this wishful thinking, two things 
are presupposed: the quantity of money in circulation and the economic equilibrium as the state 
of nature. Theoretically, as implied by a common word, ‘deregulation’, being identified with 
freedom of individual subject, the freedom of capital in general demanded minimum intervention 
of governments to control the exchange rates and to have the reserve of foreign currency(Harvey, 
2007, pp. 64–86). But, in historical reality, as many of political economists pointed out, the 
global reconstruction of the currency system has been performed and controlled by strong 
external forces(government or international organizations and so on)  because of the ever-present 
possibilities of problems in international balance of trade and relative amount of foreign 
currencies and of any unexpected change of exchange rates(Arrighi, 2010; Boyer & Saillard, 
2001; Duménil & Lévy, 2004)81. This discrepancy between political theories and real historical 
process was only to imply once again that neoliberal government was no more than an arbitrary 
agent, of which performance was dependent upon capital’s interests in its given situation. So to 
speak, when in need of government intervention, like when in recession, facing overheated 
competition among capitals, or unfavorable foreign countries, the capitalists demand it, 
otherwise, minimized governments are preferred. It reaffirms the limitation of the relative 
autonomy of capitalist state discussed in chapter two, which no matter how autonomous 
governmental agency would be, it was fundamentally determined by the purpose of capital in 
market circumstance, not by government’s own. Also all theoretical propositions on state’s 
agency are only to support the economic circumstance judged by capital-in-general. Hence, my 
dissertation will pay attention equally to its economic mediating role as fundamental as its 
hegemonic roles at the level of social formation82.   
In this section, I have briefly displayed some primary elements of the tide of global 
financialization in term of a response to a crisis of accumulation accompanied with a long-term 
tendency of falling rate of profit. Financialization as a becoming process was neither comprised 
                                                             
81 In an aspect of international institutions, the Marrakesh Agreement can be called a ‘critical moment that 
completed Uruguay Round and launched WTO. It set up legal protocols and came to have forceful measures that 
had not existed under the GATT system. 
82 In construing the historical forms of capitalist states in the historical process called ‘financialization’, the two 
facets of state’s agency should be analytically discerned as economic apparatus and as socially regulating 
institution, and our dissertation uses two terms, state and government: the former to accentuate to its economic 
role and the latter to social regulating role. 
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of frantic dynamic of financial sector alone, nor enumerated elements do not account for the 
historical process. Instead, financialization constituted its becoming by and within an entity of 
the representatively listed exchange rate, U.S. domestic economy interlocked international dollar 
market and related advanced capitalist countries, notably the leading role of U.S., and the 
geographic expansion of production relations(and its agent, MNC), each of which had been 
holding their own positivity as historical phenomenon. And their agency formulated a 
constellation of a totality of financialization by their dynamics in various levels vertically and 
horizontally.    
3.1.2 Constellation of structural elements for the Transition to Finance-led accumulation 
The concept of financialization or finance-led accumulation has been used by many political 
economists in somewhat different senses. It might be seen as dispossessing accumulation sectors 
of industrial capital, or as an expansion of industrial capitals over globe through financial capital. 
Both positions stress its institutional forms of amalgamation by merging and transferring 
ownership and insist on opposing finance capital to regulation on free economic activities and 
transnational corporations infringing each national capital. Instead, I propose to hold a view of 
totality taking finanacialization as a historical modality rather than an emergence of a new mode 
of production. In a long history of capital accumulation, the inevitably falling rate of profit 
conditioned successive changes suitable for capital accumulation in given historical moments. 
Financialization as a tendency is a strategic response of capital as historically transitory process 
to cope with stagnation as Keynesian solutions, which were no longer effective. The appearance 
of financialization is characterized as a process of articulation between industrial capital and 
money capital. It means to merge different sectors of accumulation: financial accumulation and 
industrial accumulation. Rigorous conceptual distinction is necessary to dissect this interlocking 
phenomenon.  On the surface, industrial capitals and finance capitals started to penetrate into 
each other by the forms of (mutual) investment. Industrial corporations began to financialize 
themselves, mainly by setting up affiliated money capitals, e.g. banks, or stocks. Simultaneously, 
financial capitals, divided into interest bearing capital(IBC) and money-dealing capital(MDC), 
have penetrated the governance of industrial. Such mutual inter-penetration, as widely discussed, 
appeared to be the concentration of capital in general by taking legal contractual forms of 
transferring of ownership and of overheated ‘inter-sectoral competition’. It might seem enough 
to suggest alternative solutions in institutional level, like suppression on financial investment for 
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the falling rate of unemployment and effectual demands. However, focusing on the economic 
agency of state in a given credit system, especially how a state participates in distributing the 
resource of given credit relations, it is observed that countries, according to their courses of 
social formation (mainly, form of state), have historical particularities in their finance systems. 
Due to such particularities, the concrete activities of money capital(e.g. banks) show uneven 
historical developments. For example, the U.S had prohibited banks to securities business and to 
inter-states business by Glass-Steagal law enacted in 1933 and McFadden law in 1921. Its 
historical forms of deregulation for financialization developed differently from those of other 
advanced capitalist countries like England and West Germany with their generalized form of 
universal banking, and from those of developing countries like S. Korea, with strong political 
finance traditions. Thus, the logic of financialization cannot be identical with bank just as we 
cannot define the rule of a chess game by pointing to one chess piece and its shape and 
substance.  
We need to situate the change of articulation in production-relation within a long term 
historical tendency of the whole circuit of capital accumulation. Generally, in Marx’s analysis of 
industrial-led capital accumulation, the circuit of capital is constituted by organic articulation of 
particular capitals(i.e. industrial capital, merchant capital and money capital). Even before the 
rise of industrial capitalization, merchant capital and money capital had existed, and combined 
with each other, as commodity-exchange by lending money respectively. By the global project of 
primitive accumulation with free wage-labor, industrial-capital incorporated merchant capital 
and money capital into its circuit.  Merchant capital, previously characterized by the commodity 
exchange by money, came to be articulated with the moments of industrial capital: (a) purchase 
of means of production, labor power and raw materials, (b) exchange of produced commodity. It 
should be noted that both moments are mediated by money-form. Money capital had existed as 
independent forms from ancient slavery-mode of production and feudal mode of production. As 
the capitalist mode of production emerged, its functions became articulated with industrial 
capital which advances money commodities for its production of surplus value. Money-form can 
be defined to be an expression or representation form of value exchanged, through historically 
given economic relations, between owner of means of production and labor power(Marx, 1990a, 
pp. 188–227). From the perspective of the whole circuit, it is only industrial capital that produces 
surplus value for the circuit, in terms of buttressing ‘real economy’ by its functional form i.e. 
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producing concrete commodities by wage-labor.  Meanwhile, attached with industrial capital, 
both merchant capital and money capital do not create surplus value, but tend to share in the 
surplus value distributed as a whole. The profit produced by trades and interest are incorporated 
into the whole circuit as a price of production. They realize profit only when they are attached 
with the industrial capital and influence the formation of prices of whole production in the entire 
accumulation of capital. This is Marx’s conception of historical development of capitalistic 
production relations that he presented as a totality in his Capital. In his design, finance capital 
means to the monopolized historical-unity of money capital and industrial capitals emerged as an 
outcome of intense surplus-accumulation in bank and production. In this score, Lenin has clearly 
summarized about the centralization of industrial capital pivoting financial sector around late 19c 
and early 20c, in Imperialism, The highest stage of capitalism: “the merging or coalescence of 
banking with industry: this this is the history of finance capital and what gives the term “finance 
capital” its content(Lenin, 1966, p. 203)”.  The concept of finance capital itself is a historically 
construction appeared in developed stage of capitalism. By using finance capitals, of which 
forms are stock, bond, private lending and so on, banks as one of its agents came to provide 
industrial capital with both long term credit and to appear to control industrial capital by 
organizing holding system and stock markets. Also, banks, as individual capital, are concentrated 
and centralized in its sector and take appearances of cartel, syndicate and trust. More 
importantly, such finance capital’s interdependency with production moment, as capitalism, 
notably credit system and state, developed, has appeared to be independent from production-
moment in the circuit and to give birth to contradictions in accumulation cycle(Harvey, 2006, pp. 
283–300). Reminding of that his scheme in is about the historical transition from value to 
money-form(see chapter 2), we can be allowed to consider the essence of historicity of finance 
capital to be the concrete dynamics of money capital in real history. It leads to calibrate our 
perspective on finance capital and financialization, by taking money as its content and interest 
bearing capital(bank capital) as mediating form[medium].  
3.1.2.1 Money as capital to advance and its migration as mediation in financialization 
The subject-matter of financialization can be said to be the changed and reshaped role of 
money in capital circulation. Money capital in industrial-led accumulation articulates each 
capital by forms of advancing(loan and investment in common sense). As Marx concretely 
described in Volume 2 of Capital(1992, pp. 487–495), it plays a role, in capital circulation as a 
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whole, as a kind of money-reserve in distributing all surplus produced in form of profit among 
various particular capital-forms. Marx conceptually distinguishes the functions of money by 
money as a medium of circulation and money as capital, besides above mentioned role as 
representation of measured value. According to him(Marx, 1990b, pp. 198–220), money as 
medium functions as simply as a means of exchange, irrespective of the positions of economic 
agents. So, it appears to be the realized surplus value to individual capitals and to be wage as 
exploited surplus labor to laborers. In the whole capital-circuit, the operation of ‘money as 
medium’ is grasped as part of the role of merchant capital. By this function, industrial capitals 
come to rely on specialized merchant capitals in order to realize their surplus value.  By contrast, 
the function of ‘money as capital' is the money to be employed for the specific purpose of 
producing surplus value, i.e. as ‘advancing capital’.  It is ‘advanced’ from ‘the money pool of 
whole circuit of capital(e.g. banks)’ in order to buy labor power and means of production. It 
comes to have “the second power, as capital, as self-augmenting money or commodity-
value”(Rosdolsky, 1980, p. 391). This is the very linkage between ‘the accumulation of 
industrial capital’ and ‘the accumulation of money capital’. In this articulation(Gliederung), 
money metamorphoses itself into money capitals by taking various operating forms such as 
hoard, means of payment, etc.(Marx, 1990b, pp. 227–244). Noting that the articulation between 
two can be accomplished by the historical functions of money, rather than by the nature of 
money itself(i.e. measurement of value), these two functions of money are related to each other 
by the interlocking connection of the two levels of exchanges of 'commodity circulation' and of ' 
industrial production'. This interlocking use of money with 2 kinds of functions formulates 
'credit relations as a system', which is involved with the circulation of ‘money as capital’ under 
various institutions sanctioned by capitalist state. The credit system became a necessary 
condition for capitalism and is the distinctive nature of capitalist mode of production(Harvey, 
2006, p. 253). And, needless to say, it provides with another linkage by which financial capital, 
especially interest bearing capital(IBC), and necessary involvement of state’s economic 
mediating agency are connected(Rosdolsky, 1980, pp. 383–397). Reminding of Marx’s 
explanation on the appearance, autonomy and universality of money-form(see, chapter 2), his 
category of IBC regarded as an individual capital in Volume 3 can be defined to have its own 
accumulation mode in given sectors, relatively separated from industrial capital, even though its 
existence cannot be separate from industry. It drops a hint find a key-category in our grasping the 
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complicated movements of the numerous financial institutions and newly emerged forms of 
fictitious capitals undertaking the function of money as capital and capitalist states regulating 
credit systems. Marx pointed out that as capitalist mode of production gets 
complicated(developed), the interest rate tends to fall by the rate of profit divided among newly 
participating individual capitals and by the over-supply of money in developing credit 
system(1991, pp. 480–492). Such tendency enforces the competition in capitalists(i.e. lender and 
borrower). Thus, the maximum of interest rate tends to be close to the average rate of profit, the 
minimum limit of interest rate cannot be determined as long as idle money can be supplied. It 
means that the determination of interest rate cannot be the matter of the freedom of market. 
Generally, capital had desperately demanded external political forces such as the state to regulate 
the rate of interest.  This simple fact on interest rate is of significance still in contemporary 
financialization. Even though capitalists have been emphasizing on deregulation, the regulation 
of interest rates is always the matter of life or death, which can never be reconciled in a 
collective level of individual capitals, neither agreement of bankers in Wall Street, nor lobby of 
any other enterprises. Rather, the category of interest rate is a realm that capitalist state plays its 
role as an economic mediating apparatus, rather than as a bearer of governmentality. Above all, 
with characteristics of interest rate, IBC keeps drawing upon the money from the sale of 
commodity capital as well as 'the hoards of temporarily idle money of all the economic 
agents(even from states in forms of state loan , bond, or lottery). These hoards and saving are 
centralized in the financial institutions, then transformed into potential ‘money capital’ available 
to industrial capital(to use it ‘as advanced capital). In the process of coevolving with 
development of credit system, fictitious capitals begin to develop its diversification(Marx, 1991, 
pp. 528–533). Needless to say, in such tendency, the various 'hybrid' forms of capitals have 
become prevalent in contemporary financialized system. It should be remembered that such 
explosive bloom of financial institutions and commodities could be brought by relying upon 
other necessary socio-economic stratum like credit system and interest rate regulated and 
sustained only by governmental policy.  
Let us calibrate our attention to concrete functions of IBC in developing accumulation 
mode. First, the migration of the surplus to IBC takes particular commodity-forms of fictitious 
capital such as marketable securities to share profit produced in future, bond to attain relatively 
purely interest, and current hybrid financial commodities combined with previous commodity 
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capital, etc. As centralization and concentration of capital-in-general developed and complicated 
the forms of ownership of general corporates, such fictitious capitals grew faster than real 
capital. The constant increase of money that the IBC circulates coevolved with the 
departmentalization and specialization of financial institution, as the joint-stock company has 
showed its remarkable development. Contrasted with other capitals articulated with industrial 
capital in the circuit, such fictitious capital does not have its own real(material) source of 
revenues and cannot function in the reproduction of the capital-circuit, instead of its rapid 
growth. Second, the functions of money as money are undertaken by various financial 
instruments and combined with non-financial capital by accentuating it a primary role as what 
Marx has once called, money as means of payment(Marx, 1990b, pp. 232–240). For example, 
credit cards are now serving as a tool of payment, relying on the credit system, while the U.S 
dollar is being used as a commodity. This complex and overlapping formation of monetary 
instruments implies that many activities are associated with 'money-dealing capital' such as 
accounting, bookkeeping, specialist firms and communication-networking service industry83 
outside IBC. Even if these activities(associated with MDC) exist and function as in-house form 
within industrial capital, they are a function of merchant capital, and try to attract the normal rate 
of profit even though they do not produce surplus value. The most significant appearance in 
highly developed financialization is that the functions of MDC are undertaken by the banking 
system and its resource becomes a part of IBC84.  
It is evident that such particular forms of money-capital pivoting around IBC, especially 
an institutional form of banks, have been deepened in financialization. It would pave a way to an 
explanation about why MNC and TNC under financialized monopoly capital are so obsessive 
with ‘bank capitals’. And the prevalent development of such forms constitutes the expanded 
circuit of capital by its circulation of money as capital. Globalization should be speculated first 
                                                             
83 In extensive sense, it can include non-economic sectors like production of academic discourses and serving the 
supply of economists, advertising specialists for whole circuit. 
84 We need to keep 3 distinctive characteristics between MDC and IBC in comprehending such complex of hybrid 
forms(Marx, 1991, pp. 431-439;pp. 459-479): 1) MDC advances 'credit' in general; IBC uses credit system to 
advance ‘money capital’, 2) MDC gets a part of profit produced in industrial sectors; IBC leads to the division of 
surplus value into the interest and profit of the IBC, and 3) the return on MDC is limited by the general profit rate; 
the rate of return on IBC exceeds the normal rate of profit.   
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as expansion of circulation of money as capital beneath the surface of the re-formulation of 
MNC or TNC.  
 
3.1.2.2 Global expansion of Circulation of capital in historical particularity 
In Marx’s political economy, the sphere of production of surplus value and the sphere of 
exchange are distinguished. Volume 2 of Marx’s Capital deals with whole circulation of capital. 
The interacting movement of the two spheres in capital-accumulation constitutes the circulation 
of capital. By the circulation of money as capital, the individual capitals constitute the unitary 
circuit of capital.  Let us speculate the general-relations of money-circulation in concrete 
historical process of financialization-called globalization. To expand the circulation of money 
globally under floating exchange system, it was necessary to secure and reinforce the preexisting 
institutional conditions. First, liberation of trade and foreign currency is imperative. Prior to 
financialization, the exchange of real-commodity for production(i.e. raw material) must be 
guaranteed. Thus, trade-liberation as a channel should be more secured than before(Ruigrok & 
Tulder, 1996, pp. 200–237). Such international trade as ‘commodity exchange’ needs to be 
transacted by a given money form, which is international currency. In terms of interlocking with 
the velocity of exchange of real commodity, foreign exchange as means of payment should be 
liberalized globally and faster than previous the silver and gold standard system. Second, in 
terms of securing political credit system, the control of labor-relations should be generalized. As 
long as the international circulation of money as capital is based on credit systems, the political 
stability of given countries, notably resolving class-antagonism emerged from labor-relation, 
becomes more significant. This has been explained as exploitation of labor taking through 
flexible labor markets by state power to reduce the strength of trade union grown under 
Keynesian macro-management and to employ social policies for flexibility of labor power or 
imperialistic features among countries(Bonefeld, Gunn, & Psychopedis, 1992, pp. 133–151). 
However, oppression over labor relations is found in advanced countries leading the global 
financialization85. The domestic reorganization of leading countries was advanced for laying a 
                                                             
85 For example, the Reagan administration along with Paul Volcker’s bold financial policy, declared its beginning of 
new era by crushing the strike of air-traffic controllers and abolishing the regulations on air-
transportation(Brenner, 2003, p. 51). Also Thatcherism came into power by stepping on the failure of mass strike 
of coal miners, followed by the failures of press, printing, and medical laborers(Hall, Lumley, & McLennan, 1978). 
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global basis for channels for the circulation of capital. It can be interpreted as an attempt to 
building up a general unitary global credit system. Third, the global expansion of circulation of 
‘money as capital’ means to establish off-shore markets of money as commodity in international 
level. The reduction of taxation and tariff became favorable condition for the project. The 
minimal tax policy has tended to construct economic blocs through (free) trade agreements 
among countries. Such international trade agreement and institutions should be understood as 
establishing solid and extensive coverage of exchange(market) of money as commodity.  The 
migration of capital has transited the gravity of capital accumulation from productive capital to 
financialized capital(Ellwood, 2006). What matters most for capitalists in such transition is how 
they attain stable profit, or safe investments in a dimension of ‘system-reconstruction’. The 
international migration of money as capital usually takes two kinds of forms: direct investment 
and securitization(Bairoch, 1996). Direct investment has tended to be preferred in earlier stage of 
migration from advance countries to developing and underdeveloped countries due to its superior 
stability guaranteed by the government of the investor. Also, direct investment is relatively free 
from the invested government since it become related to absorbing of labor power(-employment) 
in given country which plays a role as one of internal political determinants, whereas the 
securitization tends to have limit to foreign ownership set up by the government in advance.   
Globalized financialization aimed to set up a free circulation of surplus(value) in money-
forms. It demands to replace the global mode of commodity exchange with that of money as 
commodity and as capital by equalizing pre-existed differences for global circulation. The global 
project has implications for particular formation of financial institutions as well as monetary 
policy, especially the regulation of interest rates. Let us trace the formations of financial 
regulation of core-capitalist countries from the early 70s to the mid-80s. Above all, U.S. as the 
key currency holder, showed sequential maneuvers in carrying out the reconstruction by bold 
monetary policy with clear targets set. From mid-1970s, the U.S. federal government launched to 
realign the channels of money-flow between banks, of which preexisting system and network 
was less risky. Bernanke and Mishkin(1992) reported that during from 1970 to 1979, the central 
bank and its regulating federal fund rate(as interbank lending rate) played a major role in the 
project prior to regulation of interest rates. The Federal fund rate fixed at 8.57% until July, 1974 
was regulated down to 6.30% in January,1975 and 4.83% in April, 1976, and went up again to 
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9.58% in October, 1978 and to 15.05% in January 1980 and peaked at 17.78% in April, 198186.  
In this course of mediating between individual IBCs, the rate of unemployment came down from 
8.7% to 6.1% during the 1975-1978(Cherry et al., 1988, p. 244). However, the inflation rate 
began to show its sign to rise from late 70s(see, Table 1.).    
 
Table 1. Inflations rates and Bank Prime Loan Rate, 1968-1987 
Year 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 
Inflation 
Rate(%) 
4.22 5.41 5.90 4.26 3.31 6.22 11.04 9.13 5.74 6.49 
Interest 
Rate(%) 
6.3 7.94 7.91 5.73 5.24 7.99 10.8 7.9 6.84 6.82 
Year 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 
Inflation 
Rate(%) 
7.65 11.27 13.51 10.32 6.16 3.21 4.32 3.56 1.86 3.74 
Interest 
Rate(%) 
9.02 12.62 15.26 18.88 14.87 10.80 12.05 9.95 8.35 8.21 
Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St.Louis, https://research.stlouisfed.org/ 
 
Responding to it, the primary objective of the monetary policy aimed at inflation 
targeting from October, 1979 to September, 1982, along with redirecting from ‘regulation of 
funds rate’ to ‘strict regulation of non-borrowed bank reserve’. It meant to aim at regulating the 
intermediary relationship between ‘the elastic supply of reserves associated with an interest rate 
target’ and ‘the inelastic supply of reserve associated with money target’(Bernanke & Mishkin, 
1992, p. 192), based on expecting the central bank’s agency to play a role of controlling the 
quantity of money and of “reducing uncertainty about the future course of inflation(Bernanke & 
Mishkin, 1997, p. 106)”. This tenet appeared to be a rise in the rate of interest from 6.82% in 
1977 to 18.88% in 1981 with Humphrey-Hawkins Full Employment Act legislated by Carter’s 
administration in 1978 which indirectly regulating interest rate to reduce inflation in domestic 
level(Mishkin & Serletis, 2013)87. The consequence of the systematical institutional adjustment 
                                                             
86 Federal Reserve Bank of St.Louis, https://research.stlouisfed.org/ 
87 Of course, monetarists have argued the central bank’s agency, in their theoretical paradigm, to be restricted only 
as a framework, not as a ruler over free market, however, it is hard to find any capitalist countries whose central 
bank is not owned and directed by government(see, Svensson, 1999) 
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can be said to be decisive for a liberation of movement of money-capital and historical 
emergence of banks as the prominent major agent of financialization. The remarkable increase of 
U.S. financial sectors meant to the intensification of circulating money among depository 
institutions as a representative form of IBC. It reshaped the material relations of exchange and 
distribution of money capital. And such U.S domestic circumstance is related to the historical 
emergence of the U.S banks as major player in global financialization. The U.S. banking system 
had been relatively strictly regulated since the 1930s(Meulendyke, 1998, pp. 19–55). Until 1982, 
most of commercial banks and bank holding companies were prohibited to have branch in other 
states. Banking business had been legally separated from investment banking and insurance 
unlike the universal banking system tradition of other European capitalist countries. With its 
relative autonomy provided from (federal) government as well as its particularity of business 
form, its economic role began to be concentrated on flowing money circulation to the sectors of 
real-economy. Ironically, monetary policy provided the critical moment of the historical 
emergence of banks as the major agent of financialization. It is true that, throughout the 70s, the 
size of the money-market had already growing, saving deposits also increased. However, the re-
allocation of capital to financial sectors was in earnest in the early 80s because it was delayed by, 
as noted above, the monetary policy of 70s calibrated on floating dollars and regulation of 
interest for its purpose of solving inflation(Brenner, 2003, pp. 81–83). After 1982, monetary 
policy began to focus on smoothing interest rates and abolished the regulation of the upper 
bound of interest rates. Meanwhile, banks pushed for the opportunity to enter into the market of 
securities and insurance with less credit risk. 
Previous strict regulation had begun to be loosened, starting with Depository Institutions 
Deregulation and Monetary Control Act in 1980, which freed banks to merge and move freely 
nationwide, and Garn-St Germain Depository Institutions Act in 1982, which allowed banks to 
control the housing loan markets by adjustable-rate mortgage.  The ‘freedom’ bestowed upon 
banks by two acts of 1980 and 1982 paved a way to the growth of ‘money market deposit 
accounts(MMDA)’ which had relatively higher interest rate88. Banks came to present backup 
credit lines to commercial paper issuers; in the late 80s, the Federal Reserve granted non-banking 
                                                             
88 Meanwhile, in the internal market of banking industry, commercial banks began to emerge as a major institution 
by take-over small community banks and thrift depository institutions.  
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affiliates of banks the authority to underwrite commercial paper(CP) and other corporate 
debt(Meulendyke, 1998, p. 59).  Investment banks and brokerage firms started to provide money 
market mutual funds(MMMF). Banks filled MMMF mainly with CP and Treasury securities. 
The rapid growth of Treasury securities underwrote the growth of bank-led financialization. 
Monetary policy during the 1970s-1980s induced the quantitative expansion of money as capital. 
It engendered competition of banking capitals and non-banking capitals and consequently the 
growth of the volume of fictitious capital, which conditioned the growth of financial markets 
itself. The proportion of total private investment in finance, insurance and real estate doubled 
from around 12-13% to 25-26%(Brenner, 2003,81p). U.S productive capitals[industrial capital] 
also had financialized itself in growing financial market. In other words, what is called the 
financial market became a (virtual) space of re-investment of accumulated surplus through the 
intermediating activities of financial institutions. It must be remembered that this phenomenon 
was a consequence of the historical development of overlapped contingent moments from the 
internal contradictions of the previous accumulations regime, rather than the ahistorical madness 
of Shylockian banks for short-term profit. 
Also, we should not cursorily reduce my historical concreteness that U.S. financial 
expansion conditioned by regulation of interest rates on the domestic level and the particular 
banking history of the U.S. formulated such the general relations called globalization into 
abstract concepts like U.S. imperialism, post-colonialist nature of globalization. Given that 
money as capital does not have nationality, but U.S. dollar, the key currency does, it should not 
be dismissed that the historical status of U.S. as the decision maker in global exchange rates 
could condition the global circulation of money as capital. Under the system of floating 
exchange rates, regulating the dollar as domestic currency for its trade has a totally different 
meaning from the UK’s regulating the Pound Sterling for its trade. Concretely, it is true that the 
U.S since 1972 directly attained increasing profit from the differences between exchange 
rates(Cherry et al., 1988, p. 240). The whole process of global financialization might seem, as 
Peter Gowan(1999, pp. 39–59) maintained, that the U.S. carried out ‘a long campaign’ to build 
“the dollar-Wall Street regime” by controlling the flow of money of Western European countries 
and Japan.  
More importantly, regulation of the dollar under the floating exchange system played a 
decisive role in re-organizing international economic relations. After the abandonment of gold-
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conversion, foreign investors increased funds in the U.S. credit market by investing in US 
Federal Funds and securities denominated in U.S. dollars. It appeared as the rapid growth of 
foreign currency-swapping into dollars89. In this score, it can be said that the expansion of 
Eurodollar market after 70s can be defined as an semi-global outcome of the peculiarity of 
capital accumulation developed in U.S.(Arrighi, 2010, p. 310).  
So far, we have discussed the internal dynamics of money capital by focusing on the U.S. case, 
as preconditioning for the global formation of financialization prior to the 80s. The exchange rate 
of the dollar and the flow of fictitious forms of money capital is a key to grasp how the global 
circulation of capital in the 80s incorporated Asian economic relations into its global 
reconstruction. But we need to explain why such money capital-in-general needed global 
reconstruction, instead of re-establishing a small virtuous circle only within advanced capitalist 
countries which could have reduced time of turn-over of capital-circulation in pre-existing global 
relations.  
 
3.1.3 Temporality of Valorization: Absorbing surplus value in future and paradox from 
the two discrepancies of valorization90  
 To elucidate a link between a tide of financialization of advanced capitalist countries and the 
locality of Korean economy, let us to theorize the historical progress of financial sectors 
discussed above, in terms of what Marx called ‘the process of capitalist production as a whole’ 
expounded in volume 2 and 3 of Capital.  In the whole circulation of capital, all the individual 
capitals are incorporated in terms of a unitary formation of the two aspects of total use value and 
exchange value. In the aspect of use-value, the means of production and the means of 
consumption should be produced and exchanged in the proper ratio for the controlled supply and 
demand of labor power[i.e. employment]. In the aspect of exchange value, the produced surplus 
value should be stably transited into money-form in a safe credit system in order for the surplus 
                                                             
89 The central banks of foreign countries came to be extremely concerned with accumulating dollars in their 
reserves as the international trade of U.S. Treasury securities increased.   
90 In this section, I shall propose my hypothetical argument on Marx’s crisis theory. It means to have to deal with 
purely economic issue which goes beyond the coverage of this dissertation, since its proof needs a rigorous 
mathematical modelling rather than my interpretation of historical facts. So, I will confine my argument in this 
section purely only in the level of assumption for further theorization and modelling.   
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to be distributed over all economic sectors. Marx’s own concrete analysis, presented in Vol. 3 of 
Capital in relation with his abstract analysis of capitalist production-relations in Vol.1, is based 
on a totalistic assumption of a dialectical relationship between two circulations of use-value and 
exchange value. For instance, his analysis of circulation of capital is discussed by combining two 
balances by treating the circulation as value-relations in general. Strictly speaking, what is 
commonly called the contradiction of capitalistic production takes place and can be explained in 
dimension of circulation, as a logical consequence of his analysis of capitalist production 
relations in volume one, which demonstrates the transformative process of value relation to 
money-form(in the exchange moment) by accumulation(performed by constant circulation). In 
other words, for Marx, the necessity of crisis inherent in the nature of the capitalist mode of 
production, is realized and explained by the outcome and mechanism of the incorporation of 
circulation of capital with accumulation of capital. So, circuit of capital is defined as the 
movement of capital in general through the spheres of production moments and circulation 
moment. It is sustained by the constant transformation of value to money form. 
Marx in Volume 2 of Capital explained the turn-over of the cycle of constant movement to 
be the essential condition for the accumulation and the reproduction of capitalist mode of 
production. Assuming industrial-led capital accumulation in his days, Marx defines the turnover 
to be a process of moving from the money form of advanced capital(M) to the money form with 
surplus value(M’). He argues that the faster the rate of circulation gets, i.e. the velocity increases, 
the magnitude of surplus value and related rate of profit increase. Each individual capital has its 
own cycle of turnover and time of turn-over. The composition of productive capital, divided by 
fixed capital(e.g. means of production) and variable capital(e.g. labor power) is counted as a 
critical factor to influence the rate of total capital turnover(Rosdolsky, 1980, p. 338). The 
duration of total turnover depends on the proportion of these two capitals. The turnover of 
variable capital can be performed several times during one turnover of fixed capital. The faster 
the turnover of whole capital, the faster the part of variable capital is circulated. Thus, the greater 
the proportion of variable capital in input capital, the shorter the duration of the whole circuit of 
capital. It means that capitalists can deploy more labor power by the same amount of variable 
capital and attain more surplus value, needless to say, it implies that the flexible labor relations 
under financialization is necessary by nature and inevitable by any political policy amicable to 
labor. 
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The expansion of finance capital renders its own accumulation to tend to be separated from 
the real economy. To take an example of CDs, the deposit itself originally refers to the surplus 
that productive capital produced by exploitation in production process and accumulated in 
money-reserve for reproduction for future. To attain profit from deposit itself means to construct 
a valorization process by a direct relation between M-M’. Such dual accumulation modes 
engender a discrepancy in the whole valorization process.  This innate problem of 
financialization has been pointed out from its beginning not only by Marxists economists but by 
monetarists, represented by terms like financial instability or liquidity problem. The historical 
reality has clearly showed that the discrepancy deepened as financialization intensified. The shift 
of intermediate target from non-borrowed reserve to borrowed reserve in 1982 was launched by a 
monetarist doctrine that ‘targeting borrowed reserves is equivalent to targeting the excess of the 
funds rate over the discount rate’(Bernanke & Mishkin, 1992). In the same stance, the Federal 
Reserve in 1987 finally stopped announcing its targeting of M1 growth, instead, emphasized 
more on broad M2 and M3. The focus of currency policy moved from the total amount of 
Federal Reserve notes, cash and checkable physical currency to saving accounts, money market 
accounts, money market mutual funds, and importantly, all other certificates of deposit(CDs) and 
deposits of Eurodollar. The increasing discrepancy between controllable currency and fictitious 
capital during the 80s has led to uncertainty in circulation of money-capital. It coevolved with 
major holders of Eurodollar CDs in European countries. Such co-evolvement with European 
financial market during the 80s appeared with the particularities of Western European countries 
in relationship with the change of exchange rate of dollar(Svensson, 1999).  
The experiences of U.S. and European countries prior to the 90s evidently reaffirm not only 
Marx’s argument that money form is merely the representation of produced value, but also that 
the expansion of fictitious form of money capital aggravates the ever-present uncertainty of 
valorization-in-general91.  First, Marx in Vol 2 of Capital(1992, pp. 380–393) mathematically 
formalized the relationship between the total rate of profit by turnover of whole circuit of capital 
                                                             
91 The changes and responses of each countries imply some clues to understand the conditions of contemporary 
political relations: how U.S. had suffered from recession[decreasing rate of profit] ironically with reduced inflation 
rate until 90s’ large investment on IT infrastructure, and U.K. had to be obsessive with their currency against Euro 
currency, then even during the regime of Labour party in late 90s remained in political shadow of U.S. And, 
Germany, a late joiner of the game, could emerge as a holder of European economic hegemony. 
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and the rate of profit by turnover of advanced capital92. the rate of surplus produced by the 
turnover of the whole circuit of capital is dependent upon the same cycle of the frequency of 
turnovers of advanced capital. The turnover of the whole circuit of capital, i.e. the reproduction 
of capitalist production relations- depends upon how such dual-valorization with each of 
turnover can be coagulated. Second, the fact that valorization of financial capital cannot 
essentially be independent from productive sector generates a paradox to the whole circuit of 
capital as a unity of the circulation of financial capital and the circulation of productive capital. 
Ironically, apart from the problems of instability and financial bubbles, which both mainstream 
economists and Marxist political economists acknowledged, the essence of expansion of 
financial sector can be shown to restrict or reduce the total rate of profit.  
  Above all, due to production process[restricted by socially necessary labor time] , the 
time of turnover of the whole circuit of capital is relatively limited compared to that of financial 
capitals. For instance, when the whole circuit of capital makes one turnover, the turnover of 
finance circuit can make multiple times. In this score, the implication of Marx’s assumption that 
‘velocity of turnover substitutes for volume of capital(Rosdolsky,337p)’ can be interpreted in 
two ways. First, literally, the velocity of turnover can cover its relatively small amount of capital. 
Second, by increasing velocity, the circulation of finance capital may be identified with the 
turnover of the whole circuit of capital. This perspective can cast a light in grasping why capital 
has been so obsessive with velocity of currency and geographic expansion beyond relying upon 
abstract notions like capital’s seeking profit or its imperialist nature, furthermore a constitutive 
principle of the birth and development in 90s of new financial commodities and transformation 
into the sphere of rent capital(e.g. cyberspace emerged as MDC then has come to have the nature 
of rent capital). But, the increasing velocity of circulation necessarily comes with paradoxical 
behaviors.  First of all, from the beginning, the problem of excessive growth of financial market 
has been raised even by its advocates. But, focusing only on aspects of sustaining the movement 
of circulation, it is understandable that the quantitative expansion can be thought to be safer. As 
noted above, already in mid-70s, the financial market had entered into saturation to the extent 
                                                             
92 when we call the annual rate of surplus value S’, the real rate of surplus value s’, the variable capital advanced v 
and the number of turnovers n, it is expressed by: 
𝑆′ =
𝑠′𝑣𝑛
𝑣
= 𝑠′𝑛  ; that is S’=s’n, and only =s’ if n=1, when S’= s’ x 1= s’ 
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which real accumulation could not afford and such instability problem was no longer the matter 
of attaining more profit, but that of the survival of capitalist system.  It means that 70’s already-
grown U.S financial sector tied with Eurodollar market had passed the point of no return to go 
back to Keynesian era. It is not surprising that the constant growth of financial sector with 
balancing domestic inflation of each country, for capitalist, would be the most rational choice, 
not for profit, but for survival.  It explains why capitalists during the late 70s to 80s adhered to 
growing financial market, despite of its danger innate to money capital, characterized by 
Volcker’s risky gambling-like attempts, sanctioned by Reagan administration, of maintaining a 
high dollar, which nearly produced a crisis(Gowan, 1999, p. 41). But, this did not eliminate the 
danger of collapse. The circulation of finance capital is composed of the movement of individual 
financial commodities as money commodities. As the components, the financial commodity has 
its temporal bound represented by concrete forms of maturity. As the financial market grows, to 
increase the velocity of turnover, the financial tends to pursue for short-term profit with less risk 
in future uncertainty. As financialization deepens, financial commodities have propensity to 
short term maturity. Thus the exchange of commodity(trade) itself also becomes as frequent as 
possible. The basic contradictory elements to the turnover of the whole circuit that financial 
accumulation engenders is that it should gain surplus value from ‘difference’ in temporal-spatio 
relations and simultaneously its circulation should be in ‘homogeneity’ for its valorization. If the 
prices and values in production are the same both in all spaces and in all times, any capital would 
not be able to attain surplus value. The previous international relations under Fordist industrial- 
led accumulation regime or earlier stage of imperialism had showed, the formation of global 
division of labor had been based on the complex of the connectivity, interdependency and 
‘differentiated localities’ over core and periphery. The term, ‘financial regime’ means to have 
intensified the principles of previous mode of attaining surplus value in production moment. As 
the emergence of MNC and TNC transformed by M&A and securitization exemplified, the 
productive capitals have expanded their production-sites over the globe to get more surplus value 
through spatio-differences.  Due to the restriction of physical relations, industrial capital has 
innately low-speed circulation and tendency of pursuing relatively long-term profit. By contrast, 
finance capital has a tendency of pursuing for relatively short-term profit. Such dual-turnover of 
circulation leads to contradictory strategies for regulating the velocity of circulation. Productive 
capital, no matter how financialized it would be, tries to multiply its turnover by advancing 
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capital and reducing socially necessary labor time(e.g.by global relocation of production). 
Meanwhile, the essence of any finance commodity is ‘absorption of surplus in future’.  It relies 
‘expectation for uncertain future’. Financial capital only needs interest rates and exchange rates 
for making direct revenues(M-M’).  The regional difference in production of surplus value has 
less significance for financial capitals. Instead, homogeneity in circulation and valorization is 
imperative. These contradictory strategies have made the appearance of globalization 
complicated and difficult to grasp. The whole circuit of capital has the chronic tension of 
balancing two turnover times. The only way to avoiding a structural crisis is to sustain the 
balance of homogeneity and difference in the global circuit of capital by reducing socially 
necessary labor time in the spatio-expansion of production relations while by regulating the 
velocity of turnover of fiancincial circulation. Such tension will be treated as a determinant in 
reorganization of global division of labor- to use Lipietz’s expression, ‘how central monetarism 
strangled peripheral Fordist countries(Lipietz, 1987, pp. 160–165)- and as an economic interface 
with Korean economy, which was a material basis for the generative formation of the globalized 
cultural phenomenon in the 80s-90s. 
 
3.2 Korean Peculiarities for the new global division of labor and Detour to Politics  
 
3.2.1 Formulation of Historical Conditions for the Particularity of Korean Economy 
3.2.1.1 The Korean origins of capitalistic means of production and ownership  
Thucydides’ remark, ‘war is a stern teacher’ can be fitted to depict the forced formation 
of Korean capitalism.  The end of Second World War and the following Korean Civil War was 
the critical moment for the capitalistic formation of class and primitive accumulation, in the 
modern capitalistic sense of establishment of private property as the means of production, and, as 
an economic player, to be incorporated into global capitalistic system. And, more importantly, 
these capitalistic concepts came to be implanted into the ordinary people’ mentality and 
experience. 
The period during 1945-61 determined the texture of history of Korean capitalization and 
the economic structure of East Asia. On 9th of September, 1945 soon after Japan surrendered to 
the Allies, U.S. Army occupied the half of previous Japanese Colony Korean Peninsula and 
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established U.S. Army Military Government in Korea(USAMGIK) while Soviet Union did in the 
other part of Korea. From the experience from post -WWI, when economic demolition of the 
defeated country led to unfavorable conditions like political radicalization, it seemed urgent for 
U.S. to democratize the socio-economic structure of Japan and Korea. Compared with Japan’s 
economic structure, which already transited to industrialized capitalism with the absorption of 
the peasant class to wage labor relations, Korea had been a supply base for the militarism of the 
Empire of Japan, retained a semi-feudal mode of production. Most heavy chemical industries in 
Korea for production of war supplies were owned by Japanese. Furthermore, most of them were 
located in the northern area of Korea occupied by the Soviet Union. For supply of military 
provisions, the previous class formation of tenant farmers and land owners had been maintained 
by Japanese Government General of Korea, and only a few commerce capitalists had existed. 
U.S. came to have two tactical tasks of land reform and distribution of confiscated Japanese 
property for the strategic purpose of ‘capitalization of Korea’ in the name of democratization and 
reorganizing the geopolitical structure of East Asia toward confrontation with communists 
forces93. To look at Korean social context, among farming households of South Korea as of 
December 1945, 69.1% was tenant farmers, 16.8% was quasi-tenants, and self-
cultivators(including slash-and-burn farmer) were only 14.2%(Cumings, 1981, p. 43). Over 80% 
of the Korean population were farmers, so the overwhelming number of tenant farmers implies 
that the major contradiction of Korean socio-economy was still landed property and tenancy 
system. The U.S. correctly recognized its political and economic significance in left-leaning 
South Korean society at that time. As North Korea announced its land reform first on 5th of 
March, 1946 and the socialist groups in S. Korea promptly propagandized the N. Korea’s ‘free 
distribution of land’ to S. Korean people, the USAMGIK accelerated proceeding the farmland 
reform program. Of course, this provoked the strong backlash from land-owning classes 
supporting a party which occupied the majority of seats of the first Korean congress. In 1948, the 
revised bill barely passed in congress as a partial reform to distribute only Japanese owned land.  
What should be noted is not its effectiveness in distribution of means of production, but 
the externality in initializing Korean primitive accumulation. In U.S. strategic aspects, it was 
satisfactory in terms of contributing to preventing the expansion of communism in S. Korea, 
                                                             
93 U.S. has already lost the advantageous position in West Europe in negotiating on separation of East Germany.    
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unlike Mao’s revolution in China with same major contradiction94. As described in a 
USAMGIK’s telegram sent to U.S. Secretary of State very after the Liberation from Japan, 
“Korean did not understand why they were not given complete independence soon after the 
arrival of American troops95”. The occupation was confusing for ordinary Korean people and 
provoked general worries about the advent of new-colonization. the USAMGIK’s attempt and 
compromised failure have been argued, by nationalistic intellectuals and political leaders at that 
time as well as contemporary scholars, to have aggravated political instability before the Korean 
war. Later leftwing historians have defined it as an origin of Korean capitalism’s colonial 
dependency. But, looking at the land reform as a forced capitalization, we should take the 
viewpoint of Korean ordinary people, tenant farmers who had been exploited under the feudal 
system since before Japanese colonization. For them, exploitation relations had been appeared as 
the relations between them and land owners(and supervisors of tenant farms). No matter what 
Chosen dynasty, Japan, or US military government was, their fundamental material relation for 
living had been persisted96. By the land reform led by U.S., until September 1948, about 487,621 
acres, which was 96% of formerly Japanese owned-land, were sold to 502,072 Korean tenant 
farmers(Mason, Kim, Perkins, Kim, & Cole, 1980, p. 169). To the eyes of Korean exploited 
peasant class, the first image of U.S. attempting to land reform that their landowners opposed, no 
matter what would be named later, U.S. imperialist or blood-alliance, as an image of emancipator 
who fought for their immediate miserable life which had seemed endless. In this respect, around 
1950, the U.S. also seems to have recognized that land reform achieved its own political 
purposes of U.S.  As John Muccio, the U.S. ambassador, noted, Korean rural farmers ‘were no 
longer a source of potential dissent but rather a “strong element of stability”(Brazinsky, 2009, p. 
22).”  It is not clear that the partial land reform made them supportive. But, it led to weaken the 
position of S. Korean socialist groups in substratum-tenant farmers- and strengthen Rhee’s 
                                                             
94 It has been an influential historical experience for Althusser to coin the concept of ‘overdetermination of 
contradictions’ beloved by S. Hall. 
95 The Political Adviser in Korea(Benninghoff) to the Secretary of State, sent 15, Sep, 1945. In Foreign Relations of 
the United States: Diplomatic Papers 1945, Volume VI, The British Commonwealth, The Far East [Document 775] 
96 There had been arguments of conservative Korean historiography that Korean landlord’s exploitation was 
generous than Japanese’s. Bruce Cumings refuted it by proposing statistical data which shows there was no 
significant difference between Korean and Japanese land owners. See the chapter two and three of his work, The 
Origins of the Korean War, 1981. 
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political position97”. And the U.S.’s image as a democratic liberator and the notion of freedom by 
the concept of possession were inscribed to the experience of ordinary Korean people98. It is not 
surprising that the first generation were terribly shocked by the generation of their sons and 
daughters in the 80s who attempted to set U.S. Embassy buildings on fire. No matter how 
successful or compromising the U.S.-led land reform was, its cultural impact has been very 
significant throughout the history of the Korean social formation and reinforcing the generation 
gap within the Korean labor class in the 80s onwards.  
On the other hand, the birth of independent capitalistic social formation in S. Korea also 
started with U.S involvement. What most directly influenced the formation of capitalist class in 
Korea was the disposal of Japanese property in Korea and U.S. aid. From 1930 Japan had 
developed mainly a heavy chemical industry in Korea oriented toward military purposes while 
maintaining agricultural system. Most of the industrial capitals had been owned by Japanese until 
1945. Because local industrial capitalists were nearly nonexistent, transferring Japanese property 
to Koreans first determined the formation of Korean capitalist class. U.S. also recognized the 
importance of the capitalist class in Korea in terms of its confrontation with the expansion of 
communism in East Asia and the disposal of Japanese property would be the crucial factor.99  
                                                             
97 This context and results can be indirectly read in an assertion of the U.S embassy in an analysis in 1955: “The 
threat of Communist control of the ROK through subversion is at present a potential, rather than an actual, 
danger… [Korean] people are strongly anti-Communist. A potentially dangerous situation could develop, however, 
in the event President Rhee dies or becomes incapacitated”. Despatch From the Embassy in Korea to the 
Department of State, Seoul, April 30, 1955, in FRUS, 1955–1957, Korea, Volume XXIII, Part 2 
98 It thickened again and again by watching the foreigners fighting against N. Korea’s invasion and occupation with 
the forfeiture of land and free distribution, putting pressure on the first dictator Rhee in 60s and helping with aid 
food stamped ‘Made in USA’ and with Korean industrialization, which escaped Korean peasant class from hunger. 
And their sons and daughters, i.e. Korean post-war generation, would later become urban labors and radical 
college students in the 1980s. 
99 In a telegram of Douglas MacArthur sent to the Secretary of State in February of1946 soon after North Korea 
declared its land reform, he quotes the urgent report of Gen. Hodge on Korean circumstances: 
“[North Korean’s] new governmental policies from Yenan[a former Resistance activists in China in Japanese 
colonization which became  a leading communist sect in North Korea] , prominently announced, include straight 
out confiscation of land holdings and extensive properties of both Japs and Koreans for free distribution to the 
masses (already accomplished according to many reports), this being closest to the hearts of the large numbers of 
indigent Korean peasants, recent repatriates and unemployed….. my inability to announce any firm policy on 
disposition of Japanese property is growing daily as a greater handicap and source of charges by highly vocal 
Communists. Current Communistic activities in Manchuria tie in well with idea of an all out effort now to gain full 
control of this entire area of the Orient through political penetration….Russians have set up their groups for north 
Korea, camouflaging Communists under names of three parties[of South Korea]…… Russians no doubt plan to force 
us to accept their Government as the Democratic representatives of north Korea while trying to force us to give 
enough Communistic representation from south Korea to gain control of Korean interim Government by 
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Finally, on 12th of July in 1948, USAMGIK began to register Japanese-owned property and 
transfer it(Mason et al., 1980, p. 248). 10-20% of all property was directly transferred to Korean 
private capitals and the rest was kept by USAMGIK until the establishment of a Korean 
Government in 1948. Nationalization of all of property was once considered, but the Rhee 
government sold the property to selected private capital at much cheaper prices than the 
registered prices. Furthermore, the payment became frizzled by the breakout of Korean war. Of 
course, the selection of private capitals reflected Rhee’s political interests and the local 
distribution of Japanese asset was not enough to build its own capitalist circuit. Here, a critical 
global relation- economic aid- became articulated with a bud of Korean capitalism.  
3.2.1.2 Bluffing, Brinkmanship and delegated Panhandling: the Long Struggle for money to 
advance  
Soon after liberation, Korea as a previous colony of Japan was granted foreign aid by the 
program of Government Aid and Relief in Occupied Areas(GARIOA), followed by Economic 
Rehabilitation in Occupied Areas(EROA)(Schonberger, 1989). Both aids had the nature of relief, 
of which items consisted of food, fuel, medicine to Koreans(Schaller, 1985) and more than $500 
million of economic aid was sent by U.S. to Korea via GARIOA from 1945-48(Mason et al., 
1980, p. 168). Then, after south Korea government was established, it received aid from the 
Economic Cooperation Administration(ECA), which was founded for Marshall Plan. And, as 
Truman clarified the purpose of “the aid granted should be not for mere relief but for recovery”  
100   and it reflected the U.S. Keynesian economic policy extended to foreign affairs which was 
expected to expand demand and to stimulate the U.S. domestic economy by increasing foreign 
aids(Park, 2007, pp. 79–115).  From 1945 to 1961, the total aid from the U.S. was about 3.1. 
billion dollars, which was similar to the amount of aid for Africa and half of the total amount of 
aid for Latin America during the same period(Woo, 1991, p. 46). 
                                                             
Communists. For the present I plan to keep up prestige of the Korean Representative Democratic Council, make 
every effort to gain the full backing of the Korean people, and discredit the Communists. This will probably get 
liberal and pink press of US on my neck, but feel any other local action now would be fatal. As one step forward I 
urgently recommend pressure to get positive statement of US policy in final disposition of Jap property in south 
Korea and authority to carry it out”, in “General of the Army Douglas MacArthur to the Secretary of State” in FRUS, 
1946 Volume VIII, The Far East [Document 480] 
100 Truman clarified: “the aid granted [to Korea] should be not for mere relief but for recovery”, in his speech in a 
hearing in Committee of Foreign Affairs House of Representative, on June 8, 1949.  
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=umn.31951d02091886k;view=1up;seq=9 
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Table 2.  Grant Foreign Economic Aid Received by U.S.                                                            
Year Amount($) Year Amount($) 
1951 160,542,000 1956 326,705,000 
1952 161,327,000 1957 382,892,000 
1953 194,107,000 1958 321,272,000 
1954 153,925,000 1959 222,204,000 
1955 236,707,000 1960 245,393,000 
Source: Woo, Jung-en(1991), Race to the Swift: State and Finance in Korean Industrialization, 
p. 46. 
Such massive aid from U.S. implies the intention of U.S. governments of Truman and 
Eisenhower in setting up a U.S. led global order not only geopolitically but economically. 
Benninghoff’s report of USAMIK in February, 1946 shows how the U.S. government saw the 
aid in global juncture:  
“US Government, for numerous reasons, should decide soon what financial assistance 
to the newly organized Korean Government it is willing to give. Avoidance of such 
assistance…might engender accusations of breach of faith resulting in repercussions not 
only domestically but in the Far East….the inherent anti-foreignism, increased by 
realization that trusteeship may be imminent, could readily crystallize into a situation 
difficult to combat. The Koreans will be at the mercy of the Soviets’ highly organized 
steam-roller technique should they reach the conclusion that the US talks big but acts 
little and are [is] not prepared to live up to its promises….The movement for Korean 
political unity fostered by US would assist a newly established government by an 
announcement that credits would be forthcoming101”. 
Highly concerned with the forming hegemonic bloc of Soviet Union, his debrief 
emphasize on the geo-political importance of S. Korea. With the separation of north and south 
                                                             
101 The Political Adviser in Korea (Benninghoff) to the Secretary of State, in FRUS, 1946, Volume VIII, The Far East 
[Document 475] 
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after Korean war, the confrontation between U.S. and Soviet Union intensified the geopolitical 
importance of S. Korea as a front line of the U.S. bloc(Y. S. Jeong, 2012). Simply speaking, 
South Korea became a military base of the front line of East Asia in Cold war. However, the 
global scheme of U.S. and Korea’s locality were never monolithic, it shaped the peculiarities of 
Korean political economy. President Rhee, a student of W. Wilson, seems to have been fully 
aware of Korea’s geopolitical advantage and used it for cementing his power. This may also 
explain his later economic policy boldly going against the U.S. plan which later provoked 
political tension with U.S. until the collapse of his dictatorship.  After Korean War, Korea was 
expected by the U.S. to play a role beyond as a military base102.  More than 80% of U.S. aid was 
for ‘non-project fund’ and it financed nearly 70% of total imports of S. Korea with social 
infrastructure destroyed(Mason et al., 1980, p. 185). The U.S. attempted to build up an economic 
triangle of Japan-Korea-U.S. The outbreak of the Korean War provided Japan with an 
opportunity for its economic reconstruction by opening an off-shore market for supplies. After a 
war, the main economic design for U.S was that East Asia would have its own circulation of 
capital: the money sent to Korea would support the reconstructed Japanese manufacturing 
system. As expressed by John F. Dulles’ remark to Prime minister of Japan, Shigeru Yoshida: 
“Japan should not expect to find a big U.S. market because the Japanese don’t make the things 
we want. Japan must find markets elsewhere for the goods they export103”. Like Burma and 
Philippine suggested by Dulles, Korea would become a market of Japan recovering its economy 
so that Japan would not covet the U.S. market. After the Baek-Wood agreement in 1953, the U.S. 
pressured Korea to allocate the most of the counterpart funds(CPF) from sales of aid-goods to 
national defense. And U.S. strongly recommended Korea to buy commodities from Japan. But, 
Rhee administration obstinately refused U.S. suggestion to import Japanese products, including 
even military supplies104. 
                                                             
102 According to an analysis of the U.S. embassy in 1955, the U.S. already judged that S. Korea became safe from 
any internal threat of S. Korean communists directed by the Communist Party of North Korea since “its organized 
underground assets in S. Korea were destroyed during the War”. So, the U.S. could concentrate on defensing only 
external threats and building an economic alliance capable of supporting the defense in East Asia See, ‘Despatch 
From the Embassy in Korea to the Department of State, Seoul, April 30, 1955, in FRUS, 1955–1957, Korea, Volume 
XXIII, Part 2. 
103 Memorandum of Discussion at the 214th Meeting of the National Security Council Held on Sunday, September 
12, 1954 in FRUS, 1952–1954. East Asia and the Pacific (in two parts): Volume XII, Part 1. 
104 A telegraph sent to the U.S. Department of State depicted the opposition: “FOA[the U.S. Foreign Operation 
Administration] has extended assistance to the NP[Korean National Police ] in the fiscal year 1954. Six hundred and 
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Korea’s refusal to purchase Japanese product meant that the grand scheme of U.S. on 
East Asia was being thwarted. Some Korean rightwing historians tend to interpret it as ‘Rhee’s 
rationality to survive Korea’ or, in idealist way, argue that Rhee’s nationalist tendency drove him 
to see Korean economy entering into Japanese economic influence to be a repetition of 
subordination. But, as Marx’s historical materialism explained, the realm of politics was always 
a matter of the dynamics of historical relations, not a Moses-like individual’s leadership. Rather 
it may help grasping how the strategic responses of Rhee’s administration to U.S. formulated the 
peculiar origin of Korean capitalistic system, notably the policy-finance. Rhee, using the hostile 
mentality towards the Japan, refused to buy Japanese commodities; meanwhile, in Japan, the 
expectation of demands from Korea began to turn to worries about crisis. The Japanese 
government desperately requested U.S. to persuade S. Korea. Rhee used this tension to draw 
more economic aid from the U.S and finally drew an assurance to raise aid from Eisenhower in 
January, 1955105. Rhee’s strategy, as shown by the increased aid after 1955 in Table 2, worked 
until the U.S. concluded Rhee’s economic policy went against the interest of U.S. around late 
1950s.  It is hard to imagine that Rhee, expected the aid from U.S. to last forever.  Instead, Rhee 
used U.S. aid as seed money for Korea’s own economic system as well as for compensating his 
weak political base. The dual aspect of foreign capital as ‘seed money’ and political basis was 
succeeded in Park’s military regime.  
As U.S. aid drastically decreased entering 60s, the Korean government searched for a 
new channel to draw foreign money. Public finance loans could be a direct way, it required the 
agreement between Korean and foreign governments. Korea received the first public loan 
amounted to $12 million in 1960 through the Development Loan Fund(DLF)(Chung, 2007, p. 
329). But, around the end of Rhee’s regime when he had obviously lost favor in U.S eyes and 
following Park’s military coup in 1961, it finally suspended. In order for Park’s military regime 
with weak legitimacy to realize its slogan of ‘for economic development of mother land’, it 
needed to secure money to advance. Advanced capitalist countries had been casting suspicious 
                                                             
forty thousand dollars of FOA funds were made available as a grant to purchase cloth for police uniforms. The 
purchase has not materialized, however, for the ROK has not been willing to buy from Japanese sources, which 
offered the lowest bids” Department of State Circular Telegrams Nos. 559 and 560, dated March 24 [23], 1955, in 
FRUS, 1955–1957, Korea, Volume XXIII, Part 2 
105 Letter From President Eisenhower to President Rhee, in FRUS, 1955–1957, Volume XXIII, Part 2, Korea, 
Document 8  
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gazes on the general with bloodstained hands from a coup, Park even had been accused of being 
a communist before the Korean War106. Korean government had only one option: private 
commercial loans, which needed only negotiation between Korean capital and foreign capital. 
Park’s regime needed Korean private capitalists who could negotiate and accept commercial 
loans on behalf of the government. Soon after seizing power, Park’s ‘Revolutionary Council’ had 
arrested some private capitalists given Japanese-property under the Rhee’s regime, by using the 
Special Law of Dealing with Illicit Wealth Accumulation. The measure was a Park regime’s 
propaganda play to dramatize Park’s rupture with Rhee’s dictatorship and the eradication of 
Rhee’s corruption(Shim & Lee, 2016, p. 80). They were released from custody under the 
condition that they build factories and to draw foreign capital. They accompanied with Park’s 
first visit to Washington followed by West Germany. Most of the resuscitated capitalists founded 
later so-called chaebols in the 70s, including the ones that came to control the Korean 
communication sector in the 80s and 90, e.g. Lee, who is the founder of Samsung, Koo, of LG.    
Table 3. Amount of Commercial Loans and Foreign Investment in 1962-79 (Million$) 
  Foreign Commercial Loan(ratio %) Foreign Investment(Ratio%) 
1962-1966 291.2(94.5%) 16.7(5.4%) 
1967-1971 2,165.5(96.3%) 96.4(4.5%) 
1972-1976 5,431.8(90.3%) 557.0(9.3%) 
1977-1979 7323.2(95.7%) 328.8(4.3%) 
Total 15,219.2(93.8%) 988.8(6.2%) 
Source: Kim, Yoon-Hwan and Jeong, Yoon-Hyong(1981), The Development Course of Korean 
Economy, 1981. p.190.  
                                                             
106 He was an underground member of Korean Labor Party in S. Korean army whose role was managing the 
underground organizational network of KLP members in army and arrested in 1948, but could barely survive by 
informing his colleagues. Such U.S. suspicion continued until he decided to send his labor class to the Vietnam War 
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The drastic increase of the amount of foreign loan implies how Korean capitals carried out 
the Korean government’s intention, from preferring collaboration over watching their property 
confiscated from behind bars. Park’s tactic to secure seed money by delegating private Korean 
capital was more stable and ‘normal’ capitalistic than Rhee’s way.  
3.2.1.3 Constructing a circuit of capital and Korean finance: asymmetrical power 
relationship of state and capital  
The increased flow of foreign capital contributed to the formation of fixed capital as a 
whole.  The Table 4 shows the long-term tendency of the formation of fixed capital in relations 
with other economic indexes from the end of Korean War to Korean government’s declaration of 
heavy chemical industrialization in 1973.  
Table 4. Ratio of Foreign Saving, Foreign Aid, Aid Imports and Fixed Capital Formation to GNP 
  
  
Percent of GNP(%) 
 
 
Percent of Fixed Capital Formation(%) 
 
Fixed Capital 
Formation 
Import Foreign 
Saving 
Aid 
Imports 
Foreign Saving Aid 
Imports 
1953 7.2 9.7 7.7 5.7 107 79 
1954 9.1 7.3 6.2 4.4 68 48 
1955 10.1 9.8 8.2 6.7 82 66 
1956 10.3 13.1 11.7 10.9 113 106 
1957 10.6 12.0 10.5 10.2 99 96 
1958 10.1 10.7 8.7 8.8 86 87 
1959 10.9 10.1 7.5 7.0 69 64 
1960 10.8 12.6 9.3 8.6 86 80 
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Table 4 (Cont.) 
1961 11.6 14.8 9.5 9.0 82 78 
1962 13.9 16.9 11.7 9.5 84 68 
1963 13.9 16.3 11.4 6.8 82 49 
1964 11.6 13.8 7.8 6.2 67 53 
1965 14.8 15.9 7.4 5.3 50 36 
1966 20.2 20.1 9.8 6.6 49 33 
1967 21.5 22.0 10.6 6.2 49 29 
1968 25.8 26.1 13.0 5.4 50 21 
1969 26.6 26.0 12.2 5.4 46 20 
1970 25.1 24.8 10.1 3.8 40 15 
1971 23.2 27.5 11.2 3.8 48 16 
1972 20.2 26.3 5.2 4.5 26 22 
1973 23.9 35.5 3.3 1.8 14 8 
Source: Mason,et.al, The Economic and Social Modernization of the Republic of Korea, pp. 207-
208. 
 
The period from 1955 to 1961, more than 10 % of GNP was constantly invested for 
formation of fixed capitals. Most of the foreign saving in that period was grant funds from U.S.  
After 1962, the investment of GNP on fixed capital increased and, from 1966 to 1973, more than 
20% of GNP contributed on the formation of fixed capital. Fixed capital may be accounted as the 
growth of capital. But the growth itself did not complete the building a circuit of capital.  As a 
matter of fact, the above progress of formation of fixed capital embraces the 50’s failure of 
establishment of circuit of capital and the economic adventures of government in 60s and early 
70s, which turned out to have aggravated the contradiction of capital accumulation and to have 
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been handed down to 80s. How the gathered seed-money was used clarifies the meaning that 
Korean financial sector has had in Korean capitalist history.  
Korean’s management of the counterpart funds(CPF) via banks and its exchange rate 
policy in the 50s are keys to comprehend the origin and development of the peculiarity of Korean 
finance.  According to Agreement on Economic Coordination between Republic of Korea and 
the Unified Command in 1952107, profit in money-form from sales of economic aid should be 
deposited as counterpart fund in Korean central bank under the supervision of the U.S. Office of 
Economic Coordinator. Table 5 indicates that the proportion of ‘government investment108 in 
counterpart funds increased in the contribution, which was arguably a crucial for the formation 
of fixed capital in post-Korean War. 
Table 5. the rate of contribution of government investment and the proportion of counterpart 
fund in government investment (%) 
 Contribution rate of Gov. Invest. to 
formation of fixed capital109  
Proportion of counterpart fund in 
Gov. investment110 
1953 38.2 34.6 
1954 63.8 43.5 
1955 35.5 65.2 
1956 Data missing Data Missing 
1957 73.9 70.3 
1958 65.7 83.4 
1959 46.3 74.5 
Source: Kim, Jeong-Joo(2004), Capital Accumulation and the Rising of The state in South 
Korea: 1950s-1960s, Trend and Prospect, Issue 60, p. 209.  
 
                                                             
107 The Chief of the Unified Command Mission to Korea (Meyer) to the Secretary of State, Pusan, May 24, 1952, in 
FRUS, 1952–1954. Korea (in two parts): Volume XV, Part 1 
108 In economical terminology, fiscal investment and loan, which is a similar term with Treasury investment and 
loan in U.S. case. I do use this political term to emphasize on its political aspects of the use of Rhee’s regime. 
109 Government investment/total fixed capital formation 
110 Counterpart fund/ total sum of government investment 
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Korean government transferred counterpart funds to domestic banks, via the Central bank 
of Korea to private capitals. At this point, we should recall the private capitalists selected by 
Rhee who had attained Japanese property at much cheaper prices. Korean government restricted 
the general loan interest rate to annual 20%, and the interest rate of Korean private money 
market ranged 48%-120% in 50s. Taking the high inflation rate with 36% of GNP deflator 
during 1953-1957 into account(Mason et al., 1980, p. 112), the effective interest was negative. 
So, individual capitals were in competition over the small pie of financial resource to procure 
capital to advance. Also, we should consider a historical fact that the amount of U.S. aid in the 
50s was decided by a manner in which Korean government proposed budget for the maintenance 
of Korean military force to the U.S. government(T. Park, 2007, pp. 139–143). It meant that 
Korea could get more aid if Korean currency appreciated. Despite U.S. demands and constant 
conflicts, the Rhee administration kept fixed and multiple exchange rates. The official rate was 
always below the effective rate of exchange. The fixed rate again was divided into various 
applied exchange rates such as official rate, the rate for the counterpart fund deposit, the rate for 
raw cotton. It was Korean government which decided the application of a fixed rate on 
capitalists. So access to favorable foreign currency rate and low interest rate means to attain 
direct profit. It is not surprising that capitalists were eager to accommodate the government, 
which was the sole channel and decision maker of their exchange rate.  
These contextual facts around Rhee’s financial policy dropped more clues in grasping the 
beginning of Korean history of state-finance relationship. In Korea, capitalist class emerged into 
asymmetric power-relations with state from 50s. Even as they replaced land owning class with 
the purge of the leftwing after the Korea War, their nature was parasitic to the state rather than 
historically forming a symmetric relation which could develop into an alliance or hold tension. 
The deformity of the Korean financial sector in the 50s was not confined to the matters of 
corruption of the regime, but brought about structural contradiction in the economic system. It 
failed to build a circuit of capital in which advanced money is circulated by money exchange 
moments. The abnormal exchange rate policy and the state-led allocation of credit aggravated the 
competition of capitals around the financial sector controlled by Rhee’s regime in order to 
advance capital. The result was a fatal rupture between the moments of production and 
consumption. The competition of capitals sponsored by Rhee’s regime increased manufacturing 
industries centered on production of commodities of which raw materials and technology were 
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buttressed by foreign aid. The surplus raw materials by U.S. to Korean manufacturing industry 
weakened the power of consumption. The Korean peasant class had not yet transformed into 
urban laborers. It aggravated the weak linkage between production commodity(urban) and the 
consumption as the domestic production of raw materials(rural). Korean economy failed to 
accomplish an accumulation system in the 50s.  
A long recession persisted in early 60s even after the April 19, Civil Revolution in 1960 
ended Rhee’s regime. The heritage of 50s was handed over to Park’s military government which 
seized power by military coup. Park’s attempt of introducing foreign capital was a risky 
adventure from the beginning. The early years of Park’s regime maintained the keynote of 
import-substitution economy of 50s and its way of securing foreign capital was as selective and 
conservative as Rhee. In fact, Korean government at first accepted applications only from 
Korean private capitalists with enough fixed capitals who did not need government guarantees. 
With the chronic deficit of dollar reserve, the selected Korean capitals aimed at export-centered 
industries and the center of its economic policy was transited from import substitution policy to 
export-oriented economy, even imposing export-quota on the capitals(Jo, 2012). Park’s 
industrialization also differed from Rhee’s regime in its social institution for circulating foreign 
capital it for domestic industrialization by reshaping the role of financial sector firmly as a 
government instrument under an intensified bureaucratic system. The U.S. government had 
warned about the cronyism of Rhee’s regime and banking system(Woo, 1991). The new 
Kennedy administration held the same judgment and demanded institutional reform(T. Park, 
2007, pp. 184–195). Park’s first response was to intensify its bureaucracy system while 
appealing to foreign capital with tax advantages and a severe suppression of labor movement. As 
Mason(pp. 252-257) closely observed, Park’s military government established an Economic 
Planning Board which absorbed the Bureau of budget from the Ministry of Finance and the 
Bureau of Statistics from the Ministry of Home Affairs and took over responsibility for 
monitoring the government expenditures and planning economic policy. With the U.S. demands, 
Park’s regime centralized all information and decision-making process to the Economic Planning 
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Board, in contrast to Rhee’s regime111. The centralization of monitoring the flow of capital and 
of policy making was used to take a carrot and stick approach on capital.  
Korean private capital’s introduction of foreign capital was mainly commerce loan 
through the centralized bureaucracy112. Once approved by the government, the capital could get 
the opportunity to grow drastically by government’s financial supports. Park’s military 
government enforced its centralization of monitoring the flow and circulation of money-capital 
by dominating the financial sector going against the U.S. old intention. Since the Korean War, 
the U.S. government had been asking Rhee regime to liberalize its banking system and to enter 
into the Japanese economic umbrella.113 The Korean banking system had finally been privatized 
by Rhee’s collapse. But shortly after the military coup, Park’s government nationalized the banks 
again by redemption of the stock share of banks owned by private capitals. Park’s nationalization 
of banks may seem mysterious since his regime was born with U.S. countenance from its birth. 
The acquiesce of the U.S. may be explained by that Park’s regime finally normalized its 
relationship with Japan in 1965 after Park’s first meeting with Japanese prime minister Ikeda in 
1961 and Kennedy’s meeting with Yoshida in 1962. Park’s regime did what U.S. had long 
wanted by assuring its grand East-Asia strategy and attained one more official channel, i.e. 
Japan, for foreign capital.  
With the banks nationalized, Park’s regime reinforced control of the finance sector by 
revision of the law on the Bank of Korea, in May 1962. It defined the role of Bank of Korea, 
which was the central bank of Korea,  as a monetary source for economic development (B. K. 
Kim, 1965, pp. 77–90).   By restricting the independence of the central bank, Park’s regime 
consolidated the legal basis for government-led economic construction. And it tightened up its 
                                                             
111 The historical fact that the demand of Kennedy administration was prior to Korean centralization of 
bureaucratic system can refute the basis of Developmental State theory, which accounts Korea’s economic growth 
by its own centralized government system. 
112 Park’s government held strict regulation on foreign direct investment capital. The Korean government took a 
case-by-case approach to foreign direct investment which enabled foreign capital to transfer the ownership of 
invested company until the early 70s. Since 1973, Korean government allowed foreign direct investment for some 
businesses which Korean capitals could not afford and failed to secure foreign market(J. Lee, 2012). 
113 Arthur Bloomfield’s Banking Reform in South Korea describes well, from U.S. liberalist perspective, how the U.S. 
government fixed the deformity of Korean banking system based on its lacks of separation of legal, administrative 
and judicial powers. But Rhee ignored U.S. request for the privatization of Korean banking system since the 
banking system in Rhee’s regime was an economic basis to consolidate his political power and supports from 
Korean new capitalist class.  
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administrative power over the central bank by giving the Minister of Finance authority to 
sanction agendas proposed by Monetary Policy Committee of the Bank of Korea and followed 
by established specialized banks114 With the spatial expansion of banking coverage, high interest 
rates controlled the circulation of money-capital.  
Table 6.  Interest Rates on Loans and related indicators, 1961-1974. (% per annum) 
Year Highest 
Bank Rate 
on Time 
Deposits 
Real 
Deposit 
Interest 
Rate 
Commercial 
Bill Discount 
Rate 
Interest 
rate on 
Trade-
Finance 
Interest 
Rate of 
Private 
money 
market 
Rate of 
increase of 
GNP 
Deflator 
Real 
GNP 
Growth 
1961 12.5 -0.6 13.9 13.9 n.a 14.0 4.8 
1962 15.0 5.1 13.9 12.7 n.a 18.4 3.1 
1963 15.0 -4.6 13.9 9.1 n.a 29.3 8.8 
1964 15.0 -14.6 14.0 6.8 61.8 30.0 8.6 
1965 30.0 18.2 16.5 6.5 58.9 6.2 6.1 
1966 30.0 19.4 24.0 6.5 58.7 14.5 12.4 
1967 30.0 22.2 24.0 6.3 56.7 15.6 7.8 
1968 26.0 16.5 24.3 6.0 56.0 13.5 12.6 
1969 24.0 16.1 25.2 6.0 51.4 14.8 15.0 
1970 22.8 12.5 24.3 6.0 50.2 15.6 7.9 
1971 22.0 12.3 22.9 6.0 46.4 12.5 9.2 
 
                                                             
114 Soon after the revision of bank law, the Korean government founded the Korean Exchange Bank for foreign 
currency-related affairs, the Industrial Bank of Korea for loans for medium-size companies, the National 
Agricultural Cooperatives Foundation for covering loans for farmers in rural area, the Kukmin bank in 1963 and 
Housing & Commercial Bank of Korea in 1967. 
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Table 6 (Cont.) 
1972 15.0 0.1 17.7 6.0 39.0 16.7 7.0 
1973 12.6 5.2 15.5 6.6 33.2 13.6 16.5 
1974 15.0 -19.1 15.5 8.9 40.6 30.5 8.7 
Source: author from Krueger, Anne O. and Yoo, Jungho,(2009), “Chaebol Capitalism and the 
Currency-Financial Crisis in Korea”, in Preventing Currency Crises in Emerging Market, eds. 
Sebastian Edwards and Jeffrey Frankel. University of Chicago Press, 620p.; Mason et.al, pp.331-
332. 
In September 1965, the Korean government strikingly increased the interest rates of time 
deposits and real deposit, and followed by an increase in the discount rate of CP in 1966. 
Government intervention increased domestic savings swiftly. 1965 saw about 44 billion won of 
financial saving(bank saving 38.2 billion won and  7.2 billion Won of nonmonetary institution). 
In 1966, it increased to 94 billion Won(85.6 billion of bank saving, 11.7billion of nonmonetary 
institution). The domestic saving kept increasing annually and reached to 1,743.4 billion in 1973, 
when the Korean government attempted to transform the economic structure. This growth of 
volume of domestic saving provided a money-pool not only for the reproduction of money-
circulation but also for securing money-capital for economic policy. Increase of interest rate and 
the discount rate of commercial paper(CP) made big gap of rates between Korea and foreign 
commerce loan. It induced Korean private capitals to introduce foreign commerce loan and also 
foreign direct investment(see, Table 3) which increased from 16.7(during 1962-1966) to 
96.4(during 1967-1971). 
Table 7. Changes in private capital’s financing(%) 
  1961-62 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 
Internal Fund(A) 10.6 40.8 54.5 47.7 33.0 26.5 24.1 
External Fund(B)115 89.4 59.2 45.5 52.3 67.0 73.5 75.9 
 
                                                             
115 External Fund= a+b+c+d 
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Table 7 (Cont.) 
Loan(a) 32.2 24.7 19.0 32.4 18.7 29.9 36.5 
Stock issue(b) - 17.0 14.6 11.6 8.9 7.2 6.7 
Private loan(c) - 3.6 6.6 2.7 6.5 9.6 3.5 
Foreign Loan(d) - 13.9 5.4 5.6 32.9 26.8 29.2 
Source: author from Kim, Jeong-Joo(2004), Capital Accumulation and the Rising of the State in 
South Korea: 1950s-1960s, Trend and Prospect, Issue 60.  
 
The increase of loans in composition of capital needed government’s guarantee for loan. 
It again reinforced Korean capital’s compliance to government. By those extreme measures for 
money-flow channeling, it can be said that Korean economy completed its money-pool and 
circuit. Korean’s project of constructing its capital circuit in 60s seems successful at least on its 
surface.  
This brief sketch of Korean history in the 50s and 60s emphasizes Korean government 
control of finance and the introduction of foreign capital in the initial formation of circuit of 
capital. The role of state in Korea in the 50s-60s was not intervention in the market in a 
Keynesian or neo-liberalist sense, but for fostering the capitalistic system, i.e. the formation of 
circuit of capital. Korea’s economic growth in the period cannot be identical with the capital 
accumulation and its dynamics of internal contradictions. Aggressive intervention has been 
argued by mainstream economists to be a key to the rapid growth of Korean economy. 
Dependency theories in Korea, on the contrary, point to the deepening domination of foreign 
capital over the Korean economy. Both views on economic phenomenon are correct. It is true, as 
Korean rightwing has exclaimed, that the alliance between the strong government and the capital 
achieved the telos of economic growth. But, Korean economy took a route of capitalization, it 
had to enter the context of global economy. The historical form that Dependency theorists call 
dependency is inclined to be formulated by the historical peculiarity of a given country. In the 
absence of any self-sustained transformation to capitalism, Korea’s initial construction of a 
circuit of capital was accomplished by foreign capital and manipulating its movement. It is a 
unique particularity to Korean capitalist history.  Mainstream economics, traced back to classical 
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political economists from A. Smith to J. S. Mill, has argued money-circulation by trades in the 
economic growth. They presuppose that the specialization and division of labor is palpated by 
redistribution of elements of production. In this respect, foreign capital is defined to be an 
element of production. This functional view on foreign capital is shared by contemporary 
economic schools likes Keynesianism, which had academic hegemony during the 60s as well as 
some theories of the development state. In contrasted to functionalist approach, dependency 
theorists have viewed foreign capital as a material basis of capitalistic private property. 
Following Marx’s basic scheme, they argued that, due to its nationality, the surplus produced by 
foreign capital is vested in foreign country and the investment and loan from foreign capitals 
indicate to the exploitation by the North of the South. Dependency theory might explain Korean 
historical particularities of capitalistic experiences under Japanese colonization and in early 50s. 
But it is hard to identify Korean dependency in 50s with the cases of other underdeveloped 
countries with long experience of colonization. Korea had not been attractive country to exploit 
for the Western imperialist countries until the end of the WWII. Rather than direct exploitation 
of raw materials, the market expedition and domestic capitals of foreign countries, the inflow of 
foreign capital to Korea in the 50s-60s can be explained by geo-political order after WWII and 
Cold war. Furthermore, even if we accept the functional view on foreign capital, its management 
of capital determined its particular way of constructing the circuit of capital, i.e. the particularity 
of conditioning Korean primitive accumulation. The internal relations of Korea, rather than the 
nature of foreign capital, wove the different texture of historical consequences grasped by the 
development of the internal contradictions of capital accumulation.   
 
3.2.2 Condensed Structural contradictions and Changing Geo-politics of East Asia in 70s 
The construction of a circuit of capital in the 60s appeared to drive a rapid economic 
growth, indicated by the increases in GNP and domestic savings. But the growth relying on such 
deformity deepened the internal contradictions of capital accumulation. The structural crisis of 
Korea economy began to appear to Park’s regime by global political juncture prior to Korean 
capital; his response brought about another unexpected texture in history of Korean capitalism. 
We need to first consider the global context to avoid reducing the historical mediating course of 
economic measures into such idealistic-abstract concepts, as authoritarian government or 
dictatorship.  
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Above of all, the Sino-Soviet split in the 50s had generated changes in composition of 
power in the communist bloc. The U.S. had to consider dual opponents-the Soviet Union and 
China. Furthermore, China’s successful nuclear test in 1964 became another direct threat to the 
U.S. and U.S. army in Vietnam116 sharing a border with China. With needs of rearrangement of 
its frontline against the Communist bloc, A recession in the U.S. economy threatens to economic 
hegemony by Europe and Japan forced the newly elected Nixon administration to transform its 
foreign policy. American Rightwing’s Gramscian, H. Kissinger’s Realpolitik viewed that the 
best way was to reduce fiscal burden for expenditure on foreign countries while sustaining the 
U.S. hegemony over capitalist countries. On July 25, 1969, Nixon’s Guam Doctrine was 
announced: “Asia for Asians. And that is what we want, and that is the role we should play. We 
should assist but we should not dictate117”. It implied that the U.S., although keeping treaty 
commitments, would no longer intervene local disputes. Korea understood it as an announcement 
of withdrawal of U.S. military forces stationed in Korea. It meant a crisis of Park’s regime which 
had been buttressed by the two axes of economic growth and national security. The next month, 
Park flew to San Francisco to meet with Nixon. At the summit, Nixon assured Park that Korea 
was an exceptional case and there would no withdrawal of military force118.  But, 3 months later, 
Nixon asked Kissinger to plan for a reduction of U.S. Army in Korea(Hong, 2012, pp. 116–121). 
The plan was completed in March, 1970 and soon delivered to the Korean government with a 
request for the Korean government to take a posture to propose the withdrawal first so that the 
Guam Doctrine could be seen as voluntarily accepted by allied nations119. Park’s regime might 
have felt betrayed, but it was only the beginning of the catastrophic relationship between the U.S. 
and Korea in 70s and of Park’s extreme politico-economic measures. Korea was no longer 
obedient to the U.S. as Porter expressed worry about Park’s regime in late 60s: “We have tended 
to be pleased about economic progress in South Korea over the past few years, and our 
                                                             
116 Shifting out the domestic public opinion against the Vietnam war, this juncture of international politics meant 
not that the U.S. Military forces in Vietnam was exposed to nuclear threats but that U.S. influence in Vietnam 
bordered with China would confront directly another nuclear-armed opponent. It seemed reasonable to withdraw 
the U.S. military force from Vietnam as soon as possible. And the breakout of Sino-Vietnam war and Vietnam’s 
victory in 1979 was a solution for the U.S.  
117 Editorial Note, FRUS, 1969–1976, Volume I, Foundations of Foreign Policy, 1969–1972, Document 29 
118  Memorandum of Conversation, San Francisco, California, August 21, 1969, FRUS, 1969–1976, Volume XIX, Part 
1, Korea, 1969–1972, Document 35 
119 Draft Minutes of a National Security Council Meeting, FRUS, 1969–1976, Volume XIX, Part 1, Korea, 1969–1972, 
Document 55 
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satisfaction at this has to some degree obscured the fact that we have concurrently been 
nourishing a tiger, which is becoming difficult to restrain and confine120”. Korea objected, citing 
Johnson administration’s promise of remaining U.S. troops in Korea in return for sending 
Korean troops to Vietnam. But Nixon declined by proposing more military assistance and sent 
Vice president Agnew to Korea. On February 6, 1971, both countries finally agreed on the 
reduction of 20,000 troops among U.S. military force in Korea and assistance on Korean military 
modernization. Korea began to be ignored in U.S. diplomatic consideration and isolated in the 
changing East Asian diplomatic scene.  
For the U.S. the most important task for the completion of Nixon’s doctrine was 
establishing a favorable relationship with China. Once established, the U.S. could stabilize East 
Asia affairs and strategically could expect next steps to divide and weaken the force of 
communist bloc by isolating Soviet Union. Whether or not this grand scheme was recognized by 
Korean government, it pushed Park’s regime into a corner. Prior to Nixon’s visit China, 
Kissinger made his second visit China and discussed with Prime Minister of China, Chou En-lai. 
The issue of the reduction of U.S. troops in Korea discussed in the meeting was delivered by 
China to North Korea and released to a Japanese newspaper, while S. Korea was isolated from 
the information from U.S(Hong, 2012, pp. 166–177). It was enough to shock S. Korean 
government and to arouse anxiety going beyond the crisis of domestic national security provoked 
by the withdrawal of U.S. army. Hence, Korean government notified to U.S. that Korean army in 
Vietnam would be withdrawn soon and drew Nixon’s ‘promise not to bring up Korea’s affairs’ 
in a letter to Park on November, 1971121.  
But, it could not recover the fundamental political crisis of Park’s regime derived from 
national security. Nixon arrived at Peking, China in February, 1972. The visit was successful in 
reaching an agreement of both that there would be no intervention in any other countries in East 
                                                             
120 Letter From the Ambassador to Korea (Porter) to the Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific 
Affairs (Bundy), FRUS, 1964–1968, Volume XXIX, Part 1, Korea, Document 182 
121 my talks in Peking will not deal with issues primarily involving third countries… Should issues affecting Korea be 
raised by the People’s Republic of China, I will of course affirm our strong ties with the Republic of Korea. And, as 
we assured Foreign Minister Kim during his visit, the United States will continue to consult closely with your 
Government on issues which affect the security of the Korean peninsula, in Letter From President Nixon to Korean 
President Park, November 29, 1971, FRUS, 1969–1976, Volume XIX, Part 1, Korea, 1969–1972, Document 115 
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Asia122. U.S. offered China a concrete plan of withdrawal of U.S. military force from Japan and 
Korea and U.S. constant surveillance on Japan’s economic and military expansion123. By the 
triad coordination scheme of U.S., Korea and Japan established in 1965 changed again. This led 
the Park’s regime to reformulate its strategic structure which would reshape economic structure. 
Park’s first response was to go hand in hand with North Korea, which can be said to be a bold 
attempt removing the fundamental root of the political crisis and of his staying in power. Park’s 
regime secretly sent the head of the Korean CIA to North Korea in May, 1972. On 4th of July, 
1972, ironically U.S. Independence Day, the 7.4 North-South Joint Statement was announced in 
all the media in Korean peninsula. It was depicted by media to end their long antagonism as if 
the reunification of Korea would be soon. Hong(2012) points out that both Koreas shared an idea 
that the released tension between China and U.S. would be a serious threat and the declaration of 
7.4. paved a way to establish dictatorships in both Koreas. Both Koreas changed their 
constitutions in October. North Korea has established ‘Juche-Idea’ as the national ideology 
which idolizes Kim Il-Sung and legitimates the hereditary succession of power by the Kims. 
Meanwhile, in South Korea, the imposition of Martial Law was announced on October 17, 1972. 
Park’s regime suspended all political activities, closed universities and imposed prior censorship 
on all media. Park proposed to amend the constitution, in the name of Yushin(Revitalizing 
Reform) Constitution to centralize power to the president. It was to erode all the democratic 
order by abolishing the direct election of the president, to give the president the discretion of 
continuation in office, the authority to dissolve the National Assembly, and power to assign one-
third of congressmen by his decision and to rule by emergency decree. The amended constitution 
was suggested to be submitted to popular referendum. The Park’s destruction of democracy in 
Korea troubled the U.S. Telegrams between U.S. Ambassador and Washington show that the U.S 
had been correctly analyzing Park’s desperate political calculation and how they acquiesced in it: 
by requesting S. Korea to eliminate any clues in Park’s proclamation to imply that U.S. détente 
had affected Park’s measures(Hong, 2013). Ambassador, Habib suggested that “publicly, we 
                                                             
122 It is significant of China’s view on Soviet Union as “social-imperialist” with “policy of expansion” and U.S. 
promised assurance to prevent USSR from China: I can also give assurances that the U.S. would oppose any 
attempt by the Soviet Union to engage in an aggressive action against China. This we would do because we believe 
it is in our interest, and in the interest of preserving peace as well, world peace.” in Memorandum of Conversation, 
FRUS, 1969–1976, Volume XVII, China, 1969–1972, Document 197 
123 Memorandum of Conversation, FRUS, 1969–1976 Volume XVII, China, 1969–1972, Document 199. 
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plan to be neutral, while disassociating ourselves from Park’s action”124. The U.S. assessed, by 
focusing on its formality, that “the basic posture of the Korean Government was democratic and 
the US should judge Korea by the results of the national referendum125”. The constitutional 
referendum was approved by a 91% vote of 92 % of the registered voters. No matter how 
repressive the atmosphere of Korean was with totally controlled media under the martial law or 
how much people resisted with Park’s dictatorship or how influential the economic growth of 
60s was in ordinary people’s lives, history revealed its cruelty with the approval of 91% for 
dictatorship. After the referendum, the U.S. kept a neutral posture to Korean dictatorship. This 
U.S. expectation on Korean democracy in the 70s carved the interface between the two countries 
in early 80s. The establishment of dictatorship in 1972 lasted, after Park’s assassination in 1979, 
to 1987 detached the concept of democracy from Korean people’s immediate experience. And 
the ironic loss of the opportunity for democracy by democratic procedure in 70s was later 
repeated in 1987 as neither farce nor tragedy, but something paradoxical. The lost years of 
Korean democracy were filled with economic prosperity. The influence of economic changes 
lasted longer than political changes.  
With his dictatorship re-established by Yushin, Park’s regime counted on economic 
growth to survive. Just like a gambler betting all in one throw, he had to resort to economic 
growth and exhaust every means for it. Before entering the 70s, the Korean economy already 
began to show troubling symptoms. As foreign commercial loans raised by government 
inducement increased, the augmentation of investment led banks to lend their operational funds. 
It weakened the financial structure of the money-pool.  Following changes in monetary policy 
advised by the Stand-By Arrangement with the IMF, the Korean government tried to quickly 
cope by raising the reserve ratio to 50%126. Of course, it was merely a stopgap measure. The 
banks tended naturally to reduce giving loans to small and medium capitals without introducing 
foreign capital. Also, excessive foreign loans had exacerbated the weak financial structure of 
individual industrial capitals. The gap between exchange rates widened by decreasing interest 
rates to 16.1% in 1969, 12.5% in 1970, and 12.3% in 1970(see, Table 6). It was fatal to them. 
                                                             
124 Memorandum From the President’s Assistant for National Security Affairs (Kissinger) to President Nixon, 
Washington, October 17, 1972, FRUS, 1969–1976, Volume XIX, Part 1, Korea, 1969–1972, Document 162 
125 Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in Korea, October 18, 1972, FRUS, 1969–1976, Volume 
XIX, Part 1, Korea, 1969–1972, Document 163. 
126 Korean Industrial Bank, Economic Briefs, Issue 24, March 31, 1973, pp.15-20.  
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The Korean government seems to have been fully aware that such remedy could not be a solution 
because, putting aside an accidental event of oil shock, from the mid-60s, things had already 
changed in the global situation which had previously been favorable for Park’s regime. Under 
the GATT system which allowed incentives to underdeveloped countries, the Korean export-
oriented structure had enjoyed an advantage. As the status of dollar gradually became unstable, 
the pressure of IMF and IBRD over Korean policy of exchange rate grew. In 1970, Korea’s 
deficit in export recorded $992 million(Economic Planning Board, 1980, p. 197). At last, on 8th 
of August 1971, the U.S. announced to suspend the conversion of gold. The global economic 
system began to exert more influence on Korea. In this desperate situation, the state-capital 
relationship formulated since 1960 turned to a firm coalition which came to be all in this 
together. The capital accumulation in 70s was no longer a matter of strategic choice. Once 
started rolling, the wheel of accumulation must keep rolling.  The Park’s regime’ financial 
management intensified. Shortly before the constitutional referendum, Park’s regime announced 
‘August 3rd Emergency Measure’ in 1972 which imposed a freeze on all debts of capitals to the 
private money market. Because of the deformed legitimate financial market, Korean capitals and 
small businesses had been relying upon the underground private loan-market(Korea Federation 
of Banks, 1978, p. 155). This extreme measure required capitals’ debts to private lenders to be 
paid in five years with a three-year grace period at the fixed interest rate of 16.2% decided by the 
government127. Simply speaking, it can be said to be a bailout by the Korean government for 
capitals in financial difficulty with the private-debts. The amount of private loan registered 
during the week after the announcement reached 345.6 billion won which was 80% of the total 
amount of money in circulation128. Needless to say, Korean capitals became supportive to Park’s 
amendment of Constitution. More important thing is the destination of the private funds. The 
debentures to private market were forced to be converted into equity, and the debts capitalized 
into legitimate bonds was 76.2 billion won in October, 1972129.   At the same time, Korean 
government revised Banking Acts to absorb them to legitimate money market. It induced the 
establishment of nonmonetary institutions such as investment firms, mutual saving and finance 
companies, and short-term finance companies. Such nonmonetary institutions established in this 
                                                             
127 Korean Industrial Bank, Economic Briefs, Issue23, March, 15, 1973. pp. 1-23. 
128 It was much lower than the private loan market averaging more than 50%(see Table 6). 
129 Korean Industrial Bank, Economic Briefs, Issue23, March, 15, 1973, p. 5  
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period have grown rapidly with more autonomy of management than primary banks and came to 
play a decisive role in the 80s financialization. The money absorbed into the legitimate money 
market was used for the fund for ‘Industrial Rationalization policy’ through Korean Industrial 
Bank which supported industrial capitals in crisis by 50 billion won of fund, 2 billion won of 
emergency fund and government guaranteed loans(Hong, 2013). Korean industrial capitals could 
survive. Nixon’s abolishment of gold-conversion in 1971 caused the rise of prices of raw 
materials and increased the cost of production and the price of exported commodities. Promptly, 
the Korean government responded by cutting tariff130. In January, 1973, Korean government 
announced an economic plan to transform the industrial structure to a heavy industry-based one. 
Six sectors were selected for heavy industrialization: steel, nonferrous metal, shipbuilding, 
electronics, and petrochemicals. Except petrochemicals and nonferrous metal, the rest were 
export-targeted(S. O. Choi, 2008). It means that this industrial transformation remained export-
orientation. The transformation to heavy industry needed huge amounts of advancing capital and 
furthermore heavy industry by nature has a longer turnover in the capital-circuit. It is not 
surprising that heavy industrialization favored Korean major conglomerates which could afford 
such risky structural transformation131. The Korean government revised Foreign Capital 
Inducement Law on March 12, 1973 shortly after the announcement of heavy industrialization. 
The revision allowed banks to guarantee liabilities of foreign loan and removed a previous clause 
of mandatory public offering of stocks of capitals with foreign loan132. It can be interpreted to 
allot a part of guaranteeing loan to banks and to give preferential treatment to foreign loaned 
capitals. On the other hands, for tightening control of finance and capital, Park’s regime 
announced the 5.29 Measure in 1974 which gave authorities to the Bank Inspection Board to 
supervise the present conditions of companies whose loan, stock, tax, asset and foreign loan and 
to discretion to assign credit to companies by its own judgment. Followed by another revision of 
Banking Acts in 1977, Bank Inspection Board came to be able to take direct administrative 
measures to the capital-banks relations. By such reinforced authority of Bank Inspection Board, 
                                                             
130 Korean Industrial Bank, Economic Briefs, Issue 26, April 30, 1973, pp. 34-36. 
131 Korean government allowed companies which could prepare more than 30% of total investment by its own 
capital. National Archives of Korea, 
http://www.archives.go.kr/next/search/listSubjectDescription.do?id=007349&pageFlag= 
132 Korean Industrial Bank, Economy Briefs, Issue 26, March 15, 1973, pp.63-69. 
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as one of administrative departments, Park’s regime aimed at tightening its institutional control 
of the capital.  
More importantly, the institutionalization of chief creditor bank system(known as ‘main 
bank system’) determined Korean’s peculiarity of the relationship between industrial capital and 
financial capital. In July, 1976, the main banks of conglomerates were allowed to set up credit 
limits on conglomerates meeting specific requirements. In June, 1978, major banks were allowed 
to manage credit for the conglomerates. On the surface, its similarity to Japan’s main bank 
system seems to have given banks a channel to govern the financial structure of industrial 
capitals and, even to intervene the governance structure(Aoki & Patrick, 1994;W. Lee, 1995)133. 
But Korea’s main bank system remained a governmental instrument rather than bestowing 
autonomy to banks since the Korean government still played the decision maker in the final 
instance by allocating credit. By this, Korean government came to control the circulation of 
money not by governing the money-flow itself by guaranteeing foreign loans, but by gatekeeping 
the channel of the flow through delegated banks. It was neither state’s restricted role nor neo-
liberal ‘liberation of finance-capital’, but a new way of regulating capital-finance relations. 
According to a study on the path dependency of Korean financial system(S. Kim, 2000), the 
financial policy in 70s led banks to prefer to loans with firm liability guarantees, which favored 
conglomerates which owned large amount of real estate. It also led conglomerates to foster a 
close relationship with government. The policy contributed to the radical growth of chaebols. By 
this, Korean financialization came to have its peculiarities which neo-classical description of 
phenomena found in other countries cannot explain. And it led Korean labor class in 80s to 
confuse the lessen government’s regulation over finance with democratization of economy.     
The growth and dominance of conglomerates reformulated the Korean industrial structure 
by centralization of capital and deepened the structural crisis of capital accumulation, which was 
handed over to 80s. The heavy industrialization needed large amount of advanced money to 
install production facilities134. For the purpose, foreign direct investment(FDI) began to increase. 
                                                             
133 In Japan with a history of finance-policy similar to Korea, the chief creditor bank system was employed to allow 
banks to monitor the financing and management of industrial capitals, but consequently the banks came to 
interfere in the governance structure of the companies by forming ‘quasi-internal organization’ between capital 
and finance.   
134 According to a report of Heavy-Chemical Industry Promotion Council, the budget for such investment during 
1973-1981 was planned by $9,593 million composed of $5,773 million of foreign capital(60.2%) and of $3.820 
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During the heavy industrial period from 1972 to 76, Korea had 851 cases of FDI, and its amount 
was $879 million135.  Notably, among the total, 739 cases(86.8%) were Japanese capital and its 
amount was $626 million(71.2%)136. It was contrasted with the portion from U.S.(78 cases and 
$134 million). Japanese capital was attracted at the cheaper price of production in Korea after 
normalization of relation in 1965.  
This implies that the alliance of U.S., Japan and Korea began to be established as a 
unitary economic system. Meanwhile, as oil price was skyrocketing after the first oil shock, the 
inflow of dollars to OPEC countries was rapidly transited again to the European Dollar market. 
As described earlier, boosted by oil dollar, the growth of European money market led 
(multinational) banks emerging as the major agent of capital accumulation to accelerate its 
formation of finance global network. But, because of the vulnerability of finance capital to the 
internal political situation of investing countries, Korea, finished 2 decades after it the civil war, 
was not attractive for global finance. This can be one of the reasons why Korean financialization 
lagged about 10 years behind advanced capitalist countries in 70s. And the demand for political 
stability provided the interface of articulation in early 80s between Chun’s military regime and 
Reagan administration in succession with Carter’s diplomatic approach on Korea and a material 
basis for Korean labor class culture in 80s. 
Domestic procurement for heavy industrialization relied heavily on previous political-
finance. After expanding the money pool by absorbing private money market by August 3rd 
Emergency Measure’ in 1972 and increasing savings during 70s, the Korean government set up 
National Investment Fund in December, 1973 to support the installment of production facilities. 
Park’s regime required all financial institutions to spend 15% of their profit from savings 
deposits to purchase the government bond for National Investment Fund137. The fund provided 
capitals loaned from Korean Industrial Bank with the re-discount rate of the Central Bank of 
Korea and more tax-cut.  
 
                                                             
million of domestic capital(39.8%). National Archives of Korea, 
http://www.archives.go.kr/next/search/listSubjectDescription.do?id=007349&pageFlag=  
135 Export-Import Bank of Korea, Monthly Report, Vol.6, Issue 8, August, 1987, p. 8. 
136 Export-Import Bank of Korea, Monthly Report, Vol.6, Issue 8, August, 1987, p. 9. 
137 National Archives of Korea, http://www.archives.go.kr/next/search/listSubjectDescription.do?id=007238 
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Table 8. Amount of politic-finance for heavy-chemical industry, 1973-1978 (Billion Won) 
  By National Investment Fund 
  
  
By loans from Korea Industrial Bank 
  
  
  Total  Inflow to 
Heavy-
Chemical Ind. 
Ratio 
(%) 
Total Inflow to 
Heavy-
Chemical Ind. 
Ratio 
(%) 
1973 n.a n.a n.a 318.5 78.8 24.7 
1974 61.8 33.1 53.6 425.7 107.9 25.4 
1975 175.3 85.8 49 577.8 150.3 26 
1976 345.8 192.7 55.7 739.9 229 30.9 
1977 536.8 340.5 63.4 1007.9 350.9 34.8 
1978 863.8 567.2 65.7 1443.5 504.4 34.9 
Total 1983.5 1219.3 61.5 4513.3 1421.3 31.5 
Source: Park, Min Jeong(2006), The Research about Financial Rent in the Industrial Policies: 
With the Perspective of Rent Seeking Theory, Korean Policy Studies Review, vol.15, issue 1, p. 
38. 
Table 8 shows how Korean conglomerates selected for heavy industrialization advanced 
money capital in domestic level. During 1973-78, the heavy industrial capitals advanced 1,421.3 
billion won out of 4,513.3 billion won, which was the total loans of Korea Industrial Bank. And 
1,219.3 billion won was supported by National Investment Fund. More than 15% of the money 
that Korean capital advanced by National Investment Fund were directly from the profit earned 
from ordinary people’s saving deposits. The portion of funds distributed to heavy industries took 
92.8% of the whole Korean manufacturing departments in 1978(D. Lee, 2009, p. 97). This 
support was totally based on the Korean government’s control of finance sector and abnormal 
incentives given by Park’s regime with lacks of political legitimacy, rather than that Korean 
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government’s leadership, as development state theories(Amsden, 1992) argued, suggested vision 
and direction to Korean business.  
These long running financial relations have gradually revealed their effect in Korean 
history. The particular historical relations of capital-state over financial sector appeared to store 
up advanced-capital enough to centralize capital, but only a handful of capitals were successful 
in procurement of the advanced money. They are later called Chaebol.  
Table 9. the growth rate of total added value of Chaebol(10 bil. Won, 1975 constant price) 
Number of Chaebols 1973 1978 Annual average rate of growth(%) 
5 269.85 1,006.64 30.1 
10 392.84 1.350.64 28.0 
20 549.95 1,739.39 25.9 
46 756.96 2,122.20 22.8 
GDP 7,7729.21 12,400.62 9.9 
Source: Sakong, Il,(1980) Economic Growth and Concentration of Economic Power¸ KDI 
Journal of Economic Policy, Korea Development Institute, p. 6.  
 
The centralization of capital appeared particularly in late 70s. The top 10 chaebols 
recorded 28 % of annual average rate of growth compared to 9.9 % of the rate of growth in GNP 
during the same period. The top 10 ranked by assets merged 96 companies in 1976 and 208 
companies in 1979(Jo, 2012, p. 146). The number of affiliated companies of the top 30 Chaebols 
dramatically increased from 126 in 1970 to 429 in 1979(K. Lee & Lee, 1985, p. 48). Around 
1979, the Korean conglomerates seems to have completed its monopolized form. Of course, 
being large-scale itself cannot be identical with monopoly. Heavy industrialization contributed to 
Korean economic growth averaged 9.4% in the 70s, at the same time, the total foreign loan 
jumped from $3,589 million in 1972 to $20,500 million in 1979138. It implies that by heavy 
industrialization, Park’s regime and a few conglomerates were on the same boat. Korea’s 
                                                             
138 Economic Planning Board, Economic Statistic Yearbook, 1972; 1979 
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relationship between state and capital seems no longer asymmetrical. Rather they became the 
condition of existence for each other, sharing internal contradictions in its accumulation mode. 
Heavy industrialization allowed chaebols to grow so that they could condition internal industrial 
structure in monopolized way in which formulated a dual structure of industry by subcontracting 
between conglomerates and small and medium sized firms. The centralization of capital was the 
critical moment for Korean capital to achieve its symmetrical power relation with state in mid-
80s. And this dual structure in production shaped the labor market in the 80s and inscribed the 
experience of Korean labor classes in 80s onwards. 
The monopolized rearrangement of industrial structure by the growth of conglomerates 
does not mean the firm establishment of a system of capital-accumulation. Rather, such 
contorted investment for expansion fostered chronic danger of structural crisis. Its miraculous 
growth and government’s total economic control showed sharp contrast with the responses of 
advanced capitalist countries in financialization in the same period139. However, in grasping the 
mechanism of historical process, the differences and consequences of policy can be explained by 
delving the internal logic of capital accumulation, especially, the tendency of falling rate of 
profit. It can lead us to understand how the local crisis of Korea came to be synchronized with 
the developing global crisis and Korea’s internal contradiction in the 70s appeared to be 
financialization in 80s. Some might say that it might be covered by Regulation School’s 
theoretical concept of ‘peripheral Fordism’ which I alluded in the first section of this chapter. 
This approach can reduce the formation of Korean communication sector in the 80s and its 
economic mediation into a role as an ideological institution for a mode of accumulation, e.g. 
distributing consumption codes or regulating labor-capital relations, leading to dismiss the 
particular historical contexts and mechanism of the development of the Korean communication 
sector.  
Marxian political economy believes that the tendency of the rate of profit can reveal the 
internal mechanism of capital accumulation. It can suggest an outline of how the interlocking 
production-relations in a totality linked together and co-evolved with the Korean communication 
sector as one of economic departments defined as an unproductive industry to lay a basis for 
                                                             
139 During 1970-78, Korea saw 9.8% of the average rate of growth in GDP; OECD did 3.5%. OECD, Historical 
Statistics 1960-1988,1990; Korea Economic Planning Board, Economic Statistic Yearbook, 1980. 
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media cultural forms. Based on Marx’s proposition that the rate of profit is influenced by the rate 
of surplus value and the value composition of capital(see, chapter 2), mathematical attempt of 
estimating and analyzing long-term changes of the rate was developed despite of scarcity of non-
mainstream macroeconomic data. Mainly, the rate of profit has been calculated as a ratio of pre-
tax profit to net capital stock. In analyzing the tendency of rate of profit by using mainstream 
economic indexes, it divides the determining factors into ‘profit-share(P/Y)’ defined as the ratio 
of profit to total added value and ‘capital-output ratio(Y/K)’ defined as the ratio of added value 
to net capital stock140. And by such analytic division of mainstream economic indexes, it has 
been proved that the profit-share(P/Y) tends to change positively with the ratio of wage-
profit(P/W), which can be identifiable with Marx’s term, rate of surplus value, and the change of 
‘capital-output ratio(Y/K)’ has an inverse relation with the change of the ‘fixed capital stock-
wage ratio(K/W)’, which can be identifiable with Marx’s term, rate of value composition141. 
Hence, by the equation that (P/K)= (P/Y)(Y/K), it can be estimated how distribution of profit and 
employed equipment influence the rate of profit.  
However, one problem arises from estimating ‘capital-output ratio’ with detail 
components. Mohun(2003) suggested that the change of the capital-output ratio is directly 
proportional to the changes of the relative price of output-fixed capital stock and real labor 
productivity and inverse proportional with the change of real fixed capital stock per hour, which 
can be identifiable with the organic composition of capital. Although, his theorem does not apply 
to ‘unproductive labor(finance and communication sectors), it may be enough to illustrate how 
Korean financialization was conditioned and articulated with global financialization which 
preconditioned the reformulation of communication sector. Jeong(Hart-Landsberg, Callinicos, & 
Jeong, 2006), applying Mohun’s theorem to Korean manufactures, estimated the rate of profit 
and analyzed its tendency from 1970 to 2003 as indicated in Table 10.  
 
 
                                                             
140 Shaikh, Anwar(1999), Explaining the Global Economic crisis, Historical Materialism, no.5; Wolff, Edward(2003), 
What’s Behind the rise of Profitability in the U.S. in the 1980s and 1990s, Cambridge Journal of Economics, Vol.27, 
no.4; Mohun, Simon(2003), The Australian rate of profit, 1965-2001, Journal of Australian Political Economy, no.53. 
141 It is because P/Y = P/(W+P) = (P/W)/(1+P/W) = 1/[1+{1/(P/W)}), Y/K=(Y/W)/(K/W) 
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Table 10. changes of rate of profit and its determining factors, 70s-80s 
  Rate of 
Profit 
P/K 
Profit 
Share 
P/Y 
Capital 
output ratio 
Y/K 
Relative price of 
output-capital 
stock 
(Py/Pk) 
Real labor 
productivity 
Per hour 
(Y/Py)/H 
Real fixed 
capital 
stock per 
hour 
(K/Pk)/H 
Product 
wage per 
hour 
(W/Py)/H 
70-76 1.4% 2.2% -0.7% -1.1 2.7 2.4 1.9 
76-80 -8.8 -4.6 -4.2 -1.6 3.3 5.9 5.0 
80-87 3.8 2.2 1.6 0.5 2.9 1.8 2.1 
87-96 -3.4 -1.5 -1.9 -0.6 3.5 4.8 3.9 
Source: author from Jeong, Seongjin(2006), Long-term tendencies and trends of Korean capital 
accumulation, Hart-Landsberg, Martin, Callinicos, Alex et.al), Change of Accumulation Regime 
in Korea:1987-2003, p. 23; p. 25. 
The rate of profit decreased -8.8% from 1976 to 1980, increased 3.8% from 1980- 87 and 
dropped again -3.4% after 1987. The decline during 1976-80 was caused by the decreases of 
profit share(-4.6%) and capital output ratio(-4.2%). This implies that the heavy industrialization 
in the 70s intensified competition in manufactures and caused the changes in value composition 
by the employment of production facilities for heavy industrialization. The decline of profit share 
appeared as a symptom of over-investment. Real fixed capital stock increased by 5.9% more than 
the real labor productivity of 3.3%, and it consequently appeared as -1.6 % of the relative price 
of output-capital stock. Such factors decreased the whole output-capital ratio, which was an 
internal contradiction within its own capital-accumulation. It appeared as -8.8% of rate of profit.  
This proves that the intensification of the value-composition of capital influences the rate of 
profit to fall. The crisis was already haunting Korea before the 80s. But, mysteriously, the 
sudden increase of rate of profit from 1980 to 1987 and decrease of -3.4% after 1987 is 
suggested to us as a historical outcome. It is a starting point of later discussion. The fluctuation 
offers critical clues in grasping the relationship of Korean transformation of material relations 
with global financialization and the reshaped communication sector in 80s, and cultural forms in 
an angle of labor-capital relation.  
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The reconstruction of production relations in 80s should be understood as Korean capital’s 
responses to the crisis of 70s.  Korean decline of rate of profit in late 70s implies how Korea 
economic structure provided with interface for globalization and Korea’s path differed from U.S. 
case whose manufacturing had also shown a falling rate of profit from the early 70s (Brenner, 
2003)142. The Korean case was because of over-investment, but the U.S. case was because of 
rising production-prices from global competition. Thus, the capitals of two countries in the 80s 
came to have different directions in reconstructing their economic structures: one expanded 
production sites by financialization; the other one regulated over-investment to grow 
unproductive industries to make a bigger pie. The differences in two movements framed by the 
same drive would formulate the interface of the articulation. The articulation was accomplished 
by changing political juncture started by an unexpected historical event in Korea 
 
3.3 Financialization in 80s: Political juncture and Reshaped communication sector 
 
3.3.1 The political detour for 80s: Carter, Chun and Reagan as the Cerberus of Korean 
financialization  
Carter’s administration, holding the card of withdrawal of U.S. military force in Korea in one 
hand and the card of human rights in the other hand, created an atmosphere of terror to Park’s 
regime and its partner, Korean capital. During the Ford administration, Park’s regime and 
Korean capital had been intensifying their oppression over laborers and dissidents calling for the 
improvement of working condition and democracy by labelling them ‘communists’. The Carter 
administration, particularly on Korean democracy and human right, was unexpectedly annoying 
to the Korean dictatorship. The tension between two countries had deepened with a diplomatic 
scandal called ‘Koreagate’ until early 1979 when the voice of hardliners in U.S. congress 
strengthened with the Iran hostage crisis and the USSR’s involvement in Afghanistan. The 
relationship to North Korea also worsened.  On October 26, 1979, Park’s regime was 
assassinated by the head of Korean CIA. His sudden death threw Korean people into confusion 
                                                             
142 According to him, the decrease of the rate of profit in U.S manufacturing was caused mainly by the decrease of 
capital-output ratio as was Korean case. However, the decline of capital-output ratio was not by real fixed capital 
stock per hour but by the relative price of output capital stock, which resulted from intensifying global competition 
in manufacturing. 
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and into vague expectation for democracy, now faded in their memory. Under the Martial law, 
Major General Chun, a military security commander, carried out military coup in 12th December, 
1979 and seized power in rapid pace. 80’s Korean political economy, with class-contradiction 
formed by rapid economic growth and global economic crisis, appeared first as a blood-shed 
event.  
The political dissidents were again arrested and put under house arrest. Until the first week of 
May 1980, mass demonstrations, mainly of laborers and students, had continued. On May 15, 
1980, Korean people participated in a rally in Seoul, outpouring their rage against the new 
military dictatorship. When Chun’s coup group promised to consider people’s demand, the 
demonstrators suspended their protests and set 17th of May as a deadline for the regime to return 
the ‘stolen’ control to civilian government. Chun, however, declared national-wide martial law 
on 17th, May. This betrayal immediately brought about protests in major cities in Korea. 
Kwangju in the south was one of those cities. It began as the college student-led rally at least 
until 19th, but developed into large scale uprising by ordinary citizens reacting to the brutality of 
riot police. Finally the whole city turned into a commune with self-government and media newly 
founded and run by ordinary people for their voice, and armed citizens fought back against 
government troops until the troops defeated the citizen army at provincial hall on  27 May, 
1980(Kahn-chae, 2001). The ten day occupation of Kwangju by ordinary people, later named the 
‘Kwangju Democratization movement’, had the characteristics of a sort of commune(Katsiaficas, 
2000). The Kwangju uprising was a critical moment for ordinary people to conceptualize 
democracy, media’s role and relationship with U.S. After brutal suppression, Chun’s military 
regime dissolved the national assembly in June and organized an electoral college called 
‘National Conference for Unification’ which elected Chun as president by 2,524 out of 2,525 
votes.  
It is not surprising that U.S. had already been paying a sharp attention to Chun’s military 
group since Park’s assassination. 10 days after the assassination, Secretary of State, Cyrus 
Vance, organized a task force for Korean situation and opened a confidential communication 
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channel, with the code name, ‘Cherokee’143,144.  William Gleysteen, U.S. ambassador in Korea, 
had been in close contact with Kim, the assassinator of president Park. After the assassination, 
Korea had a rumor that U.S. had pulled the strings. As a matter of fact, the telegrams sent to 
Washington before the assassination show that Gleysteen delivered directly to Kim U.S. concern 
on Korean human right situation and mentioned concerns about power transfer after Park145. Kim 
argued in the court that his purpose of assassination was for ‘the recovery of Korean democracy’, 
and Glyesteen, in a telegram to Washington(on November, 19, 1979)  strongly denied such 
suspicion related to him. The truth does not matter in practical politics. The important thing is 
that suspicion itself must have been a weak point of Glyesteen146. As a telegram reporting his 
meeting with Chun on December 14, 1979 implies, Chun asked the question on U.S. relations to 
the assassination in front of Glyesteen147. It was hard to deny that the reports from U.S. embassy 
since December, 1979 was obviously favorable for Chun148. The followed military coup seems to 
have been unexpected to U.S. although its intelligence agency watched intently Chun and his 
cohorts gathering. Gen. Wickham was furious with Chun’s mobilization of troops without his 
approval149,150. U.S. embassy also was surprised and tried to carefully react to it151. 
                                                             
143 The documents, called ‘Cherokee file’ was acquired by an American journalist, Tim Shorrock in 1996 by the 
Freedom of Information Act and released by him to Korean media.  The original files was partial, without contents 
related to CIA and with some parts erased, such as names of U.S. informants in Korea and sensitive remarks from 
Korean personages. But, it contains very significant contents which are different from the official reply of U.S. 
department of state in 1989 delivered to Korean congress.   
144 It was accessible only for Cyrus Vance, Warren Christopher, Deputy of U.S. Secretary of State, Lynne Halbrooks, 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Asian and Pacific Security Affairs, who was charged with briefing the National 
Security Council(NSC) and William Gleysteen, U.S. Ambassador in Korea. 
145 a telegram on June, 20, 1979, in Monthly Chosun, Issue 197, August, 1996, pp. 338-339. 
146  in a telegram on September, 26, 1979, in Monthly Chosun, Issue 197, August, 1996, p. 345. 
147 Chun’s concrete questions to Glyesteen were erased in the original file by the censorship. But, an interview with 
other Korean media later, Glyesteen recalled that he strongly denied any affiliation with the Park’s assassination. 
148 It is evident that the suspicion was a chance for Chun in charge with investigating Parks’ assassination to grab an 
official channel of information to Washington. However, it seems that Washington had already sensed it, 
considering that Vance informed Glyesteen of that Gen. Wickham, the commander of the ROK-US Combined 
Forces Command(CFC), would be assigned a charge of meeting with Chun. 
149 From July 15, 1950, the operation command was transferred to UN military command led by U.S. Army. After 
the establishment of CFC in November, 1978, CFC took the operation command of Korean Army. Even though 
some airborne troops in rear service were exceptional, it was routine procedure for Korean army to inform U.S. of 
any mobilization of such exceptional troops. Yoo, Se Hee, "The Institutional Context of U.S.-Korea Relations: 
Special focus on the 'critical Views of the United Station in Korea since 1980; R. Scalapino and Han, Sung-joo, 
United States-Korea Relation, University of California, 1986 
150 Sisa Journal, 334, March 14, 1996, p. 29. 
151 Consecutive telegrams from U.S. embassy depicts its prompt responses: ‘we should not treat them too much 
badly and give them a wide berth. Rather, we’d better emphasize on the common interest of U.S. and ROK and tell 
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  On December 28, Glyesteen reported that ‘Chun’s military group was as conservative as 
Park and it was the best for democracy’ and ‘the U.S. was relatively influential at that point, U.S. 
should use it’152,153.  In early 1980, the U.S. came to understand Chun’s political ambition and 
predicted to his power to expand to the Korean CIA in March before he did in April154. The U.S. 
calculated the risk of political instability from the establishment of Chun’s regime.  In a telegram 
sent to Washington on January, 26, Glyesteen reported a meeting with figures of Chun’s military 
group and telling them that the U.S. had no interest in returning the current military leadership155.  
After Chun’s expansion of his power over the Korean CIA in April, 1980, U.S. made clear its 
endorsement for Chun’s military regime. On 18th of April, U.S embassy planned to deliver the 
message that ‘the U.S. would treat Chun as the leader of Korea and Vance in Washington gave to 
Glyesteen authority to meet Chun and officially deliver U.S.’s message without any distortion156. 
Glyesteen would assure him that the decision of scheme for orderly change was a matter of 
Korea, not that of U.S.157. 
Arguably, the Carter administration had already endorsed Korean dictatorship of 80s before 
Reagan. Thus, I focus on the use of the signifier of democracy and its material context: how the 
foreign policy of Carter administration holding universal value of democracy came to define the 
democracy of S. Korea and was succeeded by Reagan’s ‘peace through strength’, which then 
directly influenced Korean reconstruction of production relations in 80s. The material contexts of 
the signifier may be a key to understand global economic relations’ detour to the realm of 
politics. First of all, the U.S. was recognizing the Korean political situation in 80s in terms of 
‘the political use of democracy’. From Park’s dictatorship after his amendment of constitution in 
1973, the U.S. was observing that ‘Korean people would not resist authoritarian control because 
they had been putting top priorities on security and economic well-being than on political 
                                                             
them we are in needs of a procedure for reciprocal embracement(on Dec.13, 1979); “the best way to keep our 
interest is to avoid defining the nature of the military coup” (on Dec.14, 1979). Translated in Sisa Journal, Issue 
334, March 14, 1996, p. 29. 
152 Hankyere 21, Issue 102, April 4, 1996. 
153 His judgment was correct. Chun and his cohorts were the first graduates of regular Korean Military Academy 
and educated in U.S. in 60s under the program for 3rd world military elites in Kennedy administration. 
154 Hankyere 21, Issue 103, April 11, 1996, pp. 83-84. 
155 Monthly Chosun, Issue 197, March, 1996, pp. 359-360. 
156 Sisa Journal, Issue 334, March 21, 1996; Monthly Chosun, Issue 197, March 14, 1996. 
157 Telegram on May, 7, 1980 translated in Hankyere 21, Issue 103, April 11, 1996, p. 88. 
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liberation158’. Soon after Park’s assassination, the voice for democratization started to rise, and 
Glyesteen reported that Korea is “a society of garlic and pepper eating combatants”, ‘Koreans 
want political liberation but the major obstacle is their “impatience and combativeness” and 
Chun’s military group showed leadership in restoring stability in Korea159. This perspective 
assures that stability was prior to people’s voice for democracy. In early May, 1980, Chun 
planned to use military force to suppress protests and to meet Glyesteen. Telegrams between 
Glyesteen and Christopher show that Glyesteen reported that he would never mention anything 
which could be interpreted by Chun’s regime as U.S.’s opposition to their plan, got sanction 
from Washington160. This unchanged attitude contributed to approval of Chun’s use of troops to 
suppress Korean people’s voice for democracy. The U.S. embassy considered that pro-
democratic activism caused political instability. It was thought to be born from “student 
challenge and the unhelpful posture of the political opposition” and depicted students as 
“immature” and “the most likely trigger of trouble” and the voice of Korean opposition figures’ 
calling for democracy as “extremists demands”161. So, the U.S. acquiesced in Chun’s expanding 
Martial law and arresting dissidents before the Kwangju uprising on May 18, 1980. Glyesteen 
reported that Chun’s regime was about to arrest Kim, Dae-jung, and his followers for instigating 
and funding the nation-wide demonstrations of students, and he mentioned to Choi, Korean 
Chief Presidential Secretary, ‘to consider to do so, if legal basis are fulfilled’162.  The reply of 
Washington to it was: ‘let inevitable influence happen between them163,164. At the night of 22th 
of May, the National Security Council in Whitehouse made a decision to approve Chun’s 
suppression of Kwangju uprising by 20th Brigade165.  In the NSC meeting, Brzezinski argued to 
support Chun’s regime in the short run, to exert pressure on it for political progress and, 
significantly, the rearrangement of the date of a visit of John Moore, the chairman of Export-
                                                             
158 A Telegram to Washington on May, 5, 1979, translated from Monthly Chosun, Issue 197, August, 1996 
159 A telegram on November 29, 1979, directly quoted in Sisa Journal, Issue 334, March 21, 1996 
160 Telegrams on May 8,1980, Hankyere 21, Issue 103, April 11, 1996, p. 19. 
161 A telegram on November, 29, 1979, directly quoted in Sisa Journal, 333, March 14, 1996 
162 A telegram on May 18, 1980 in Monthly Chosun, Issue 197, August 1996. 
163 It is not clear what the two words, ‘between them’ referred to because of the erased parts in the paragraph of 
the original telegram by the censorship. 
164 A telegram of Department of state to Seoul on May 18, 1980, in Monthly Chosun, 197, March 14, 1996. 
165 Telegram on May 22, 1980. Sisa Journal Issue 334, March 21, 1996, p. 33. 
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Import Bank of the U.S., to Korea was discussed166. The next day, the U.S. official approval for 
Chun’s suppression on Kwangju was announced in U.S. media167.  
Meanwhile, Citizen Army in Kwangju strengthened barricades and kept having battles with 
Korean troops. Korean military government suggested peace treaty to Citizen Army and, at the 
same time, informed Wickham, commander of CFC of Korean 20th Division’s attack Kwangju at 
the night of 27th of May168. Kwangju ended up as a massacre and Gen. Chun began to solidify his 
‘political’ position as the strong man. After quelling Kwangju uprising, Christopher asked 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Asian and Pacific Security Affairs visiting in Korea to deliver 
U.S. concerns to Korean ‘leader’169: 1) to transform current regime into constitutional 
government, 2) to set up acceptable economic policy and 3) to be moderate in suppressing 
political opposition, with a message that U.S. would keep eyes on Korea if current regime’s 
political measure would be fitted to the meaning of the relationship between U.S. and Korea. 
Subsequently, Glyesteen met Chun on June 26, and confirm him on the security pledge with an 
implication of U.S.’s lower confidence on Chun’s vision for establishing Korean government, 
which could satisfy the mutual interests between U.S. and Korea170.  
Those messages delivered to Korea shows not only U.S. re-affirmation of Chun as its partner, 
by urging Chun to clarify his position as ‘ally’ or ‘foe’, but also the goal of U.S. characterized as 
‘stability by constitutional regime and its economy acceptable to U.S. interests. Finally, as it was 
certain that Chun would become 5th president through indirect election by the electoral college in 
a gymnasium, Monroe, charge d’affaires in U.S. embassy, sent a telegram: ‘his method is 
technically legal. It can’t be defined as a coup. It is thought that most of Korea would take this 
change as predestined and passively’171 and affirmed by Christopher: ‘Chun’s seized power is 
now irreversible’172.   
                                                             
166 Sisa Journal Issue 334, March 21, 1996, p. 30. 
167 "the Pentagon disclosed that South Korea had requested the release of several ground forces for the combined 
United States-South Korea command for use in a crowd control and security work and the request was granted by 
Gen. John A. Wickham Jr. head of the joint command”, New York Times, May 23, 1980. 
168 Telegram sent by Muskie to U.S. Embassy, on May,27, 1980 in Sisa Journal, Issue 334, March 21, 1996. 
169 A telegram on June, 21, 1980. Translated in Monthly Chosun, Issue 197, August, 1996 
170 Monthly Chosun, Issue 197, August, 1996 
171 Telegram sent to Washington on August 14, 1980, in Monthly Chosun, Issue 197, August, 1996 
172 Telegram sent to Seoul on August, 15, 1980, in Monthly Chosun, Issue 197, August, 1996 
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This brief sketch indicates the differences between the conception of democracy as a 
universal value and concrete political practices.  This gap might have been based on the U.S. 
judgment of Korea’s level of political maturity: as Gen. Wickham said: “Koreans are like field 
mice, they just follow whoever becomes their leader. Democracy is not an adequate system for 
Korea”(cited in S. Lee, 1988, p. 118)”173. Recalling the vote supporting Park’s amendment of 
constitution in 1973 and how much Korean figures in opposition had begged a foreign country to 
put pressure on their dictator as Glyesteen depicted them as ‘supplicants’174, Korea’s political 
immaturity recognized by the U.S. and naïve ignorance of the cruelty of international politics 
should be considered. But, our focus should be on the Carter administration’s obsession with 
political stability of Korea and its link to the economic pressure of Reagan administration on 
Korea in the 80s, as well as why Korea, not other developing Asian countries, came to be 
selected as a partner in global financialization. 
Carter’s foreign policy pivoted around the matter of maintaining the hegemony over global 
capitalistic system. P. Sweezy and H. Magdoff(1980) pointed out, in their conjunctural analysis 
in early 80s, that the nationalist movement in 3rd world, mainly Africa in their analysis, would be 
the most fatal threat to U.S. hegemony. Borrowing their angle, the nationalist and leftist 
movement, whether in underdeveloped or developing countries, would be risky expansion of 
frontline for U.S. in the hopefully fixed binary structure of Cold war. The crisis of Carter’s 
diplomacy means the crisis of U.S.-led strategic balance. Considering the U.S. domestic 
economy that the crisis of manufacturing industries relying on oil and the backlash of oil dollar, 
it is not surprising that U.S. put more importance on Middle East rather than S. Korea. So, to 
speak, such context illustrates what U.S. wanted in Korea was only status quo by its political 
stability. The use of the signifier of democracy connoted a mere uncomfortable fact that your 
democracy is different from our democracy. There is nothing surprising for U.S. to have needed 
pro-American dictatorship in Korea. Such instrumentality of the signifier reveals its reshaped 
contents in the succession of Reagan’s ‘diplomacy of silence’ for ‘peace through strength’.  
                                                             
173 According to Monthly Chosun(Issue 197, August, 1996) , unlike U.S. embassy, many of officers in CFC had held 
opposition to Chun, it seems to have led Washington to rely on information from U.S. embassy. Wickham’s 
frustration might be understandable after witnessing the whole course from Chun’s coup to his election from a 
relatively isolated position in CFC, in anger from the beginning by Chun’s unapproved mobilization of troops for 
military coup.  
174  Directly quoted in Sisa Journal, 333, March 14, 1996 
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The floating meaning of democracy came to materialize itself into its economic relations 
through the triad alliance of Korea, Japan and U.S.  As Reagan was elected on 3rd of November, 
1980, a liberal U.S. media criticized that Chun’s oppressive regime was delighted with the U.S. 
election and hastened to execute Kim, Dae Jung who a major figure of political opposition under 
arrest for rebellion conspiracy175. Kim’s execution could bring out diplomatic burden for Reagan 
administration elected with a catchphrase of ‘strong America’. And Chun’s regime wanted to 
meet the president-elect to show off its international legitimacy to Korean people and conducted 
under-the-table negotiation with Richard Allen, National Security Advisor of Reagan176.  
For Reagan administration, dissuading Kim’s execution was an excellent card to show that 
his ‘diplomacy of silence’ was effective with the affairs of human right and a sharp contrast with 
Carter. Chun’s regime announced to reduce death-sentence on Kim to imprisonment for life 3 
days after Reagan’s inauguration. In return, Reagan postponed the scheduled publication of the 
annual report of human rights written by the Carter administration until after Chun’s ‘official’ 
visit in U.S.177. In their joint declaration, only two terms of security and economy were 
emphasized.  The deal between two regimes over democracy was successful, as Allen put, 
“nobody will lose face, everybody will be a winner178”. 
The political deal should be materialized again to economic relations. Although holding the 
Cold war structure in foreign policy, newly elected Reagan administration, began with budget 
deficit, could not afford large expenditures for allied foreign countries(Glyn, 2007, p. 33). The 
urgent problem of the Reagan administration was for its foreign policy to be in accord with the 
urgent demands of U.S. capitals for the foreign investment and the expansion of the banking 
network. According to Sweezy and Magdoff(1980), U.S. banks recorded its total asset of 270 
billion dollar compared with 59.8 billion dollar in 1970, 137 banks held 761 branches in foreign 
countries.  The ratio of the profit by foreign investment in the total profit of the top ranked 13 
banks of U.S. increased from 18.8% to 49.6% in 1976. The Carter administration had already 
sent to Korea John Moore, the chairman of U.S. Export-Import bank, who declared U.S. 
                                                             
175 New York Times, November 10, 1980. 
176 The file on this unofficial talk was recorded by Korean embassy and released to a Korean media in 1992. in 
Monthly Chosun, Issue 149, August 1992, pp.322-355. 
177 Shin Dong-A, Issue 354, March 1989, pp. 356-372. 
178 directly quoted in Monthly Chosun, Issue 148, August 1992. p. 332. 
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economic support in June, 1980179, and David Rockefeller, chief executive of Chase Manhattan 
Bank, and William Spencer, the president of Citibank visited Korea in September, 1980 and 
affirmed that the necessary stability for investment and loan would be recovered if Gen. Chun 
firmly establish his regime180.  The task of the Reagan administration was both to support the 
global expansion of finance and to maintain Cold War structure while reducing U.S.’s economic 
burden. The triad alliance of S. Korea, Japan, and U.S. was to be re-consolidated by Korea’s 
military confrontation and Japan’s economic support under the strategic guidance of U.S. In 
order U.S. not to pull money from its pocket, Japan should spend their money instead. But, Japan 
was reluctant in this time, and had been putting pressure for Korean democracy.  
On November 24, 1980, Secretary of Defense Harold Brown met with the former ministers 
of Japanese Ministry of Defense and persuaded the doyens in a Japanese military circle to 
support economic aid for the modernization of Korean military force and economic 
development.181 Korea requested from Japan the loan of 6 billion dollar twice in August and 
September of 1981 in the name of ‘economic cooperation for security’, but Sunao Sonoda, 
Japanese Minster for Foreign Affairs refused the request182.  
Japan’s bold reluctance to participate continued until the conservative Nakasone was elected 
as prime minister in November 1982. One month later, Richard Allen visited Japan and Korea in 
December in 1982 and secured economic support of 40 billion dollars with the removal of the 
term, ‘security’. Finally, Nakasone visited Korea and announced a joint declaration for economic 
support for Korea’s economic development plan. The media of all three countries reported the 
completed stability of the security system in East Asia. Economically, the stable triadic 
relationship was evident in Korea’s trade with two countries. 
 
 
 
                                                             
179 New York Times, June 3, 1980. 
180 New York Times, September 22, 1980. 
181 Shin Dong-A, Issue 354, March 1989. 
182 Japan said that economic support was impossible because of a matter for Korea as an independent country and 
its military purpose was against Japan’s postwar pacifist constitution. 
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Table 11. Balance of Trade of Korea to U.S. and Japan, 1980-1990(Billion, $) 
  
  
Total trade of Korea 
  
  
 To United States 
  
  
To Japan 
  
  
Export Import Balance Export Import Balance Export Import Balance 
1981 21.3 26.1 -4.9 5.7 6.0 -0.4 3.5 6.4 -2.9 
1982 21.9 24.3 -2.4 6.2 6.0 0.3 3.4 5.3 -1.9 
1983 24.5 26.2 -1.7 8.3 6.3 2.0 3.4 6.2 -2.8 
1984 29.2 30.6 -1.4 10.5 6.9 3.6 4.6 7.6 -3.0 
1985 30.3 31.1 -0.9 10.8 6.5 4.3 4.5 7.6 -3.0 
1986 24.7 31.6 3.1 13.9 6.5 7.3 5.4 10.9 -5.4 
1987 47.3 41.0 6.3 18.3 8.8 9.6 8.4 13.7 -5.2 
1988 60.7 51.8 8.9 21.4 12.8 8.7 12.0 15.9 3.9 
1989 62.4 61.5 0.9 20.6 15.9 4.7 13.5 17.4 -4.0 
1990 65.0 69.8 -4.4 19.4 16.9 2.4 12.6 18.6 -5.9 
Source: Jeong, Seongjin(2000), A quantitative analysis of Korean Social accumulation structure, 
Korean Economic Studies, Vol.48. Issue 2, p. 103. 
 
The Korean deficit in trade with Japan was compensated by the trade surplus with U.S. 
during 80s. It implies a triangular trade that the U.S. accepted Korean exports, which were 
produced by technology and capital from Japan. The money capital and technology in Korea 
attained from Japan behind the back of the U.S. and global financial network were the key to the 
Korean financial reformation and increasing technology-intensive industry, including the rapid 
growth of the unproductive sector in which the media sector came to be reshaped.  
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3.3.2 Dual structure in the growth of Finance: non-monetary financial institutions and 
Short-Term Money Market  
 
Under the pressure of the U.S, Chun’s regime turned to the structural economic crisis of 70s 
and the problem of legitimacy of his regime.  Those three elements framed the scape of Korean 
economic reconstruction in 80s. The global pressure accompanied with U.S. sanction on military 
coup existed a determinant force only in the dynamic of Korea and U.S. The weak legitimacy 
demanded a focus on the stabilization of the domestic economy from 70’s structural crisis by 
reconstructing its production relations. The financial policy of Chun’s regime aimed to be the 
core instrument for reconstruction of production relations and a gesture to global demands. We 
need to first paint a bigger picture of Korean financialization in 80s. It is obvious that Korea 
experienced growth in the financial sector.  
Table 12. Growth of Financial asset by economic agent(Trillion, Won) 
  Financial 
sector 
Domestic  
Non-financial 
sector 
Corporate Individual Government Foreign 
Sector 
Total 
1975 9.1 
(33.0) 
13.8 
(50.3) 
5.0 
(18.2) 
5.6 
(20.3) 
3.2 
(11.8) 
4.6 
(17.0) 
27.5 
  
1980 13.8 
(50.3) 
51.4 
(45.2) 
22.6 
(19.9) 
21.2 
(18.6) 
7.5 
(6.6) 
19.4 
(17.0) 
113.7 
1990 356.7 
(47.5) 
374.8 
(48.6) 
133.9 
(17.4) 
195.6 
(25.4) 
45.3 
(5.9) 
30.0 
(3.9) 
770.4 
Source: S.J. Kim, Kim, Park, Choe, & Hahm(2013), White Paper: Changes and Prospects of the 
Korean Financial Sector, 2013, p. 13.    
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Table. 13 Average amount of financial transaction by economic agent(Trillion Won) 
  
  
  
Total 
  
Finance 
sector 
Non-Finance 
  
  Corporate Household Government Foreign 
1970s 12.0 
(100) 
4.9 
(40.8) 
5.6 
(46.7) 
2.6 
(21.7) 
2.5 
(20.8) 
0.6 
(5.0) 
1.5 
(12.5) 
1980s 52.9 
(100) 
26.4 
(49.9) 
25.7 
(48.6) 
9.4 
(17.8) 
13.5 
(25.5) 
2.8 
(5.3) 
0.8 
(1.5) 
Source: author from S.J. Kim, Kim, Park, Choe, & Hahm(2013), White Paper: Changes and 
Prospects of the Korean Financial Sector, 2013, p. 17.     
 
The financial assets between 1980 and 1990 grew more than 6 times(Table 12.) and the 
circulation of financial capital in 80s recorded remarkable growth. Such expansion is a historical 
fact, but it is hard to say that this quantitative increase marked qualitative change. Chun’s regime 
from its beginning labeled its reformation of finance as ‘liberation of the economy’. In February, 
1980, Korean government changed its exchange rate system(won to dollar) from fixed exchange 
rate system to a floating system by multi-currency basket system(Bank of Korea, 2010, pp. 397–
398) . This must have been a risky decision, considering that, around the end of 1979, the rate of 
economic growth had dropped to 7.1% from 18% in 1978, the inflation rate increased from 
14.5% in 1978 to 18.2%, the size of the foreign trade deficit, 4.2 billion dollars was almost 4 
times bigger than 1.1 billion in 1978183, and most seriously, the capital adequacy ratio of 292 
listed non-financial companies in 1980 averaged 17.3%(E. Kim, 1987, p. 10). It is significant 
that such decision in February, 1980 was made in the critical period when the U.S. was about to 
endorse Chun’s official power. But the Korean government contrived to influence its exchange 
rate using domestic policy-making process which was a blind spot of Special Drawing 
Rights(SDR) assigned by IMF(Kang, n.d., pp. 284–294). So to speak, the superficially 
globalization policy introduced by earlier phase of Chun’s regime implies that his regime aimed 
                                                             
183 Bank of Korea, Monthly Statistics Bulletin, Issue 447, 1986, pp.29-47. 
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at securing more autonomy in state-level to global demands184.  Chun’s regime strengthened the 
domestic financial sector through credit management and administration of the money supply, by 
increasing interest rates. Such measures became settled policy through a series of revisions of 
Korean bank laws, which gave the Monetary Policy Committee the authority to regulate the 
credit limit in December, 1982, and then reinforced the credit management in July, 1984, 
unifying the ways of credit management under a single authority. It seems going against de-
regulation or liberation. These policies imply that Chun’s regime was reluctant to hand over its 
effective instrument, i.e. financial sector. But, the Korean tradition of state-led capitalism began 
to have a crack from the finance. 
Chun’s government announced in November, 1980 its plan for liberalizing finance. The 
government began to privatize banks, selling its share of Hanil Bank in June of 1981 and 
privatizing Joheung Bank in 1983. It announced to give banks autonomy on management of 
money and competitiveness in global economy by drastically reducing the deposit-reserve ratio 
ranged 3-5 % contrasted to around 23 % in 1979(Kang, n.d., p. 313). This is seen as an attempt 
to change from direct to indirect ways of controlling the money flow. The Korean government 
was still regulating the interest rates of financial commodities. Apparently, these actions were 
supposed to secure earning foundation and growth of banks, and to increase the velocity of 
circulation of money-capital. According a report published in Korean Development Institute in 
1986(J. Kim & Nam, p. 130), the Korean financial sector, in comparison with other countries, 
had relatively much lower ‘liquidity premium’, which tended to reduce long-term deposit and 
financial commodities and led to short term liquidation. The flow of money capital was 
concentrated on short-term money market, which was more profitable than long term market. 
Korea could have wrongly identified Korean history of traditional politic-finance with the 
financial repression of Keynesian management in advance capitalist countries. The consequences 
revealed unexpected reality in Korean history of capitalism. In 1981, the government announced 
a plan to establish two joint-venture banks with foreign capital. In 1983, Hanmi Bank was 
established and a joint investment financial company was transformed to Hana bank. The 
government reduced its regulation of foreign banks to issue CDs with the supports of rediscount 
rate of the Korean Central bank. The branches of foreign banks began to open in Korea. 56 
                                                             
184 Of course, it is difficult to imagine that U.S. acquiesced in such shallow trick. Around mid-80, the U.S. strengthen 
the pressure on trade liberation, characterized by Anti-Dumping law. 
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foreign bank branches in 1985 increased to 66 branches and 23 offices in 1989(Bank of Korea, 
2010, p. 412). The government argued that their deregulation would enhance the international 
competitiveness of domestic commercial banks, and this wishful expectation seems to have been 
shared by Korean capitals185. In contrast to Korean banks, which had been sheltered by 
government, foreign banks had grown from wild competition of money capitals in the 70s. With 
government sanction and financial support by the Korean central bank, the foreign banks took a 
very clever route.  
Table 14. Change in funds source and management of foreign bank branches. (Billion Won) 
 
 
 
1975 1980 1985 1990 
Types of 
Funding 
  
 Deposit Received in 
Won 
30.3 155.9 394.7 1,435.5 
Deposit Received in 
Won 
18.7 43.9 228.2 201.8 
From head office 112 1,875.6 4,214.1 3,749 
Types of 
Management 
  
  
  
  
  
Loan in Won 78.7 615.5 2,021.5 3,114.3 
Marketable securities N.A 175.2 67.4 238 
Loan in Foreign 
currency 
53 1,337.6 2,226.2 1,816.1 
Foreign currency 
purchased 
23 60.5 295.9 786 
Source: Kim, Il-Kyung(1995), A Study on the Financial policy in Korea, Journal of the Institute 
of Humanities and Social Science, vol.24, p.180. 
                                                             
185 When the establishment of Korea-U.S. joint bank was announced by A.W. Clausen, a chief executive of Bank of 
America in his visit in February, 1981, a member of the Federation of Korean Industries expects: “the 
establishment of joint bank would give deep shock to our backward finance…it must be a shortcut for our finance 
to promote internationalization and enlargement...We should never forget that introducing American big 
companies to invest a few billion dollars in Korea is more effective defense than having one or two U.S. military 
divisions stationed in Korea”,  Federation of Korean Industries, FKI Bulletin, March, 1981. 
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As Table 14. indicates, the total amount of capital which foreign banks managed 
increased exponentially. And as its funding was secured by deposits received in Korean 
currency, funding from their head offices in foreign countries decreased. Foreign global banks 
seemed to encroach on Korean banks. But, the proportion of foreign banks in the total amount of 
loan in banks running in Korea had remained relatively small, less than 20%(see, figure 2.). It 
would be proper to consider that the quantitative increase of the foreign bank capital was the 
reflection of the absolute growth of whole Korean financial capital.  
 
 
Source: Bank of Korea, Economic Statistic Yearbook, 1990. 
So, what does this ironic fact imply? Why did not foreign banking capitals encroach 
Korean banks whose gate opened by Chun’s regime? That global financial capital has an 
imperialistic character does not necessarily mean that it follows the previous direct methods of 
East India Companies in imperialist colonization era in the17th century. Foreign finance 
capital(as agent) did not cover the profit of Korean bank not only because the total assets of 
Korean were merely penny for a single U.S. global bank, but because modern capitalism 
operates only as a relational totality.  The target of the global financialization(as relational entity 
and its principle) was not the less profitable Korean banking but the channel called the Korean 
financial sector, on which Korean production relations was based as its money pool for 
advancing capital and could be a node in global capital circuit. In other words, we need to focus 
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Figure 2. Ratio of loan of foreign bank branch to total loan 
of korean banks
Korean Commercial Banks Foreing Bank Branches
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on how the hegemonic logic of global financialization, not tangible agents like Korean banks and 
foreign banks, mediated a process from Korea’s liberation of finance to Korea’s self-
reconstruction of financial sectors and production relations. It can be solved by being 
contextualized in the change of the financing structure of Korean industrial capitals based on the 
remarkable growth of short term money market accompanied with the expansion of non-
monetary financial institutions and the increase of FDI of (the already-financialized) foreign 
capital.  
With privatizing banks, the Korean government continued to reduce interest rate of the 
Korean central bank from 21% in January,1980, to 15% in November, 1981 and to 7% in 
January,1982, then finally to 5% in May, 1982. Its direct benefit was given not to ‘liberalized’ 
Korean banking system to conglomerates with financial structure. By one measure in November, 
1981, the amount of deferred debt to capital was about 168.1 billion won. A corporation tax cut 
in June 26, 1982, reduced the burden of taxation by 400 billion Won(Bank of Korea, 2010, p. 
207). They could attain the effect of debt relief of about 800 billion won by the decreased interest 
rate by 1982(S.M. Kim, 2000, p. 207).  
Meanwhile, the ratio of long-term fixed deposits promptly decreased from 661.6 billion 
won in 1981 to 393,7 billion won in September, 1982, and the rate of money in circulation 
drastically increased by 68% in M1, 33 % in M2 compared with the previous year(J. Kim & 
Nam, 1986, p. 124). Apparently, the money in circulation tended to be floating and inflation rate 
was about to jump186. The Korean government began to strengthen its management of capital in 
circulation and to develop short-term money market by allowing financial commodities for non-
monetary financial institutions187.  
 
 
 
                                                             
186 The consumer price index had been high as 28.7% in 1980 and 21.6% in 1981 until 1982 started to drastically 
decrease to 7.1% and sustained one digit by 1990, The Bank of Korea, Economic Statistics Yearbook, 1990, 
187 The Bank of Korea, Monthly Statistics Bulletin, Issue 3, March 1989, p. 17. 
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Table 15. Major financial commodity allowed for non-monetary financial institutions, as of 
December 1984 
  Starting date of 
Service 
Short Term Finance 
Company188 
Investment 
Bank189 
Stock  
Company 
(Previous) Commercial 
paper(CP) 
June, 12, 1981 Allowed Allowed   
Stock Company CP April, 1, 1984     Allowed 
Guaranteed CP March, 1, 1984 Allowed Allowed Allowed 
Cash Management 
Account(CMA) 
April, 1, 1984 
(permission) 
Allowed     
Factoring November,1980 Allowed Allowed   
International Factoring March, 1,1984 Allowed Allowed   
Repurchase 
Agreement(RP) 
Februrary, 11, 
1980 
    Allowed 
CP Broker Service June,1984 Allowed Allowed Allowed 
Source: author from Kim and Nam(1986), Korean Economy in transition and financial policy, 
KDI, p. 52. 
Let us first look at the sequence from the deregulation of financial commodities to the 
growth of short term money market so as to grasp the course of the transformation of the 
production relations of industrial capitals. The financial commodities allowed to non-monetary 
financial institutions played a role as ‘funding source’ and ‘re-investment’-i.e. advancing capital. 
And with institutionalization, the short term money market, as the Table 16. shows enjoys 
interest rates regulated by the government, ‘in order to enhance its competitiveness with 
                                                             
188 It has existed until 1994 in Korea. 
189 It also a peculiar form existed in Korea which offered a wide range of financial services 
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commercial banks’(J. Kim & Nam, 1986, p. 27). Regulation tended to give an incentive to short 
term commodities, above all, by lowering the barrier to entry to short term money market. 
Table 16. Interest rates on financial commodities, as of June 30, 1983 
 
Financial commodities and term Interest rate 
More than 1 
year 
  
  
Time deposit(1 year) 8.0 
Corporate Bond(3 year) 11.0 
Long-term Investment trust securities 9.0 
Less than 3 
months 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Bank deposit(3 months) 7.6 
Saving deposit 8.0 
Commercial Note(60days) 9.0 
Short-term Bill payable to drawer's order(60days) 8.0 
Guaranteed bill(60days) 9.0 
CP(Commercial Paper)(91days) 14.0 
Short-term Investment Trust Securities 7.0 
Call   11.2 
Less than 
one month 
  
  
Money Market deposit account(MMDA) 1.8 
bill payable to drawer's order(1-7days) 3.5 
bill payable to drawer's order(8-29days) 7.0 
Source: author from Kim and Nam(1986), Korean Economy in transition and financial policy, 
KDI, p. 129. 
Directly, the number of non-monetary financial institutions increased. As of July, 1986, 
Korea had various non-monetary financial institutions: 3 kinds of development funds companies, 
6 kinds of saving banks(whose branches totaled 7,149), 6 insurance companies, and 7 kinds of 
investment companies(with 79 branches, included 4 branches of joint-capital company), while 
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monetary financial institutions were 8 special banks(including the Bank of Korea) and 7 kinds of 
Korean commercial banks and 10 local community banks, and 54 branches of foreign banks in 
Korea(K. Y. Jeong, 1987, p. 47). To see its surface, Korean financialization can be seen as the 
growth of non-monetary financial institution. But to look at close the internal mechanism of the 
outcome as institutional form, it is observed that the money capitals existed as saving was 
induced to short term money market. Notably, after privatizing banks, Korean economy saw the 
financial interrelation ratio increased by 2.2 in 1983, two times bigger than 1.1 in mid-70s190. It 
means that the whole Korean real economy started being financialized with privatization of bank.  
To look at the changes of the internal composition in Korea’s money pool from Marx’s 
perspective, the magnitude of represented value began to surpass the real value produced in 
productive sectors.  
Table 17. Change of the component ratio in deposited money (%) 
  1970 1975 1980 1985 
Saving Deposit 75.5 60.0 45.9 35.7 
Non-banking Saving 19.0 28.2 37.8 52.7 
Marketable Securities 8.9 15.6 21.7 25.7 
Inter-departmental Transaction  3.4 3.8 5.4 14.1 
Source: Jeong, Keon-Yong(K. Y. Jeong, 1987), Management Status of Korean Financial Policy 
and Improvement Plan, KDI, p. 50. 
Within Korea’s financial departments, as Table 17 indicates, the ratio of saving decreased 
by 35.7%, while the ratio of non-banking saving deposits increased by 52.7%. This internal 
movement in the money pool implies to boost the growth of short-term money market whose 
agents were mainly non-monetary financial institutions and their commodities, which were 
relatively free from government regulation. The development of the short-term money market 
pivoted around the markets of commercial paper(CP) and securities. Unlike corporate bonds, 
                                                             
190 The financial interrelation ratio indicates the relative financial ratio in one country’s total real asset. It was 
calculated by dividing the magnitude of financial asset by GNP.  The Bank of Korea, Monthly Statistics Bulletin, 
Issue 4, April, 1984. 
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which needed approval by Korean Financial Supervisory Service, CP could promptly draw 
money capital with only the endorsement of the owner and negotiation on an interest rates with a 
financial institution. Needless to say about securities market out of government regulation. Also, 
with relatively high interest rates(see, table 16), these two markets showed the highest ratio of 
return. In sharp contrast to 8.3% of bank’s time deposit(1 year term), the rate of return of the CP 
with 91-day term was 15.32%, short-term investment trust securities was 10.9% and even long-
term investment trust securities was 13.4%(J. Kim & Nam, 1986, p. 129). These high rates of 
return were produced by the velocity of turnover: the rate of turnover of the bank time deposit 
was 0.19, whereas investment trust, mainly on which investment trust securities relied was 
0.34191.  Let us re-contextualize this macro movement in the concrete changes of short-term 
money market. 
Table 18. Changes of the Magnitude of short-term money markets and the ratio to GNP in 
comparison with U.S. and Japan192 (Billion Won; %) 
  Korea 
 
  
U.S. Japan 
  1980 1985 1990 Nov. 
1988 
Nov. 
1988 
Interbank Lending 
Market 
159.7 
(0.4%) 
600.8 
(0.8%) 
1,034.1 
(0.8) 
3.6 % 8.6% 
Treasury Bill 150.0  
(0.4%) 
N. A 1500.0  
(1.2%) 
8.8193 6.7% 
Commercial 
Paper 
2,083.3 
(5.7%) 
7,395.7 
 (9.5%) 
12,330.7 
(10%) 
9.7% 2.4% 
Bankers Acceptance N.A N.A N.A 1.5% N.A 
                                                             
191 Bank of Korea, Monthly Statistics Bulletin, Issue 3, March 1989, p. 21 
192 The cases the U.S. and Japan are GNPs in 1987 
193 Late September 1988 
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Table 18 (Cont.) 
Repurchase 
Agreement 
129.5 
(0.4%) 
2,562.7 
(3.3%) 
2,289.2 
(1.9%) 
N.A194 3.0% 
Certificate of Deposit 5.1 
(n.a) 
1,080.9 
(1.4%) 
1,753.3 
(1.4%) 
11.8% 4.7% 
Monetary 
Stabilization 
Bond 
3.2 
(n.a) 
2.100.0 
(2.6%) 
16,966.7 
(13.7%) 
N.A N.A 
Total 2,530.8 
(6.9%) 
13,740.1 
(17.6%) 
35,874.0 
(29.0%) 
35.4% 25.4% 
Source: from The Bank of Korea, Monthly Statistics Bulletin, Issue 3, March 1989, p. 22. 
The growth of interbank lending market shows that foreign currency exchange in short-
term money market became gradually regularized. Certificate of deposit(CD)market shows its 
relatively slow growth during 1985-90. It seems because government regulation on issuing due 
to its circulation with unregistered blank form. Above all, the exponential growth CP market is 
remarkable in contrast with the growth of Repurchase Agreement(RA) market reduced in the 
second half of 1980s. Given that CP issuers were mainly non-financial capitalists, i.e. productive 
capitals, and RP offered stable rate of return on fixed interest rates, the Korean productive 
capitals can be seen to have sought short term profit from short-term money market, rather than 
for reinvestment for their reproductions of production relations, e.g. reforming their chronic 
weak financing structure.   
As growing dramatically, Korean short term market began to win the role of banks as a 
funding source. According to a report of KDI(J. Kim & Nam, 1986, p. 29), the total size of loan 
in 1980 was 15,746 billion Won. Bank loan was 1,1537.5 billion Won(73.3%) and non-monetary 
institution loan was 4,208.5 billion won(26.7%); in June 1985, the total amount of loan was 
46,984.1 billion Won. The loan from banks was 27,512.7 billion Won and its percentage 
decreased by 58.6% and the loan circulated by non-monetary financial institutions was 19,471.4 
                                                             
194 Included to the ratio of Interbank lending market 
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billion Won and its percentage increased by 41.1%.  Such tendency appeared as the qualitative 
growth of absolute quantity, which finally recorded its remarkable size of money in management 
to 91 trillion 613.2 billion won in 1988 and 123 trillion 759 billion won in 1989195. In the same 
years, the size of money of commercial bank in management were 10 trillion 466 billion won in 
1988 and 12 trillion 472 billion won196.  
The short-term money market driven by the non-monetary financial institutions has been 
playing the major role as the money pool for advancing capital. Considering the scale of 
economy, Korean short-term money market shows its abnormally high ratio to GNP recorded 
29%, compared to the cases Japan(25.4%) in high growth period. This atypical growth of short-
term money market was not manipulated and forced by global money capitals. By political 
juncture, the Korean government liberalized its banking system. Then, it managed to control 
amount of money in circulation to avoid inflation, which could secure its regime’s political 
legitimacy from Korean people. On the other hand, in order not to affect the financing source of 
industrial capital(K. Y. Jeong, 1987, p. 50), the government gave an incentive to short-term 
money market. The productive capitals advanced money capital through dual sources of loan. By 
guaranteeing their asset accumulated by loaned from banks policed by pro-capitalist states, they 
could reinvest it for short-term money market via issuing CP.  
So to speak, Korean financialization began with stimulated by global demand in early stage, 
but its development was purely based on Korean government’s responses based on domestic 
relations like management of money in circulation, legacy of politic finance affected short-term 
money market and its unexpected formation of dual structure. It cannot be said that the financial 
reinvestment of industrial capitals was for fundamentally reforming financing structure since 
Korean industrial capitals suffered from their chronic financing structure during 1980s, even till 
the Asian financial crisis in 1997. Given the ratio of the short-term market to GNP, it would not 
be surprising if Korea had faced a crisis before Japan, but history observed that Korea recorded 
increasing rate of profit and enjoyed its second stage of economic growth. So how could Korean 
economy in 80s survive? How did the reshaped financial sector, characterized by the expansion 
of the short-term money market and the weakening control of state, shape the structure of real 
                                                             
195 Economic Planning Board, Economic White Paper, 1990, 130p. 
196 Economic Planning Board, Economic White Paper, 1990, 125p. 
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capital-accumulation? Let us look at how such the money pool newly formed in 80s, combined 
with foreign direct investment(FDI), which came to buttress the weak financial structure of 
Korean industrial capital, was distributed in manufacturing industries in financial crisis and in 
turn how the backward Korean communication sector was reshaped.  
 
3.3.3 Deferred crisis and Korean communication sector: Restructuring production 
relations for Relative Surplus value 
As the Korean financial sector was being reshaped, the production relations at the nexus of 
finance and manufacturing were undergoing a reconstruction mainly by FDI, rather than by the 
short-term money market. To look at first macro-economic data, the urgent economic problem 
for both government and capital was the economic recession, shown in the falling rate of profit. 
With the liberation finance, Chun’s regime announced an economic policy, named 
‘rationalization of industry’ to correct capital’s overlapping investment in the heavy chemical 
industry sector. But, Korea’s economic growth led by manufacturing became more mysterious. 
During 80s, Korean manufacturing, as shown in row B in Table 19, suffered from high debt ratio 
despite of government’s support. But their net profit to net worth ratio gradually increased from 
1982.  
Table 19. Changes of net profit to net worth ratio(A) and debt ratio(B) in Korean manufacturing 
in 80s (%) 
  1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 
A -7.3 -5.2 0.2 9.6 6.8 5.8 10.9 10.7 10.2 6.4 
B 488 452 386 360 343 348 351 340 296 254 
Source: from J. Lee(2001), Korea's industrialization and its policy, in Ahn, Byung-Jik(ed), 
History of Korean Economic Growth, p. 510. 
Despite their weak financing structure, Korean manufacturing kept attaining profit. It is 
hard to be explained by the effect of government policy to adjust investments on heavy industry 
since manufacturing still stood on the debt by growing their asset through the dual-structure of 
Korean financial sector, e.g. issuing CP and investing short-term financial commodities, as 
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discussed in previous sections. Furthermore, reconstruction of production relations to higher 
value-added sectors did not fall the rate of profit, even though it apparently affected the 
proportion of organic composition in capital. Rather, Korean manufacturing during 1980-87, 
even before gaining reflected-benefit from the Plaza accord, recorded 3.8 % of the rate of profit 
and 2.2% of profit share up from -8.8% and -4.6% during 1976-80(see, Table 10).  
Called the miracle of Han-river by neo-classical economics, this growth conceals two 
factors: the historical roles of another external factor, FDI, which was mentioned as a 
government’s leadership in introducing them, and the intensified exploitation of labor in 
domestic level which appeared as wage-relations that will be discussed in chapter 4, but seems to 
have lost its explanatory power even to the exploited laborers. The production relation as an 
exploiting structure was congealed with FDI and consolidated with another Korean peculiarity, 
as the media sector became reshaped.  
 
3.3.3.1 FDI and Electronics industry in a hierarchy of capital: a pre-condition for Color TV 
era in Korea 
With adjustment of investment on heavy industry, Chun’s regime prosecuted to 
promotion of introducing foreign direct investment(FDI) by revising Foreign Capital Inducement 
Law in December 1983. FDI literally means to invest Korean capital by participating in 
management, in comparison with portfolio investments like commercial loan and purchase of 
bonds for interest-profit. The FDI investors can attain the profit directly produced in the country 
with less production price. It allows investors to export the raw material and intermediary goods 
for the production. Previous Park’s regime was reluctant to introduce FDI due to its participating 
in the management of domestic capitals. But, to Chun’s regime in 80s in needs of reconstructing 
industrial structure with its peculiar financial expansion, FDI with no burden of repayment and 
the transfer of technology(and also management over labor) was attractive197.  Such changed 
attitude toward FDI can be clearly depicted by Korean capitalists, which had been arguing to 
deregulate on restriction on FDI: 
                                                             
197 Bank of Korea, Weekly Economic Bulletin, issue 1171 July, 14,1984 
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“the U.S. capital to Korea has flown only by a form of loan…it[commerce loan] might 
have been emotional advantage to paying only financial cost and preventing foreign 
capital from ownership-share, but such bigotry thought has engendered the excessive 
resistance to the investment of foreign capital and our current distorted Foreign Capital 
Inducement Law…now time has come to get such narrow minded thought….FDI will 
bring us not only capital, but also such crucial elements as technology, managerial skill 
and new market and so on. Those are what our companies should learn for new 
competitiveness in global market” 198 
With such the emphasis of Korean capital on FDI, Korean government promulgated an 
enforcement ordinance which lowered the threshold of FDI by reducing its minimum amount 
from 500,000 dollar to 100,000 dollar and changed the previous ‘positive system’ which 
government had assigned the types of industry open to FDI, to negative system, the government 
was to list non-applicable industries, of which communication industry such as newspaper 
publication, telecommunication and postal service was not open to FDI199. By such policy for 
inducement, the FDI increased in rapid pace during the 1980s. 
Table 20. Increase of FDI, 1980-1989 (Acceptance Base; million $) 
 
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 
Cases 101 106 104 144 182 204 315 551 532 511 
Amount 143 153 189 269 422 532 358 1063 1283 1090 
Source: Bank of Korea, retrieved from: https://ecos.bok.or.kr/                                                                      
To focus on the period from 1982 to1986 in the 5th Korean 5-year Economic 
Development Plan, in which the large-scale transition of industrial structure was carried out, its 
details provide lot of implications on FDI’s role in advancing capital for the industrial 
reconstruction. The 566 cases of FDI and $1,766 million, by permission base, were sanctioned in 
that period, in comparison with the Korean 4th Economic Development period(1977-80) with 244 
cases and $721 million. The distribution of FDI shows the direction of the Korea’s production 
relations. According to a report of Korean Import-Export Bank200, the whole proportion of 
                                                             
198 Federation of Korean Industries, FKI Bulletin, March, 1981, 23p. 
199 Bank of Korea, Weekly Economic Bulletin, Issue, 1171 July, 14,1984 
200 Korean Import-Export Bank, Monthly Report, vol.6, issue 8, August, 1987, pp.10-11 
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manufacture was still holding the share more than 50% in the amount of FDI. However, the 
subcategories show significant changes. The FDI to electronic industry increased from 31 cases 
to 99 cases and from $124 million to $253 million. Also, FDI to transportation sector shows a 
remarkable increase by 23 cases and $255 million from 11 cases and $39 million. And, it is 
noteworthy of the FDI to the whole service industries skyrocketed from 39cases with 232 million 
to 99 cases with $827 million. From these, it can be drawn that the flow of FDI in that period 
was characterized to be invested on technology-intensive industry. The transformation of Korean 
industrial structure into technology-intensive industry in the 80 was achieved in the relations of 
the global flow of money capital in a form of FDI.  
The FDI of Japan and U.S was an overwhelmingly majority in 80s. Particularly among 
the total 565 cases and the amount of $1766 million during 1982-1986, the FDI from the U.S. 
was 168 cases and $585 million, Japanese FDI was $875 million with 49.5%201.  It reflects the 
earlier- depicted geopolitical triad-alliance in East Asia led by Regan administration was being 
realized in economic forms.  The economic bloc of East Asia in 80s should be contextualized in 
the rearrangement of the changing global division of labor in change. In the first half of the 80s 
increasing U.S. demand along with the high exchange rate of the dollar and the rising price of 
production led U.S. manufacturers to transfer production sites to foreign countries(Gentler, 
1997). In the East Asian economic bloc, a division of labor was formulated, in which Korea 
imported capital and intermediary goods from Japan and produced light industrial products and 
white goods, and Japan exported the final products produced in Korea to the U.S.(Castley, 2016). 
As imbalance of trade between the U.S. and Japan intensified, and Japanese Yen kept its high 
exchange rate, the U.S. in deficit in trade caused a trade conflict with Japan. Around the Plaza 
Accord in 1985, their tension provided Korea with an opportunity to export their products in 
competition with Japan to the U.S. market. So, FDI and the changes in internal relations in the 
Asian economic bloc became two conditioning factors in restructuring production relations, 
allowing the Korean economy in the 80s to dodge the crisis of capital-accumulation and a 
structural basis for reshaping the backward communication sector, concretely, a machine called 
TV became a ‘new media’ socially employed in every laborer’s home.   
                                                             
201 Korean Import-Export Bank, Monthly Report, vol.6, issue 8, August, 1987, p.9. 
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In 1981, the Korean governments revised its Electronics Promotion Law and designated 
it as a strategic industry, followed by the announcement of ‘Electronics industry Fostering Plan’. 
According to the plan(Electronics Industries Association of Korea, 1989, pp. 165–167), the four 
kinds of products of semi-conductor, computer, communication device and white electronic 
goods, were selected to intensively foster. In the case of communication devices, the objective 
was to promote the localized production of digital switching systems.  
And, importantly, the production of electronic components and white electronics aimed at 
automation and internationalization. Of course, this pronounced plan aimed for exports as 
previous Korean economic policy. Reducing taxation on electronics industries, Korean 
government provided more than 18.8 billion won from 1982 to 1986, when it was incorporated 
into the Fund for Korean Industrial Development. The fund was largely based on government 
expenditure, compared to private funds raised by 29 electronics companies(Electronics Industries 
Association of Korea, 1989, p. 176). The production of electronics components took a large 
share of fund. Clearly Chun’s regime betted life and death on the development of the electronics 
industry as his predecessor, Park did on heavy industry.  
But, things had changed. Unlike foreign commerce loan, FDI allowed those industries to 
be free from the financial allocation controlled by government and Korean capitals to become no 
longer compliant to government for foreign investors began to find their own accumulating 
ways.  FDI, with its transfer of technology, played a role as fixed capital instead of domestic loan 
from expanding Korean financial sector. In the late 80s, the proportion of FDI stock invested to 
electronics industries has reached at 30% of total stock of manufacturing, and electronical 
industry became the biggest FDI-invested sector in whole Korea’s manufacturing(S. H. Kim, 
Bae, & Yoon, 1989, pp. 55–56).  
This drastic increase derived from the dual nature of electronics industry, in which 
production process are both high technology-based and labor-intensive. It was relatively easier to 
adjust it to the change of given global division of labor.  As the East Asian economic bloc 
internally changed, particularly by the tension between U.S. and Japan, the ratio of localized 
production of electronics industry gradually increased.  
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Table 21. Change in the ratio of electronics industry by product and ownership(%) 
Product  1982 1985 1988 
Home Use Korean 84 89 91 
Foreign 11 6 4 
Joint-Venture202 5 5 5 
Industrial 
Use 
Korean 53 55 65 
Foreign 10 14 12 
Joint-Venture 37 31 23 
Electronic 
Component 
Korean 38 49 41 
Foreign 31 20 16 
Joint-Venture 31 31 43 
Source: rewritten from Electronics Industries Association(1989), The 30 year History of 
Electronic Industry, pp. 427-434. 
Table 21 shows the changes in the ratio of electronic products in 3 critical moments: the 
project for fostering electronics industry in 1982, the high exchange rate of Japanese Yen ended 
by Plaza Accord in 1985, and the trade conflicts by U.S. constant Anti-Dumping regulation 
settled around 1988. Production by Korean-owned companies with FDI gradually increased, 
whereas the fabrication by foreign companies decreased. Korea’s electronic industries began to 
lay a basis for local production going beyond OEM production. The production of electronics for 
domestic use, i.e. white goods, reached at 91%203.  Of course, this is related to the deployment of 
color TV coevolving with the birth and growth of color TV domestic market in Korea. It should 
be re-contextualized by the transfer of technology and import of intermediary goods in the 
relations to the triad-economic bloc. Consider first where the FDI with new technology and 
Korean government support went to. Before the 80s, the Korean conglomerates had been 
forming an its monopolized structure by government financial policy. As figure 5 illustrates, they 
                                                             
202 Those founded by joint-investment. 
203 Meanwhile, in electronic components, representatively semi-conductors, Korean localized production increased 
in 1985 and dropped again to 41% in 1988. But, it should be noted that the ratio of joint venture with Japan 
increased from 31% to 43%. Electronics Industries Association, The 30 years History of Korean Electronic Industry, 
1989 
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had secured considerable scale of their fixed capital, in sharp contrast to medium-small size 
capital. 
 
Source: from Korean Economic Planning Board, Economic White Paper, 1974; Bank of Korea, 
Financial Statement Analysis, 1980. 
No matter how technological intensive the electronics industry is, foreign investors by 
nature-with no government guarantee- try to avoid any risk and prefer companies, which can 
transform their production line. In this vein, it is not surprising that the inflow of FDI and high-
technology was concentrated on the preexisting conglomerates. Medium size companies were 
obstructed to partake the competition in the higher value-added electronical industry. 
Intermediary goods(including technology) imported with FDI were supplied to the growing 
electronics sector led by previous Korean monopoly capitals. The medium and small size capitals 
were only to enter the subcontracting relations, mainly as labor-intense production lines, with 
conglomerate with FDI and technology. During 1978-87, the ratio of subcontracting companies 
drastically increased from 16.8% to 48.5% and the ratio of the companies for which subcontract-
dependency was more than 80% in 1987(Bank of Korea, 1990; Yang & Song, 1996).  It is of 
significance. The ownership of the electronics industry might appear to be oligopoly by a few 
conglomerates, so called Chaebols. However, the internal structure of the oligopoly was being 
totally based on the hierarchy in capitals. As if they realized that the problem from the capital 
competition is caused by their equality, Korean conglomerate in 80s began to get rid of the 
equality between capitals in the history of Korean capitalism.      
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Such internal hierarchy intensifies the dual structure in the production process of 
electronics industry. Subcontracted companies came to play a role in the labor-intensive part. To 
take an example of TV production, labor in the subcontracted companies ran the fabrication 
process, standing in front of conveyer belts with soldering irons. To use Lipietz’s term, the labor 
process of the processing plant directed by a chaebol was based on the post-Fordist regime of 
accumulation. Meanwhile, the labor process of the small companies subcontracted with a 
chaebol was still relied on the regime of bloody Taylorist accumulation in the 70s. The 
significance of such coexistence is found in Korean particularity of its labor-relations and offers 
us concrete answers about how the rate of profit increased, although the ratio of organic 
composition of capital changed by restructuring production relations. Look at the input-labor 
hours in whole manufacturing industry.  
 
Data: from appendix table 1-2 on p. 56, Jeong, Seongjin(2006), Long-term tendencies and trends 
of Korean capital accumulation, Hart-Landsberg, Martin, Callinicos, Alex et.al), Change of 
Accumulation Regime in Korea:1987-2003. 
During the 80s, the average hours of work for a week in manufacturing industry stayed 
around 53 hours204, in compared with 40.7 hours of the U.S and 41.1 hours of Japan in 1986. 
But, the total amount of real input labor hours was dramatically increasing. This discrepancy 
                                                             
204 Korean National Bureau of Statistics, Social Indicators in Korea, 1990,  
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implies that conglomerates successfully avoided the possibility of reducing real profit share by 
intensifying the exploitation of the labor in the subcontracted companies. So, the dual structure 
of production relations developed the dual structure of exploitation, which framed labor relations 
directly affecting the realm of class experience in the 80s. 
The surplus value produced by the internal hierarchy and exploitation tended to be 
realized into profit in export and the direction of the accumulated surplus was ramified to 
domestic market. The export of electronic industry increased rapidly, producing rising 
profits(Electronics Industries Association of Korea, 1989, pp. 433–435). The annual increase rate 
of the export reached 27.9% in white goods, 54.2% in electronic device for industrial use(like 
computers) and 29.8% in electronic components like semi-conductor. And the amount of actual 
export in 1988 recorded $6,310 million in white goods, $3,002 million in industrial electronic 
device and $5,850 million. The exports played a crucial role in realizing the surplus value 
produced in electronics. With surplus accumulated in electronic sector, Korean manufacturing 
led by chaebols attempted to take part in the financial circuit. The domestic money-pool would 
be the first target. In the Korean financial sector, privatized commercial banks were losing its 
circulating role by the growth of short term money market, while its deposit reserve in Korean 
won currency was based mainly on domestic savings. It was easy for manufacturing to encroach 
since they were no longer in full need of government allocations of money-flow. Even though 
the government set up a requirement of capitals’ ownership on the stock share of financial 
institution by 8%, This restriction was meaningless for Korean conglomerates with affiliated 
companies under one roof. In April, 1983 shortly after the privatization of commercial banks, the 
15 conglomerates had already taken the largest ownership share of 24 privatized commercial 
banks, 8 local banks and 15 non-monetary financial institutions(Kang, n.d., p. 326; Kuk, 1988, p. 
166).  
By December 1989, 22 conglomerates held the largest ownership share of 28 commercial 
banks and 34 non-monetary financial institutions either by directly or by indirectly(Kang, n.d., p. 
327).  The financial sector fell into the hands of manufacturing of Chaebols and loans between 
affiliated companies, even cross-loans between conglomerates via the owned banks205. It 
                                                             
205 Korea Fair Trade Commission in Economic Planning Board, ‘Violation cases of the prohibitions of mutual 
investment’, Fair Trade Report, issue 1, January, 1989. 
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weakened the financial sector and engendered the ever-present danger of financial crisis as a 
liquidity problem. Surprisingly, this deformed financial system interlocked with manufacturing 
could survive until the late 90s’ Asian financial crisis actualized it as chain bankruptcy of banks 
and manufactures. Korean conglomerates in 80s were completing the metamorphosis to what 
Lenin called ‘monopoly capital’. For its final completion, they had to consolidate the circuit in 
which the surplus value is realized to money form and its circulation is stabilized. It needs the 
unproductive economic sector and social capitalization process enough to support the whole 
circuit. Holding this angle, I shall examine the communication sector in the 80s and the social 
employment of the new media of color TV. 
3.3.3.2 Communication sector emerging as an arena of conflict between capital demand 
and government control  
Until the early 80s in Korea, color TV was merely one of white goods produced in the 
electronic industry sector which aimed for export mainly for the U.S. market. Around the late 
1970s, the rate of dependency on imports in core component of color TV production was 72 % 
and the ratio of labor price in production was 19.1%(Y.B. Kim, 1979, p. 63). Color TV 
production had been fabrication for the average wage in Korean electronic sectors much cheaper 
than Japanese.206 The entire quantity was exported. The average selling price of Korean color 
TV(14-inch) in the U.S. ranged $170-190, in comparison with 295$ of Sears, the cheapest 
one(12-inch) and $300-330 of Japanese color TV.   
Furthermore, in aspects of the transfer of technology by FDI in 80s, the U.S. capitals, 
being chased by Japanese capitals in electronics market, was amicable for transferring 
technology to Korean capitals, unlike Japanese investors(S. H. Kim et al., 1989).  In that context, 
Korean capitals started self-production of the core components of color TV. Relying on the 
internal hierarchy and exploitation, the Korean conglomerates became successful in attaining 
surplus value by lowering production costs. As a result, the market structure completed its 
oligopoly which three conglomerates of Samsung, Keumsung(now, LG) and Daewoo occupied 
90% of the total sales of white goods(S.-Y. Kim, 1998, p. 147). As the whole electronic sector, 
they enjoyed increasing exports in a competitive price in the U.S. market, even after the U.S.  
                                                             
206 In 1979, the average wage of Korea’s electronic sector was 79,240 won; Japanese average was 214,575 yen. 
Korean wage was only about 15% of Japanese wage. 
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revised Trade Remedies and Reform Act of 1983 which expanded its coverage to Korean Color 
TV207. The Color TV producing conglomerates attempted to expand and secure the domestic 
market208.  
In December, 1982, they released to domestic market, brand new color-TV whose price 
ranged 259,000-260,000 won and the total number of color TV sets in market increased from 
357,000 sets in 1981, 465,000 sets in 1983, to 504,000 sets in 1988(Electronics Industries 
Association of Korea, 1989, p. 189). Considering the average wage of laborers in manufacture 
was 202,117 won and that of white collar workers was 409,035 won209, it might seem that TV 
was no longer luxury commodity in people’s vivid memory of 15 years ago when TV penetration 
rate was only 0.6% in 1966(J. S. Jeong, Kim, Han, Park, & Seo, 2008, p. 101). And the aspect of 
lowered price could lead to relate it to a fact that color TV came to take its place in every home 
and permeated the cycle of everyday life of ordinary Korean people.   
However, such quantitative dissemination of color television did not simply allow to give 
birth to popular culture led by TV. Its social employment had to be contextualized in another 
particularity of Korean political and historical relations. Unlike the financial sector, the media 
sector was not easy for Korean monopolizing capitals to make inroads into, due to its firm 
structure of state control and the conception of media identified with newspaper journalism that 
ordinary people had held in Korean history. Communication was recognized not as ‘industry’ but 
as national base-infrastructure like postal service, telephone service, and supply of electricity. It 
is understandable why ‘media sector’ was excluded by government policy from promotion for 
foreign commerce loan and FDI.  Also, before the diffusion of TV in the 80s, the word, media 
had referred to printed journalism. The black-and-white TV had been an expensive entertaining 
device owned in one or two homes in a town and televised entertainment programs like pro-
wrestling and government publicity-reports, was only recognized as a sort ‘decadence 
machine’(Lim, 2008, p. 53). 
 Furthermore, in the Korean context, journalism had been holding a particular conception 
of its role not only as delivery of information but as agency exponent enlightening ordinary 
                                                             
207 This protectionist measure accompanied Fair Practice in Automotive Product Act to target Japanese auto-
industry. Bank of Korea, Weekly Economic Bulletin, Issue 1169, June 30, 1984.  
208 Color TV had already released to Korean market on August 1, 1980, before color broadcasting started in 1981 
209 Korean National Bureau of Statistics, Social Indicators in Korea, 1990, 130p. 
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people and criticizing government. The image of journalists as martyrs and critical intellectuals 
had been earned by their leading role in the independence movement during Japanese 
colonization and their tenacious criticism against Korean dictators from Rhee to Park. The 
Korean words for journalism and journalists have etymological roots in the names of the old 
office positions in Korean feudal dynasty, interpreted by ‘manager of the channels of opinions 
and ideas’, who had played the roles of historiographers, inspector and ‘devil’s advocates’ of 
power according to the Confucian order. In common sense, identifying journalism with ‘media’ 
against Korean authoritarian government did not make enough room for the sales pitch of TV 
merchants.  
As rapidly Korean capitalization proceeded, conceptual lag had to necessarily exist. We 
should remember a simple demographic fact that Korean in mid-fifties in 1980 were born and 
raised in a feudal society in which aristocrat landowners and serf-like tenants still existed, and 
the first president they ‘democratically’ elected in their 20s was one of aristocrats who took a 
government official exam of Chosen dynasty before getting a Doctoral degree in Political 
Science at Princeton university. The media sector was purely the realm of politics. The battle line 
of media sector before 80s had been drawn between the democratic movement calling for 
freedom of press and the dictatorship. To ‘make room for TV’ in the everyday life, color TV in 
the 80s had to exert to break through this conceptual wall of Korean people. This process will be 
examined in the next chapter.  
To look at the political relations of media scape that color TV faced in the early 80s, it 
may cast clues why the capitalistic-employment of color TV had to be led by government and 
ordinary people’s struggles for freedom of press in Korea later became a proxy-war between 
government and capital. From a very early stage, Chun’s regime pursued total media-control. 
The Korean Army Intelligence and Security Command created the department of press affairs in 
February of 1980 and set up a media control plan in March with the codename, ‘K-Operation’, 
which was to form favorable public opinion for Chun’s regime by collecting comprehensive 
information, from the personal data of journalists and media-related figures and their relations to 
political opponents, to the financial state of newspapers(Ministry of Defense, 2007). Then, under 
the Martial Law, the dictatorship carried out an unprecedented “Press Purification Campaign”. 
Around May, 1980 when protests against Chun’s military group radicalized, 933 journalists were 
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arrested and fired with restriction on reemployment. A plan for sweeping re-organization of all 
Korean media was being secretly discussed in the Security Command. On 11th of November, it 
was decided to merge 28 newspapers to 18(6 metropolitan newspapers, 2 economic newspapers, 
and 10 local newspapers), and 29 broadcastings to 3(KBS1TV, KBS2TV and MBC) and 5 news 
agencies to one, Yonhap News Agency, and 172 periodicals were discontinued. Such measure 
was performed by violent actions which took the proprietors to offices of the Army Security 
Command and forced them to sign the agreement. It was alleged that the basic principle of this 
merge was ironically for 1) restriction on chaebols’ ownership of press, 2) separation between 
newspapers and broadcasting and 3) for enhancing broadcasting’s public service(Ministry of 
Defense, 2007, p. 81).   
The merge and control were retroactively legalized by the Basic Press Act announced in 
December 1980, which oppressed the freedom of press during 80s. According to Youm(1986), 
the Act imposed 2 kinds of restrictions. First, the government was given authority to prohibit 
‘disqualified’ personnel from being journalists, particularly those violating the National Security 
Law210 (previously ‘Anti-Communists Law’ in Park’s regime.) The term, “disqualified 
journalist” is vague and had much room to be interpreted beyond the notion of ‘the freedom of 
speech’ guaranteed by Korean Constitution. This press law was primarily designed to suppress 
any unfavorable media practice(Youm, 1986, p. 873). It targeted newspapers which had been the 
most ‘troublesome’ to Korean authoritarian governments.  Second, Ministry of Culture and 
Information was charged with managing all press affairs. The new press law gave the Minister of 
Culture and Information(MOCI) the authority to cancel the registration of media and to suspend 
all activities of media. This clause played a decisive role in reorganizing the media structure and, 
ironically, in preventing new capitals from newly entering the media sector. These ironies 
embedded in Korean dictatorship’s suppression of freedom of press caused ordinary people to 
confuse the notion of ‘freedom of press’ and the liberty of capital.  
Government carried out forming a unitary structure of media-ownership via stock share 
in the manner of monopoly capital. In the case of broadcasting, there had been 7 private 
                                                             
210 The 7th Act stipulates “Any person who has benefited the anti-state organization by way of praising, 
encouraging or sliding with or through other means, the activities of an anti-state organization, its member or a 
person who had been under instruction from such organization, shall be punished by penal servitude for not more 
than seven years” 
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broadcasters(Tonyang Broadcasting System, Donga Broadcasting System, Jeonil Broadcasting 
System, Seohae Broadcasting system, Korea FM, Munhwa Broadcasting System, and Christian 
Broadcasting System and 1 public-own broadcasting(Korean Broadcasting System). Tonyang 
Broadcasting System(TBC), Donga Broadcasting System(DBS), Jeonil Broadcasting 
System(JBS), Seohae Broadcasting System and Korean FM were incorporated into Korean 
Broadcasting System(KBS1TV and KBS2TV). The government prohibited the news report of 
Christian Broadcasting system, which was the representative channel of anti-governmental voice 
of ‘militant Korean Christians’, as Glyesteen once depicted.   
The owners of 70% of the stock of Munwha Broadcasting system(MBC) were forced to 
‘donate’ their stock to Ministry of Culture and Public Information. This MBC stock were handed 
over to KBS. By this procedure, the Korean major national network came to have a vertical 
control-structure from government to KBS and to MBC. The printed media were also 
restructured through this stock share as Figure 5 illustrates.  By merging Sin-A Ilbo to 
Kyunghyang Newspaper, which was taken and managed by government, seven daily newspapers 
became six. One of them was Seoul Newspaper, of which 99.4% of its stock was owned by KBS, 
which meant that only four daily newspapers left. Those turned to pro-government after their 
‘disqualified’ journalists were discharged, and three of them became major conservative 
newspapers after 80s onwards and called ‘press chaebols’. Local newspapers were merged and 
shut down according to the principle of ‘one newspaper in one province’: only ten local 
newspapers survived. One local newspaper, Pusan Ilbo, was owned by a government affiliated 
foundation. It owned 28.56% of stock of the sole news agency, Yonhap News Agency, of which 
the rest stock share was owned by KBS with 42.35% and MBC with 29.09%.   
It is noteworthy that the Korean government founded and manage Korean Broadcast 
Advertising Corporation(KOBACO) in 1981 to allegedly ‘enhance the public service of 
broadcasting and to denounce commercialism by separating broadcasting from advertising 
industry’(Y. S. Choi, 1996, p. 171) . It managed all TV advertisement and collected about 
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average 8% of the advertisement cost as commission fee from advertisers for ‘public 
fund’(KOBACO, 2001)211.  
 
Figure 5. the structure of media control in 80s 
 
Source: from Kim, Hyunsik(1989), the media control of government by advertising industry, 
Journalism, fall/winter, p. 168. 
Those merging process formulated one unitary ownership structure in which most of the 
news media, regardless of form, were cross-owned. In such a deformed system, the journalism 
function of the press, especially newspapers, could not be imaginable. Chun’s regime gave 
favors to newspapers and journalists by the public fund created by KOBAKO. By government’s 
support for pro-government newspapers during the 80s, four newspapers survived from the 
merge could consolidated their family ownership. In 1988, the Chosun Ilbo was owned by the 
family members of Bang with about 90% of stocks, Hankook Ilbo was owned by Jang’s family 
with 97.5%, the ownership of Dong-A Ilbo was divided by with 55.35% of their two academic 
                                                             
211 The available fund of KOBAKO was about 23 billion won in1982, increased about 70 billion won and reached 
100 billion won in 1990.  Yonsei Univ. Institute for Communication Research, Development Plan for Korean 
Broadcast Advertising Corporation, 1997, p.109. 
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business foundations and affiliated companies owned by Kim Sang Man’s family, and JoongAng 
Ilbo was owned by Samsung and its affiliated companies with 70.3%(Chang, Kim, & Cheong, 
1994, p. 105). Their assets dramatically increased: Dong A Ilbo from 26,173 million won in 
1981 to 117,775 million won in 1989, Chosun Ilbo from 17,639 million won in 1981 to 87,610 
million won, HanKook Ilbo from 2,064 million won to 92,470 million won and Joong Ang Ilbo 
from 154,047 in 1985 to 298,315 in 1989(Chang et al., 1994, p. 121). The Korean press began to 
evolve into its deformed ownership structures characterized by consisting of ‘media chaebols’ 
and ‘media of chaebols’(Chang et al., 1994, p. 92).  Government’s special favors for individual 
journalists was more direct. For example, journalists, mainly in newspapers, were given housing 
loans and stabilization of livelihood loans with low interest rate, scholarship for children of 
journalists and would-be college students, overseas training, and tax-deduction by 20% of 
wage(J. E. Kim, 1988). And it became a custom for journalists working as government offices 
correspondents to receiving bribes called ‘chonji’ from their government informers(Youm, 
1994).  Along with such placation, Chun’s regime directly controlled the media content. The 
Ministry of Culture and Public Information created a department of public relation in January, 
1981, staffed by former journalists(Joo, 1989). The department delivered ‘news report 
guidelines’ to all the media, identifying permissible news topics to report and directing concrete 
ways of reporting on selected topics such as title, size of photo, captions etc. For example, 
newspapers were to place the picture of President Chun on the upper left corner of the first page 
every day; prime time TV news on 9pm was supposed to report today’s news on president as the 
first news immediately after the time signal of 9 o’clock(Joo, 1989, pp. 52–53). This sadly-
awkward state of totally paralyzed freedom of press was clear to ordinary Korean people, who 
ridiculed the ‘Ding-Chun News’, which referred to how TV news always started with time signal 
sound, ‘Ding’ followed by ‘His excellency president Chun today’. This recognition hidden 
behind mentality came to appear as a voice demanding media-democracy in the 80s, started with 
arson of MBC in Kwangju, soon to be organized as the first audience movement known as the 
‘TV Tax Rebellion in 1986’ which ordinary people participated to refuse paying subscription 
fees for KBS, started from a rural city of Korea in 1982, and expanded to national protests 
against biased TV programs. The Korean media sector came to be, by default, a battle-frontline 
between the social force organized for media democracy and the Korean dictatorship. But, the 
uninvited guest, called Korean monopolized capitals, also came to this prospective battle.  
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While political relations had conditioned the Korean media sector inimical for monopoly 
capital, Korea in the 1980s saw that the Korean communication sector including advertising 
industry generally grew and capital’s media control by advertising sale intensified from the late 
80s. The question is how and why the transition in media sector from government control to 
capital’s control happened. It is customary to invoke such concepts as ‘the birth of mass-
consumerism’ or ‘pursuit for profit’. They do not explain the transition process of the Korean 
media sector in 80s. The Korean history of accumulation-mode was much different from present-
day in Korea and from U.S experience. The U.S. had already established the cycle of mass-
production/consumption within its huge domestic market long before the emergence of MTV in 
80s. By that firmly founded material context, TV could be socially employed with a various 
discursive formation favorable TV, and culturally settled in home e.g. as a home theatre along 
with suburbanization(Spigel, 1992), and ideologically functioned like distributing consumeristic 
codes.  Korea had been an export-led economy which means to have had foreign market as its 
major valorization place from wigs and textile in 60s to shipbuilding and semi-conductor in the 
70-80s. Furthermore, consumption had been considered immoral, not because of its Confucian 
tradition212, but because of its deformed financial structure and way of supporting capitals for 
industrialization by filling the money-pool through saving of ordinary people. Fostering saving 
had been the primary economic principle imposed on Korean labor class, rather than 
consumption. In this respect, the media sector until 80s was too small and controlled to be called 
‘an industry’ since it could not get involved in the circuit of capital.  
So, we need to focus on the Korean capitals in transformative process which just 
happened to send their product to domestic market due to external trade recession. From here, 
forgetting for a while about the category of media control by advertising and the notion of media 
democracy, let us take purely the capitalist’s position and start to re-examine why they tried to 
join Korean media sector in 80s. First of all, we need to contextualize the media sector in 
                                                             
212 This abstract concept tends to be used often to cover up the lacks of historical explanation of Korea’s economic 
background. From government-issued documents of saving fostering policies announced during the period of 
Korean industrialization from 1960 to 1980, it is hard to find any government’s mention to relate the policy to 
Confucian tradition. Rather, discourses on saving was formulated by fusing nationalist sentiments and economic 
purpose.   
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interrelations with other industrial sectors. Table 22 shows the growth of the gross output of 
media sector in comparison with the gross out with other major industries. 
Table 22. Comparison of Gross outputs of major industries and its ratio (Billion Won; %) 
 
1980 1985 
 
1990 
  Gross 
Output 
Ratio(%) Gross 
output 
Ratio(%) Gross 
Output 
Ratio(%) 
Total Gross output 93,638 100 190,664 100 416,965 100 
Agriculture&Fishery 7797 8.33 14,643 7.68 21,859 5.24 
Light Industry 20,858 22.28 36,757 19.28 65,425 15.69 
Heavy Ind. 11,077 11.83 27,059 14.19 73,266 17.57 
Petrochemical Ind. 1,182 12.63 21,704 11.38 37,986 9.11 
Construction 7,492 8.00 15,462 8.11 43,722 10.49 
Finance 4,999 5.34 12,409 6.51 36,702 8.8 
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Table 22 (Cont.) 
Media Manufacturing213 2,337 2.50 5,609 2.94 19,331 4.64 
Media Service 1,668 1.78 4,696 2.46 10,892 2.61 
Newspaper& 
Publication 
486 0.52 1289 0.68 3079 0.74 
Telecommunication 627 0.67 2026 1.06 4301 1.03 
                  Advertising 278 0.30 799 0.42 2339 0.56 
                  Broadcasting 155 0.17 403 0.21 771 0.19 
                  Movie  122 0.13 178 0.09 401 0.1 
Source: author from Kwon, Ho Young(1995), a Structural Analysis of Korean Media Industry 
and Improvement Plan, Korean Broadcasting Development Institute. p. 45 
Although media manufacturing and media service grew rapidly, the produced output of 
media sector is incomparably small compared with the total economy. From the perspective of 
monopolizing capital in the early 80s, broadcasting was unlikely to be seen attractive to attain 
direct profit. In details, the biggest media-related department was telecommunication business, 
and printed media occupied the status of the profitable media during the 80s. In the case of the 
broadcasting system, after violently absorbing private broadcasting systems, the only national 
networks, MBC and KBS, recorded steady growth during 80s, but economic facts refute the 
                                                             
213 It included electronics devices, components and white goods like TV, VTR for home use  
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theoretical axiom that Korean monopoly capital encroached in the broadcasting industry for 
profit.  
Table 23.  Annual Net income of KBS and MBC during 1980s(Billion Won) 
 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 
KBS 7.8 13.1 29.5 60.9 41.5 23.9 10.8 - 21 53 
MBC - - 9.9 13 12.4 14.8 13.3 9.5 17.4 28.3 
Source: Kim, Dong-kyu(1992), A Study on Economic Characteristics of Korean Broadcasting 
Industry in 1980s, Communication & Culture Research, Sogang Univ., pp.148-149. 
 
As table 23 indicates, their net income cannot be comparable to other economic sectors 
monopolized by Korean conglomerates. For Korean monopoly industrial capitals, the 
broadcasting system was not profitable. Also, they did not show any prospect for profitability. 
Table 24. Labor Productivity (sale/laborer)   
  81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 
KBS 0.221 0.320 
  
0.431 0.650 0.562 0.557 0.488 0.602 0.604 0.684 
MBC  n.a n.a 0.253 0.528 0.549 0.523 0.578 0.668 0.731 0.855 
Source: Kim, Dong-kyu(D. K. Kim, 1992), A Study on Economic Characteristics of Korean 
Broadcasting Industry in 1980s, Communication & Culture Research, Sogang Univ., p.154. 
 
Table 25. Turnover ratio of fixed capital(sale/fixed capital) 
  81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 
KBS 1.057 1.274 1.574 1.967 1.590 1.154 1.013 1.102 1.284 1.442 
MBC     3.414 3.607 3.240 2.377 2.687 2.864 3.406 4.068 
Source: Kim, Dong-kyu(1992), A Study on Economic Characteristics of Korean Broadcasting 
Industry in 1980s, Communication & Culture Research, Sogang Univ., p.155. 
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Above two tables show, the Korea’s broadcasting system, widely taken as the money-
cow or the target of privatization, had relatively low labor productivity and its profit production 
structure remained based on the invested fixed capital, which was provided by the government 
e.g. subscription fee and government expenditure for equipment. To be precise, their production 
of surplus value was not based on exploitation of labor power. Their labor force was too closer to 
civil servant to exploit. To maintain the rate of profit, it needed more investment on fixed capital 
and to reduce variable capital which means to affect the organic composition of capital. If they 
had been common manufacture companies, the capitalists would not buy any ownership share of 
such dangerous companies.  
For Korean monopoly capitalists, it would be much profitable to hire one more female 
laborer to work in front of TV-fabricating conveyor belt for 16 hours a day like in the 70s textile 
industry using subcontractor’s factory in the 80s. Korean broadcasting in 80s was neither what is 
called industry, nor a high value-added sector like electronics. So why did Korean capital target 
such unattractive sector?  As I discussed in chapter 2, the accumulated surplus must be re-
invested for reproduction as a whole.  The whole circulation of capital is dependent upon the 
‘social process’ of valorization by which this circulation can be guaranteed, with additional 
material relations of unproductive sectors from circulating sectors such as accounting, 
advertising, business consulting to labor power-reproduction sectors like social welfare, 
education. Production relations and unproductive economic sectors coevolve with what is called 
‘social relations’, forming an inseparable historical totality in human history.  It was not 
avoidable for Korean capitals to reshape their mode of capital accumulation. The economic 
activity of monopoly capital must be different from a hot dog selling street-vendor moving for 
short term profit. The monopoly always should be a system over the center of activities. The 
point of view we should take is how capital recognized the media sector as crucial for their 
project. The macroeconomic index of Table 26 shows the gross outputs of finance, electronics 
industry and media industries and their contributing factors to the output. From it, we can get a 
big picture on an interrelating tendency of in money-flow in the major economic sectors in Korea 
in 80s and grasp how they were connected. 
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Table 26. Factors of Gross Output in Finance and Media-related sectors, 1980-90 
% Domestic 
Demand 
Export Import 
substitution 
(end good) 
Import-
Substitution 
(intermediary 
good) 
Technological  
Change 
Increased 
amount 
Gross output 
(Bil.Won) 
Whole 
Industries 
68.9 25.8 0.9 0.2 4.2 268300.3 
Finance 72.4 13.0 0.4 -0.1 14.3 25445.3 
Media  
Manufacturing 
47.1 46.8 1.5 0.8 3.7 4214.2 
i) Computer 
and Peripherals 
24.5 70.9 1.7 0.9 2.0 2531.3 
ii)Electronics 
(Domestic) 
53.5 43.9 1.6 0.2 0.8 7186.0 
iii)Electronic 
Component 
21.2 76.5 0.8 1.6 -0.2 7174.2 
iv)Telecomm. 
Devices 
66.7 27.6 4.0 1.0 0.6 1763.5 
Media Service 69.9 20.7 0.3 -0.3 9.4 1718.6 
i)Printed Media 69.5 15.1 -0.4 0.3 15.5 2415.9 
ii)Telecomm. 69.0 19.8 0.3 2.2 8.7 3175.7 
iii)Advertising 52.9 25.2 0.2 -1.2 22.9 1882.8 
iv)Broadcasting 70.5 26.9 0.2 -1.2 3.7 454.3 
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Table 26 (Cont.) 
v)Film and 
Entertainment 
87.1 11.0 0.7 -0.9 2.1 1361.7 
Source: author from Kwon, Ho Young, a Structural Analysis of Korean Media Industry and 
Improvement Plan, Korean Broadcasting Development Institute,1995, Appendix, pp. 93-94. 
The money cow, electronic industries, generally reaffirms that its growth was based on 
export. Particularly, industrial-use computer and components shows that their dependency on 
export was more than 70%. Likewise, the home-use electronics goods department had relatively 
high dependency of 53.5% on domestic demand in compare with 43.9% on export. It can be 
thought to be influenced by the growth of domestic market of white goods and growing 
consumption power by raised real wage in 80s. The financial sector shows 72.4% of domestic 
demand contribution and was one of the destinations of the money-flow of Korean monopoly 
capital. The growth of whole media service sector had dependency of about 70% on domestic 
demand. Domestic demand in film and entertainment reflects the growth of leisure in the 80s, 
which implies its relationship to the birth of mass popular culture in the 80s. The gross output of 
advertising refers to the production of advertising agencies only by their intermediary activities. 
Broadcasting and printed-media were based on domestic demands of 70.5% and 69.5%. The 
increasing tendency of co-evolvement with such small media sector signifies the relationship of 
Korean monopolizing capitals to media sector in 80s in terms of the circulation of capital, 
furthermore, the formation of a mode of capital accumulation in 80s. From the perspective of 
capitals that was trying to reshape their mode, the circulation of capital was getting important. In 
this score, advertising and its medium would be its efficient indicator of such expressive form.  
Table 27. the total expenditure to advertising by media (Billion won)  
  Year Exp. Of Ad. 
(ratio to GNP) 
TV Radio Newspaper Magazine 
1980 275 (0.76%) 82.0 34.4 98.9 10.7 
1981 318 (0.74%) 95.6 30.9 123.7 12.9 
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Table 27 (Cont.) 
1982 426 (0.88%) 125.3 36.0 169.0 18.4 
1983 565 (0.97%) 192.9 35.5 219.0 22.4 
1984 683 (1.06%) 253.6 42.7 258.2 24.1 
1985 739 (1.03%) 266.9 42.7 279.0 30.8 
1986 818 (0.99%) 298.9 44.2 300.0 34.6 
1987 972 (1.00%) 353.4 47.1 339.8 462.6 
1988 1,278 (1.01%) 444.7 51.5 463.0 65.1 
1989 1,564 (1.10%) 525.9 62.6 613.7 82.6 
1990 2,000 598.2 95.3 852.7 116.9 
Source: Cheil Communication, Advertising Yearbook, 1990; Korean Broadcasting Institute, 
Yearbook, 2005.                                             
As we see the drastic increase in Table 27, capitals in 80s had constantly and increasingly 
put money in advertising. This sale of advertising is the expenditure of a few monopoly capitals 
which is surplus earned. It can be said that the expenditure on advertising indicates the 
distribution of the produced surplus value of monopolizing capitals from manufacturing sectors. 
For capitals, the advertising might be unnecessary expenditure for production of surplus value, if 
they completely the monopolized Korean economic sectors. Chun’s government being located in 
the very center of the distribution of surplus by control over the media sector and collected 
commission fees from monopoly capitals through the Korean Broadcast Advertising Corporation 
on all the advertisements of TV channels owned by government. For Korean capitals in 
transformation to monopoly, the ideal distribution of capital was to move their money from the 
left pocket to the right pocket. In this vein, the Korean government owned media was not a 
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matter of imposing regulations on their economic activities (as found in advanced capitalist 
countries), but of operating as a mere competitor occupying the knot of the distribution and 
circulation of capital.  Unlike 70s, the topology of tension between Korean capital and state from 
its beginning of 80s was formulated as ‘capital in monopolization versus another capital in 
government form’. The media in 80s was reshaped on the frontline between two economic 
forces. 
So, two battles frontlines overlapped. One was the battle of (media)democracy between 
Chun’s dictatorship and ordinary Korean people. The other one was that of the economic liberty 
of circulation between Chun’s ‘authoritarian government’ and Korean capital aiming at 
completion of monopoly. Now, let us turn to ordinary people who came to stand on such 
overlapped frontline: who used to be called laborers, Korean nation, or audience, according to 
the purposes of name-giver. I shall describe the life of the people whose activities in the history, 
factory workers fabricating TV in factories subcontracted with conglomerates, new white-collar 
workers working in emerging financial sector and service sectors, and industrial reserve army, 
called college students in militant atmosphere of college in 80s. The focus is their everyday life 
and media culture coevolved with the changing global economic structure in which their 
expectation for future and reality weaved the complex and overlapping popular narrative by 
experiencing and interpreting again what they were producing in history.   
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CHAPTER 4: PURGATORY IN INDIVIDUALIZED AND SYNCHRONIZED 
TEMPORALITY 
 
 
“Bring my soul out of prison, that I may praise your name”                                             - Psalm 142:8 
“In all the other sphere, we, like the rest of continental Western Europe, suffer not only from the 
development of capitalist production, but also for the incompleteness of that development.” 
- K. Marx, Capital 
 
The production relation transformed in the 80s was an economic objectivity for ordinary 
labor class. It was what was being experienced as the first instance by Korean labor class. This 
chapter, taking the position of Korean labor class in 80s, describes how the changing economic 
relations discussed in chapter 3 were experienced in the level of immediacy and internalized by 
the Korean labor class and were re-mediated into their conscious forms. Concretely, I will depict 
how the financialization and the changed production relations appeared in everyday life and were 
conceived by Korean labor class. In this course, it will be illustrated that color TV could 
permeate into the level of everyday life, through common mentality and synchronizing 
temporality. Then I will describe, focusing on the micro level of labor power reproduction, how 
Korean labor class conceptually recreated the socio-economic relations by internalizing 
capitalistic logic by their own synthesis with axiological values added. 
  
4.1 Immediacy of Finance and Labor relations in everyday life 
 
4.1.1 Labor-relations mediated by wage 
The transformation of the production relations and accumulation mode necessarily 
accompanied with the change of labor relations. The ‘changes’ in Korean labor relations in the 
80s directly appeared as diversified concrete-labor and wage. The increased unproductive labor, 
usually represented by white collar labor and new office jobs emerged by new technology and by 
the real wages differentiated by concrete labor, was a fundamental material foundation for 
ordinary people’s concrete living conditions in the 80s It, however, cannot lead us to immediately 
grasp the class-reformation, or the rise of Korean middle class in the 80s. The complex of labor 
relations demands the most theoretically sensitive categorization because of its political 
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implications in terms of setting up a frontline of political struggle in given juncture. The 
formation of Korean labor class was an outcome of the historical particularity of Korean 
economy just as Korean capitalist class was born and developed in contingent historical contexts 
around and in Korea after WWII.  Besides the discrepancy between their consciousness and 
economic relations, the particularity of its historical trajectory and the weight of the past 
imposing on their mentality make it difficult to apply pre-existing theoretical class-
categorization. For example, in categorizing unproductive laborers, the Korean history has given 
eccentric social status to government officials(passed Korean Higher Civil Service Examination) 
and considered it to be a class uplift. It traced back to Korean feudal society in which a 
centralized government system allowed the ruling class to maintain its status only by being 
government officials through government exams and education, rather than by inherited 
possession. The followed modern regimes had absorbed human resource into its bureaucratic 
system. In the level of Korean common sense, those kinds of labor forces were not counted as 
‘laborer’ even by manual laborers and by themselves214. In this respect, such peculiarities in the 
continuum of its own historical process ask to start diving into the conceptual system in the 80s 
in the manner of which Korean ordinary people saw and thought others, rather than employing 
and elaborating given theoretical categories. My focus is on how Korean labor class living in the 
1980s were viewing themselves located in social relations in the 1980s.  
The serial novels and advertisements of Sunday Seoul(SS) evidently reflects its labor 
class readership in change in the 80s. The labor class readership that SS dealt with as subjects 
and narrators is be divided roughly by male manual workers working for manufacturers, female 
manual laborers called ‘Factory Girls(Yeo Kong)’ working in (usually sub-contracted) factories 
and industrial complexes in worse labor condition, and white collar laborers working for office 
jobs such as small trading companies. Reflecting increasing employment of female laborers in 
office jobs in the 80s, the articles about white collar workers are distinct by gender. Female 
white-collar laborers are reported as accounting clerks, key punchers and secretaries. In internal 
labor market being formed by the new production relations, e.g. subcontracted production lines 
and the growth of unproductive sectors in the 80s, the wage is the most immediate material 
                                                             
214 For example, there was teachers’ attempt to organize labor union(the Korean Teachers& Educational Workers’ 
Union) after democratization in the late 80s. But, the mentality of Korean ordinary people was reluctant to 
consider teachers as laborers. The teachers with membership were fired and the union had been illegal until 1999 
and still its legal definition is ‘off-shore commission’ without bargaining rights. 
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condition for the everyday life of working peoples. Of course, considering Korean cultural 
peculiarity, the amount of income was traditionally not identified with his or her social status. 
But it does not deny that paychecks not only serve for living conditions but also have potentials 
to develop one’s or one family’s future social status. Income in my dissertation should be 
considered as a necessary condition of ‘investment for the future’, prior to its instrumentality of 
consumption. So, we need to elaborate an abstract concept of wage as a major determinant for 
labor class’ income.  
In the capitalist wage-labor relation, the nature of labor is selling labor power, not labor. 
The wage emerged as the most immediate material relation. It can be called, to use Hegel’s term, 
an immediate abstract. Rather, Marx’s Wage-Labour and Capital(Marx, 1975b) written for 
general readership, provides with a clear explanation on its immediacy and historical forms for 
the reality of labor class. Marx clarifies the wage as abstract to be positioned in the relations of 
other commodities and its paid amount as concrete was determined with a common distinction 
between real wage and nominal wage. Some might think of present forms of payment with such 
various fiscal terms as salary, income, and with periodical forms as annually, weekly, daily, 
monthly etc. Those are no more than historically particular forms emerged as capitalist labor 
relations diversified. Given that payment form is the product of given historical particularity, the 
major form in Korea in the 80s was monthly payment and calculated by monthly wage, except 
for unskilled daily laborers mainly working in construction sites[called Nogada], which can be 
thought in Korea in the 80s as ‘reserved labor force with low education level in unemployment’. 
The immediacy of wage for the everyday life of Korean labor classes was the real paycheck they 
got monthly. The amount of money they could really manage is real wage with which they could 
consume in the given commodity-relation, rather than nominal wage provided by macro 
statistics. Hence, we have to parallel it with the prices of other commodities.  
Given the internal hierarchy of Korean capital by subcontract discussed in chapter 3, the 
workplaces of manual labor between conglomerates and subcontracted companies had 
tremendous gap in labor conditions. The average wage level reported by government-issued 
statistical data does not seem to show the actual wage-relations. Instead, the articles, interviews 
and help-wanted advertisements of SS may provide with more concrete data on the changes in 
wage relations of labor class and their concrete management through financial commodities 
presented to labor class in the 80s.  
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To begin with the wage condition of white collar labor, in an interview with an owner of 
a small trading company in 1980, he emphasizes on his generous wage offer from his experience 
as a former white-collar worker. According to his mention, the starting salary of college graduate 
employees was 190,000 won with 600% bonus(SS, 80-8-24, 612).  His alleged ‘generous’ wage 
was less than 211,678 won which was the average wage of whole white collar workers on an 
official statistical data in the same year215.  As the reconstruction of Korean industry settled 
around the mid-80s, Korean monopoly capitals also increased employing white collar laborers 
for their expanding businesses. According to an article in 1986(SS, 86-11-2, 929), the first wage 
of college graduate of major chaebols reached around at 350,000 won in basic salary: Samsung 
offered 345,000 won with 600-800% bonus, Hyundai, 340,000 won with 500% bonus and Lucky 
Geumsung(LG), 345,000 won with 550-700%. Around 1989, Korean economic system 
completed the overarching monopolized forms. An article of Sunday Seoul shows how the 
economic restructuration was reflected in wage-condition(SS, 89-9-17, 1076). In 1989, the 
average wage of white collar labors working in Korean monopoly capitals increased to average 
400,000-600,000 won. Particularly, stock companies averaged 350,000 won with remarkable 
bonus of 1,400% by its rapid growth of stock market in the 80s. It should be noted that the wage 
of Korean monopoly capitals in the late 80s was some way short of 788,510 won which was the 
average wage of entire professional and technical workers e.g. lawyers216, but has reached at the 
wage level of middle school teachers traditionally conceived as a white collar professional 
job(SS,89-9-17, 1076).  Meanwhile, the wage of white collar laborers working in non-monopoly, 
medium sized companies still remained around 380,000 won by the late 80s. With such wage 
gap within white collar labor, the monopoly capitals with higher wage started to shape the 
opportunity of structure for laborers going beyond the matter of paycheck. 
Another internal labor market was being constituted by gender. Female labor force 
existed in both white-collar labor and manual labor may be a very efficient indicator to look into 
the complex of labor relations in the 80s. Increased entry of female labor force to white collar 
jobs, the majority of their concrete labor were restricted in assistant labors, categorized by 
assistant clerks, accounting clerk, typewriter, key puncher, secretary, or data processing by 
computers employed in companies in the 80s(SS,80-1-1,579). So, such labor did not need high 
                                                             
215 National Bureau of Statistics, Economic Planning Board, Social Indicator in Korea, 1990, p.124 
216 National Bureau of Statistics, Economic Planning Board, Social Indicator in Korea, 1990, p.124 
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education level just as female manual labors. Majority of female employees in those white collar 
jobs held high school diploma. But, white collar labor market seemed competitive for general 
female labor force including those with lower education level. They often employed by 
introduction of their acquaintances. Its complex effects in the labor condition is well illustrated 
in a comic strip in Sunday Seoul titled, Nights of Irresolution, which depicts a story of a B-girl, 
Soonhee, a former female white collar worker from rural area. The main character, Soonhee, 
confessed that she tried to endure sexual harassment when working as an accounting clerk in a 
small company and got fired by punching the abuser in his face: 
 
 “every single day, felt awful, but I had to hold out cuz I knew how much difficult those 
with high school diploma get an office job…I felt sorry for introducer’s complain 
saying ‘Soonhee, you shouldn’t have done for my face’(SS, 86-10-26, 928)” 
 
This paragraph shows that, even though female white-collar workers thought their jobs as 
white collar labor, their conditions of employment and labor were not much different from those 
of female factory laborers who were called a defamatory name, ‘factory girl’. As many Korean 
labor historians have pointed out, female factory workers had been exposed to sexual molests 
from male laborers and middle managers(S. Kim, 1997) and had constant difficulty in organizing 
trade unions due to their relationship to the introducers, which was efficiently used by capitalists 
to suppress their protests(Koo, 2001). Female office workers do not seem to have had essential 
difference from female manual workers. Furthermore, the wage gap by gender also should be 
considered here Female office workers tended to get much less wage than male white-collar 
laborers in the same office jobs. In an interview with female office worker with a high school 
diploma in 1981(SS, 81-6-28, 655), her monthly wage was 123,600 won. It was fairly short of 
218,159 won which was the average wage of the whole high school graduate laborers in the 
same year217. Such discrepancy had sustained during the 80s. According to a reported lawsuit for 
damage raised by a female office worker, the court adjudicated on the compensation in 1986 by 
estimating her ‘real wage’ to be 109,000 won at a constant wage of 1983(SS, 86-3-23, 897). It 
was not up to the half of 286,288 won which was the average real wage of all white-collar labors 
                                                             
217 National Bureau of Statistics, Economic Planning Board, Social Indicator in Korea, 1990, p.130 
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in 1983218. According to the interviews with other female office laborers in the mid-80s, the 
monthly wage of female white collar laborers ranged from 170,000 to 210,000 won(SS, 85-1-29, 
886; SS, 85-9-29, 873; SS, 85-10-27, 877).  And, even in the late 1980s, an article on 
employment agency specialized in female assistant job shows that the average wage of such 
female labor was still staying around 150,000-200,000 won(SS, 87-11-29,984). Such tendency 
might be simply defined to be gender-inequality in wage, but it went beyond immediacy and was 
to be interlocked with particular cultural meanings. It is observed throughout the articles, 
personal stories, serial novels, comics dealing with female laborers that those assistant white-
collar job, despite of its labor conditions similar to manual labor, were thought by female white 
collar workers as advance in their life and as a sort of enviable job by factory girls or under-
educated female labor force. More interestingly, female laborers had common in the purpose of 
getting those white-collar jobs tended to aim at marriage, as their final dream. They held a 
particularly ambivalent position within entire labor relations in the 80s which weaved a peculiar 
cultural texture and played a distinctive role in class-division in cultural realm.  
Saving this ambivalence of female white-collar workers for a while, let us look at the 
wage condition of manual laborers. Sharply contrasted with the wage of white collar labor, those 
of general manual labor working for manufacturing industries stayed in relatively lower level, 
despite its increased nominal wage.  According to employer’s job postings in SS in 1982(SS, 82-
2-7, 686), the wage of male skilled laborers, e.g. lathe turner, was 100,000 won, and that of 
female laborers skilled in sewing machines was also 100,000 won. Those were about the half of 
202,117 won, the average nominal wage of manufacturing labor in the same year219. The help-
wanted advertisement around 1984 showed the wage generally increased. The wage of male 
manual workers was posted 180,000 won and that of apprentice was 80,000-100,000 won(SS, 
84-2-12, 789). In case of female manual laborers, 90,000-160,000 won was suggested for skilled 
sewing machine workers and 85,000 won for female apprentices in fabricating process(SS, 84-2-
12, 789). In 1989, a job posting of a textile factory suggested 260,000 won with 500% bonus(89-
6-25, 1064).  It is apparent that the wage of overall manual laborer, regardless of gender and 
skilled level, increased as shown in the job ads posted by employer, because of the chronic 
shortage of manual labor force in industrial complex by the turnaround in the Korean economy 
                                                             
218 National Bureau of Statistics, Economic Planning Board, Social Indicator in Korea, 1990, p.123 
219 National Bureau of Statistics, Economic Planning Board, Social Indicator in Korea, 1990, p.122 
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in the 80s(SS, 84-5-30, 803).  But, considering the skyrocketed consumer price index in the 80s 
from 32.1 in 1980 to 119.9 in 1989 at the constant value of 100 in 1985, the wage increase of 
manual labor is unlikely to be significant. Rather, when we consider the increased wage of 
manual labor in family relations as reproduction of labor powers, it becomes a different story. 
For instance, let us assume two married male laborers from above examples: one got an office 
job in Hyundai offered a basic salary of 340,000 won with 600% bonus and the other was a 
skilled lathe worker with wage of 180,000 won with overtime allowance instead of bonus. And 
each married in the mid-80s and their wages were the only incomes for family. It is obvious that 
two families would have different money-management ways for the future of their family. It can 
be the key to grasp such immediate wage relations interwoven with mysterious cultural 
formative process in the 80s. And it can be explicated by another economic mediation which was 
the financialization permeated into everyday life. 
 
4.1.2 Accessibility to Financial Management stratified by wage-relation  
In terms of economic mediation prior to the mediation of mass media, my focus is the 
nexus of the above-mentioned stratified structure of concrete labor-wages and generally existing 
financialization in everyday life. The concreteness of the nexus is embodied by their financial 
activities-financial management- through the concrete financial commodities in the 80s which 
they got informed of profitability and led them to sit at bank windows. What the Korean labor 
class breadwinners in the 80s, either white collar or blue collar, wanted was seed money exactly 
as Korean capitalists did about a couple of decades ago. Let us see first a progressive course in 
which the development of finance had coevolved with the stratified wage-relations and gradually 
permeated its materiality to the everyday life of labor class from 1980 to 1989. Reminding of 
government-led economic development based on its total control of finance, it was not surprising 
that ordinary people had taken finance as a kind of government institution for loan for capital. 
Ordinary people’s use of banks had been confined no more than in saving deposit and 
installment savings which was considered as ‘safely storing up money’ with interest and as 
contribution to growing ‘homeland’s economy’(Korea Federation of Banks, 1978). Their money 
management for fund and loan had been based on private finance like usury and what is called 
‘gye’, which is a traditional private fund whose members would chip a given amount of money 
and take turn to receive the gathered fund by rotation. Although such private finance and funds 
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could not be protected by law and Korean government had suppressed it to turn them to 
legitimate financial market, usually for political purposes, it had been popular among labor class, 
but also among capitalists who failed to access to state-controlled financial system(see, chapter 
3).  
From the early 80s, ‘financialization’ began to appear to ordinary people as the increase 
of bank branches and financial commodities advertisements of the privatized and newly-
established commercial banks220. The branches rapidly increased, with ‘liberalized’ distance-
limit in 1982 which allowed to set up less than 4 branches within 500-meter radius(Y.H. Lee, 
Bae, Park, Kim, & Yeon, 2004, p. 616). According to a study(Choo, 1989), the number of total 
bank branches in Korea increased from 1,798 in 1979 to 1,863 in 1980, 2,335 in 1983, 2,554 in 
1985 and 2,875 in 1987. And, to see its spatial distribution in 1987, Seoul metropolitan area 
occupied 1,447(50.3%) out of 2,875 branches and 1,230 branches were located within only 233.7 
square mile of Seoul area. This quantitative expansion of bank branches came to be experienced 
to shorten the mental distance between everyday life and financial institution. On the surface, in 
a survey of Korean Central Committee of Fostering Savings in 1986221, 62.9% of respondents 
counted ‘physical distance from home’ as the first selection criteria of financial institution, 
followed by ‘kindness and quickness in processing’ of 14.3% and ‘distance from workplace’ of 
8.6%.   
An article of SS reported that a bank branch opened in a slum provided the community 
with free school-bus service(SS, 80-7-27, 608). Besides this kind of marketing tactics to reduce 
psychological distance, it is remarkable that the advertisement of banks in the early 80s tended to 
introduce their new financial commodities in understandable ways by cartoons and to emphasize 
on the danger of ‘previous' private finance and the security of their commodities. To take an 
example of an ad of an investment trust company posted in SS: 
 
 
 
                                                             
220 But in the case of local banks, the expansion has been restricted by a principle of ‘one province, one local bank’ 
until February, 1990. National Archives of Korea, retrieved from 
http://www.archives.go.kr/next/search/listSubjectDescription.do?id=008615 
221 A Survey on Korean's Livelihood Consciousness: a focus on economic life, The Central Committee of Fostering 
Savings, 1986, December, p. 149. 
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Pic.1 Non-monetary financial commodity Advertisement in the early 80s 
 
Source: Sunday Seoul, Issue 636, February 15, 1980.  pp.118-119  
 
This advertisement of 2 pages carried 23 frames cartoon, titled Sorrow and Pleasure 
alternating Two Families, and the bottom of pages delivers detailed information on various 
commodities. The cartoon started with a man coming back home and saying to his wife that they 
got profit from investment trust. Having heard of crying from his next door, he stops by and talks 
with the crying couple as below: 
 
A: What happened to you?   
B: my Gye was broken before my turn, I’ve deposited even 15th times, oh, my money! 
A: why did you do such risky things like Gye! 
B: to make a round sum for our first daughter’s marriage. Installment saving and 
insurance were too hassle and offered tiny interests 
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A: you should have deposited at DaeHan Investment Trust! Investment Trust offers 
high interest and simple.  
B: isn’t it hard to withdraw our money when we need it? 
A: nope, you can withdraw anytime you want. 
B: isn’t it only for huge money? 
A: Investment Trust accepts even one cent! 
….. 
B: but, how do people like us know what company would be investable or not? 
A: That’s exactly what investment trust will do for you!  
 
The cartoon goes informative in a form of Q&A style, whereas the detailed information on the 
bottom of pages also offers concrete suggestions for investor’s circumstances like: “Short-term 
public bond and debentures: advantageous to manage temporary idle money”. The financial 
commodity market evidently attempted to strengthen its position by putting aside the previous 
private funds like Gye. 
Taking the position of labor class at that time and see the financial commodities on the 
market, we can draw a big picture of financial market in everyday life with which labor class 
calculated benefits by the suggested interest rates.  In the early 80s, financial commodities on 
market can be categorized mainly into three:  time deposit, periodical installment saving, trust 
fund. Assessing the information given in an article, ‘How Can I Make a Round Sum?’(SS, 80-3-
16, 589) and advertisements, supposed a laborer who possessed idle money of 1 million won and 
wanted to get profit for 1 year or a newly hired worker who planned to make one million won for 
1 year, we can assume their possible ways of financial managements by new financial 
commodities on market as follow: 
First, time deposit and periodical installment saving offered by banks were the most 
familiar and common commodity in 80s and its interest rate was 24%222. If he or she would have 
put one million won in time deposit with 1-year maturity, it could yield its interest- profit of 
225,900 won. Its daily-interest says approximate 618won. If he wanted to make one million own 
in one year and instead opened a periodical installment saving account with 1-year maturity on 
market which he should pay 76,900 won every month. Then, one year later, he got one million 
                                                             
222 Fixed rate at 1980. 
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won, the real interest benefit is 96,845won on 20.6% of the annual interest rate(p. 109). In case 
of a popular installment saving commodity, named ‘Salary Man Saving Account’, if one pays 
10,000 won every month for one year, he could get total 137,676 won. So, its after-tax interest 
benefit could be calculated 17,676 won by annual interest rate of 27.4% (SS, 80-3-16, 589, p. 
100). 
Second, commercial banks started to offer trust fund commodities targeted at ordinary 
people. With 1-year maturity, one million won yields the interest benefit of 239,454 won. Its 
annual interest rate was 24% and the daily interest benefit was calculated 656won. Its profit was 
a bit higher than time-deposit. In case of 2-years maturity of trust fund, the same 1 million won 
yields 645,000 won. Its daily interest became 883won. Its profitability was much higher than 
common time deposit.  
Third, if he turned his eyes to the non-monetary financial institutions, it would be totally 
different story. Its minimum amount to deposit was 2 million won. If one purchases CP priced 
200 million won with 30 days maturity, the interest of one single month is 30,024won. 
Furthermore, if he would buy a long-term debenture with one million won for 2 year, he could 
get interest every 3 months which was 77,000 won. And if he would reinvest the interests at 
compound interest, surprisingly at its annual interest rate of 39.1%. So, after two years, the after-
tax total profit is 1,730,037 won and daily interest rates would be calculated 1,090 won. 
Assessing the profitability of those concrete commodities, it was likely that the laborer in need 
for making seed money could find the most profitability only in installment saving accounts 
offered by commercial banks. However, if he had once made a certain amount of round-sum and 
wanted to ‘reinvest’, just like capitals does for reproduction of accumulation, the various options 
must have been discovered in non-financial institutions. So to speak, their reinvestment of non-
monetary finance’ means to jump in the same boat with capitals. We must keep it mind that the 
matter of access to those commodities was different from the potentials of such commodities 
signified to laborer individuals. For example, trust funds presupposed one million won to be 
deposited at least one year. The higher profitability with the minimum 2-year maturity implies 
that one must have economic affordability enough to keep his money untouched during the two 
years.  To freely choose one out of above financial commodities means to demand one’s 
economic freedom available during the given maturity. But, those potentials proposed by finance 
were being vividly seen, and Korean labor class were beholding those potentials projected to 
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their future. Glimmering in reachable distance(approximately one million won as seed money), 
the financialization from its beginning emerged in everyday life promising individual’s 
opportunity.  
So, let us see how they stretched their hands to catch it. Many interviews with laborers in 
SS throughout 80s illustrate how they concretely managed their money and invested it.  
A case of a female white collar laborer, Kang, was reported in an article of Sunday Seoul titled 
‘A lady breadwinner in happiness without money’(SS, 81-6-28, 655). She was supporting her 
family with her wage of 123,600 won in 1981. To look at her monthly management, she spent 
20,000 won for rent, 10,000 won for utility bills, 35,000 won for food and heating, 9,000 won for 
her mother’s medicine, 10,000 won for school supplies for her brother in high school. And she 
got 70,000 as bonus every 4 months and spent all for her brother’s tuition. She also made 15,000 
won from her part-time job, spent for her own allowance. The amount of the rest was 34,000 
won and she put 20,000 every month for her time-deposit account. Her case is somewhat 
extremely scraping a living, but it exemplifies that even small idle money was actually invested 
mainly at the time deposit of commercial bank rather than other financial commodities. Two 
interviews with female white collar workers in the mid-80s, when the real wage of white collar 
jobs increased, can suggest some implications for developing my discussion. In an interview 
with a 21 years old female laborer, Ku, working in an advertising company, she said to earn 
170,000 won monthly and put the half to a time deposit, and the other half was spent for buying 
cloths in trend. She mentioned her tight budget for her consumption of clothes and occasionally 
received pocket money from her mother(SS,85-9-29, 873, p. 151). Another 21 years old female 
accounting clerk, Kim, said that her wage 210,000 won in an interview. She had been depositing 
80,000won of her wage in her periodical installment saving account and “doing leisure activities 
such as bowling, arranging flowers, going theater, learning driving and so on(SS, 85-10-27, 877, 
p. 153)”. Both had office jobs with high school diplomas, born in rural areas and were spending 
money for themselves, except financial investment.  
We should not impetuously make a conceptual suture of ‘female white collar’s 
consumption culture’ with the rise of real wage. Prior to consumption activities, more complicate 
material relations always were embedded in such cultural texture. Ku and Kim had no need to 
support their families unlike previous Kang’s case. In Korean context, the social relation called 
family, its economic form of family support, played a crucial role in determining the economic 
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activities of labor class. In Korean capitalization process, the cultural duty for family support had 
been imposed on females. It has appeared to increase the entry of women to workplace connoting 
gender equality or diversity. But, ‘being forced to work for her family (i.e. having nothing but 
labor power to sell) is totally different from ‘having an options to work or to enter finishing 
schools’.  
There was a laborer group of factory girls which can clearly show how labor classes with 
dual burden of Korean peculiarity of family and capitalistic generality. As many of Korean labor 
historians have discussed, most of this labor force called ‘Yeo Gong’ started to work in teenage, 
moved from rural areas and were responsible for economic support for family members in home.  
An article titled “Thanksgiving gifts of heading to Home” interviewed with factory girls working 
in an industrial complex(SS, 80-9-21, 616).  Table 28 extracted from the answers of interviewees 
provides with clear illustrations on how those with dual burdens actually managed their wages 
and set up their own financial plans.   
 
Table 28. Financial management of Factory girls 
 
Age Work  
Exp. 
(Y/M) 
Wage 
(Won) 
Family 
Support  
Use of Finance Financial 
Plan  
Living expense 
and extra 
consumption 
A 20 3y 70,000 Sending 30,000 
to home for her 
mother’s 
medication 
a regular saving 
account 
(Currently 
100,000 won)  
To have 
installment 
saving 
accounts soon 
Allowance: 15,000 
won 
(Included 10,000 
won for meals) 
B 20 1y 9m 90,000 Sent money to 
home to fix 
parent’s house 
Installment 
Saving(monthly 
48,300 won) 
To send 3 
million won in 
next 2 years  
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Table 28 (Cont.) 
C 21 5y 100,000 Sent 2 million 
and half won to 
home for rice 
paddies 
 
Installment 
Saving 
Gye 
To send 1mil 
and half won 
to home for 
buying cows 
  
D 20 3y4m 85,000   
  
  
Regular Saving 
deposit 
(saved 1 mil.) 
Installment 
Saving account 
  
To send 1 mil 
and half won 
to home in 
next year 
  
Bought a gold 
ring223 for her 
father’s gift by 
150,000 won that 
she saved pocket 
money for last 2 
years 
E 20 3y5m 100,000 Sending the rest 
to home except 
for Gye deposit 
49,000won for 
Gye 
(saved half 
million won) 
To make 1 
mil. won by 
next year for 
brother’s 
college 
tuition. 
  
Saved 30,000 won 
for her younger 
sister’s cloth and 
gifts for parents 
F 19  1y9m 95,000 Sending the rest 
to home 
50,000 for 
Kye(1 mil.) 
Saved 100,000 
won by call-in 
pay 
  
To make 
5million won 
in 3 years 
Allowance about 
10,000(including 
transportation fee 
for commuting) 
                                                             
223 In Korean context which had historically weak monetary economy, gold rings had been conceived and used as a 
kind of nest egg or emergency fund.   
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Table 28 (Cont.) 
G 23 1y6m 75,000  Sent 1 mil. to 
buy two cows 
Installment 
Saving 
(45,000 for 1mil 
with 1 year 
maturity) 
 
Allowance: 
20,000(12,000 won 
for meals) 
H 21 2y 66,000 Sending 
monthly 20,000 
won to home  
  
Installment 
Saving 
24,250 won for 
500,000won)  
  
To make 
money for 
brother’s 
tuition 
10,000 for meals 
I 23 3y 95,000 20,000 won for 
younger 
brother’s tuition 
Sent home 
700,000won  to 
fix parent’s 
house 
 
Installment 
Saving 
  
To work 3 
years more to 
make 1mil: 
for buying 
some land for 
parent and for 
her marriage 
fund  
  
  
J 21 1y9m 95,000 Sending money 
to home for 
father’s surgery 
and 
hospitalization 
 Due to her 
father’s 
hospitalization 
she could not 
afford any 
financial 
activity 
 Gye for 2 
million won 
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The interviewees expenditure was strangely concentrated on economic support for other 
family members. Also their uses of financial commodities were restricted in installment saving 
offered by commercial banks and Gye which were familiar with them. Even their plans by 
financial activities were to send all money in future to their families left in rural area. It is 
apparent that the project of making seed money, which other labor class groups aimed first, was 
even too much for them. It is hard to think that they really imagined the opportunity by financial 
investment or could even have a meaning of property increase. For them, the round-sum was 
supposed to be ‘consumed’, not to be reinvested. In the above table, the 23 years-old laborer, ‘I’, 
planned to make a fund for her marriage after buying a rice paddy for parents. But, in the 
interview, she could plan to do so because her elder brother proudly became a 5th-class public 
official by her support, as she said, “laughter will always fill home forever” (SS, 80-9-21, 616, p. 
23)224. So to speak, her family was no longer a labor class family, then she began to think of her 
marriage fund for her own.  Except for this dramatic ‘jackpot’ which any other sisters’ sacrifice 
could ‘ideally’ made, the rest of the laborers, as shown in the table, had to consider their money 
to be ‘spent promptly’ for family members like sending medical costs, or preparing brother’s 
college entrance. In such circumstance, they could not even consider of taking a risk by 
reinvesting to the high profitable commodities of non-financial institutions. Their use of financial 
commodities at least seems far from an abstract concept of financialization represented by the 
growth of short-term market and securitizing everyday life or capitalistic suggestion to ‘advance 
capital’. It may be said that they were in the hinterland of the main current of financialization in 
80s. The differences in laborer groups in their financial management were initiated by wage-
relations, then by the social relation of family. It reaffirms that the generality of financialization 
started to be experienced with difference in everyday life.   
 
4.1.3 Materiality of finance internalized as advancing capital 
Labor class, on the different starting points in accessing to financial commodity, were 
clearly observing the ‘economic expectation suggested by finance’ within arm’s reach. It 
converged on a basic material condition to reinvest which was ‘making seed money’. Also, in 
initiating the frame of individual economic agency in 80s, we should consider one more 
                                                             
224 In Korean context, ‘being a 5th-class public official’ means that her brother had passed one of the highest 
government examinations and made a step on his way up. 
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generality of a social relation of family interwoven with economic relations. Concretely 
speaking, when the laborers were assumed to enter the labor relation in early 1980s in age from 
late teens to mid-twenties225, Those had to ‘construct’ their own family relations during 80s. It is 
evident that they had more material relations such as marriage and housing in order to reproduce 
their own social relations. It has of importance as a fundamental crucial node for the 
reproduction of whole capitalist system. Both Korean capitals and Korean government set up 
some new financial commodities.  
An article titled “You can make 10 million won” in 1981 introduced an advice for ordinary 
breadwinners and new laborers concerning their economic situation in future:  
“100,000,000 won! It must sound a dreamy fortune…. for salarymen living every month in tight 
budget. But only tenacity could make it happen! The way that monthly depositing 10,620 won 
for 26 years…particularly ages of 20s and early 30s deserve to have ambition to enjoy the 
wealthy life of billionaire in his time(SS, 81-3-15, 640, p. 35)”    
In this interview with head of the saving department of a commercial bank, financial 
management is advised to “think of simply running a sort of moneylending business with your 
bank(34p)”. He continued to concretely suggest to make the first step by depositing 10,620 won 
every month for a Family Preferential Installment Saving, which offered 22.5% interest rate in 2-
year maturity. Then, all of 307,820 won withdrawn after two years should be reinvested to other 
fixed time deposit with 21.6% interest rate in one or two-year maturity. In this way during 26 
years, with consideration on the value of won currency, the amount of deposit was recommended 
to increase. It is not hard to think his method to be a secret known only to bankers. Rather it must 
have been common information among labor classes, or hearing from bank windows. More 
important is that hopping various financial commodities was being suggested as reinvestment 
way and the capitalist’s logic of reinvestment embedded in the way became coevolved with labor 
class’s reasoning.   
Keeping this in mind, let us look closely, taking the position of laborers in the 80s, at the 
ways of hopping from making seed money to reinvestment during 80s(SS, 81-9-27, 668; SS, 81-
10-11, 670; SS, 81-11-29, 677).  First of all, all Korean commercial banks began to put ‘Round-
Sum Making Saving’ on market from July, 1st, 1981. It was known, according to a director of the 
                                                             
225 Generally male white collar laborers started by their 20s due to college graduation and 3-year mandatory army 
service 
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Bank of Korea, to be released by government’s policy line to support labor class to form their 
asset(SS,81-10-11,670, p. 112). This commodity’s interest rate was 27.4%, composed of the 
basic rate of 15.4%, government aided 10.2%, and 1.8% extra bonus rate.  So, if a laborer 
deposited 10,000 won for 12 months, he or she would get 135,180won. In this respect, the same 
commodity with longer maturity had application restriction only for households with monthly 
income of less than 800,000 won or daily income less than 16,000 won. Also, Korean 
government provided the interest profit with tax exemption and with tax deductions of 15% on 
saved amount. Second, in the case of above-mentioned Family Preferential Installment Saving of 
which a deposit was less than 2 million won for 12 months or 30 months, its interest rate was 
21.6% with tax exemption on interest profit. Significantly, if the account holder would deposit 
monthly interest profit again, the re-deposited profit would be calculated by compound interest 
rate of which real rate reached at 23.48%. In case of the installment saving account, if one 
deposited 1,669,200 won by monthly 70,800 won for 24 months, then the account holder could 
finally make 20,494,066 won included the interest profit of 350,266 won. Third, Han-il Bank, a 
newly privatized commercial bank, put a new commodity, named ‘Carnation Time Deposit on 
the getting competitive financial market. Its minimum deposit was only10,000 won, but it was 
characterized by calculating of compound interest after the second month. So to speak, it aimed 
at inducing customers with relatively little money. Also, this commodity’s expansion hints at 
how to see the competition among Korean financial capitals in early 80s. It is noteworthy of a 
complain of a person in charge of installment saving department in Hanil banks(SS, 81-10-
11,670, p. 113), this commodity was first invented and taken effect by the first privatized Hanil 
Bank to attract more customers by the legal maximum interest rate. The other commercial 
banks(previously privatized) tried to keep Hanil Bank’s new commodity from market, by 
protesting to Korean Federation of Banks accusing the new comer bank of the violation of 
competition. At last, as soon as it turned out to have had no legal defect in the interest rate of 
financial commodity, the other commercial banks put the similar commodities on the market. It 
might seem that Korean financial market after privatization was about to go competitive. But 
considering the remarkable incentive like tax cut implies that those financial commodities were 
supported by government policy. It would be appropriate to read such ambivalence as an 
eccentric regulating role of the Korean government as a capitalist state in early 80s. Korea’s 
capitalistic state-form in the early 80s put a priority on fostering middle class(as system 
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reproduction) before the possibility of the over-competition of financial market by using its old 
trajectory of ‘political finance’. In this respect, we can consider some notable financial 
commodities interwoven with the social reproduction of labor force. From February 10 ,1981, Je-
il Bank offered ‘Newly Weds Installment Saving’ for married couples. Its distinguishing benefit 
was to provide the account holders who deposit 25% of the contracted period without arrears 
with qualification to loan with only 17% annual interest rate(81-11-29,677, p. 96). For instance, 
if one opened this account for 1 million won with 1-year maturity and would deposit monthly 
77,500 won in the first 3 months, he would be qualified to loan another one million won. A 
couple of months later, the Commercial Bank of Korea(Sangeup Bank) released ‘Setting up 
Household Goods Installment saving’ with wide deposit range ranged from 100,000 won to 2 
million won (SS, 81-10-11, 670, p. 114).  
Interestingly, it offered its discount benefits in purchasing household appliances. In 
detail, the account holders, withdrawn money after maturity, got discount benefit of 9-24% in 56 
kinds of electronic goods and about 500 models. It could cover most of white goods in Korean 
market, as expressed by an account holder: “by 2 million won, it took just only one year to 
prepare from TV to most of electronic goods that my neighbors can’t even imagine”(SS, 81-10-
11, 670, p. 114). Jo-Heung Bank also put a similar commodity called ‘Welfare Installment 
Saving’ on market targeting one of the most major concerns of labor class which was housing. It 
was similar to Jeil bank’s new commodity, but provided loan amounted 3 million which was for 
purchasing and renovating a house(SS, 81-10-11, 670, p. 114).  Those three kinds of financial 
commodities evidently had characteristics of social reproduction from asset building for family 
construction, housing, assortment of household goods. As a whole, they were clearly inducing 
laborers to organize their own sequential logic of investments(i.e. hopping financial 
commodities) according to their lifecycle. For instance, suppose a single manual laborer who just 
got a job with no seed money. The Family Preferential Installment Saving with relatively high 
profitability restricted its applicants by those with monthly wage over 250,000 won. It was likely 
to be impossible for manual wage-laborers in 20-30s with above mentioned wage conditions. So, 
installment savings accessible to them can be reduced to: the first privatized Hanil banks’s 
Carnation Time Deposit with monthly deposit of 10,000 won at compound interest and Round-
Sum Making Saving with government’s supports. By depositing monthly 10,000 won for a given 
period, he would get a round-sum. But it cannot be said to be enough, even if he had no burden 
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of family support. Instead, he now could have at least options: to reinvest the small round-sum to 
other financial commodities with higher deposit and more profitability or to loan for another 
round sum from his bank(for the next stage of his life i.e. purchasing a house or marriage). To 
expand this angle, the cases of newly married couples would be a clearer example of the next 
stages of financial development coevolved with one’s lifecycle in 80s. By paying 77,500 won 
monthly for one year for Newly Weds Installment Saving’, the couple could get one million won, 
more importantly, they become qualified to loan, if they pay 25% of the amount of money. This 
loan offered with cheaper interest rate of 17% than the annual rate of other loan of 19%, so the 
total monthly payment when the couple had to pay after the loan was 91,666 won(SS, 81-11-
29,677,p. 97). This monthly expenditure for finance seemed accessible to common laborers 
given that average wage of laborers aged from 25-29 in 1980 was 181, 000 won. Needless to say 
white collar workers, male manufacturing workers were able to access to it. Access itself seems 
possible even for manual workers in small-medium sized companies in extremely tight budget 
for their much lower wage level226, if the household had dual-incomes by wife’s working or no 
child. 
Enacted the probable expectation that labor class might be holding in the early 80s, 
housing should be counted as one of essential materiality for reproduction individually and 
socially. It leads to a clear understand their vehement participation in financialization in spite of 
such tight budget. In the late 1981, the price of a family house of 960ft² in Seoul was 25,000,000 
won(SS,81-10-18,671) and an apartment unit sized 818ft² in Kangnam district in urbanization, 
Seoul was 18 million won(SS, 81-11-1,673). And an apartment with 889ft² in suburb of Seoul 14 
million won, but housing installment account holders could pay only ‘a sort of down payment of 
7 million won(SS, 81-11-1, 673). Based on the financial commodities, labor class might be able 
to expect to own a house as long as they could be successful in financial management. The 
government housing policy in 1983 was a cornerstone for the actualization of the dream to be a 
house owner. In spring of 1983, the government announced to parcel out the long-term rental 
apartments for urban laborer households and subsequently, to raise the transfer income tax for 
house to prevent from speculation of housing by owning multiple houses(SS,83-5-1, 749). 
Corresponding to it, banks began to provide new loans for housing and apartment-application 
deposit. Households not owning a house could apply for an apartment allotted by government-
                                                             
226 Monthly wage of a lathe turner was reported by 100,000 won in 1981.  
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owned ‘Korean Housing Corporation’ on the condition that a deposit of 2 million in banks won 
for a unit sized less than 914ft² and 3 million won for 1,067 ft² (SS, 83-10-2, 771; SS, 84-1-
29,787).  So to speak, as far as one had 2 million won in bank accounts, one could apply for his 
own apartment and possibly would become a house owner. Furthermore, from 1986, commercial 
banks offered a long-term housing loan of 15 million won with tax-reduction and 6 options for 
its term. If one household would select 15-year term and pay 40,800 won monthly for 36 months, 
he or she would get qualified to loan(after loan, the monthly payment would be 183,300won). An 
article introduced a laborer’s actual case of owning a house by this commodity: he loaned 10 
million won by depositing 27 times on this and, he bought an apartment unit with 15 million won 
he had collected by other financial commodities(SS, 86-5-18, 905, p.100). To realize the dream 
to be a house-owner, the ways of securing seed-money became necessarily urgent. As Korean 
capitalists did in the primitive accumulation stages, Korean urban laborers began to desperate 
find their own ways of advancing capital during the 80s. 
From here, it should be remembered that around 1983 macro-economic index started to 
show the rapid growth of short-term money market and the slowdown of the growth of private 
savings in commercial banks. And the newspaper columns began to report the increase of 
speculative investment on non-monetary finance(SS, 83-4-17,747, p. 133). It implies that at least 
institutional investor holding-e.g. usually huge foreign money capitals- had already been moving 
towards speculative financial market. It means that those with moderate idle money could afford 
to follow the institutional investor’s strategy. From 1984 when commercial banks started to deal 
with short term money market commodities, some of them such as CP and Cash Management 
Account(CMA) were accessible for private individual investors.  In spite of government’s 
announcement to attract small-investors, the required deposits were fairly large amount of money 
for ordinary labor classes. For example, the minimum deposit of short term savings was 1 
million won, the minimum amount for drawing CPs of small-medium sized companies newly 
released in March of 1984 was 5 million won and CMA deployed from April, 1984 set its 
minimum investment by 4 million won227.  These all were remarkably profitable, however 
general individual investors preferred mainly mutual funds and CMA to CPs, which needed more 
internal information on the companies. According to an article of Sunday Seoul(SS, 85-5-12, 
853), In case of a trust fund, the minimum deposit-amount is 20,000,000 won, if deposited one 
                                                             
227 The Bank of Korea, General Review on Saving in Korea, 1988, pp. 126-129. 
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year, the rate of profit reached annual 12-14%. CMA was more profitable. Its minimum deposit 
money was 4,000,000 won, depositing for 180 days recorded its annual profit rate of 12.5-13.5%.  
It may be said that such information on high profitability, provided by media and a tabloid like 
Sunday Seoul and circulated in labor class, were to induce or develop labor class’ financial 
activities. But, it is important to distinguish ‘imitating or following capitalist’s logic’ from ‘their 
actual capacity to do so’.  A general survey on financial activities in 1986 asked two interesting 
questions: 1) if you would have 100,000 won as idle money, how would you manage it? and 
why? 2) if it would be one million won, what would you do with it? and why?  
The answers to the questionnaires were significant. In the case of 100,000 won, 50.1 % of 
respondents answered to put all their deposit accounts and 32.2 % was to keep in cash, sharply 
contrasted to 0.6% to invest to short-term investment companies, 3.0% for mutual funds, the 
reasons were simple: for using anytime if necessary. More interestingly, the answers to 1 million 
won’s case still showed their remarkable preference of deposit account(43.9%) and time 
deposit(32.9%) compared with keeping it cash reduced by 3.7%,  short-term investment 
company(1.3%), mutual fund(8.2%), bond(1.4%), stock(1.3%). Instead, the answered reasons 
slightly changed; 40.3% of deposit account preferred respondents and 64.4% of time deposit 
preferred respondents answered: because it is the safest way. To sum up all answers to 1 million 
won, who counted ‘profitability’ was only 19.5% and 43.2% taken ‘safety’ as the most important 
reason. This irony over 10 times bigger amount suggest us to re-consider first how the capitalist 
conceptions of possession and investment imposed on the economic beings having nothing to sell 
but labor power and was limited by their conditions and conditioned their way of thinking. The 
amount of idle money itself did not matter to them, rather spending anytime they could and keep 
it as possession. In other words, once attained, the subject-matter became how to keep it, not 
aggressive reinvestment like capitalists228. This is the fundamental condition, even though they 
believe to be like capitalists. And it is the beginning[Angfang] of dialectical inversion, which 
appeared in cultural forms as self-denial of labor class which will be discussed in next chapter. 
 
 
                                                             
228 Among laborers at that time, realistically, the only probable group who could access and get profit from those 
might be middle-grade executives aged 40-50s whose living standard were already in middle class in the early 
80s(SS,81,9-27,668). But this group is demographically out of our discussion. 
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4.1.4 At the starting lineup: Imitators and Those falling behind 
Keeping this beginning in mind, let us to focus on the three young laborer groups 
stratified by wage in the 80s. First, suppose a single college-graduate male white collar laborers 
whose income 350,000 won with 700% year-end bonus in 1985. If he had started a housing loan 
3 or 4 years ago, he or she was highly likely to have adequate amount of idle money which might 
not be enough to open CMA. Such halfway idle money of white collar laborers came to connect 
to the growth of Korean stock market in the 80s. Of course, we should note that the growth of 
stock market itself was unlikely to be much influenced by such tiny ‘pocket money’ of ambitious 
white collar laborers considering that the money capitals by institutional investors including 
global capitals and the private finance had already been moving to Korean stock market and 
short-term money market(SS,83-4-17, 747; SS, 83-5-8, 750). What matters most is their 
participation itself.  We should note the moment that white collar laborers decided to be late-
riders on the tide of growing financial market before other laborer groups, e.g. while female 
manual workers clinging to a traditional financial management like Gye.  
We should focus on how they judged economic circumstance and made a decision to 
jump on the bandwagon called stock market, evidently riskier than such bank accounts with 
decent interest rate. In July, 1983 stock companies began to participate in short-term money 
market and, in August, 1984 the U.S. money capitals started to invest in Korean stock market for 
the price of Korean stock was about 30% cheaper than foreign countries compared with the same 
types of business. Media, even a tabloid like Sunday Seoul, had been being reported that foreign 
capitals were landing on the shore of domestic stock market and contributing to the growth of 
Korean economy’s partake of global economy(SS, 84-8-26 817), and that the ratio of net worth 
and return on equity of Korean industries had increased(SS,89-4-30, 1056). Those facts on the 
growing Korean economy did not demand hard economical knowledge to interpret them. From 
white collar workers graduated from colleges in the early 80s and educated to read economic 
indexes to manual laborers who closely read economic sections in newspapers. It must have 
appeared as a gambling which cannot lose because the Korean stock prices would obviously 
skyrocket as long as Korean economy exists so that foreign institutional investor would invest. 
As an article of a magazine specializing in finance229 illustrates how the interrelationship of 
                                                             
229 TaeHan Kumyungdan, Kumyung(Finance), December, 1987, pp. 22-25. This magazine was published by current 
Korean Federation of Bank. It was a reliable magazine which might have been read by white collars investors. 
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Korea’s stock market with global economy was conceived and interpreted: “one country’s stock 
price is the fundamental yardstick of potentials of economic growth” and ‘the constant growth of 
Korean stock market, despite the fluctuation of global market’ and Korean stock market 
‘screaming for joy’ with the inflow of foreign investors is ‘showing off its potential’.  Indeed, in 
March 1987, the price index of stocks skyrocketed more than 30%, it was reported by SS that a 
‘salary man’ bought 30,000 stock of Hyundai at 2,100 won in January, 1987 and sold it at 2,600 
won in the same month. He earned 15,000,000 won in a month. Such boom continued till the late 
80s. According to a survey of the Korean Stock Exchange in 1989(SS, 89-4-30, 1056), 44% of 
all Korean stock investors was in 30s. 36.1% was white collar workers, 24.8% was house wives, 
and 13% was small-business man. Their investment money was mainly from saving(63.8%) and 
bonus/wage(33.7%). And, by house hold incomes, 28.1% was more than 1,100,000 won, 14.2% 
was more than 500,000won. Before the word, globalization imported to Korea in 1990, it had 
been operating at least in the everyday life of white collar workers reading the balance sheet of a 
company to invest. 
So, we can ask how about those peoples left behind short term money market and stock 
market. SS carried a column of Seoul Newspaper with a survey in 1984 in a title, “Korea’s 
middle class, who are they?”(SS,84-5-6, 801, p.142). This article shows that Korean people 
thought, if the term, middle class was confined in economic senses, the minimum monthly 
income to be 4-600,000 won with a house owned. Evidently, only male white collar could be 
closer to this standard than female self-described office workers with less than 200,000 won pay-
check, manual workers and factory girls sending most of wage to homes. But those left behind 
also had to survive and to seek for advancing capital. Male manual workers still in need of both 
housing and financial investments had nothing but labor power like white collar workers. One of 
ways the they could redeem their late start in the race would be the overseas employment of 
which wage were more than white collar labor. Since 70s, about 70 Korean construction 
companies had made a foray in Middle East, particularly in Saudi Arabia. Until the mid-80s, SS 
spared regular news articles about the life of workers in Middle East. In 1981, about 200,000 
Korean laborers reportedly were working in Middle East(SS, 81-9-20, 667). Common 
construction labor earned about 500,000 won in Saudi Arabia in comparison with manual 
worker’s wage averaging 300,000 won in Korea. The wage of construction craftsperson such as 
plumbing, tile-setting, welding ranged from 500,000-600,000 won, and heavy equipment 
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operators earned 700,000-800,000 won. Oversea employment was so competitive and 
employment-scams were warned(SS,80-6-8 601; SS,81-6-14 653). SS carried the stories of 
housewives who managed the money sent from overseas working husbands and became middle 
class or capitalist class(SS,88-8-14 1020), and of some wives who lost the money by cheating 
with gigolos while their husbands working in Middle East (SS, 87-2-8 942). 
Meanwhile, female laborers both in offices for 200,000 won and in factories for 100,000won 
also were in difficult condition directly to advance capital and then prepared a strange, but 
reasonable, a detour to marriage for class-mobility. In the 1980s, the average age of marriage for 
females was around 24-25, and it was not common for females to work after marriage230.  
It is observed that female white collar laborers clearly recognized themselves in the double trap 
of marriage and being laborers in gender-inequality. In interviews with female white collar 
workers (80-1-13, 850), they say:  
 
A: (on her learning English and Japanese) it’s for women empowerment in 
future...and for being a good mother...”  
B: It’s problematic to underestimate female workers, there might be difference in 
importance in matters, but we’re doing the same work. 
B: [gender related] uncomfortable things occasionally happened to me, however, 
understandable…because most female colleagues take, unlike males, our 
company to be a sort of waiting room before marriage…that’s our weak point…” 
 
What matters here is not only their insightful penetration of interlocked capitalistic contradiction 
but also their self-consciousness presupposing the marriage to be the final destination of their 
current labor. To look at the case of factory girls, it has been agreed in the Korean labor 
historians that factory girls who tended to attribute inequality to their being uneducated and 
represent them as asexual being to sacrifice for family members(Ku, 2002). But in many 
interviews of SS, it is observed that they alluded their dreams of being wives and mothers if their 
economic issues of their families would settle. Also, as Kim(S. Kim, 1997) noted, factory girls 
were eager to learn ‘cultural subjects’ like flower arranging, tea ceremony or calligraphy so as to 
                                                             
230 Even in 1990, the percentage of unmarried female clerical and related workers remained 82.5%. National 
Bureau of Statistics, Economic Planning Board, Social Indicators in Korea, 1990, p.114 
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be “attractive as a potential wife(68p.)” It implies that such self-giving factory girls were hard to 
give up making their own family. To say, for factory girls, the dream of making family was no 
more than something deferred, rather than abandoned.  
The attitude of two female laborer groups appeared their own conceptual re-appropriation 
on marriage, which can be indirectly affirmed by macro statistical data. To compare the 
percentages of the attitudes and plans on employment between 1984231, Korean economy started 
to visualize its growth by raised real wage and 1988 in economic peak, the 27.8% of female 
respondents in their 20s answered to get a job and work ‘under any condition’ in 1984, but, as 
general wage level rose, the percentage reversely decreased more than half by 10.9%. Instead, 
answers to work before marriage increased from 21.9% to 27.3% and ‘plan to get a job after 
maturity of children’ jumped from 8.9% to 20.0%. It seems that during the 4 years of the rapid 
economy growth, the gender inequality in work places led female laborers to put the top priority 
on marriage.  
Considering the conflict of marriage and labor existing in their objective economic 
restrictions, the only possible and less adventurous way for them, being unware of the 
fundamental cause of their inequality, to live or reach at the living condition of ‘middle class’ 
was to get married with male white collar worker with more than 300,000 won guaranteed.  It is 
of great significance in proceeding further discussion on how capitalistic logic operates in micro-
level like family-relations and appeared to them as capitalistic salvation in Korea. The social 
convention of marriage had existed in Korean society before capitalization or modernization. 
The economic meaning and cultural agency had to change according their own reason. Excluding 
any ethical or moral judgement, such changed cold-blooded material condition will be the key in 
grasping the re-conceptualizations of love, marriage and family as system-reproducing space by 
forming cultural texture in the 80s. Furthermore, it could cast a light in understanding the further 
paradoxes of revolutionary historical subjects transiting from an-sich to fur-sich like 
contradictory coexistences in subjects, e.g. gender equality and wish to be selected by men 
coexisted in female white collar, male manual laborer’s chagrin to rich individuals projected to 
college students and imitating them, the sympathy of leftwing college student to factory girls and 
sexual exploitation, and male white collar’s pseudo feeling of being a capitalist by paying for 
prostitutes, factory girls’ relative superiority by making difference from prostitutes. What framed 
                                                             
231 National Bureau of Statistics, Economic Planning Board, Social Indicators in Korea, 1990, p.116 
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the various cultural appearances developed by stratified immediate materiality-wage originated 
by the global economic articulation was time as history. It was the fundamental and unchanging 
condition. During that period, all the laborers who started their early twenties with the 1980s had 
to love, marry and have families and managed home life. The fleeing 10 years was equal and 
should be believed to be equal by them. And embracing the universal equality, the lord of capital 
had prepared a great fish called Color TV to swallow up Korean Jonah. 
 
4.2 Color TV as immediate temporal medium and its three critical moments  
 
4.2.1 Idiot Box on a rocky road to popular: Peculiarities of Enrooting Color TV in 
Everyday life 
The social employment of a technology is determined by given historical relations, not by 
the technological accomplishment. It is worthy of noting that color broadcasting, in technical 
aspects, had already prepared before Chun’s regime. In 1972, KBS began to expand and improve 
broadcasting equipment worthy of $750 million from PYE of U.K and AMPEX of U.S through 
foreign loan. KBS and MBC completed to construct NTSC color broadcasting system in 1976 
and in 1975 respectively. But, Park’s regime at that time deferred the request of broadcasters by 
the reasons that color broadcasting could lead excessive consumption and create a social gap by 
owning color TV set and disharmony in social classes232. Such seemingly society-concerned 
judgement can be understandable by reminding how the Korean government had encouraged 
ordinary people’s savings and transferred it to government funds for rescuing Korean monopoly 
capitals from their weak financing structure.  In such context led by political logic prior to 
economic logic of broadcasting sector, the color TV broadcasting had been postponed until the 
media merge forced by Chun’s military regime.  TV stations started their first color broadcasting 
selectively: KBS1 TV on December 1, 1980, KBS2TV and MBC on December, 22th, 1980.  
Soon after each of TV stations rapidly increased the ratio of broadcast in color and reached at 
almost 100% of the ratio of color-broadcasting only in one month233.  KBS and MBC, controlled 
by the government restructured the source of revenue by advertising and KOBACO. KBS started 
television commercials on March 7, 1981. More peculiarly, KBS collected monthly subscription 
                                                             
232 Korean Broadcasters Association, 70-year history of Korean Broadcasting, 1997, pp.804-805 
233 Korean Broadcasters Association, 70-year history of Korean Broadcasting, 1997, p. 624. 
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fee of 2,500 won to Color TV-owned households from April 1, 1981 under a sanction of 
Ministry of Culture and Public Information234. Fetching the technological preparation in 1970s, it 
seems hard to deny that such remarkably prompt completion in a few months from technical 
arrangement to financial reconstruction was possible by Chun’s authoritarian control of media.  
Such government’s control of media and social employment of TV technology is one thing, the 
audience who actually watched the color TV is another. How most of Koreans came to own and 
set color TV in their homes during the 10 years?  Reminding of that the first materiality of the 
color TV was one of white electronic goods on market, before its being a media allegedly having 
social effects, we should consider, from the perspective of audience, first how the Korean 
historical peculiarities had formulated the way in which ordinary Korean conceived of color TV.  
It was much far from the U.S. case in which TV had smoothly settled in domestic space with 
family-ideals symbolized as home theater in post-war economic prosperity(Spigel,1992).  
As discussed in chapter 3, most of Koreans in the 80s had experienced absolute poverty at least 
until a decade ago and observed the long dictatorship’s oppression of journalism. TV had been 
called ‘idiot box’, sharply compared to newspapers which had taken the journalistic roles against 
the dictatorship.  Whether they were in silence for their secular living livings or in militancy for 
the freedom of press, the Korean ordinary people had witnessed how the newspapers were 
suspended by Park dictatorship in 70s and the journalists were tortured and sent to jail labeled 
communists. The 1980s of Korea was in this continuum. Critically the media merger in 1980 by 
new military dictatorship reinforced the general concept of TV to be a mere propagandistic tool. 
During Gwangju revolt in May, 1980, the MBC building was burn down by the citizen for TV 
news reports distorting their protest for democracy. It symbolically indicates how ordinary 
Koreans penetrated TV and freedom of press and how their silent rage was immediately busted. 
The historical trajectory of Korea until the early 80s was not favorable for the new media, color 
TV to be a popular media. The color TV in the Korean context had to take multiple routes for its 
cultural legitimation. 
Above all, to see TV as one of domestic electronic goods like laundry machines, TV had 
been regarded by labor class as a luxury item, even though the penetration of black and white TV 
sets was about 6 million in 1979 and the rate of ownership was 79.2%235. Before the color 
                                                             
234 Korean Broadcasters Association, 70-year history of Korean Broadcasting, 1997, 776p. 
235 National Bureau of Statistics, Economic Planning Board, Social Indicators in Korea, 1980, p.217 
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broadcasting started, A regular column of SS, titled <News unreported in Newspaper>, reported 
petit thieves arrested for stealing cameras, VTRs and TVs(SS, 80-3-2 587). The black and white 
TV seems to have been taken as valuable, considering that the fence was reported to resell stolen 
TVs to labor class households. An article in March, 1980, titled “007 operation of a prosecutor 
in blue jean” reported that 13 criminal organizations were arrested for smuggling electronic 
goods, including TV worthy of 10 billion won from Japan and the post-exchanges of U.S. army 
bases in Korea(SS,80-3-2,587).  It hinted at how the demands and supply of black and white TV 
sets before the domestic circulation of TV had not yet met at moderate price. As color 
broadcasting announced and color TV sets ready for market, the concrete price-range became 
formed. According to a Sunday Seoul article in November, 1980, about one month before the 
color broadcasting(SS, 80-11-23, 625), 14-inch and 20-inch TV sets were popular in market. 
Samsung was selling 14-inch color TV on 360,000 won and 20-inch color TV on 431,000 won, 
and LG did on 306,200 and 397,800won respectively. In case of household owning black and 
white TV, they should either set up an extra antenna for color broadcasting worthy of 40,000 
won(but it could be discounted by 20,000 won) or exchange the previous TV with 5 months 
installment plan. It seems a bit expensive for ordinary labor class households, given the wage 
condition. In this vein, it is observed that SS until the mid-80s carried distinctive advertisements 
of inviting subscriptions for ‘Gye’ to purchase white goods(SS, 80-4-27,595; SS 80-7-13, 606) 
and of ‘financial commodities of commercial banks offering discount benefits for purchasing 
color TVs (SS, 81-10-11, 670). Alongside economically supporting conditions, the informative 
articles on ‘literacy of the new media’ increased in TV Guide and Sunday Seoul informing of: 
how to set up TV and antenna, how to adjust tint, contrast, brightness etc(SS,80-7-20, 607; SS, 
80-11-23, 625; TGV, 81-7-18). Such organic material conditioning seems successful at least in 
quantitative aspects. On 1st of December, 1980, the month of the first color broadcasting started, 
only 138,749 color TV sets were disseminated, yet after about one year, it increased to 1,197,808 
sets in 1981, only 3 years later 4,178,730 in 1984, and finally 6,436,167 in July, 1989236.  
But, this remarkable quantitative increase of propagation of color TV sets in the 1980s should 
not be reduced into the economically supportive atmosphere. Affordable price of ‘a commodity, 
which used to be a luxury item’, does not necessarily cause the consumer’s actual purchase.  
                                                             
236 Korea Press Foundation, Korean Press Yearbook, 1990, p.71. 
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Some might count its new-technological feature of colored screening to appeal the customers 
familiar with black and white TV. As expressed by a catchphrase, “the advent of natural colored 
TV age”, the new media of color TV appeared as a strange experience to Korean people. 
However, Korean general response to the new TV technology was not greeting with acclamation 
on its technological spectacle. An article of SS, titled, “10 months of Color TV: What did it 
influence on viewers?” reported TV watcher’s concerns on optical health and sensual 
perception(SS, 81-10-18, 671). The article called color broadcasting ‘color pollution’, and 
reported that its unstable color-tone had allegedly a bad effect on vision and even intelligence(p. 
129). Those worries seem to have been in accord with a concrete reception behavior of color TV. 
TV Guide(TVG) delivered TV literacy information like ‘proper watching distance’ and ‘how to 
set up TV sets for TV watcher’s optical health’ and offered a blank-list page so that viewers 
could write down the names of programs to watch, with a warning says: “long time watching TV 
may harm your eyesight. Let’s form a habit of writing down your must-see programs and then 
watch them on the list(TVG,81-9-15,8)”.  Such attitudes on new TV technology in the early 80s 
was sharply contrasted with the current popular fever of new media technology found in public 
demonstrations of new electronic product in now days. 
So, considering both the lack of (media) consumption culture and TV audience’s 
eccentric concern on the new technology in the early 80s, it was hard to imagine for such 
favorable material support to make ‘Korean labor class forgetting of its history of struggling for 
media democracy’ run to buy a glittering box. Thus, in order to avoid being confined in a 
consumption-oriented approach on media with an unspoken assumption of consumption-
lemmings and totem-worshippers of technological spectacle, we should examine more about the 
general viewpoint of Korean ordinary people that color TV conflicted and relate it to its 
qualitative legitimating process such as making audience, locating color TV in relation with 
preexisting media familiar to them.  
About 10 months after TV broadcasting, TV Guide performed an interesting interview 
with those who were allegedly not TV viewers, with a head line: “TV seems friendly to mass, on 
the other hand, gets treated poorly. It gives birth to the slangs, ‘Idiot Box’ and ‘TV Pollution’. 
There are some people whose life policy is not to watch TV. Isn’t there any program for them to 
turn on TV?”(TVG, 81-9-12,9, pp.20-21.). We can find general conceptions of TV at that time 
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from the mentions of the interviewees about their reasons of shunning watching TV and of 
watching selectively:   
 
A: I’ve built a wall to TV. I’ve even moved TV set to my kid’s room. Yeah, news is 
necessary, but reading newspapers is enough for me. I happened to watch TV with my 
family, but I found it terribly boring, I can’t believe how they could make those kinds of 
junks. But, I’ve never missed Bernstein’s <Concert for Youth>. I think, it’d be good if 
TV programs should be to connect mass to art. 
B:  Even TV news had nothing different from newspaper, I’ve thought the breaking 
news to be the vital feature of TV news…the detail reporting and commentary of 
newspaper are more comfortable for me…but, recently I came across a documentary, 
Cosmos237 , I think it’s the best program. 
C: long time watching gets me have sore eyes for my age… a drama, <Target> attracted 
me.. it reminded me of the season of my prime...but, in my opinion, its plot is as cheesy 
as a comic book. 
D: actually, I don’t have enough time to sit in front of TV, occasionally once starting to 
watch TV, I easily get eyes strain. 
E: I watch only sports broadcasting and foreign dramas…I’d like to say one thing, what 
on earth do Korean TV produce for students? Except for a Quiz show, what they 
produce is only shows of singing and dancing ...those are carrying-on for the would-be 
singers preparing audition, not for college students. They should make much deeper 
programs. 
 
The vulgarity of TV programs quality was centered in such tremendous anti-sentiment on 
TV. It might sound like elitist comments. Less important is whether their opinions were elitist or 
not here. Instead, the mentioned problems on the quality of media content did not stand alone. It 
was clearly being coevolved with other dominant discursive forms on color TV media such as 
‘wasting electricity for a small country(SS, 81-10-18, 671)’, ‘encouraging excessive 
consumption(TVG, 81-7-18).  The negative attitude on TV was compressively expressed by a 
common word, ‘Idiot Box’. For example, even TV Guide, a flagship printed media of TV in 
                                                             
237 a PBS documentary, <Cosmos> aired in U.S. in 1980, which was re-aired in Korea in 1981.  
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Korea, carried a regular column named <Weekly Review of Idiot box>. Also, considering that 
color TV during the 80s counted one of scum of ‘3S policy’ of Chun’s dictatorship, such 
negative conception on color TV had its historical materiality in general level more than existing 
in mind. It was the major obstacle that color TV must get through in order to be a popular media. 
It was a preexisting Korean particularity in which Korean reception of color TV had to take a 
different path that the concept of media consumption would not cover. 
Hence, we should focus on the manners in which Color TV tried to get through it. Outside TV 
realm, it is observed some pathetical endeavors to create color TV-friendly atmosphere. The 
ways of defending color TV itself can be characterized into two ways: replacement of the whole 
with a part and quantification of quality. First, it tended to identify the media with the popular 
culture and to defense the later. There was an interesting article in Sunday Seoul titled 
<Reporter’s note: a review of Idiot Box>(SS,80-5-11, 597). It delivered a review on a TV 
discussion program, <Freedom of media and responsibility> aired on KBS-TV a few days ago. 
It is noteworthy of its vehement remonstrance in defense of TV: 
 
 “It must be silly (for TV) to deliver knowledge since the knowledge and sophisticated 
culture are what exist in bookstores. There are countless books dealing with such 
things….the reason why the stage of pop singers is much splendorous than 
it[sophisticated culture] is because Korean mass needs it…what made Jimmy Carter’ 
interview with Playboy became the talk of the town [in U.S] was not because of 
interview with playboy, but because of the content of interview.. when can our popular 
culture be free from intellectual’s contempt?(p.44)”     
  
The paragraph clearly attempted to conceptually separate the concept of popular culture 
from a concept as developing cultural process[Bildung]. Also, beside its banal counter-argument 
labeling elitism, it was desperately trying to draw rationales from U.S. case. Play Boy’s interview 
with Carter must have been seen ‘strange’ to Koreans in authoritarian society, unlike the U.S. 
context with free-press taken as constitutional right and already-firmly formed popular culture 
led by media. Without any consideration on U.S. historical accumulation for its own cultural 
development, the quantification logic began to permeate into the defense of popular media 
culture.  To see a tendency of defending TV in TV Guide, distinctive change is found. Shortly 
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after color broadcasting, the defense tended to argue that TV media is on the way to its 
maturation. Attributing the quality of color TV contents to its being in a necessary period of 
“trials and errors” and emphasizing on its being a transition period c “a school girl changing its 
school uniform to a lady’s apparel(TVG, 81-7-18)’, it was asked to be patient.  But, in a certain 
point, around 2 years later, it started to be accentuated that “TV has already become a companion 
of everyday life”(TVG,82-1-1). And, it seems to be confident, as expressed by an assertion: “TV 
is now a petit God with almighty for Koreans”(TVG, 83,7-23). This changed discourse can be 
restated: ‘no matter how much you would criticize TV, it has become the king of media. People 
can’t live without TV, just admit it and accept TV’. Such confidence was based not only on the 
common capitalistic logic of quantification of quality, but on the actual superior competitiveness 
of color TV’s over other media. 
It is not surprising that in becoming a popular media, color TV had to confront previous 
media. It should be taken as one of factors which conditioned the direction of cultural 
legitimation of color TV. First of all, the previous dominant printed media was one of the 
toughest opponents to color TV born with the general criticism on its vulgarity. In this vein, it is 
remarkable that TV representation held the reliance on previous printed media. Particularly, TV 
dramas in the early 80s tended to re-contextualize novels, which had been a mainstream genre 
and ‘reading’ had been a major way of reception of media. Visualizing or dramatizing novels 
familiar to Korean people ranged from foreign novels and plays to Korean novels. In summer 
1981, Shakespeare’s plays dramatized in BBC was imported and aired in Korea. The same series 
were aired on 2 channels, of KBS 1TV with dubbed for general audience and KBS 3TV(later 
became Education Broadcasting System) with subtitled(TVG, 81-8-22). Also, KBS 2TV 
dramatized and localized Tess of D’Urberville to a drama <Forget-Me-Not> aired in 1981(TVG, 
81-7-25). After a famous Korean Epic novel, <Land(Toji)> was dramatized in popularity, many 
of Korean novelists participated in the drama production238(TVG, 81-11-28, 20). KBS organized 
a weekly program named <TV Literature Theatre> from 1980 to 1988 which dramatized 301 
Korean novels widely read. And considering the Korean criticism on the quality of color TV, it 
also can be taken as a reasonable response to cope with the competitiveness of printed media by 
                                                             
238 In Korean literature field, traditionally, it is necessary to win in official contests organized by major literature 
review magazines to be registered ‘professional’ authors. From the age of black-and-white TV, TV stations 
recruited professional novelists and play-writers as their TV drama writers. 
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imitating its competitor. Such tendency of dramatizing the familiar novels affirms that any new 
media, in its early stage of employment, needs necessary reliance on the ways of preexisting 
media.  
However, in competition with other media, color TV had different aspects. The radio was 
not a competitor for color TV from the beginning. According to an article of Sunday 
Seoul(SS,81-9-27), it was evaluated that the radio drama had yielded its top position to color TV 
less than 10 months after color broadcasting. On the other hand, the film had been the only 
colored visual media since the age of black-and-white TV. It also had never been free from 
criticism on its vulgarity(80-6-29, 604).  The competition between color TV and film was 
inevitable. As found in a few expressions like “Coming age of Color living room-theater(SS,80-
7-20, 607)” and “Bedroom theater pushing out males: the golden age of female drama 
writers(TVG, 81-7-25)”,  it is observed in the early 80s that Korean Color TV attempted to 
differentiate itself by representing itself as ‘home theatre’. It might be similar with American 
black and white TV in 1950s. But it tried to split audience and set up a boundary with film 
instead. A column in Sunday Seoul, titled “Film in the age of color TV” depicted a tension 
between color TV and film(SS, 80-11-23 625): 
 
“as the diversifying leisure activities provided by contemporary society has nibbled 
away, we came to encounter with the deadly blow of color TV…people may see color 
TV’s charming spectacle for a while…but the ‘living room theater’ would soon reveal 
its limits- due to its audience range from elementary school graduates to university 
professors…the movies don’t need to worry about…From now on, the war of quality 
has come. While color TV are designated to cling to ‘middle’ called mass as its fate, the 
film should aim at exorcizing the tepid middle by its specialization and distinctive 
characteristics(113p)”  
 
As shown in above paragraph, film industry took color TV as a serious threat. TV tried to 
be ‘popular media’ aiming at popular-middle range, by taking a share of audience from film. 
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Instead films were suggested to aim at being a specialized media239. It is clear that color TV, 
from its beginning, had started with taking advantageous position in media-domain. So, how 
color TV by itself approached to its popular audience to be a popular media and then suggested 
temporal frame as one of its effects? To answer to it, we should examine the Korean color TV’s 
distinctive maneuvers to construct its territory. 
 
4.2.2 Immediacy of TV representation and Synchronizing Temporality 
 
4.2.2.1 Making ‘representation’ 
On 1st of August, 1981, MTV announced the upheaval of the age of TV media by airing the 
first, and so symbolical, music video, The Buggles, ‘Video Killed the Radio Star’. Meanwhile 
Korean color TV born from social finger-pointing was standing at the crossroad to be either a 
vulgar propagandistic instrument of dictatorship or a popular media like American TV.  
A column titled “TV programs are not market stalls” in TV Guide in early June, 1983 comments 
a reason why TV audience was still unfavorable to TV even 3 years after color broadcasting: 
 
“many of TV viewers blame, sneer on TV as watching TV with their bodies 
reclined…Not necessarily curse words, many of people tend to cuss one or two words 
or hysterically responses on TV screen during TV- watching. Why? In these days.…our 
TV programs seems get better than before…what gets our TV audience 
irritated…[because] TV has only one thing. Only boisterous atmosphere is swirling in 
TV…See TV shows, all the people in there are running, jumping, shouting, clapping, 
dancing… it’s so noisy and hectic…it leads TV audience to feel feeling of uneasiness 
like standing amid market stalls…suppose that such commotions last all evenings and 
weekdays, and Sunday…it makes audience feel sick and sarcastic on TV screen(TVG, 
83-6-4, 97, pp. 55-57)” 
 
                                                             
239 Considering that the qualitative development needed enough time and the slump of Korean film industry by the 
liberalization of the direct distribution of foreign films in 1987(SS,87-8-9, 968), this suggestion turned out to be a 
pitiful daydream. 
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The columnist’s analysis implies that the content of color TV was detached from people’s 
daily life. Given that Korea in the early 80s did not have the naturalized concept of media 
representation and heavy watching tendency240, in order the new nature and forms of TV to be 
enrooted in everyday life, the relationship of the media content to reality should be re-organized. 
In this respect, we need to re-consider a basic nature of TV representation is more ‘immediate’ 
than printed media(Meyrowitz, 1986). From the beginning, Korean color TV focused on 
suggesting audience to reduce the conceptual distance between reality and representation. For 
example, in early 80s, there was a popular TV drama, <Hillside Village>, representing urban 
laborer’s life in a slum in Seoul. Entitled “Drama <Hillside Village> watched by real villagers 
of hillside village”, an article of TVG in the first issue visited the background town and 
interviewed people who had really evicted and moved to there by the city planning of Seoul in 
the 60s-70s(TVG, 81-7-18,1, pp.16-19). The article identified one by one in the drama with the 
dwellers in the town and depicted the common between their past and current life and the 
narrative of the drama. An interviewee, running a clothing store as did a character in the drama, 
mentioned: “Dalkeun’s couple in drama has so much in common with us. We too indulged in 
quarrelling after we got married, but, now we’ve got a baby and enjoying the fun part of 
life(17p)”. This general experience mentioned is apparently to suggest audience to parallel the 
audience’s concrete-reality with TV contents. This tendency is constantly observed that many of 
reviews on TV program in the early 80s tended to emphasize upon the factuality as the top 
priority. It can be said that Korean context demanded so-called ‘natural colored’ TV to base its 
representation on factuality, at least verisimilitude, rather than depicting an idealized world, as 
Korean newspapers did. 
Also, in production-technological aspects, especially the cases of historical dramas may 
be the most exceptional, in terms of relating the bygone facts and the present representation. In 
Korean TV production context, historical dramas have had a strong tradition and belief until now 
which its production should strictly be based on the examination of historical facts. The origin of 
such cultural belief is not clear, but the somewhat strange obsession is found in a paragraph of a 
review of TVG in 1982:  
 
                                                             
240 In 1980, the average weekly TV watching hour in urban areas was only 15.9 hours, National Bureau of Statistics, 
Economic Planning Board, Social Indicators in Korea, 1980, p.220. 
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 “It could not be more important than the examination of historical fact to historical 
dramas… no matter how interesting, beneficial the drama would be, even a single line, 
custom, accessories unfitted to historical facts even kill the whole drama(TVG,82-3-14, 
p.34)” 
 
Historical drama, commonly classified as ‘authentic historical drama[Jeongtong Sa-keuk]’ was 
differentiated from other dramas with historical background. The production is based on official 
historical documents written in given age. Its production force is known to be trained by senior 
producers to deal with such raw data as historical chronicles and annals written in classical 
Chinese letters and dramatization of given historical facts are usually advised by professional 
historians specialized in given affairs and periods(Youn & Kim, 2008)241. In this context, the 
reviews of TV Guide concentrated its focus on the facticity of media representation. An article 
titled “Facts of History vs. Facts of Drama” dealt with a popular drama,<Kyo-dong Mistress>, 
which represented the story of a woman in power about 400 years ago. The review offered the 
detail comparisons of the drama contents with the photos of actual historical chronicles in 
sentence by sentence(TVG,81-7-25,2). Another case of a historical drama with background of 
1950s in Korea, an article spent a few pages on how much similar the make-up of actors looked 
like the real historical feature in 1950s(TVG,81-7-18). The images of historical figures in the 50s 
were still vivid in the collective memory of audience in the 1980s. Such media maneuver can be 
thought to relate the media representation to the immediate experience. 
Such attempts to seemed successful, considering some scandals over TV representation occurred 
from the mid-80s. From around 1986, it was reported that broadcasting station accepted a shower 
of complaints from some of families and clans for the representation of such historical dramas on 
certain historical figures. According to an article of SS on the popular reception of a historical 
Drama, <500 Year of Chosen Dynasty>(SS,86-6-1,907), as every episode aired, MBC TV files 
generally 20-30 complaint by phone calls, letters, and visits. The complaints reportedly went: 
                                                             
241 An anthropological study on the production culture of media laborers pointed out that such production culture 
of historical drama has sustained in 2000s and constituted internal differences in the same production site and 
tension in internal labor-market, as an entertainment program producer put on historical drama producers: “they 
think interviewing history professors and going to libraries making themselves historians, we passed the same 
exam[employment exam] and trained from seniors.. even their budget for their proud programs is what we earned 
from interviewing with shitty celebrities. They behave like a different race bragging about being self-styled ‘elegant 
journalists’”  
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“what grudge against our family do you have?”, “how dare you disgrace our ancestor and the 
honor of our family”. It is paralleled with a response of the drama producer to such complaints: 
“it would have been accepted, if we would have relied on unofficial history or folklores…we 
didn’t…The funniest thing is...some complaints brought historical documents, arguing them to 
be counter-evidences for us, but what they brought turned out to be ‘from historical 
novels’….Situation goes dumbfound..” 
The historical facts represented the dramas happened in past cannot be changed by how it 
may be represented. Putting aside the family-oriented Korean culture, their demand implies that 
Korean audience came to be concerned with TV representation and TV became no longer 
‘ignorable object’. Precisely speaking, we should not draw a cursory conclusion that ‘Korean 
audience came to identify media representation with reality and think its change to change their 
reality’. 
Such changed attitude on media representation may be interpreted as people’s changed 
recognition of influence and immediacy of TV representation. It can be said that color TV was 
successfully settle down as the ‘familiar’ media in conscious level in everyday life. It can be 
understood as a social product of constant media practices in the early 80s which tried to 
articulate their representation with reality. And we should note that these attempts to be 
‘everyday life media’ coevolved with technological expansion external to media representation 
 
4.2.2.2 Network expansion as Formless form 
In contrast with the U.S with channels diversified, what Korea TV in the 80s needed was 
‘TV audience in general’242. That TV representation was articulated with everyday life needed 
individual audience located in one abstract space as collective audience. In this context, the 
expansion of TV network, by technological aspect, can be understood to provide abstract space. 
Despite of its small size, Korean TV networking was not favorable for its geographic 
characteristic with mountainous territories and N. Korea’s confrontation243. The existence of 
wide fringe areas for S. Korean TV broadcasting had been inevitable and chronical problem. In 
                                                             
242 Although TV advertisings grew in the 80s, it was 1990 when KOBAKO argued first the importance of audience 
rating to measure the effect of advertisement and to be established as soon as possible. See, KOBACO, Advertising 
Information, 1990, April, p.73 
243 Due to North Korea’s broadcasting infringing territory, South Korea had to send jamming signals. It remained 
fringe areas in northern region of Seoul.     
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case of rural areas, the local TV stations of KBS and MBC had produced their own programs and 
even there were even private cable TV systems which set up unauthorized antenna and wired to 
homes in rural areas 244. It was attempted to solve the problem of fade-zone planned from 1979-
1982 by MBC and KBS respectively. But it was totally re-examined by the media merger of 
1980 by Chun’s regime which paid attention on the importance of the TV network and the 
problems of fringe areas.  The network-extension policy promoted by Chun’s regime in the 80s 
had clear political purpose for its project for the unitary media system. A research report 
published in the Korean Broadcasting Commission clearly indicates the political orientation of 
TV network policy:  
“geographically, the fringe zone of Korean TV is dividing Korea by west and east. It 
may be a factor of cultural and economic severance for future...TV is playing a major 
role in all Korean mass-communication activities…If such phenomenon would persist, 
the fade-zone, by its biased communication, would be gradually isolated245”  
 
As transparently shown, Korea’ new dictatorship aimed at socio-cultural integration by TV 
network. It should be remembered here that such integrated concept was relatively quantitative 
and a matter of forming a unitary frame as oneness and aiming at qualitative purpose not for 
democracy but for dictatorship.  On the purpose, the extension of TV network was executed 
separate by KBS and MBC. First, KBS set up 5-year network-extension plan(from 1981 to 1984) 
and sanctioned on June, 1981 from Ministry of Culture and Public Information. In equipping 
transmission-facilities, KBS loaned 10,532,141 Pounds from British Barclays Bank. and 
contracted with PYE-TV of the U.K. for the facilities. MBC TV also decided to extend its 
network, lagged behind KBS, in 1981246.  As of April, 1982, the percentages of ratios of 
coverage by TV stations were: 95% of KBS 1TV, 57% of KBS 2 TV, 85% of KBS 3TV(using 
UHF), and 65% of MBC. The problem was budget to raise the ration of the coverage to 100%. 
The budget was roughly calculated to be approximately 100 billion won(60 billion won for KBS 
and 40 billion won for MBC)(TVG,82-4-20,40). For such large expenditure, there was a 
consideration to launch a satellite broadcasting, which would cost 35 billion won. But, instead of 
                                                             
244 TVG, 81-11-28; 70-year History of Korean Broadcasting 
245 The Korean Broadcasting Commission, Broadcasting Research Report, no.2, 1982, 117p. 
246 Korean Broadcasters Association, 70-year history of Korean Broadcasting, 1997, pp. 805-811 
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technically advanced way of satellite broadcasting247, Chun’s regime took an authoritarian way 
mixed with capitalistic logic.  From 1983, the Korean government started to consider a unified 
operation on the TV transmission and relay affairs controlled by Korean Ministry of Postal 
Service(KMPS). The KMPS reported the problems: 1) two broadcasters established their relay 
centers on the same spot and it leads to economic inefficiency 2) the competition between KBS 
and MBC produced the problem of the distribution of resource and 3) Broadcasters used 
different transmission equipment. The standardization was needed248.      
Although being suggested as capitalistic logic of the economic efficiency, it was evidently 
sensitive to set up a unified operation since MBC nominally and legally had a share of private 
capital. However, Korea in the early 80s showed government’s superiority over capital as it did 
on finance in the name of ‘liberation of finance’. On December 27th, 1983, a meeting was held in 
a presidential office, seated with the vice-minister of Postal Service, vice-minister of Culture and 
Public Information, the executive of Korean Telecommunication Authority(KTA; later KT 
telecommunication), and  the presidents of MBC and KBS. After the meeting, “a command was 
issued from presidential office” in a few sentences on a memo written: “no founding a new 
institution for economic reason”, “the TV network is a kind of communication facilities and TV 
relay-centers were located in altitudes as do KTA’s facilities” and “give positive consideration to 
KTA in charge for the integrated operation for TV network(Seo, 1985)”. In December, 1984, 
KTA and broadcasting systems signed an agreement on the consignment operation of TV 
network to KTA. By this, 446 transmission centers of KBS and 58 transmission centers of MBC 
were incorporated to KTA. In one day, he 1088 staffs of KBS(731 staffs) and MBC(357staffs) 
have become the employees of KTA, a public enterprise founded in 1981, which had originally 
been a department of Ministry of Postal Service249. Both KBS and MBC, before the agreement, 
were promoting the unmanned system of transmission and relay-centers due to employees’ 
                                                             
247 Given the Korean military relations with U.S, especially the severe tension between U.S. and Korea in 70s over 
South Korea Ballistic Missile Range Guidelines, it is evident that the launching satellite in Korea was a dreamy idea. 
248 The Korea Information & Communication Industry Institute (KICI), Telegraph and Telephonic Studies, issue,178, 
March, 1987, pp.74-78. 
249 The unified TV network-management invalidated it and caused discontent of labor forces with different origins 
such as promotions and wage. Fairly symbolically in grasping the Korean conception of media democracy, as soon 
as the freedom of press was decreed in 1987 by democratic movement, the labor unions of TV started a signature-
seeking campaign to retrieve their status from the remote backwoods to Seoul. Finally, on 1th of June, 1988, the 
authority of the management of TV network went back to each of TV station. 
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reluctance to work in remote sites250. Despites the internal affairs in broadcasting stations, 
Chun’s authoritarian administration bulldozed through TV network-extension during the unified 
operation period from December, 1984 to May, 1988. The government selected KBS network to 
be the backbone national TV network and concentrated the pace on it. KBS 1TV changed the 
antennas and transmission equipment from July to December in 1985; KBS 2TV amplified the 
signal strength in Namsan relay station in Seoul to eliminate the fade-zone still remained in 
Seoul251. And KBS established new 8 local stations during the period and constructed the 
internal communication network252. KBS increased 213 transmission facilities and 285 relay-
centers in 1983 to 239 facilities and 709 relay-centers in 1990. Consequently, around the late 
80s, the entire coverage area and rate of TV was tremendously broadened.  According to a 
study(Kim, 1992, pp. 145–147), KBS 1TV, only one national network TV in 1980, increased its 
coverage rate in 1981 by 94.7% on population and by 81.1% on area and 97% on population and 
86.4% on area in 1989. The coverage rate of KBS 2TV remained only at 56.7% on population 
and 15.5% on area in 1981, but jumped to 95.0% and 85.2% in 1989. MBC also showed notable 
increases. Its coverage rate on population was 60.0% in 1982, but it reached at 94.0% in 1989. 
Such extensive coverage rates can be said to have constructed national-wide network, given the 
numerous remote islands and DMZ(De-Militarized Zone), boundary to North Korea. Within this 
expanded invisible space conditioned by a political telos of a capitalistic state acting like capital, 
the collective existence, now called TV audience, came into being, with no ‘self-recognition’.  
To use Hegel’s notion, the newly formulated media space by quantitative expansion of TV 
network should be sublated to temporal relations. In the process of sublation, the spatio-relations 
first needed to be re-articulated with TV representation permeating into everyday life.  
 
4.2.2.3 Media event avoiding linguistic mediation 
The interface of two immediacy, i.e. representation and network, was completed by a 
contingent moment of a dramatic media event interwoven with another immediacy, Korean time-
honored mentality on family.  In 1983, only 30 years had passed after the division of North and 
South by Korean ‘Civil’ War. The economically active population over 30-40s in the 80s had 
                                                             
250 Korean Broadcasters Association, 70-years history of Korean Broadcasting, 1997, p. 817. 
251 Korean Broadcasters Association, 70-years history of Korean Broadcasting, 1997, pp.822-824. 
252 Korean Broadcasters Association, 70-years history of Korean Broadcasting, 1997, pp.831-833; p. 838. 
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directly experienced the war. The war-experience was qualitatively different from general 
economic growth, which was experienced as gradual progression in everyday life by enhanced 
standard of living, purchase of a bigger house, batched TV and so on. The direct experience of 
war was essentially facing the matter of life and death by immediately seeing and hearing the 
deaths of the others who had been loved or known. The experience as survival was interwoven 
with the minimum unit, family253 even though predictably conflicting with capitalistic 
individualism. The isolated experience in 3-year long war imprinted as substratum in their 
immediate experience and memory beyond numerous rhetorical and literary expressions.  
The historical upheaval of Korean War, both sides’ military forces repeating advances and 
retreats in the Korea peninsular, the Korean ordinary people fled to find safer places for survival. 
A lot of families missed their family members and refugees from northern Korea fled to the 
south leaving their families(Foley, 2009). The division of Korea in 1953 perpetuated the family-
separation and those families were still living in the 1980s without knowing that theirs missed 
member was dead or alive. In 1983, as the network-expansion being accelerated by the unified 
management by government, 3,173,345 color TV sets and 4,032,842 were registered in Korea 
and the rate of dissemination on households reached at 85.8%254.  In June of 1983, KBS arranged 
a special program for the 33th anniversary of the outbreak of Korean War and aired    
<Campaign for Reunion of Dispersed Family Members> at 10:15pm on 30th of June, 1983. The 
procedure of the program was simple, given TV technological advance at that time. Separated 
family members, signed up one’s name for participation 3 days ago, were sitting in a studio. 
Each was holding a cardboard on which terse phrases about the information and recollection on 
the separated kin were written. Then, the program hosts introduced the applicants one by one. If 
the separated member watched it, he or she visited the KBS studio in Seoul or local stations 
nearby or made a phone call so as to affirm their relationship. All these procedures were aired in 
real-time and relay broadcasted from Seoul to local stations. Its original broadcasting hours was 
planned to be a 95 minute-long one time program. However, after the first reunion of a divided 
family was once aired, KBS went in a state of paralysis with the flood of visits and calls from 
those who wanted to apply after getting to know the program being aired. By unexpected 
                                                             
253 Some might say about relationship to traditional ‘family centrism’ in Korea. It is not clear how much the war 
experience influenced and reinforced the previous traditional paternalism of Korean feudal society. And it is not 
our concern. 
254 Korean Broadcasters Association, 70-years history of Korean Broadcasting, 1997, p. 733. 
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reverberation, KBS executives and producers promptly held a meeting and decided to elongate 
the broadcasting hours until 2:30am. During 4 hours and 15 minutes of the first broadcast in real 
time, 850 divided-families were introduced and 36 reunions were achieved. It was just a 
knocking the door to the new conception of TV. The very next day, July, 1st, KBS station was 
full of people who got to know about the program aired yesterday and visited to apply late in the 
day255. On the same day, KBS immediately set up the Headquarter for Reunion of Divided 
Family and cancelled other regular programs to keep airing the program of ‘Campaign for 
Reunion of Dispersed Family Members’. The broadcasting hours were rearranged to almost all-
day long broadcast: 8 hours 45 minutes on 1st, July, 11 hours on 2nd of July, 9 hours 50minutes 
on  3rd of July, 12 hours on 4th of July as such. And finally, it was decided to arrange it a regular 
program to air on every Friday from 10:15pm-tentatively 01:00am(TVG, 83-7-23, 104). 
Considering that daily TV broadcasting span in 1983 were composed of 4 hours of 
morning(6:00am-10:00am) and 6 hours for evening(5:30pm-12:00pm), such broadcast hours of 
the program spared by KBS was of great significance. As the program-system was organized 
well, the KBS Radio also started to relay the TV program in real time from July, 7th, and to 
deploy computers for data-searching from July, 15th. Furthermore, by satellite-connection and 
KBS correspondents in overseas, the program was relayed in real-time to foreign countries and 
some of families living U.S. Europe, and even Soviet Union were reunited with families in 
Korea. This event can be said to be a kind of media all-out war, which utilized all the possible 
resources and technologies.   
Finished at 4 am on November, 14, 1983, it was aired during 138 days and the total broadcasting 
hours was 453 hours and 45 minutes. During 138 days, 100,952 families were applied and 
10,189 families were reunited256.   
This televised media event over the nation-wide and overseas in real time incorporated Korea by 
its real-time temporality and geographic space into oneness. Above all, on the surface, this 
televised event created a great sensation in ordinary Koreans, even post-war generation. Its 
                                                             
255 Korean Broadcasters Association, 70-years history of Korean Broadcasting, 1997, 737p. 
256 Restricted in the program itself, its effect can be compared with radio. Such reunion campaign was not the first 
in Korean media history.  From 1973, KBS 1 Radio had attempted to arrange this kind of radio program for 10 
years. During 10 years, the radio accomplished the reunion of 342 cases. On the contrary, by the first day of TV 
program, 850 families were informed and 36 reunions were made. TV accomplished more than the annual average 
of radio by one day broadcasting, Korean Broadcasters Association, 70-years history of Korean Broadcasting, 1997, 
739p 
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viewer rating recorded 78%. According to an individual interview of 1,450 households 
performed by Korean Gallup performed in 1983, 53.9% had watched the program by 1:00am and 
88.8% answered to have cried on it257. It contradicts the general negative attitude to TV. It is 
hard to think that TV sets and TV transmission antenna being set up on mountain, as 
technological progression, suddenly changed Korean people’s previous attitude.  Even the form 
of the program seems fitted to the wild and noisy ‘market stalls like’ TV programs criticized in 
the above column of TVG.  From the first broadcasting, the normal format as a normal program 
was given up. Full of sobbing, shouting, weeping aloud was the real-time program as applicants 
ascertained of kinship, even the program hosts let out a sob. The program itself seemed difficult 
to run off normally. It should be called technically a continuation of broadcasting accidents. So, 
why did Korean labor class sit in front of so-called ‘idiot box’ they had called and cry with 
others in a TV program “letting 40 million Koreans to crying(SS, 83-7-10, 759)”?  We should 
not reduce it into the conflict of discourses and family discourse showing preponderance. 
Topologically speaking, rather than horizontal formation of ‘linguistic’ discourses existed on the 
same plane, it is a matter of stratified, and of more immediate stratum than linguistically 
mediated product. Hence the changed attitude of those ‘previous TV haters’ on TV may be 
explicated only by immediate mentality buttressing the socially-or linguistic- shared concept of 
family.  
Some exemplary scenes of reunions aired by the program may clearly show how a 
general bond of sympathy over family was cemented as ‘universal’ immediate mentality and 
how it condensed the external-concrete space-temporal relations into one ‘abstract’ frame within 
TV screen. 
Firstly, an example of Heo, Hyun Cheol’s reunion with his lost sister aired on July,5, 1983258  
can illustrate first the bond of sympathy over family. He missed his sister shortly after losing 
their parents during Korean War. He was sent to an orphanage, and his 1 year old sister was 
adopted. A split TV screen paralleled a middle-aged man in a KBS local affiliate in DaeJeon a 
provincial city of Korea and a woman, with different family name, Kim got from her adopted 
                                                             
257 Korean Broadcasters Association, 70-years history of Korean Broadcasting, 1997, 740p 
258 KBS Archive, KBS Finding Dispersed Families,  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSrSjlW6Imo&feature=youtu.be&t=52m26s 
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family, at a KBS studio in Jeju island. In a few seconds, a woman affirmed their ‘blood’ only by 
their remained fragmented memory of the parting day 33 years ago: 
 
Sister: I was left at the barbershop 
Brother: yes, that’s right 
Sister: It was an overcast day[started to sob] 
Brother:  Yes, that’s right. 
Sister: brother!  
[both sobbing] 
Sister: brother, brother, I can die without regret...brother, 
Brother: [wailing]Your family name is Heo, not Kim!! your name is Heo, Hyunok!! 
Sister: I’ve lived without knowing my name!! [crying uncontrollably] 
Brother: [wailing] your name is Hyunok, Hyunok!! Our name is not Kim, but, Heo!! 
Heo!! You should know your family name, even dogs have names[inaudible]..your 
name is Hyunok! 
Sister: [Wailing] I’ve lived like this…I didn’t even know my family name 
Brother: [wailing] you really look like our mom…really...as like as two peas. 
 
It should be first noted that by the family name, the sister got to have her identity and her 
elder brother came to recall his lost mother in the appearance of his now middle-aged sister. The 
mentality on family symbolized in above scene as ‘the family name’ was echoed with the same 
mentality of general audience on the family name. In dramatic scene, by the family name-family 
relations, both the persons on air and general audience got to affirm their concrete identities(say, 
affirming their own family relations). In most reunion scenes, the first way of affirming kinship 
was to affirm the family relations. For example, two sisters reunited by relay broadcasting 
between two local stations on July 29, 1983259. One asked: ‘what’s our father’s name?’ and the 
other answered the name and said “I have four elder brothers’, and the both spoke brother’s 
names in order simultaneously and then burst into tears, calling the names of each other. Among 
other social relations, the family relation in Korean seems to be the first instance in determining 
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one’s identity. What links general audience behind TV screen and such other’s emotional scenes 
was the social mentality on the priority of family to answer ‘who I am’.    
It is observed in the program that this shared mentality on family was also affirmed without 
‘language’ and ‘reasoning’, only by dramatic immediacy of individual memory. To see a case of 
a family who found the youngest son lost in the refugee train260. Being so young, he could not 
even remember his name, age and family’s name but had only a memory of a station where he 
got lost. And his family remembered his scar in the back of his head.  After his elder sister lifted 
his hair and burst into tears, then asked him to look at his father. The son, now a middle-aged 
man barely remembered his father’s face, now grey-headed old man. But they apparently looked 
so similar that only audience could sense their father-son relationship for the first glance. They 
met in a bit awkward mood and the son promptly showed his head on his old father’s side. 
Having lifted the son’s hair, father started weeping without any word. ‘Only the scar’, as 
narrated, ‘was the sole physical evidence to confirm their family relation’. In viewpoint of 
audience, their recognition of kinship could be said to be dramatic but hard to define it as rational 
reasoning, as a SS article(SS,83-7-10, 759) expressed: “every single moment families get 
reunited on the screen, a great round of unprompted clapping from audience”, “Being ascertained 
of the blood-relation, missing members embracing each other with tear, audience also dropped 
tears”. It may be said to lead audience to synchronize their individual sentiment with the 
universal mentality and to solve a puzzle by audience themselves. 
There was an interesting case to illustrate how such supreme mentality conflicted with logical 
reasoning and how TV coped with it. The family of Bae living in Seoul, Korea was fining their 
lost 5 years old youngest daughter. They came to contact with a woman in Frankfrut, West 
Germany who could barely remember about her lost family. Expected much dramatic scenes, 
KBS set up a relay broadcast with KBS correspondent at Germany and aired their reunion on 
July, 29, 1983261. The presumed youngest daughter had lived and worked in Germany in fairly 
long time, which meant her being away from the Korean strong mentality on family. As soon as 
the presumed daughter in Germany and family members in Korea appeared on split TV screen, 
raptures came out from Korea side: ‘Right, right, see that, we look alike!’ and the mother wailed 
uncontrollably. On the contrary, the woman in Germany kept calm and tried factual 
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confirmations on her remained memory on the town she lived in. The mother couldn’t answer 
properly for her constant sobbing. In excited tones, each of family members gave long-winded 
memories to her, she was only to reply: “I can’t remember so I can’t say for certain about it”.  
While the sharp contrast between two sides persisting, the program host interrupted saying: “By 
the way, you look like each other too much”. Even from audience, it might seem that their 
physical looking was apparently indicating their family relation. But, the presumed daughter in 
Germany quietly asked about the blood types of the family members in Seoul instead. Although 
almost fully 25 minutes was spared, any touching scene did not occur. Only unexpected tension 
between sentiment and the confirmation of facts continued. It is noteworthy of the program 
host’s way of channeling the flow of sentiment. The program host also continued to lead the 
daughter putting facts before sentiment to jump in the Korean bond of sympathy with maudlin 
expressions like: “look at mom’s face once more if the face is ‘our’ mom’s face you have seen in 
your dream and the face you have imagined when you were a kid”. At last, it was ended by 
significant remarks of the program host to audience: who made the mom a sinner, who made the 
daughter shut her mouth? you must be curious about if they were family. It was a really sad 
moment”. Those guiding remarks from the technical failure of intended appealing clearly 
indicate that the audience of the program was led to immerse themselves to the mentality on 
family and to keep solving their own puzzle in a continuum of other’s personal history on TV 
screen. What was transferred from TV screen toward audience was not ‘the concept of family’ 
but the state of a sentiment, without explicit linguistic utterances to anchor the images on TV, in 
structuralist senses. Reminding of my definition of Korean War experiences as facing the duality 
of death and survival, we may able to shift out all the ethical values, social conventions added on 
the visual images of the concept of family. And, this mysterious immediate mediation of the 
mentality and its tendency of constructing its universality beyond individual level can be 
illuminated in the light of Ancient Greek lyric tradition and Neo-platonic idea of Plotinus 
discussed in chapter one.  Pindar’s Odes, in post Homeric age, may be the best example for 
grasping the mediation of immediate private experience.  Pindar in his masterpiece describes the 
‘experience’ of twins, Castor and Pollux. They are twins but Castor is mortal and supposed to be 
killed in a war, whereas Pollux is immortal for his having father’s divinity, Zeus. Zeus suggested 
an option to Pollux: if Pollux wants, he can share Castor’s fate and mortality. Pollux accepts 
Zeus’s suggestion to resuscitate his brother. He fetched a scream with tears, as expressed a 
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famous phrase: "O, Father, son of Cronus, what end then shall there be of my sorrows! For me 
also together with him ordain death, O monarch. Honour is departed from the man that is 
deprived of his friends; and in distress few are there of mortals faithful enough to go shares in 
toil(Pindar,1872, p.134)". 
As widely known, his touching cry for his brotherhood moved Zeus to yield his 
‘contract’. Of so symbolical to our point here, his state of immediate sentiment in reviving his 
brother was evidently different from the honorable arête of Achilles in Iliad and furthermore 
went against the iron-shed concept of Nomos, which promised(or predestined as a contract) 
exertion of power within given departmental boundary(Cornford, 2004).  Going back to dramatic 
scenes of reunions, it can be said that the immediate state of individual sentiment came to echo 
with oneness of immediate mentality on family and establish a universality in their minds. It is 
hard to imagine that audience asked about the Korean traditional common courtesy and hierarchy 
between family members, watching the gray-haired father digging up crazily a middle-aged 
man’s hair to find the scar and the middle-aged daughter crying out why her mother lost her hand 
in the refugee train. In this immediate transfer, the ethical virtue as arête or the nature of social 
institutions and conventions as previous nomos disappeared. 
Such constructed universality naturally surpasses space-temporal relations given as 
‘generality’. The reunion via relay-broadcast between Daegu, Korea and L.A., U.S aired on 
August 5, 1983 illustrated these points in condensed way262. The middle-aged daughter, 
remembered by the mother as the most pampered daughter, cried out ‘mommy’ to her mother 
once appeared on the monitor relayed to LA. She could barely speak and all of sudden, 
screaming, “let me touch mommy’s face”, ran out to the monitor and tried to touch the monitor 
on which the wrinkled face of the mother was being showing. Her hands clawing on air in Korea, 
the mother in LA was about to pass out. In this moment of the reunion over two monitors, the 
physical distance between two countries became meaningless. And the past 33 years also became 
melted into the state of sentiment and came to be reconstructed by the concreteness. The middle- 
aged woman crying loud, mommy, turned back to the pampered daughter to her mother in LA. 
When she met her youngest sister in LA, a toddler in her memory, she said: “I’ve thought ya 
were dead, girlie” in thick Korean deep-south accent and the youngest sister replied in Korean 
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accent mixed in English accent. Such sense of difference, apparently noticeable to audience, 
represented the past 33 years and how they-originated from North Korean- had lived separate.  
In this course, the concreteness of the immediacy was no longer confined in experience of the 
persons on air once more. By the calm talk of two brothers stood in different sides, one in North 
Korean Army, then a war prisoner and the other in South Korean army, then a bemedaled war 
veteran, about how they got helped from the neighbors whose concrete names unknown to 
audience, the temporality of past was re-constructed. By the mother’s terse remark: ‘now you’re 
old’, rubbing the gray hair around the son’s ears shown on monitor, the time leaped to the 
present. As such other’s concrete (personal) histories came to be consummated to a shared 
construction of an abstracted historicity[as a diachronic temporal frame] not by reason and 
evidence but by sentiment itself. 
Lastly, this mediation and abstract spatio-temporal relations was generalized again by the 
temporal arrangement of TV programs and incorporated into the general technological form 
suggested by TV industry on the surface. Let us contextualize generalizing interpretive temporal 
frame in the relation with TV’s one-dimensional temporal order and fragmentation. As whole 
program arrangement(See Table 29) shows, Korean TV programing in the 80s was composed of 
only 4 channels. Each had own daily temporal flow consisted of program units. Campaign for 
Reunion of Dispersed Family Members was placed as a unit assigned to a flow within the whole 
programming system. 
 
Table 29. Program arrangement(on July 22,1983) 
  KBS 1TV KBS 2TV KBS 3TV MBC TV 
6am 00 KBS News 
10 TV Gymnastics 
15 Japanese 
Conversation 
00 French 
Conversation 
30 TV Open 
University 
 
No 
Morning 
Programs 
  
00 High school English 
25 Classic Poetry 
30 MBC Practical 
English 
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Table 29 (Cont.) 
7 00 KBS News 80 
50  Boastful Taste 
Food Infortainment 
00 Ding-Dong 
it’s 7 O’clock 
30 Learning 
Computer 
50 TV show 
Good Morning! 
 
00 MBC News Show 
40 Sports News 
50 Kid program  
PpoPpoPpo 
 
8 00 Korean History 
10 Drama, Elder 
daughter 
30 News show 
Studio 830 
 
Good Morning 
continued 
15 Vacation special-
Camping 
40 TV show:  Hello, 
I’m Mr.Byun 
9 25 Home Cooking 
45 5mins-Gym 
50 KBS Home 
News 
00 TV 
Kindergarten 
30 Encyclopedia 
for Women 
15 drama ,New Bride 
35 Today’s Cooking 
5pm 32 Cartoon Film 
Mickey and Donald 
58 Today’s 
KBS( Previews) 
30 88 Sports 30 TV Kindergarten 
50 Primary 
Education- Ethics 
30 Cartoon film, Space 
Expedition  
6 00 Toy Drama 
Romance of Three 
Kingdoms 
50 Drama High 
school Diary 
15 Child Drama 
Kids with wings 
35 Learning by 
Quiz 
55 Mrs.Eum’s 
Living Info 
  
10 Primary 
Physical Education 
30 Middle School 
English 
00 Kid Drama 
 Teacher, Mr.Tiger 
20 Children's classics 
story 
35 MBC News 
50 TV show <1st Street 
of Youth> 
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Table 29 (Cont.) 
7 00 Documentary 
Selection 
50 TV Show Jovial 
Family Council 
10 Toy Drama 
Space Boy Toto 
40 Drama, Mom 
is Busy 
00 High school 
English 
30 Korean History- 
Donghak Peasant 
Revolution 
 00 Miss Universe 
1983(filmed broadcast) 
  
8 25 Olympic 5-
minute English 
30 Classic music 
appreciation 
35 Drama Stairway 
to happiness 
00 drama 
Detective  
50 KBS Sports 
news 
  
00 Documentary -
Human race and 
Civilization 
50 Japanese 
Conversation 
  
9 00 KBS Prime 
News 
35 Drama  
Ordinary People 
30 Drama 
Mountain 
Blossom 
10 English 
Conversation 
30 Chinese 
Conversation 
00 MBC News Desk 
35 Drama, I'm home 
10 15 Special Live: 
Campaign for 
Reunion of 
Dispersed Family 
Members 
  
00 Drama, Fog 
50 KBS News 
00 Mathematics-
Indefinite Integral 
30 World History -
Liberalism and 
Nationalism 
  
 00 Sport News 
10 Historical Drama 
<500 year of Chosen 
Dynasty - The Deep 
Rooted Tree> 
11 00 Talk Show 
Meet at 11 
O’clock 
00 TV Open 
University 
50 MBC News 
 
This fragmented and composed system was another immediacy of temporal experience 
for audience. It does not mean that such arrangement itself ‘created and manipulated’ Korean 
people’s temporal perception and conception. Instead, we focus on that TV’s temporal 
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organization came to be used as a concrete reference of their free choice in a concrete temporal 
flow, opposed to ‘the abstract time as Nature’, given to Korean people in everyday life. A 
program Campaign for Reunion of Dispersed Family Members was assigned at a time slot 
after10:15pm in KBS 1TV and suggested to make a choice of one into the temporal frame, other 
than the drama, Fog, of KBS 2TV, the mathematics lecture of KBS 3TV, and the historical 
drama of MBC. The free selection of a certain channel in specific time came to be identical with 
the selection of temporal flow and the choice of the space of experience. It is noteworthy of 
remembering that Heidegger’s focus on the ‘enframing’ role of technology on 
sensibility(Sinlichkeit)(Heidegger, 1977) and Benjamin’s classical explication on the articulation 
of technology and political maneuvers in the realm of sensibility(Benjamin, 1969). 
The 4 channels provided audience with a shared conceptual framework for re-designing the 
concrete dimension of ‘experience’, mainly in everyday life. By concrete experiences and 
choice, the program itself was a part but was conceptually relocated and recognized in the 
temporality suggested by the whole programming system. Such construction of a sense of 
temporality is mediated by individual’s own free choices of a channel and a time unit behind a 
whole arrangement. The abstract temporality of a single program was experienced as ‘inter-
temporality’ among other programs with time slots and within different flows by allowing 
audience to ‘feel’ in the same time with other audience(Meyrowitz, 1986). ‘The conceptual 
framework of time’ shared by individual audience and through immediate experience of 
watching led to the concrete sense of oneness of temporality given by TV technology employed 
widely or quantitatively. On the surface, or level of effect, it might be called ‘Korean 
establishment of color TV as a popular media as clearly announced in an article of TV Guide 
review: 
 “(the campaign for reunion) can be called ‘a good deed of a dinosaur’…Even though 
TV was started with entertainment, but now,…it should not remain as Idiot Box…the 
vivid scenes of family reunion clearly showed the sorrow of families dispersed by war 
and the tearful stem-winding moments…it explains why TV drama has been criticized 
for its shallow language game, family affairs of rich people and love stories detached 
from ordinary people’s life(TVG, 83-7-23, p. 45)”. 
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It was a shocking turning around for TV, if we remember how TV had been called and that only 
three years ago passed after a local broadcasting station of MBC was set on fire and burned 
down by angry ordinary people for its distorted news report. It is evident that the media event 
was a critical moment to inscribe and changed the concepts of color TV in ordinary people and 
to lead TV to be settled as literally ‘popular media’ in qualitative and quantitative senses. But it 
cannot be reduced into only single moment of the media event or network expansion, or 
successful media representation. They constituted a totality, which was synthesized by the 
audience conceptual movements.  
Furthermore, this angle on the conceptual synthesis can suggest crucial theoretical implications 
on the conceptual relationship of ‘media industry as an objective economic fact’ to ‘cultural 
industry as collective agency’ which had been confused and wrongly treated as ‘a reflection of 
one to the other. To elucidate the meaning of Frankfurt school’s the delicate concept of ‘cultural 
industry’. Their concept, ‘cultural industry’ must not be confined in a functionalist category of an 
economic department, by which also has misled to elitism taking labor class as ‘cultural dupe’.  
As Adorno(2001, pp. 100–101) evidently clarified:  
“the expression ‘industry’ is not to be taken too literally. It refers to the standardization of the 
thing itself- such as that of the Western, familiar to every movie-goer-and to the rationalization 
of distribution technique, but not strictly to the production process….the production process 
resembles technical modes of operation in the extensive division of labor, the employment of 
machines and the separation of the laborers from the means of production- expressed in the 
perennial conflict between artists active in the cultural industry and those who control it…the 
technique of the culture industry is, from the beginning, one of distribution and mechanical 
reproduction, and therefore always remains external to its object(Italic added)”. 
Reminding the Hegelian notion of history as a ‘process’, the term, cultural industry has a 
meaning closer to a form suggested by media industry, which exists as ‘an organizing process’ or 
proposing laborers to be ‘interlocutors’ structuring between the economic and the cultural. The 
color TV born as ‘economic industry’, as cultural industry in Korea’s 80s, can be considered to 
suggest a temporal form. Hence, the aspect of the formation of a social totality, the role that color 
TV had played by its temporal form in Korea in the 80s should be understood to shape and 
congeal the socio-conscious relations into capitalistic organization’ so that the whole system 
could reproduce itself.  Such totalistic view by whole temporal frame implies that its 
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homogeneity could retain the existence of heterogeneities within it as if the whole programming 
arrangement of Korean TV in the 80s did the seemingly ‘qualitatively different’ programs 
occupying each time-slots. So, let us see the concrete cultural phenomena, in its content with 
heterogeneities in a homogeneity. 
4.3 Capitalistic Salvation and Inverted horror: One way-ticket to the promised future  
Organizing telos appeared by difference and its axiology  
 
It is not surprising that the ‘universal’ temporal frame proposed by color TV, now 
became ‘all Korean ordinary people’s media(TVG, 83-7-23, p. 45)’, conflicted with the 
differences of ‘general’ financialized relations in which each labor classes were concretely 
situated. It can be understood that such the conflict could be developed by an expectation for 
future. Let us outline how the labor classes recognized their conditions and expected their 
futures.  
 
4.3.1 Self-objectification and stratification of experiences 
First of all, for male white collar laborers who just got office jobs, the everyday life of the 
senior laborers in their work places would be the objective mirror by which they projected their 
future. An article of SS in 1981, titled “Possible Advancement of Salaryman for 10 years” 
concretely depicts the living conditions of laborers in major conglomerates with average 10 years 
work experience(81-9-27, 668). To see a case of a 40 years old laborer in Hyundai, his salary 
was 900,000 won with 500% bonus and long-service allowance of 50,000 won, and he owned a 
1601ft² apartment unit. in Seoul. It can be prospective dream only by male white collar workers, 
given that one got a job, at least medium sized companies, with college diploma and would 
undergo the normal promotions. For junior white collar laborers, the middle-class life of seniors 
they met every day in work places were enough to be ‘predicted’ as their ten years later future, as 
far as they would stay steady in workplaces. Such predictable future of male white collar workers 
was observed by both female white collar and female blue laborers. As discussed earlier, both 
female laborers, as discussed earlier, were allotted in different concrete labors, but their 
economic condition, by unequal wage structure, had no odds. But, contrasted with their shared 
material condition, it is found that their recognition of the labor relations set up a certain 
conceptual hierarchy and female blue collar laborers tended to think getting office jobs to 
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advance their ‘factory girl life’. In a serial comics, <Nights of Irresolution>, a female white 
collar laborer indicates her recognition the stratified employment structure: “I could go any 
factory as I wanted...but having a high school diploma, I hated to be a factory girl…got 
introduced by a neighbor to the office...salary was chicken feed though, It won’t get my hand oil-
stained..I made my choice without hesitation(SS,86-10-19,927). In a serial novel, <Jittering 
Girls>, a female character objectifies their employment-condition:  
“the only possible job would be a factory girl for woman high-school dropouts like me …to be a 
factory girl wouldn’t be easy, it needs to get apprentice… being an apprentice…it’s so 
obvious…(SS,88-3-16,589)”  
Objectifying their material condition, female laborers took education levels as a crucial 
determinant to be allotted in given labor relations. To be precise, the pure economic relations 
should be first considered that the employment is purely capital’s territory. In other words, it the 
matter of the employers’ own condition and choice, not the effort of employees. Korea’s 
economic boom might have allowed male white collar laborers to share dream of capitalist, as 
rosy future; for female laborers, by lived experiences in labor conditions like unequal wage, 
penetrated that the dream was restricted to them. In this respect, the meaning of marriage for 
them had a stronger pressure in terms of economic sense This point is far from any mechanical 
materialist presuppositions such as female’s biological tendency of relying on the other gender 
and the victimized image of female laborers lured by social and cultural dominant ideology of 
marriage. Rather the gender difference in immediate experiences pinpointed the contingent 
historicity of material relations and its way towards being ‘middle class’ weaved different 
historical developments in cultural realm. Both female laborers had the same destination after 
their labor and getting office jobs became a favorable opportunity structure. A SS article reported 
that LG offered after-work culture classes for its white collar female workers of which lectures 
were ‘the way to be wise females’, ‘the marriage life and housekeeping’, and ‘cultivating 
perspectives on history’(SS, 80-4-27,595). It implies that Korean capitals also recognized the 
telos of their female laborers and coped with the demands. Furthermore, the crime reports and 
articles of Sunday Seoul carried much more about female victims deceived by males for 
marriage. For example, there were lawsuits female manual worker, which employers exploited 
unmarried female workers without wage by promising to look for spouses(SS,80-08-24).  
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In their expected life-courses, cultural consumptions started to show signs of 
distinguished spaces and commodities. First of all, the diversification of concrete labors started 
to divide the consumption-space in Seoul. The space of white collar workers was Myeong Dong 
near the decent companies for white collars. In the 1980s, drinking seemed to be the sole leisure 
for male white workers. They gathered around Mukyo dong(about less than one mile from 
Myeong dong), where bars with B-girls were. From  1983, SS began to report Kangnam area to 
be a emerging hot spot characterized by much more expensive bars than Mukyo dong, of course 
with B-girls. Disco in Kangnam reported costed at least 50,000 won for beer and 100,000 won 
for whisky(SS, 83-2-6,737), and expensive bars served by B-girls costed 150,000won for each 
customer(SS, 83-9-11, 768). Considering its costs, for junior laborers Kangnam in the 80s was 
usual for junior laborers. Instead, the area of Mukyo-dong and Myeong-dong was preferred for a 
lot of casual bars, the prices of which varied from about 500 won for 500cc beer and 100 won for 
cheap side dishes like peanut. Its spatial peculiarity differentiated by labor was compared to 
Jongro and Hongdae for college students where cheap bars and restaurants offered discounts for 
students with a sign “Poverty, thy name is a college student”(SS, 81-7-12, 657). The area of 
MuKyo dong and Myeong dong in the 80s was a space where white collar workers in Seoul got 
together after work in everyday life and to where college students moved soon after getting 
office jobs.  
In terms of gender-oriented distinction, Myeong dong, for female white collar workers, 
seemed to have had peculiar meanings as a consumption place and appeared as cultural 
distinction. According to articles of SS reported the everyday life of female office workers, they, 
leaving offices generally around 7pm, met friends of hers and chatted over teas(SS,81-2-15,636). 
In weekend, they gathered around Myeong-dong area, with hair salons and shops for females 
densely compacted, for dating and shopping (SS,81-5-10, 648). And it seems to have formulated  
fashion trend, expressed by a different hair styles in fed called Wild-cat style in comparison to 
Watery-permanent wave for female college students around Hong Dae, a university 
district(SS,81-5-17, 649). Such fashion trends formed around Myeong Dong was slightly 
different with a symbolic signification of their own class identity as British labor classes did in 
70s(Hebdige, 2005). Instead, there appeared cultural distinction by concrete labors internal to 
abstract labor and gender in Korean context. The distinguished outsets can be clarified from 
perspectives of the outsiders, i.e. female blue collar workers.  A serial novel, <Jittering Girls> 
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depicts two former B-girls’ mentality on the space called Myeong dong. Bulging Head, 
becoming a trophy wife, says inwardly: “like to go get a perm…why not one in Myeong-
dong?,..I can make it, now, I’ve got a purse full of bills, now I can spend money as other girls 
do..I will as I want surely….I’ll go Myeongdong and shopping my spring clothes(SS, 80-3-9, 
588 p. 61). Another character, Hairy got an office job and headed for a bar in Myeondong with 
her colleagues for her welcoming party. She thinks: “I became an office lady walking on the 
Myeong-dong streets now…I’ve been living in Seoul though, Myeondong was a different place 
from mine”(SS, 80-4-13, 593, p. 62). Her previous work place as a B-Girl serving mainly for 
male white collars was a bar in Mukyodong. The physical distance between two places is less 
than half-mile. But her mental distance formulated by concrete labor was far more than that. 
While walking in the space, Hairy kept in anxiety: “what if an acquaintance would call me on the 
street in Myeong-dong, what if her female colleague would sense her past from her cloths(SS,80-
4-20, 594, p.62)”.  Her advancement to an office worker was overlapped with the difference 
between the previous space from where she had escaped and the present space she was working. 
It appeared to be anxious to call back to her past. Keeping in mind this difference of physical 
space piled up with vague mentality, let us see more clear spatio differentiation.  
Meanwhile, female blue collar workers gathered around Karibong-dong or Guro-dong near 
industrial complex in Seoul. The areas had bars and discos with relatively cheaper price than 
those of Myeong-dong. According to an article, the area of Guro-dong had about 150 discos, 
factory workers could dance with 2 bottles of beer and side dishes for 4,900 won(SS, 81-6-
21,654). They also went coffee shops to listen music and drink a cup of coffee with 500 won and 
danced disco in fed at that time to American pop music like Stevie Wonder’s I just called you to 
say I love you, and interestingly even Japanese pop music, banned by Korean government, 
Masahiko Kondo’s song, Gingiragin ni Sarigenaku(SS, 85-2-10,840, pp.60-62).  
 
Besides such ‘globalized culture’ existed and consumed by Korean laborers, more 
importantly, there was different material conditions in the cultural consumption and unspoken 
contradictory recognition on the difference. DJs interviewed with SS emphasized the cultural 
consumption in the area had nothing different from the trend of discos of Myeong dong. But, it 
also reported that some of the Guro-dong discos named after the famous discos of Myeong-dong. 
The blue collar laborers’ consumption in Guro-dong seemed to want to imitate or to be the same 
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with that of Myeng-dong. However, the divided spatio-relations in Seoul had clear cloistered 
cultural agency, as described by an interviewee in a Disco club around industrial complex: “how 
can I put it..umm…I’d say here is more comfortable and free…the youngsters gathered here are 
living alike..(we) have similar living conditions..(we) don’t speak of it though, we understand 
each other…(SS, 85-2-10,840, p.62). Significantly, blue collar culture tried to catch up 
Myeondong’s white collar trend, but, they were feeling comfortable based on mutual 
understanding between blue collar workers. This contradictory mentality existed in the same 
category of ‘labor culture’. Such spatio-division by concrete labors can be said to be abstract. 
And the divided spaces in Seoul by concrete labor began to gradually appear as concrete, at least 
by cultural(consumption) practices. In this context, the cultural meaning of owning cars can be 
reshaped.  Owning cars had been taken as a luxury only for rich people in 70s. Entering the 80s, 
it started to appear as a possible dream to wage-laborers and did in the late 80s. An article in 
1980, titled ‘Even salary man could drive a car around 1986’(SS, 80-1-13, 580), expected in 
excited tone that “every household in Korea, except for the poor lower class, would be able to 
own a car”. In other words, it can be said that if you would be middle class, to own a car is 
possible.263 Korean capitalism, sharply contrasted to its dumping export tendency, had strong 
anti-conspicuous consumption atmosphere, especially against foreign-made products as 
explicitly expressed by a phrase, “Preference foreign brand nibbling away the national 
wealth”(SS,85-4-21, 850). Even smoking imported cigarettes were banned, the governments 
officials even searched the trash cans of residential areas to find the cigarette butts(SS,80-3-
9,588.). Such strange social atmosphere had influenced the everyday life consumption in the 
early 80s such as items of personal preferences, table luxuries, white goods, etc. An article titled 
‘Commuting to school getting a common eyesore’ reported that some of parents gave rides their 
children to school and it led to a sense of incompatibility and feeling of comparative deprivation 
among students(SS,80-6-1,600). Such articles indicate that the common recognition of owning a 
car in Korean context. It seemed evident that Korean consumption structure in the early 80s had 
not yet full-fledged to be called consumerism. But, owning a car came to first emerge reshaping 
                                                             
263 In fact, as the article explained its context in detail, Korean auto-industry had concentrated on export in cheap 
price. It had led the shortage of the domestic supply, comparison to its annual production of about 139,000 cars. 
Moreover, the domestic price was more expensive than export price. For example, Hyundai had sold a compact car 
at 1,100,000won (about $2,150) for foreign markets, but its domestic price was about 2,460,000won. Korean 
customers had paid more for national-policed export of cars. 
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its symbolic meaning, breaking through the old anti-consumeristic social mood. The cultural 
symbolization of driving a car could be a good hint to grasp the earlier stage of the birth of 
Korean consumerism from the class-mentality over spatial discrepancy.  It seems that the divided 
spaces by concrete labor were attempted by owning car to be conceptually overcome. In 
<Jittering girls>, a character, a former B-girl, Bulging Head, got married with an old rich man as 
a trophy wife, her first conspicuous consumption was purchasing a car. On her way to Myeong-
dong for shopping after marriage, she realized: “Taxi? What I’m think of now. I should buy a 
car. Yeah, definitely, I should drive my car, my own car, to go Myeng-dong. I wouldn’t get any 
attention even if wearing like this... I need a car(SS,80-3-9,588, p.61)”. It was ‘owning a car’ for 
a trophy wife, Bulging Head, to overcome the mental boundary between Myeong- dong and 
Mukyo-dong. And, as she mentioned: after driving a car, the stylists of her hair salon in Myeong-
dong began to hospitalize her as a A-class customer…a car owning customer with good tip led 
the stylist to presume me a daughter of a rich family(SS, 80-5-25, 599, p.65), the car was an 
instrument for her not only to reduce the abstract spatial-difference but also to leap from her past 
as a b-girl to ‘a daughter of a rich family’.   
In the 80s, owning a car began to be suggested as a standard of present success. An article 
reported that an unknown comedian became a celebrity. Under the title, ‘A cat may look at a 
king’, the article depicted his success by an expression: “just 2 months after shown on TV, he has 
come to run wheels(SS,80-5-11,597)”. Around the mid-80s, an article of SS reports ‘going for a 
drive to suburbs’ to be a sort of fancy dating- trend.  The news report introduced a newly coined 
word, ‘owner-driver’ which referred to those who own cars and drive by himself(SS, 84-7-1, 
809). According to this article, as of March, 1984, the total number of vehicles in Korea was 
about 820,000, of which sedans were 616,000. The sedan drivers reportedly were setting a new 
dating trend, which the cars driven by them were ‘efficient’ for the ‘purposes’ of their dates in 
suburb. So to speak, given the importance of dating for laborers aged 20-30s, driving a car, 
allowed for privileged minority or trend setters, must have had special meanings. Furthermore, it 
was reported that some of car owners tended to attach fake car-phone antennas on their cars so as 
to pretend to be an actual expensive car-phone installed car(SS, 85-3-17,845). As 90s 
approached, it was reported that the demand of foreign cars explosively increased by the 
decreased customs tariff. The exuberance of the market was illustrated: “the more expensive, the 
more sold…the popularity of foreign sedans, even ten times expensive than domestic cars(SS, 
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89-1-15,1041, p.162)”. Considering this brief trajectory, the concept of car during the 80s seems 
to have started to emerge as a symbol of conspicuous consumption in the Korean context. As 
driving a car was becoming a symbolized instrument to overcome the class-stratified spaces 
accompanied with a ‘feeling that one could be someone else’, the actual spatio-relation appeared 
to indicate one’s current class-relations.  
The driving a car and consumption at Myeong-dong were theoretically possible and 
accessible for laborers if he or she uses extreme ways: renting a car, visiting Myeong-dong by 
imitating white collar worker’s style. However, residential space as a private space can be a 
transparent indicator at where one is located within capitalistic social relations. SS in the mid-80s 
had interviewed with the lottery winners, most of winners reportedly was planning to purchase 
house first(SS, 85-5-5 852). As discussed in the first section, the condition of residence was a 
primary concern for stability of labor class households. But, in the 80s, labor class’ conception of 
housing changed from residence to property possession with symbolic meaning added. Korea 
have had 3 kinds of residential systems: monthly rent(Wal-se), 1 or 2-year lease called Jeon-Se 
and ownership of house. The long-term lease, Jeon-Se is unique to Korean housing system and 
reflects the peculiarity of Korean economic context. It is to lease a house or an unit or a room for 
relatively long term for large refundable deposit(roughly 50-70% of the sale price) without 
monthly payment. This system has two significances for our discussion. Firstly, instead of 
monthly payment, the lessor can attain the profit by managing the large amount of the deposit 
paid by the lessees until it refunded. Being related to Korean financialization, during the lease-
term, the lessor could invest the large money on financial commodities with high interest rate. So 
to speak, the lessor gets the benefit from the use of the money. They can participate in the 
Korean financial relations as a capitalist with a financial logic: money makes money. Such 
housing institution could be possible by the peculiarity of Korean capitalistic growth 
characterized as the co-existence of the constant rise of real estate price and the constantly high 
interest rate. Meanwhile, the lessee, during the same temporal span, can get the stability of 
residence for depositing the large money. And legally, the tenant is regarded to have a real estate 
right(Sachenrecht) which means to be protected by the Law of Reality. Hence, it may outline 
how the ownership, or the right of property, as a backbone principle of modern capitalism started 
to permeate into the everyday life of labor class in 80 as a fundamental condition for making 
family. Secondly, the long-term lease(Jeon-se) is, in economic sense, intermediated stage 
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between the monthly rent and the house-ownership. From this feature, cultural practices were 
produced. The monthly rent tenants were mainly for single laborers and college students. As 
expressed by a Korean idiom, ‘starting one’s marriage life by monthly rent’, it has signified the 
poor condition of residence. Instead, the Jeon-se has been taken as a minimum condition of 
residence making a family264. It was an intermediate step to house-ownership, which might be a 
lessor with ability to participate in the game of profitable finance. For instance, living on ‘jeon 
se’ insinuates not only the reproduction condition but also being a ‘mitte-sein’ located between 
‘labor class’ and ‘being rent-capital(landed capital)’. It may illustrate how the financial logic 
involved in temporality operated in the idea of being neither labor class nor landed capital, 
precisely upper labor class households and lower middle class households. 
The 81.8% of urban house owners in 1987 answered to have purchased houses after marriage265. 
The answers on the periods taken to purchase houses varied: less than one year(11.5%), 2-3 
years(16.6%), 4-5years(17.4%), 6-9years(20.6%) and 10-14 years(19.5%), and more than 
15years(14.4%). It can be said that common labor class expected less than 10 years to own a 
house. In this context, SS introduced numerous cases of households arrived at being house-
owners and their know-hows. A regular column, <Salary man’s wife> carried out a concrete case 
of a blue collar laborer household with a title ‘Happiness after marriage life of 10 years’(SS,80-
3-2,587). Jeong, the wife of a paint engineer working in Saudi Arabia had two sons and one 
daughter. She had saved the monthly wage sent from her husband at a saving account and did 
part-time jobs for living expense. She earned monthly about 80,000 won, of which 50,000 won 
from car wash and 25,000-30,000won from her vendor. And her monthly living expense was 
approximately 50,000-60,000 won. The notable point is her way of money-management fusing 
finance commodity and real estate. While using saving accounts banks, she had done a private 
finance(Gye) and got 3 million won.  By taking this as her seed-money, she prepared an extra 
room and leased it for monthly rent for 45,000 won. She re-invested the attained profit from 
financial investments to ‘quasi- real estate’. By this, a tenant could be a leaser. Her way was 
exactly echoed with the manner in which Korean monopoly capitals reshaped capital 
composition, e.g. industrial restructuring, after advancing capital from finance as discussed in 
                                                             
264 its price has been commonly used as a crucial economic index in discussing Korean government’s domestic 
policies 
265 National Bureau of Statistics, Economic Planning Board, Social Indicators in Korea, 1990, p. 252. 
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chapter 3. Her way of making seed money by finance seems to be a generalized way of ordinary 
Korean people who became house-owners. According to Korean Bureau of Statistics266, among 
the house owners in urban area in 1987, 66.5% answered to have used bank saving accounts and 
13.2% used bank loan and private debt. Such rates of using finance were remarkably high in 
comparison to 15.3% of parent’s aid and 18.7% of succession. The cases of labor class 
household without any family-aid had been depending upon finance to make seed money to 
purchase a house, just like Korean capitalists in 60s which could not attain Japanese property in 
40s.   
To see other concrete cases, it became clearer that such money-managing tendency of 
intermediary classes became critical in Jeon Se dwelling stage and was revealed as ambiguous 
forms between labor class and landed capital. According to an article(SS,82-1-17,683), labor 
class households in monthly rented residence tended to start their making seed money by wife’s 
part time jobs. The great deal of husband’s wage, more than 75%, were invested in financial 
commodities, mainly installment saving. Their experiences of this economic stage as monthly 
tenants were described by the painful experience as a tenant, extreme frugality and patience for 
house-ownership in dramatic tone. Kim Jong recalled that she felt constant anxiety every time 
when the landlord called her concerning: what if the landlord might raise the monthly 
rent(SS,82-1-17,683, p. 29). Kim, Seon Hee confessed her painful experience and being unable 
to complain to the landlord even when her kid had been bullied by the landlord’s kid. Of course, 
such immediate experiences from the capitalistic material relation over residence were 
transferred to their resolution and practices to be house owners as soon as possible. Their course 
toward house-ownership was accompanied with dire frugality such as replacing meals with 
noodles instead of rice, and even eating salt to reduce her increasing appetite from pregnancy. By 
doing so, once having entered the stage of Jeon-se, they furiously tried to turn to be leasers from 
tenants. As depicted by the case of Jang(SS,82-1-17,683, p. 28), as soon as leasing a family-
house on Jeon-se, she started to sub-lease each rooms of the house for monthly. Then, she could 
secure the profit-source from monthly payments from tenants. And there were some cases which 
used Korean financialization in the 80s more aggressively. For example, Yoo purchased a cheap 
and old house which was affordable by loan from banks, then renovated and resold it, by 
repeating this way, she could attain profits by difference from sale prices(SS,82-1-17,683, p. 28). 
                                                             
266 National Bureau of Statistics, Economic Planning Board, Social Indicators in Korea, 1990. P. 252. 
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Choi also actively, somewhat excessively, loaned from banks and unconditionally bought a 
house and then resold it and paid back her loan and purchased another267. So to speak, as long as 
they advanced capital to buy a house, their time, by waiting, could bring profit to them just like 
speculative finance capital like arbitrage.   
It must be noted that, in those various cases with technical difference, the house played a 
role as ‘a mean of production’. For instance, once seed money secured(whether loan or part-time 
job, or family’s support), the house is no longer the matter of residence for their family, rather it 
became an investment method for capital accumulation and its reproduction. However, it 
appeared, as clearly expressed by a remark of Yoo, to be “compensation for exerting myself to 
increase the asset, my technique to increase my real estate(SS,82-1-17,683, p. 28)”, to be 
conceived of ‘fair reimbursement’ for their endurance of the sorrow of being tenants and 
frugality. Such internalized financial logic appeared to be self-evident in their immediate 
experiences from the past exerting themselves towards capital accumulation.  This course was 
revealed in erratic combination with ‘the pre-existing concept of family’ and being echoed with 
the logic of self-objectification (developed to self-commodification) remarkably found in 
Korea’s 80s.  
 
4.3.2. From Antigone’s Sacrifice to inverted horror 
The economic-cultural practices described so far were constituted by desire of ascending 
class. This praxis must be provided with acceptable axiological grounds. As we have seen the 
cultural legitimating process of color TV via Campaign for Reunion of Dispersed Family 
Members, the concept of family existed a mentality, but with ‘self-evident logic’, at least in the 
80s. It means that Korean ordinary people took the concept for granted, the naturalized concept 
of family was not only stayed in the realm of sensibility but utilized as a resource in drawing the 
rationales of their own practices. Contextualizing this self-evident logic to an economic aspect of 
family, i.e. an end-cell of the reproduction of capitalistic relations, we may discover a process of 
conceptual transformation by collisions between two and its tendency of the movement by 
rationalization. 
                                                             
267This way of attaining profit was possible owing to the skyrocketing general prices of houses in Korea in the 80s, 
which recorded more than 30% increase from 1986 to 1989 National Bureau of Statistics, Economic Planning 
Board, Social Indicators in Korea, 1990. 251p. 
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The consumption and saving appeared directly on the surface clearly tended to rationalize their 
‘unexamined’ conception of family. A laborer’s wife living in Seoul remarked about her way of 
saving the wage sent from her husband working in Middle East: “thinking of my husband 
working in sweat in scorching desert, I couldn’t waste any single penny, that’s why my saving 
increased(SS,82-1-17,683, 28p)”. Her frugality to minimize expense was being conceptually 
mediated by the conceptual oneness of family, symbolically identified with her husband’ sweat 
by working Middle East. Such conceptual connection via ‘oneness of family’ is found to be 
interwoven again with the present endurance and expectation for future, as demonstrated by 
another case, a wife of an oversea laborer: 
 
“when coming back late from my part-time works, seeing my three children sleeping at 
a room like orphans, I feel like to quit my job. But I have to think of reality, we, 4 
members have to live, and imagining when kids’ father returns from Middle East and I 
can show bankbooks saved money, I can bear up against sufferings…I expect one day, 
in front of a bankbook deposited at least 10 million won, our family may talk about 
hardship we had undergone all night and promise our family’s new beginning(Italic 
added, SS.80-3-2,587, p. 56)” 
 
Mentioning about her hardship from her part time jobs, she even recognized that her current 
working late was placing her children in state of ‘orphans’. So to speak, the conceptual oneness 
conflicts with her external economic relations. However, being aware of the conflict in present, 
she expected the ‘possible’ material conditions symbolized by the bank account and promised 
the day of family gathering with sufficient economic conditions. The current situation of her 
family was considered as something to be endured. Her word, ‘our family’s new beginning’ 
signifies two senses: the end of arduous labor class life and the start as middle class with 
minimum possession, e.g. house ownership. From those cases, we can easily observe that the 
relationship of the present hardship and the vision for future was validated and rationalized by 
their concept of family. Interestingly, this direction of the validation could be reversed, i.e. from 
the concept of family to the present/future relationship. 
It should be noted again that the rationality draws axiological validation from preexisting 
social values of family. In a process in which the medium of the preconception of family became 
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a determinant of validating the present/future, another abstract idea, ‘sacrifice for family’ 
emerged. SS introduced lot of dramatic stories of ‘sacrifice for family’. An article with a title, ‘A 
Mom holding a broom’ carried the story of Jeong, Yang-Soon, a 50 years old mother(SS,80-7-
13, 606). Her husband died 6 years ago with large debt and only 2 rooms on Jeon-se left. At that 
time, her economic situation pushed her to “worry about the rice for today, before money for 
children’s education(p. 27)” But she ‘asked her sons not to quit school, even though she could 
not prepare the lunch-boxes for her children and even was unable to give two-way bus fares to 
her children for commuting school so that they had to come back to home on foot. She degraded 
her residence to monthly rent and started working as a cleaning woman in a university for daily 
wage of 450 won in 1975. In such dire poverty and arduous labor, she raised the first son as a 
teacher, the second son as a medical doctor, finally, the third just passed a national bar to be a 
prospective prosecutor. The happy-ending of her hardship after being a widow was represented 
by her three sons with socially respected professions taken in Korean context as typical elite 
courses. It was represented by an outcome of her sacrifice as expressed: “sacrifice of sublime 
maternal affection for children came to flower(26p)”. Here, it should be noted that the current 
enhancement of her family as an economic cell was explained by the past sacrifice, started first 
from her pre-conception of family. This culturally naturalized, and economically erratic, idea 
was not restricted in motherhood and existed, more clearly, in sisterhood, which is less 
biologically affected and more equally positioned in a family hierarchy than motherhood. To 
take an example of a personal experience of Kim, Eun-Mi, a 21 years old factory girl carried in 
Sunday Seoul under the title, ‘Elder sister’s diary written with tears’(SS,80-8-24,612), she 
quitted high school after being aware of that her family being in debts and her father got to have 
problems with drinking. For her three brothers’ education, she had decided to work:  
 
“I’d sacrifice myself for my younger brothers…the prop of a family, I was willing to 
serve as manure….In a train heading to home, I still didn’t know why my tears gushed 
out that much…maybe…it was probably because of having a lingering attachment with 
school cuz only 1 year left to graduation)…but…at that time, I was in sheer desperation, 
my first brother was in high-school, second brother was about to enter middle-
school…Now, I get to know what happiness means when I see my younger brothers 
doing well at school(pp.20-21)” 
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As a daughter and sister, she did not have much legal responsibility unlike being a mother268. Her 
acceptance of the burden of ‘others’ might seem to run counter to the notion of bourgeoisie 
individualism. Before defining it as anti-capitalistic one, we should note that the conceptual unit 
of family was prioritized to individual’s survival in the name of ‘sister’s sacrifice for family’. 
And her decision can be said to identify her vision for future with her family’s. This tendency of 
temporal identification behind putting a concept of sacrifice can be clarified in an interview with 
Kim, Soo-Nam, a 24 years old factory girl supporting her brother’s college tuition: 
 
“I feel delighted when thinking of my elder brother who has graduated from Yonsei 
university[a private university] on this year and is supposed to work at DaeWoo[a 
Korean monopoly capital]. I’ve been proud of my brother…when he got an admission 
from the university, my mother passed away and our family’s fortune went on the wane. 
His college tuition was a great concern…I’ve given up going college, found a 
workplace instead. Being a factory girl with a high school diploma, every time I see 
college girls, I was so envious of them so as to bring me to tears, they reminded me of 
my high-school teacher’s advice: ‘you should go college’…I’ve shut my eyes tight, 
thinking of that if I would have entered college, my brother must have quitted his 
college. And I worked hard. When my colleagues went out, even I’ve never gone to 
theater...I’d have no regret if my tiny endeavor has helped my brother’s 
achievement(SS,80-2-17,585, p.38)”    
 
Above two sisters’ sacrifice was initiated from her family’s aggravating economic condition 
in a typical labor class background with restricted economic resource. For them, the family 
existed a social reality that could provide them with minimal abstract space. In limited economic 
condition, their sacrifice may be said to distribute(or invest) the limited resource(in given span of 
time); capitalist class with enough resource did not need to do so. In this case, the gender 
distinction of the sacrifice can be defined as ‘appearance(schein)’ since the destination of 
                                                             
268 For instance, she could have legally requested her renunciation of inheritance and her father’s quasi-
incompetence from Korean juridical institution. Both options would have legally and simply relieved her of 
economic burdens forced by her family. 
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distribution might vary, depending on individual family composition and the logic of selection 
and concentration in distributing the limited resource269. Rather its conceptual development in 
historical process has of more significance. For example, Kim, Soo-Nam as a blue-collar worker 
was proud of her brother’s being a white collar worker. Both she and her brother were the 
laborers sharing the essence of abstract labor, but she considered her brother’s being white collar 
worker as a concrete labor to be a sort of her family’s ascending class.  Having given up going 
college, her envy of female college students was offset by her brother’s being a college student. 
In the oneness of family, her sacrifice was conceived of to be compensated.  The ‘past and 
present’ sacrifice performed as a family member came to be identified with the promised future 
led by another member. The family was re-conceptualized to be a space of ‘hope’ in a temporal 
frame, in which the reality of labor relations or economic condition was ‘objectively’ imposing 
on each of individual members. 
Of course, such eulogy on the ‘sublime sacrifice’ served for supply for labor force for 
Korean capitalization process in the 80s. It might seem to theoretical repetition of rewriting 
‘what we know’ about a given ‘ideological’ functions in exploiting labor power, particularly 
female, which had been required for Korean Fordist labor process, assuming labor class to be 
contrived by dominant labor discourses. To see from the perspective of Korean social totality, it 
cannot be denied that the mentality of ‘sublime sacrifice for family’ was being circulated in a 
form of dominant discourse imposing an ethical frame of individual’s deed-good/bad270. Instead, 
my point is to emphasize on that such conceptualized ‘sacrifice’ ironically was not subjugated by 
the external ideological functions of the general constructing process of bourgeoisie individuals. 
They did so by their ‘free’ expectation on future and constructing axiological standards, which 
were mainly from previous social values. Ironically, it may be said to go against the capitalistic 
logic of bourgeoisie individual because they projected their individual futures to other, at least 
within the oneness of a space called family. and, more importantly, their conception of sacrifice 
                                                             
269 In the aspects of efficiency of distribution, male family members were highly probable to get selected than 
female members whose socio-economic activities-e.g. work continuity- were easy to be restricted by their 
marriage and motherhood in future. 
270 Sunday Seoul as a state-controlled media reflected it. To take an example of a case of a 26 years old factory girl 
awarded as ‘the model employee’(SS, 87-6-7,959). She had started working at a factory from just her turning 
sixteen and supported her brother to enter Military Academy and be commissioned, taken in the 80s as one of 
elite course in Korean military dictatorship. Sunday Seoul titled her case, “dissatisfaction with reality, no way to 
find the meaning(pp.48-49)” and summed up “sublime spirit of self-sacrifice(49p.)”. It is obvious where the 
message in the representation was directed to.   
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was not stable; it also was in change during the rapid capitalization of Korea in the 80s. To take 
an uncomfortable example of applicants aired in the TV program Campaign for Reunion of 
Dispersed Family Members who showed seemingly iron-shed mentality of Korean people on 
family in 1983. According to an interview with the program host271, the same production team of 
KBS had planned a special talk show program in 1988, 5 years after the program aired. They 
tried to invite ten reunited families and interview about how they had lived after their moving 
reunions but failed to. It turned out that the most of reunited families cut off communication with 
the other or to have moved out without notice. The head of the production team recalled that the 
production crews had carefully accounted for the economic gap between reunited family 
members who met again after 30 years of separation. The 5 years from 1983 to 1988 must have 
been enough time for ordinary people to distinguish the sentiment and the reality, as the 
interviewee mentioned in a calm tone about the family members severed contact: ‘there was no 
bad person, they were only humans”. It might be seen to be an extreme case, but given Korean 
capitalization in rapid pace, things must have changed. It implies: even if the family had been 
constituted, conceptualized and conceived not only as ‘the minimum space of collective hope 
and but also as a fundamental condition of capitalistic salvation in their own temporal frames, the 
space had to keep conflicting with the general logic of capitalistic mode of production. Within its 
ambiguous complexity of immediate mentality and not yet examined conceptions, the capitalistic 
internal contradictions gave birth to the dialectical transformation in its unstable conceptual 
movement by revealing the negation contained in the family relations.  
 
4.3.3. Formation of end-cell of capitalistic reproduction: Dialectical ‘form’ of Exchange   
Cultural phenomena of marriage would be the most efficient object to grasp the dynamics 
internal to conceptual change of family at once. Considering marriage to be a beginning moment 
of the construction of the space called family, we should note two aspects, given the traditional 
thought remained at least in Korea in 80s: First, all Koreans were conceived to marry at some 
point in their own life cycle, as a necessary moment of the life passage. It was equally demanded 
to all, regardless of one’s property, social status etc.  Such belief exists in the realm of concept, 
but unequal materiality was external to their belief. Second, the marriage, under the monogamy 
system, presupposes combinations of two individuals. It implies to have potentials of conflicts 
                                                             
271 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X3mTdhnX-Ag 
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with the Korean conception of family defined as the minimum atom. And, given the dominant 
form of heterosexual marriage in Korea, the marriage in 80s was based on the gender distinction 
which, as we have seen, embraced the inequality of material conditions i.e. wage-relations.  
Our focus is to trace the dialectical mutation by their interaction between two pairs of 
contradictions: being to be set as an abstract equality in general lift-cycle and a combination of 
two individuals with different material conditions.  
The family as an end-cell of capitalistic reproduction came to be reified in general conceptions 
and existed as entangled complexity of general conceptions and ambiguous mentality. i.e. the 
signifier remained the same, but its buttressing material conditions had changed. First of all, the 
permeation of capitalistic logics appeared to be immediate forms tangled with expectation of 
after-marriage. Given such arduous endeavor expressed by a phrase “after marriage, spent 3 
years of dreadful penny pincher and tearful tenant life(SS,80-2-10,584)”, starting one’s marriage 
with a house owned was already conceived as an advanced beginning in terms of shortening the 
painful time-span. And considering Korean traditional marriage-convention that housing is up to 
male, Possession of a house or of deposit for Jeon-se was a symbol of a single male laborers 
fully prepared to get married. So, it is not surprising that and that single females in 80s counted 
men owning a house as one of the most favorable spouses(SS,84-4-29,800).  
Such tendency was reflected in the novel, <Jittering Girls>. Bulging Head’s proposed to the son 
of her future husband a condition for being a trophy wife was ‘transfer of ownership of a house, 
she rationalized her marriage over house-ownership: “So, should I be sold at cheap price for my 
young age? If I’d satisfy the old man for three months, that house could be mine. I’ll be a house 
owner for free(SS,80-2-17,585, pp.46-47)”. Such tendency was apparently based upon their 
realistic distinction between love and marriage, as expressed by a remark of a female white collar 
laborer: “love is a kind of fantasy, but marriage is directly related the real life, so I think, love is 
one thing and (meeting) my spouse is another(SS,81-5-31,651 p.81)”.  
This clear-cut conceptual distinction shared by b-girls and female white collar workers can be 
said to be originated from rational recognition of material foundation and expectation for future. 
Furthermore, this rational distinction came to be conflicted with another concept of ‘individual 
within the oneness of family’ and became a major contradiction, which would develop into the 
reification of the family construction, then for the reproduction of capitalistic social totality in 
80s. In Korean context, it was commonly said and accepted that ‘a marriage is a matter between 
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families’ rather than a union of free individuals. Above all, we need to remember that the 
sacrifice of labor class families was a kind of distribution of the restricted resource for expecting 
the future of ‘the oneness of family’ and appeared to be gender distinctive. Considering the 
marriage as combination of such different oneness, we can say the formation of a new oneness, 
marriage, as a combination of ‘one who had sacrificed’ and ‘the other one who got benefit’272.  
 
And the economic enhancement, say, being a white-collar worker, achieved by the 
sacrifice of one member in one family provided with an interface for the articulation of two 
families. It is evident how one’s family would expect from their family member’s marriage. It 
does not necessarily imply to be appeared only as monetary affairs, rather the broader relations 
of mobility of social status of ‘a family’. The marriage of two families came to be placed 
between the past investments and the compensation at present. To take an example of the 
position of a male beneficiary, a SS article with a title ‘A son of a porter at Seoul station 
becomes Sir, prosecutor’ reported that a son, named Kim, Seon-Soo, had passed a Korean 
Higher Civil Service Examinations with the highest score(SS,85-11-24,881). He had been grown 
up in a typical of an immigrant worker family from rural area and been supported by his father 
working as a loading and unloading worker at a train station and her mother working at a small 
sewing factory. SS asked if he had any consideration in his mind on arranged marriage with a 
daughter of well-off family which was common for those rose from humble families. He 
answered: he “had not even thought about it(41p)” and continued to mention about his family’s 
sacrifice: “I don’t know what to say. I can say to my parents nothing but that ‘you have had hard 
time and endured it so far(41p)”. It should be noted here that when being asked about class-
ascending marriage, the first thing he did was to reflectively look back upon the past which his 
parents had done for him. And this reflexivity on the past in front of prospective future seems 
general for common male white collar laborers. According to an article of SS quoted Korean 
Economic Planning Board(SS,86-8-24,919), the annual total cost for education of one college 
student was averaged 3,100,000 won (included average tuition,1,300,000 won) in 1985. It was 
51% of a city-dwelling laborer’s average annual income, 6,050,000 won and 54% of 5,740,000 
won which was the annual income of farming household in rural area in the same year. It implies 
                                                             
272 To take a risk of oversimplification by restricting it labor class families, a male who got benefits from the 
sacrifice of his sister and gets married with a female who had to scarify herself as did her spouse’s sister. 
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to have been such obvious economic burden for labor class households with one or two college 
students. It was symbolized by a Korean word, cow-bone tower referred to universities, which 
connoted that the university buildings were built by the college tuitions that their parents had 
paid for selling the means of production, i.e. cow. As one of required conditions for male white 
collar workers, graduation of the cow-bone tower implies to reflect how they recognized on what 
their being white-collar workers had been stepping. Of course, such reflexivity was not confined 
in individual’s sentiment. An agony column of Sunday Seoul carried a story of a 27 years old 
man who got a job at a factory with a college diploma and verbally abused by his colleagues 
saying: “so, your mother and father sold paddy fields and cows to pay your college tuition and 
now you’re working at a factory, dumb-ass? Your parents are so pitiful(SS,87-7-19, 965, p. 68)”. 
 
The abusive remark of his colleagues indirectly shows how general Korean people 
axiologically related the sacrifice for family in past with one’s status in concrete labor relations: 
either betrayal of the sacrifice or being a proud child. So to speak, it is hard for male as 
individual with free will to ignore what he had got as a part of the oneness behind their covering 
up with gratefulness love. To turn to the dilemma of rational options that the agent of the 
opposite side, i.e. female laborers, could choose, the general preference of male white collar 
worker appeared to be rationality in more concrete forms. As we have seen, the marriage for 
female laborers had one more economic meaning in her life cycle. For male laborers, marriage 
was unlikely to stop male laborer’s work-continuity since the brining up children was not male’s 
responsibility in 80s. And his position in concrete labor relation can be his continuous route 
towards ascending. But, female laborers, above all, had to consider of her work-discontinuity 
after marriage. It meant that marriage could be another moment of ascending or descending class 
from her current class. It would be appropriate to deal with marriage as self-reification based on 
insightful self-objectification, prior to self-commodification in marriage ‘market’. An article of 
SS reported the changing trend of female’s international marriage in late 80s(SS,89-10-22,1081, 
pp. 50-51),  women with lowest education level(elementary school) occupied 40-50% out of 
about 1,700 Korean women married foreigners during 1962-1970. And it decreased by 10-20% 
among 1,500 international-married females during 1971-1980 and reduced 5% of about 665 
women in 80s. On the contrary, in 80s, the ratio of women with higher education level had 
surprisingly increased to 95%(high school graduate 70%, college graduate 20% and master 
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degree holder 5%). Most of their occupations reportedly were professional jobs, of which even 
30% were teaching jobs which have been taken the best job for Korean females in marriage 
market. It implies that they, although they had advantageous condition hopefully to marry an 
upper-class male, judged that the rule of Korean marriage culture interwoven with husband’s 
family was unfair and riskier. Such insightful penetration also appeared as seeking a second-best 
plan, for those who decided to join the game of domestic marriage maker. It appeared to be a 
tendency of avoiding the first son as spouse. SS in 1980 interviewed with 27 male and female 
college students gathered at a ski resort about their preferred spouse(SS,80-2-24, 586). The 
female students counted as the occupations of husbands they wanted: businessman, ‘medical 
doctor, artist, government official(passed Korean Higher Civil Service Examination) and teacher. 
Remarkably, the relations of husbands’ siblings were emphasized. It appeared that the youngest 
son was most preferred most, followed by the second son, and “the first son was out of 
consideration(p.33)”. 
Considering their socio-economic backgrounds implied by a ski resort, one of luxury 
sports in Korea in 1980, the tendency of single females from upper-middle class(in purely 
economic sense) or prospective female white collar workers to avoid the first son of the opposite 
family can be understood to reduce risk because, as we have seen from ‘sacrifice for family’ 
occurred in labor class households, the distribution of restricted resource tended to be 
concentrated on the first son. Their preference and avoidance was similar with a capitalist’s 
rationality of converting assets: avoiding financial investment on real estate commodity with any 
collateral security, regardless of its prospective profitability. It can be said that the sacrifice of 
husband’s family in past y was an unspoken condition in combining two families.  
Viewing its modality of the combination, it can be characterized by echoing with capitalistic 
logic of fair exchange. To boldly remove overlapped mentalities on marriage, the logic of 
exchange embedded in the social convention was clearly found in Korea’s erratic culture of 
arranged marriage by ‘matchmaker(called Madam Ddu). The marriage procedure in 80s usually 
went:  marriage brokers accepted requests from parents to find a prospective spouse with proper 
conditions for their daughter or son and considered the conditions of singles in the pool that she 
or he had, and then the marriage broker arranged a blind date for them after delivering 
information to their parents and getting approvals from two families. According the marriage 
brokers reported in SS(SS,80-10-5,618; SS,89-5-14,1085), the most favorable occupations of 
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grooms were medical doctors, males passed 3 kinds of Korean Higher Civil Service 
Examinations(Judicial, Administrative, Foreign affairs) and office workers of major Chaebol 
corporates. It was reported in mid-80s that marriage brokers were diversified and specialized in 
occupations of male (SS, 86-11-16,931) And marriage broking cost went up. Once got a request 
from one family, the marriage broker reportedly received about 2 million won as a sort of 
retainer to prepare for the first blind date(SS,83-4-10,746) and then, if the marriage completed, 
incentive was given. In case of a marriage with a medical doctor, the incentive was reported to 
be 3 million won in 1984(SS,84-2-19,790) and 5 million won in 1986(SS,86-11-16, 931) and, 
around late 80s, increased to about 20-30 million(SS,89-2-19, 1046).  
This direct form of exchange by marriage had ‘real materiality’ traded between two 
families which took another immediate form of ‘wedding gifts to spouse’s family(Honsu)’. 
According to government-issued statistical data in 1984 cited in Sunday Seoul, males spent 
average 3,710,000 won for wedding gifts and females did 4,520,000 won(SS,87-4-19, 952). And 
the parents in an interview clarified their reasons of wedding gifts: ‘for family’s honor and 
reputation’, ‘for their daughter not to be out of favor of husband’s family’, ‘because they were 
pleased with the son-in-law’(SS, 87-3-29,949). According to an article(SS, 87-4-19, 952), it 
seems general that having a medical doctor son-in-law, the wedding gifts should be “3 keys(for 
an apartment unit, private hospital and a car)”. The article also introduced one case that a 
company owner reportedly spent 2 billion won to get his first daughter married with a doctor. 
About the origin of such wedding gifts taken as a tradition in Korea, SS already refuted it, by an 
interview with historian explaining that wedding gift started around from Japanese colonization 
era to 1950s as parvenu began to emerge(SS, 85-10-6,874, p.134)”. Being concurrent with the 
birth and development of Korean capitalism, its direct form of material trade seems to have 
become apparent by the rapid social-capitalization in 80s. The trend of ‘new-money class’(in 
purely economic sense) with lacks of social status was permeating into popular marriage culture, 
as expressed and criticized by phrases of an article: “the ordinary people are having hard time 
due to such luxurious wedding gifts culture of some the well-off class…there are too many 
‘ambitious’ males who want to advance his career or to live in comfort by stepping upon the 
support of his wife’s family(SS, 85-10-6,874, p.134)”.  The paragraph implies that ordinary 
Korean people was following or imitating the trend of new rich. Of course, it raised eyebrow on 
males selling off themselves in marriage market. However, it did not seem easy to assert one’s 
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distorted attitude or unethical worldview since it, as we have seen in the conception of family in 
80s, had already material foundation. This tendency should be viewed from the perspective of 
the actual agents of marriage. In an interview, a medical doctor confessed his honest feeling 
about it:  
 
“I’ve worked 10 years as a doctor in a big general hospital and now I opened my own 
private hospital, but one of my colleague got married with a daughter of well-off family, 
he got a hospital by one day…when I see him, frankly speaking, I can’t deny that it is 
shaking my resolution(as a doctor) and values I had previously(SS, 87-4-19, 952, p. 
129)”    
 
From this mention of a medical doctor, the most favorable and secured jobs in 80’s Korean 
culture, we can see how persuasive and compelling the material or economic benefit behind a 
cultural convention suggested to common male white collar laborers.  
More importantly, such wedding trend appeared as huge frustration to the outsiders who 
could not even participate in the market of marriage in 80s. For example, it was reported that a 
female in poverty committed suicide desponding of her future that she “could not prepare basic 
wedding items(SS, 86-3-30,898)”.  And, single males farming in rural area had difficulty in 
getting married due to female’s “avoidance of marrying male farmers doing physical labor in 
country side”(SS, 89-2-19,1046). Given Korean marriage in 80s defined as a sphere of class 
mobility (a part of Korean class formation in historical aspect) and appeared to prefer white 
collar workers(diversification of concrete labors in a sense of political economy), it can be said 
that the females in poverty could not afford the entry fee and the male farmers could not even 
access to the sphere. From mid-80s, many cases are found in SS that the exchange logic after 
marriage was broken by changed economic situation of wife’s family. For examples, white collar 
husband announced to divorce to his wife after failing to get promised economic supports from 
wife’s family(SS,89-5-28, 1060; 89-9-18, 1025) and husbands kept demanding more economic 
aid and attempting to siphon off the assets of wife’s family(SS, 87-3-8, 946). By and with the 
permeation of the capitalistic logic of fair exchange in form of erratic wedding culture. What 
matters most is an irony or capitalistic paradox in everyday life that such marriage by the 
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vulnerable logic of exchange should be sustained and reproduced by the agents who had 
exchanged.  
Family formation by marriage in 80s was essentially an outcome of the exchange which 
he or she followed a given capitalist logic.  In terms of having another ‘oneness’, a family was 
the minimum (abstract) space that labor class could possess except for their labor power. In this 
score, it should be noted that the abstract concept of family they held was added or overlapped 
by one more abstract concept of ‘private property’.  Converted into the space of expectation for 
future, at the same time, the home or family of the agent turned into property to keep and 
reproduce in capitalistic sense. For example, almost every issue of SS reported the adultery-
related cases such as homicide, assault, arson etc. and the behind stories in its notoriously 
sensational and obscene representation ways. The cause of such adultery was explained in SS to 
be ‘absence of husband’ and the consequences tended to be described as ‘destruction of family’. 
Detached from any ethical relations, let us reversely start a deduction with the ‘simple’ fact that a 
human was simply in love with another human not in social obligation. Then, we can arrive at a 
question on why the representation of adultery was neither finding a real love nor having a new 
family, in terms of modern capitalistic concept of individual’s freedom273. From this deduction, 
the popular reception of such adultery gossips from labor class audience throughout 80s can be 
answered by their ambiguous obsession with family. Benjamin insightfully pointed out, about 
transition of anxiety, “a traveler reading a detective story on a train is temporarily suppressing 
one anxiety with another. Travelers fear the uncertainties of travel, of reaching their destinations, 
of what will happen when they get there(Mandel, 1985, p. 9)”. For Korean labor class transferred 
their anxiety on the abstract space of family to SS’ gossips on other’s love affairs ended up the 
loss of one’s family, full of immediacy like sorrow, violence and tears of the deserted. Their 
anxiety derived from the nature of the family in 80s as the last property that they had ‘made’ by 
marriage. The future of his or her family conceived of not only as ‘possession’ but also 
uncertainty, either to be hopeful future or to be ‘literally nothing to have’. The conception of 
family for labor class in 80s had co-existence of dual aspects: the hope for future and fear to 
deprivation and sustained as so. 
                                                             
273 Furthermore, it is discovered that adultery did not contradict a long term view of the reproduction of labor 
power in capitalist mode of production. 
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To sum up the linear course of conceptual movement from the sacrifice for family, to 
marriage by exchange, finally to ‘only possession’, we can easily notice that labor class in 80s 
began to identify their viewpoint with capitalist’s one, within an abstract space condensed by 
capitalistic hope and fear. In other words, they had created a form-as a frame of meaning which 
they would later fill up- from their own material conditions like financial commodities and the 
media texts like Campaign for Reunion of Dispersed Family Members, and importantly, viewed 
it first by capitalistic perspective. By doing so, the concept of family as an abstract minimum 
space re-established to be echoed with capitalistic logic.   
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CHAPTER 5: DIRGE OF THOSE WITH EARS PLUGGED IN SELF-NEGATING 
TEMPORAL REAPPROPRIATION  
“For in this hope we were saved. But hope that is seen is no hope at all. Who hopes for what he already 
has?”                                                                                                                                   - Roman(8:32) 
“The oppressed are the oppressors”                                                                                     - F. Engels 
 
In previous chapter, the previous viewpoint was calibrated on the economic and cultural 
practices of the labor class in abstract space given as family relations This chapter shall focus on 
how labor class individuals274 recognized themselves by constructing otherness and drawing a 
conceptual boundary of the extension of oneness. And I will describe how this process of self-
consciousness organized their cultural practices, which were to conceptually re-appropriated 
temporal relations taking collective forms. And, I will outline how this cultural process of 
temporalization gave a birth to a tendency of which labor class self-restricted their revolutionary 
potentials and finally abandoned the space of the political realization. 
 
5.1 hysterical sympathy on prostitutes to others: sublation of self-recognition 
5.1.1 Recognized abstract labor in gaze on prostitution Oneness expanded by self-pity 
  To examine the self-recognition of labor class individual and their cultural development 
by the appropriation of temporality, the otherness in their conception may be the most efficient 
reflexive indicator. In this score, labor class individual’s gaze on prostitution and its change in 
80s has of great significance. Prostitutes stood not only in socially lower class but also in unique 
commodity-relations of human.  For labor class in general, the economic position of prostitutes 
might be seen neither that of capitalist, at the same time, nor that of labor class. The gaze of 
                                                             
274 I will deal with the concept of labor class, in this chapter, as ‘labor-in-general’, which connotes to embrace 
concrete labors in a sense of ‘generality’. And in order this a bit quantitative connotation to make any unnecessary 
confusion with a common sociological category connoting a dichotomy of structure and agency, I use a term ‘labor 
class individual’. This conception follows Marx’s categorization of various historical forms of individual capitals into 
what he called ‘capital-in-general’, in contrasted with ‘capital’ or ‘labor’ he called simply to refer to its 
abstractness.  
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Korean labor appeared in SS throughout the 80s had shown drastic changes concurrent with the 
economic changes and cultural formation of labor class.  
The distinctive feature of prostitution can be deduced from their abstract economic 
relations. Labor class, by being projected to capitalist wage-relation, has to sell their labor power 
to the owner class of means of production.  As discussed in chapter two, what they sell is 
‘potential to produce surplus value’, which is expected in capital’s temporality, and what the 
capitalists do is the spatial- allocation of the purchased potentials’ which appears to be relative 
spatial-occupations, e.g., in front of conveyor belts, in offices, or in laborer’s house). Prostitutes 
also are located within the commodity-relations as labor class. But, one of obvious ‘economic’ 
peculiarities differentiated from wage labor is that what exchanged is ‘the mean of production’ 
that the prostitutes have: that is body. Reminding of Marx’s abstraction of the commodity, we 
need not to confuse the content of exchange in abstract with the concrete object of exchange so 
as not to fall into fetishism. The body for labor class is the medium of transferring labor power to 
labor process so that capitalists can appropriate the labor power in given spatial relation; for 
prostitutes, this substance of mediation becomes directly a mean of production, as if a machine 
owned by one is leased or rented in another’s factory in where the factory owner can freely 
manipulate the leased machine itself whereas he cannot physically control laborers(unless it’s not 
under slavery)275.  It is hard to deny that the way of representing prostitutes in Sunday Seoul was 
no more than a voyeuristic gaze. The point is not its sexually maltreated representation, but the 
conceptual segregation of labor class occurred beneath the representation into those who have 
nothing but selling labor power and those who have nothing but body to sell.  
Labor class’ gaze on prostitutes, identical neither with laborers nor with capitalists, shows 
how they were conceiving of themselves, recognizing the nature of their economic 
activities[labor] and constructing their identities. In Korean history, prostitution has never been 
thought, in general conception, to be a respectable occupation. Prostitution has been legally 
banned by Korean government. During Korean industrialization in desperation for foreign 
                                                             
275 Of course, in theory, by its extreme form of commodification, the seller on market and labor process became a 
machine-like commodity, without humanity. But, it is a relative outcome of historical process. In this score, the 
prostitution is hard to be defined as ‘(sexual-)labor’ since it is dangerous to cover up its fundamental mechanism of 
dual-exploitation with biological characteristics. This dissertation holds this view in describing the gaze of laborer 
on prostitutes in Sunday Seoul. 
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currency particularly in 60-70s, Park’s regime dual policy on prostitution: nominally prohibited 
it, implicitly allowed brothels around U.S. army bases(called ‘Camp Town’) and escort girl 
service for Japanese tourists since those foreigners were also one of major foreign currency 
source. According to an interview conducted by New York Times with ex-Korean prostitutes276, 
such prostitutes had been praised as “Dollar-earning patriots” by government officials and one of 
the interviewees expressed: “our government was one big pimp for the U.S. military”. It 
obviously was reflected by the Korean government-led rapid industrialization based on foreign 
capital. Such dual policy and material conditions were succeeded to 80s. It is observed in SS that 
the gaze of labor class on prostitution held strange ambivalence coexistence of sympathy and 
contempt. The contemptuous attitude is understandable given its lowest social status in the 
inertia of traditional Korean stoicism and cultural taboo on sex.  A serial novel, <Jittering Girls>, 
illustrating the love between Hairy, a b-girl and Jangko, a male college student, drops hints on 
the social status of prostitutes in Korean society in 80s. Jangko expressed to her that he was 
willing to get married with her by alluding his expected position in concrete labor relations: “I’m 
gonna graduate from a college soon, and I’d get a (office) job at any company, my family would 
ask me to marry. I’ve made a decision. I’ll get married with you!(SS, 80-6-15,602, p.60)”. Hairy 
also wanted to so, but, refused his proposal: “no, don’t even think about marriage, it won’t 
happen to me…first, I have a woman with ‘history’, and second, I don’t have parents, I’m alone 
and have lived by myself, and third, I’ve never been to college unlike you(SS,80,6-15-,602, 
p.60)”.  Her remark shows her self-recognition in the context of Korea’s marriage culture related 
with class mobility in 80s: ‘being a prostitute’ counted the first implies the general conception on 
her occupation, and ‘her absence of family means not to be combined with his family’ and ‘her 
education level’ indicated the difference between their positions in concrete labors. Those 
conditions and recognition led her to refuse or abandon her possibility of ascending class by a 
promising white collar husband. But, a strange movement of mentality in labor class’s gaze, 
being discrepant with such common conception on prostitution, is discovered in SS as the 
globalized financialization was experienced as immediacy. The inflow of Japanese FDI in 80s 
was correlated with the increased reports of Sunday Seoul on Korean mistresses and call-girls for 
Japanese businessmen. An article of SS reported that about 7 or 8 mistresses for Japanese 
business men were living in one block of apartment in vicinity of Seoul(SS,82-7-4, 707). It was 
                                                             
276 “Ex-Prostitutes Says South Korea and U.S. Enabled Sex Trade Near Base”, New York Times, January 7, 2009. 
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reported that mistresses made contracts to live together during the business trip of Japanese, 
usually 10 days-term for one million won(SS,88-6-12,1011). And such prostitution was 
reportedly provided by Korean small medium capitals for their business purposes with foreign 
capitals. An article reported that many small sized capitals purchased resorts in suburbs of Seoul 
and placed prostitutes to serve secretly the guests from foreign capitals after playing golf 
together(SS,86-2-23,893). Such Korean business culture in 80s, intermediated with women, did 
not seem surprising. Those reported cases imply that the center of the induction of foreign 
capitals and of connection with foreign capital in 80s was transited from the Korean government 
to private Korean capitals. So to speak, the economic role of prostitution for macro economy 
from 50s to 80s had not changed, with the pimp had changed from the government to capitals.  
Like labor commodities such as overseas workers in Middle East in 80s, the global movement of 
prostitutes also was observed. An article of SS introduced that Korean prostitutes moved and 
worked at bars in downtowns Tokyo, Japan(SS, 83-11-27, 779). It was reported that the 
prostitutes in Japan was offered with two-way flight tickets and accommodation, and were 
promised to $800 for a month. In this context, the crime reports of SS dealt with fraud cases that 
prostitutes were deceived for working as in Japan(SS, 86-7-27,915). Their motivation of their 
‘labor in Japan’ was mainly ‘making a round-sum’(SS, 83-11-27, 779, p.130) targeting the 
skyrocketed exchange rate of Japanese Yen, just as male manual workers aimed at overseas 
employment(SS, 80-1-27,582). They hold bank accounts and sent money to homes to support 
their families in rural area and did their job for study someday as shown in an article on Korean 
prostitutes in Japan, entitled “Studying and Doing part time job”(SS, 89-1-15-1041). As those 
articles enunciate, it was recognized by labor class that they were also under the same material 
contexts in which the other labor classes were located. By and from this recognition of shared 
material condition, the sympathetic mentality of the labor class individuals on prostitutes seemed 
to have begun to be formed differently from general contemptuous gaze.  It is found that the 
sympathetic gaze started to be calibrated and embedded in the stories of prostitutes in 
exploitation. Above report on Korean prostitutes in Japan for monthly $800 also illustrates their 
‘labor condition’ that the pimp’s income from one prostitute was estimated to be $1,200-1,400 
and the prostitutes were prohibited to go out in day-time for one or two months until they could 
acquire regular customers(SS, 83-11-27, 779, p.131). Reports on prostitutes in Korea also tended 
to emphasis on their miserable working condition as founded in the stories of a hospitalized 
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escort girl who came across a perverted foreigner customer(80-8-30-613) and of prostitutes 
earned only 1,000 won as money for one-time sex since the pimp embezzled 24,000 won out of 
25,000 won of original payment(SS, 81-5-24, 650). Individual labor class readers were informed 
of that the ‘wage-labor condition’ of prostitutes, being embezzled by their pimps by commission 
fee and physically confined. In fact, their working conditions were essentially similar with 
prostitutes in terms of ‘abstract exploitation’ in wage relations which their produced surplus 
value were being appropriated as the price of production(wage) in the naturalized wage relations.  
Importantly, it should be noted that the personal causes of such exploitation they suffered also 
were shared with labor class individuals by the same ‘economic poverty’ and ‘less benefit from 
education due to it’. In a memoir of a show-girl depicts, she confesses to have been deceived by 
a help-wanted advertisement offered monthly 500,000 won, which were large amount of money 
for her in poverty(SS, 82-11-14, 726).  An article reports in detail how a girl became a prostitute. 
The girl from rural area looking for a job was allured for a job with decent wage by a man raised 
in a well-off family(SS,85-3-31, 847). This article represents the victim as a sort of the forced 
degeneration of a laborer and labels the offender “a beast with a human face”. Such emotional 
and simple contrast between the rich and the poor deals with poverty as the first and immediate 
instance(i.e. the root of her tragedy). Both prostitutes and labor class individuals were 
represented as beings which have been casted into the same labor relation with similar reasons 
and were conceived to have been being exploited. It should be noted here that their conception of 
exploitation recognized from the shared material condition existed and remained in the level of 
abstract mentality. Instead of rashly romanticizing it, we should focus more on the tendency of 
the conceptual movement from the abstract towards the concrete coevolving with their arbitrary 
interpretation. Gender relations occasionally were overlapped on the abstracted concept in 
motion. Particularly SS tended to deal with young prostitutes as victims; Those who exploited 
young prostitutes were their pimps and other males, for example, labor class males like a 
salesman who owning a fancy car and took her money(SS, 80-4-13, 593). Interestingly, some of 
cases were occasionally discovered that the (female) pimps were represented not only as the 
exploiters of the prostitutes projected as an image of capitalists but also as the exploited by 
males. Such ironical representation of the exploiter as the exploited can be exemplified by an 
article titled, “A Sobbing Madam by her extorted money and exploited body: the kind gentleman 
in solitude turned out to be a crook” (SS, 80-4-6, 952, pp.32-33). The pimp was reported to have 
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gone through a typical route starting from a b-girl with monthly wage of 20,000 won to being an 
owner of a ‘ticket tea-shop’277 with her money she made by investments. But she fell in love with 
a male swindler and lost her all asset at once. Apparently, she was one of those who had 
accumulated capital out of her poverty, and her past track could be defined as an exemplary was 
either of Korean capitalists or successful labor class, or both. An in such overlapped 
representation, it is unclear that the male swindler holds an image either of a villain to exploit 
another female or hero to re-exploit the evil pimp. One thing we can be certain of is that there 
was assumed to be a kind of invisible food chain, or a hierarchy, in which the male took a 
supremacy over prostitutes as well as pimps(as a petit-capitalist). In other words, in the 
representation, the abstract exploitation became concretized. By being personified, the 
fundamental material conditions of the exploitation were being shifted out. In the representation, 
what was left was either the given power-relations waiting for being anchored in gender or 
floating around humane sentiment like the sympathetic gaze that the nanny of Scarlett O’hara on 
her master’s personal misery. Of course, such symptom appeared in a few cases do not assert the 
incompleteness of the conceptual movement held by individual labor class. Rather, it signifies its 
potential as an embryo to develop in different direction since their ‘free’ interpretation of such 
complex social relations represented in SS texts was based on their recognition of the nature of 
‘capitalistic labor’ embedded in their live experiences, regardless of ways of representation.  A 
quotation report, titled “Brothels have a lot of women living economically” (SS, 86-4-20, 901)”, 
introduced in detail on the work and everyday life of the prostitutes in a city. It was reported that 
the prostitutes surveyed were “struggling tenaciously to get married and to run their own 
business someday(p. 39)”. According to the article, “their struggling for independence was 
revealed in their tenacity on savings(p.39)” and that nine of prostitutes in the survey had saved 2 
million won by saving 60,000 won monthly. The report concluded: “although forced to work in 
red-light districts by poverty, yet they do not abandon future and were saving up frugally to 
support families…for their bright future(pp.38-39)”. This representation clearly indicates that the 
economic life of prostitution was identified with that of labor class individuals with ‘family-
support’, ‘poverty’ and ‘financial commodity for future’ and both ‘laborers’-prostitutes and 
laborers-were located in the same goal.  
                                                             
277 In Korean context, what is called ‘Ticket Tea shop’ offers female servers and implicitly prostitution with them by 
a way in which the customer purchases time-tickets of one server from the owner of the teashop.  
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Their identified conception of doing labor at present can be clearly expressed by an 
advertising copy of a book depicting a life of a prostitute, titled, <A woman riding on merry-go-
round >: “a memoir of a women, by using her well-proportioned body as ‘the only’ weapon, has 
survived and surviving in the jungle of males, this is a story of the women whom you loved and 
looking for”. Such gaze that they are not different from us was synchronized with the patterns of 
conducts and of expectation for future labor class held to survive in the labor relations. In a 
coverage of a brothel, a prostitute said: 
“you know why? Why do we chew gum while doing working? It’s because of avoiding 
kissing anyone, anybody, not to sell my lips, even if selling my body...everyone in here 
has a dream of meeting a good man and getting married someday…as if selling 
products, we don’t see men as human...we see them money…as if a fruit seller 
calculates his profit by selling his fruits, we see them money(SS, 82-8-15,713, p.107)” 
As depicted in the above interview, their grumble in resigned tone retains two distinctive 
mentalities at once. Firstly, they were cherishing their common dream of having families as do 
other female laborers. Secondly, in pursuit of the dream or to accomplish it, they, commodifying 
themselves, reify the other human. Overlapped with the common dream, the dual reification in 
self-reification as a kind of commodity(forced by the ‘shared’ conditions) appeared to be 
acknowledged as inevitable to both prostitutes and individual labor class. And it started to show a 
symptom to detach from axiological content and to pivot around the ways of conducting for 
survival, as expressed by the above prostitute’s word, ‘someday’ or ‘self-preservation’ in 
Horkheimer’s sense. Notably, in the identified gaze as a form, the status of labor class was 
defined neither as a villain nor as a hero, yet only to remain dim, hovering in the miserable life 
that the prostitutes were believed to have. An omnibus comic, <Blobby-Fuzzy> had two 
exemplary episodes. An episode depicts a dialogue of a wanted criminal visited a brothel and a 
prostitute before Korean Thanksgiving Day(SS, 84-2-5, 788). Obviously both could not go their 
homes, the prostitute describes to him her home town that she was deadly missing: “Entering my 
town, a big tree appears to my sight from the outskirts of my town, then, smell of branches of 
pine trees burning for dinner. I’d make dumplings with my mom and brothers, my mom might 
cry for me came back to home(p.72)”.  
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By such prosaic illusionary nostalgia displayed by her, he, being tearful in his eyes, handed over 
money to her so as to pay back her debt to her pimp, after asking her name again and left 
another banal words to her: “you’re dead if I’d find you working like this shit again….please 
make dumplings for me if you go back to home(74-75pp.)”. 
Reminding of the general conception of family discussed in previous chapter, such 
maudlin story of a contrived circumstance depicts those who missed the primitive oneness and 
could not return to it. By the sentences full of slushiness of sentiments, they, the criminal and the 
prostitute, were suggested to construct an identity at least in mentality level. Such synchronized 
recognition on their positions in external material relations does not mean to directly transform 
itself to one-dimensional reason.  Rather, prior to reason, it remained an ‘vague interpretive 
process’ in which the unclear content derived from their mutual recognition of being reified 
human-commodities seems to seek to construct and maintain their ambivalence by covering up 
their shared Zola-like reality with another ambivalent mentality in forms of banality and 
melancholy. 
Such tendency also was found going through the shared past over the same gender 
relations projected in inverted labor relations. An episode of <Blobby-Fuzzy> depicts that a story 
of a helper, named Young-Suk, hired at an apartment of a mistress(SS, 84-2-12, 789). During her 
working, she found and read her employer’s diary full of a miserable life as a mistress. Reading 
the diary with the sympathy as the same women, she came to realize that her employer was her 
high school friend, Mi-Kyung. Having met by chance, they cry over their past shared in high 
school days and their different present. One came to be an employee to support her family 
instead of her husband in medication after employment in Middle East; the other one is now the 
employer of which nature is a hidden mistress of another male capitalist(‘an executive of a major 
corporate) after going through working in a bar to her college tuition and meeting him. But, he 
did no longer visit his mistress, and she had to make money from prostitution. After their talk 
about their past, Mi-Kyung paid the daily wage of the helper, her old friend Young-Suk with 
saying: “oh, almost I’m slipping my mind, I have to give your wage for today’s work…[showing 
bills] actually, this is tips I earned by ‘night-work’ for the first time…surviving…life’s like 
that..(p.73). Returning to their current labor-relation, they burst tears embracing each other: “how 
come…we were pretty and smart school girls…what turned to us like this”.  
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To focus on a transition beneath above prosaic narratives, it is found to be a circular 
movement starting from a wage-labor relation between ‘a daily helper’ and ‘an employer’ to an 
human-relationship[friendship] shared the past, finally returned to a current wage-labor relation: 
the one laborer and another laborer[a prostitute]. Their cry affirmed their background as being 
commodities, by which the boundary of a female daily worker was extended to that of the 
prostitute. And this transition was mediated their shared past and moved by the sympathetic 
reflexivity of the labor class individual. As shown above two examples, the sympathetic 
mentality based on their shared past as abstract spaces- hometown directly family, high-school 
in teenage- gives a birth to a sort of reflexivity on their positions in material relations and leads 
to the concreteness of each other’s individuality, e.g. affirming their names.  
And, more significantly, it is occasionally found that the sympathetic gaze and mentality in 
individual minds was proposed being framed by abstract axiological values. In <Jittering girls>, 
Jangko dating with Hairy  worked as a private tutor for a male holdover, Tae-Kyung who was a 
spoiled son of the landlord of Hairy. As the relationship of Jangko and Hairy was busted by 
Taekyung, Jangko was told by Taekyung:  
 “Please don’t make her unhappy. Don’t you think she’s pathetic? I mean, please be 
sincere to her, don’t even try to merely play with her…I’ve roamed around Mukyo-dong 
after failing the last year’s college entrance exam. There were a lot of pitiful girls in that 
place. I’ve gone the knuckle when I came across bastards flirting with b-girls in 
contempt and made them in tear. Those assholes drove me to feel a surge of 
anger...they[b-girls] are weak creatures, so we ought to treat them properly…the abusers 
are supposed to suffer damnation for what they did (SS, 80-6-8, 601, p. 62)”. 
From the crude remark of a repeater to his college student tutor, who was supposed to be a 
white- collar worker, we can see a kind of norm as a matter of ‘ought’ being suggested. The 
axiological idea that they are ‘pathetic existence like us’ who ought to be treated in dignity was 
being passed on other laborers within the labor relations. Such tendency in a fiction also is 
discovered in its crime reports, in ways of dealing with objective facts. According to the 
coverage of a behind story of a law suit, titled ‘a mistress toyed with a whimsical Japanese 
businessman’(SS,88-5-15,1007), a 28 years old Korean female had been living as a mistress of a 
63 years old Japanese executive of a Korean-Japanese joint venture companies. She started as an 
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escort girl for Japanese tourists and working as a female server at a bar and met the Japanese 
businessman who often visited there with businessmen of Korean company he would invest. He 
provided her with a house on Jeon-se worth of about 16 million won. Then, she asked him to buy 
a hotel for her and the Japanese businessman purchased a hotel costed 100 million won on her 
name. After the hotel became her possession, the Japanese began to sense her avoiding him and 
told it to the Korean co-owner of the joint venture company. His Korean co-owner told him that 
his mistress ran away with another man and he would raise a law suit as a proxy for him, 
allegedly, to get back the hotel to him. The article was not concerned about the factual 
relations278, instead, SS represented it: “the story of a young needy girl in 20 consumed her life 
as a mistress of Japanese businessman in 60s. He indulged in lust with the aroma of a young 
virgin who offered pleasure of the flesh once a month and bought a hotel for her. But, he became 
sulky by her refusal of sex for one night for her being in poor shape and then even accused her of 
fraud(p.48)”  
In this representation, the cause was simplified: “the ignoble instigation of Korean boss 
changed Japanese boss’ mind(49p.)”, focusing on the ungentlemanly behaviors and lame excuses 
orchestrated by two male capitalists279. Describing concretely on the carnality and grouchiness of 
Japanese capitalist and his irresponsibility to wash his hand from such mudslinging and the 
obsequious attitude of Korean capitalists, the article analyzed the case, without any objective 
evidence, to be “abject interruption” by “Korean boss’ cheesy jealousy of a prostitute 
impertinently getting to possess fortune of 100 million won(49p)” and the article commented on 
the possession of the hotel legally transferred to the mistress by citing twice a common phrase 
beloved by Koreans: “justice will prevail someday(49p)”.  Shifting out such the nationalities and 
gender relations as a female victim and a male sexual exploiter and an accomplice, we can find 
this representation unstable hovering ambiguous, contradictory, value systems. To this 
mudslinging case only by an angle of a capitalistic exchange logic of ‘fair exchange’, which was 
likely to has become prevalent in common sense level. The axiological notion of ‘justice’ 
                                                             
278 This coverage did not even clarify if she had made away with another man and if he had wanted to intercept the 
hotel by means of lying to his Japanese investor 
279 It was reported that Japanese boss’ excuse “I’ve requested Korean boss to drop the charges against the 
mistress, but he didn’t for he had spent already 5 million won for accusation(p.49)” and Korean boss’ lame 
pretext : “he[the Japanese] has invested huge money to our company. If he is displeased, my business is over, so I 
have to stand his side(49p)” 
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imposed on transfer of the hotel was going against the capitalistic conception of justice as ‘fair 
trade’. It divided the agency of two capitalists with different nationality and the labor of 
prostitutes identified with labor-class, then her possession of hotel was signified as the ‘just’ 
outcome of the prostitute’s labor. Instead of reducing it into a romanticized notion of anti-
capitalistic subversion, we should, at this point, hold this ambiguous mentality drifting around 
without being anchored by reason. 
5.1.2 the object of self-negation and Introverted search for individuality 
In the tendency of representing prostitutes from 1983, an exotic gaze began to appear. It 
was characterized as a way of seeing prostitution as a sort of exotic commodity rather than as its 
occupational nature. Many coverages spared pages in dealing with some Korean brothels running 
for foreigners in Korea(SS, 83-11-6,766; SS, 83-11-20,778) and introducing red-light districts in 
foreign countries(SS, 84-3-25,795; SS, 84-8-26,817) as if travelers might hold an exotic gaze. In 
1983, SS carried serial featured articles about a red-light district called ‘Texas town280’ in 
Itaewon-dong, Seoul, nearby U.S. Army base in five issues(from issue 774 to 778) in a form of 
investigative journalism. This series introduced the exotic cultures of the brothels, discos and gay 
bars, of which customers were mainly U.S. G.Is. The local place in Seoul, excluded Korean labor 
class, was defined as “a spot of global carnality (SS, 83-11-6,776, p73)”, “the place in where all 
races gather together for sex(SS,83-11-6,776, p. 73)”. By interviews with the b-girls working 
there, the exotic cultures were introduced in detail from its imitating common American bar-
culture like tipping and paying by each order to certain hand signals to check out the crossdresser 
servers(SS,83-11-23,777, p. 72). As well as some of special sexual service offered only in the 
town(SS, 83-11-20-778, pp.120-121), it dealt with their concrete experiences with foreign 
customers by race(SS, 83-11-6,776; SS,83-11-20, 778, p.121). Such observer’s gaze treating the 
brothel as a sort of cultural island in Seoul was paralleled with that of other articles which 
introduced the prostitution of foreign countries, such as red light district in Frankfrut, West 
Germany(SS, 84-3-25, 795) and the prostitution industry criminal organization in Europe and 
Northern Africa(SS,84-8-26, 817).  The onlooker’s gaze appeared from 1983 co-existed the 
                                                             
280 The word, Texas had referred to brothel s in Korean context in the 80s. According to an interview with an old 
dweller around a red-light district,<Five Prostitutes for U.S. GI first settled down: Choi in 70s a living evidence of 
Cheongnyangni Brothels>(SS,87-7-19,965,pp.118-119), the origin of the word seems to have relationship with a 
Korean history that brothels had been formed around U.S military bases after Korean War.     
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sympathetic gaze. But it should be noted that this ‘anthropological’ gaze in those reports was 
neutral by nature, behind its sensational, or somewhat obscene, representation. More importantly, 
this new gaze placed prostitute-in-general between insiders and outsiders, regardless of the 
nationality either in Korea or in Germany. Especially emphasizing on the price, income and 
argot, SS started to represent that the communities of prostitutes had their won cultural codes and 
rules of life and their language(SS, 84-8-5, 814). For example, an article, titled ‘the first 5 
minutes and the last 5 minutes are important: Strict rules for living in brothels’ introduced such 
concrete rules of touting and serving customers, and methods to notice customer’s demand and to 
make regulars: “As all the communities and societies have their own rules, the brothels also have 
strict rules for living for their own. Rather they have much stricter than other communities and 
educate new members(SS,85-3-31, 847, p.34)”.  
Apparently, the representation of this coverage was hard to be read as a kind of criticism 
on the discipline of sexual laborers. The gaze remained observant one. That which was 
embedded in such anthropological representation was a proposal of non-identifiable space with 
the world of labor class. Such observer’s gaze co-evolved with the transition of the center of 
representation on Korean prostitution from an occupation sharing natures with labor class to sex 
itself to be consumed in the same period. It is remarkable that concrete prices for sex tended to 
increasingly be displayed. Before 1983, SS articles dealing with prostitution had provided little 
information about the payment for sex.  A coverage in 1984 first informed of the detail incomes 
by kinds of prostitution: prostitutes called ‘call[Col]’ earned one million-one million and half 
won, whereas ordinary prostitutes in brothels earned 500,000-700,000 won(SS,84-8-5, 814). A 
quotation report from a survey on 326 prostitutes in a brothel in a small city, under the title, 
‘Even if selling bodies, it’s an occupation’(SS,85-12-22, 885). This article stressed, with a 
subtitle “surprising incomes”, that 168 out of 326 prostitutes earned more than 500,000 won 
monthly, which “were more than the monthly wages of mid-ranked government employees(pp. 
33-34)” . Also, an article titled ‘Call girls, the era of self-employment’ reported the trend of 
prostitution independent from pimps and brothels(SS,86-10-26, 928). It was reported that 
average payment for one night were 40,000-50,000 won which was not affordable price for 
ordinary people. Whether those data estimated and proposed as prostitutes’ incomes was 
exaggerated or correct, it must have been accepted by labor class individuals to be more than 
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their wages281 . This strange concrete information on the high price implies that a conception of 
economic difference between labor class and prostitute was emphasized and generally circulated 
in Korea, rather than that SS’s editorial attitude on prostitution had changed for some reasons. In 
other words, different kinds of substances were being suggested and accepted by delivering a 
connotation of spatial-difference: their economic space was different from your place. ‘Their 
space’ was recognized as another reality, as other’s reality projected and refused to the reality of 
labor class. Just like TV audience watching a National Geographic Channel representing a 
society of chimpanzees, what is represented them was ‘how they live as they do’. No matter how 
exquisite the representation would be, no matter how much audience identifies their reality with 
the represented world and draws their rationales from the world represented on the screen, the 
‘objective’ or observant gaze presupposes by its nature such conceptual distance and offers 
substances to rupture with the unstable oneness of mentality. It is given as a form prior to the 
qualitative development of content by means of reason. By its necessary nature as a form, the 
position of labor class is transited or inverted from a labor commodity in the oneness of 
mentality, towards that of an observer or possible customer of those commodities. Keeping it in 
mind, I shall trace the course of sublation[aufhebung] from mentality to reason in which the 
synchronization(Identity) was transited to ‘differentiation by themselves(Non-identity)’, which 
attempted to construct themselves(another Identity).  
In examining the sublating course of individual labor class, the cases of representation on 
‘college girl prostitute’ may be good examples to show that the detachment from the sympathetic 
mentality was started with the differences in concrete labor.  An article reported that college girl 
prostitutes were in popular among middle-aged male customers and ‘got pocket money and 
learned English with American customers affiliated with U.S. Army in Korea(SS, 82-2-14,687). 
In sharp contrast to the cases of female blue collar workers degenerated to prostitutes, the article 
said: “although all of occupations are equally honorable, but such ‘part-time jobs’ may be 
dangerous for college students”(SS, 82-2-14, 687, p. 25). The economic reason-the money- was 
still shared, but there was delicacy embedded in this representation. College girls got benefit 
from education, which meant her already stepping on the ladder compared to the prostitutes in 
                                                             
281 In fact, in 1985, 333,651 won was the average monthly wage of laborers working in places of business hiring 20-
299 employees; 336,906 won was that of laborers in places of business whose employees were more than 300. 
Korean Ministry of Labor, General Survey Report on Wages and Working Hours System ,1985. p.38 
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sheer desperation.  An article in December 2, 1984, reported a story of a female college student. 
To see first the facts in the coverage, she had already been working as a b-girl for her college 
tuition during break. She started dating with a male middle-manager and living together with 
him. And, he deceived her to work a brothel. This crime report represented her victimized way: 
“an independent college student seeking part time jobs for her tuition got to be deceived by a 
smile of an elementary school drop-out, and he sold her to a brothel(SS,84-12-2-831, p.44)”. It is 
noteworthy that the purpose of the economic seeking was being stressed. Her previous working 
as a b-girl was defined as “commendable desire to learn even by working as a b-girl(45p)”.  
With an emphasis on the differentiated purpose of money- i.e. prostitution for tuition, the 
prostitution itself tended to be differentiated by a concrete labor and consumption. From mid-
1980s, SS increased its coverages introducing a new trend of bars called ‘host-bar’ with male 
servers, exclusive for female customers who were mainly b-girls(SS,88-7-3 1014). The price for 
sex costed reportedly about 300,000 for one night(SS, 88-5-8-1006).  And it was reported that 
luxury jewelry shops, hair salon individually procured male prostitutes(SS, 88-7-17,1014). B-
girls were counted as a majority of the customers with wealthy housewives and mistresses of 
Japanese businessmen(SS. 88-7-3, 1014).  This tendency of emphasizing the differentiated 
purpose and consumption of prostitutes was coevolving with the reported difference in incomes 
between labor class and prostitutes. It was suggested to direct an interpretative practice of 
individual labor class to make their own rupture with the previous oneness of sympathetic 
mentality. In this respect, it is noteworthy of speculating how axiological relations became 
overlapped. A serial comics, <Nights of resolution> depicted that the main character, Soon-Hui, a 
former a factory girl confessed to her boyfriend how she made a decision to be a prostitute 
enticed by one million won suggested by a friend of hers: 
“my salary working in a factory was less than 200,000 won…I’ve strived to make only 
one million won by Gye with colleagues…just only one million won…One million 
won, one million, huh! That’s what made me going work every day, where I had to 
work with the beast-like man[referring to a male middle manager who sexually harassed 
her]…but I couldn’t make it….she[her friend] said I could make it only one month. That 
much money had been only in my imagination …I had thought it possible only if I’d 
become a female prosecutor or a judge or a lawyer…such money in my imagination, I 
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was told, can come true…surely, it was enough to make me lose my mind.....yeah…I 
knew...it was the payment for selling my body…… but, by that money, I can buy rice 
for family for one year…By even 1,000 won, I can go for theatre and 2 movies..(SS, 86-
11-16,931, pp.79-89)” 
Such economic poverty, or need for that much money, was common in both factory workers 
and prostitutes. Even though her hesitation in front of the huge money was dramatized in the 
representation, she has made a choice to be a prostitute. From the perspective of labor class 
individual in the same needs, they yet did not make such choice, the ‘free’ choice of being a 
prostitute appeared to be different from the choice of individual labor class.  
The same serial comics, <Night of Resolution> described another b-girl, Boyoung’s choice. She 
left her fiancé after cheating with her rich regular customer, and her fiancé met her older brother 
to find her. In a scene, her brother gave a full account to her boyfriend: 
 “our family’s economic situation got worse when she was in middle school …Boyoung 
with high self-esteem didn’t go outside for being ashamed of her situation….our family 
wanted her to go high school…Obviously it was impossible for her personality, she 
might have been unable to get along...ashamed of her being poor…She left a letter to 
family before her secretly leaving home. It went: ‘I’ve thought to work at factory for 
our family, but I’d rather to die than to be such I wanna forget our abominably poor 
family...I’m gonna be rich..like Chaebol, like someone…earning more than one million 
won monthly’(SS, 87-7-5-963, pp.79-81)” 
In the remark of her family member, her choice was represented by one who was 
embarrassed by her family’s poverty and left her oneness- family- to earn more money for her 
own. Remembering the general conception of family in Korea in 80s, it was unlikely that she 
was conceived by labor class readers to be an independent female for her independent life.  
Furthermore, her embarrassment on the poverty of her family was difficult to be accepted as a 
common feeling by Korean laborers forced, or motivated, by the survival of their family. Taking 
a position of those labor class readers who do not sell the mean of production, we can easily get 
some points to grasp their interpretative practice. Starting with the same economic necessity, it 
was represented that prostitutes came to be thought to sell their bodies for more money with 
different telos. And their sexual labor as prostitution appeared to have different natures. In this 
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context, we can understand the remarkable increase of representation of the hedonistic purpose 
of working as prostitutes.  As an coverage sensationally titled ‘Prostitutes for pleasure and 
luxury life increased’ reported that “7 prostitutes out of 10 are willingly doing the acts of 
prostitution(87-11-15,982, p. 38)”.  And a 4-frame comic strip carried in SS clearly indicates the 
change of way of seeing prostitutes: 
Pic 2 – “Third-rate storyteller” 
 
This strip describes how prostitutes has answered to customer’s question on her reason 
for working from 1960s to 80s: “1960s: to earn brother’s tuition”, “1970s: for father’s 
medication” and, contrastingly, “1980s: due to the failure of father’s export company…[and 
spoke inwardly] “so naïve bastard, just because I was in boredom and wanted to get some 
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fun”(SS, 87-5-17,956, p.51)”. Unlike prostitutes in the past, the prostitutes in 1980s was 
represented to work ‘for fun’. Such different telos of prostitutes in those representations led labor 
class individuals to draw a simple self-confirmation that ‘by my choice I do sell my labor power 
for my family, but I do not sell body for pleasure and luxury life’.  It was amplified by and with a 
conception that they are different kind of people. An article in 1986 introduced a new trend of 
escort girls in Pusan, where is closer to Japan and had a lot of Japanese tourists. The article 
described the active escort business as “girls’ actions for the wallets(of male Japanese tourists) 
are boisterous as if bees buzz around fragrant flowers(SS,86-2-23, 893, p.30)”.  And their way of 
treating their customers was depicted: 
 “as following all of prostitute’s natures, they never trespass the boundary of business 
mind. Once in a while, there are some naïve Japanese customers who dream long-term 
relationship after spending one-night with the girls… but the escort girls intoned a word 
in Japanese: ‘chocolate in mouth, heart in a freezer, once get paid at the airport, spitting 
bye-bye’(p.31)”   
In this article targeting Korean audience, not Japanese, prostitutes are represented to being 
reifying others, being armed with capitalistic logic. They appeared as a reversed image of labor 
class individuals who had to resort to capitalist logic, especially internalizing that of 
financialization, in the economic boom. In this score, it is worthy of noting that another tendency 
of the coverages increased from late-1980s dealing with the wives, former b-girls or prostitutes, 
cheated on their husbands. For example, a crime report illustrated that a wife with working 
experience as a B-girl cheated with one of her old customers and was accused of adultery, with a 
sensational caption, “a wife with outworn habits originated from decadent bar(SS, 87-6-21, 961, 
p. 131)”.  The focus of such representation on her immorality was on her previous working 
experience as a b-girl. It is sharply contrasted with sympathetic tendency of representation in 
early 80s, and even dramatic stories of husbands who fell in love with b-girls and married 
her(SS,80-2-17, 585). This contrast can be said to show the drastic conceptual transition of 
prostitutes to ‘faithless and untrustworthy beings’ which touched the most sensitive space of 
family, in a sense of possession, for labor class individuals. It is clearly expressed in a remark of 
a bar owner(pimp) to a laborer who visited to the bar to find her fiancée ran away with her 
previous rich customer: “I thought as much, such a dork, did he anticipate having a normal 
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marriage life with a b-girl, huh?(87-6-28,962, p.92)” . This remark directed to the labor class 
individuals is no more than saying: ‘you know, they aren’t like you’.  This conceptual rupture 
form sympathetic mentality indicates how the self-consciousness of labor class came into being 
by moving its gaze on prostitutes from abstract-beings as us exploited in the same historical 
conditions to concrete beings as others differently located in concrete labor-relation for different 
telos. It should be remembered that his conceptual movement was characterized by two-fold 
aspects: a presupposition that one’ freewill was believed to make such difference in concrete 
labor relations as laborers and prostitutes, and the image of prostitutes became established as ‘a 
self-denial of laborers’ to which labor class individuals project. Such conceptual movement of 
labor class by making difference did not necessarily mean to contribute to establishing their own 
identity. For instance, the context of Korean labor class in 80s cannot be identified with that of 
British labor class, described by Paul Willis, in Learning to Labour(1977), which labor class kids 
constructed their labor class identity opposed to middle class one through confirming masculinity 
by participating in gender-oppression. Remembering the other side of Korean rapid 
capitalization, Korean had much more feeble historical and material foundation of class 
formation, in comparison to British capitalistic development. Given its nebulous capitalization 
trajectory with lacks of accumulated class experience in its history and of any political party like 
British Labour Party, Korean capitalism in 80s was still new system to ordinary Korean labor 
class and provided them with dramatic class mobilization as immediate experience. In this score, 
we should the duality of the gaze on prostitutes and its contradictory interpretive activities, 
appeared as ‘sympathy’ and ‘self-denial’, in individual level to be an abstract logic in a broader 
dynamic tendency, which constituted a collective cultural process by a way in which Korean 
labor class constructed their own movement of concept in collective level, i.e. cultural forms. 
Such metamorphosis in cultural forms occurred in the continuum of temporal relations suggested 
by color TV. Its dynamic process can be grasped by examining their creative and collective 
appropriation of the concreteness of future and past. 
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5.2 Being interpretive subjects and making motionless world 
5.2.1 Immediacy in temporal causation 
Along with the gaze on prostitute as otherness in instable motion, the individual labor class still 
had to strive to live in the capitalistic purgatory. It was the most fundamentally given material 
condition in cultural formative process I will discuss as a developmental process of 
consciousness. They had to sell their labor power and to be treated as labor commodity unless 
they wanted to be prostitutes selling the means of production which was being created as their 
otherness. This discrepancy of mentality and reality in life demanded interpretive response to the 
outer world reifying all social relations around them. It might be prosaic to draw classical 
sociological and anthropological idea that cultural forms, especially found in primitive societies, 
have their own causal explanations and interpretation on outer world. Considering the meaning 
of the common term, criticism I discussed in chapter one, my focus of description is not upon 
discovering that there was ‘hidden rational logic’ which would end up another pluralistic and 
exotic observation, but upon suggesting a certain rational logic embedded in their endeavor of 
concept came to be confined in ‘undercurrent as potential as it was’. Of course, their endeavor of 
conception towards causation and explanation on their immediate experiences by itself did not 
necessarily take a systematic-scientific[gewesensharften] content. Instead, the most important 
factor in their understandings and explaining over immediacy was temporal order just as early 
positivist explanation suggested as modern rationality in capitalist society. As we have seen, in 
the basic logic of positivism since the early stage of modern social science(Benton, 1978; Keat & 
Urry, 1975; Chapter 2), the occurrence of empirical phenomena A is explained by being located 
in another phenomena B, and its causation is based on the temporal order, i.e. before and after 
between two phenomena and, its explanatory power is replaced with quantitative regularity. The 
logic of primitive Hume’s positivist model in the 17th century was not new to Korean labor class 
who had been experiencing the changing outer world, as immediacy here and now. The most 
important thing is that its lacks of explanation mediating process between the phenomena was 
filled by the mediating process of Korean labor class’ endeavor of concept. Korea in 1982 
observed the first mass-shooting in its history after Korean War. With heavy casualties, the 
incident committed by a police officer in a small rural village shocked S. Korea. SS dealt with 
this case and suggested its explanation of the cause by Korean traditional fortune telling method: 
the birth year, date and time of the gunman told his aggressiveness and madness by nature(SS, 
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82-5-9, 699). It might be said that such explanation might have been reflected from the 
sensational feature of SS. However, we should focus on that this coverage was suggesting the 
simplest and predestined answer through a familiar method to Korean to the question why it 
happened.  It is the starting point of my illustration on the collective form of interpretative 
mediation. Reliance on the familiar appealing methods, which can never be said to be ‘modern’, 
is found in various superstitious ways. As financialization deepened, the insurance frauds 
increased in mid-80s. A crime report of SS covered that an arsonist got arrested for fraudulent 
insurance claim(SS, 85-7-7,861). Interestingly, the article clarified a fact that his friend had 
reported his colleague’s arson to police, yet, at the same time, the article mentioned that the 
arsonist had killed a cat before his arson with a sub-title: “is it because of the vindictive spirit of 
the cat?(p. 37)”.  The point here is not that the readers believed such any probability between the 
apprehension of the arsonist and his killing the cat. Rather, the coexistence of ‘the factual and the 
irrational’ at once that the article juxtaposed implies to exist as ‘a form’ and be ultimately 
shifting the interpretative process to the dimension of the freedom of individual interpretation. 
By ‘content as a form’, which might sound like an oxymoron, what I suppose is that a suggested 
content itself is transformed into a form for secondary interpretation. This premise is similar to a 
secondary signification that Roland Barthes, in his analysis of modern petit-bourgeois ideology, 
has already pointed out as a process of the transformation of a sign itself into a signifier, taking 
example of capitalistic use of Einstein’s formula as a hollow signifier(Barthes, 1972, p. 132). 
However, it should be noted in my supposition that interpretative mediation may have 
necessarily any form as necessary condition, yet should transit the form to substance for its 
interpretation, rather than the structuralist notion that a sign should remain as ‘form’ in chain of 
significations. Such mediation from a given form to a substance is totally dependent upon the 
materiality and experience. So to speak, the transition from form to substance might be seen to 
be ‘free’, but it cannot help but relying on given historical condition.  
  Holding this assumption, let us look at another example. In 80s, the Korean government 
undertook many of lottery businesses for funding for housing distribution and global sports 
events, and lottery came to be in huge popularity. Of course, there were lottery winners. A SS 
article reported a winner who was a poor widow with children(SS, 85-4-28, 851). Her winning 
lottery was explained by her dead husband as expressed by a mention: “Did her husband in 
heaven help her?(p.123)”. Considering the conception of family in 80s given to labor class, this 
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article framed the range of the interpretation to pivot around the pre-exiting family conception 
rather than lottery’s mathematical probability or her possibility of constructing a new family with 
another man. It also can be said that the article might have suggested the reader to ‘believe’ what 
they want to believe. In this score, other similar articles on the stories of lottery winners clearly, 
show that such irrationality was what labor class wanted to see and think as expressed by, “lucky 
winners must have own stories(SS, 85-1-20, 837)” for unexpected money and “justice will assert 
itself, man of sincerity always get a windfall(SS, 85-2-24, 842)”.  Luckily winning the lottery as 
a phenomenon was believed to be caused by the abstract concept of justice or good deed in 
personal history. The logical vacuum between two different levels-as a hollow form- was filled 
up by the interpretation- precisely, interpretive mediation- of labor class individual. The content 
of the interpretation to weave up two was a wishful thinking which was to be projected. It is not 
clear whether such projection was intentional or unconscious. But, on why labor class tended to 
express such idealist aims and irrational mentality, Engels has earlier casted a hint to us. He, in 
Ludwig Feuerbach and the Outcome of Classical German Philosophy, criticized Feuerbach's 
idealism and at the same time, pointed to a revolutionary aspect hidden in his idea:  
"the influences of the external world upon man express themselves in his brain, are 
reflected therein as feelings, thoughts, instincts, volitions-in short, as "idealist 
tendencies,' and in this form become 'ideal powers.' If, then, a man is converted into an 
idealist because he "follows ideal tendencies" and admits that "ideal powers" have an 
influence over him(Engels, 1988b, pp. 30–31)". 
According to his angle, by interpretive mediation by transiting given forms to substance, the 
mentality(the idealistic, the irrational, or the imaginary) come to have its ‘ideal power’. 
Furthermore, the above simple-immediate logic like pathetic wishful thinking held by Korean 
labor class should be remembered for later description about the manner in which the movement 
of concept appropriated the past and future. And it will cast a light on that its mediation in 
temporality was dismissed, the simple immediate logic became inverted into ‘an inversion of the 
general with the universal by quantification- say from ‘justice will prevail’ to ‘prevailing things 
is justice’. 
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5.2.2 Geomancy and Fortunetelling: Immediacy in search for the opened past and the 
closed future 
I have outlined an abstract logic of interpretive mediation in which subject’s presumed volition 
of interpretation is combined with immediate forms and transforming to substance. It is extended 
to the development of self-consciousness in the (linear) temporal order which appeared as 
concrete forms of expectation and control of future.  Recognizing their locations in present, 
Korean labor class tried to connect their present to the past and future. Above all, it tended to 
interpret the past as a sort of ‘opened text’. SS carried many cases of religious cult leaders and 
shamanistic fortunetellers who swindled money from their believers. According to a report, a 
leader had explained to his believers that their current agony resulted from their sin in previous 
life and asked about one ounce of gold for stamping on their foreheads(SS, 80-11-9-623). His 
explanatory and causal logic evidently shared the same mentality of above-mentioned ‘wishful 
thinking’, which one’s previous deeds had determined the luck at present. Seeking the cause in 
the past accompanied concrete actions.  An article of SS reported that a rural village had frequent 
drowning accidents(SS, 82-9-15, 713). The villagers interpreted such accidents as the result of 
vindictive spirits of the bachelors who died unmarried and made concrete actions of throwing 
underwear of unmarried woman to solace the vindictive spirit. This tendency of causally 
connecting of past and present is found in somewhat refined cultural forms relied on traditional 
rituals. Throughout 80s, Sunday Seoul spared numerous coverages on the trend of 
geomancy(feng shui) and geomancy-related explanations alongside the change of housing 
environment like apartment residence. Despite the deep abhorrence and suppression of 
Confucianism-governed feudal society, the belief of divination based on topography, like the 
location of ancestor’s grave site, had been seated in Korean mentality as a familiar ritual mixed 
ironically with Confucian idea of filial duty. In 1980, it was reported that a man was accused of 
destroying neighbor’s grave. He had believed that the evil events happened to his family were 
caused by his neighbor’s grave buried in his land(SS, 80-8-24, 612). In 1989, SS illustrated a 
story of a family that their ancestor’s grave had been placed so then five family members were 
killed by accident and illness one after the other(SS, 89-7-30,1069). An article, with a sensational 
title, ‘Propitious sites tend to look like female body shapes’, clearly expressed the tenacious 
belief of geomancy in Korean everyday life:  
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“Living in the age of ultramodern technology, we have one thing adhered to our mind. It 
is geomancy. It is considered as superstition in our daily life, but once going into 
mourning, we can find universal that everyone looks for a good spot for a grave(SS, 86-
9-28, p.98)”.   
This paragraph shows how rationality proposed by capitalistic material relations in 80s 
coexisted with pre-modern irrationality in the everyday life of Korean labor class. Such strange 
cultural tendency mixed with reliance on the preexisting ‘abstract’ causality might seem to be 
what is commonly called ‘cultural lag’. To be precise, it is hard to be identical with the 
sociological concept, ‘lag’, which presupposed ‘a sort of universal state in future which is 
supposed to or ought to be’.  Instead, we need to re-consider Kant’s analogy of Enlightenment 
with man’s maturation in a basic sense of philosophy of history. His famous definition of 
Enlightenment as “man’s emergence from his self-imposed nonage” by itself implies its nature of 
ongoing process in which a stage of nonage[Unmündigkeit] being unable to use his 
understanding without guardianship develops to the stage of total self-determination, i.e 
freedom(Kant, 1996, p. xii). We, with common sense, cannot anticipate a crying toddler in 
hunger to explain his feeling by the level of his blood glucose and gastric acid secretion and 
logically his incapability to find food by himself and request his babysitter to feed proper 
nutrition. In this score, reminding of the doctrine of historical materialism that the universal logic 
of capitalism reveals itself only in unique development of concrete historical relations, we cannot 
call ‘lag’ a given stage in a continuum. Furthermore, the premise of philosophy of history 
penetrating from Augustine to Marx is that historical development was a matter of the 
organization of free will and praxis. It suggests that every social system and intellectual creatures 
are in opened future and always in ‘lag’ before arriving at its perfection. In this score, Kant 
clarifies its ongoing process: “a man may postpone his own enlightenment, but only for a limited 
period of time. When we ask, are we now living in an enlightened age? the answer is, no, but we 
live in an age of enlightenment(Kant, 1996, pp.61-62)”. The trajectories of historical 
developments appear to have ‘uneven movements’ in present states.  
In this respect, we can re-consider Frankfrut School’s criticism on mass culture, wrongly 
labeled ‘elitism’ for not acclaiming for popular culture, to be a suggestion on a direction of 
‘historical praxis’ in given historical moment, which continued to their obsessive warning about 
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the emergence of the tyranny by ‘homogeneous historical activities of the mass’ accompanied 
with the leading of a self-describing knower of divine wisdom. So, it may be more appropriate to 
understand that the irrational cultural tendency, to fill out the vacuum of positivist causation 
between external phenomenon, was drawing from the past and the preexisting abstract 
conceptions, which were pre-modern and non-capitalistic. Such dependence on past neither 
confine itself only in the ideal moment of individual’s mind, nor, necessarily mean to being 
retaining subversive signifying practices. The reliance on past itself is neutral. But, to see their 
use of inveterate cultural convention in temporal continuum of past, present and future, its 
purpose was clearly seen to control present by and through the past. The above mentioned 
‘divination by geomancy’ also implies a causal explanation on present, but also, in the aspect of 
its contents, such irrational tendency evidently retained a wishful idea that deed should get a 
reward. It may be said that the tendency, at least in their logic, were sharing, to some extent, the 
characteristics of the capitalistic principle characterized by prediction and control. More 
importantly, it is discovered that its concrete practices were motivated and actualized by being 
articulated with the immediate mentality like a familiar conventional conception. It was reported 
that a labor class wife worrying about her husband’s cheating followed the spell of a shaman 
fortuneteller to sleep with another man and bury his semen in soil(SS, 88-7-3,1014).  It is evident 
that her irrational practice based on a Korean premodern convention was articulated with the 
mentality of family to keep her home in future. Furthermore, it is found that non-Korean 
conventional conception also melted into such arbitrary drawing substances. In an interview with 
a factory-girl spending most of her wage for her father’s medication, she said that her only hope 
was her father’s full recovery and started to study Bible: “I’ve heard from my colleague that it 
can cure my father’s illness, so I go to a theological seminary after work and study Holy 
Scripture and pray(SS, 80-2-17,585, p.39)”. Her concrete practices were based on her belief for 
the recovery of her father’s health in future. In her interpretive moments, we can re-affirm the 
transition of contents as form to substance, regardless of its origin, i.e. Christianity.  As shown by 
an article, titled “Surprising Prophecy explained by Computer” reported that biblical scholars 
and scientists told a fortune for that year(SS, 87-1-4, 938), their arbitrary drawing substances 
appeared to need no consideration of the essential differences of the substances to use.  We 
should ask about the telos of such de-contextualized and instrumentalized signification and 
cultural practices behind the untouchable mentality. An advertising copy of a book of divining art 
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answered to our question: “what governs my destiny? What would modern science say about the 
destiny?…a brand new science that can diagnose the destiny of human being, bragging about 
creating computers…wisdom to keep from the fate…the guiding book of scientific destiny(SS, 
85-3-17,845, p.26)”. Before controlling, they wanted to know the fixed and closed future by 
certainty. Pivoting around seeking the certainty, the matter of method became the top priority. In 
the course from articulation with immediacy to concrete practices, what began to be faint was 
their recognition on the fundamental cause, which led them to make the conceptual movement. 
The loss of the recognition was reinforced by the certainty of practices in present, which tried to 
connect to uncertain future.  
5.2.3 From Plastic Surgery to a peculiar gaze on those left behind: dialectics toward 
certainty 
In early 80s, SS carried a lot of reports on the art of divination aimed at carving out one’s destiny 
from a news coverage about an establishment of ‘a private research association for study of the 
logic of ying and yang’(SS, 80-6-22, 603) to numerous ads of mail-order books on self-
development by supernatural power training. For example, a book with a title, 
<Autosuggestion>, was advertised by “a method to develop your hidden capability”, relatively 
cheaply priced 750 won282. Considering an emphasized phrase in the ads: “all books were written 
in Korean letters”(SS,80-3-16, 589, p.28), the target consumers were, apparently, ordinary labor 
class who would have had difficulty in reading classic Chinese letters commonly used in 80s 
Korean publication and newspapers. Also, a brainwave training education was advertised, with 
selling a set of cassette tapes, touts go: “by meditation, one can do sleeping regulation, 
autosuggestion, purification of mind; advanced training course would teach clairvoyant power, 
telegnosis and telepathy(SS,81-4-5, 643, p.102)”. The center of such superstitious attempts was 
‘self’ confronting with uncertain future. Then, the most immediate object (of self) to control was 
one’s body. Significantly, as entering mid-80s, such coverages and ads of supernatural power 
training decreased and the news coverages of plastic surgery remarkably increased instead. In 
summer, 1982, SS had first reported the popularity of plastic surgery: ‘the plastic surgery of 
previously privileged class became popularized to ordinary people. About 20 % of customers 
                                                             
282 In 1980, the price of a movie ticket was 1,500 won, Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism, Statistical approach 
on cultural industry, 1998, p.45.  
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were middle age females, and mainly double-eyelid and nose-job were performed(SS, 82-8-
29,702, pp.22-23)’. As well as facial surgery, liposuction was reported to get more popularity 
which charged one and half million won and needed 5 days hospitalization(SS, 83-3-6, 741). 
And a hospital was introduced to specialize in full-care plastic surgeries from facial, dental and 
body-shape(SS, 83-8-14, 764). From around 1985, the coverages began to focus on the 
customers. The age group of the major customers became high school students after taking 
college-entrance exam(SS, 87-1-18,939) and even Korean American females visited Korea to get 
the cosmetic surgery(SS, 86-7-6,912). In case of male, it was reported that penis-enlargement 
surgery became popularized, but most of them were illegal treatments by quacks. SS covered 
many cases on side effects from such surgery injecting paraffin wax(SS, 86-1-5, 887; SS 86-8-3, 
916). The most of males got surgery reportedly for sexual stamina(SS, 87-6-28, 962).  
Significantly, it was reported the cases of side effects from illegal cosmetic surgery 
performed by quacks for the cheaper prices(SS, 83-4-10,746). Despite of such risk, the general 
popularity was overwhelmed during 80s, as expressed in articles: “Female’s yearning for double-
eyelids’ would rather be called ‘religious belief’(83-10-16,773,118p.)” and of showing a picture 
of an actress and asking surgeons to make their faces look like them(SS,85-10-27, 877). The 
popularity of medical-technology replaced the previous superstitious mind training in early 80s, 
the similar implication of taking ‘body’ as the immediate object of control. And its general desire 
of control prevailed over gender, not only in leisure class but ordinary labor class with relative 
lower income. The most popular treatment in 80s were double eyelid surgery and nose-job, each 
costs of which were about 450,000 won(SS, 87-7-26,966). Given the monthly wage of female 
laborer averaged 227,055 won in 1987283, a general female laborer might be able to make it by 
saving a few months. Its affordable price for labor class in 20s induced such explosive demand 
and competition among plastic surgeons in congested district around Myong-dong, Seoul(SS,87-
8-23, 970). Of course, the relatively cheap price cannot explain such obsession on cosmetic 
surgery. Also, we do not need to reduce this into a prosaic fandom for celebrities or lookism. 
Instead, we should focus on more economic relations and rationality hidden in the phenomena in 
relation with previous discussion of labor class female about marriage.  An article on the 
increasing market of cosmetics for males reversely hints at the cosmetic surgery for females. The 
                                                             
283 National Bureau of Statistics, Economic Planning Board, Social Indicators in Korea, 1990, p.145 
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title went: “Even prettier men get treated better”(SS, 82-5-30,702, 52p.). Reversely speaking, it 
implies a general phenomenon that women get treated differently if they had better looking. An 
article titled, “Once wining in ‘Miss Korea’ beauty pageant can change one’s destiny” depicted 
that one of ordinary women became a celebrity who got to have “better chance to marry better 
men”(SS, 83-5-22, 752, pp.20-21). With relatively cheap expense, ‘one could be someone else 
by one single surgery’(SS, 87-1-4, 938). An coverage introduces a plastic surgery trend based on 
the art of physiognomy(SS, 86-8-10,917). It is not surprising that plastic surgery, a modern 
medical science, was combined with a pre-existing superstitious form, physiognomy. What 
matters here is that the plastic surgery trend based on a preexisting irrationality again came to be 
related with marriage, as illustrated in an article, which argued that “physiognomy tells the faces 
of the best wives for Korean(88-9-4-,1023, p.50)”. Given the capitalistic context of aiming at the 
class-ascending, we should not dismiss the possibility of rational calculation that female labor 
class in 80 might have considered or imagined. Reminding of the wage relations of female 
laborers and their vision for middle class dream, it would be a more rational calculation for them 
to get plastic surgery and increase chances to meet a rich husband for her father and family. 
Perhaps, it can be said that the female labor class was making the most realistic and reasonable 
decision for their ascending class. It cannot be said to be ‘a gold digger’ since such possible 
attempts would have derived not from an imagination to be a Cinderella’s serendipity but the 
survival in competition of class-mobilization given by the rapid economic reformation in 80s.  
To sum up, it can be said that they were constructing a thoroughly modern capitalistic 
world, at least, in the logic of seeking for certainty, in overlapped forms with the preexisting 
concepts, mentalities and rituals.  Embedded in such cultural tendency, the expectation for 
control of future was rational purpose of securing the certainty and calibrated on the individual 
self against the outer world in where they were living. The outer world that the individual self 
faces was not a mechanic whole, but a historical construction of species being i.e. constituted by 
the others just like one individual-self.  But the cultural tendency I described is clearly 
characterized as a course of searching the certainty in which the world, and the other men, began 
to appear to be objectified to the individual self for self-preservation in Adorno’s gloomy sense. 
The first moment is to make the others with the same freewill ‘comprehensible’. The 
simplification of the gaze on the others became a ‘necessary process’. For instance, a chain of 
mutual recognition as ‘a dialog process’ in Hegel’s sense(say: ‘I understand that they understand 
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that I understand, ad infinitum’) must stop at certain point, as expressed by phrases: ‘that’s how 
we live’ or ‘they live as we do’. It must be suggested as an ‘assertively motionless proposition in 
halted temporality’. It is related to a moment of 3rd kind of alienation young Marx pointed out in 
1844 Manuscript: ‘creation of objective world by mutual alienation’(Marx,2007, pp.75-83). It 
can be said that the logic of labor class individuals for certainty was extended to the domain of 
species beings. Hence, it should be examined how such process of ‘mutual-alienation’ had 
appeared and experienced in cultural tendency in collective forms in Korea in 80s.  
Many coverages of SS introduced various superstitious methods to comprehend, 
especially in articles dealing with the cultures of dating and love. For example, marital 
compatibility could be explained by ‘birth-colors’, arbitrarily assigned to the date of birth(SS, 
80-9-18,617) or by numerology comparing the number of strokes of crush’s name(SS, 87-12-13, 
986). Not surprisingly, it was suggested a quasi-statistical way, based on descriptive statistical 
data, as an article titled ‘Women with small noses shows higher rate of divorce’(SS, 88-11-
13,1033). Generally, those methods tended to categorize others. For example, in an article titled, 
‘Grasp your crush’s personality’, women were sorted by ‘hedonic style’, ‘utilitarian style’, ‘B-
girl style’ and ‘good wife and wise mother style’(SS, 86-8-24, 919), and an article with a title ‘An 
underdog or A promising one; what is his bare face behind sweet smile?’(SS, 86-9-7, 921) 
suggested to read the meanings of men’s unconscious behaviors and trivial habits. The point is 
not a matter of stereotyping, which tended to be covered by a commonly misused concept of 
hasty generalization endlessly hovering over quantitative logics and end up with the fatigue of 
politically correctness. Rather such attempts can be characterized as a way of comprehending 
others coevolving with prediction and control through love and dating culture one of the 
immediacies in everyday life. Reminding of that understanding[Vestehen] and prediction were 
separately conceived in ontological sense in pre-modern society, this tendency indicates that the 
gaze on others began to go beyond ‘understanding others’. The cultural tendency of Korean labor 
class in emerging capitalistic mass-culture in 80s showed a symptom that the volition of 
interpretation began to be conditioned through ‘formalization of reason’ and created the interface 
with the process of reification of others.  At first, it took so crude forms observed in the 
advertisements of mail order books and exemplified by some of books in early 80s.  A book, 
titled Mindreading sold on 800 won indicates such symptom by an advertising copy: “secret 
method to catch the hidden idea of one whom you talk with”.  Another book Lecture notes on 
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hypnosis technique priced 1,200 won, introduced: “hypnosis is the miraculous technique which 
enables you to manipulate and govern yourself, opponents, the opposite sex, mass, and audience 
as you want.  Once you get to learn it, you can freely change the psychic life of other 
humans(SS, 80-3-9,588, p. 86)”.  
Targeting labor class readers, the advertisements of those books also had a caption: “this 
book has illustrations and is written in only Korean so that anyone can easily understand(86p)”. 
And in the same year, the price of a meal at a decent restaurant in Seoul was 800 won(SS, 80-3-
2, 587).  Drawing a comparison with the price range of other books, those kinds ‘functional’ 
books were a bit more expensive than Sunday Seoul(300 won in 1980) and English conversation 
textbook(1,000 won). Their price formation were close to the price ranges of general novels, 
formed around 1,500 won like Hemingway’ The Old man and the Sea and Dostoyevsky’ s Crime 
and Punishment which were widely read in college students and could have appealed to the real 
life of Korean labor class in 80s(SS,80-7-27, 608, pp.94-95). Given this comparison, it is highly 
probable that those kinds of books had been taken serious and purchased by Korean labor class. 
In other words, such way of predicting and controlling others had the demand of labor class. And 
it coevolved with their immediate need, as an advertising copy of a dating technique book: “Love 
even needs technique. Date like this! Techniques to captivate your crush from asking out to 
marriage”. Such modern forms of black magic sustained and appeared in more polished in the 
coverage of SS increased from the mid-80s. To take examples of two regular columns carried 
from the mid-80s. <Strategy of Love> repeated the similar topic like how “to select a man who 
won’t make you lose”(86-8-31,920, pp.132-133) and <Making my man and my lady> suggested 
know-hows: “Treat man like a kid, men have hypocrisy.. They count first female’s appearance, 
although outwardly speaking of woman’s personality and lineage of her family; Give her strong 
impression, they judge your attraction by the value of your gift(SS, 87-9-20,974, p. 82p; p. 84)   
Even in the polished forms of SS regular columns, we can find that such prediction and 
control were centered in the attempts of knowing others, in which the Self was being projected to 
‘the possible practices in future’. It should be noted that, in this moment of projecting the self to 
the other, the time of others was assumed to be motionless moment. For instance, in order the 
self to expect the future and to do something at present for control the future, the others must be 
conceived of to be motionless objects as creatures with static and unchangeable nature fixed in 
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the moment of ‘analysis’, just like a dead body for autopsy that Hegel drew an analogy with 
mechanic materialist ideas(see, chapter one). In this context, an unspoken premise emerged from 
the self: ‘my own time is moving, but their times should be fixed in present to understand, and 
control them’.  What matters most is that such arbitrary determination over others and creating 
motionless world goes beyond the alienated world in which all the others were ‘equally 
alienated’.  
Its logic embedded in the cultural tendency turned to take more self-deceptive and cruel 
forms by creating a sort of hierarchy as Korean capitalists did(see chapter 3). Coevolved with an 
ambivalent gaze on prostitutes, a peculiar gaze on others located the self within the motionless 
others and affirmed one’s identity. Its unrefined expressive forms are found in <Jittering Girls>. 
Gomsil, a former b-girl, went out with her boyfriend for the first date. Her boyfriend took her to 
a fancy restaurant in a luxury hotel and ordered lobsters which were one of expensive dishes in 
Korean in 80s. It was the first time for her to dine in such place and did not even know how to 
eat lobster. She felt timid by the different atmosphere that she has never experienced. Her gentle 
boyfriend noticed it and said: 
 “you don’t need to get diffident, take a look at those[Korean escort girls and Japanese 
tourists]..they look obvious.. they may be Japanese, but we don’t know what they do in 
Japan…but it’s obvious, look at what they are wearing…such a boorish...I guess, they 
must be working at public bathroom or a clerk in fishery market…who care?....such 
rabbles visit to Korea and are showing off(SS, 80-1-13,850, 49p.)” 
She was recognizing her inferior class-identity in a space of different class and feeling 
uncomfortable. The moment of class-recognition was suggested to change her gaze on the others 
whom both boggled Gomsil and her gentle boyfriend do not even know (but their appearances): 
the others should be ‘lower classes’ than hers, at least in her ‘free’ mind. Let us look at another 
example in <Jittering Girls>. Bulging Head got offended by her former friend worked in the 
same bar. Hairy became ‘a white-collar laborer’ and hiding her previous being a b-girl to her 
colleagues. Bulging Head sensed Hairy, now an office worker, showing the cold shoulder. 
Bulging Head grumbled: “does being a secretary get everything? All she does is just damn tea 
errand(80-7-27,608)”. Then, after being a trophy wife of a rich man, Bulging Head compared 
herself with those of her friends: “Gomsil is just a clerk working at a small grocery store, and, 
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Hairy, her office is So-kong dong or Myeong-dong, wherever, she is merely a hasher of the boss, 
batching tea cups...comparing with them, my life is now on easy street(SS, 80-8-3,609, p. 90)” 
Bulging Head is correctly penetrating the nature of each’s labor and their locations in labor 
relations. However, at the same time, affirming her location by other’s locations, she created and 
confirmed her relatively superior, or prominent, position. Although existing in the same abstract 
labor fully recognized by herself, her prominent rank as a rich housewife came to have its 
difference in other concrete labors i.e. clerk, errand girl. In this course, her (feeling of) 
superiority needs the inferior others. Such a strange modal logic observed in the serial novel 
appeared apparently echoing with a collective cultural tendency. 
Korean popular culture in 80s observed the boom of comedy shows and the popularity of 
comedians who acted as fools, especially TV shows. And it had been counted as a representative 
case of ‘the vulgarity of television’ described in chapter 4. Korea started its 80s with a sudden 
popularity of an unknown comedian Lee, Joo-il. He became a celebrity with his catch phrase, 
‘my apology for my ugly face’, which has been popularized in 80s onwards(SS, 80-3-2,587, pp. 
26-27). An article titled ‘the Secret of Lee’s popularity’ carried interviews with his fans, with a 
subtitle, “as an underdog and slum dog, feeling a sentiment of pity(from him)”(SS, 80-5-18, 598, 
p. 26). In the interview, one ordinary laborer fan said about reasons that he likes Lee: 
“he makes me feel intimacy as if he is like reflecting well the image of our life inferior 
to others…more than ‘anyone’[obscure meaning]…everyone always has one thing 
inferior and a sense of inferiority on it lying latent in one’s mind...Lee’s gesture, facial 
expression and tone get me feel such pain erased and want to watch his comedy…our 
world makes people have odd sentiment of pity, from the weak than the strong, the poor 
than the rich,...fools than grand seigneurs..I think it’s like not a sympathy, but a sort of 
instinct[Italic added](p.26)”   
As expressed by the above remark, the feeling had ambivalence, neither what could be 
defined to compassion, nor the one-sidedly projected ‘self-pity’. But the ‘use’ of the ambivalent 
feeling can be clarified by a brief advertisement copy of his movie, released in June 1980, <Let 
Me Show You Something Special>: “Ugly comrade of ordinary people”, “Don’t hesitate to meet 
him, and compare him with you and your lover(SS-80-6-8, 601, p.23)”.  
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It might seem very mysterious to attempt to resolve one’s feeling inferiority forced by 
external materiality by gazing other’s inferiority. However, it could be interpreted to be 
undergoing a premature state of capitalistic culture in which they had not yet transited to the 
mode of individualistic subjectivity which has been a backbone of modern world. In other words, 
it implies that the Korean culture in 80s, at least modus operandi, was still in the transition from 
the stage of an sich to that of fur sich, far behind the stage of An-und-fursich. To take an example 
of self-claiming revolutionaries observed in the histories of former soviet blocs, in individual 
level, one had realized the class-contradiction by his immediate experience of being exploited, 
and began to believe himself a radical Marxist and an embodiment of Marx’s ideas, but still has 
complex feeling when he sees a rich Marxist. The Marx’s idea emerged and existed only as iron-
shed textualized logos personified into one’s agency and it replaced a given historical 
culmination like a certain class formation, which could appear as ‘socialists with bourgeoisie 
origins’, with mere objects of negation to confirm his being a revolutionary embracing the ‘law 
of historical development’. Such objectification of others for self-negation might be seen 
individual’s hypocrisy or collective cultural lag. But we should emphasis on the historical 
development of cultural realm that ‘ordinary humans’ creates by their conceptual movement. 
Reminding of Marx’s concept of internal contradictions in the historical development of 
capitalist mode of production in Capital, such self-negating tendency can be understood as the 
existence of internal contradictions in self-development in cultural realm. Korea’s cultural realm 
in 80s had the inner contradiction as potential, which indicated a sign of a way of later historical 
development. The contradictory inner-relations would begin to be articulated with other abstract 
concepts which remained unexamined and non-historicized as above mentioned: ‘it’s like an 
instinct’ or like that’s what is called love or peace. 
In this respect, we need to focus more on the cultural development of the self-negation by 
otherness. The coverage, titled ‘A romantic story of a husband who saved his wife in vegetative 
stage’ emphasized upon husband’s mention: “we had nothing to have and nowhere to live, but we 
strongly promised not to see upward, only to see downward(SS, 80-9-14, 615, p. 31)”.  This 
suggestion to see the more miserable people when you feel miserable’ was repeatedly discovered 
in many reports of SS. A coverage, titled, ‘People who sell their blood’ spared 4 pages in 
reporting a shocking news that Korea still had people who sold their blood for living (SS, 85-11-
10, 879). According to the article, selling blood for living was known to have disappeared in 
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Korea in late 70s. but it turned out to be still existing in mid-80s, just 3 years before Seoul 
Olympic in 1988. Reportedly the seller sold their blood once or twice a month and 500cc per 
once only for 6,000 won. They were estimated about 3,000 persons and mainly daily laborers so 
the amount of blood collection peaked at rainy days. Remembering the gaze on prostitutes 
selling ‘means of production’, it is noteworthy of that their concrete labor, ‘mainly daily 
laborers’, was emphasized. The blood selling daily-laborers were seen to regular 
laborers(whether blue collar or white collar) as fallen laborers selling their means of production 
like prostitutes and as an image of the deprived life of regular laborers. There is any clear 
evidence that regular laborers took the image as the horror of their possible future. However, it 
was related to a symbol of capitalistic possession. An article described the life of ‘husband and 
wife stripper’ in detail who danced in a bar, “representing their sexual intercourse in front of 
audience” and repeatedly encountered “drunk audience’s ungracious behavior to touch his wife’s 
body(SS, 86-3-23, 897, p. 45)”.  Reminding of that the common conception of family to labor 
class in the 80s as an obsession as the only ‘fixed capital’, it is evident that those exotic dancers 
selling ‘family’ for money framed a way in which labor class individuals reflected their life as 
regular laborers. On the surface, it can be characterized to suggest to compare with others and 
confirm one’s relative upper positions. Going beyond it, the way of suggesting to create 
individual’s supremacy by others within the unitary labor class composition was coevolving with 
a way of Korean monopoly capitals emerging by formulating a hierarchy within Korean capitals 
by sub-contracting relations. By ‘making difference in the same species-being’, the Korean labor 
class in capitalistic purgatory was being proposed to seek for qualitative heterogeneity by their 
own practices to arrive at ‘imaginary capitalistic salvation’.  
The imaginary nature of the relative supremacy by creating difference in individual level 
needed to be covered by a collective axiological relations(possibly created  by ‘us’), as expressed 
in an interview with Salvation Army: “the poor people have more strong mentality of 
sharing”(SS, 81-12-27,681, p.20). During the 80s, SS kept representing various labor class 
people such as a taxi driver who looked after 11 orphans with a motto “to be one who gives”(SS, 
83-5-22, 752), a sewing machine workers making lists of needy people around her(SS, 84-12-
30,835) and shoe shiners caring 19 orphans, arguing to live for the poorer than them(SS, 82-1-
24, 684). Such benevolence of individual laborers was represented to deserve to be respect. 
Putting aside a question for a while why the problem of social distribution was being deferred 
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from the responsibility of society or state to the charity of individuals, we should note that the 
subjects of charity and sharing with the underprivileged and the dispossessed in those articles 
were a collective group ‘labor class’. To look at closely, both the charitable labor class 
individuals and the cared by them were located in the same economic relations, just like both a 
labor class tip givers in a bar and the server in need of more tip under the same minimum wage 
policy set up by a given capitalistic state. The first instance of their interaction is a matter of 
economic relation, not a matter of ‘humane generosity’. So to speak, there is no reason, in 
principle, that such economic relation came to have such certain sentimental relation as ‘the 
benevolence of labor class’. But it contributed to covering the making difference and comparing 
in labor class which was being suggested in Korean class formation process in 80s.  For example, 
a coverage on a woman who had been taken care of rag pickers for 10 years, commented: 
“humanity is more precious than material things…there is a life of a sharing-hearted person, 
although living in a monthly-rented room, a woman who cares rag pickers living in penury and 
cold-reception from society and becomes a beacon of their lives(SS, 83-5-15,751, p.21)”. With 
the ethical supremacy bestowed and hierarchy created, the imaginary concept of ‘us’ was 
ambiguously constructed by arousing the most humane feelings like sympathy or categorical 
imperatives. Meanwhile the external world[materiality] they live in could remain untouched by 
such humanity as it was suggested to construct ‘your own humane world in where freedom and 
sharing and caring’ are as vibrant as you are immediately experiencing. Such imaginary disguise 
needed to be proposed in more collective and organized forms. For instance, the hopes and 
visions of labor class individuals in ambivalence of homogeneous oneness and hierarchical 
otherness should be projected to bigger imaginary worldview in the continuum of past and 
present. In this context, TV in 80s, by its immediate nature, was a perfect new media in 
suggesting a collective way of reading ‘immediate memory and vision’ for them. By examining 
it, we can grasp how the collective cultural tendency was constructing ‘imaginary but immediate’ 
world in a continuum of time echoed with the formation of Korean class relations.   
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5.3 Werther with a bamboo spear and Madam Defarge in yellow vest:  Homogenization by 
inverted hope in general diversity 
 
5.3.1 Nostalgia and Leftover Porridge: the present past 
Both past and future should be presented as ‘concrete and collective form’, like an 
objective frame detached from individualized telos. The case of the past could be ‘re-presented’ 
by the forms of ‘memory’ shared with the individuals. Due to its irrevocability of time, the past 
exists as ‘motionless’ and experienced beings. It is the object of recalling, not of imagination’, so 
the conceptual movement of free subjects has less volition and the direction of the movement of 
concept toward the past tended to be in accordance, almost identified, with how the past was 
represented and suggested as ‘generality’. An SS article, ‘Happiness of a girl of a Confucian 
village living Lee-dynasty’ clearly and concisely shows how the representation of a remote past 
took a nostalgic form and its significance(SS, 81-10-4,669). In a village secluded in high 
mountains and deep valleys, the villagers, refusing any other modern civilization, lived like a 
Confucian version of Amish community in U.S.  One of villagers mentioned: “yes, we’re poor 
and didn’t get any benefit of modern education though, we don’t envy people in Seoul(29p.)”. 
The reporter commented on their life: “the duty of being a human goes first before money(28p)” 
and the people have “more precious things than material things(29p.)” amid “the aroma of fresh 
vegetable on their humble dinner table(29p)”. Their life isolated from capitalistic civilization 
existed in the past shared by all the Korean only 3 or 4 decades ago. In its course of representing 
the past, the realistic(or materialistic) in the history was singled out. Roughly speaking, as 
discussed in chapter 3, the community-based inhumane tenant-landlord relations in traditional 
Korean feudal system, or the chronic malnutrition problem by lacks of animal protein was 
replaced with the phrases of ‘humane duty’ and ‘aroma of fresh vegetable’.  
This simple tendency of idealizing the past was being echoing with media commodity. One 
of representative commodities was MBC TV drama, <Country Diary> in popularity throughout 
80s. The first issue of TV Guide introduced this drama: “even though it seems to follow the 
format of a foreign drama, <Little House on the Prairie> previously aired in Korea, it is relieved 
to have such a well-made program, given our TV production system inclined to 
commercialism…in the drama, there is no smell of cities like a jungle of asphalt, no canny city-
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people. The heartwarming human nature is brimming over like its background, mountains and 
rivers(TVG, 81-7-18, 39p.)”. This complement was exceptional, considering prevailing anti-
sentiment against TV in early 80s, especially before <Campaign for Reunion of Dispersed 
Family Members. The target audience was apparently immigrant labor class dwelling cities as an 
article of TVG, ‘a countryside drama more watched by city-people’ introduced: “the tales of 
hometown for those forgetting of their hometown(TVG. 82-4-3,37)”. And a way of consuming 
the media text was suggested as a TVG column <Idiot Box> explained it: 
 “this drama is the stories of peasants…yet the characters of the dramas are not farmers 
but nomads…they seem like wandering laborers emigrated from cities to 
countryside…when the characters in the drama show not-polluted humanity, which was 
solemnity and reverence enrooted in this country, we, city-people, feel our hometown 
from their acting and dive into the reminiscences of our past(TVG, 82-3-13, pp. 60-
61.)” 
 
This paragraph clearly indicates that the text sets up a sort of inverted relation between 
audience, ‘immigrant workers’ from countryside and characters, being like ‘immigrant farmers’ 
from cities. By this relation, the perspective of audience was suggested to reflect themselves and 
the direction of interpreting the text was directed to recalling the past and idealizing it in their 
mind, in where their movement of concept[begriffen]’ was free and their own experiences in 
their past worked as ‘substance’. In this score, it is worthy to noting an interesting reception of 
the drama reported around mid-80s. TVG interviewed with the production team of the 
drama(TVG, 84-8-18, 159,pp.44-45), according to them, an episode had once represented that a 
son pushed his alcoholic father aside and quarreling among brothers. As soon as the scene aired, 
MBC TV got a flood of complain calls argued: “I wouldn’t care if it had happened in other 
dramas, but such scene can never be ‘shown’ in Country Dairy(TVG,84-8-18,159, p.45)”. This 
response implies that the labor class audience wanted to see the past by projecting their present 
reality to the TV screen. It might be said to be what Susan Buck-Morss called ‘collective wish 
image’ in her explication of Benjamin’s incomplete project(1991, pp. 110–146). But, we can 
notice that such forms of nostalgia had its materiality based on ‘present’ reality. The audience in 
above paragraph expected the drama to depict what could be different from the circumstances 
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they were situated and experiencing as ‘here and now’. Rather this reception pursuing what was 
no longer existent may be defined as a negation of their reality. Also, it should be noted that the 
distinction between the world represented on TV screen and the reality they were facing was 
being fully recognized.  
Above all, they recognized that the bucolic world represented in the drama was different 
from the reality of rural areas. To see the political scape of 80s’ Korea, the rural economy in 
Korea in 80s had been a battle field over the trade liberation and the U.S. agricultural product 
import opening which was traded for securing Korean auto industry and electronics. The peasant 
movement in 80s, based on regional communities, had already been organized as social force 
which was as militant as labor unions and college-student movements in Korea. Depending on 
the organized peasant councils, the first audience movement in Korean history, ‘Movement of 
Refusing to Subscription Fee’, could begin in a rural area and expand to nation-wide movement 
against distorted TV representation. It is hard to believe that the city-dwelling labor class 
audience, whose family still lived in there, were not aware of the reality of the rural areas. In an 
interview with the writers of Country Diary, they, as laborers and producers of media industry, 
indicated the recognized discrepancy: “I feel sorry for my illustration with emphasis only upon 
the bucolic atmosphere(of rural areas), I am fully aware of how hard farming work is and how 
painful the life as farmers actually is(TVG, 84-8-18,159, p. 44). And another writer of the drama 
confessed to farmers in other interview: “now, such a prosaic word, ‘the country with purity and 
benevolence’ is a by-gone history. Farming is now neither a vocation nor a calling, merely a 
business, the products are not the gift of heaven, but mere commodities. It is not bad that the 
country people try to live better as do city-people. They should, of course. However, I do just 
miss the heartwarming countryside(TVG, 83-4-2,88, p. 35)”. The acute mentions expressed that 
the production of the nostalgic text reflected how labor class audience wanted the past to 
exist(i.e. to be remembered) in their mind and memory. Such purely ideal conceptual movement 
constructed as form of ‘nostalgia’ should not be confused with common psychological 
conceptions like ‘selective memory’, treated neither as the accuracy of the representation nor as 
idealistic escapism itself. What matters most is to ask about its beginning[Anfang], say, what led 
them to create the idealistic conceptual movement behind their unspoken, but recognized the 
reality of their past. It should be answered in its relationship to their present, which, as discussed 
in chapter 4, being casted into the 10 years of drastic class-mobilization in Korea. In the 
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individual level of the internalization process of capitalistic logic, the nostalgic tendency can be 
understood to be positioned against the experience of self-alienating capitalization,  
In this moment, the generality[as quantity] exercised its power: i.e. ‘our memory’ is a better 
legislating method than ‘my memory’. So to speak, a collective form could absorb or mollify the 
collective experiences of alienation, which might have been unpleasant experience in individual 
level. It tended to appear as a sort of forms of collective recollection of the past prevailing 
poverty. For example, a SS coverage, titled ‘We, all without exception, survived by the porridge: 
the age of pain recalled by foods’(SS, 83-6-19,756) took a form of ‘a round table talk’ with 3 
persons aged in 40s, 50s and 60s respectively, demographically represented economically active 
population. They talked about the foods that Korean ordinary people ate in the 50s after the 
Korean War. The pain of the age was symbolized by “barley gruel so much tine and watery to 
reflect one’s face(p. 40)”, ‘combat rations, coffee, cocoa and Lucky Strike leaked from PX of 
U.S. army(p. 40)’. And the most miserable food was ‘piggy-porridge(Kkul-kkul-i-jug)’, prepared 
from food garbage collected from the barracks of the U.S. army in Korea. It was commonly sold 
and consumed in marketplaces in the 50s and recalled by interviewees as Koreans’ sole source of 
animal protein in that hide time. And the individual’s experiences of discovering inedible things 
like ‘a piece of glass’, ‘a string of combat boot’ in the porridge were recollected with laughs 
shared. This interviews on an immediacy of ‘food for survival’ shows how the otherness also 
played a crucial role in re-contextualizing the individual memory with miserable experiences, 
reluctant to remind of. The collective memory could reveal its beauty by helping individual’s 
painful reality in their past to be shared even. And any specific memory distant from the 
idealized past came to be singled out by the word, ‘our miserable past that we share’.   
The past pains imaginarily shared as common came to be paralleled with the idealized past 
and then related to the present in forming a continuum with two reversed directions in general: 
the present agony was reversely sent to the idealized past as nostalgia and the painful memory 
drawn to the improved present. In this course, an imaginary conception of ‘progression’ emerges: 
we are moving on the path of progression with the current as Benjamin once put(1969, p. 258). 
How could ordinary Korean people ensure ‘their moving forward with the current’? It also 
needed another ‘otherness’ who was ahead of Korean’s time and could give a testimony on the 
path. In this score, the Korean reception of foreign TV dramas was of great significance. Korean 
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media law in early 80s regulated the proposition of foreign dramas not to exceed 15% of entire 
programs(TGV, 81-8-15). The average share of foreign-programs in total programing in the 80s 
showed staying below the restricted ratio, despite its moderate increase in the late 80s by 10.7% 
in 1983, 10.7% in 1987, and 12.9% in 1988(Han, 1988, p. 81). But, it is worthy to noting that 
foreign dramas had been instructing the codes of TV reception, i.e. how to watch TV, to Korean 
audience since the era of white and black TV in 1970s(Y. C. Kim, 2011). In contrast with 
European dramas for re-contextualizing ‘literature texts’ to TV media, the American TV dramas 
served for suggesting the past at present for Korean audience. To take examples of two dramas, 
ABC TV series, Rich man, Poor man aired on a Korean title, A Season of Ambition aired in 1983 
in Korea, after NBC’s Little House on the Prairie with great popularity in late 70s. Little House 
on the Prairie had depicted the stories of a family living in a farm in Minnesota in the pioneer 
period of U.S. The drama in popularity in the late 70s was very influential on media production 
and mass-culture. The writer of Country Diary clarified to have gotten hints from the drama and 
its cultural influence to Koreans: “Little House on the prairie called to mind the nostalgia of 
warm hearted human-relationship, which our farming areas had 2-3 decades ago(TVG,83-4-2, p. 
34). By contrast, Rich man, Poor man in Korea in 1983 represented also the life of a family in 
the era of economic boom in the U.S. It was introduced in TVG with a title, A touching story as 
if seeing our families: 
 “above all, the family relationship in this drama is very similar to our families in our 
times…a bit strict father moved from Germany and missing his hometown…the 
attentive mother in drama reminds us of our mothers…the elder brother, Rudy in 
ambition of business and politics, and, younger brother, Tom, the troublemaker. They all 
are so familiar to our Korean families…In the age of economic upheaval in the U.S 
from the 40s to the 60s, it depicts the lives full of ups and downs of three main 
characters and their vivid experiences and ambitions from a small town to New York, 
Hollywood, and how they sought for the happiness and their smart methods(TVG,83-8-
27,109, pp.48-49)”. 
 
 Apparently, the first thing appealed to Korean was the universal concept of family By the 
strongest mentality of Korean in early 80s, the drama proposed the similarity of American family 
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as Little House on the Prairie did to Koreans in the 70s. However, as discussed earlier, the 
material relations buttressing the concept of family was in change in the 80s. Rich man, Poor 
man reflected it. The pure and simple life of a farm-family in American pioneering age was 
handed over to a Korean drama, Country Diary, which dispersed the idealized images of the past 
of Korea. Instead, the ‘ambition’ and tension of an immigrant family lived in ‘the era of 
economic boom in the U.S in the 40s to 60s. mirrored the Korean labor class living in present in 
the 80s of Korea’s economic boom. In this context, Rich man, Poor man was recommended, in 
the column <Idiot Box>, for Korean TV writers to watch it closely, extolling it to be ‘a textbook 
of TV drama writing’ which could help writers to read Korea’s changing current(TVG, 83-8-
27,109).  
To take a macro angle on this juxtaposition, we can find an overlapped temporalities of two 
countries: the backgrounds of foreign dramas on the past of U.S., whose leftover used to be 
meals and nutrition source for Koreans, had become conceived of as the present of Koreans, or 
‘lagged stage’ in a sociological sense. Furthermore, the present of U.S. in the 80s was projected 
as ‘the future of Korean’. It might be said how Mandel’s notion, ‘succession of U.S. economy’ 
was permeated and revealed in the everyday life of ordinary people in developing countries. 
What matters most, however, is that the imaginary continuum which Korean reflected other’s 
continuum(the U.S. case here) induced another vision for future: ‘as long as adhering to the path 
of collective progression, we, wandering in a dessert of capitalist history, can arrive the promised 
land with milk and honey like the economic prosperity and democracy of  the U.S., which 
Koreans had not yet experienced’ in their own history.   
 
5.3.2 Apocalyptic prophecy and Eschatology: the present future as an equality of death 
The conceptual relationship of idealized past to the present assumed to be advancing 
towards the promised future is a matter of ‘quantitative generality’, which presupposes a chance 
to imagine heterogeneously. So to speak, the imagination of future allows more volition than 
memoir of the fixed past. Bearing this in mind, we can find an erratic tendency in Korean labor 
class’ conceptual vision for future based on their present. In 1980s, S. Korea observed not only 
its economic boom with record-breaking index but also apocalyptic popular narratives in which 
numerous wandering prophets claiming the coming judgment day. Some exotic religions were 
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created and appeared. For example, a leader of a religious cult claimed that his previous 
existence was Jesus Christ as the savior and his advent in the 80s of Korea as the last arbiter(SS, 
82-7-11,708). Leaders of such religions tended to emphasize on the coming judgment day, 
obviously arbitrarily ‘fixed’ doomsday, like ‘June of 2002’ and to insist to make concrete 
atonement for sins such as ‘worshiping ancestors’(SS, 89-7-23, 1068). Obviously, it tended to 
show its firm foundation in material things of corporeal life: “believe in my lesson or you shall 
be killed by car accident” “half-million won for one year is the minimum offering”(SS, 83-6-
26,757, 135p.). This apocalyptic prophecy of such laughable exotic cults insisting on ‘payment 
in advance’ tended to be treated and accepted as gossipy issues rather than as social problems.  
However, it started coevolving with the eschatological narratives in popularity and being 
represented as sort of modern horror stories. An article of SS reported on Weather Anomaly in 
globe(SS,83-8-7,763). Beginning with simple meteorological information of El Nino, this 
narrative explains the phenomena an anti-modern, animist explanation, which goes against the 
modernity of ‘mastery of nature’: “no matter what omnipotent science human beings use, the 
Mother Nature is irresistible. Is it the fury of the Nature, the great?(120p)”, “Some figures of 
religion call it the sign that the savior is coming(121p)”. An article, titled ‘Is the doomsday of the 
earth coming closer to us?’ introduced the various prophecies found in such preexisting religions 
as Buddhism, Christianity and Confucianism or in Korean traditional prophetic writings and 
Nostradamus’ foretelling(SS,81-12-27, 681). This kind of prophecy in hue of religious cults 
began to develop into eschatological popular narratives. In this course, the matter of its 
provability, which purely depended on prophet’s genius ability was replaced with the matter of 
the probability of the end, which relied on well-known ‘quantitative phenomenon as expressed 
by an article ‘Global village in panic by frequent earthquake, Seoul is no longer a safe-zone of 
earthquake’(SS,83-11-27, 779).  A clearer case of this transition can be exemplified by an article 
with a title ‘AIDs is the epidemic of coming Doomsday?’(SS, 85-9-1,869). In this article, the 
outbreak of AIDs was explained in a comparison with Nostradamus’ prophecy in 16th century: 
“this mysterious disease is no longer the illness of ‘queer’, threating all human kinds. Is this 
really the epidemic that Nostradamus predicted?(43p.)”. What was stressed in this report was 
neither the unidentified disease itself nor sexuality, but “inevitable disaster coming to 
mankind(SS, 85-9-1,869,43p.)”. This eschatological mentality, i.e. inevitability of doomsday for 
all, implies more significance in grasping a distinctive way in which Korean labor class created 
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imaginary future, based on their responses to their understanding of their lived experiences. For 
example, it was suggested that the probability of the collision of planets around 2115 in 1987(SS, 
87-9-13, 973). Given common knowledge on the solar system that Korean labor class held, it 
might have been a plausible expectation. However, the doomsday in 2115 indicated in the article 
was a long future for those living in 1987: both the readers and the editorial staffs would not 
exist. So to speak, this article was suggesting a not-coming future in their actual life. So, what 
made them imagine so? It should be noted that eschatological popular narratives tended to 
emphasize more on ‘the concept of the unexceptional end of the world’, than on a few chosen 
people survived from the end that religious cults previously proposed. In other words, the 
apocalypse itself was being weighed more than the survival from it.  
We can easily notice that the popular narratives on ‘fixed future’ characterized as inevitable 
doomsday might had somewhat different meanings of capitalistic horror opposed to capitalistic 
salvation discussed in chapter 4 and in Western civilization. The narratives, usually appeared and 
denoted as ‘horror’, but, it could be rather interpreted as inverted hope in latency towards 
equality than the individual’s horror of capitalistic deprivation on the surface itself. It might 
sound paradoxical. We should first consider to re-invert its interpretive course, ended up its fixed 
destination of ‘unexceptional end to all’. We need to remind of two philosophical premises that 
the pre-modern concepts of mortality and equality: mortality is the most fundamental condition 
of all the human, in terms of that an individual existence ceases to be, whether or not he is free; 
the concept of equality by itself is presupposing to embrace the otherness, prior to its modern 
shaped notion of ‘justice in distribution’ from Achilles’s rage to a liberalist concept of tolerance, 
‘because my equality is important, so is your equality’(Horkheimer, 1947).  First, the mortality, 
and its material culmination, death, have its universal immediacy. This fundamental problem has 
already been dealt with in human intellectual history represented by a sharp contrast: Achilles’ 
heroic acceptance of his mortality to be the one “to whom the Olympian awards the 
glory(Homer, 1992,XXII:118, 519p)" and Odysseus’ desperate refusal to it, symbolized by 
Adorno as the model of capitalistic individuals, to return alive to Ithaca. Instead, Hector’s 
anguished consideration of death represented in Iliad would be appropriate to grasp the 
paradoxical cultural tendency of Korean labor class held in eschatological form. Hector 
expressed his sorrow watching Andromache predicting obvious his death and Troy’s collapse:  
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"And seeing you in tears, a man may say: 'there is the wife of Hektor, who fought best 
of Trojan horseman when they fought at Troy.' So he may say-and you will ache again 
for one man who could keep you out of bondage. Let me be hidden dark down in my 
grave before I hear your cry or know you captive!(Homer, 1992,VI:462-468,156p.). 
Hektor just wanted to ‘be hidden dark down in his grave’ to avoid seeing the actualization of the 
doomed future. It should be remembered that Hector’s agony and hope derived not from being an 
individual like Achilles and Odysseus, but from his being as a species being, as husband and as 
one responsible for the destiny of Troy. The death that he wanted was different from a cessation 
of individual’s biological existence and self-preservation and far from a liberalist concept of 
equality. Faced the end without any hope, he ironically hoped to die first not to see the 
deprivation of the oneness determining his existence. In this vein, this metaphor elucidates that 
Korean labor class’ peculiar mentality on death to be non-capitalistic, rather than anti-capitalistic.  
As we have seen earlier, in the Korean capitalization in the 80s, Korean labor class individuals 
were encouraged to affirm their beings by making differences from others laborers and by 
creating a motionless world external to them. In the context of capitalistic alienation in Korea, 
the mysterious reception of such apocalypse and eschatological tendency can be understood to 
relinquish the self-negation as an individual detached from being a species being. It indicates 
that this abnegating tendency was rooted in a concept of equality as oneness, rather than liberalist 
notion of distributive equality. That a predestined end in future signified the equality might sound 
like an immature imagination of ‘mutual-annihilation’ like saying ‘the end of both you and me’. 
It might be; we should read it reversely. Such an immature imagination was directed to question 
about the fundamental condition of beings itself: the given material conditions can be unfair but 
the death, like its deliverer, time, always is equal to everyone. It can never be eulogized by itself. 
It should be thought of an imaginative product of the anxiety derived from Korean historical 
process in which the capitalistic individuals was born, by being detached from previous species 
being as oneness. Such ‘negative’ imagination on future shared the same material root[Anfang] 
with the opposite ‘positive’ fantasy, which has been eulogized as ‘hope in latency’. To see the 
‘positive’ imaginative products, it becomes clear the developmental logic of both idealistic 
movements. SS carried a regular column, <Mystery of 4-dimension> ran in long period from 
May, 1983(issue, 749) until 1989. It dealt with the occults issues such psychic senses, 
mediumship with the dead beings, near-death and all kinds of unidentified phenomena like the 
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Bermuda Triangle. The column was written by a self-described ‘spiritualism researcher’ and 
introduced his self-claimed pure experiences, without providing any factual and contextual 
relations and information on the writer himself. Considering the editing feature which was 
extremely sensitive with the current, its exceptional long period of insertion means to have had 
regular popularity and demand on the column.  
It is notable that this column introduced after-life and depicted concrete lives in detail. As 
much as apocalyptic future, the after-life was based on such imaginary relations created by their 
purely free conceptual movements. It means that they could create another ‘imaginary and 
concrete space. By this, we can see another conceptual movement reflected the anxiety of the 
present in their imagination of a non-existent space after ‘life’, which clearly illustrated the 
inverted forms of the alienated life and imaginary salvation of Korean labor class in the 80s. 
According to the column, all humans go to ‘spirit world’ after death in corporeal world, “with 
regrets on their incomplete ‘self-realization’ in corporeal world, so they delve into accomplish it 
in spiritual world(SS,6-26,757, p. 70)”. It was assumed to be a continuum between the corporeal 
world and the world of after-death and be possible to continue the unfinished ‘self-realization 
after death. Two spaces were thought to be linked by ‘self-realization’ of individuals. The 
afterlife was depicted as a space, where “transcends spacio-temporal relations” and “cannot be 
grasped ‘mathematical explanation”(SS, 83-6-19,759, p. 69). So, it was defined a “world full of 
‘meanings’ which exists behind the physical forms and language(SS, 83-6-19,759, p. 69)”. It is 
evident that the space depicted in the column was to negate the fundamental principle of 
modernity, coevolving with capitalist relations. The capitalistic labor relations in present 80s 
were inverted in the descriptions of the after-life world:  
“In ‘there’, working exists, but not for eating like ‘here’. They work only like doing 
hobby, for example, listening to music, gardening, painting….the occupations of the 
spiritual world after death also were diversified, similar to here… But some jobs in 
corporeal world become unnecessary in there...Jobs to destroy something do not 
exist…. In corporeal world, we have to do work that we don’t’ want to, in there, no 
necessary to do so…a lot of people (in the spiritual world) are doing their works which 
can bring ‘beauty and happiness’...everyone can freely choose his occupations and work 
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with pleasure, regardless of the career and educational background(SS, 84-4-29,800, 
p.71)”. 
 
The description of the paragraph clearly shows the inverted images of ‘capitalistic wage-labor’. 
Rather the labor depicted in the imaginary world can be said to be close to the classical concept 
of labor as self-realization. In the imaginary world projected by the reality, the image of labor 
class was depicted as those who “can possess whatever they wants, so think only happy 
things(SS, 84-5-20,803, p. 67)”, so “newcomers may even get bored by such simple and quite 
life(SS, 84-5-20, 803, p. 66)”. It continued to describe the world of after-life to be full of “only 
happy ‘classes’(SS, 84-4-15,798, p. 64)”. The present world of reification and alienation also 
was projected in inverted forms: “In earthly world, men are judged by appearance, dress, car and 
social status, so good people are easy to get deceived and understand the real humanity. But, 
being free from such ‘forms’, the people [in the spiritual world] can grasp the essence of 
things…. everyone can read other’s mind and feeling, as if other’s experience is mine, can cry 
together and smile together, hence one’s self can be expanded and enriched(SS, 84-6-24,808, 
pp.70-71)”. Finally “the people come to truly realize themselves to be a creator(SS, 84-5-20, 
803, p. 67)”. In the imaginary representation, the present alienated individuals in reified world in 
Korea in 80s were being recovering their species being. Such a non-alienated and contemplative 
life in the imagination was vivid in illusionary representation. So to speak, the column 
represented various images of a non-existent world. So can we simply identify those represented 
images with subversive practices retaining any overthrowing principles in itself? We need to pay 
attention to Adorno’s criticism of Benjamin’s romanticized term, ‘dialectical image’. In a letter to 
Benjamin, Adorno pointed out: “the fetish character of the commodity is not a fact of 
consciousness; rather it is dialectical, in the eminent sense that it produces 
consciousness…consciousness or unconsciousness cannot simply depict it as a dream, but 
responds to it in equal measure with desire and fear(Bloch et al., 1994, p. 111)”. Those idealistic 
images were the outcomes of the movement of concept. So can those images, regardless of 
content, indicate any principle of logic of development? Adorno continued: “if the dialectical 
image is nothing but the way in which the fetish character is perceived in a collective 
consciousness, the Saint Simonian conception of the commodity world may indeed reveal itself 
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as Utopia, but not as its reverse- namely, a dialectical image of the 19th century as Hell(Bloch et 
al., 1994, p. 111)”. Adorno’s kind concern suggests a form of development, which was dialectical 
inversion in movement of concept firmly based on their reality, and furthermore reminds of why 
Gramsci, in the level of political practice, insisted on returning to Emile Zola rather than Jules 
Verne. 
The imaginary futures appeared both ‘apocalypse as a gloomy vision’ and ‘afterlife as a 
utopia’ were established by their material reality in present. So to speak, those conceptual futures 
juxtaposed in the popular narrative implies how Korean individual labor class penetrated the 
condition of their existences and contemplated their ‘life and death’ at present in creating their 
own future. In this time, the death, or co-destruction, was neither something to be romanticized 
or nor the content of ‘horror’, which commonly suggested as ‘failure of survival in capitalistic 
torment’. Also the imaginary creations of utopia or doomsday must not be identified with ‘anti-
capitalistic symbolic practices’ and subversive cultural signification’, since those imaginary 
relations was the fragments created by agonizing floundering of individual labor class who were 
in the forced mutual alienation process and in anxiety from being casted into an reified world.  
Perhaps, those can be said to be ‘non-capitalistic tendency’ rather than to be ‘anti-
capitalistic’, but moved and inverted in latency and appeared in immature, irrational and crude 
forms, only responded to their reality, in where the labor class individuals were being atomized 
and negating themselves in the process of bourgeoisie individualization. The past and future in 
imagination, i.e. relatively free movement of consciousness, conditioned the present imagination 
appeared as physical and concrete practices, which were characterized to communicate with 
others whom they can share their imaginative world. 
 
5.3.3 Love, the opium of labor class or Hopeless Melancholy: the present as the present of 
homogeneity 
Whether revolutionary or reactionary, the present confined the idealist imagination of 
Korean labor class in affairs of everyday life at present. A laborer had to close the pages of SS, to 
turn off TV, to stop their imagination at some point, then must go for work on time. Imagination 
could not stop their coming rent dues and be erase the shadow of their awaiting ‘certainty of 
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death’ over there. Their imaginative movement of concept was deeply enrooted in their lived 
experiences given by capitalistic torments. Also, the present was the only temporal moment in 
which Korean labor class could appropriate freely by their material practices. In other words, in 
the moment of ‘present’ as here and now, Korean labor class had less volition for the movement 
of concept; more direct volition for responsive praxis. The temporal ‘field’ called ‘now’ and the 
fixed space of ‘here’ reduce its abstracted-universality as ‘temporality’ into an arena of daily 
struggle between individual as individuality[Der Einzelne]  and others as external generality in 
the created motionless world discussed earlier. In this context, besides family relations, love-
relationship in ordinary life can be counted as one of direct communicative practices by which 
each individuals was likely to attempt to reach to others by idealistically, or at least in 
dissembling manners, excluding the reification and alienation instigated by the capitalization of 
the 80s. Thus, in externalizing their idealistic conception of otherness into material praxis called 
love, their dynamical processes of selection among others and of the rationalization of negation 
can be illuminated.  Above all, the TV representation suggested the general forms by which labor 
class(individuality) projected the alienated human relationship to the abstract concept of love and 
tried to see it through media. In this score, it can be drawn from some significant mentions of TV 
melodrama writers who can be said to be intermediaries between the generality of TV 
representation and the individuality of labor class. In interviews with TV Guide(TVG, 82-3-13) 
on the repeated representation of love-triangle, they clarified about such a convention of TV 
representation of love: 
“I think, everyone had experience of love, the love triangle also is experienced… love, 
people says, is a choice, but audience demands ‘ethical choice’. The choice they didn’t 
want to see is believed to end as misfortune. So, TV drama has its own restriction in 
illustrating the reality as it is(p. 30)”                                                      -  Kim, Soohyun 
“the love triangle really happening in the love of people in our time is engendered by 
cunningly calculated love….it might be because people think that love cannot the only 
supreme good, perhaps, at the same time, we are always having another gaze to realistic 
matters when considering love(p. 31)”                                                   - Nah, YeunSook 
“surely, love triangle is one of subjects which lead audience to be interested in 
‘observing’ love in dramas, but, the point is that audience is concerned more with how 
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the tension of the love triangle would be resolved. So to speak, who will be chosen, so, 
what matters most to the writer is how to depict the tension perfectly(31p.) 
                                                                                                                - Park, JeongRan 
 
As Kim remarked on the restriction in producing media texts, the audience wanted to see 
what they want to see in TV representation of love as they created their nostalgic forms for past.  
The appealing point of ‘love triangle’ in media texts existed not in ‘the representation in media 
text’ itself, but in the nebulous mind of audience in which the idealistic wish and materialist 
calculation on reality co-existed in conflict. And labor class audience sees their own internal 
contradiction in the constriction of TV texts and wanted it to be solved at least in TV. To be 
precise, it is a bit different from a common notion that a given TV representation is a wish-
fulfillment or going far beyond a premise that TV representation infuses dominant discourse or, 
as an inverted form of elitism, that TV can change the reality of labor class.  
TV representation is merely series of images on TV screen for labor class until the audience 
begins to intellectually grasp it in their own ways, since most of labor class did not make money 
for living by consuming TV drama representation. This gap between representation and 
reception, particularly in above case, could be understood to be narrowed by the self-reflexivity 
of labor class audience on their reality. As implied by interviews of the writer, if audience had 
made their own decision in their real practices of love, the writer would not have confessed on 
her difficulties in writing texts reflecting the demands. It can be said that they were holding the 
same contradiction in their real love relationship so did the characters of a drama they watched, 
but it does not necessarily to have followed the choice of drama character since the audience had 
their own history and reality, and then had to contextualize themselves and to make their rational 
calculation.  As discussed in chapter 4, TV was only to suggest its representation as a form. We 
could or may say simply that not all women, by watching Cinderella of Disney, come to await a 
prince or to be gold diggers, we must consider their first moment of how they contextualize and 
interpret themselves in their unique reality(e.g. economic needs) and their own uneven 
history(e.g. how she has been raised up). So to speak, it is not a matter of the general and the 
specific; rather of the interpretation of the universal embedded in individuality. If any direct or 
indirect refusal to the dominant discourse would be observed, it would not because of being 
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exposed to either subversive representations or revolutionary feminist discourses, but because of 
their interpretation and developmental process: they did first look into a mirror and ‘objectify’ 
themselves in aging in the cold-blooded material relations of male dominance(to be picked up by 
men) and recognized the contradiction of gender relations, then might come in a wide variety of  
erratic mentalities, fury as well as smiley-faced snaring and obsession as well as paranoia, then 
what they needed might be theories[as ways of systematic thinking] to elaborate their own reason 
and thought. In other words, such interpretative processes and practices are the matter of their 
own sublation[aufhebung] arising from abstract to concrete in Marx’s sense. At the same time, 
the media representation as a form retains the mirrored contradictions as abstract that the 
audience might have in their unique histories and concrete realities. Holding this proposition, let 
us speculate the material relations, which laid foundations for Korean labor class’ creation of the 
present through their concrete practices. 
The self-objectification in the external relations should be the first moment in the formative 
process of cultural phenomenon around love in the 80s. As far as love is a kind of cultural 
practice based on human relationship in real life, it has ‘the present reality’ with its ending as 
well as its beginning. Both color TV and SS held dramatic, or romanticized, tones on love. 
However, the destination suggested by TV, a general mass-media, tended to be either marriage or 
discovery of authentic love, contrastingly, SS’s coverages on love stories mainly ended up tragic 
endings like committing suicide together, adultery, betrayal, violence, and arson. So to speak, 
both Cinderella stories in color TV ended with wedding marches and the slushiness of love affair 
ended up behind bars reported SS were grounded in the same material relations given by Korea 
in 80s. In sharp contrast to color TV as a ‘general’ mass-media, Sunday Seoul’s news reports on 
tragic endings clearly not only demonstrate that the cultural practices called love in the same 
material reality of the 80s, had coarse and crude emotional basis, but lead to disentangle the 
complex of social relations and mentalities, appeared like a knitting ball, overlapped with the 
abstract concept of love and cast a light in understanding how the capitalistic contradictions was 
being embedded in the most basic human relations of free, but alienated, individuals. Started by 
the same reality and freedom, the cultural practice as outcomes was differently suggested to 
Korean labor class. 
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First of all, it is remarkable that love-narratives with tragic endings in SS tended to have its 
beginning as ‘love impossible to actualize’ so did the melodramas of color TV.  To see external 
relations, represented in SS, which imposed impossibility on the pure form of love between free 
individuals, the social relation of family, like the opposition of family of one side and social 
institution of marriage in numerous cases of adultery, was accounted as the first restriction. SS 
covered a case of a suicide committed by a poor college student in confrontation with the strong 
opposition of his girlfriend’s family. In his will for the girlfriend, he wrote: “I am fully aware of 
that I and you can never be tied in wedlock…my being burden over you and your parent has 
been the most pain in my breast I couldn’t endure(SS, 87-5-3,954,136p)” 
This kind of hopeless love itself by family opposition must have existed long before the 80s. 
However, his feeling guilty on his girlfriend’s parents, the third persons, in his note indicates that 
modern conception of free-love was still in conflict with lack of the concept of free-individual 
and the pre-existing social orders of family even in 80s.  To look closely, the major reason of the 
family opposition was related with ‘disparity in social standing’. A SS article reported a suicide 
case of a government office worker for the strong opposition of his girlfriend’s family. The 
reason of the opposition was that ‘their daughter was a teacher, whereas her boyfriend was a staff 
of a government office of a district. Both were government employees and the wages of two 
occupations were in similar range. However, involved with the vision for future, this difference 
in social status was reshaped. Being a teacher has been counted as one of the best jobs for 
females in the 80s onwards. It meant to have more chances to get married with upper classes 
males. Her parent’s opposition was based on his expectation on the better future of their 
daughter. It may be said that the differences of their social standing existed in the same class-
labor class and were being stratified by opportunity structure for future.    
It is worthy of noting that the narrative of love between labor class and capital was 
scarcely found in SS, meanwhile some of popular TV melodramas in the 80s, like Love and 
Ambition and Eyes in Anger, were portraying inter-class loves. Given the major readership of SS 
for labor class, it is very significant to have constantly reported and dealt with only the love-
narrative of intra-(labor) class, not of ‘inter-class’. In the developing stage of Korean capitalism 
with class mobility, it seems natural that the idea that inter-class love is possible must be 
reproduced as a symbol of equality both in conceptual imagination and reality as firmly as social 
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institutions like monogamy for capitalistic reproduction. Korean labor class did not willingly 
accept the idea of capitalistic hope by love when they read SS, unlike watching TV romantic 
dramas. Rather than by the difference of two media, it can be elucidated by a fact that Korean 
labor class was intuitively discerning their reality and imagination. Patterns were discovered in 
SS’s representation of the hopeless love which were confined only in the differences of concrete 
labors within a broader category of ‘labor class’. Excluded ‘adultery-related cases’, the hopeless 
love relationships in all coverages and news reports were categorized mostly into: ‘white-collar 
laborer and B-girl’, ‘white collar and white collar’, ‘college student-B-girl’ and ‘blue collar labor 
and B-girl’. More interestingly, SS did not report even a single case between college students and 
blue-collar laborers. This mysterious absence is of significance. In fact, numerous radical college 
students in the 80s worked in labor places in disguise of blue collar workers, who permeated into 
the real life of laborers and educated the right of laborers by night schools and strategically 
attempted to organize trade unions and strikes(Ku, 2002). In all the workplaces and factories and 
industrial complexes, capitalists and middle managers desperately searched ‘fake-employees’, 
checking if applicants at job interviews had callus on their hands and hand over suspicious 
applicants and employees to police.  Like this, student-laborer solidarity was the worst nightmare 
for capitalists and Korea’s pro-capitalist state. Given this context, it is not surprising that the 
government-owned SS could not report any love story of factory girls and college students, 
whether its ending was happy or tragic. Instead, it was reported some cases of factory-girls 
sexually exploited by a fake college student, who pretended to be a leader of a radical student 
movement group(SS, 85-8-18 850; SS, 86-11-16,931).  
If the subdivided agent-relations of love within labor class represented in SS reflected the 
diversified concrete labors, the love between college students and blue-collar laborers 
symptomatically indicated the lived experiences of it, i.e. how they perceived and felt the 
internal class-barriers. College students, particularly male students have their own objective 
location in present labor relation to be ‘deferred unproductive laborers’. They were expected to 
be white collar laborers in future. In other words, to the eyes of blue-collar laborers, the college 
students, even if they were organizing strikes with Molotov cocktails on their hands, were seen to 
white-collar laborers, i.e. middle managers, which were to be situated in different positions from 
blue-collars. Such penetration of non-white collar workers was depicted in a scene of Jittering 
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Girl. Bulging Head sensed that their housemate Jangko felt awkward with his crush, Hairy and 
said: 
“[is he]bragging about being a college student or something? Living in the same house, 
housemates should chat…I see it...now…he thinks...he’s a college student and we’re 
just B-girls…(we’re) too lower level to talk with…understandable(SS, 80-3-9,588,p. 
63)” 
In the plot of the novel, Jangko was constantly represented as a promising student to be a 
white collar in suit ‘with his necktie tied’284. He tried to catch Hairy’s fancy, who was a friend of 
Bulging Head. It was likely to be Bulging Head’s misunderstanding over their relationship and 
feeling excessive inferiority. But her remark showed a mental barrier between two sub-classes, 
which existed at least in the consciousness of blue-collar workers, in contrast to a common 
conception of the homogeneity and equality of love over classes. 
  It should be noted how their creation of ‘the wall’ coevolved with their lived experiences 
of stratified internal labor relations. We should remind of that ‘industrial capitalist class’ in 
Korean history had appeared only roughly 3 decades ago from the 80s and developed by 
formulating a hierarchy within capitals. The macro development of capitalist class echoed with 
that of the internal labor-relations. By ‘echoing development’, what I mean can be elucidated 
first by the above example of parent’s opposition to his daughter’s marriage. Expecting the future 
and calculating the opportunity structure, the parent ‘denied’ the marriage in the universally 
preexisted notion of the love of parent to his daughter. In this course, the objective social 
stratification and the subjective reliance on ‘oneness’ became blurred. The stratifying process 
occurred within labor class re-appeared in love as a socio-cultural form and sentimental 
abstraction. Even if its class-mobility, de facto, might be restricted only in labor class, those 
practices of love concretely performed by laborers were understood as an opportunity for 
ascending class and believed to be operating its universal equality. Bulging Head’s emotional 
remark, seeming her exaggerated inferiority, was an intuitive penetration on it, mirrored by the 
viewpoint of who was neither white collar nor blue-collar. Nudged into the duality of capitalistic 
salvation and deprivation, Korean labor class had been reorganizing its intra class-structure only 
                                                             
284 a Korean slang referred to white collar workers 
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in last 3 decades after being tenant famers of Korean feudal society and eating leftover porridge. 
By the abstract-immediacy of love in present, Korean labor class were re-appropriating the 
temporal continuum constituted by their created ‘idealized past’ and ‘non-existent future’. 
Korean labor class had been doing in the same manner by which capitalists had formulated their 
own. Their creating their own internal structure at present-i.e. through individuality- began to 
lead Korean labor class to identify their economic history’ with ‘capitalist’s economic history’.  
On the other hand, it is discovered that there were some of Korean labor class individuals 
tenuously clinging only to the present, which allowed more freedom through their present 
physical praxis. They attempted to find extreme means of escape. Their present practices of love 
show us how those with non-identity punily shunned being incorporated into the main current 
tendency and became marginalized as anomalies on the surface of splendid cultural phenomena 
in the 80s. 
To take of examples of three representative coverages of SS with banal stories and the 
end of hopeless love, A 22 years old b-girl fell in love with a white-collar laborer and finally 
committed suicide. In her will, she left words to her boyfriend: “I can’t live without you. May 
live together and die together(SS, 80-4-20,594, p.53)”. And an ‘adultery case’ reported that b-girl 
and her married boyfriend committed suicide together, they wrote: “even death can’t divide 
us(SS,87-11-1,980, p.132)”. Lastly, an article, titled A Fragile-minded Elite Ended by Death 
described that a white collar worker with a typical elite career by Korean education-ladder fell in 
love with a nurse and both killed themselves for family opposition, they declared in their will to 
“prove our love by death(SS, 80-7-6,605, p.33)”. In the three cases ended by death, the agents 
prioritized their present practices, i.e. keeping love relationship, to future. Ironically, for them, 
the future was thought to be not uncertainty but certainty. Their future was a vivid continuum of 
their present relationship to beloved one mired in present agony. Then, the obsession with 
present practices materialized itself in another by terminalizing it by themselves.  
So, how can we grasp the terminal practice to the finality, death? It might be seen as ‘a 
free declaration of failure’ deeply shadowed by romanticism(Alvarez, 1982) or ‘an expression of 
a melancholy awareness of the uncertainty or vanity of life’ in a classical sense in Western 
tradition(Ariès, 2000). Their final practices were the purely performed by the freewill in 
individual level, in contrasted to the collective level of the imagination after-life ended without 
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any ‘execution’ or material practice. But, we should not lose our attention on the tension of 
external relations imposed on the practice of agents to discuss on such ‘a self-determination’. To 
see the other extreme of the spectrum of the narrative on love. A regular column of SS, Merry-
Go-Round, carried a personal story of a 23 years old SS reader who got married with a rich 70 
years old man. She remarked on her honest thought on love and marriage: 
“I have wanted to live affluent…I haven’t had any rosy fantasy on marriage 
itself…thought meeting a wealthy man to be a chance for me…felt horrific when I see 
my married friends in a tight budget by meager salary… all ages admitted, I just hoped 
to hook any guy rich(SS, 87-10-25, 979, pp. 42-43)”  
Reportedly she was a junior college graduate, having no working experience involved with any 
sexual labor. She confessed to have once tried to have “a romantic love relationship with a man” 
but “felt like unnecessary consumption of sentiment(p.43)”. Her remark indicates the reality that 
labor class was invariably facing behind the abstract-universality of the velvety concept of love. 
And her realistic approach, expressed in somewhat vulgar linguistic form, on love and marriage 
derived from her hope to be free from economic needs, i.e. “to live affluent”. This tendency was 
sharply contrasted with the above-mentioned cases of the tragic endings for the sake for hopeless 
love. In the trend-sensitive SS, the two contrasted tendencies constituted the two extreme ends of 
popular narratives on love. In the middle of the spectrum, the broader relations of reification of 
others was constitute grotesque undercurrent cultural-forms. SS carried a popular a memoir 
series, titled Death-Row Convicts: thy name is human, which introduced the experiences of a 
Buddhist monk edifying prisoners in jails over years. He introduced the lives and pertinence of 
condemned criminals. According to his memoir, one young woman betrayed by men visited him 
and requested to introduce a death-row-convict in a jail, then confessed the reason: 
“Priest, I want to marry the most vicious murderer”…I have no one to whom I give my 
love…I have no one on whom I rely my soul…yes…[I am so] afraid of getting 
betrayed…I believe, at least, the vicious one won’t betray my love…(SS, 81-2-22,638, 
p. 97)” 
Somehow, the monk took her request serious and introduced a murderer sentenced to death he 
knew. Then, she finally got married with the murderer. A few years later, he happened to get a 
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special pardon and came out of jail. But, she left him leaving a message to him which went: 
“you’ve, once get free, you must betray me(p. 97)” 
The point here is not the women’s absurd behavior itself, but her way of objectifying 
others and self-pitiful rationale, which mediated later a dialectical inversion between self-
victimization and appropriation of others. She was also one of common beings which had been 
victimized by the reification of human relationship. In fact, her extremity derived from the 
ordinary wish shared by any other ordinary labor class like her: ‘I don’t want to get betrayed by 
other in reification suggested by the world. But it is noteworthy that her mysterious way of 
thinking had been based on self-pity on her past and the pure desire of keeping her love in future. 
By loving an unfree man in jail, her present practice of love was believed to secure fundamental 
freedom from reifying world. We should pay more attention to  ‘I’ as individuality standing 
between the past and future in her logic. She didn’t want to get reified again but she ought to 
reify other for my self-preservation and freedom from mutual-alienation as if hunting the weaker 
for her identity’s preservation. As we have discussed earlier on the mutual alienation in 
temporality, to secure control over future, Korean labor class individuals created motionless 
others by projecting them in timeless world. In the same vein, in order to be free[not to be 
reified], the other should be unfree as reified objects. This cruel tendency was observed more 
often in other abnormal appearances, mainly by being categorized as crimes, in which it tended 
to appear to immediately degenerate love into ‘objects to appropriate’ as the crime reports of SS 
carried numerous cases of pretenders for sexual exploitation and of direct forms of control over 
victim’s body, e.g. a news on a man arrested for forcing his girlfriend to get tattoo of his name on 
her chest(SS, 89-2-12, 1045). By the concrete and immediate practice of love, as extremely 
immature and irrational forms, they saw themselves in others and confirmed being sheltered 
from the alienation of Korean society in the 80s. Whether rationalized by self-victimization or 
ascertained by immediacy, such obsession with the practices of love was no more than an 
inverted relation of mutual alienation for securing their freedom.  
So, we can ask what made this inverted relation fixed its movement in mind at one point 
and even not coevolve with labor class readers in the same inverted social relations. It should be 
noted that this inversion attained its oughtness(Sollen) first not from the world of facts, reality 
pushing them to do so, but from a system of ideas, i.e. in linguistic form. To take two examples 
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of love-related deaths reported in SS. A male college student who committed suicide in front of 
the house-gate of his girlfriend who dumped him(SS, 89-5-14,1058) and a woman, who stabbed 
her ex-husband all over with a dagger after her love being refused by him(SS, 81-8-9,661). SS 
represented two dramatically as usual: “a lonely and frustrated man who tried to prove his love, 
leaving a bouquet of lilies in front of lover’s closed door(SS, 89-5-14,1058, p. 140)” and “a 
woman as one in her sorrow, a prisoner bounded by love(SS, 81-8-9,661, p.118)”. The mentality 
of the frustrated others, symbolized by ‘closed door’, ‘bouquet of flowers’, ‘a prisoner of 
sorrow’, might have been shared with the readers. But, their actual executions, as expressed by 
the woman: “not that I’ll die if you don’t love me, but that ‘I’ll kill you if you don’t love me(81-
8-9,661, p. 118)” were what the general audience could hardly do in their real life. Remembering 
labor class’ awareness of the clear distinction between their own reality and represented world, 
the other’s resentful mentality stayed only in a linguistic objectivity represented in a media, SS.  
The subject, in his own reality, went first before the language for others. As Adorno once put it, 
“proletarian language is dictated by hunger. The poor chew words to fill their bellies(Adorno, 
2005, p. 102)”, the linguistic objectivity for Korean labor class appeared in individual levels to 
be a sort of ‘wish-fulfillment’ or ‘proxy-gratification’ or gossipy empathy by their clear 
distinction between mentality and rationality like saying: ‘it’s so sad and their motivations are 
understandable, but they shouldn’t have done like those things’. On the other hand, the linguistic 
objectivity detached from labor class’s reality began to affirm its certainty in one-dimensional 
world of dichotomy of generality and specialty.  The actions of those with non-identity in 
popular narratives were accepted and understood as ‘specialty’ opposite to ‘generality’. In this 
course, the universality, e.g. the reality given by Korean history shared by all labor class, faded 
away into the flattened ‘quantitative plane’ created by themselves. And the each of labor class 
individuals, as individuality bearing the universality, were conceptually re-divided into collective 
mass with identity and individuals with non-identity. In the newly constructed quantitative plane 
identified with given linguistic objectivity, the concept of heterogeneity was replaced with 
quantitative diversity. And furthermore, the dominant tendency of present praxis in connecting 
past and future could overwhelm such counter-tendencies in the undercurrent and incorporate 
them into a homogenous direction. On the surface, it may be said to be another side of the 
historical development of ‘capitalistic individual’, which one may name or dialectical images 
which halted its dialectical motion. But, it does not mean that the linguistic objectivity of 
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capitalistic alienation was so formidable and convincing for labor class individuals, nor that 
Korean labor class indulged only in fulfilling their own self-interests as did capitalists. Rather, 
the heterogenous directions of their immature conceptual movements emanated from their own 
attempts to being free and to escaping from a given direction suggested, in Korea’s capitalization 
process, as ‘one generality in a collective level’.  As screamed by Red Peter, a monkey which 
became a human, in Kafka’s A Report to an Academy: 
 “No, it wasn’t’ freedom I wanted. Only a way-out; to the right, to the left, in any 
direction at all; I made no other demands; even if the way out were a delusion; the demand was a 
small one, the delusion wouldn’t be any bigger….I didn’t imitate human beings because they 
appealed to me; I imitated because I was looking for a way out, for no other reasons”.  
Korean labor class, as we observed, fully recognized what capitalistic alienation was and 
experienced the inverted world by their own real life and histories. By their present praxis 
looking for a way out, here and now, they were constituting a tendency weaving a continuum of 
temporal relations. But, they had nothing but the capitalist perspective by which they interpreted 
and conceptually arrayed the external social relations around their lived experiences. It was a 
matter of political practices at which historical materialism as philosophy of praxis, in Gramsci’s 
sense, should be anchored. It was a practical instance in which objective legitimating powers in 
Adorno’s sense was supposed to propose a direction and materialize the dialectical images. It 
should be considered in a collective dimension of practical politics governed by concrete and 
general spacio-temporal relations, rather than in another linguistic objectivity of philosophy of 
history. To say, how to draw a triangle on a paper with a pencil and a ruler, with the grasped 
Pythagorean theorem. Thus, my major concerns from here should be ‘the ways of organizing 
historical movements and suggesting alternative directions’ in real politik in the 80’s Korea. In 
this score, the historical description of the next section will illustrate briefly how Korean 
leftwing in 80s detached their political strategies from the historical process of labor class and 
consequently, it preconditioned the neo-liberal order in the 90s onwards. 
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5.4 The birth of Xeno’s paradox in politics: War of position without war of maneuver   
I have described in previous sections the collective tendential process penetrating the 80s, 
consisted of multilayered conceptual movements and its development by moving back and forth 
in linear temporal relations. This section will briefly sketch its relationship to the political 
juncture formulated in the 80s. Focusing on its interface and the disjuncture between the 
undercurrent dynamics discovered in popular narratives and the production of leftwing’s political 
strategies, I will examine how these political potentials embedded in the narratives were blocked 
to be actualized into social forces and to be amalgamated or subjugated into the dominant 
tendency. Holding the position of Korean labor class in describing the process of disjuncture 
between two level, I will attempt to offer some theoretical and practical considerations on the 
nexus of ‘political democracy’ and ‘democracy of media as a material medium of Korean 
cultural formation’.  
It seems impossible to assess all of political engagements of Korean left wings in the 80s 
as a monolithic entity’. Entering the 80s, Korea’s labor movement and democratic movements 
transited its leadership from Christianity in the 70s, representative of Urban Industrial Mission in 
Protestantism and of The Catholic Priests Association for Justice(CPAJ) in the Catholic Church 
to those camouflaged students-workers and ‘professional activists from colleges’ called 
‘Hakchul’. However, the labor-student solidarity during the 80s was the most important and 
fundamental bed-lock for the political movement. However, its development and the strategy-
production based on it were different issues and not simple. As the elaborations of strategies to 
produce concrete tactics were needed, it was necessary to define the historical formation of 
Korean capitalism and how to define a major contradiction and minor contradictions in given 
conjunctures. Responding it, theoretical frames were imported and re-interpreted for analyzing 
Korean society, to simplify, from the re-discovery of humanistic Marx and critical theories in 
1980-81, Dependency Theories applied on Korea, characterized by a theoretical transition from 
underdeveloped capitalism to dependent capitalism during 1982-83, Althusserian structural 
Marxist theories, accompanied with theories of state-forms and peripheral capitalism during 
1984-85, to the reinterpretation of Authentic Marxist theories based on reading the original texts 
of Marx and Lenin from 1986 onwards and the excavation of the trace of left movement in 
Korean history(M. Jeong et al., 1989). Such theoretical studies were not for theories but for 
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practices. Coevolving the laborious studies, Korean leftwing during the 80s were diversified by 
various sects with different viewpoints on Korea’s capitalism285 and constantly in consecutive 
debates, known as a famous name of ‘Social formation Debates[Sa-gu-che non-jaeng]’, over 
inner-hegemony to produce a unified political strategy. 
It has been agreed that they consolidated labor-student solidarity by permeating into the real 
life of laborers and educated the right of laborers by night schools and strategically attempted to 
organize trade unions and democratic movements(Ku, 2002). It cannot be denied that the 80s’ 
student-labor solidarity played a crucial role in producing and elaborating political strategies and 
tactics. And It also has been commonly evaluated by academic lefts, who were former college 
activists or educated in the intellectual magnet field of 80s, that their ‘leadership’ led such 
political achievements as the first solidarity strike in 1985 since Korean War, followed by series 
of massive nationwide strikes and finally Korea’s ‘democratization’, allegedly achieved by direct 
voting for presidency, in 1987.  In variations on the theme, labor class individuals tended to be 
described as existences which had been ignorant victims, then, being baptized by student 
activists with emancipatory gospel or occasionally by their martyrdom, came to resurrect 
themselves into heroic labor movement fighters. It is hard to accept these assessments at face 
value. By contrast with the voices of academic lefts, in a memoir of a female laborer, passionate 
camouflaging student workers she met were recalled: “our workplace was like their lab of their 
theory-experiment. They were always in rush and impatient, then, they left soon and we 
remained here[cite: Oral history]”. Considering the conceptual movement of Korean labor class 
in the everyday life and their penetration to capitalistic logics described so far, we can find more 
convincing voice in a remark of a female laborer, Kim, Yong-Suk, arrested for participating in 
labor union activities after enthusiastic students left since the democratization of 1987. In her 
                                                             
285 To outline the trajectory of the development, it started with so-called CNP Debate in 1984-85 between three 
sects of Civil Democratic Revolution(CDR) group which viewed Korea as peripheral capitalism and insisted on 
popular front movement for first establishing a civic democratic government, National Democratic 
Revolution(NDR) group which defined Korea as a post-colonial capitalist society and put importance on the division 
of Korea as major contradiction and People’s Democratic Revolution(PDR) with a viewpoint of  state-monopoly 
capitalism and calling for democratic centralism. The NDR group came to attain the inner hegemony, then by its 
nationalist tenets, it was divided into NL(National Liberation) arguing for direct voting for presidency and 
CA(Constitution Assembly) insisting in abolishing the Korean government system as the first stage like the 
development of Russian Revolution. This gap appeared to ‘NL-CA Debate’ during 1986-97, and followed by NL- PD 
Debate in 1988-90 between the mainstream NL group influenced by North Korea’ ruling ideology and PD(People’s 
Democracy) newly formed by absorbing CA and redefined Korea as ‘neo-colonial state-monopoly capitalism’. 
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final testimony in a court, she confessed, in a calm tone, to a judge how she became a labor 
union activist after starting being as apprentice worker like her father: 
“Having been ashamed of my being a laborer, but, observing the massive struggle in 
1987, I got to be proud of myself...Watching my father, I was simply curious of why 
laborers were always poor and anxious of their unstable livings…the more I saw those 
peoples suffered, the clearer my realization became…...their figure were my father’s, 
and mine too(Yoon & Oh, 1990, p. 23)” 
As shown in her statement, her self-recognition in ordinary life and her lived experiences 
changed by mass movement was the first instance in developing her class-consciousness 
embracing ‘we’, not capitalistic individual. Stepping on her self-recognition, she had realized the 
material relations external to her and others that “laborer’s life marked by suffering was not 
because of the doomed fate resulted from my deficiency(Yoon & Oh, 1990, p. 24)”. The labor-
student solidarity seems to have had a gap between the political strategies of radical student 
movements and the real life of labor class. 
In order to critically examine and reconstruct the political strategies hovering the gap, 
holding steadfastly the position of ordinary labor class, Antonio Gramsci’s angle would provide a 
proper frame. His political thoughts thoroughly grounded in concrete political practices have 
widely been cited in parts to acclaim of 80’s Korean student movement and even to justify 
intellectual practices confined only in academia without partisanship after the 80s onwards, in 
the fancy names of ‘war of position’ and ‘organic intellectual’. In my sketch of the 
‘unrecognized’ disjuncture of two levels, the production process of Korean leftwing political 
strategies will be analyzed in the light of the production of Gramsci’s political ideas in his 
concrete theoretical and historical contexts. It is less known that the strategies of Lenin in the 
historical process of Bolshevik Revolution influenced his maturation of his thoughts and 
strategies for concrete conjunctures in Italy as crucial as Croce’s Hegelian ideas on his historical 
consciousness(Sassoon, 1987). His theoretical concepts and political engagements in Communist 
Party of Italy(PCI), concretely by his ardent devotion to Factory Council and L’Ordine Nuovo, 
should be grasped by starting with the fundamental premises of political practices shared by 
Lenin and Gramsci. The concrete historical moments, conjunctures in Gramsci’s sense] must be 
analyzed in a long term historical process and, following it, the strategic level must be discerned 
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from the tactical level(Cliff, 2004). So to speak, a conceptual space of strategy for a formulation 
of ‘theater in warfare’ should be distinguished the other space of conjunctural engagements as 
tactics for each of aligned battlefields. Likewise, based on this distinction, my comparative 
analysis will focus on the dimensions of strategy of Korean leftwing camp as whole. And the 
production-process will be examined by its problematic formulated by crucial historical 
moments in the 80s which laid a basis of Korean left’s strategies. Their assumed strategic target 
and frontline they proposed shall be conceptually juxtaposed with the process of media-scape in 
80s, which was discussed as a form given to the interpretative course of Korean labor class. I 
will thoroughly examine the blind spots and disjuncture from the reality of labor class in 80s, 
focusing on aspects of: 1) setting up ‘the temporal point’ to transit from the war of position to the 
war of maneuver, 2) calculating ‘the culminating point of attack’ in their struggles after drawing 
the frontline, 3) securing a successive defense line and supply lines for the consecutive 
deployment of offensives waves.   
 
5.4.1 The past weighs like Alps: historical formulation of problematics 
S. Korea throughout 1980s had the consistent democratic movements from the below 
started from Kwangju revolt in May 1980 and its accomplishment of the recovery of formal 
democratic procedure. This politico-historical process as a developmental trajectory was situated 
in the continuum of the history of Korea’s capitalism. It was as close and influential to the 
everyday life of Korean labor class as the capitalistic logics coiling around their reality. The 
developmental process reshaped general conceptions on democracy and media democracy as 
well as the problematic of leftwing struggle strategies. The sudden assassination of a previous 
president, Park in 1979 was seen to Koreans as the collapse of his 16 years long military 
dictatorship. But Korean people encountered another military coup in 1979 during the vacuum of 
power, before they contemplate ‘what is called authentic democracy’ which S. Korea had not 
experienced. From December of 1979 to May of 1980, S. Korea had extensive demonstrations 
led by students against the unwanted military coup. However, in May, 1980, the citizens in a 
small city called ‘Kwangju’ in Southern area, rose in arms and occupied the whole city and its 
vicinity from May 18 to May 27, 1980. Chun’s dictatorship’s the bloody suppression on the 
revolt created a terror atmosphere by the total control over Korean press and it helped to Chun to 
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be elected as a president by an absurd indirect voting of electoral college. On the other hands, it 
ignited continuous massive protests during the 80s in which Korean ordinary people participated.  
Beside its popular propaganda on the brutality of Chun’s regime, the revolt, later named 
‘Kwangju Democratic Movement’, had the embryos of democratic political system and media 
democracy in its crude and immediate forms. First of all, we should remember that, the leading 
force of democratic movement in 80s transited from college student group to ordinary citizens. 
Started with a student protest and the immediate rage of citizens beholding cruel quelling over 
college kids calling for democracy, the process of the uprising was constructed by voluntary 
participation of ordinary citizens and ended with 30 Citizens’ Army members caught alive at the 
Provincial Office, comprised of 19 factory workers, 1 office workers, 3 service area workers, 2 
small merchants, 1 farmer, 1 soldier, and only 3 students(Shin & Hwang, 2003). As shown 
symbolically by those who fought to the end, the occupation of the city implied to have some of 
natures as a commune. It was characterized by the primitive democratic conditions the ordinary 
people had constructed: self-governance based on direct democracy, self-defense by arming 
themselves attacking an armories, building up their own media after setting on fire a TV station 
under the dictatorship’s control(Katsiaficas, 2000). In their immediate, seemingly somewhat 
violent, attempts, we should read their unrefined hopes for self-determination and democratic 
media carrying their voices. Of course, it cannot be denied that students activists, by the 
underground newspapers and continuous protests, played crucial roles in distributing the 
experience of a small city nationwide, so that ordinary Koreans could share it at least by 
undercurrent mentality. As a knotting point between professional activists and the everyday life 
of Korean labor class, the experience of democracy in the small city in 1980 began to emanate 
the faint conceptions of democracy and media democracy. From this knotting point, a symptom 
of separation between two levels emerged. It became known to ordinary people that the U.S 
administration covertly supported the Chun’s military coup from the beginning and acquiesced in 
the suppression over Gwangju commune(Shorrock, 1986;(S.-H. Kim, 2002). With sense of 
betrayal to the U.S., it provoked the extensive and militant democratic movements in which from 
college students, journalists to housewives participated during the 80s. In this course, a simple 
problematic was formulated: ‘Anti-dictatorship and Anti-Americanism’ on which such extensive 
democratic movement lasted to late 80s had been based(Shorrock, 1986). To look at a 
underground pamphlet circulated around the mid-80s as a guideline in mainstream activists 
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group(called NL), which attained hegemony in Korean leftwing camp in the 80s(Editorial 
Department, 1990). Korean society was defined as ‘colonial semi-feudalist society’286. Following 
the definition, the strategic goal was announced to ‘anti-imperialism and emancipation of Korean 
people’ and strategies were set up to abolish the material condition of colonial governance as 
well as to sweep out domestic collaborators in given conjuncture, i.e. Chun’s dictatorship.  
Returning to the perspective of ordinary Korean people, under this simple slogan, 
reminding Korean people of the experience of Japanese colonization, the popular struggles 
calling for democracy was able to concentrate Korean labor class’ mentality yearning for 
democracy. But, by setting up this problematic, the ‘lived experience’ of the Kwangju’s primitive 
democracy came to be reduced into a method of popular organizing just as did the series of 
arsons of the U.S. embassy-affiliated buildings and the Stars and Stripes in flames throughout the 
80s. In a level of tactics and its effect, this sentimental slogan arguably played a crucial role in 
drawing a proper frontline and in getting wide attentions and supports form ordinary people until 
late 80s. Regardless of the strategic design that the radical sects concluded after severe debates, 
for ordinary Korean people, ‘the accomplishment of democracy’ was conceptually equated with 
the abolishment of ‘Korean military dictatorship’ the U.S state itself as a personified 
imperialism’. The problematic failed to be elaborated in the general commonsense level of 
ordinary Korean people, into their own contemplations about 1) what existed behind the 
connection between U.S imperialism and Korean military government, 2) exactly what 
‘democracy’ is and would be, and 3) what does it mean to the real life of the ordinary people. 
Instead it remained as ‘sentimental’ or ‘nationalistic’ slogans and started departing from the 
reality and mentality of ordinary people, who were striving to live in capitalistic purgatory. 
The second critical moment was 1987 when S. Korea military government has, after 
ordinary people’s demand for democracy, finally proposed to re-employ a formal democratic 
procedure of direct-presidential election system. Chun’s regime attempted to elongating his 
presidency of the 5-year single-term system. On April 13, 1987, Chun announced to defer a plan 
to amending the constitution to the direct voting system. The protests grew intense and 
nationwide with public outrage, then peaked at June, 1987. Finally, on June 29, 1987, Chun 
                                                             
286 This sect revised it to ‘colonial semi-capitalistic society’ in 1985 after the first stage of ‘Social Formation 
Debates’, but the fundamental theoretical tenet did not change. 
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promised a direct voting for presidency. Many of progressive intellectuals have romanticized it 
as ‘the achievement of people’s struggles’. It is true that it was the consummation of ordinary 
people’s long struggles calling for democracy, promoted by ordinary people’s extensive 
participation raged from the news of the government’s concealment and fabrication on a student 
tortured to death in January 1986 to Chun’s barefaced refusal to a democratic transition of power 
in April. Those facts let Korean people to witness by their naked eyes and realize the raw 
political reality that there was no way out towards democracy but the abolishment of the present 
dictatorship.  Looking at the results, Korean people must have felt that their angry voice enable 
them to elect a president by their hand. It cannot be denied; we should remind of that pure anger 
in mentality had a distance from rational contemplation on the anger and its fundamental causes. 
Later many historians and journalists(Seo, 2011) excavated less known facts that Chun’s regime 
was planned to mobilize the army to suppress the massive protest for democracy in Seoul as did 
in Kwangju in 1980. At that time, it was the U.S. which stopped Korean government’s another 
blood suppression and urged it to accept the Korean people’s demand.  Considering the dynamics 
of global economic relations discussed in chapter 3, particularly by Honda Accord and its 
mirrored beneficiary, Korea, the employment of ‘formal democratic procedure’ in Korea in 1987 
may be said to be what global capitalism yielded after a highly probable calculation on Korean 
economy in East Asia. So to speak, the ruling economic structure of Korea should be the same, 
but its political way should change as if changing unknowns in a functional equation does not 
change the way of solving the equation. The hoped direct election for presidency was what 
people achieved, but its final determination was yielded by the political regime which is an agent 
of capital after their considerations on various relating circumstances favorable for capitals.  
In the initial problematic: democracy equated with the abolishment of Chun’s 
dictatorship, the employment of the formal democratic procedure appeared to erase the one 
opposition to democracy.  In the common sense of ordinary people, Chun’s ‘compromising 
gesture’ was misconceived to be the termination of the military dictatorship by their immediate 
experiences. It led people gathered under the sentimental slogan to start conceiving of that the 
opposition of democracy, ‘dictatorship’ was terminated, logically, the democracy appeared to be 
achieved. To grasping the absurd logic operated in the common sense, we should consider 
Korea’s distressed historical particularity nurturing the mentality, going beyond its formal logical 
fallacy. Given the lack of experience of ‘democracy’ in its history repeatedly tainted by 
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dictatorship, Korean people’s self-acclaimed lived experiences and the achievement had very 
weak historical foundation. And, perhaps, the recognized lack of it as tangible evidences in their 
history was accompanied with appearances of an ‘anxious confidence’. It may be seen that the 
more Korean expressed jubilation on their achieved direct voting system procedure, the more 
they could feel the past void of democracy filled out. Their march towards democracy, 
experienced by standing a ballot box, was as vivid as the flame of Molotov cocktails represented 
on the color TV screen, but the purpose and direction were as nebulously proposed as one 
holding his breath amid pepper fog and desperately finding a way out. In this ambiguity, they 
still stayed in their own reality full of deepening contradictions of capital accumulation in the 
80s.  
 
5.4.2 Missed culminating point of attack: The politics turned to spells for Self-victimization  
It may be evaluated that Korean leftwing camp in the early 80s was successful in 
organizing the immediacy of mentality into popular struggles calling for democracy. Considering 
Gramsci’s optimistic expectation on Italy’s conjuncture in 1919 reflecting a Russian case: 
proletarian revolution would be started from ‘the collective experience and shared mentality of 
the trench war in WWI, which would lead the backbone of revolution to form a popular front 
compassing over Italy’s chronic regional unevenness of capitalistic developments and class-
composition of peasants and laborers(Gramsci, 2000, pp. 113–118). His conjunctural analysis 
written in an article of L’Ordine Nouvo might seem to affirm Korean leftwing self-evaluation of 
its leadership as ‘a success of war of position’, or to draw attention to a term ‘socio-politics of 
mentality’. But history went against Gramsci’s hopeful expectation. It was fascism which 
emerged from the very mentality and experience. Rather, we need to focus on how Gramsci, 
coping with the vehemently forming hegemonic bloc of fascist movement based on the 
unexpected dynamics of ordinary people287, re-formulated his engagement strategies by his 
actual concrete involvements, by means of PCI, Factory Council, and, most importantly, his 
                                                             
287 On the class-composition of fascist movement, Gramsci seems to have share the viewpoint of Trotskyists, by 
pointing out that its supports started from such petit bourgeois as shop keepers, landed farmer was moving to 
labor class.  “War Is War”, L’Ordine Nuovo, January 31, 1921,(trans. N.Campbell). retrieved from: 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/gramsci/1921/01/war-is-war.htm   
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‘militant journalism’288. From it, we can draw an adequate angle of his organic strategies to 
compare with Korean leftwing strategic development for organizing a popular front. 
On the surface, Korean leftwing camps kept, during organizing continuous popular 
protests, publishing underground leaflets and newspapers, permeating to the daily-life of 
ordinary people in forms of night schools in workplaces. It seems to deserve to be called ‘war of 
position’ by its common use. But, it is questionable, particularly after the recovery of formal 
democracy in 1987, to properly construct a theater of warfare, which is a necessary condition for 
long-term strategies and the organic formulation of battle fields, further, finally transiting to war 
of maneuver. Gramsci, about 10 years before his proposal of the famous concept of ‘war of 
position/war of maneuver’, began to conceive of political struggle as warfare. In an article titled 
‘War is war’, pointing out in 1921 that the ‘war-like’ experience of Turin’s labor class from the 
actual war was reshaping their political struggles as a sort warfare, he stressed the importance of 
a properly formulated space, as a theater, in which labor class should occupy ‘good position’, 
which ‘must be exploited in all ways possible’(Gramsci, 1921). His pronounced abstract space 
was later elaborated with his analogy with concrete warfare into a clearer conception: “the 
defeated army is disarmed and dispersed, but the struggle continues on the terrain of politics and 
of military preparation(Gramsci, 1971, p. 229)”. Furthermore, analyzing the concrete campaigns 
of the commando units and the army existed in Balkan and Irish partisan wars, he elaborated the 
organic relationship of tactics and strategies and related it to political struggle by war of 
position(“siege warfare” he termed in 1929)’ transited from war of movement(Gramsci, 1971, 
pp. 230–233). This theoretical development can never be understood as his direct application of 
one empirical history to another. Rather it needs delicate interpretations of intellectual influence, 
especially during 1921-26 he called ‘the years of iron and fire’, attained from Lenin’s historical 
experiences and a classical military scientist, Clausewitz’s work widely-read as culture 
mandatory for the educated in his times.289  Therefore, Lenin’s explicitly designated strategies he 
                                                             
288 These three components seemed as threatening to the Fascist group in Turin as they declared: “the first to be 
killed will be a socialist student, we will set fire to “The New Order”, we will set fire to the Chamber of Labour, we 
will set fire the bookshop of the Turin Cooperative Alliance”, in “War Is War”, L’Ordine Nuovo, January 31, 
1921,(trans. N.Campbell). retrieved from: https://www.marxists.org/archive/gramsci/1921/01/war-is-war.htm 
289 This intellectual influence is less known and its traces remain vague in his writings after his arrest in 1926. It 
may be answered by a neglected philological fact that Gramsci had internal power-tension with Palmiro Togliatti in 
PCI over issues from its relationship to the Comintern to Italy’s internal matter of embracing Catholic force for 
new-born PCI’s political extension, distancing PCI from the Russian Bolsheviks. Significantly, he was the only one 
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developed from classical military science may clarify Gramsci’s strategic nuance and intellectual 
design behind his coinage of war of position/maneuver under the censorship of Italian fascist 
government. As Clausewitz(1989) earlier defined, the tactic is the theory of the use of military 
forces in each combat, and the strategy is the theory of the organic use of combats for the 
ultimate aim of the war. And Lenin applied it to the course of Russian Revolution. As he had 
repeatedly taken, somewhat seemingly incoherent or compromising, actions by his deep 
consideration on the historical particularities of backward Russian capitalism in given 
junctures(Lenin, 1970; 2001), the concept of tactics can be a proper measure that serves a single 
task in a given conjuncture and a combination of tactics in long term should be encompassed by 
the strategy for the aim in the theater. The operational link between two levels is the center of 
Gramsci’s theory of political struggle. Precisely, the organic management of tactics into a unified 
strategic level can be said to be the essence of Gramsci’s concept of war of position/maneuver 
characterized by the strategical transfers between two warfare back and forth, rather than 
permanent positioning at a certain safe base. Gramsci’s implicit explanation on a temporal point 
of the transfer may be clarified by a classical term of ‘deep operation’290.  
All the offensives inevitably have its ‘culminating point of attack’ by its nature which can 
be said to ‘the ending point of one’s capability of sustaining its attack’. It is inevitable since once 
starting to attack, the offensive side, as time lapses, has to consume the resource and use up 
military strength such as soldiers, fuel, attrition of equipment, morales(Clausewitz, 1989, pp. 
523–529). In the same vein, Gramsci indirectly put importance on the culminating point of attack 
in a sense of political struggle, by citing Marx’: “A resistance too long prolonged in a besieged 
camp is demoralizing in itself. It implies suffering, fatigue, loss of rest, illness and the continual 
presence not of the acute danger which tempers but of chronic danger”(Gramsci, 1971, p. 239). 
Calculation and recognition of the culminating point of attack in political struggle encounter an 
                                                             
who attained Gramsci’s drafts written in prison after his death in 1937 and the editor of Gramsci’s posthumous 
writings titled, Prison Notebooks. In this context, Gramsci’s intellectual relationship to Lenin was highly likely to be 
omitted and it might be said that the omission made his idea widely read with less psychological resistance by self-
described centrist-leftwing or commonly self-styled Gramscians.    
290 It is known to be the innovative tenet of ‘deep operation’ designed by one of Red Army’s officers, Mikhail 
Tukhachevsky who surprised Lenin’s Bolsheviks with limited resource, struggling with finishing Russian revolution. 
Then, even after his purge in Stalin regime, his doctrine was officially adopted as the core doctrine of Soviet Red 
Army in WWII and later adopted again even by capitalist countries.     
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essential problem of making tactical variations, whether provisional retreats or positioning in 
bases, while maintaining a continuum of long term offensive, not to turning defense entirely and 
permanently. The temporal problem in the silence of Gramsci’s posthumous work, can be 
answered by the tenet of deep operation. The offensive should comprise 3 kinds of sequential 
waves of attacks. It should be distinguished from piecemeal attacks governed by law of quantity, 
e.g. Lanchester’s square law. Rather, strictly based on calculation on the culminating points of 
attacks, each of waves is assigned with designated temporal intervals. Simply speaking, the first 
wave, by strategic units, aims to make a breakthrough at a ‘crucial point(‘weak link’ in Lenin’s 
sense)’ of the front of enemy, and the second wave, by strategic-operational units, enters into the 
territory of the enemy through the opened breakthrough and then occupies and fortifies field-
positions in depth. Then, finally, the third wave, by operational-shock unit disorganize the enemy 
in depth. 
 Juxtaposing the crucial years of his intellectual formation during 1921-26 and his 
political activities inseparable from the PCI after its foundation in 1921 until his arrest in 
1926291, the doctrine of deep operation makes it clear the hidden linkages of Gramsci’s 
fragmentedly applied theoretical concepts and represents them as a totality.  
Framed by the doctrine, above all, his concept of war of position/maneuver can exist only 
in long run historical struggle against capitalism. In warfare identified with political struggle, the 
tactical defense may exist but the strategic defense cannot. Gramsci’s urge to develop a war of 
position apart from war of maneuver in Prison Notebook, which has widely been cited in 
academia as interpreted to turn to defense if once faced any undesirable condition or to justify 
burying one’s head in the safe trench. Rather, this concrete remark must be understood by his 
concrete historical context at that time in which the PCI with legitimacy entered the Italian 
parliament after laborious endeavors of incorporating popular supports from consecutive general 
strikes into the PCI.  The war of position was designated by his conjunctural analysis of the 
culminating point of attack of successful first wave, which can be identified to have made a 
breakthrough on the front of enemy. The war of position in his sense was urged to prepare the 
second wave to occupy field-positions as bases in order to develop the whole offensive by 
                                                             
291 Being a member of the central committee of the PCI, he spent from May,1922 to November,1923 in Moscow, as 
an Italian delegate to the Communist International. Then, he ran for the Chamber of Deputies in 1924 and was 
about to be a general secretary of the PCI.    
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expanding tactics in radial forms from each of occupied positions.  In this vein, his concept of 
organic intellectual is defined to have clear roles and its inseparable relationship to the 
materiality of political partisanship, i.e. political organization. As cadre agents, organic 
intellectuals, depending on conjunctural judgment in phase of the offensive, ‘organically’ 
metamorphosis their engagement to strategic unit, strategic-operational units, and operational-
shock units. In the phase of the war of position in Gramsci’s juncture in 1920s, the assigned role 
was to play role as ‘strategic operation unit’ in comparison with strategic unit expressed as 
‘avant-garde’ in his writings in 1910s before the establishment of the PCI. Through such 
historical roles and deeds in historical struggle, a-historically existing ‘social group’ called 
organic intellectuals, “emerges into history out of the preceding economic structure” and comes 
to have its identity in Gramsci’ sense, not vice versa(Gramsci, 1971, pp. 6, 56–89)292.  
Such identity of organic intellectual determined by deeds and roles in objective historical 
struggles is provided ‘telos’ by its partisanship: simply which side organic intellectuals stand on. 
Furthermore, the developmental process of warfare reshapes the relationship of organic 
intellectuals to the forms of political organization in which partisan warfare-like political 
struggles are embedded. As implies by his analogy of ‘the beaver tears off his own testicles to 
save his life from trappers(Gramsci, 1971, pp. 223–226), Gramsci expressed hostile concerns to 
tendencies in the PCI after entering the Italian Congress, i.e. after the first wave, to either its 
partisanship or dogmatize the concept of partisanship used in the first maneuver. For Gramsci, 
the legitimated PCI was merely a field position occupied by his long devotion to the movement 
of Factory Councils.  In Gramsci’s concept of political organization, his Factory Council was 
prior to the PCI. According to him293, the Factory Council can be defined as a grass-rooted 
organization “established all the engineering factories and workshops” characterized as an 
“organism on the basis of representation(not on the old basis of the bureaucratic system) which 
realizes the strength of the proletariats”, by “exercising over production, educating the whole 
working class”. By doing so, it played a role as a fundamental driving axis of warfare and as 
supply lines for a newly occupied base, the PCI. 
                                                             
292 It is comparable with how a young Hegelian Marx has excavated the notion of subjectivity determined in 
movement in his dissertation(See, chapter 2) 
293 Gramsci, “The Turin factory council movement”, L'ordine nuovo, 14 March 1921, (Trans) Michael Carley,  from 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/gramsci/1921/03/turin_councils.htm 
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 From this negligence of historical fact, the actual strategies of Korean leftwing, self-
styled Gramscians, began to bear scant resemblance to Gramsci’s idea, instead became similar 
with Stalinist design of the centralized party. An underground pamphlet circulated in Korean 
leftwing camp from 1986-88 shows how its major sect viewed the matter of building and 
managing political organizations in that juncture. Their recognition seemed to have correctly 
drawn a general co-evolvement of organizations with the development of mass-struggles from 
the histories of other countries294. But, it is deliberately refuted by arguing: “there exists two 
dangerous tendencies of developmental progression who, in lack of realistic considerations on 
the objective existence and vanguard, attempts to replace the objective reality with the idealistic 
‘oughtness’ of building a party, and of populism which pathetically believes enforcing popular 
support to solve all the realistic tasks(Editorial Department, 1989, p. 101)”. To be precisely, the 
underdeveloped mode of political organization was the problem of leftwing camp. It should have 
been solved by themselves, weather it was because of either oppressive dictatorship or their 
dereliction. Moreover, resolving any problems of reality should commence with the objective 
recognition of concrete reality[Dasein], but its direction should be ‘guided’ by oughtness[Sollen]. 
Based on this misconception, the major leftwing camp supported a well-known candidate in a 
mainstream opposition party in the president election of 1987 with the achieved direct voting. 
But even the mainstream opposition parties failed to agree on a single candidate. By a grotesque 
competition of two candidates, who were anti-dictatorship movement leaders, running for 
presidency, paradoxically a core member of military coup in 1980 was elected as a president by a 
slogan: ‘I am an ordinary Korean’.  It was through a formal democratic procedure of ‘direct 
voting system’; the formal democratic procedure was the only left for Korean labor class after 
1987.   This historical paradox was an outcome not from a superficial election gimmick of the 
division of mainstream opposition parties by two intransigent candidates, but from strategic 
fallacy replaced the necessary condition of a revolutionary party, e.g. enforcing grass-rooted 
popular organization, with compromising legitimacy. The Korea’s sudden deployment of formal 
democratic procedure, or a temporal retreat of dictatorship in 1987 was produced by the popular 
struggle of the Korean ordinary people.  It was the matter of how to assemble the force and to 
                                                             
294 “it has been observed that, in immature stages, small Marx-Leninist circles and the leaders of popular 
organizations substituted for the roles of ‘vanguard’, then, as the popular movement developed, the organization 
as a vanguard became gradually established” 
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transit it entirely into the second wave. In this respect, the grass-rooted organization plays a 
spinal role as the supply lines to secure the occupied position in the territory in depth occupied 
by the enemy in where labor class, as Gramsci defined could be “born, and organized itself in a 
land of bourgeois democracy, within the framework of a constitutional and parliamentary 
regime295”.  The prioritization of legitimate political system without firmly established grass-
rooted organizations was no more than voluntarily walking into enemy’s ambush in depth 
without any rear guards.    
In this respect, Gramsci’s viewpoint on the organic intellectual’s relationship to stratum 
level and journalism can cast a light on how Korean leftwing ended up freeriding and harvesting 
the ordinary people’s popular struggle. As the role of organic intellectuals alters by a given 
offensive wave, it is demanded the reshape of the relational form of organic intellectual to the 
stratum-level-say, the everyday life of ordinary working class. Likewise, he, insisting on the 
unity of intellectual and mass, said at the same time: “everyone is a philosopher(Gramsci, 1971, 
p. 330)” and “but not all men have in society the function of intellectuals(Gramsci, 1971, p. 9)’, 
we viewed the culture(‘common sense’ in his sense) of working class as a developmental 
process[as Bildung], not as a static way of feeling in an angle of the dichotomy of high 
culture/low culture which leads to arrive an superficial cultural diversity: ‘’they’ have their own 
culture with subversive signification’. Rather, Gramsci pointed out: ‘the intellectuals should be 
organically the intellectuals of those masses, work out and make coherent the principles and the 
problems raised by the masses in their activities, thus constituting a cultural and social 
bloc(Gramsci, 1971, p. 330)’. Started by the role of intellectuals as a sort of cadre, the labor class 
culture was assumed to be elevated by the labor class’s becoming the same cadre and 
intellectuals’ becoming the masses. And it can be said to be his interpretation and clarification of 
Marx’s remark in Communist Manifesto: ‘how the proletariat should be provided with its own 
elements of political and general education…weapons for fighting the bourgeoisie(Marx & 
Engels, 1976c, p. 493).   
In deference to culturing the common sense by labor class’s everyday practices, his 
concrete mediating method appeared by his activities in 1920s around a periodical, L’Odine 
                                                             
295 Antonio Gramsci, ‘The Communists and The Elections’, in L’Ordin Nuovo, 12 April, 1921, from 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/gramsci/1921/04/communists_elections.htm 
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Nuovo As indicated by its subtitle: A Weekly Review of Socialist Culture”296, it played the role as 
“the ideological motor of a proletarian struggle in Turin” and “a genuine ‘organizer’ in Lenin’s 
sense”(Gramsci, 1971, p. xxxviii), in organically mediating the everyday culture of labor class 
and party. Gramsci earlier recognized the necessity of immersing the revolutionary principle into 
the everyday life of labor class, as he confessed in 1924: "we did not know how to translate into 
a language understandable to every worker and Italian peasant, the meaning of every one of the 
Italian events from 1919-1920”297. And he pointed to intellectuals’ responsibility for that the 
culture of labor class, losing their own language, sank into “a sort of barbarism” and popular 
reception of Zola’s works, which depicted the labor class’ real life mired in capitalism as it was, 
by saying “it is the fault of the intellectuals, who have become conformist while Zola was a 
revolutionary(Gramsci, 1991, p. 263)”.  Journalism, for Gramsci, was conceptually situated in 
the phase of war of position which has pedagogical characteristics coevolving with common 
sense. 
In this angle, we need to view Korea’s media scene reformulated after the 
democratization of 1987.  With the announcement of ‘direct voting for presidency’ in June 29, 
1987, the Korean government proposed a new press law which would “promote the freedom of 
the press the relevant systems and practice must be drastically improved(Youm, 1986)”. The 
press card system was abolished, Korean newspapers were again permitted to station their 
correspondents in the provinces and to freely increase the number of their pages. By the freedom 
of publication, 30 daily newspapers in June, 1987 increased 68 newspapers in December, 
1989298. And, broadcasting system also had changes in its ownership relations. On the 5th of 
December, the Foundation for Broadcast Culture, a public foundation, took over 70% of the 
stocks of MBC that KBS had owned, and MBC got back its own control299.  It seemed a legal 
release of government-control over media, even it had apparent limitation(Youm & Salwen, 
1990) and to have achieved the ‘freedom of press’. But, the legal freedom of press lurched 
between another repeated obsession with legitimacy and the acrimony of capitalism that it would 
                                                             
296 L'Ordine Nuovo: Rassegna Settimanale di Cultura Socialista was founded in 1919 and published weekly, later bi-
monthly.  
297 Antonio Gramsci, ‘Against Pessimism”, in L’Ordine Nuovo, 15 March, 1924. Trans. Natalie Campbell, from 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/gramsci/1924/03/pessimism.htm 
298 Korean Press Foundation, Korean Press Yearbook, 1990, 76p. 
299 Korean Press Foundation, Korean Press Yearbook, 1990, 82p. 
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endure, with evidently distance from Gramsci’s conception of ‘democratic’ media. For example, 
Korean leftwing camp took note of ‘Hankyerae Newspaper’ newly founded in 1988 by mainly 
journalists fired by the press-purification campaign of Chun’s regime in 1980. They enlisted 
‘people’s stock’ to fund for its establishment which issued 1,480,000 stocks, with 5,000won 
priced for one stock and aimed to be ‘a newspaper for ordinary people’ using only Korean letters, 
rather than classical Chinese letters. This newspaper expected to be an alternative media in newly 
democratic Korea in contrast to other conservative newspapers compromised with dictatorship 
and survived in the 80s.  
It might seem to be a proper attempt to widen the spectrum of public media with public 
funding But, its legitimation as a mainstream media did not necessarily mean to be a ‘grass-
rooted’ media as an organizer of labor class culture in Gramsci’s sense. Rather it is easy to be 
besieged by the capitalist logic in its own market. It would be appropriate to say that the 
acclaimed ‘big alternative newspaper’ was already determined from the beginning. In strategic 
aspects, that arriving at the depth of enemy’s territory with the culminating point of attack can 
mean to have become easy to be seized and isolated. In this moment, the critical determinant is 
how much the bases in the area had been ‘grassed rooted’. As a prompt response to the 
compromised release of government control, the newspaper, imitating ‘economy of scale’, 
stepped into the market of media-capitals in where the rule of capitalists governed. The 
newspaper started to suffer from financial problem and faced with the destined problem of its 
survival in competitive market in the 90s. The struggle of Hankyerae Newspaper in the 
legitimate market of media-capital might have appeared to Korean labor class as a symbol of the 
media democracy that they achieved in 1987.  But, the confident appearance as a symbol did not 
seem corresponding with the roles of journalism labor class really needed. This gap was 
expressed in unknown voices of laborers arrested in 1989, two year after the press control 
loosened in 1987, followed by a big totemic status of alternative newspaper erected in 1988. A 
male laborer wrote in his appellate brief: “my television at dinner table babbles on Korea’s GNP 
approaching toward the level of advanced countries though, my damn living is foot stamping. 
Having realized, in my young age, that a saying, ‘I could get paid for the work’ was a just 
listenable bullshit, then, I’ve learned much more by struggling together during decades(Yoon & 
Oh, 1990, p. 106)”. And a female laborer arrested for publishing an illegal periodical said to a 
presiding judge in her final testimony: “on the reality the workers faced, the press either 
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attributes all the problems to workers for their own…or are unable to speak clearly of it…that’s 
why I believed workers need the press of workers which can speak of the worker’s reality by 
worker’s voice…No one speaks for us, so we published this newspaper for workers’ 
solidarity…I really don’t know why it’s taken to be a crime(Yoon & Oh, 1990, p. 25)”.  What 
they need was not a good-looking symbol representing the nominal freedom of press, but an 
organizer vibrating together in their life and drawing a solidarity.   
One might say, in defense of the prioritization of the legitimacy in mainstream, to 
consider the democratic backwardness given by Korea’s history which ‘weighed like Alps over 
the heads of all Koreans’. It is true that due to its anti-communist mentality formulated since the 
Korean Civil War, S. Korea had no historical foundation in terms of revolutionary grass-rooted 
organizations like Gramsci’s Factory Council. But, this was what the organic intellectuals as one 
of historical subject were supposed to elevate by immersing themselves into the labor class’s 
reality and participating in moving forward. Any excuse for the nonfeasance of the task in the 
backwardness of the present[here and now] cannot be drawn from the lacks of revolutionary 
experience in the past. It is no more than a Korean deviation of what Gramsci called 
‘intellectual’s conformism’ by current connivance and, furthermore, an attempt of freeriding on 
the objective movement of history from the below. It was labor class who paid the price of the 
negligence of preparing a ‘political arena’ in Marx’s sense in which they, the unity of organic 
intellectual and proletariats in Gramsci’s sense, could debate, discuss, and educated each other. 
The negligence of stratum-organization and media that the Korean leftwing camp had 
traded for legitimacy came to have actual effects in the politico-economic life of labor class. As 
Rosa Luxemberg(1974, pp. 134–140) earlier warned about the maneuver of Social Democrats in 
Germany, Bernstein’s rush entry to an established institutional system could cause a separation of 
political struggle and economic struggle, which would lead labor class to identify the indirect 
parliamentary form with political struggle and to break economic struggles into many pieces. 
Gramsci(1971, pp. 243–244) also showed much concern on that “politics became synonymous 
with parliamentary politics or the politics of personal cliques” and labor class’s theoretical 
contemplation on politics was reduced into the matters of “political science” and political 
engineering. As described in previous chapters, The Korean capitalism did not stop its movement 
in its own global development, regardless of its changed political form in a tiny peninsular. And, 
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long before the Korean leftwing declared ‘the advent of democracy symbolized as the end of 
Chun’s dictatorship in 1987, Korean labor class had been lived their own lives, either with direct 
voting or without indirect voting, by making otherness and by feeling sympathy in the grand 
flow of Korean capitalistic history. One thing newly proposed to Korean labor class was merely a 
standing in front of ballot boxes and making a choice over names of candidates, whose forms did 
not mean to change the content of their political life without their medium capable of actualizing 
their voices. By the mis-recognized form with political content, the political struggle started to 
hover over the Korean Congress and to depart from the economic struggle. The economic 
struggles of ordinary people’s daily life began to break up into pieces and then, its conception 
was reduced into the matters of trade unions which were already led by political sects in top-
down ways300. For labor class individuals, the absence of a space of self-identity as species 
beings prioritize their fundamental problem of ‘self-preservation’ coiling around their everyday-
life. As Horkheimer insightfully pointed out, “the individual once conceived of reason 
exclusively as an instrument of the self. Now he experiences the reverse of this self-deification. 
At the moment of consummation, reason has become irrational and stultified. The theme of this 
time is self-preservation, while there is no self to preserve(1947, p. 128)”. In this situation, the 
free movement of reason came to be fixed in ‘self-preservation in present’, not a matter of 
historical process. Even though Korean labor class had been holing refusal forms in their 
mentality to the heuristic principles proposed by capitalistic rationality, their material conditions 
of existence kept being individualized, as the capitalist relation of production was diversified. 
They come to forget a simple fact that they are the very condition of existence of capital: 
expressed as ‘without our being labor class, capitalism can never exist’. In this inverted relation, 
all the possible political struggles of labor class are confined as forms of negotiation or begging 
                                                             
300 A labor movement activist recalled the changed situation around 1986 after she was released from one year 
imprisonment: “what made me feel activists mechanical was…anyhow I was also one of activists who got educated 
by Hakchul(referred to professional activists from college) and became an activists, but, we didn’t see other 
activists just because of their different political lines…you know, human relation, at the first, is just human to 
human things, neither theoretical tendency nor political line[sects]…after my release, things had changed….even if 
I wanted to meet someone, I couldn’t…by the difference of political sects, [we]excluded, blamed, and criticized 
[them]…I got very skeptical of it more and more…perhaps, I couldn’t stand it..(S. Y. Park, 1992b, p. 61)”. As clearly 
shown in a laborer’, the work places for labor class was a continuum of their everyday life and a space of affirming 
their species beings through building human relationship, before their theoretical tendencies applied by ambitious 
camouflaged college students by their conclusions of Social Formation Debates. This memoir of a devoted labor 
movement activist shows that a space of the solid unity of political and economic struggle appeared to have 
fissures by top-down way from political principle. 
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for ‘distributive justice’ with capital and more tragically self-victimize themselves being forget 
of their essence as the creator of history.  In the aspect of conditioning the production of political 
strategies, the transition to the offensive became structurally impossible. Confined all forms of 
struggles in permanent defense-mode, only piecemeal attacks, as responses to enemy’s offensive, 
became possible, concentrating on each individual battle which was arranged by capital in the 
theater, called ‘culture’, designed by the capital. As a logical consequence of this ossified mode, 
a signifier of war of position spitted from jesters in coats borrowed from Bob Dylan who have 
voice for their deeds in the 80s came to be floating over the heads of the drowning in water. And 
their desperately foundering hands were to be interpreted by those self-styled Gramscians 
standing at the shore as a countable variety of symbolic resistances against the water named neo-
liberalism.  
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EPILOGUE: BENDING THE STICK AMID THE ‘OPTIMISM OF THE INTELLECT’ 
 
“To say to Virgil: ‘there is scarce a dram That does not hammer and throb in all my blood; I know the 
embers of the ancient flame’…O he had left us, and we stood Orphaned of him”  
-A. Dante, Purgatory, XXX:46-50 
“Because in drawing near to its desire, our intellect ingulphs itself so far. That after it the memory cannot 
go” 
                              -A. Dante, Paradiso I:7-9 
 
I have discussed, in a form of historiography, a logico-historical process from the logical 
development of the abstract concepts in intellectual history to the general historical development 
of capitalistic relations, of which stipulations conditioned the horizon of experiences and 
mentality, and how the Korean ‘laboring classes’ in the 80s has constructed the popular narrative 
in which the contradictions constituted tendential forces. My historical narrative tried to describe 
the dynamics of tendential forces in undercurrent not to relieve the Korean ‘labor class’ in the 
present boundless misery with any allusion of accusations of their mawkish self-pity and one-
dimensional opportunism, but to sort out the historical nature of the capitalistic purgatory by the 
portion of ‘despairs from their recognition of the material condition’ and the portion of ‘hopeful 
capitalistic salvation’. And I tried to point to the beastly or happily merged point at which they 
synchronized their perspective with capital’s and how they, through the identified perspective, 
has inverted their conception of their condition of existence, which is the very condition of the 
existence of capital. In this last chapter, I shall clarify, as a critique in its original sense, the 
limitation to which my pessimistic historical narrative might enable to reach by revealing some 
political and theoretical implications embedded in it. Above all, I will assess how my viewpoint 
held in this dissertation carrying the banner of historical materialism may propose alternative 
perspectives to previous problematics in cultural studies. Then, based on my findings, I will 
suggest concretely theoretical and political implications.   
My approach treated the cultural as a historical-formative process conditioned within 3 
kinds analytic categories of abstract time flow to be appropriated by Korean laboring popular, 
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general capitalistic production relations given to Korea’s economic history and the freewill of the 
subject, which idealistically conceived to be infinite. My historical narrative focused on 
illustrating a historical becoming process in which the universality of capitalist was actualized in 
the individuality of a Korean cultural realm appeared in form of popular narrative. As Marx did 
against Hegelian idealism, my depiction attempted to reveal a vertical causation from the 
material condition to the cultural to overcome the tautologic problematic which tends to repeat 
the conceptual circle of the premised generality and the discovery of specificity at best by 
idealist projection of given theories to different research objects, which is commonly 
misconceived as ‘contextualization’.   
When the continuum of the developmental process is dismissed, the generality of 
capitalistic relations and its appearances on the surface appears to be always something new, 
commonly expressed by such terms as ‘neo-liberalism’, ‘post-Fordism’ or post-Obama era and 
post-Trump era, or continuous advents of ‘new media’. And explanation is easy to be confined to 
report discoveries of specific cultural appearances responsive or subversive to the pre-given 
material context. In this vein, the motion tends to be conceived to move horizontally in a 
conceptual plane within given temporal span, commonly covered up by an undigested Gramsci’s 
term, conjuncture. In my historical narrative in length, for example, an historical and economic 
event of Nixon Doctrine in the U.S. might seem distant from Korea’s cultural conjuncture in the 
80s appeared in a tabloid of Sunday Seoul as an obscene story of an escort girl for Japanese 
tourists. But, this gender oppressive cultural form in Korean culture in the 80s can be 
comprehended to be an historically actualized appearance by undergoing numerous socio-
historical moments. And its seemingly non-economic cultural phenomenon played an economic 
role in the Korean class-composition in the 80s. In this score, the cultural form in given moment 
is defined as an outcome of historical process. The historical appearance, to use Marx’s 
expression, is not a Circe’s wicked charm spelled in the wrong representation of media and the 
cursed ignorant cultural subjects, which are to break the spell by the gospel of progressive 
pedantic theories and proper media representation. This approach may view causations as a sort 
of tendency in historical development which could avoid any positivist mechanic causation 
equated with ‘regularity in temporal order on the surface’. In my work, the tendency is defined to 
be realized as a force of constitutive principle, which realizes[verwirklicht] the potential to the 
actual. It presupposed to focus on mediating process, rather than on its outcomes, and to view the 
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historical process to be cultural mediation, denoted by cultural-formative process[Bildung], in 
which the human mediating agency is located as the mover. And the tendency in the mediation 
of human agents is conditioned by the modality of their interpretation on the substances 
immediately given by material conditions, which I discussed by immediate abstract time, the 
objective process of capitalistic socialization for valorization. So, my historical narrative was 
concentrated on illustrating 1) how the objective historical process of material condition was 
given as substances to the subjects prior to their interpretation and 2) how the modality of the 
interpretation came to formulate a dominant tendency as a mechanism of cultural formation.         
First of all, I described financialization which was a seemingly non-cultural matter of 
global political economy and the latest change of capital-accumulation mode which played a role 
as a fundamental basis for following cultural formation. I treated it as an objective historical 
process which had undergone its own mediation of multiple economic and political moments. It 
was depicted to have emerged from the crack that the previous Fordist mode of accumulation 
began to show in the cycle in the moments of production and value-realization. I viewed this 
historical becoming process not by the financial sector, but by the movement of advanced 
money-capital through financial sector. By focusing not on economic actors but on what they 
did, I could grasp the re-articulated production relation in global level and its relevant political 
involvements, e.g. modulating interest rates. From it, I drew historical unevenness in global 
financialization by comparison between the autonomy of the U.S. financial capitals unleashed by 
government and the state-controlled Korean financial capital. The structural contradictions of 
financialization in core capitalist countries had to inevitably deepen in its circulation, particularly 
in its valorization by productive capital accumulation. I tried to depict its innate ever-present 
danger of the crisis only as a historical phenomenon derived from its accumulation relied on 
fictitious capital-forms. This potentiality precipitated the historical mediation of multiple 
economic relations which can be called ‘financialization process’ in global level, particularly the 
articulation with the historical particularity of Korea’s economic system, which has been 
undergoing its peculiar capitalization process through its financial sector and facing the structural 
crisis for its own.   
This articulation was not a combination of the mutual interests between two capitalistic 
entities, so called global financial capitals and Korea’s local monopoly capitals. The gear mesh 
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between periphery and core had already existed under the global division of labor economy. Its 
relationship was re-adjusted in the early 80s by the political moments of the geo-political 
juncture of East Asia characterized by the triadic alliance and of the contingent political events 
and successive in Korea’s peculiar political history. Also, the principle of global financialization 
led by banking capitals did not immediately financialize Korean capitalistic structure. Rather, the 
Korean monopoly capitals in maturation reconstructed its production-relations by using 
strategically the tradition of Korea’s deformed financial sector between the new Korea’s military 
dictatorship and the global pressure to ‘liberalize’ Korean finance. Korea’s peculiar 
financialization can be said to be led by productive capitals to advance money capital to 
construct their production relations as well as an inner hierarchy in capitals and to secure their 
financial structures through the non-monetary financial sectors less controlled by the Korean 
government. As a result, the previous power relationship between state and capital in Korea was 
transformed into symmetric one in the late 80s.  
The abstract-universality of the new mode of capital accumulation I called 
financialization had to undergo the mediation process of concrete historical particularities. By 
doing so, the abstract-universality came to take concrete forms on the surface and to be 
embedded in the various appearances, which are not necessarily economic.   In the Korean 
financialization process fused in Korea’s historical particularity, the Korean media sector was 
transformed from a government-propagandistic device to an area emerging from a strained 
relationship between the Korean government and the monopoly capitals. Its origin was not 
‘cultural industry like Hollywood aimed at an independent economic profitability’ but 
‘additional or contingency’ derived from the production relation. The actualized forms as 
appearances in which the abstract-universality of financialization and re-structuralizing 
production relations was embedded were presented as the immediacy of experiences to ordinary 
laboring popular, neither as Marxists’ equation of falling rate of profit to prophet the doomed 
future of the system, nor as mainstream economists’ growth accounting analysis. As observed, 
the nominal liberalization of finance executed by the Korean government appeared first as the 
increase of newly privatized bank branches to their towns. The Korean government’s 
pronouncement of high-sounding financial policy conditioned the decisions of labor class 
households over the monthly rates of mortgage loan for their first houses and factory girls’ 
hesitation either to send her bonus to home or open another saving account.  
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The logic of financialization embedded in various political or institutional forms was external 
‘substance’ to both Korean monopoly capitals and Korean laboring popular. But, the immediacy 
to laboring popular had more direct impacts due to their less economic resource.  In sharp 
contrast to the Korean monopoly capitals strategically and structurally responded to 
financialization taking advantages of the previous orders, e.g. alliance with Korean dictatorship 
in need for political legitimacy by economic growth, the Korean laboring popular absorbed and 
internalized the logic of financial capital in more aggressive and immediate ways by taking the 
logic as a newly suggested opportunity structure.  
Concretely, the logic of financialization into the everyday life of laboring popular was 
presented as the matter of securing seed money as if the Korean capitals had earlier attempted to 
advance foreign capital in the stage of the Korean primitive accumulation. And the wage-
relations in the diversification of concrete labor in the 80s differentiated the accessibility of labor 
class to various financial commodities. The white-collar workers with enough idle money could 
reinvest on such financial commodities of non-monetary financial institutions as corporate bonds 
with long maturities and short-term investment trust securities with high profitability and high 
risk. Meanwhile, the financial reinvestment of the factory girls, supporting her family, were 
confined to bank transactions such as periodical installment saving with one or two-year 
maturity, time deposits, at best, Worker’s Asset Building Saving, or even to familiar traditional 
way of securing seed-money called Gye.  In these internal differences, the universal logic of 
financialization permeated into the everyday life by proposing a generality as the structure of 
opportunity for future to Korean laboring individuals, who had observed that the accessibility to 
Korea’s state-controlled finance in the 1950-70s had determined the first instance of the growth 
of individual capitals.     
The immediacy with internal stratifications proposed by the financialization played a role 
as determinant or fundamental substances in the formulation of economic agency and their 
reflective interpretations. It does not mean that such immediate objectivity had direct 
‘ideological effects’. As Hegel pointed out, the perceived immediacy and its representation 
become only immediate substance for the next stage of the exertion of concept. The objective 
facts of financial commodities displayed in informative articles and advertisements of Sunday 
Seoul might have been proposed as such generality as ‘an opportunity to secure seed-money’ in a 
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bank teller’s recommendation and “(just imagine that) you’re running money-lending business 
with our banks” delivered by a lucid explanation of a director of the Korean Central Banks 
interviewed with Sunday Seoul.  But the logic of financialization could be internalized by the 
interpretations and practices of the Korean laboring classes through their own reasoning with 
consideration of their circumstances, e.g. concrete choices of financial commodities by laboring 
individuals in different economic resource. The immediate ‘material’ substance, mainly 
stimulating calculation for self-preservation, was a material moment of the beginnings of 
stratification within labor class but also of the permeation of the logic of financial capital(e.g. 
money makes money). In this relationship between the immediacy perceived in differences and 
the generality proposed in a unitary, the color TV employed as a new media and representation 
could be re-conceptualized to be a form delivering mediated immediacy and another substance 
suggested in the level of generality’ rather than a bearer itself and the creative mediation of 
audience.     
I explored the social legitimation process of the color TV in the early 80s which located 
color TV to be everyday life media and created the TV audience equated with ‘popular’ in 
Korea’s media history. I described the process in which three moments of form, content and 
mentality were organically carried out and constituted a wholeness. First, the expansion of 
national network as a form was executed by the Korean authoritarian government. Ironically, its 
one-sided project in lack of social agreement allowed the infrastructure to be relatively free from 
capital’s engagement. Second, it devoted efforts to infuse an idea that color TV represented the 
reality of audience. These efforts constantly persisted mainly by various drama genre during the 
80s although, it does not seem that the Korean individual labor class confused their real life with 
the represented life on the TV screen and believed that the changing representation could change 
their reality. Lastly, the media event like Campaign for Dispersed Family Members stimulated 
the immediate mentality of family and the common experiences of the Korean Civil War. It was 
performed by utilizing the nature of visual media and prior to the linguistic forms or rational 
mediation. By proposing a unitary temporal frame, the new media called the color TV began to 
suggest the generality of experiences and mentality resulted from the changing economic 
relations and the shared memory. The color TV enframed into certain general forms the 
immediacy which the Korean laboring classes were recognizing by their lived experiences in the 
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changing material conditions in the 80s. The enframed generality, e.g. love triangle in Korea’s 
melodrama in the 80s, can be said to be the contents of the media production, which was 
distributed in forms of media commodity in given historical phase of capitalistic relations. The 
generality distributed to the laboring populace no more than another immediate substance prior 
to their interpretation of the reality, e.g. their choice of financial management methods. It is not a 
matter of either ‘consenting’ or ‘resisting meanings given by media texts equated with ruling 
ideology, but of where their gaze was synchronized and internalized within their everyday life. In 
this vein, the color TV emerged as an apparatus of framing diverse immediacy as a generality. 
And the generality was not only what was suggested by the commodity-form of media 
production in given moment of capitalistic development but also, even if accepted, only to play 
roles merely as substance for the interpretation.   
This approach and findings lead to focus on the creative mediations of the working 
populace by their interpretation. All Korean laboring individuals were assigned to the general 
capitalistic relations in the 80s. They were spending their 10 years living as the particular-
individuality bearing the contradictions of the generality of social valorization processes suitable 
for the universal logic of new capitalistic accumulation mode. The ten years was equal for both 
white collar workers, manual workers, and college students in terms of spending their 20s. This 
abstract time flow was suggested to be generalized by the temporality of the color TV, which 
negated the spatial-relations by a unitary national network and imposed synchrony by affirming 
the mentality. It appeared to be an imaginary temporal frame: all Koreans were in the 
progression of the odyssey trying to outrun the same past, e.g. the heap of the ashes of the 
Korean War, advancing forwards the Ithaca of economic prosperity like the U.S.   In this general 
temporization, the laboring popular individuals constructed rationality for their own future with 
recognitions of abstract time flow, e.g. one’s biological aging and life-cycle. To take an example 
of the cosmetic plastic surgery boom in the 80s, Korean female laborers were in inequality in 
wages, regardless of concrete labors. Their actual utterances on it might have appeared as 
‘freewill’ and ‘naturally pursuing beauty’ and they might have believed so. It might have been 
reported to be a shallow lookism in Korea or female’s increasing empowerment for control’s her 
body and perhaps correct. However, it was the first instance that the meagre wage of female 
laborers in twenties was unlikely to allow economic independence during the 1980s. Given this 
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economic limit, ‘to be selected by male laborers with economic potential’ was a short cut, during 
10 years as a given moment of their life cycles, to make seed money enough to participate in the 
financial boom and to purchase.  My point on such cultural agency was neither about 
hypocritical self-commodification nor creative rationality in relative autonomy, but interpretive 
superseding process of contradictions given by objective material conditions.  
In this respect, I examined how the working individuals reconstructed the immediate 
oneness of family as a minimum economic space with biological boundary and conceived it as a 
vessel by which they would sail towards the Ithaca of capitalism. The common concept of 
bourgeois individuals had not yet established firmly in the level of common mentality in the 
early 80s. The oneness of family-relations played a pivotal role as an end-cell not only for the 
reproduction of labor power but also of experiencing the changing material relations called 
financialization and the synchronized temporality given by the new media, color TV evoking the 
previous mentality of family and the experience of war. In the space of family, the Korean 
laboring popular began to evolve their embryo of primitive bourgeois individuals by grasping 
and interpreting various contradictions given in lived experiences and mentality. As a single 
unity, the economic resource was distributed to family members in the logic of efficiency and 
prediction for future. The logic of exchange and calculative rationality behind the oneness of 
family and gender-biased distribution appeared to be linguistic forms based on the previous 
abstract concepts like sacrifice and to have axiological values applied on it. It is not surprising 
that, as Korean capitalization accelerated in the 80s, the previous concept of family began to 
collide with the growing concept of bourgeoisie individual. The formation of marriage in the 80s 
showed that a typical modality of the conflict between individual’s ideal and material reality in 
which the idealist concept of free love collided with the reality of marriage, which had to 
presuppose the logic of exchange and reification of other. For instance, the linguistic sign, 
‘family’ and its combination of two economic units through a social-convention might have 
remained intact during the 80s, but its concepts was in constant motion by conflicts and 
rationalization.   
This approach, as if examining a cell under a microscope, elucidated the elemental 
dialectical mechanisms of the extensive cultural formation in the 80s. It was remarkable that the 
tendency and directions of the dialectical development came be reshaped and redirected by the 
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manners in which the appropriation of time coevolved with the logic of self-reification and self-
alienation and it transferred to gaze on others and then accomplished the forms of self-negation 
overwhelming counter interpretive tendencies. The general conception of collective progression, 
particularly framed by the color TV, was being echoed with the lived experiences of Korean 
laboring classes in Korea’s rapid diversification of concrete labors in the 80s. It engendered 
distinctive forms of the appropriation of temporality which connected the non-existent past and 
future to existing present in a causal continuum. Such irrational appearances as geomancy and 
fortunetelling was characterized to control the present and secure the certainty of future.   
It should be noted that the superstitious and pseudo-scientific cultural practices were 
based on a form of historical consciousness, which the practices constituted a causation of 
history. Of course, their conception of temporality was revolving around ‘individual level’ and 
ended up creating a motionless world confined to others. And this tendency accompanied deviant 
forms of temporal-appropriation characterized as unrealistic imaginations with extremeness. A 
tendency of nostalgic narrative on the past, circulated mainly by the color TV was discovered. 
This media maneuver seems understandable to indicate a shared miserable economic departure 
for Korean laboring classess to affirm their economic progression in present. However, its 
reception appeared in popular narrative held a tendency to excessively idealize or romanticize 
the past even although they were fully aware of that their past was not. More important is not the 
creativity of the imagination itself but that their escaping nostalgia based on their recognized 
reality in present. The present orientation of its escaping features appeared to be clearer in the 
ways of appropriating future embedded in apocalyptic and eschatological forms. While dreaming 
of the rosy future expected by the equality of opportunity in the 80s, they imagined a doomed 
future which would equally nullify all the practices for dry dream and the illusionary utopia of 
after-life. The irony of this destructive equality co-existed with present-negating illusions in a 
sharp contrast to the equality for self-preservation. This undercurrent is hard to be romanticized 
as revolutionary consciousness against capitalism. Rather it remained only in the level of 
mentality, grunting against the limit of reality recognized by them, similar with Juno’s wrath, in 
Virgil’s Aeneid: “if Heaven I cannot bend, then Hell I will arouse!(Virgil, 7: 1918, p. 25)”. 
Evidently, it did not lean toward such fatalistic doctrines as religious concepts of fate and 
Orwellian surveillance, at least they seemed to have been recognizing themselves as the subject 
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of control by the crude forms. In this vein, the heterogenous appropriation of the past and future 
appeared to formulate the distinctive forms of practices in present. Particularly, the concept and 
practices around love to reveal remarkably eccentric tendencies in its abstract-immediacy. By the 
concept of love idealized or romanticized by Korea’s capitalistic socialization, the Korean 
working-class individuals were striving to construct in their given abstract-time span. In 
organizing their practices for the oneness, the capitalistic logics of individuality to alienate others 
and the mentality of being alienated. Regardless of overwhelming one, it generated fairly 
‘abnormal’ tendencies in terms of impossibility of reconciliation, such as committing suicide, 
violence to one-side, or utilizing only its instrumentality by eradicating any possibility of conflict 
ad initio.    
These counter tendencies in appropriating the temporality can be said to be subversive 
ways of abstraction of temporality. But it should not be romanticized just because their 
imaginative ways went against the given general frame. Dialectical thought remained 
unscientific until the objectivity in concreteness they experienced imposed its judgement upon its 
dialectical movement(Marcuse, 1991, pp. 140–143). The concreteness that the dialectical 
synthesis of the Korean laboring individuals as ‘laboring classes[arbeitende Klassen]’ was given 
by their relationship to the objectivity of other individuals in species being. Thus, I examined the 
metamorphosis of their gaze on prostitutes as others in popular narrative by which I depicted 
how the laboring classes individuals negated their species being as labor class and established 
themselves to capitalistic bourgeois individuals, i.e. middle class or those expected to be. At least 
until 1983, they had held sympathetic gaze projecting their backgrounds and working conditions 
to those of prostitutes, whose exploitation had also been forced in the names of ‘Dollar earning 
patriots’ and ‘the pillar of Korean industrialization’ in the stage of Korea’s primitive 
accumulation. By the gaze identified with their shared material condition, the Korean laboring 
popular seemed to have constructed the oneness of sympathetic mentality. From the mid-80s, the 
popular narrative began to treat the prostitution as an occupation as the diversification of 
concrete labors deepened. The gaze changed from a sympathetic one to onlooker’s viewpoint 
about exotic objects. This regressive motion of gaze from the objectivity[Gegenstand] of 
prostitutes to ‘object[Objekt]’ coevolved with ethical judgement on the exotic occupation. The 
axiological standards imposed on prostitutes were based primarily on familiar and secured 
mentality which could differentiate the telos of their labor, e.g. absence of sacrifice for family, 
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for hedonic life with extravagant consumption. It is hard to say that this conceptual separation by 
creating difference served to reformulate the oneness of labor class for its own. Rather, they held 
the similar gaze on other labor class individuals who left behind the race such as ‘those selling 
blood for living’, ‘daily workers’ and even manual workers’. It seemed to be following the way 
in which the Korean individual capitals were constructing an internal-hierarchy by the Korean’s 
peculiar form of monopoly. It was seen to be an elaborated form of above-mentioned Juno’s 
wrath to be a rational judgement as expressed by a phrase; “to reign is worth ambition, though in 
hell: better to reign in Hell, than serve in Heaven(Milton, 2012, p. 25)”.  Projecting their 
individualized visions for future, the logic of mimesis began to overwhelm as the capitalist class 
households were assumed to be living and thinking and educating their children as they were so. 
It might be compelling to them since they had observed by their naked eyes how the Korean 
capitalist class individuals with the same background, that of prostitutes as well, had occupied 
their current socio-economic status. But it was no more than a point of the past temporal flow 
that they wanted to see; the developmental processes of mediation had been different for three 
decades. Their starting points, by contingency, might have been equal but Korea’s capitalist 
system was completing its systemization in the late 1980s. Rather, this inverted gaze had to 
negate themselves by creating otherness within the unitary species being of ‘labor class[die 
Arbeiterklasse]’. The self-alienation blocked the first moment of the struggle of recognition in 
Hegel’s sense which can be said ‘to recognize first their very existence to be the fundamental 
condition of the capital’. It perpetuated the inverted relationship between capital and labor by 
projecting the individualized vision for future to the present condition defined as an individually 
given structure of opportunity to be endured and be utilized by one’s calculative reason in 
relative autonomy. In the self-alienation process of making differences on the surface- i.e. from 
the various forms of oppression and exploitation, the range of their praxis became gradually 
confined in the self-victimization and self-pity, as if crying off for the charity of their master that 
they are expected to be someday. 
My pessimistic description in apocalyptic tone may reversely clarify our objective view 
on the revolutionary subject as history-makers. The Korean laboring popular might be seen to be 
the most pristine and opportunistic or even turn to be oppressive to the weaker. Their 
revolutionary consciousness springs not immediately from their being victim of capitalism but 
from their own conceptual mediation of immediacy. It might seem ambivalent and incoherent 
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because they first ‘experience’ and ‘feel’ the contradictions as they are in their concrete life. As 
observed from the concrete life of female manual workers who had to send such scant wages to 
support their family. They had to work under the hellish working conditions in where they 
experienced the change of capital composition by newly deployed conveyor belts and forced 
night shifts with stimulants suggested by middle managers and gender oppression by sexual 
harassment. They were less rational and calculative to follow the order of pre-capitalistic family-
mentality and were ashamed of their being laborers to hide themselves from female college 
students in their age. At the same time, they imagined Cinderella-like future and casted 
contemptuous gaze on prostitute. Korean labor history showed that such contradictory beings 
labeled ‘ignorant sewing-machine girls’ have achieved the first solidarity strike in 1985 since the 
Korean Civil War which played a critical catalyst for the National Solidarity Strike in 1987. 
They held their position even after radical college students scattered back to college and the 
original contribution made by female laborer’s solidarity to Korean labor history became covered 
with the militancy of male-oriented labor union leaders taking the internal hegemony of Korea’s 
labor movement. They are still there even 20 years after the self-styled organic intellectuals 
showing up in TV as politicians and professors bragging about their career in factories and 
prison claim to increase gender quarter in decent jobs seats for gender equality as they got on 
behalf of the forgotten factory girls or charity from male-dominant Korean society as if they had 
been asked to cry for the factory girls in the 80s. The laboring classes are self-contradictory 
beings and left living so because they have, to use D.H. Lawrence’s expression, ‘no smooth road 
into the future, they’ve got to live, no matter how many skies fallen’. In their everyday life, they 
experience the objective contradictions given by history before the owl of Minerva flies with 
‘revolutionary theories’ in its talons. This simple fact re-affirms everyday life to be a space of 
class struggle in which the fundamental contradictions of material relations are condensed and 
developed into various historical forms. To use a common term, the way of life in everyday life 
should be comprehended as the conceptual movement of the historical agents which weave the 
given abstract-immediacy into the textures of struggles. The conceptual movement in the 
everyday life should be considered a moment of the historical process of class struggle. In the 
everyday life governed in abstract time flow, the laboring individuals is assumed to be bearers of 
objective contradictions. By the concreteness given in it, the laboring classes individuals 
interpret the abstract-immediacy. To use a metaphor of Odyssey as a historical journey of 
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bourgeoisie individuals, it was Hermes whose name is cognate with hermeneutics[interpretation] 
who helped Odysseus to avoid Circe’s spell to turn him to swine. I illustrated the cultural 
formation in the 80s as a generative process derived from the unstable dynamics of the 
conflicting interpretations in which the working individual’s inverted gaze identified the 
capitalist’s one overwhelmed and incorporate heterogenous conceptual movements into one a 
homogenous tendency. From the perspective of a long term becoming process of a historical 
totality, by the mediation of interpretation in everyday life, the material relations given as 
historical contingency in Korea’s particularity became the historical necessity which paved a 
way to the uncritical cultural settlement of neo-liberal orders in the 1990s. 
 The processes of interpretation as conceptual movements in everyday life may be 
comprehended as historical mediation to move and create a historical process. Form it, a political 
implication may be drawn that the voluntary cohesion and direction of their conceptual 
movements is on what all the political capabilities and strategies should be concentrated. The 
interpretations may be ‘heterogenous’ depending on its telos of interpreting the abstract-
immediacy, but, notably, the interpretation by the same telos also may appear to be ‘diverse’ on 
the surface. For example, the Korean tenants on monthly rent and Jeon-se lease in the 80s 
showed to have different mentalities, e.g. the sorrow to be evicted or grunt against the renter and 
the feeling of relief to have arrived at mid-way to be a middle-class. But, their interpretation was 
based on the same telos to be house owners. The differences appeared in the forms were 
developed from the differences in material conditions in the first instance given to their everyday 
life. The ‘diversity’ on the surface can be defined to the different appearances of the 
homogeneity, in Plotinus’ sense, as a movement of Intellect from One to Many. Such Many can 
be described as already-occurred events in given static moment like fallen apples governed by 
the law of gravity and the objects of observation like the premodern societies reported by the 
colonialist anthropological monographs in the bookshelves of the British Library. To see it as a 
becoming process, the diversity is hard to be defined as heterogeneity, rather it is no more than 
phenomena of escalating tensions within those who expected the capitalistic salvation in the 
homogenous purgatory of everyday life. Such the superficial differences by the internal tension 
experienced as the concreteness could be a mean for the oppressed to oppress others within 
species beings e.g. Korean forms of gender oppression by male laborers.  
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In this respect, the consumption oriented approach on culture should be reconsidered to move its 
political point. As shown by the disco-consumption by Korean manual workers, they preferred to 
go discos in vicinity of industrial complex rather than in Myeong-dong in Seoul. Their disco 
consumption, as they said, felt more comfortable hanging with those with similar backgrounds. It 
might be seen to be affirming quasi-identity by the consumptive practice. But, their ostensible 
cultural practices retained the desire for class-uplift, following the logic of mimesis, e.g. the 
cultural consumption of white collar workers as implied by the selection of the music and 
imitating the trend.  Some might expect it as a sort of political engagement to hopefully make 
any crack in consumption-moment which could affect the other moments of production. 
Considering a temporal order of cultural process[Bildung], the cultural commodities are the dead 
labor actualized by living labor in production and contain the transferred surplus value. Once the 
consumption is identified with the history-creating practices in the name of ‘signifying 
practices’, the conception of historical practices is confined in ‘convention or positivity in 
present’, neglecting of its pre-existing constitutive logic, which has been determining production 
and distribution in historical phases.  
This problematic is easy to end up revolving in the modality of fulfillment of desire and, 
at worst, to invert the finality of political struggles with the consumption moment as the mean of 
symbolic resistance. like purchasing Apple products instead of Samsung as an expression of 
one’s anti-monopoly capitalism, neglecting of both products were produced by the exploitation 
of cheap labor power in the same country.  This fetishized approach tends to reduce the front line 
of political struggle at the ubiquitous power relations which is ahistorical because the existences 
and operation of the power-relations always are continuously organized by the material relations 
socially appropriating the surplus values in the continuum of a mode of production. Excessive 
focus on the description of power relation could lead to dismiss the historical cause of the power 
and to repeat the confirmation of the present existence of power by asking only how it operates 
rather than asking why it operates. To take an example of the gender inequality of Korean female 
laborers in the 80s through the distribution logics of domestic economic resource, it seemed hard 
to imagine that the abolishment of a patriarchal institution of family and the eradication of the 
mentality on it could have accomplished gender equality in the 80s. Such theoretical doctrines 
against the power itself is no more than abandoning the criticism of a given historical conditions 
of capitalism, as if the idealistic projection of utopian socialists in Marx’s days claimed to 
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abolish ‘the exchange and possession itself’, not the mode of exchange and possession 
conditioned in the historical phase of capitalism.  
From a long-term view of historical progression, the description in lack of explanation on 
causation by historical conditions is no more than a shadow boxing which serves for status quo 
and confined the social struggles to perpetuate ‘a defensive mode’ because it is only to be 
responsive to the continuous advents of power relations and forms of oppression. In this logic, 
the forms of struggles also come to expand its front line following the diversifying forms of 
oppression and to engender the self-victimization of the oppressed who are the history-creators, 
at worst, inner-conflict causes the inversion of the oppressed to the oppressor. For instance, the 
glass-ceiling of promotion complained by female white collar workers in air-conditioned offices 
became conceived as a different oppression from that of factory girls in night shift who had to 
take stimulants for brother’s college tuition and that of prostitutes who had only bodies to sell. 
Without any incorporated frontline drawn by the homogeneity of historical development, the 
scattered history-creators expect their redemption not by revolutionary historical-praxis but by 
self-pity.  And the uncertainty of their individualized futures tended to be projected to the 
certainty of the past they experienced. As the Korean working populace in the 80s recalled their 
bucolic lives in idealized nostalgia for pre-capitalistic society, the past is re-constructed by a 
generality into an idealized farce, say, the 1980s to be the prosperous era when all those who 
worked hard could get reward by consuming what they could not afford before like the color TV. 
Of course, such a generality of nostalgia for the 1980s shifts out and idealizes the historically 
contingent conditions like mirrored-benefit from the Plaza Accord to be ‘state’s leadership’, 
exploitation of laborers to be ‘hard working Korean’, and the distorted democracy under the 
military dictatorship to be ‘inevitable political sacrifice for the economic growth’, just as the 
general nostalgia in the 80s eradicated the exploitation of tenant farmers. The Korean laboring 
classes were only to long “to escape form the dangers of revolution back to the flesh pots of 
Egypt(Marx, 2009, p. 11)”. Consequently, the direction of historical progression, which is 
supposed to be made by the real creators of history, falls again to the hands of those who can 
already control given communication-channels and first propose a generality like a slogan, 
‘make Korea great again’, then the political participation for the progression of history became 
confined in the quantitative matter of ‘generality’ of representation: say, how much a candidate 
or media can represent the diverse voices from the below.   
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Holding this viewpoint, let us consider media in the light of Homer’s metaphor of Hermes 
informed Odysseus of Circe’s spell. Hermes is a messenger of divine logos represented to be 
linguistic delivery of facts, and simultaneously a god of liars and merchants implied as deception 
and cunning reason. He promised not to lie to Zeus, yet under the condition that he may happen 
to forget to tell the whole truth. His ambiguous identity implies to grasp the historical roles of 
media. I demonstrated Korean color TV newly employed in the 1980s played a pivotal role to 
frame the immediate experiences and mentality into general forms. The conception of TV 
representation of the reality was historically constructed as one of Korean TV media’s 
maneuvers to push aside the previous printed media. The Korean working populace at least in the 
80s were fully aware of that TV representation did not correspond with their reality and could 
not change their reality. Rather, they wanted to believe so as observed by the Korean TV 
audience’s demanded TV dramas to idealize more their non-existent past and reality. They did 
not take TV representations as ‘standards for their real life’ and as ‘catharsis in a literary sense’ 
since they were too modernized, or pagans, to take a contemporary version of Tenth 
Commandment and too ‘materialistic’ to believe the visual images displayed on TV screen they 
could turn on and off to pay their rents. The Korean working populace used the representation of 
generality as substance for their conceptual movement. The popular reception of melodrama with 
love-triangle was because they were consistently facing the free choices in daily lives. Their 
everyday life was always going against an elitist premise that assumed the lemmings-like people 
to blindly follow the generality proposed by TV representing that other people think and live so. 
To make clear the order of the incident, reality and culture was prior to media. As shown 
by the cultural legitimation process of Korea’s color TV, the previous cultural forms effected the 
employment and use of TV, then Korean laboring classes began to accept the maneuvers of color 
TV.  If this simple temporal order that the real life of the producers of culture goes before new 
media is conceived to be inverted, the approach on media-culture is confined to delving into 
media effect on culture coevolving with the motion of economic maneuvers of cultural industry 
continuously producing and distributing ‘new-media’. And the consumption of media 
characterized as ‘the politic of representation’ turns to another witch craft in disguising academic 
forms of ‘media commodity reviews’ by nailing Voodoo dolls in the safe shelters to struggle 
against the real enemy determining the exploitation and oppression of real life.  
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My dissertation suggests the concept of ‘mediation process’, not the physical forms of media and 
produced media commodity, to be situated at the center of understanding the mediated culture in 
the long running spiral progression of history. Language can have material power only when it 
was playing a role as medium of dialogue, in Hegel’s sense. Without dialogic mediation to 
augurate the collective exertion of concept, it is only effusive forms of immediacy, or at best 
collective voices like the shouts of the spectators in football game and to disappear into the abyss 
of self-victimization of the self-alienated subjects with individualized predicaments just like echo 
without leaving traces.       
The media is ever-present technological devices whose roles is restricted to circulating 
the immediacy in forms of the general information, no matter how specific it may claim to 
represent. Some media texts representing a specificity can be accepted as subversive to given 
capitalistic generality, say, stereotype. We should remind of Gramsci’s remark that intellectual 
conformism was responsible for the ironic situation that Zola was received by Italian popular as 
‘revolutionary’. More important is that human’s interpretative power develops such general 
information into the forms of knowledge about causation. The space of everyday life is where the 
historical subjects can form their own cohesion and interpretation by their lived experiences 
synthesizing the substances given by media. In this score, the concept of popular media in 
Gramsci’s sense can be established as ‘a qualitative concept’ to use common term, grass-rooted 
media, like Italian readership of Zola coevolved with sub-stratum organizations of Factory 
Council in his days. Considering that media dead labor is produced and employed in given 
moment of history, the circulation of linguistic materiality in Williams’s sense can be 
conditioned by the given historical forms. It is reduced into the matter of how given historical 
relations condition the means of production of communication. In other words, we should figure 
out first how a certain phase of the development of capitalism imposed its historical determinants 
on the positivity of the media-production, e.g. state control in the case of Korea in the 1980s and 
its transition to capitalistic-ownership in Korea’s disguise of media democracy, which caused to 
miss the last chance for the media-democracy from capital, veiled by the accidental economic 
boom and consumerism accompanied with academic fetishism called ‘the politics of 
consumption’ in the 1990s. The comprehension of historical form of the mode of media 
production as pre-conditions for the contents of media texts, the media can be established to be a 
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mean of war of position. By doing so, its mediated-culture can find potentials to supersede its 
abstract nature of generality to the concrete space of the warfare.   
The realm of media culture may draw a front line, incorporating those of ‘political 
struggle and economic struggle’, in the everyday life, but the maneuver of media itself, no matter 
how revolutionary it could be, has limitations to realize it into material force without the actual 
grass-rooted political organizations. Precisely, it may be able to make a crack and secure space in 
depth so that the first wave rush in the territory of enemy, but it is the grass-rooted political 
organizations which dig the trench in there and secure the supply-line in terms of human 
resources. As shown in the Korean case, its short history of capitalism had not allowed to 
accumulate the capability of political organizations to permeate into daily life with partisanship. 
The preexisting family played the roles as the oneness with a sort of partisanship and failed to 
overcome otherness given by the dominant logic of possessive individualism outside the family 
relations. All present complex of material conditions and conscious-form retains the 
potentialities of negation-as inner-contradiction which would advance. The potentiality of 
negation in present can be grasped only in temporal continuum of historical totality and 
actualized into material forces by historical subjects’ voluntary organization through dialogue.    
As I criticized Korean leftwing of the 1980s focusing on their neglecting of the historical 
particularity of Korean capitalism and the immature development of grass-rooted organizations, 
the lack of historical recognition on the particularity of Korea’s capitalism accumulated in its 
historical development has brought about the blind applications of theoretical model onto a given 
presence. In this logic, the scientific revolutionary theories, as Rosa Luxemberg criticized 
Bernstein, become conceived as instrumental manuals and mislead reformist opportunism. The 
concept of ‘contexualization’ is replaced with the changed object of theoretical applications by 
shifting out the historical weigh formulated the theories. The theoretical applications are only to 
await when the struggle form the below would hopefully be ripened and consolidated so that the 
theories could safely jump on the struggles. The separation between economic struggle and 
political struggle, coevolving with deepening capitalistic socialization processes, may aggravate 
the inner tensions in the subaltern class or appeared paradoxical forms so-called class-betrayal 
voting or identity-betrayal voting.  
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Detached from the reality of the struggle, the criticism of theories and its production in academia 
fall into the idealistic projection to the reality of the oppressed, tending either to insinuate the 
oppression on their ignorance, to use Marx’s expression, the drowning people in the water are 
dying because they don’t know about ‘the idea of gravity’ or to eulogize their terminal 
floundering to survive as relative autonomy against structure. It seems understandable since the 
academic production cannot be not free from the given historical reality. Critical intellectuals, as 
Gramsci(1971, p. xciii) noted, “they all wanted to be the ploughmen of history, to play the active 
parts…nobody wished to be the ‘manure’ of history. But is it possible to plough without first 
manuring the land?”  He pointed out that ‘practice is the manure. The practices as the manure for 
manure is a long term historical project cultivating the historical process in which practices 
“poses itself afresh at every moment(1971, p. xciii)”.  In Gramsci’s sense, the organic intellectual 
is Lenin-like intelligentia, not pipe-smoking Sartre-like intellectuals in 60’s of France. And their 
roles are not crying for the oppressed but letting them speak and debate, voluntarily organize 
themselves in solidarity which would experience their political struggles by their lived 
experiences, so that they come to realize that they are creating history by their own hands and to 
assure their creation without expecting any Moses-like leadership. In his context, the media 
politic should be concentrated on how to organize their communication in ‘a democratic form of 
dialogue’ for a substrata of “an oral democracy”, Carey once recalled, “based on practices of 
assembly, debate, disputation, and talks(1992, p. 4)”. 
The repetition of descriptions on their misery or subversive potentials supposedly to be 
seen only to critical intellectuals in armchairs, would be end up urging the revolutionary subjects 
to keep imploring their misery in self-victimization and in delusion. There is no doubt that we 
are no longer living in the ages of political extremes. Those struggles of Eugene Debs and Helen 
Keller, the 68 Revolution, Korea’s First Solidarity Strike faded away and replaced, following 
Aldous Huxley’s imagination, with beliefs in Rockefeller’s entrepreneurial spirit revealed in 
library, creativeness of Apple products evoking alienated modern men to humane mentality, in 
sipping fair-trade coffee expressing anti-postcolonialism.  
This pessimistic present of historical development, in a sense of dialectics has its 
negation to optimism. it should be noted again that the oppressed and the exploited has 
developed for their own, arrived at ‘now’ unfortunately with their inverted gaze as much as the 
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capitalism developed in its logic of segmentation as if the God created the world. We should 
admit the impossibility of “the return to the seven-league boots of the childhood of the 
proletariat” because they have developed themselves, incarnating the God in another wearing 
“the puny worn-out slippers of the bourgeoisie”(Luxemburg, 2007, p. 102). Now, the only thing 
they have is the cruel certainty of history they have created. The practical implications of all the 
revolutionary theories should be re-discovered in the irrevocable trajectory of history because it 
is the only necessity left to them. The hope from the necessity was alluded in Homer’s metaphor 
of the relationship of Odysseus, “man of pain’ and Circe. He spent a long time as a lover of 
Circe, “the lustrous goddess”. He learned from Circe to visit the Underworld. In the “joyless 
kingdom of the dead”, he learned from a blind prophet, Tiresias who is a blood-drinker with no 
vision for “the rising light of day”, the wisdom why he has suffered due to his deeds, the current 
“stage of his voyage” and “the way to go”.  With the wisdom of the dead, Odysseus finally 
decided to depart her, and she taught him to pass between two sirens Scylla and Charybdis. By 
the wisdom from the past, once we could make decision not to stay with Circe, she may whisper 
to sail between the all-forgiving prefix of generality, middle class, and the all-explaining prefix 
of oblivion, post. 
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